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LISTENING LOG: A – D 
  

EVARISTO dall’ABACO 
8 Concerti Grossi 

I’d be hard put to identify any distinguishing marks of style here, except that the writing 
seems fresh, elegant, and very pleasing — exceptionally pleasing. Excellent of their kind. 
The Jesus performance is first-rate ListeningLog.A-D.rtf— baroque instruments that 
sound good. (Ja11)   

CARL FRIEDRICH ABEL 
Sinfonia Concertante in B♭, violin, oboe, clarinet & orchestra 

Abel, who settled in London and worked with J.C. Bach, sounds like early Mozart both in 
elegance of phrasing and brilliance of solo writing. An early use of clarinet (circa 1765), 
and an unusual collocation of three treble soloists. Delightful. None of the cadenzas in 
this CPO set are credited — could they be original? — I doubt it very much. (Mh12) 

6 Symphonies, op 10 
Abel together with J.C. Bach in London were key in establishing the style of the 
independent classical symphony and, at the same time, the subscription concert. All of 
Abel’s op 10 are in three movements with Andante centers — two have Minuetto Finales. 
Abel avoids counterpoint, minimizes technical difficulties, keeps first violins dominant, 
other strings subordinate, winds dispensible. Even within these limits, his invention is 
abundant and graceful. These Symphonies strike me as more classical, less pungent than 
Boyce, more satisfying than J.C. (whose music sounds more like juvenile Mozart — 
though one of Abel’s was long mistaken for juvenile Mozart, who had copied it out by 
hand). Lots of bustling but very few triadic mottos à la Mannheim — real tunes, one after 
another. Performances are exquisite — a super CD. (Mh12) 

JOSEPH ACHRON 
Violin Concerto No 1, op 60 

I resisted this, expecting Achron to be another lesser virtuoso composer like Sarasate, 
then bought it for Silverstein, only to find that he’s conducting instead of playing. But 
Oliveira is fine, and the Concerto turns out to have great musical interest. The first 
movement — a vast 25' long — is based on the cantilations of certain cantors (liner notes 
give details). The style, surprisingly, is more modernist than Bloch (ferocious dissonance 
just before the end), rhythmically very complex, fiendishly difficult. Structure seems 
episodic. The 10' second movement is based on secular Jewish Yemenite dance tunes — 
likewise inventive, free from cliché. An intriguing curiosity. (Mh11) 

The Golem Suite 
Five short bits of incidental music for Levick’s Hebrew play reworked for chamber 
orchestra.  Nothing special but the instrumentation — but liner notes on the legend are 
fascinating. (Mh11) 

Two Tableaux from Belshazzar 
Two substantial movements from music written for a Hebrew play of uncertain origin.  
Begins with atmospheric section with some acrid bitonality, then moves into a kind of 
grotesque processional with blatting fanfares.  Good stand-alone concert piece. (Mh11) 



ADAM de la HALLE 
Robin et Marion 

Lively reconstruction, with natural voices, convincing sound.  (Au08) 
ADOLPHE ADAM 
Giselle 

Disc presents an abridged version of the ballet, enough to fill in the best known parts and 
give narrative continuity. The music is simple, and I recognize parts if rather dimly. It’s 
fairly generic, with lots of on-and-off-the-stage filler, and I doubt if it could stand alone 
in concert — it is never programmed as a concert piece. Perhaps a Suite could be drawn, 
which would include the solo viola pas de deux. (Mh11) 

JOHN ADAMS 
Doctor Atomic 

An important piece, but I had problems with it. The lyrical parts do not rise to the 
occasion (e.g. the Love Duet, “Batter my heart”), nor does the music dance when the 
characters do. Chorus underused in Act I, but sound variously like Britten, Orff, or Glass 
in Act II, while Adams is bent on sounding “modernist” rather than “minimalist.” 
Suspense rises in Act II, but the music never rises with it. The Sellars libretto is 
fragmented, but the stagecraft is quasi-realist and continuous, while the music rarely 
sustains an idea. Nor does it probe the ethical questions. I liked the spoken Japanese at 
the end. Performances were good — Finley excellent. The opera disappointing. 
(MetHD—N08) 

Violin Concerto 
Much more complex than the Glass Concerto, and much more interesting. Triads float 
away like soap bubbles while the soloist does calisthenics. After cadenza, the Chaconne 
begins à la Pachelbel, but on multiple planes, bass, chimes, soloist, stratospheric violins 
— glorious. Finale a “toccata,” nearly moto perpetuo. Impressive piece. (Ja09) 

String Quartet 
Lengthy Quartet in two movements, the first a complete Quartet in itself (in four 
recognizable traditional sections), the second much shorter, a kind of rhythmically 
driving epilogue.  JA’s style is clearly recognizable — minimalist bearings but not 
numbingly repetitive, rhythmic, not atonal nor harshly dissonant.  Not too hard to get the 
measure of in one hearing, exciting — JA at the top of his game, St Lawrence group 
playing with full commitment.  (St Lawrence Qt—live—F09) Having heard St Lawrence 
play one of the first performances of this piece, I now find it empedestaled on CD. I 
don’treally recognize it, but it feels familiar. (Jy11) 

Harmonium 
Early Adams, a half-hour minimalist work for chorus and orchestra on texts by Donne 
and Emily D — three impressive, slow-moving panels, a nice reflective setting of 
Emily’s carriage ride, plus a wild Finale on “Wild Nights.”  I think I like Adams— early 
minimalist mode better than the later stuff. A very short measure CD, alas. (Ap09)  

Short Ride in a Fast Machine 
This has become standard rep, a good thing. (CBC—Ag09) Add-on for kids on BBC 
Shostakovich  CD – it’s not quite Pachelbel’s Kanon yet but getting there. (My15) Again 
on CBC, driving. (O15)  

Nixon in China 
Gripping throughout, even with a sympathetic Nixon, a sweet Pat Nixon, a doddering 



Mao, and a warm Chou En Lai. Act I is all Nixon and public diplomacy. Act II begins 
with Pat, rather bewildered, touring the sights, a ballet showing Kissinger as rapist and 
torturer, and a fearsome Madame Mao. Act III (which Bernheimer calls anti-climactic) is 
a nostalgic looking back on history, life, the passing of time — all passion spent, the 
intensity gone out of it — beautiful. Alice Goodman’s libretto rises at times to poetry. 
The music: Carl Orff meets Janacek in a pop wall of sound. A most implausible operatic 
masterpiece, exploring political emotions hardly felt on the operatic stage since 
V-E-R-D-I. (F11) 

Tromba lontana 
Nice gentle program opener, fanfare with two trumpets set behind the orchestra. (TSO 
live—Mh11) 

Son of Chamber Symphony 
JA’s second Chamber Symphony, a genre in which he says he can exploit the full 
individual and ensemble virtuosity of his players — especially in the first movement, 
bright, intricate play with the timp rhythm of Beethoven’s Ninth.  II a long cantabile in 
winds over a string vamp. When strings take over, the texture gradually breaks into cross 
rhythms.  III was to be called can-can, but it’s actually serious in its strenuous 
minimalism. Super piece. (Jy11) 

Phrygian Gates 
 A 26’ challenge of pianistic minimalism – cycles through half of the circle of fifths 

alternating Lydian and Phrygian modes while the hands keep independent repeated note 
patterns. There are shocks along the way, like the sudden dive into bass register, but it’s 
basically Adams’s purest minimalist style. (N13) 

China Gates 
 Short minimalist piano piece in style of Phrygian Gates, technically within limits of 

amateur. (N13) 
Chamber Symphony 
 From 1992, an important piece in Adams’ output. Three movements: Mongrel Airs layers 

prominent solo violin (à la Stravinsky’s L’Histoire) over slap bass, horn chords, high 
wind schrapnel, a kind of avant garde klezmer with three wild clarinets. An explosion of 
Les Six, captivating. Aria with Walking Bass is sung by trombone, then trumpet, then 
other instruments complicating the texture. The bass seems to walk up and down at 
random – I’d like to see how he notates those superimposed tempi. Roadrunner: Crazy! I 
had high expectations, but this piece exceeded them. A major masterpiece. (Mh14) As I 
follow the score, the rhythmic patterns look more rational. The sound is just as zany. All 
the composer’s talk about Schoenberg’s op 9 seems whitewash to cover its true roots in 
L’Histoire and Petrushka – naught to be ashamed of. (My14) This piece is now more than 
a quarter of a century old, and more and more it seems defining, like Schoenberg’s First 
Kammersymphonie. With its dry klezmer sound and dryer wit, however, its heritage is 
more Stravinsky. The score is blinding in its rhythmic complexity, the sound captivating. 
The stride bass sounds as natural as jazz or Handel. Those horns! Roadrunner captures 
the comic genius of the original. A defining masterpiece. (O18)    

The Dharma at Big Sur  
I suppose California must have electric violins, but I don’t like them. (1) A New Day: 
Lots of slurping around on higher strings, a pseudo-Asian sound. I hadn’t heard an erhu 
when I listened to this before. Harpist deserves equal billing. (2) Sri Moonshine goes 



up-tempo dancing in irregular, nervous pulses, with harp and drum. Up-dated Lou 
Harrison, but it begs the question Why an orchestra— Lots of plucking, lots of pedal, lots 
of natural harmonics. Big crescendo at end. (O17).  

Grand Pianola Music 
 Three movements, 31’, for two pianos and ensemble of winds, brass, percussion, and 

three female voices. This is early John Adams at his most minimalist, sounding closest to 
Philip Glass – tonal, largely consonant, delicate he calls it, but the brass and two bass 
drums add wallop. The pianos mainly play the same material a fraction of a beat apart, 
creating an acoustic shimmer, while the mechanistic repetitions are softened by the 
voices. Not for frequent listening, but I like it. The final bit is a send-up of the grand 
romantic piano concerto. (O18)    

MURRAY ADASKIN 
Quartet No 3 —Tre Vecchi Amici— 

Big Quartet in three movements, each arranged from early work to which MA had 
somehow lost copyright (hence the title). American style of Copland-Harris, diatonic, 
transparent open space, rhythmic figures, imitation, mirror writing. Second movement too 
similar to first — not enough tricks up his sleeve. Bird-calls in Finale welcome, but 
there’s simply not enough invention. (Ag09) 

THOMAS ADÈS 
Arkadiana, op 12 

Seven short movements for string quartet that Adès characterizes as nostalgia pieces. 
Decidedly avant garde in texture, they still have tonal referents, and allusion without 
quotation. It’s a winning formula. The riff on Elgar’s Nimrod is pure magic. I understand 
why Adès has won his supporters. Besides, anyone so devoted to Couperin can’t be 
wrong. (Jy11) 

Living Toys, op 9 
A 20' programmatic chamber symphony, continuous but with a progression that divides a 
narrative into eight sections. Avant garde-ish with a hint of jazz in the trumpet writing. 
Interesting but makes sense only vaguely, except for the funereal ending. (Jy11) 

Sonata da Caccia, op 11 
Neo-baroque Trio Sonata in four movements for oboe (specified as “baroque”), horn 
(unspecified) and harpsichord. The recording, with Adès at the keyboard, does not 
overcome the obvious balance problem — the harpsichord can hardly be heard. (At least 
it’s honest and not electronically doctored.) Surely there are bigger harpsichords. A pity, 
because the music with its baroque referents is fairly accessible. (Jy11)  

Gefriolsae Me, op 3b 
Anthem setting a verse of Psalm 51 in Middle English (the actual text not printed by 
EMI). Brilliant, with organ pedals helping sustain pitch. (Jy11) 

The Origin of the Harp, op 13 
Of course there’s no harp in it. A weird combo of 3 clarinets, 3 violas, 3 cellos and 
percussion — actually a nice sound, the clarinets (including bass) filling the entire range, 
softened by strings, colored by percussion. Little or no attempt to imitate the harp. First 
half builds to sudden turn, then a long slow diminuendo. Nice. (Jy11) 

The Tempest 
Brilliant operatic adaptation of Shakespeare, daringly cast in semi-rhyming accentual 
verse by librettist Meredith Oakes (predictably trashed by the critics). Keenlyside was a 



magnificent middle-aged Prospero, and Audrey Luna owns the stratospheric role of Ariel 
— a daring and innovative compositional concept — and Isabel Leonard has a beautiful 
voice in the role of Miranda. I was impressed with Alek Schrader as Ferdinand, but he, 
Caliban (Alan Oke), Antonio (Toby Spence), and Alonso (William Burden) are all tenor 
roles, and I wonder in England is so full of tenors that this is necessary. (Spence was 
overparted, both he and Burden sounded strained at times.) John Del Carlo as Gonzalo 
sings as low as Ariel sings high, but he didn’t have the profundo for his big utopian 
speech (there was a hymn tune in there somewhere). I liked the ending with Caliban and 
Ariel repossessing the island between them. The piece could do with more symmetrical 
writing than it has, à la Britten, but it’s very, very effective. LePage’s staging had real 
magic — the opening shipwreck, the floating Ariel. I had no preconceptions, but I loved 
it. (Met in HD, N12) 

Chamber Symphony, op 2 
Four movements without tempo indication or title. It begins with irregular percussion, 
fragmentary  noodles, jazz bits, tonal horn fifths, in gradual crescendo. II settles, still 
fragmented. In III clarinets  and flutes take the lead – high winds build to climax. IV 
begins with explosion, hands lead back to  strings. Interesting parallel with Adams’s 
Chamber Symphony, which I liked much better. (N16) 

The Exterminating Angel 
Thomas Adès’ The Exterminating Angel yesterday at the Met in HD was a succès 
d`estime – it has been well received by audiences and critics alike, and I admired it very 
much, particularly the intrepid cast who sang fearlessly and I assume accurately. But I 
was neither wholly convinced nor deeply moved by it. The opera is based on a 1962 film 
by Luis Buñuel, El ángel exterminador, but by 2017 both the surrealistic texture and the 
message of existential Angst are becoming a tad tired. As a Marxist allegory of the 
wealthy ruling class sunk into self-indulgence, witless cruelty, and abuleia (in its fullest 
theological sense), it is more timely than ever, but it seemed one-dimensional. The 
libretto by Tom Cairns and the composer does a fine job of differentiating the multiple 
characters, but it generates little sympathy for them, nor for the suffering servant class 
nor the masses at the gate. One other external issue is the number of similar modern 
operas that depict an ensemble cast of characters trapped within an inescapable symbolic 
prison: Jimmy López’ Bel Canto (2015), which also features an operatic diva character, is 
the closest and most recent, and before that Stephen Hartke’s The Greater Good (2006) 
and Domenick Argento’s Postcard from Morocco (1971), perhaps the best of them. 
Thomas Adès’ score is almost relentlessly complex and unforgiving, and as accustomed 
as I am to post-serialist music, I was still wishing for a few more hooks. Adès tries, God 
knows. There are discernible solos, duets and trios to relieve the constant ensemble work, 
and there`s an array of momentary musical allusions. There are fine touches of comedy – 
“What does it matter, one conductor more or less—” someone remarks, and the violinists 
play “The Sheep May Safely Graze” on tiny squeaky violins as live sheep on stage are 
about to be slaughtered. Brilliant ideas everywhere, I suppose, and a second or third 
hearing would no doubt reveal many more. But my first impression was that these ideas 
were left too briefly developed. The musical high points are not operatic enough, 
insufficiently contrasted with the overall anarchic texture. But The Exterminating Angel 
has been generating a great deal of interest, so I may be too harsh. (N17) 

RICHARD ADDINSELL 



Warsaw Concerto 
From a disc of faux piano concertos for film – written-to-order Rachmaninoff. I’ll always 
associate it with that woman in Sarnia who lived her fantasy of playing the Warsaw 
Concerto with an orchestra. Naxos sound is awful – flat and distant. [or was that a faulty 
connection?] (Je16) 

SAMUEL ADLER 
Sonata No 2 for Violin & Harpsichord 
 I know nothing of Adler: he was apparently a student of Piston and taught at Eastman and 

wrote his Sonata modeled after his teacher’s. Allegro brusque, good humored—Lento 
sends violin into stratosphere above the keyboard ambit, loses its way – Allegro a 
stylized hoedown. (My13) 

Canto III fir Violin Alone 
 Single 8’ movement in four sections, slow-fast-slow-fast – lots of gliss, harmonics, 

scrubbing, scrunching. (My13) 
Viola Concerto 
 Three movements, 24’. Sinister opening, viola enters in upper register, a singing but 

angular line. Second idea scrubby, xylophone in background. Third idea a gentle trot. 
Adler exploits the viola top but doesn’t overdo it. Slow movement begins with cadenza, 
not virtuosic. Soloist and orchestra alternate with lyrical and sinister moods competing. 
Quick Finale has violist detaché over percussive orchestra (lots of wood block). Nice 
moments but the whole meanders, lots of note spinning. (D19) 

JACQUES ANDRÉ FRANÇOIS d’AGINCOURT 
Feste de Pentecoste au Convent des Visitandines 

An expensive organ CD that I bought on impulse — an Organ Mass by a contemporary 
of Rameau and J.S. Bach. The voices are women singing plainchant in French baroque 
style, alternatim with the Organ both Ordinary and Proper. Very beautiful, wonderful 
organ, but highly soporific. (Ap12) 

ALEXANDER AGRICOLA 
4 Motets in “Chant sur livre” style 

Despite his death as late as 1506, Agricola is described as a “late Gothic” composer, as 
the archaic feel of these pieces affirms. Odd that he was so revered when his sweeter 
sounding successors were active. Dense texture even in three-part writing, with barely 
coordinated counterpoint over cantus firmus. Two texts in Latin, two in Old French. 
Huelgas sails through without apparent effort, closely miked but nice ambience.  (O09)  

Missa Guazzabuglio 
Movements are assembled from five different Masses, all 4-part. Style seems less 
complex than the previous — is it a contrast between experimental and functional music? 
Probably not. Close imitation, fauxbourdon, Machaut cadences, great rhythmic 
complexity in Credo. Guazzabuglio— means “jumbled.” (O09) 

Salve Regina 
Superficially sweet-sounding, but full of melismatic twists and curlicues, sudden 
moments of homophony. Extravagant in concept and filagree — attentive to text but also 
obscuring it.  (O09) 

3 Secular Chansons 
Hard to distinguish from the sacred style.  Is the Bergerette more pastoral, i.e. smooth 
and consonant?  Is there any likelihood of more upbeat performance? “Fortuna 



desperata” is done in two ways, the 3-part original (middle stanza) flanked by JA’s 6-part 
elaboration. (O09) 

Secular works (Unicorn Ensemble) 
Substantial selection on Naxos pleasant to hear, almost approaching the later madrigal 
style but preserving the Gothic complexities and angularities. Unicorn is criticized for 
using too many bells and whistles, but they seem relatively restrained here, if anything 
too “pure.” The verses are all langue d’oeil courtly love set in long melismas so that 
words are scarcely audible. A nice mix of vocal and instrumental, shorter, longer pieces, 
and multiple realizations of the same music. (O10) 

Missa In myn zyn 
Wonderful disc built around the masterpiece of Agricola’s largest extant Mass, beginning 
with multiple versions of the original folksong, the Mass itself punctuated with three 
instrumentals, followed by two shorter works including a gorgeous Regina coeli. The 
Agricola style is all here — long melismas, complex rhythms of Ars Subtilor, changes of 
vowel color — the text broken into small bits, each set independently. Snellings’ Capilla 
Flamenca is simply superb, beautiful singing but nothing prettified – reminiscent of the 
Orlando Consort. (O11) 

KALEVI AHO 
Symphony No 5 

Serious single-movement Symphony — discordant hammerstrokes with solos, trumpet, 
other brass rising over top, plus some tonal harmonic wash in background — steady 
buildup, eerie novel texture, a bit like Honegger. Settles in middle, then takes off at 18', 
then seems to stop silent at 23'. A tonal elegiac passage, slow winding down, then 
crescendo. Symphony is disquisition on hammering motif, but it seems to add up to less 
than the sum of its notes. (N09)   

Symphony No 7 “Insect Life” 
Drawn from Aho’s opera on the Capeks’ satirical Insect Play, the five movements are in 
disparate styles: more accurately, late modernism interspersed by raunchy pop dance 
modes. Grasshoppers have scherzando. I like these bits best. If this is supposed to be a 
symphony as collocation of eclectic styles, the styles aren’t eclectic enough. (N09) 

NICOLAUS À KEMPIS 
Symphonia No 2 “Dolorosa”   

Very brief early Trio Sonata, under 5', sectional rather than in movements. (D10)   
JEHAN ALAIN 
Organ works 

The selection begins with Litanies, one of the few organ pieces I “know.” The organ is 
massive, the echo cavernous — oddly less so in the other works here. Most are very brief, 
and bear secular titles. Le Jardin suspendu is a paradisal evocation à la Messiaen. The 
Deuxième Fantaisie, too, is evocative, slow. The Janequin Variations ring changes — but 
not “divisions” — on a modal tune. This is minor music, but very appealing. (My11) 

Suite for Organ 
The longest work on the disc at 17' is also the most understated. In 4 movements. (My11) 

Le jardin suspendu 
Organ cushion between stark avant-garde anti-war shell-shocked compositions by Jolivet 
and Dieter Schnebel. (My12) 

Deux danses à Agni Yevishta 



 For four hands. Yevishta was an Asian fire dancer Alain saw perform in 1934, when he 
was first impressed by non-Western music. (Je14) 

ISAAC ALBENIZ 
L’Automne; Piano Sonatas Nos 3, 4 & 5 

Early work, pre-Iberia, dismissed cavalierly as salon music. Chopinesque stuff, pretty, 
but more diatonic, no thematic development, no Spanish feel whatever. Salon music for 
sure. (Ja08)  

Recuerdos de viage; Espagne; Azulejo; La Vega “Fantaisie espagnole”; Navarra 
Super collection of Albeniz piano music outside Iberia — but good stuff. The earlier 
Recuerdos less adventurous harmonically, and not all Spanish tinged — but fine. Good 
car music. (Jy09—Muskoka) 

Piano Concerto No 1 in A minor, op 78 “Concierto fantástico” 
One could miss the Spanish element easily, though I detect it in spots — a dreamy late 
romantic Concerto, simple texture, harmonized melodies, tasty piano writing. The 
orchestration is by someone named Traytor, but it’s not clear whether he worked with 
Albeniz or after the fact. Andante semplice, rudely interrupted by Presto. Finale has 
stormy beginning, settles down to affirmative ending. Nothing special — I don’t think de 
la Rocha bothered — but a look into Albeniz’s creative problems — a slow developer, 
uncertain what kind of music to write (salon music, opera, light opera, serious concert 
music), uncertain whether to be European or Spanish, hampered by weak orchestration 
skills, his life debilitated and shortened by kidney failure — he died at 49. (N12) 

Iberia; Navarra 
This seems Albeniz’ sole masterpiece, here in the orchestration by his friend Enrique 
Arbós. The harmonic daring that impresses me in the piano version seems softened, but 
the music is still strong — a geographic tour of Spain in five movements. Navarra was 
completed posthumously by Sévérac and later orchestrated by Arbós. Orchestration 
sounds great, but I’m surprised Ravel didn’t try tweaking it. (N12) 

Catalonia — Suite Populaire 
Simple 6' piece based on folktunes, orchestrated with help from Dukas. Not as brilliant as 
Chabrier’s España, but it bears the comparison. Why isn’t it heard? (N12) 

Suite Española No 1, op 47: Asturias 
 On the BBC guitar concerto disc, a nice Spanish flavored conclusion. (F16) 
Cordoba 
 More or less familiar tune arranged for bandoneon by Gwen Cresens. (My20) 
EUGENE d’ALBERT 
Piano Concerto No 2 in E, op 9 

Unlike No 1, a compact Lisztian one-movement structure in 4 movements, without the 
chromaticism or glitter. Both Concertos are early — d’Albert then pursued opera, not 
wholly successfully (I still want to hear Tiefland properly). This piece is pleasant but 
generic stuff. Big ending. (F09) 

Overture to Esther 
More a symphonic poem by virtue of length — not loud or flashy, but nicely varied. 
Good piece, but harmonically half a century late. (Naxos sound recorded in Moscow is 
poor.) (F09) 

Piano Concerto No 1 in B minor, op 2 
Big 43' Concerto: The CD tracks are 5, but it’s really the standard layout with cadenza 



inserted in the Finale. First reaction: This is more appealing than No 2, less “efficient,” 
more leisurely, more sparkle and thunder — what a Concerto is about. Beautiful slow 
movement, solemn portentous Finale. A big meat-and-potatoes Concerto that deserves 
revisiting. I’ll give No 2 another try. (F09) 

Symphony in F, op 4 
A pleasant surprise — a vast Brahmsian Symphony written when d’Albert was 20, 
surprisingly relaxed, ingratiating rather than ostentatiously impressive, youthful only in 
being too full of ideas, but a constantly unfolding canvas. I can’t say if it is architecturally 
sound, but the surface is constantly appealing. Passionate climax in the Langsam. 
Scherzo seems moto perpetuo romp — then a slow, wandering B section. Finale has long 
serioso introduction à la Brahms First — then a tune that sounds like Elgar in his jolly 
English mood. A puzzlement, immensely attractive. (D10) 

Seejungfräulein, op 15 
Luscious scena for dramatic soprano based on Hans Christian Andersen’s story. Liner 
notes compare style to Tristan, loosely accurate though there are no echoes except for the 
notion of sea music. Kasyan sings a fine performance, beautiful sound. (D10) 

Quartet No 1 in A minor, op 7 
Opens with twisty theme, chromatic, cross-rhythmed — settles into hyper-Brahmsian 
manner — pizzicato triplets in cello, hammered afterbeat figures, soaring cello tune. 
Slow movement sehr innig, later unfolds over rhythmic figures gaining intensity, then 
subsides into reflective state — wonderful. Third movement a sinuous waltz — beautiful. 
Finale a Theme with Variations — always risky — d’Albert tries to obscure joints 
between variations — one has radical cross-rhythms in countermelody, then in whole 
ensemble. Finishes with springy Allegro variation. Super piece, even if Variation 
movement is hard to bring off. Sarastro Quartet excellent.  (Je11) 

Quartet No 2 in E♭, op 11 
Andantino is relaxed, legato. Allegro a striking texture — buzzing doodles, pizzicati, 
figures off the beat — B secion slower with threats of fugato, an extraordinary 
movement. Adagio tries for depth, intricate formally, reaches emotional climax over 
rhythmic figure. Too rich to wrap my mind around, but deeply involving. Allegro Finale 
works its motifs very hard. D’Albert dedicated this Quartet to Brahms, and he’s laboring 
to impress.  (Je11) 

Piano Sonata in F# minor, op 10 
The matrix is unmistakably Brahmsian — d`Albert was a valued friend, and the 
dedication is to Hans von Bülow. Mässig is rich, warm, gorgeous — not a lot of overt 
virtuosity, though it`s clearly a handful. Langsam opens with inward serenity of late 
Beethoven — anxious B section — return of A with chromatic ornamentation, gradually 
simplifies. Finale is large Prelude and Fugue on a chromatic subject that anticipates 
Reger or Busoni, slow at first, gradually faster through diminution. Masterpiece — 
wonderful music. (O11) 

Vier Stücke, op 16 
Four extensive, unrelated pieces. Waltz is nice, not spectacular. Scherzo is phenomenal 
— perfect flashy encore material with substance. Intermezzo, lackadaisical, 
improvisatory. Ballade, the major work, is ternary for, dark, agitated, impressive. (O11) 

4 Pieces from op 5 
More in the way of miniatures — I thought I was hearing late Brahms, and that’s saying a 



hell of a lot. Gorgeous jewels. I want the whole set. (O11) 
TOMASO ALBINONI 
6 Sonate da chiesa, op 4; 12 Violin Sonatas, op 6 
 These two sets, from 1694 and 1711, are presented on two CDs interleaved with each  
 other – a wise effort to relieve sameness, though the difference is felt mainly through the  
 organ continuo for op 4. They are all in four movements, and stylistically they are very  
 similar. The liner notes elaborate on some details. Albinoni was of the Venetian school of  
 Vivaldi and the Marcellos. He wrote fluently and vigorously, though on occasion he  
 seems to have just discovered the sequence. The Sonatas are published under the name  
 Tratteniment Armonici rather than Sonate da camera, so I didn’t notice my duplication of  
 op 6. (Jy13) 
Sinfonia in G 

Just Largo and Allegro, from God knows what collection. (FSA Strings, live N17) 
JOHANN ALBRECHTSBERGER 
Harp Concerto in C 

Best remembered as one of Beethoven`s teachers. This piece is square, businesslike. 
Adagio is more plangent, but it gives way to routine. The harp arppeggiation that works 
so well elsewhere becomes tedious here, and the movement goes on much too long. 
Finale in brisk 3 lively but repetitive. I caught him repeating a phrase on the supertonic – 
Beethoven’s favorite trick. (Ja16) 

Partita in F, harp & orchestra 
Concerto laid out like a small four-movement symphony, but the orchestra is dominated 
by solo harp. All bright and cheery, with modulation to supertonic after first repeat. 
Larghetto in pianissimo slow 3, gorgeous harp trills – but interminable. Standard 
Scherzo, Finale in perky 3. Utterly uninspired music. (Ja16) 

Octet (Parthie No 2), 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 hornes, 2 bassoons, double bass 
Actually a nonet. 5 movements, 26’. Quite a change from Wagenseil, more modulation, 
complexity of textures, technical demands, a touch of Haydn’s wit. Romance features 
interesting echo horns. (Ag20) 

FRANCO ALFANO 
Symphony No 1 in E “Classica” 

Alfano’s operas have a fanatical small cult of admirers, but this is the first I’ve heard 
outside Turandot Act III. Allegro bursts with energy and manic color, most like Respighi, 
Italianate, touched with French impressionism, super-Straussian orchestration, simple 
musical ideas over-developed with romantic determination. (Like Respighi, Alfano had 
Russian connections.) I like it. Lento has modal tinge — a nocturnal love scene in a 
medieval garden, or something just as melodramatic. God knows what he meant by 
“Classica.” Finale opens with solemn fanfares — Presto breaks into dancy fast 4. 
Beautiful music to bask in, impressive but brain softening. (My12)  

Symphony No 2 
In three movements: A vast 18' Allegro alternates between rhetorical proclamation and 
quieter bits with pastoral feel — lots of waiting in suspense, which is OK in opera, less so 
in a Symphony.  Alfano is avoiding the over-the-top flamboyance that makes the First so 
much fun. Largo again has modal sound, Scotch snap figures — goes on forever. Finale, 
after slow intro, launches into a march marked pomposo and not very catchy. (My12)  

ALFONSO X “El Sabio” 



Cantigas de Santa Maria 
The Cantigas are given without texts, making them utterly mystifying — and the Unicorn 
Ensemble has been roundly condemned for dressing up to modern audiences. Lots of 
spoken Old Galician, smooth singing, a large ensemble of instruments to join in. The 
tunes are pleasant, but that’s about all one can gather — the notation is definitely 
mensural, some of the earliest. There’s some 3+3, 2+2+2 rhythm, even today felt as 
Spanish. Arabic sound in the recorder tootling, and in instrumental track 10, but the 
Cantigas themselves are European. A totally annoying disc. (Jy10) 

HUGO ALFVÉN 
Symphony No 4 in C minor, op 39 —From the Outer Skerries— 

Big Romantic Symphony, unadventurous harmonically but wholly gorgeous and 
rewarding — big melodies, lots of scurrying winds and harps. It seems shorter than its 48 
minutes. Four movements without pause. Two solo voices are a novelty, treated 
prominently from the start but do not steal the show. No holds barred, long passionate 
slow movement. At5tractive piece. (S09) Huge 49' Symphony in a single movement, with 
eleven tempo changes. Two voices, wordless as in Nielsen’s Third, suggest sexual 
yearning, frustrated passion, while orchestra depicts wild seascape (flutter-tonguing 
flutes, harp, piano, celeste, trills and skitters). The singers have a bigger role than I recall 
— but pornographic (according to contemporary critics). Well, there are intimations of 
Tristan far less steamy than the original. Besides, he was Scandanavian. (Mh12) 

Festival Overture 
Elgarian flourish, then a cute folktune. Unpretentious, winning, but odd for 1944. (S09)  

Symphony No 1 in F minor, op 7 
Grave intro dramatic with solo cello cadenza, stormy intensity — Allegro plunges into 
jerky, angular theme, second subject in major, extended development very brassy (all 
natural horns). Andante predictably lyrical — the best bits happen when Alfvén lets the 
woodwinds loose. Scherzando opens with modulating sequence. I wonder if he knew 
Berwald’s music. A hint of Bruckner too. Finale folksy. The piece seems by the book — 
not enough surprise0. (Mh12) 

Symphony No 2 in D, op 11 
Yes, this is the one I pegged years ago as Alfvén, knowing only the Midsommarvarka. 
It’s a huge piece, just short of an hour. Expansive Moderato is sunny, full of arpeggios 
and spirited themes. Andante stern, foreboding, alternating with espressivo passages, 
emotion of operatic proportions with dramatic silences, shifts of mood and texture — 
superb. Allegro in minor again dark, relentless — B section in major — material 
over-extended. Finale is a Prelude & Fugue, stern, the Prelude long — a brass chorale 
introduces the Fugue with chromatic twists and an accelerando coda. A beautiful 
Symphony, though the sunny first movement proves misleading. (Mh12) 

Symphony No 3 in E, op 23 
Allegro opens with bright, brusque dance — second motif cut short with rude dissonance 
— strongly suggestive of Nielsen, with hints of Brahms (the E-major Scherzo in the 
Fourth). Andante begins with woozy variant of Home Sweet Home on English horn 
(shades of Dvorak!). Joy touched with melancholy. Presto a piece of prancing, tripping 
whimsy. Finale opens with fanfare then takes off like the overture to a comic opera. How 
rare — a Symphony of unproblematic happiness! (Mh12) 

Dalarapsodi (Swedish Rhapsody No 3), op 47 



Moody, melancholic, haunting slow opening — folkdance of ambiguous modality — 
distant horn melody — genteel waltz-like dance with horn whoops — return to opening 
theme in full orchestra — aggressive dance in 6/8 (some weird chords). Beautiful but 
without the infectious innocence of Midsommervarka. (Mh12) 

The Mountain King Suite, op 37 
Invocation opens with dissonant crashes — ominous tic-toc bass — then a shimmering 
Eden with celeste, sax. Finale is the wonderful Herdmaiden’s Dance, a terrific violin 
showpiece — I’ve even played it. Super concert Suite, a light music masterpiece on a 
level with Peer Gynt. (Mh12) 

Elegy from “Gustav II Adolf,” op 49 
Short 4' piece, lovely but not memorable.  (Mh12) 

Symphony No 5 in A minor, op 54 
The Fifth stands apart from the rest since Alfvén worked at it for decades until its 
premiere in 1953 and even after. Massed scurrying strings could be Sibelius, but the 
Allegro settles into a gentle melancholy with chromatic embellishments out of Liszt — a 
vast 17' movement. Andante unfolds a modal Lied — passion restrained, perhaps 
recollected. Scherzo opens with unusual Lento, a chromatic marimba theme, grotesque 
raspberries from the brass, really weird (Is he giving Modernism the finger?). Finale is 
another 17' behemoth, a mix of gestures, moods, tempi recycling rather aimlessly, 
seemingly without formal direction and quite bad. (Mh12) 

Uppsala-rapsodi (Swedish Rhapsody No 2), op 24 
Alfvén’s academic festival piece caused some controversy with its potpourri of student 
drinking songs — light, happy, with unmistakably intoxicated horn glissandi near the 
end. (Mh12) 

Drapa, op 27 
Another nationalist festival piece, with formal fanfares, two big harp cadenzas — but the 
big tune is a rather somber march with Trio. Would hardly be out of place in Smetana’s 
Ma Vlast. (Mh12) 

Andante Religioso (from Revelation Cantata, op 31) 
Short piece with tradition of independent performance in Sweden. Great final cadence. 
(Mh12) 

A Legend of the Skerries, op 20 
There’s no information about the legend, so the tone poem remains a mood piece. It 
begins with ominous loomings, becomes stormy, then emotively uplifted, then more 
violently stormy, conflicting — ends as it began with desolate seascape. Superb. (Mh12) 

The Prodigal Son Suite  
Seven numbers from a ballet written when Alfvén was in his eighties. Lively music 
dominated by folkdances with at least three polkas — tuneful, unpretentious, very 
enjoyable. (Mh12) 

Midsommarvaka (Swedish Rhapsody No 1), op 19 
I saved Alfvén’s smash hit for last: The title means “midsummer vigil,” and in fact 
depicts a night-long carouse, even with a snooze mid-way. Great stuff. Was it a model for 
Max Davies’ Orkney Wedding and Sunrise? (Mh12) 

ANTON ALIABIEV 
String Trio in G minor 
 Short and very attractive variations on a Russian folksong, here arranged for standard 



Trio from original for two violins and cello. I recognize the composer’s name from his 
famous song, but knew nothing of the pathos of his unfortunate life. (Je13) 

CHARLES-VALENTIN ALKAN 
Sonatina, op 61 

Four concentrated movements in 18', each furiously prestissimo perpetuo moto except for 
the Allegramente. Even Hamelin seems to be playing on the edge. Pure virtuoso flash and 
dazzle. Wow! (S11) 

Barcarolle, op 65/6 
Short engine cooler, lovely melody over rocking bass, with some exotic accidentals. (S11) 

Le festin d’Ésop, op 31/12 
Variations on an eccentric theme named for fable in which a man invites guests and 
serves them a dinner in which every course features tongue, sauced and dressed various 
ways. The entire piece seems a celebration of eccentricity. Alkan was spiritual father to 
Satie. Fabulous!  (S11) 

Piano Sonata, op 33 “Les quatre âges” 
Monumental virtuoso piece in four movements, just under 40`long. The four ages are the 
ages of life — 20, 30, 40 and 50 years — each successively slower. First, relatively short, 
is sheer poetic fireworks. Second, the beefiest, is a Faust piece with themes for Faust, 
Mephisto (its inversion), and Marguerite, ending with a monstrous eight-voice (!) fugue 
and a forearm smash. Third is idyllic, in thirds and sixths. Fourth, “Prometheus Bound,” 
is slow chordal homophony — final striving upward scale, then fizzle. Fine music, but 
the problematic design of the Sonata is a steady decline. (O11) 

Cello Sonata in F, op 47 
Written for the same cellist as the one so honoured by his friend Chopin. Allegro 
turbulent, virtuosic for piano. Allegretto has the feel of barcarolle — Trio a bit bouncy. 
Adagio becomes more soulful, a 12/8 gentle figure in the cello — beautiful. Finale a mad 
tarantella — piano has more notes than the cello, some peculiar cross rhythms near the 
end. Intriguing signs of Alkan’s eccentricity throughout. (F13) My second listen. After the 
Violin Sonata it seems less eccentric, but it’s still out there. Naxos CD is poorly recorded, 
the piano close, cello distant – much better all around on Harmonia Mundi. Finale is 
Saltarello, not Tarantella. What’s the distinction? (Ap13) 

Duo Concertante in F# minor, violin & piano, op 21 
Opens in deceptively Schubertian mode – the piano rumbles, violin resorts to striding 
octaves, passion soars. Second movement is entitled L’Enfer – piano is flamboyantly 
dissonant in its deep register, then taunting on high, and gets all the fireworks – 
extraordinary for circa 1840. Finale is marked “aussi vite que possible,” but the players 
wisely restrain themselves. Could it be F# major? Afterbeat bits are very odd – the piece 
has eccentricity written all over it. Weird. (Ap13) 

Piano Trio in G minor, op 30 
 The earliest of Alkan’s three chamber works to be written, and most conventional. But it 

has many catchly features: the running notes through the compact Allegro; the pizzicato 
and romantic lyricism of the Scherzo Trio. Lentement begins deceptively, but the piano 
takes over with a bombastic solo passage and sets up alternating dialogue with the 
strings, who ultimately establish an orchestral tremolo for the piano – very original. 
Finale a moto perpetuo in 3 for piano, strings joining in final race to the finish. A fine 
piece. (Ap13) 



3 Preludes from op 66 
 Onze grandes Preludes, op 66, was written for pedal piano but easily adaptable to organ. 

No 1 is short forte moto perpetuo. No 8 has triplet motion throughout, I think 9/8. No 11 
begins with a weird pedal stop, rises to plein jeu finish. Alkan kept his organ writing 
relatively simple. (My20) 

Petites Préludes sur les huit games du plaint-chant 
 Written specifically for organ, slight if learned explorations of plain chant. None of 

Nicholas King’s notes refer to liturgical use. The simple modal tunes are attractive. 
(My20) 

Pièces dans le style religieux, op 72 
 Eleven pieces written on two staves and playable on any keyboard. King devises pedal 

parts for organ and plays nine of the set. They are not technically demanding. No 1 is 
brash, all white-note C major. The last has some ambiguous tonality. (My20) 

GREGORIO ALLEGRI 
Miserere 

The celebrated Miserere is given by Fabre-Garrus in two versions, the familiar George 
Guest edition (after Burney), reflecting performance practice from the late 18th century, 
when the ornamentation had become fixed, and from mid-17th century, when 
ornamentation was improvised.  A useful comparison. (Muskoka — Jy12) The Miserere 
is a cumulative work, a tradition of improvised ornamentation – including the famous 
high C captured by Mendelssohn – and frozen in editions of 1870 and 1951. It’s 
unforgettable anyway. (O13) 

Missa Vidi turbam magnam 
The CD is an unprecedented opportunity to hear Allegri apart from the Miserere. The 
six-part Mass, written a cappella for the Papal chapel, was written in high Renaissance 
style but with strong evidences of influence from secunda practica — less constant 
counterpoint, greater attention to vertical sonorities, and stronger feeling of tonality over 
modality. The result must have been new then, but now seems relatively tame, though 
beautiful nonetheless. (Muskoka — Jy12) 

3 Motets 
All use organ continuo and sound early baroque, almost more like madrigals with florid 
bits rather than motets. Cantate Domino has nice duple-triple time shifts. (Muskoka Jy12) 

Missa in lectulo meo 
Eight-voice Mass in stile antico, like all five of Allegri’s Masses, with a magnificent 
nine-fold alternatim Kyrie. Several moments of syncopation seem madrigalistic (or does 
Trendell point them up?) Et incarnatus and Crucifixus are beautifully simple and solemn 
– Sanctus fully contrapuntal  –  
gorgeous Agnus Dei. An exceptionally beautiful Mass. (O13) 

Missa Christus resurgens 
Eight-voice Mass for Easter based on Allegri’s own motet. The tone is warm, rich, 
rigorously consonant, only lightly contrapuntal – the text is quite audible. Variety arises 
from antiphonal effects and changes of meter (plus changes of tempo and articulation, 
courtesy the conductor). I didn’t detect the “telling dissonances” in the Agnus Dei. (O13) 

3 motets & Miserere 
The first of Allegri’s two Lamentations is 4-part and quite plain, nearly homophonic – 
just the beginning is on the Carwood CD. The Miserere is done from George Guest’s 



edition, which tries to recover the original from two centuries of overlay – even in 1640 
soloists had a free hand. However it’s done, it remains unutterably beautiful. The second 
setting of Lamentations is also 4-part but for the unusual combination SSAT. It too is 
nearly homophonic, but with plangent expressiveness. Carwood also inserts a highly 
polyphonic 5-part Palestrina motet, no doubt for contrast: Cantantibus organis is a 
Cecilian motet. Allegri’s Gustate et videte looks forward, with organ continuo and 
contrasts tutti and soli ripieni alternately, with a ritornello. Very much of the early 
baroque. (D18) 

ANTÓNIO d’ALMEIDA 
Septet, wind quintet, piano & xylophone 

3 movements, 17’. Portuguese composer born 1940, not known to me. Said to be eclectic 
in influences, his music is pandiatonic, strongly reminiscent of Les Six, the xylophone 
prominent, devil-may-care, with horn swoops and staccato dance steps. The piece has 
three Allegros, though the middle one is a touch more pensive. Finale begins more driven 
but still cavalier, though changeable in mood. Charming, agreeable piece, and quite 
substantial. (N19) 

MICHAEL ALTENBURG  
Nun kamm der heiden Heiland 

Six-voice setting begins in prima practica, though with German text and an independent 
organ part during the interludes, then ends with a homophonic chorale. (Altenburg was 
born in 1584.) Meunier Martin Luther CD. (O19)    

WILLIAM ALWYN 
Quartet No 1 in D minor 

Alwyn designated this the First, having discarded four earlier Quartets that had been 
performed and well received. This is in a woozy neo-romantic style, bitonal touches but 
not dissonant. Quick Scherzo with Debussyish B section. Adagio is the magical 
centerpiece — winds around chromatically but settles into muted section with violin 
melody in stratosphere. Finale, fast, driven, stops for nostalgic episodes. Nearly 
persuasive throwback written in 1954.  (Ja11) 

Quartet No 2 ‘spring Waters— 
Written 22 years after No 1, much more modern, astringent sound.  In three movements 
of variable tempi, generally slow-fast-slow. Nearly static, atmospheric, working a 5-note 
motif with some romantic harmony emerging near the end. Scherzo teases between a 
harsh motif and a romantic motif, mostly pianissimo. Finale desolate, pianissimo, a 
dessicated fugue.  Ends on a most implausible major-key cadence. A proper English 
Kancheli searching for a language. Too much of one thing, but nice. (Jy11) 

Quartet No 3 
In two long movements: Allegro begins with sharp dissonant chords and a feroce passage 
— followed by romantic theme, almost soupy — marcato section over burbling 
accompaniment — rugged themes develop — a ponticello bit, then viola brings back the 
romance, nice ending.  Second movement is slow-fast-slow:  Adagio sustains gentle 
romantic lines over undulating figures, builds energy to B section. Described as waltz but 
more a danse macabre, exciting. Adagio returns, bittersweet. Gorgeous ending. Super 
piece, best of the three Quartets, a real journey. (Jy11) 

Novelette 
Lightweight encore piece for string quartet, unpretentious, pleasant. (Jy11) 



JOAN ALBERT AMARGÓS 
Flute Sonata 

Amargós, a native Spanish contemporary, seems mildly serial, melodic, and uses no 
extended techniques. (My14) 

JOHN AMNER 
Amner was a provincial composer of great talent who wrote only choral music for Ely 
Cathedral, plus one extant organ piece. I bought this for the anthem we sing at FSA — 
which isn't here. Style is characteristically Jacobean, with casual cross relations and 
infinite placidity. Present are a fine Te Deum. “O ye little flock” is outstanding, viols 
accompanying a double choir, final Alleliah. “I will sing” has rhythmic life. “My Lord is 
hence removed” finally has an upbeat bit in the final Alleluiah. The organ divisions don't 
grab me, but it's good to have them documented. The Ely choir boys seem unusually 
strident.  (O10) 

GILBERT AMY 
Missa cum jubilo 

Kyrie begins beautifully — whole tones dominate, then avant garde textures interpose — 
the 3+3+3 pattern is clouded, but otherwise the traditional sacred text anchors the abstract 
gestures in a comprehensible purpose. Gloria opens with parlando section — then 
kaleidoscopic textures (beautiful solo soprano), spoken bits, an elaborate crescendo 
Amen with brass and chimes. Credo seems pageant of avant gardish word painting. 
Agnus Dei has marvelous processional opening.  The elaboration is wild and baroquish, 
probably overlong, but it seems to convey sincere faith.  Very impressive piece. 
(Jy09—Muskoka) 

LEROY ANDERSON 
Sleigh Ride 

I’d normally shrug this off, but hearing it in two organ renditions — Ross MacDonald 
and Paul — makes me reflect on the power of the organ and all its traps to make a 
mediocre player like Ross sound great, while Paul sounds bland on his German baroque 
instrument. On Paul’s recital, if Gerald Near’s “Divinum Mysterium” is the spiritual 
reality of Christmas, the joyous carols and Sleigh Ride are just as real a component. “I’m 
a biker — I gotta have fun!” (D10—live)  

HENDRIK ANDRIESSEN 
Symphonic Study 

Impressive work fixed on opening figures in winds, worked through. Similar in sound to 
Pijper’s fine Third Symphony, but of a lesser order. (Au8) 

LOUIS ANDRIESSEN 
De Stijl 

Dutch minimalist’s tribute to Mondrian’s boogie-woogie by Hendrik’s son. I should hate 
the pop music sound, but it is so stylized that I don’t. Primary colors, drum set rim shots, 
boogie bass, loud, garish, abrasive, wordless voices in the texture, all electronically 
manipulated. Ensemble calls for flutes, brass, saxes, 4 keyboards, percussion, 3 electric 
guitars. Spoken bit mid-way is unfortunate. It’s a new sound — I like it.  (F11) 

M is for Men, Music, Mozart 
Four songs with three instrumental interludes written for a Peter Greenaway TV art film. 
The songs are scatalogical nonsense sung by a nasty actress’s voice (not even pop), truly 
hateful. The interludes are more entertaining, scored for thirteen instruments, mainly 



brass & saxes, containing nuggets of Mozart on a bed of pops, big band, minimalism and 
pseudo-Weill. The point is obviously to de-Pater the bourgeoisie. I could warm to this 
were it not for the degradation of the human voice. (F11) 

FELICE ANERIO 
Salve Regina 

For double choir, just 4-part, but the two choirs are high and low voices. (D18) 
JEAN-HENRI  d'ANGLEBERT 
Pièces de clavecin 

Kenneth Gilbert tunes his clavecin in true temperament, and it takes getting used to. I can 
tell by ear the names of some of the dances, but would be hard put to place this music in 
relation to Lully or Rameau (d’Anglebert was born earlier than Lully).  Rather somber 
sounding. This puts all of Couperin’s color and character into perspective.  (D8) 

5 Harpsichord Transcriptions from Lully 
Set pieces from Lully’s operas used as foils for Hotteterre’s Trio Sonatas, op 3. Lovely. 
The CD finishes with a splendid Passacaille. (O19) 

ALLESANDRO ANNUNZIATA 
Meltemi 

Short programmatic quartet piece. The title refers to rough autumnal winds that dissipate 
the intense Mediterranean summer heat. (Alcan Qt live—Ja09)  

GEORGE ANTHEIL 
Symphony No 3 “American” 

First bars have syncops, blue notes, sax, tunes out of Jerome Kern. Parallel fifths à la 
Sioux, vulgar vamps, crazy juxtapositions, bitonal touches, all like Ives. A great piece! 
But is it because he can’t develop a theme? Finale a mere workaday rouser.  (O8) 

Tom Sawyer Overture; Hot-Time Dance; McKonkey’s Ferry 
Overture a rouser, as is McKonkey (sounds like Shostakovich Festival Overture, with 
unfortunate stops and starts). Dance is cross between “Hot Time in the Old Town” and 
“Hora Staccato” — quirkier than Leroy Anderson.  (O8) 

Capital of the World 
Three numbers from ballet – a farrago of dances — lots of ideas — it could do with more 
tongue in cheek, à la Virgil Thomson (who admired it). GA has no dry humor. (O8) 

A Jazz Symphony 
Composed 1923, same time as Ballet mécanique, for Paul Whiteman, an effort to outdo 
Gershwin.  Then felt revulsion (for the piece, for jazz— because of Pound). 
Reorchestrated in 1955, the version recorded. A musical comedy — great nose thumbing. 
(O8) The Peress recording uses the original version, with solo piano — a smash. The 
performance of choice. (Mh11) 

Jazz Sonata; Can-Can; Sonatina; Death of Machines; Little Shimmy 
Two minutes of avant garde ragtime, five minutes of avant garde Offenbach à la Milhaud, 
a bit of mock neoclassicism. “Death of Machines” is puzzling, not percussive but 
transparent, slow etude. “Shimmy” is syncopated dance with bluesy tune, title more 
provocative than the music.  (O8) 

Piano Concerto No 1 
Very Stravinskian in spirit throughout, places echoing Le Sacre and Petrouchka but with 
an idiosyncratic twist. GA seems Russian in feel, like Prokofiev’s factory music.  (O8) 

Piano Concerto No 2 



Less Stravinsky, more GA. Oddly, neither Concerto allows for any showy virtuoso 
display.  (O8) 

Quartet No 1; Lithuanian Nights 
Quartet is single large movement, varying tempi & textures, moderately dissonant, but no 
excessively complex rhythms. In patchwork mode, 00not as flamboyantly avant garde or 
jazzy as other works. The others are tiny juvenalia ending with gross theft from 
Petruchka. (N8) The Quartet sounds much more convincing in the Peress performance — 
jazzier, more edge. (Mh11) 

Violin Sonata No 1 
Repeated dissonances and clusters, glissandi, sempre fortissimo. Rhythms irregular but 
underlying pulse seems steady. (D8) Much larger than No 2, at 25 minutes, and in four 
movements.  Mark Fewer’s version seems different from what I remember  better 
check. Allegro full of repeated banging, dissonant quadruple stops, scraped bow effects 
(did Olga do this?). Short Andante played over piano tick-tock. Funebre fairly objective, 
with African tinge. Presto Finale most familiar with repeated chords, glissandi, bow 
scrapes, measured silences — the works. (Fe12) 

Violin Sonata No 2 
Add to the mix violin glissandi, more upper register passages, stretches of pop parody 
(Randall Thompson’s “hoochie koochie”). Yes, there’s a drum at the end: North African 
sound. These Sonatas are GA’s true avant garde masterpieces. (D8) Terrific performance 
on the Peress disc, technically stronger and in better sound, I think. Check it. (Mh11) A 
single 9' movement full of parody, quotations, wildness — familiar and wonderful in 
supreme performance by Mark Fewer. Could Antheil have known Ives’s music in 1923? 
Katherine Heyman championed it a little later, but he doesn’t get mentioned. OTOH 
Antheil didn’t flag his influences. (Fe12)   

Sonatina for Violin & Piano 
Conventional (more or less) neoclassicism, with extreme touches — a violin gliss, a run 
off the fingerboard. Finale gets down country. Erikson does not have refined technique 
but plenty of commitment — persuasive performances.  (D8) 

Violin Sonata No 3 
Gentler opening tune on G string (Olga’s) — some bitonality. Seems like Stravinsky in 
peasant mode — less frenetic than usual for GA. (D8) 

Quartet No 2 
Lots of ideas—cliché figurations—one after another, in four movements. A nose 
thumbing piece. (Ja9) 

Six Little Pieces for String Quartet 
Miniatures in eclectic styles from 1931, eight minutes total. Parodistic.  (Ja8) 

Quartet No 3 
More ingratiating work from 1948 — folksy themes, American sounding where not 
Russian after Prokofiev, Shostakovich. Touches of dissonance, lots of rhythmic drive, but 
not convincing. (Ja8) 

Mécanique No 1 
Previously unknown 2' piece on a piano roll picked up by Marc-André Hamelin at a flea 
market.  Dating from 1920, probably GA’s first pianola piece, possibly fragmentary. In 
GA’s bad-boy machine-music mode.  (O10) 

Ballet mécanique 



Realization for two player pianos — I’m not clear whether GA sanctioned such a version 
himself.  There are a few things that seem different, like the 2 on 3 rhythms near the 
beginning, but maybe my memory is poor.  Not as powerful as the multi-piano version 
with full percussion, but very good in itself, infinitely better than the pallid reading on 
Naxos. (O10) The Peress disc claims to reproduce the version performed at Carnegie Hall 
in 1927 — a single pianola, plus pianos and percussion, with aeroplane propellor. It 
sounds very convincing, though not as overpowering as the electronic version for Open 
Minds. (Mh11) 

Violin Sonata No 4 
This is entirely new to me. Three movements. Allegro Scherzo is stolen, no, 
photographed from Prokofiev. GA’s kleptomania never got cured. Passacaglia: long 
piano passage — violin finally enters in nostril position (copied after the Classical 
Symphony?). Oddly unsatisfying, even though I’m a sucker for passacaglias. Toccata in 
irregular bars. More Prokofiev, with return of opening material at the end. Superficially 
exciting. (Fe12)   

Sonata for Violin Solo 
Unfinished work, planned for Olga in 1927, but GA left it in the midst of the slow 
movement. He doesn’t seem to know what to do without the piano mechanism. Open 
strings, arpeggios, left-hand pizz, big stuff on the G string (for Olga) — all over the map. 
Second movement more of same. No wonder he abandoned it. (Fe12)   

Symphony No 4 
Wartime piece premiered in 1945, contemporaneous with Bad Boy of Music — both 
being ostentatious testaments to his patriotic loyalties, though the echoes of Shostakovich 
and Prokofiev are impossible to miss. Militaristic, quite dissonant for post-conversion 
Antheil. Allegro tries to be upbeat, but it actually seems fragile (rolling ostinato out of the 
Sibelius Second). Scherzo brassy, bitonal bits, disintegrates at the end. Finale starts with 
a bang, big triumphant allargando ending.  The problem with Antheil’s juxtapositional 
method is that it lacks direction, telos. Goossens' 1959 recording sounds amazingly true. 
(N12) 

HANS ERICH APOSTEL 
Quartet No 1, op 7 

Apostel was a Schoenberg protégé, and this piece recorded by LaSalle seems the only 
sample available. My guess is that it’s not serial – the notes say nothing. It’s in 
Schoenberg’s expressionist manner filled with Angst and quick mood changes. The 
Variations get fairly wild – deeply felt. Presto is scary and spooky – Halloween is 
coming. Largo is self-flagellant, searing. I’m glad they found room for it. (O13) 

JACOB ARCADELT 
Missa Noe Noe  

Parody Mass in 4 parts from the middle generation between Josquin and Palestrina, based 
on a motet by Mouton performed here.  Lovely clear textures, a gentle Sanctus, 
restrained Hosanna, a few plangent cross relations in the Agnus Dei.  A Christmas Mass, 
inwardly festive.  Henry’s Eight sing 2=to-a-part, making a sound more human than 
ethereal, and they shun the reverberant acoustic of most other recordings in this 
repertoire. The remainder of the disc features Mouton’s “Nesciens mater” — one of the 
most heavenly motets I’ve ever heard, a 4-part double canon. A lengthy motet by Isaac, 
“Virgo prudentissima” (q.v.), and 4 macaronic Marian songs from a century before the 



named composers: “There is no rose” is a beautiful standard; “Alma Redemptoris mater, 
a joyous “Alleluia,” and an “Ave Maria” done with chant.  Super Christmas repertoire.  
(Jy10)  

ANTONIO ARCHILEI 
Aria d’Armonia 

Early example of secunda practica from 1589, from an Intermede – a masque or tableau 
composed with Emilio de Cavalieri. Armonia = Music of the Spheres. (O17)     

BULENT AREL 
Stereo Electronic Music No 1 

Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center was an album of electronic music released 
in 1964. It thus surveys electronic pioneers, including Luening, Ussachevsky, 
Davidovsky, El-Dabh, and Babbitt. Arel's piece is wholly electronic and now sounds 
fairly generic. Electronic pioneers served their purpose, and the record is fascinating 
historically, but rarely has an electronic composition grabbed me emotionally. 
Exceptions? Varese. Cage's HPSCHD. Any others? (Jy20) 

ANTON ARENSKY 
Piano Concerto in F minor, op 2 

Fully mature despite early opus number, very attractive — big tune, some bombast, lots 
of glitter, Russian folk feel — mediates Tchaikovsky and Rimsky. I’ve heard it before 
and would gladly hear it more often.  (Je09) 

Fantasia on Russian Folk Songs, op 43 
Short piece, exactly as advertised. Good rep. (Je2) As “Fantasia on Themes by I.T. 
Ryabinin” I thought it was a different piece. Liner notes identify Ryabinin as a peasant 
who sustained the oral epic tradition; the piano solo is written to suggest the gusla. Very 
nice stuff, quiet ending.  (009) 

To the Memory of Suvarov 
Patriotic march — not quite up to Walton but does the job. (Je10) 

Symphonic Scherzo 
More elaborate, better than Rachmaninoff’s, glimpses of good tune but repetitive 
workout.  (Je10) 

Suite No 2 “Silhouettes” 
Five character pieces for orchestra — very minor music indeed, but the last two sounded 
interesting — The Dreamer, The Dancer (i.e. Spanish dancer).  (Ag10) 

Suite No 1 in G minor, op 7 
Distinctively Russian, set out in 5 movements: Variations on a folksong, a dance in 5/4. 
A Scherzo straight out of Borodin. A processional. Basso Ostinato, also in 5/4. Triumphal 
March.  Ostinato was Arensky’s great hit, deservedly. Super music. Check out 
“Slhouettes” again. (Ag10) 

Suite No 3, op 33 “Variations in C” 
Had he called it Variations for Orchestra this might have gained the prestige of genre, cf 
Brahms or Schoenberg. But it’s more in the nature of a Suite — charming pastiches, 
especially the bits with piano (& celeste in the Minuet) — but lightweight.  (Ag10) 

Symphony No 1 in B minor, op 4 
Allegro contrasts sinister brass with perky manner and sentimental motif in strings — full 
of ideas and surprises, interplay of feelings, subito ff — wonderful coda with gong. 
Andante has Rimskian flavor, broadly melodic, more sinister brass, hints of ballet. 



Scherzo a gnome dance with gentler Trio. Finale a giocoso Russian dance in major key 
— gnomes threaten but get fended off. Terrific piece. (S10)  

Coronation Anniversary Cantata, op 26 
Elgar had nothing to teach Arensky about pomp and circumstance — what thrilling 
occasional music with the advantage of brevity. Based on Slava! theme. Both soloists, 
alas, sing flat.  (O10) 

Variations on a Theme of Tchaikovsky, op 35a 
Theme is that piano piece arranged so beautifully as a Christmas anthem — that’s why I 
know it so well. Another in the line of Quartet movements with an independent life — 
Tchaikovsky, Borodin, Barber. It’s great to have it.  (O10) 

Three Vocal Quartets, op 57 
For SATB with solo cello, a beautiful Romantic sound. Solo obligato is lovely, though 
cello activity easily obscures text — a problem Arensky evades but does not entirely 
solve. Cello as burbling spring in No 3 is remarkable. (O10) 

Violin Concerto in A minor, op 54 
I’ve heard this before and to my surprise recognize, vaguely, the principal theme. In one 
movement, the opening theme returning between Adagio, Valse, and Cadenza episodes in 
rondo fashion, very appealing, terse at 22' — a concert showpiece with no symphonic 
pretensions. It should be at least as popular as the Glazunov. (N11) 

Piano Trio No 1 in D minor, op 32 
The one piece of Arensky’s that has entered standard rep. The Hochelaga performance is 
very good, but blurry in places where I want icy crispness. What great music! Is the 
Finale a bit off until the return of the first movement theme? Arensky never touched this 
altitude again. (N11) Yes, it’s a handful, just as hard as it sounds. Arthur Rowe had all he 
could do with those runs in the Scherzo. But so wonderful to hear it, see I live. (Rowe, 
Preucil, Kim Trio, N12) 

Piano Trio No 2 in F, op 73           
The lesser known of the two: Allegro unfolds richly, laid back mood — finishes with 
Vivace coda.  Romanza a beautiful outpouring, just a few dark moments — a hit. 
Scherzo competes with the ebullience of the First and nearly equals it. Wow! Finale a set 
of character Variations — piano brilliance, a waltz, a galop, a slower nostalgic waltz, a 
festive march — that plunges unexpectedly into reprise of earlier matter, the sudden 
drama giving way to wistful resignation. It’s hard to choose between this masterpiece and 
that. (N11) 

Piano Quintet in D, op 51 
Lush Allegro opens with agitated development, brilliant piano writing — smashing. 
Variations develop a smiling-through-tears tune — what a cello solo! — quick variation 
leads to final plaintive restatement of theme. Scherzo a flighty 6/8, with Trio in slower 
tempo — a big movement. Brief Finale acts as coda to the piece — severe counterpoint 
in minor key —in modo antico— with reprise of lush opening in major. Perhaps too 
equally divided between piano and ensemble, but what thrilling music! (Ja12) I made my 
acquaintance not too long ago and was impressed. Nothing is held back – a warm, ardent 
soundworld. Variations ardent, whether turbulent or lyrical – reprise of theme at end 
glorious. Superb Scherzo. Finale a heavy-booted fugue with retuning themes. A real 
beauty. (Je13) 

Quartet No 1 in G, op 11 



Allegro is well made sonata-allegro with nicely contrasted but not particularly striking 
ideas — nice Vivace coda. Andante presents a sentimental song, truly gorgeous; fugato in 
B section (a modified inversion of A—). the Yings really soup it up.  Minuetto 
rhythmically tricky, nice.  Finale begins in minor on folksy Russian modal theme — 
virtuoso razzle-dazzle variations. (Fe12) 

Quartet No 2 in A minor, op 35 
This is the Quartet first written and often performed in a version with two cellos — the 
Yings  present the normal configuration. three movements: Moderato opens with idea 
from Orthodox liturgy, dark, with second more Romantic tune over top, gorgeous and 
distinctive — passage with violin arpeggios soars — ending returns to liturgy. Second 
movement is the famous Variations on a Theme of Tchaikovsky, sounding even better in 
the chamber version. Wow! Finale begins with Andante recalling liturgical mood — 
Allegro develops the great Russian national hymn Slava! How is this glorious 
masterpiece not core repertoire? (Fe12) The string quartet with two cellos. I didn’t know it 
was written immediately after Tchaikovsky’s death, it has the Variations on a theme of 
Tchaikovsky as its long slow movement, and the Rasumovsky/Boris theme Finale. The 
two cellos give the piece a gorgeous mahogany sheen, incomparable! Beautiful piece, 
caught in live performance on CBC, driving home from Muskoka. (Jy18) 

DOMINICK ARGENTO 
I Hate and I Love 

Three choral songs on Catullus in English translation, with light percussion. A model of 
text setting for clarity, a severe challenge for intonation and balance. Argento dwells on 
the motif of romantic thralldom. (Mh09)  

The Boor 
Charming one-act opera on a comedy by Chekhov: boorish neighbour intrudes on 
mourning widow to demand payment — they quarrel, she challenges him to a duel, he 
falls in love and carries her off. A 3-hander (her servant is a tenor) with superb music, 
vocal writing, musico-dramatic fluidity, a great trio in middle, a super duet comic 
externally (he explains how to shoot the gun), romantic internally (they are attracted). 
James Madeiros, Sonia, Eric Nies. (live London Fringe—Je11) 

Te Deum 
Written 1987, apparently Argento’s sacred magnum opus, for choir and orchestra with no 
soloists.  Each of six segments of the Latin text is paired with a medieval English song. 
Style alternates between solemnity and informality, but not radically — at first I thought 
not enough. Tonal, with a few chromatic lines — presumably serial — running through, 
sometimes contrapuntal, very intricate.  Gorgeous moments, but Argento doesn’t lose 
sight of the big sweep. Marvelous quiet ending (D11) 

Evensong — Of Love and Angels 
Major and moving masterpiece — written after the death of Argento’s wife. A worship 
service, a de facto Requiem for his wife, and a meditation on his own death. Text of the 
service is the Bethesda pool passage in John’s Gospel, the centerpiece is a sermon sung 
by the soprano, the beautiful text also written (and assembled) by Argento. Style is 
almost wholly triadic, consonant, solacing, with a three-triad progression that acts as 
motto throughout. A treasure. (Seattle Ja12) 

Jonah and the Whale 
Liturgical music drama in two parts, 11 numbers, without a break, for Narrator, Tenor, 



Bass, choir and instruments. Text is based on medieval mystery play Patience, plus 
Jonah, De profundis (Psalm 130), sea chanties, and Lobet dem Herrn. Written 1973, a 
few years after Tavener’s Whale. (Part I, 1) The Lesson [Chorale] Mildly dissonant, no 
recognizable tune. (2) The Charge to Jonah [Arietta and Cavatina] God is basso 
profundo, Jonah a tenor afraid for his life. (3) His Flight [Worksongs & Sea Shanties] 
Chorus divisi, narrator speaking over, Jonah joining in – great ensemble! (4) Storm at Sea 
[Variations on a Shanty] God summons the winds; narrator speaks over choir. Solo calls 
for lots to determine victim – Jonah – tossed overboard and the storm ceases. (5) In the 
Belly of the Whale [Intermezzo] Narrator, two trombones. harp. Choir counsels patience. 
(6) His Prayer [Aria with Chorus] Jonah prays, choir sings De Profundis – big 9’ scene – 
contrapuntal setting of psalm with tenor prayer, beautiful. Narrator relates that the fish 
vomits him out – and he accepts God’s command. (Part II, 7) In Nineveh [Ostinato & 
Kyrie] Ostinato is the camel train. Jonah preaches of sin and God’s vengeance. The Hing 
(baritone) agrees, as choir sings Kyrie – beautiful, with high soprano solo. (8) Jonah’s 
Despair [Cadenza] Jonah prays to die – God rebukes him. Narrator tells of Jonah’s flight, 
hiding in enclosed booth. (9) The Booth [Nocturne & Aubade] Again a duo of trombones. 
Choir sings of the beautiful vine of Jonah’s dream, big crescendo, to triumph – but 
Narrator tells of the worm and the vine wilting. (10) God’s Rebuke [Fugal Aria & Hymn] 
God berates Jonah, while the choir sings Lobet dem Herrn. Go now in peace. (11) The 
Lesson Restated [Chorale and Coda] Absolutely glorious ending. Masterpiece. (Ag17) 

The Valentino Dances 
Instrumentals from Argento’s Valentino opera, wonderfully tongue-in-cheek goopy 
dance music in the style of the Twenties. Light, mock sexy, a real audience pleaser. (O19) 

6 Elizabethan Songs 
Shades of composition class! At least two of these texts were set by Britten. Nash’s 
Spring gets light staccato treatment (but the episodes don’t seem well integrated). 
Daniel’s Sleep is gorgeous. Shakespeare’s winter icicles get hectic treatment (or is it just 
Previn’s playing?), while Come Away Death is incredibly delicate. Constable’s 
Diaphenia is a triumph, prestissimo. Jonson’s Queen and Huntress, unlike Britten’s horn 
call hunting song, is solemn, high tessitura, with hints of  Elizabethan cadence. 
Gorgeous. (Mh20) 

THOMAS ARNE 
6 Keyboard Concerti 

Liner notes are very informative here: Concerti were published as a set posthumously, but 
written over a period of years, conceived primarily for different keyboard instruments, 
revised before publication. My first reaction was how very baroque they sound, 
considering that Arne died as late as 1787, but the earliest was written probably in the 
1740s, and the notes observe certain galante and classical features. Delightful music — I 
somehow seem to know No 2 in G. Not good car music because of the dynamic 
difference between solo and orchestra. (Muskoka Jy12) 

8 Overtures 
I had no idea that Hogwood’s L’Oiseau Lyre LP was an iconic event in early music 
circles — the first recording of the Academy of Ancient Music, an experiment with 
original instruments, and it shows once or twice in the winds, the horns especially. But 
the performance holds up extremely well. Can anyone distinguish Arne from Handel by 
ear? I can’t. But I’m delighted to have tracked down the Air (as dolled up and recorded 



by Boyd Neel) in the Second Overture. Good stuff. (F13)   
MALCOLM ARNOLD 
Symphony No 7, op 113 

Serious Symphony by composer I know only through the Dances and the atmospheric 
Tam O’Shanter. First movement is solid — brassy, big strokes, tonal dissonance, nice 
sour jazzy bit, never drags. Second and Third less convincing — much repetition of 
uninteresting figures. Finale never catches fire, ends on wholly arbitrary, unprepared 
triad. Disappointment. (N08) 

Symphony No 8, op 121 
Much more satisfying than No 7, the spirit of Shostakovich hovering near. March tune in 
First movement ironic, distant, wistful, heard at one point through Kancheli haze. 
Reflective Second. Vivace Finale — dissipates into thin texture then recover for race to 
the end. Good piece.  (No8) 

English, Scottish, Cornish, Irish & Welsh Dances 
Good British light music, some with a darker or more serious edge, and a textbook of 
orchestration. Not all are dancelike — rather lyrical, marziale, whatever. Few are familiar 
tunes. (F09) 

Symphony No 5 
Tempestuoso features inconclusive phrases on winds in vast spaces marked by chimes, 
glock, celeste, timps — builds, dissipates oddly.  (Liner notes describe a “brutal” climax, 
but I’d not use that word.) Andante sounds like a Brit flic love theme in strings, very lush 
— B section becomes dissonant, weirds out — celeste arabesques bring love theme back.  
Con fuoco opens innocently over 5/4 ostinato, grows into raucous brass fugato — moves 
into big band territory, 4/4 with swung afterbeats. Risoluto has military fifes & drums — 
builds to return of the big tune in full Hollywood glamour — ending quiet, introspective. 
I’m put off by stylistic incongruities that sound neither coherent nor incongruous enough. 
This piece could grow on me, or turn me off completely. (Ag11) 

Symphony No 6, op 95 
In 3 movements: Energico has short, nervous brass phrases sounded over  
pizzicato running bass with pedals that grow and explode — big climax. Lento has 
similar nervous phrases over sustained strings, passages of big band sound not well  
integrated, ends down. Finale begins with Shostakovich-like fanfare in major, works into  
nervous development. Recap much pared down — coda begins march to triumphant  
major. Coherence: the design is artful, but the ending sounds fraudulent. (S11) 

Symphony No 1, op 22 
In three movements: Allegro begins with brass and timps in oddball polytonal fanfare — 
second idea tentative (all seem built on minor thirds). Fragmented gestures in isolated 
space, a unique soundworld. Andantino similarly spare, sudden, almost like tonal 
Stockhausen, but the fragments never take off — they just peter out. Vivace begins 
fugally, a nervous motif, more coherent because fragments overlap, then a silly circus bit, 
then a maestoso movie theme with a mighty V-I cadence. Novel but awful. (D12) 

Symphony No 2, op 63 
In three movements: Allegro has three-note pick-up as main motif — less fragmented and 
polytonal than the First, even a bit of oom-pah, but sustained building through the 
movement — to a quiet ending. Lento opens with broad G-string melody à la Bruckner, 
unfolds in the cellarage, reveals a two-note motif that’s repeated all too obviously, to big 



ending. Allegro Finale begins playfully; it seems silly after end of Lento; quiet 
note-spinning, lots of runs with ominous undertones, some nice soaring bits.  
Presto coda with furious timps. (D12) 

Symphony No 4, op 71 
Scherzando opening with bongos, then a tune with delicate sounds, capricious 
interjections, a jungle passage, another with light pop touch, traces of TV theme. Scherzo 
is dissonant, quiet but with a snarl. Andantino circles around until violin entry gives 
shape, still quiet; well into movement a second idea rises in brass, only to be banished by 
pizzicato strings; later, artificial harmonics in glissando, all very laid back. Finale, 
marked con fuoco, begins with syncopated fugato, develops at length, interrupted by 
vulgar, crazy march; fugato returns, builds to grand maestoso, rhythmic finish. This 
might be the most interesting of the Arnold Symphonies I’ve heard, though there are still 
longueurs. (D12) 

Guitar Concerto, op 67 
Allegro is light in tone, even a bit louche, and thankfully evading Spanish idioms. 
Orchestration is careful, of course, though the BBC recording is very close. The 
movement ends en l’air. Lento threatens dissonant modernism at first but settles into a 
reflective tone with reminiscence of the Allegro; a quicker B section in loping, off-kilter 
3 interrupts, and then the Lento is restored. Finale is a shorter movement in an amiable 3 
– is it a passacaglia? Very enjoyable piece, despite my apprehensions. (F16)  

4 Scottish Dances 
 Wonderful pieces, too sophisticated for lite music, too pop for mainstream. Best of 
 the sets? (N17) 
ALEXANDER ARTUNIAN 
Trumpet Concerto 

The only piece by this Armenian composer that gets played — and I’m hearing it for the 
first time.  As expected, it has overtones of Khachaturian, even Rimsky. Balsam plays it 
Western style, no vibrato. Muted middle section has a night-club touch, but it’s quite 
beautiful. Finale a quickstep with cadenzas. Effective showpiece. (Ap12) 

THOMAS ASHEWELL 
Missa Ave Maria 

More primitive sounding than Lassus or Palestrina on same disc — not only because of 
dissonant false relations avoided by those composers. (Van Nevel uses them freely in his 
Richafort CD as well, but I’m not sure why.) Long work, 31 minutes for 4-movement 
mass (lacking Kyrie as usual for English Masses). Beautiful of course. Notes make great 
issue of contrasting styles, but dissonances aside, the contrasts remain subtle to me. (Je08) 

ROBERT ASHLEY 
She Was a Visitor 

Fragment of an opera That Morning Thing, 6'. Not much information available. Ashley 
was born in Michigan, studied with Finney, and the opera is early, from 1966. He was 
personally involved in nearly all performances of his own music. Here, "the chorus is 
divided into groups, each headed by a leader. A lone speaker repeats the title sentence 
throughout the entire performance. The separate phonemes of this sentence are picked up 
freely by the group leaders and are relayed to the group members, who sustain them 
softly and for the duration of one natural breath. The time lag between the group leaders’ 
utterances and their pickup by the group members produces a staggered, chant-like effect, 



with the sounds moving outward from the nearest performer to the farthest. It is possible 
that in a concert performance, the audience could, with minimal instruction, also 
participate." I don't hear the choral phonemes except as a low buzz. At least the dynamic 
level is low, and the piece is short. (Jy20)  

BONIFACIO ASIOLI 
Sextet in E♭, clarinet, horn, bassoon, viola, double bass & piano  

4 movements, 13’. I’ve heard Asioli as a keyboard composer. Here the Italian lyricism 
shines through the slow Intro – piano takes over at Vivace. Variations, attacca, have nice 
insouciant theme. Allegro Finale rolls right along. Pleasing. (Ag20) 

EMMANUELE d’ASTORGA 
Stabat mater 

I’ve never heard of this composer, who was once, apparently, famous for his 
extravagantly adventurous biography, like Stradella — and his death date is unknown, 
though he was of minor nobility. In any case, the Stabat mater with four soloists is lovely, 
in the manner of Pergolesi, baroque but showing signs of coming classicism. (Ap11)  

KURT ATTERBERG 
Symphony No 1 in B minor, op 3 

Atterberg’s First was hugely successful for a while, the most played Swedish Symphony 
abroad.  The Allegro has Brahmsian themes, together with the propulsion and the 
warmth — development fairly chromatic (a whiff of Reger) — coda builds 
magnificently. Adagio presents a hymn-like melody that builds to glorious fortissimo, 
twice — no wonder Stokowski loved it. Scherzo, nearly a Furiant, opens with trumpet 
blast — before it’s over a huge storm at sea. Finale opens with recalled slow movement 
— breaks into vigorous march, nice but rather repetitive. Final bars super, ending in 
major. Near masterpiece. (N11) 

Symphony No 2 in F, op 6 
Pastoral Symphony in the pastoral key, lots of bass pedals, with somewhat turbulent 
development.  In three large movements, gorgeous from the get-go. Middle is lovely 
Adagio alternating with Presto, a relentless march — big brass chorale ending. Finale is 
agitato in minor — high nobility gives way to quiet passages — inevitable return to 
major comes with another nobilmente chorale. Magnificent. Atterberg does not merely 
repeat the Brahmsian pattern — orchestration too is more detailed..  (N11)  

Symphony No 3 in B minor, op 10 —West Coast Places— 
After a Brahmsian, then a Mahlerian Symphony, KA tries a travel triptych, with 
atmospheric rather than programmatic movements. Sun Smoke is languid, almost static. 
Storm the reverse, violent, full of lightning strokes — wonderful. Summer Night is a long 
Adagio/Vivace Finale — glamorous romantic tranquility moving into Mendelssohnian 
fairyland, fleet, exalted. Did Atterberg ever write anything that wasn’t perfectly 
gorgeous? (N11) 

Symphony No 4 in G minor, op 14 “Sinfonia piccolo”  
After three vast symphonic canvasses, each one different from the others, the Fourth 
squeezes four continuous movements into 21', and introduces folk elements for the first 
time. It begins turbulent, then moves into a sprightly tune in a disjunctive mood. Andante 
features melancholic solo clarinet, an extraordinarily sensuous string passage, more solo 
winds — all so luscious it’s hard to believe the folk origins. Scherzo is brief, with odd 
duple Trio. Finale is like a folksong and dance fantasy, loosely structured, ending too 



cute. Atterberg is also stretching his harmonic language. A strong, important work 
despite its brevity and a few miscalculations.  (N11) 

Symphony No 5 in D minor, op 20 “Sinfonia Funebre” 
Pesante opens dramatically — percussion, and brass dissonance opens to molto agitato — 
settles into highly emotive second subject with rhapsodic rhythmic freedom — 
orchestration is phenomenal. Lento is a pained funeral march (without drumbeats until 
the end) — it calls for heckelphone — I hear piano, I think sax — waves of grief, 
unbearable climax. Finale breaks in with opening motto and fiercely desperate march — 
peculiar oriental episode suggests a lost happiness — a depression interrupted by the 
march, which builds — breaks unexpectedly into a grotesque waltz, relentless, intolerable 
— triple and quadruple rhythms compete — returns to 4/4, settles into Slavic grief to the 
end. It is almost cinematic, though there’s no program. A lacerating masterpiece. (N11) 

Symphony No 6 in C, op 31 
After the explosive emotionalism of the Fifth, this is KA’s first Symphony in major. It 
strikes a more restrained neo-classic attitude (though the harmonic vocabulary continues 
to broaden). Moderato offers march-like theme in horn over repeated notes in strings, 
almost like Prokofiev. Adagio offers solo winds over sustained strings — temperature 
rises when strings take the tune — twice, the second time to a higher level. Finale perky 
with mock fugue — jauntiness grows into general melee — ends with whacky 
percussion. On a lower level than the preceding series, perhaps, but a completely 
unpredictable turn. (N11) 

Symphony No 7, op 45 “Sinfonia Romantica” 
A dozen years after the Sixth, drawn from the opera Fanal. Opening sounds modernist for 
a moment, settles quickly into a key (undesignated). Drammatico soars on its own energy 
— impact is immediate, powerful. Semplice begins with English horn aria in rocking 6/8 
— harmonic language broadened, in-and-out-of-key, odd parallelisms, superimpositions. 
Feroce Finale also in 6/8 uses folkdance material in rough-rugged manner, hyperbolic, 
greater allowance for dissonance. There are complex textual problems in this piece, 
including a cancelled fourth movement. Problematic but magnificent. (N11) 

Symphony No 8, op 48 
Based like the Fourth on folktunes. Lento begins with tragic tone, continues in jaunty 
melancholy. Adagio reminiscent of Grieg’s Peer Gynt, in glorious orchestral dress. 
Scherzo combines two triple-meter tunes. Finale on a rousing tune given full treatment. 
Despite the booklet, I don’t think KA makes his material fully symphonic, but the result 
is an appealing folksong Symphony. (N11) 

Älven — The River 
An effort to produce a Swedish Moldau: great Maestoso passages, folkish themes, 
colorful orchestration, but nothing as memorable as Smetana’s indelible melody. 
Fantastic passage on the harbor: horn whoops and a beer-hall band, grand stentorian 
finish. Fine piece.  (N11) 

Symphony No 9, op 54 ‘sinfonia Visionaria— 
Symphony for mezzo, baritone and chorus with orchestra, setting passages from the 
Icelandic Voluspá.  Russell Poole knows it well. Rather Wagnerian subject matter — 
Odin, Erda, Ygdrassil and the Norns, a prophetic vision of the “final battle,” though the 
narrative seems more like Blake (what did he know of Norse myth?). Odin and the gods 
are slain by Loge, the wolf Fenris, and a figure named Surt. Tone is bleak, reminiscent of 



Sibelius— e.g. Kullervo. Written in Cold War nuclear anxiety. Strange. (N11) 
2 Autumn Ballads, op 15; Valse monotone 

Atterberg was not a piano composer — this disc gives his total output.  The first Ballad 
sounds like Erlking made easy, the second opens atmospherically, becomes pleasantly 
romantic. The delicious Valse is another matter — KA’s Valse Triste, a version of the 
great Violin-Viola Suite. (Ja12) 

Rondeau retrospectif, op 26 
A comic occasional piece for the opening of a concert hall, a melange of tunes and 
allusions, many of them lost on me. (Ja12) 

Violin Sonata in B minor, op 27 
I wonder if Atterberg requires orchestral dress? The Allegro should sound fine, but the 
themes and gestures don’t convince. Adagio presents a square-phrased melancholy tune. 
Finale an energetic pomposo theme in 3. Maybe it’s the piano writing, maybe it’s the 
performance, but this doesn’t work for me. (Ja12) 

Trio Concertante, violin, cello & harp, op 57 
Arranged from a Double Concerto for Violin and Cello, the piece is rooted in KA’s folk 
interests.  One is conscious that the harp is assigned to an orchestral reduction — it loses 
much of its characteristic sound function, alas. And he’s such a magnificent orchestrator! 
I’d like to hear the original version, though it does not strike me as Atterberg’s best. (Ja12) 

Rhapsody, piano & orchestra, op 1 
KA cut his teeth on this short piece, learning form and orchestration on the job. But he 
was a fast learner, since the splendid First Symphony was only op 3. Primary theme is 
pungent, an exotic edge — second theme drags, alas. (Mh12) 

Ballade and Passacaglia, op 58 
On a theme “in the Swedish folk tone.” Opening motto and simple folktune form basis of 
a highly condensed four-section design, a mini-symphony. Tune re-enters in bass under 
tarantella to initiate passacaglia — huge ending. Stunning, and once frequently 
performed. (Mh12) 

Piano Concerto in B♭ minor, op 37 
KA’s bid for a full-blooded romantic symphonic Concerto: Piano storms in at beginning 
and is rarely silent thereafter. Lots of bombast, romantic Angst. Andante contrasts with 
homophonic melody in piano octaves over sustained strings, builds to magnificent full 
orchestra climax à la Rachmaninoff; lovely quiet finish. Finale bouncy, folkish, finishes 
with restatement of big theme. This piece has all the right ingredients — but do the tunes 
carry it? (Mh12) 

DANIEL AUBER 
The Crown Diamonds Overture   

French bandshell stuff. (Ag10) 
JACQUES AUBERT 
Selected works 

Aubert is contemporary with Rameau, and his ensemble music is very similar in style but, 
even as car music, noticeably duller. But then, maybe it’s Standage. (Mh09) 

GEORGES AURIC 
Le Peintre et son modèle 

Short 15' ballet score in style that suggests Poulenc with large dollops of Honegger or 
Prokofiev. Acid brass, big sound, utter confidence after decade of writing film scores. 



Auric seems a great talent manqué — a bit like Korngold. (D09) 
Phèdre 

Large ballet score reveals Auric to be a fairly conventional Romantic — tonal, square 
phrased, danceable rhythms spiced by mild dissonance, brilliant orchestration and a 
Cocteau scenario.  There’s a sense of pictorialism, motion, but not sharp 
characterization. A touch of Prokofiev, but not the wit, the melodic sense, the skewed 
tonality. Overall, highly energetic score, impressive, but I understand why it is passed 
over. (D09) 

Film Music 
The entire disc sounds like, well, movie music. There are fine touches — the alto flute in 
The Innocents, the wonderful tune from Moulin Rouge — but I don’t think any of these 
Suites would stand alone as a meaningful concert piece.  (D09) 

Violin Sonata 
In four movements: First is mercurial, jumps around unpredictably but cheerfully. Vif is 
happy, jumpy — flashy piano part. Lent is a kind of torch song, con sordino. Finale takes 
a simple tune, complicates it without soiling its freshness. A strong piece — I’d guess 
Milhaud at his best, but with more ballast. (Jy11)  

Trio, clarinet, oboe and bassoon 
Tour de force of composition and virtuosity, style à la Poulenc. Three movements. A 
delight. (Jy11) 

Les Facheux 
One-act ballet on a subject adapted from Molière. Auric’s music is reminiscent of 
Pulcinella — though all original, not adapted — with hints of Le Tombeau de Couperin. 
Not a bad mix. Auric is more frivolous than either Ravel or Stravinsky, but the frivolity is 
undercut by the huge orchestration. Still, it’s too good to lose. (S11) 

La Pastorale 
One-act ballet notable for being the first post-Soviet ballet by a very young George 
Balanchine, who scandalized purists by introducing certain acrobatic moves and a bicycle 
into his choreography. Auric’s score is broad, sassy, bright, but I like Les Fâcheux better 
because of the Louis XIV airs. Disc is a super representation of Auric.  (S11) 

AARON AVSHALAMOV 
Piano Concerto 
 Three movements, 33’. New to me, Siberian born, Avshalomov was an authority and 
 champion of Chinese music. Written in 1935, Allegro begins with unexpected 
 dissonance, then a romanticized Chinese pentatonic theme, lots of piccolo. The music is 
 inventive throughout, grace notes, a touch of gliss, some descent into Mikado. Western 
 classical forms, modulation, flashy virtuoso stuff, cadenza, big ending. Adagio extends a 
 rocking underlay and a long melody. Rondo Finale has a Sabre Dance kick. This music 
 perhaps has more importance for its cross-cultural value than its strictly musical, but it is 
 agreeable and very rewarding. Performance from both brilliant soloist and conductor are 
 loving and exquisite. (S20) 
Symphony No 2 
 Four movements, 34’. Written in 1949. Lento intro melancholic, Moderato with 
 syncopated theme, not Chinese until flute second subject takes over. Apparently the 
 entire piece is built on this ancient Chinese melody that ends with falling fourth. 
 Percussion demands a large battery of traditional percussion instruments. Andante begins 



 with flute solo. Impressive big passage near the end with piccolo over percussion. 
 Scherzo in 4 in minor, lots of percussion under winds -- the man could orchestrate. Love 
 the trumpet builds to big passage, then emotive cello solo. Return to polka music -- or is 
 it Petruchka? Fast coda to finish. Not a major Symphony perhaps, but very rewarding. 
 I’m glad to know it. (S20) 
DAVID AVSHALOMOV 
Elegy for Strings 
 By Aaron’s grandson in memory of Leonard Bernstein, 9’. All in violins, soaring on G 
 string, then on E, then a jazz tune, then back to quiet. (S20) 
ARNO BABAJANIAN 
Violin Sonata No 1 
 Armenian composer I know nothing of, yet by sheer coincidence I`ve seen his name 
twice today.  

First on CBC while driving to Muskoka, a young Armenian-Canadian violinist played 
this piece, written in the Soviet era – a lot like Khachaturian, not surprisingly, but full of 
gestures striving to be more modern – wild notes at odd ends of the keyboard. (Jy17) 

Four piano pieces 
Charles Richard Hamelin on CBC, interesting programming. Music has inevitable 
Armenian sound, very pianistic. The first an Elegy for Aram Khachaturian, who was 
Babajanian's mentor. Worth investigating. (Jy18) 

MILTON BABBITT 
Relata I 

As I expected, a quarter hour of inaudible abstraction. Paul Zukofsky seems a good 
 fit. (F09) 
Correspondences 
 Ten minutes for string orchestra & tape — as audibly nonsensical as any other 
 Babbitt. (Ap11) 
Composition for Synthesizer 

In his turn to electronics, "Babbitt was less interested in producing new timbres than in 
the rhythmic precision he could achieve using the Mark II synthesizer, a degree of 
precision previously unobtainable in live performances." Perfect sense, given that Babbitt 
was all about mathematics and held human performance in contempt. Typically, the 
timbres themselves are as ugly as possible. (Jy20) 

Ensembles for Synthesizer 
Babbitt's piece "illustrates one of the primary advantages afforded the composer of 
electronic music: the ability to move with great speed and perfect accuracy among an 
infinite array of timbral, rhythmic, dynamic, and other gradations.” The result is a “signal 
work in the history of electronic music." (Jy20) 

GRAZYNA BACEWICZ 
Piano Quintet No 1 

My first serious listening to this composer. Here in 1952 the style is accessible 
(unfashionably) and uses classical forms: a thickly voiced, sustained intro to irregular 
dance rhythm which quickly returns to the solemn chorale. Jiggy Scherzo keeps slowing 
down, but otherwise energetic. Slow movement moves in steady, solemn 4 – very 
beautiful – she is not shy of passionate expression. Finale begins vigorously – then the 
damned second subject bogs down – odd ending. (My13 



Piano Sonata No 2 
Written just after the Piano Quintet, a major work in three movements. Agitato full of 
flash, running and darting passages – a handful – interspersed with reflective bits. Largo 
more velvety, quiet in middle and lower registers), quite haunting – fugato forms and 
dissipates. Toccata Finale plays with irregular Polish dance rhythms – dark, earnest. Fine 
piece. (My13) 

Piano Quintet No 2 
Transition work for Bacewicz, who was moving into final phase influenced by post-war 
avant garde. The work is still cast in three discrete movements, fast-slow- fast, but 
gestures are dramatic and sudden – I hear glissandi, artificial harmonics,  massed 
clusters. Larghetto nearly static, lots of chromatic snaking around – piano  resonance, 
ponticello tremolos, glissandi – eerie stuff. Finale is marked “giocoso” – a kind of avant 
garde take-off on jazz – slap bass, pizzicato, marvelous keyboard sweeps. Very strong 
piece. (My13)  

Violin Concerto No 1 
Three movements, 13’. I haven’t grasped Bacewicz’s musical character, really – maybe 
this will help. Allegro is rather slap-happy – lots of spiccato, pizzicato thrown in, a lyric 
bit, flashy but diatonic, almost in modo antico. Espressivo floats a cantabile line over 
horn and bassoon; the stew thickens, the soloist develops dissonant double stops, ends on 
harmonic amid flutes. Vivace is a second scherzando, kept close to the string. Very nice. 
I might guess Milhaud. (Mh19)    

C.P.E. BACH 
Harpsichord & Fortepiano Sonatas 

Coming to these from Scarlatti, these seem to step backward rather than forward in time: 
irregular phrases, fussy ornamentation.  Domenico is exact contemporary of C.P.E.’s 
father. Or rather, C.P.E.’s extravagancies look forward to the Romantics, the 
Empfinsander Stil. Fascinating pieces.  (Au08) 

Five Clavichord Sonatas 
Sonatas in galant style, binary form pointing to classical sonata and almost there, like 
Scarlatti but without the brilliance. C.P.E., alas, has shed much of his flukiness in these -- 
closer to J.C. The middle tracks have more character. Spányi plays, thankfully, with 
rhythmic freedom, but has little chance for special affects. The first track seems familiar, 
a student piece. (Mh09) 

6 Organ Sonatas 
These pieces are recognizably C.P.E.’s, though they are not as fluky as some of his work. 
Not galant, certainly not classical — I suppose late baroque, but not contrapuntal — more 
finger-exercises like the Partitas, not highly ornamented, and (after I’ve been listening to 
so much French baroque) quite serious sounding: the importance of being earnest. Finale 
of No 5 seems vaguely familiar — where? Nice pieces, but not major work.  (D10) 

6 Hamburg Concertos, harpsichord & orchestra 
These are outwardly standard pre-classical Concerti in three (in one case four) 
movements, with strings plus horns and flutes. (The flutes seem to appear only in slow 
movements.) C.P.E.’s tricks consist mainly in sudden changes of tempo, tone, and 
texture. The Allegro of the Concerto in D has two sudden lurches into Andante. The 
Finale of the E♭ Concerto begins unexpectedly in the minor. Elsewhere passages end in a 
sudden "wrong" note, or sudden silence, or movements continue with no break. The play 



is at the level of large form or phrase structure, but far less with melody or harmony. 
There are, however, fragments tossed between soloist and accompaniment. On the other 
hand, the C major Concerto has a fully formed double exposition — the reference point is 
not J.S. Bach’s Concertos but Mozart’s. This is probably the most elaborately formed and 
figured and detailed of the six.  (My11) 

5 Piano Trios 
All are in three movements with cello doubling the bass and violin the treble, while 
fortepiano dominates with a great xylophonic clatter — essentially keyboard sonatas with 
strengthening, with mostly four-square phrases.  C.P.E.’s genius shines through, 
however, even as it veers from movements that sound like Mozartean J.C. to others 
resembling Bach père.  Not the pleasantest disc (I loathe fortepianos) but valuable 
insight. (Mh12) 

Clavichord music 
Jaclyne Cuiller brings the Thurston Dart revelations up to date.  C.P.E.’s music is given 
the same complete freedom and variability of tempo and dynamics.  Chopin’s 
hypersensitivity no longer seems to come from nowhere, nor the virtuoso dexterity. To be 
savoured in small doses.  The Sonata (the same given by Spányi) is more regular 
rhythmically but equally sensitive.  Rondo in C varies wildly from one bar to the next. 
Assumptions about baroque performance are based too much on organ and harpsichord, 
not enough on clavichord and theorbo, not to mention strings.  Fabulous CD. (My12) 

Die Auferstehung und Himmelfahrt Jesu 
Wow! I’ve not heard C.P.E.’s sacred music before, and this bowls me over, especially 
after listening to Graun. The date, 1774, is late, but even so, the double basses at the 
beginning are worthy of Berlioz, as are the rumbling timps and the melting choral entry, 
the trombone blares and violins diminuendo into thin air like Handel’s angels. Stephan 
Genz for once has technique almost adequate for his aria. The arias have quirkiness — 
gorgeous soprano-tenor duet — rousing tenor aria of triumph. The highlight of Part II is 
the multi-sectioned triumphal Schlusschor, with a wonderful Alleluia gigue. (S12) 

5 Trio Sonatas 
My first reaction was surprise at the classical sound, with repeated notes marking the 
rhythm in accompaniment, but as so often C.P.E. hovers on the edge of baroque and 
classical. The texture throughout is relatively complex, with the contrapuntist’s 
imagination always in evidence, simple melodies in thirds kept to a minimum. It’s C.P.E. 
in top form — witness track 9. The Medlam performance is superb. First-rate CD. (D12) 

Trio Sonata in A, WQ146 
In three movements not four, and sounding fairly galante and bright. Rachel Podger 
sounds unaffected and the fortepiano is barely distinguishable from harpsichord. C.P.E. 
was still a teenager when he wrote it. (Mh15)  

Trio Sonata in C minor, WQ161 
Subtitled Sanguineus and Melancholicus, the two violins and cello (no flute) alternate 
moods over the independent keyboard. Changes are so sudden and extreme the live 
audience laughs (there’s probably some stage business going on as well). C.P.E.’s 
Florestan and Eusebius. (Mh15)  

Violin Sonata in C minor, WQ78 
Three movements in serioso mood, the Allegro the longest movement on the CD. 
Anadante very elegiac. Finale a bustling vivace. (Mh15) I’m  transported into a distinct 



world like those of the great Romantics by the poignant melody and the interchange 
between the two instruments. Texture is essentially two treble lines over bass. Adagio 
pits dissimilar movement, active in the keyboard, violin entering with near static tones – 
magic. Presto is a baroque tarantella, still in minor – with a surprise stop in play near the 
end. The playing of Breuninger and Kuijken is magnificent – beautifully shaped, not 
afraid of feeling. A true masterpiece. (N16) 

Keyboard Sonata in E minor, WQ59/1 
Played on a very dry fortepiano, lots of snap, rolled chords, dramatic dynamic contrasts. 
Adagio brief and dreamy. Andantino quirky, with sudden ending. C.P.E. risks chaotic 
form for the sake of challenging baroque unitary motif and tempo – truly radical. (Mh15)  

Violin Sonata in B♭ 
Unlike the C minor Sonata, this is full of C.P.E.’s hijinks – flukey fragmentary motifs, 
stops and starts, changes of direction – a real demo piece for C.P.E.’s eccentricities. 
Largo begins with keyboard alone, violin enters with double stops, unusual interaction, 
some unexpected chords. Presto is more classical in style, like early Mozart, but branches 
out. C.P.E. truly shines in this genre. The fortepiano doesn’t even bother me. (N16) 

Arioso in A, violin and fortepiano 
Variations for cembalo and violin – unlike the Sonatas, here the keyboard takes the lead. 
I wonder if the violin could be omitted, as in Haydn’s Sonatas? The trickster shows up 
mainly in the violin sforzandi. (N16) 

Violin Sonata in B minor 
Allegro opens with keyboard statement – a real concerto for right hand. Violin enters 
with entirely different material. Violin leads the melody in the Andante, a wistful tune 
with answering keyboard, full of embellishments but retaining a feel of simplicity – 
gorgeous. Finale is Allegretto siciliano, still in minor, the two instruments fully 
interactive. C.P.E.’s three Violin Sonatas are complete realizations of the genre setting a 
bar that Mozart attained latterly, but Haydn never as far as I know. Only Beethoven 
surpassed – in the Kreutzer. Essential CD! (N16) 

JOHANN BACH 
Unser Leben ist ein Schatten 

Great uncle to J.S., uncle to Johann Michael and Johann Christoph, the earliest Bach to 
leave a musical trace. What a trace it is! The beautiful chorale is sung in echo, three 
voices ATB repeating phrase ends. The theme, the fleeting quality of life, is framed with 
two bits from Job set with alternating solemn chords and bursts of floridity depicting 
mists and shadows. Frequent silences mark absence. Utterly brilliant. (Ap20)  

JOHANN CHRISTIAN BACH 
Sinfonias, op 6, 9 and 18 

[Desunt nonnulla – have some notes disappeared?] So much happy music I can’t stand 
it! It must be better in small doses. The pattern is rigid, not just from piece to piece but 
from opus to opus. Every Sinfonia has three movements, every middle movement an 
“Andante.” Lots of tonic triad mottos, lots of harmony in primary colors I, IV and V, lots 
of predictable harmonic rhythm, lots of bustle, some speed, some impetus, but too much 
of one thing. I suppose it was new and fresh at the time. (Muskoka Jy14) 

6 Keyboard Sonatas, op 5 
ADJUST THE VOLUME FOR THE CLAVICHORD! These are played on clavichord 
rather than the square fortepiano for which they were written (with dynamic indications) 



– a plus, I think – and all repeats are intact. They are in two or three movements, the last 
in C minor with slow-fast-fast pattern. The first in B♭ features two-part texture 
throughout; the Allegretto is all Alberti bass. Style is galante, simple – nothing beyond 
the reach of a good amateur – but not sensitive Empfindsamer Stil. The D major Allegro 
has massive chord flourishes, almost too much for the clavichord, with melodic activity 
in the left hand. Andante has some harmonic surprise. Allegro of the E♭ has a wild 
particularly nice. In the E major, outer movements are toccata-like; the Adagio is 
performed with radical rubato, dotted rhythms against triplet accompaniment – I hadn’t 
noticed this elsewhere. The C minor begins serioso rather than galante and launches into 
a full-blown fugue; the final stately Allegretto stays in minor. This is a nicely varied set 
of pieces. J.C. seems to let himself go here, more than in the Symphonies. (S14) Good 
heavens, have I duplicated— Second hearing confirms the first, uncannily. This is the 
source of some of the early Mozart Piano Concerti. Tracks 9 and 11 are especially nice, 
plus the entire last Sonata. Alexander-Max uses equal temperament, lots of rhythmic 
freedom (which I like), and preserves dotted rhythm over left-hand triplet in slow tempo. 
J.C. at his best. (Mh16) 

Mailänder Vesperpsalmen 
These were composed separately, not as a unitary work, though all date from 1758 to 
1760. The Magnificat is short, not the culmination of a sequence. The brief Dominus 
adjuvandum is J.C. in top form, with nice soprano-alto duet. Confiteor is more elaborate, 
in seven sections running 25’ – mostly soloists. The galante style suits the psalm of praise 
– there’s minimal counterpoint, maximum floridity, trills, harmony in primary colors. 
Doxology begins oddly in minor, with fugal Schlusschor. Beatus vir (Psalm 112) is the 
longest section, a blessing on the righteous. Nicely constructed with soloists leading to 
tenor solo leading to chorus, then a canary-like soprano solo with obligato flute and 
violin. “Dispersit pauperibus” is given to bass, while chorus and all four soloists gnash 
their teeth. In Laudate pueri (Psalm 113), calling on children to praise, solos  
are given to high voices with no chorus – very bright music, though much of the music is 
simple arpeggios. J.C.’s melodic powers seem very weak. Magnificat is short but uses 
four soloists and chorus with trumpets and drums, while the choral writing is somewhat 
more complex, with a fugal finish. (O16)  

JOHANN CHRISTOPH BACH 
Lieber Herr Gott 

Second cousin to J.S., brother to Johann Michael. Johann Christoph was revered by J.S. 
above all his family precursors as a great composer. Copies of many of his works were 
found in Bach’s personal library. This is a collect for Advent, double choir, beautifully 
florid, glorious. (Ap20) 

Es ist nun aus 
Utterly serene acceptance of death in four strophes. The soprano (treble) solo makes me 
shiver. Welt gute Nacht – the simple scale is genius. (Ap20) 

Der Gerechte 
The righteous man dies too soon, yet he is calm. The weird harmonies would almost pass 
for nineteenth-century. There’s a quick B section expressing the speed of death, the hurry 
from evil life. (Ap20) 

Ich lasse dich nicht 
Double choir setting of words by Hans Sachs (no less!), Jacob’s words to the wrestling 



angel. The treatment of text is very intricate, the Matthew Passion in kernel. (Ap20) 
Fürste dich nicht 

Christ’s words to the dying thief on the cross. Dark assurances. Du bist mein. The 
harmonies are adventurous, and that soaring treble! (Ap20) 

JOHANN CHRISTOPH FRIEDMAN BACH 
Concerto for viola & fortepiano in E♭ 

The style is early classical much like the London Bach.  The orchestra seems to have no 
violas — there’s a hole in the middle for the soloists. Pleasant, but it goes on.  (My3) 

JOHANN LUDWIG BACH 
2 motets 

Born in 1677, a near contemporary to J.S. Unsere Trübsal (affliction) sets a dark prose 
from II Corinthians for double choir, through composed, alternating between solemn and 
lightly florid. Das ist mein Freunde is also double choir, a joyful florid piece. (Ap20) 

JOHANN MICHAEL BACH 
3 motets 

Second cousin and father-in-law to J.S., brother to Johann Christoph. Herr du lässet mich 
erfahren is for double choir, the first in a comforting chorale, the small second voicing 
terrors. The two join in affirmation at the end. Nun hab’ ich überwunden is also double 
choir, lively, doing wonders with a single chorale verse about reconciliation. Sei Lieber 
Tag willkommen, again double choir, is happy and florid, chorale based but 
through-composed. (Ap20) 

J.S. BACH 
Cantata 80: "Ein feste Burg" (Leipzig, 1730) 

Reformation Day (Oct 31) — a lengthy special occasion cantata with warlike trumpets & 
drums.  Chorale Cantata on Luther’s great hymn. Chorale is 1/fugal, 2/chorale prelude 
(soprano & bass solo), 3/triple time, 4/straight. Nice balance of chorale prelude with two 
duets (incl chorale prelude duet), with intervening recits & arias. (Jy8) 

Cantata 106: —Gottes Zeit ist der allerbestes Zeit— (Mühlhausen, c1707/10) 
Actus Tragicus: Very early Funeral Cantata in the old style — no formal arias, middle 
part free, ariosos & choral bits, superimposed texts, e.g. “Es ist der alte Bund” vs “Komm 
Herr Jesu,” “du mit mir im Paradies” vs “mit Fried und Freud.” Final chorale is doxology 
with subdued but glorious Amen of acceptance. Wow! (Jy8) Did I make no note of the 
soloists’ live performance at FSA a year back? Pity. I picked up Daniel Taylor’s CD at 
his live concert. Performance polished, a trifle bloodless. His aria from Cantata 200 
likewise, gentle, unfamiliar, mildly florid. (S12) 

Cantata 36: “Schwingt freudig” (Leipzig, 1731) 
Advent Sunday: Adapted for Advent from birthday cantata, but metaphor is wedding — 
bride waiting for bridegroom, settling in comfort. Three successive arias (middle one not 
da capo, thank God): Why did Mallon not use alternative Chorale Cantata version? Disc 
had room for it. [There are 5 versions, 2 secular, 3 sacred — the most complex 
rearranging in all the cantatas.] Chorale is subdued version of “Wie schön leuchtet der 
Morgenstern.” (Jy8)  

Cantata 61: “Nun komm der Heiden Heiland” (Weimar, 1715)  
Advent Sunday: John the Baptist, joyful “make ready” aria, followed by stern call to 
repent (T), questioning Wer bist du? (B), acceptance of sin and baptism (A, running 
water by violin): Chorale celebrates death of old self, birth of new. (Jy8)  



Cantata 132: “Bereitet die Wege” (Weimar, 1714)  
4th Sunday in Advent: Fine French Overture with choir. Theology generalized — striking 
recit for bass, pizzicati = knocking at door, fine chorale prelude finale. Mallon’s A at 415 
is too low for John & others. Ridiculous. (Jy8)   

Cantata 57: "Selig ist der Mann" (Leipzig, 1740) 
2nd Day of Christmas: specifically, St Stephen’s Day (no Christmas joy – see Murray 
Young’s asinine remark): Dialogue cantata about Soul (soprano) accepting 
death/martyrdom, in need of Saviour (basso). Particularly fine arias, beautifully sung by 
unknown Hungarian soloists. (Jy8) 

Cantata 152: “Tritt auf die Glaubensbahn” (Weimar, 1714) 
Sunday after Christmas: Dialogue Cantata: Opening Sinfonia, but no Chorale—instead, 
lovely closing Duet between bass (Jesus) and soprano (Soul). Text rather drab play on 
Stein as stumbling block, Eckstein as corner-stone; only the reference to Incarnation in 
last Recit brings it to Christmas. (Jy8) 

Cantata 58: “Ach Gott, wie manches Herzeleid” (Leipzig, 1733) 
Sunday after New Year: Dialogue Cantata, opens with beautiful Choral Prelude Duet 
between Affliction (soprano) and Patience (bass). Recit refers to Herod’s persecution and 
Joseph’s saving dream. Closes with second Chorale Prelude Duet, joyous, on a different 
tune. (Jy8)  

Cantata 123: “Liebster Immanuel, Herzog der Frommen” (Leipzig, c1740) 
Epiphany: Chorale Cantata. Theology general. Nice opening Chorus in courante rhythm. 
Tenor Aria slow with odd allegro break. Peter Kooij, alas, tries to sound more like 
Fischer-Dieskau than Bach. (Jy8) 

Cantata 124: “Meinen Jesum lass ich nicht” (Leipzig, date uncertain) 
1st Sunday after Epiphany: Exceptionally beautiful Chorale Cantata, with virtual 
concerto for oboe d’amore in opening Chorus and tenor Aria. Theology general, sticking 
to Jesus like a burr (the leaping motif in opening, cf Handel’s frogs). Spectacular 
soprano-alto Duet. A gem.  (Jy8) 

Cantata 111: “Was mein Gott will, das g’scheh Allzeit” (Leipzig, date uncertain) 
3rd Sunday after Epiphany: Chorale Cantata, the joy of embracing death with confidence 
in the Saviour. Opening Chorus joyous in minor key — likewise superb canonic Duet 
(alto/tenor), possibly too florid. Theology general, but reference to Jonah in Recit 
suggests necessity of accepting the revealed God of Epiphany like the aged Simeon, not 
running away like Jonah. (Jy8) 

Cantata 82: "Ich habe genug" (Leipzig, c1731) 
Candlemas (February 2): Familiar Solo Cantata, three arias with intervening recits based 
on Simeon’s Nunc Dimittis. First: Glorious air with oboe obbligato with richly voiced 
strings; second, lullaby resembling close of Matthew Passion; third, joyful, florid, minor 
key. Da Capo arias are quite long but still wonderful. Prey sings beautifully. (Jy08) Yes, 
Tyler Duncan was most impressive in this, live, with beautiful Bach articulation — 
though Ruth complained of his lack of line. I thought the low so-called “baroque A” 
placed the tessitura uncomfortably low for him, and his voice has definite registers, with 
coarse bottom, flutey top. But most impressive. Young with crew cut — should have 
been singing Papageno. (Stratford, live Ag12) 

Cantata 125: “Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin” (Leipzig, c1730-34) 
Candlemas (February 2): Again, Simeon embracing death in faith of Saviour. 



Magnificent Chorale Prelude: unusual dramatic silence on “sanft und stille,” as also in the 
(too) long Alto Aria, on “sterben.” Unusual Bass Recitativo Accompagnato incorporates 
lines of chorale into Recit. Duet is pure joy. (Jy8) 

Cantata 54: "Widerstehe doch der Sünde" (Leigzig, 1714—) 
Oculi. [Or 7th after Trinity, given elsewhere more plausibly]. Short Solo Cantata for Alto,  
just two Arias with Recit denouncing sin und der Teufel. Second Aria is quasi-academic,  
descending or “falling” chromatics. Höffgen is a lady bass, “unbuttered.” (Jy8) I hadn’t  
remembered hearing this before when Daniel Taylor sang it with Tafelmusik as program  
opener: I was disappointed, but Taylor, speaking later, noted difficulties of the low range  
for both voice and instrument — there were two viola parts (and hinted that he may have  
been stopped for speeding on his way to Stratford). He seemed distracted. (live Ag12)  

Easter Oratorio [Cantata No 249] (Leipzig, 1725) 
Festive Cantata with trumpets and drums. Enacts BVM (soprano) and Magdalene (alto) 
bringing Peter and John (tenor, bass) to the empty tomb. Soloists have named characters 
and join in unusual and beautiful composite Recits. Lengthy Sinfonia, with super “hurried 
footsteps” — Chorus — trumpets & drums return for celebratory final Chorus. Arias are 
lovely but a bit long. Hamari is best soloist. Why have I never heard this – a Bach 
masterpiece— (Jy8) Dramatic narrative, the singers in character through the events of 
Easter morning. Opens with grand trumpet Sinfonia, Adagio sets tragic mood, chorus 
urges hurry to joyous discovery, lachen und scherzen among the men. Composite recit 
restores dark tone, and Mary laments the vain spices. Composite recit and Petrus 
responds to Magdalene’s story with no surprise in pastoral aria. Recit of two Marys. 
Magdalene wants to see Jesus, her heart orphaned. John’s recit assures them that Jesus 
lives. I’m let down this time: the narrative is weak, and even Bach’s musical tone 
uncertain. (Ap19) 

Cantata 4: “Christ lag in Todesbanden” (before 1717) 
Easter: Familiar, wonderful. Bach’s only Cantata in “old style,” early, no recits 
paraphrasing hymn stanzas, every stanza set differently, wonderfully contrasted 
Alleuiahs. Some surprises — sudden silence, basses dropping to the cellar on “Tod.” 
Bach gets A+. (Jy8) Fanshawe Choir live version, not very good. I hate to say it, but they 
did better with Gerald Fagan. (Je15) 

Cantata 145: “Ich lebe mein Herze” (1729—) 
3rd Easter Day: Problematic, missing perhaps opening Sinfonia & Chorus written by 
someone else (Murray Young’s prose is infuriating). Brilliant bass aria with trumpet and 
flute. (Jy8) 

Ascension Oratorio [‘Cantata No 11]  
Pure gold. Unlike Easter Oratorio, has Evangelist (for Scripture passages) but no named 
soloists.  Brilliant opening & closing Choruses with trumpets & drums, straight Chorale 
in middle. Alto Aria familiar from Mass in B minor. Soprano Aria senza continuo, just 
violins & high winds, seems to float in air. Wonderful Arioso of two men. (Jy8) 

Cantata 34: “O ewiges Feuer” (after 1749) 
Pentecost: Superior Cantata, opening chorus is magic fire music with trumpets & drums; 
melting Alto Aria with flutes and sordino strings. Final Chorus dramatic attacca after 
Recit, “Friede über Israel,” then superb closing Chorus. (Jy8) 

Cantata 59: “Wer mich liebet, der wird mein Wort halten” (possibly Weimar 1716) 
Pentecost: Odd, possibly incomplete. Opens with fine soprano-bass Duet with trumpets & 



drums, which do not return. Chorale positioned third, followed by fine Bass Aria. 
Nemeth ends there, as in MS; Gardiner interpolates another setting of the Chorale. (Jy8)  

Cantata 74: “Wer mich liebet, der Wird mein Wort halten” (Leipzig, 1735) 
Pentecost: Later setting of same words, music of first two numbers adapted from Cantata 
59.  Three excellent Arias, the third for Alto with breathtaking bravura violin obbligato, 
arpeggiated.  Ends with Chorale, trumpets & drums. (Jy8)  

Cantata 172: “Erschallet, ihr Lieder” (Leipzig, 1724) 
Pentecost: Pure gold. — dancing opening Chorus with trumpets & drums, Recit & Aria 
by basso as Christ, brilliant trumpets & drums again. Minor key tenor Aria, and 
wonderfully intricate Duet between soprano and the Comforter (alto) in quasi-erotic 
language, “Gnadenkuss,” “Ich bin dein und du bist mein.” Chorale is “Wie schön 
leuchtet.” (Jy8)  

Cantata 174: “Ich liebe den Höchsten” (Leipzig, 1729) 
2nd Day of Pentecost: Interesting mainly for Sinfonia, an interpolation of Brandenburg 
3d, first movement, with tripled strings, 2 horns & 3 oboes. Alto and Bass Arias are 
unremarkable. Rilling is awfully plodding! (Jy8) 

Cantata 129: “Gelobet sei der Herr” (Leipzig, 1732) 
Trinity Sunday: Chorale verses set with no recitatives, but with melody only in opening 
and closing Choruses, festive with trumpets & drums. Three successive Arias between. 
Topics are Father, Son, Spirit, Trinity, sing joyous praise. Shapely, stately piece.  (Jy8) 

Cantata 39: “Brich dem Hungrigen dein Brot” (Leipzig, 1732) 
1st Sunday after Trinity: Occasioned also by influx of refugees from Salzburg, where the 
Archbishop was persecuting Protestants. (What Archbishops Salzburg has had!) Super 
opening Chorus, hunger/staggering motif (cf Esurientes of Magnificat) followed by fugue 
of salvation.  The remainder rather dreary for Bach. (Jy8) 

Cantata 93: "Wer nur den lieben Gott" (Leipzig, 1728) 
5th Sunday after Trinity: Bach’s second Chorale Cantata (after “Christ lag”), but it seems 
less ingenious in its working of the Chorale. Nice canonic Soprano-Alto Duet. (Jy8)  

Cantata 107: “Was willst du dich betrüben” (Leipzig, 1735) 
7th Sunday after Trinity: Chorale Cantata: After this point (1735), Bach gives up libretto 
paraphrases and uses only chorale texts, though not sticking to the Chorale tune 
throughout.  Beautifully solemn opening Chorus, free treatment of Chorale. After Recit, 
four Arias in succession (two for tenor—unusual), though none is da capo. First two are 
striking—fast tempo hunt motif, followed by fear represented by silences. Soprano has 2 
oboes. Lovely Sicilienne setting of final Chorale.  (Jy8) 

Cantata 137: “Lobe den Herren” (Leipzig, 1732) 
12th Sunday after Trinity: Pure gold! Chorale Cantata with familiar chorale. Thrilling 
Opening Chorus with trumpets and drums, then Aria — Duet — Aria — Chorale, varied 
treatment of Chorale.  Herrewege’s disc is distinctly inferior to this. (Jy8) 

Cantata 78: "Jesu der du meine Seele" (Leipzig, 1735-44) 
14th Sunday after Trinity: Familiar and fine, though the arias are somewhat less familiar 
than I expected. Schöne makes appalling unmusical hash of the bass aria, alas. (Jy8)   

Cantata 51: "Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen" (Leipzig, 1731 or —32)  
15th Sunday after Trinity: Solo Cantata, very familiar throughout. Text is generic joy and 
praise, for “general use” Bach indicated. This is the only cantata that shows presence of 
Italian opera style. Bach must have had a virtuoso boy soprano, or perhaps he wrote it for 



his own ear.  I’ve always thought Donath under-rated, but here she blurs some 
articulation; otherwise fine. (Jy8) 

Cantata 99: “Was Gott tut” (Leipzig, c1733) 
15th Sunday after Trinity: Glorious opening Chorus (Walton put it into The Wise 
Virgins, senza voices. The rest at a lesser level, though nice chromaticism in tenor Aria 
(“so bitter”), and nice soprano/alto Duet (Young says they are Flesh and Spirit in 
conflict). (Au8)   

Cantata 8: "Liebster Gott" (Leipzig, c1725) 
16th Sunday after Trinity: Waiting for death with anticipated salvation. Opening Chorale 
Prelude in triple meter, oddly joyful, despite Young’s “fear” motif in repeated notes; 
unusual pizzicato strings. Wonderful bass Aria, a gigue, is familiar. Huttenlocher sings it 
exceptionally well. Final Chorale nicely elaborated. (Au8)    

Cantata 27: “Wer weiss wie nahe mir mein Ende” (Leipzig, 1731) 
16th Sunday after Trinity: Another beauty through and through. Extraordinary, moving 
Chorus — Chorale with solo recits interspersed. Fine Alto Aria and wonderful Bass Aria, 
alternating joy and fear (repeated notes). Final Chorale in five parts, rich, the only 
example in all the cantatas. (Au8) 

Cantata 48: “Ich elender Mensch” (Leipzig, c1740) 
19th Sunday after Trinity: Miracle healing the body = redeeming the soul. Opening  
Chorus complex, with chorale tune in instruments. Lament of the sick body (Höffgen’s  
contralto piercing), followed by lively tenor Aria. Inserted chorale is different tune. (Au8)  

Cantata 56: "Ich will den Kreuzstab gerne tragen" (Leipzig, 1731 or —32) 
19th Sunday after Trinity: Familiar Solo Cantata for bass. Metaphor of ocean voyage, 
safe arrival in heaven (cello = waves in Recit). Chromatic first Aria, with expressive 
triplet passage repeated in final Arioso. (Au8) 

Cantata 52: “Falsche Welt, dir trau ich nicht” (Leipzig, 1726) 
23rd Sunday after Trinity: Solo Cantata for soprano, with Augér in top form. Sinfonia 
from Brandenburg No 1 (sans trumpet) is oddly joyous opening. Soprano enters with high 
note, angular Recit & Aria of righteous anger, followed by comfort. Second Aria unusual 
texture, 3 oboes & bassoon, lovely, with florid B section. (Au8)    

Cantata 26: “Ach wie fluchtig, ach wie nichtig” (Leipzig, 1724) 
24th Sunday after Trinity: Pure gold — theme of mutability, image of rushing waters. 
Beautiful Chorale Prelude, with tune in soprano, instruments and lower voices doing 
different things. Followed by two extraordinary Arias — tenor at extreme of virtuosity 
(outdoes Jauchzet Gott — Adalbert Kraus nails it) — bass in relentless stomping motion, 
with florid B section and cellos going wild. A surprise treasure. (Au) Second hearing just 
as awesome as first. A very special masterpiece. (Au8—Cooperstown)    

Cantata 60: “O Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort” (Leipzig, 1723) 
24th Sunday after Trinity: Dialogue Cantata between Hope and Fear. Complex opening 
Chorale Prelude with tune in sopranos, solo tenor over top. Dialogue first between Alto 
(Fear) and tenor (Hope), then basso (Christus) who three times gives comfort. Great 
Chorale “Es ist genug.” (Au8)  

Cantata 90: “Es reisset euch ein schrecklich Ende” (Leipzig, 1723) 
25th Sunday after Trinity: Warning of Apocalypse — seems uncharacteristic of Bach’s 
themes. No opening Chorus. Florid tenor Aria with violin, stern bass Aria with final 
trumpet. (Au8)  



Cantata 140: "Wachet auf" (Leipzig, 1731) 
27th Sunday after Trinity: Visitation of our Lady (July 2). Most familiar. Metaphor of 
bride and bridegroom (quasi-apocalyptic, but cx harsh Cantata 90). Gönnenwein is real 
throwback to old style, slow tempos, legato phrasing. Beautiful, but even I wish he’d get 
on with it. (Au8) The most familiar of the lot, and the most formally perfect and balanced. 
The Prussian Rilling returns for the great tenor middle movement, but solos and duets 
and outer movements are beautiful. (S17)    

Cantata 147: "Herz und Mund und Tat und Leben" (Weimar, 1716) 
Famous for “Jesu Joy” (twice, at ends of Parts I and II), but otherwise not familiar. Text = 
paraphrase of Magnificat, but emphasis on Mary lessened. Fine bright toned fugal 
Chorus, super soprano and bass Arias (young Sutherland is perfect, even her German; 
Hemsley is wretched). Recits, with accompagnato in II, above par. The recits in cantatas 
are Bach’s innovation — from opera, but serving the purpose of doctrinal teaching. (Au8) 

Cantata 117: "Sei Lob und Ehr" (Leipzig, c1733) 
General Theme of Praise. Nine verses of Chorale, no paraphrases, but arias and recits. 
Chorale Preludes at beginning and end, straight Chorale in middle, Recits treat refrain 
line as arioso. Sturdy, joyful music. (Au8)  

Cantata 131: “Aus der Tiefe rufe ich, Herr, zu dir” (Mühlhausen, 1707) 
Pure gold — very likely the earliest of Bach’s Cantatas. No recits, continuous 
movements. Text is Psalm 90 verbatim, so dark in tone, exceptional treatment of 
“fürchte.” Three great Choruses in free counterpoint, changing tempi, separated by two 
Chorale Preludes, solo voice plus tune in chorus.  The second is particularly haunting. 
Final Chorus ends in subdued joyous fugue in minor key, ending on half cadence. (Au8) 

Cantata 202: "Weichet nur" (Cöthen, 1717-23) 
Wedding Cantata: Familar and wonderful. Cantatas make good car music. 
(Au8—Cooperstown) 

Cantata 209: "Non sà che sia dolore" 
A real charmer, even if arias do go on a bit. Ameling gorgeous, of course. 
(Au8—Cooperstown) 

Christmas Oratorio 
6 Cantatas (64 numbers) performed over 6 days, 2 weeks, as a single unified work. All 
but 5th adapted from previous material (occasional cantatas 213-215). As in Ascension 
Oratorio, uses Evangelist to narrate Nativity, I-IV from Like, V-VI from Matthew. (D8) 

     I  “Jauchzet, frohlocket auf” — Christmas Day 
Famous opening Chorus, trumpets & drums. Beautiful arias for Alto (Mary) and Bass, 
with two Chorales. Veldhoven, alas, is impossibly mannered.   

     II “Und waren Hirten in derselben Gegend” — 2d Day of Christmas 
Pastoral contrast to I — beautiful 12/8 Sinfonia alters mood, amazing sound of four-oboe 
choir representing shepherds. Lots of Recit — 2 Chorales — very florid tenor Aria — 
alto Aria is lullaby (rather rapid, heavy-footed rocking). “Ehre sei Gott” is big Chorus. 
Final Chorale oboe-shepherds alternate with angels. The numbers are short, move along 
very well.  

     III “Herrscher des Himmels” — 3d Day of Christmas 
Festivity returns — Shepherds go to Bethlehem to see for themselves. First 5 numbers = 
single unit (2 Choruses, 2 Recits & Chorale). Duet, with 2 oboes. Evangelist — Alto Aria 
— Mary sings second lullaby, beautiful violin obligato. (Pitch is suspiciously very low.) 



Ends with 2 Chorales and reprise of opening Chorus. This is unlike most of the 
stand-alone cantatas: Bach is really experimenting with complex form, mixing Cantata 
and Passion-like narrative. 

     IV “Fallt mir Danken, fallt mit Loben” — New Year 
Evangelist’s brief Recit identifies circumcision and name day, concentrates (tactfully) on 
Jesus’ name — most self-contained and conventional of the six cantatas — only one with 
horns. Opening Chorus is elegant minuet of praise. Two gorgeous Recits for Bass in 
arioso with Soprano in Chorale. Echo Aria for soprano with two oboes. Glorious Tenor 
Aria, quick fugue in minor key, very florid. Chorale repeats Jesus— name. Every number 
has something special. 

     V “Ehre sei dir Gott” — Sunday after New Year 
Great florid opening Chorus of praise. Evangelist announces Genesis story of Weisen 
vom Morgenlande searching for King of the Jews, seeking the light. Bass Aria: illuminate 
my darkest mood. Evangelist on Herod — fear of Jesus — extraordinary Trio, S & T 
—when will He come,— A ‘schweig, He is already here — closing Chorale. Real 
argument for an interior Jesus. 

     VI “Herr wenn die stolzen Feinde schnauben” — Epiphany 
Trumpets & drums return — opening Chorus gentle dancing 3/8 — Finale of Oratorio not 
a big flourish but subdued, more interior rejoicing. Evangelist tells of Magi, Herod is 
Bass. Soprano Recit & Aria denounces Herod and weakness of men — Chorale — Tenor 
Recit & Aria, tremble proud enemies. Final Chorale Prelude with trumpets & drums. 

Prelude and Fugue in G, BWV 541 
One of the less familiar big organ pieces, neither minor key and serioso nor major and 
dancing — just beautifully worked out fantasia. (Oldengarm live—Ja9) 

Cantata No 91: “Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ” 
Chorale Cantata for Christmas Day, text on Incarnation. Trumpets & horns — very brief 
and floried opening Chorus (Chorale tune in soprano sounds distant. Recit & Tenor Aria, 
Recit & SA Duet with rising chromatic on “Jammerthal,” in minor key for God’s poverty. 
(Mh9)  

Cantata No 101: “Nimm von uns Herr du treuer Gott” 
Outstanding Cantata (performance so-so). Commemorates destruction of Jerusalem by 
Romans — contrition for just punishment. Truly extraordinary complex counterpoint in 
opening Chorus — surprising dissonances, 3 oboes. Florid tenor Aria with florid flute 
obligato — unusual bass Aria alternates chorale, florid passage, declamation — SA duet 
with flute, oboe da caccia. Simple Chorale. (Mh9) 

Cantata No 121: —Christum wir sollen loben schon— 
Super.  Opening Chorus begins abruptly — all florid counterpoint (à la motet, say the 
notes) — minor key serioso for second day of Christmas.  Fine florid tenor Aria, even 
more serioso — even more florid bass Aria changes to joyful affirmation.  Closes with 
Recit & Chorale.  (Mh9) 

Cantata No 133: “Ich freue mich in dir” 
For third day of Christmas — opening Chorus simple chorale with joyous activity in the 
violins.  Wonderful happy florid alto Aria — nice Soprano aria (with Nonoshita a 
pipsqueak) (Mh9) 

Prelude and Fugue in C-sharp Minor & F Minor 
Warm-up recital openers for Jan Lisiecki — clean, no pedals, not especially distinguished 



playing — but then the kid is only 14 years old.  (S09) 
Keyboard Concerti in D minor, E, D & A (BWV1052, 53, 54 & 55) 

I bought this set because it was a bargain and filled a great gap in my library and to 
survey these Concerti, locate any I’m not on speaking terms with, and chart duplications. 
(Only the Flute-Violin-Harpsichord Concerto is lacking.) Of the first 4, only the D major 
Concerto duplicates the E major Violin Concerto (itself after Vivaldi — which I’ve never 
heard in the original). The first 2 are very familiar, except for the beautiful slow 
movements, which seem harder to recall. The A major sounds familiar only in the Finale. 
I’m amazed how these pieces stick without my knowing it. And I realize how substantial 
these pieces can be — at 23' and 21' as long as many Romantic Concerti. (Jy3) 

Keyboard Concerti in F minor, F, and G minor (BWV 1056, 57 & 58) 
The first is a wholly independent piece, quite familiar. The Concerto in F with 2 flutes is 
Brandenburg No 4 without solo violin. The G minor is the A minor Violin Concerto. 
(Jy3) The G minor Concerto is the filler for Hercules auf den Scheidewege — the 
sustained line in the Siciliano sounds unbalanced and silly on harpsichord. (S12) The G 
minor on CBC. (Jy13) 

Concerti for Two Keyboards in C minor, C & C minor (BWV 1060, 61 & 62) 
The first is the C minor Violin-Oboe Concerto; the last is the Double Violin Concerto. 
The second is independent, and I don’t remember ever hearing it before.  (Jy3) 

Concerti for Three Keyboards in D minor and C (BWV 1063 & 64) 
I don’t remember hearing either of these pieces before. Strange — both are echt Bach, the 
D minor especially serious and weighty.  (Jy3) 

Concerto for 4 Keyboards in A minor (BWV1065) 
This is Bach’s transcription of Vivaldi’s 4-violin Concerto in B minor, op 3/10. Very 
familiar. (The booklet makes a funny comment about the sound of 4 harpsichords.) (Jy3) 

Lute Suite in G minor; Fugue in G minor  
I don't know why I have resisted the sound of plucked instruments so strenuously -- their 
popularity perhaps, and for the wrong reasons. Here the theorbo sound is closely related 
to harpsichord, more pleasant in fact, and just as contrapuntal -- more like the clavichord 
in fact, capable of expressive dynamics and variable timbres. The opening fugue sounds 
familiar -- are these pieces all adaptations of others? The independent G minor Fugue is 
from the Solo Violin Sonata. (S10) 

Lute Suite in E minor; Prelude, Fugue and Allegro 
More of same, no recognition factor. Bach’s fecundity was immeasurable. (S10) 

Lute Suites in C minor and E; Prelude in C minor 
The E major Suite is the Solo Violin Partita, the others I don’t place elsewhere. I am 
bothered by the unevenness of tone in Kirchof’s playing: Is that the nature of the 
instrument? Or is it a sign of difficulty another player might overcome? (S10) 

Lutheran Mass No 1 in F 
The 4 Lutheran Masses comprise Kyrie and Gloria only, the Gloria divided into 5 parts 
with choruses sandwiching three solo movements. All are reworked from Cantatas. The F 
major is cheerful, even the Kyrie. Glory begins with swirling 3/8 movements — soprano 
Qui tollis and alto Quoniam are plaintive — Cum Sancto returns to festive trot with 
burbling horns. Great stuff. (O10)  

Lutheran Mass No 4 in G 
The general mood is somewhat pastoral, but active, not somnolent. Herreweghe keeps a 



good strong pulse going. Bass aria a florid challenge met by Kooy — lovely soprano-alto 
duet — so-so tenor aria. The final chorus is fast, florid, magnificent. (O10)  

Lutheran Mass No 3 in G minor 
This is the one Howard recorded with LPM, so it sounds vaguely familiar. Fiendishly fast 
and florid Gloria. Lesne’s Qui tollis is particularly nice. I don’t like some of 
Herreweghe’s phrasing — the swoop in the Kyrie fugue subject, or the exaggerated 
balloons in the Gloria.  (O10)  

Lutheran Mass No 2 in A 
The short-breathed grazioso opening sounds almost rococo — but not for long. The 
Christe is set unusually for the four soloists, quasi-recitativo; second Kyrie a dark-toned 
fugue. Lively Gloria chorus is also interrupted by soloist bits. Beautiful long Domine 
Deus for bass with violin obligato — Beautiful longer Qui tollis for soprano with 2 flutes 
sounding like glass harmonica — Beautiful short Quoniam for alto. Final Cum Sancto a 
complex swinging 6/8 that also incorporates soloists. This is the most elaborate and 
unconventional of the four Lutheran Masses.  (O10)  

Sanctus in D 
A stray movement 3' long — breaks into rollicking 6/8. Too good to miss. (O10)  

Concerto in D minor, 2 violins 
The Bach Double on PBS Live from Lincoln Center, Cho Lang Lin & Ida Kavafian are 
super. (D10) On CBC, wonderful as always, even though Jean Lamond and friend sound 
afraid of feeling too much feeling. (S14) 

Cantata No 31: “Der Himmel lacht, die Erde jubiliert” 
One of only three Bach works written for Easter Sunday (with Christ lag & the Easter 
Oratorio) — not long at 20', festive with trumpets and drums — opening Sonata, great 
chorus, 3 recits & arias for bass, tenor, soprano, chorale. Bach seems to be making up in 
floridity what he lacks in length. Dig that high trumpet in the chorale! (Ja11) 

Cantata No 21: “Ich hätte viel Bekümmernis” 
Large Cantata in 2 parts with a complex compositional/textual history. As presented, Part 
I depicts the sinner in a state of repentance. Gorgeous Sinfonia and opening chorus 
followed by famous aria “Seufzen, Tränen.” Recit — fine aria with brief florid bit — 
closing chorus with mixed sorrow and gentle hope. Part II is cast as dialogue between 
Jesus and die Seele. The comparison of their duet in the liner notes to comic opera is a 
stretch, but it is a love duet. Subsequent chorus is a thrilling chorale variation. Then 
joyous aria and closing chorus with 3 trumpets and timps. This is one of the greatest of 
Bach’s Cantatas. Alas, though Monika Frimmer copes with the exceedingly difficult 
soprano part, she has shallow tone and aspirated articulation.  (Ja11)  

6 Harpsichord Partitas 
No recognition factor, apart from the First in B♭, which I probably picked up from the 
Lipatti LP.  Each collection of dances is prefaced with an “overture” or “praeludium” or 
“sinfonia” — the nomenclature differs for each. The choice of dances also varies, though 
the allemande, courante, sarabande, gigue pattern seems the default sequence. These are 
keyboard works, not particularly dancelike. The liner notes raise the question of Bach’s 
published music: Was it restricted to the keyboard works? [Almost — Wikipedia gives an 
account.] There is some progression from the slightest, the First Partita, to the Sixth in E 
minor, with lengthy Praeludium and extended Gigue. In their intricacy, constant 
invention, these pieces are weightier than the average dance suite.  (Ja11) Partita No 3 in 



A minor: Vaguely recognizable, but not as familiar as it should be. Brilliant crisp, 
somewhat romantic performance on CBC by Nareh Arghamanyan. (Ja12) Partita No 4 in 
D minor: No, I didn’t recall it, though it was done with very ornate French style 
ornamentation, and steely fingers by young Russian Georgy Tchaidze — all very 
deliberate, every repeat, very intense — an endurance contest, especially the slow-paced 
Allemande. Is there a performance tradition here?  Very impressive, but lighten up for 
God’s sake. (live — Mh13). Partita No 2 played in piano recital by Jan Lisiecki, caught on 
CBC. He seems to have matured, though there were traces of sewing-machine stiffness in 
his playing of the piece, which was still unfamiliar. A pleasure to hear. (Jy16) 

Toccata, Adagio and Fugue in C, BWV 564 
The opening is the most un-Bach-like stuttering I can recall — Paul says it’s a famous 
pedal solo.  What is David Goode doing with that organ? (Je11) 

Concerto in A minor after Vivaldi, BWV 593 
Very familiar, both in Bach and original versions — but again, Goode does strange 
things, including a slow vibrato stop in the Adagio. (Je11) 

Organ works, BWV 654, 544, 682, 541 
A group of Chorale Preludes, Preludes & Fugues.  That strange sounding instrument is 
described as an intact period organ in mean temperament, with an incredibly high A = 
476.  Am I somehow hearing that sharp pitch?  Paul says he knows the Silbermann 
organs in Freiburg — Bach was a friend, but criticized him for clinging to mean 
temperament. (Je11) 

Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor, BWV 582 
Why does a Passacaglia always sound magnificent? Goode gets every color out of that 
organ. (Je11) 

Goldberg Variations 
I thought I had notes on Kilpatrick’s wonderful harpsichord version, but apparently not. 
Freddy Kempf’s piano version was recorded live, and it is wonderful in spots but flawed 
(in the way that annoyed Glenn Gould with live performances): sometimes Kempf seems 
like an excited kid running away with the tempo and almost making it just right. The 
flaws are notes dropped out of the stitching from being touched too lightly. Elsewhere I 
can’t help feeling that the beat gets obscured. (Ag11) 

Triple Concerto in A minor for flute, violin, harpsichord & strings 
One of Bach’s most complex Concerti — but I’m distressed to read that it is assembled 
from other works and re-orchestrated, perhaps not by Bach himself. Oh well, it’s great 
music, good to hear again. Performance is OK, but baroque flute sounds feeble. (D11) 

Oboe Concerto in D minor, BWV 1059a; Oboe d’amore Concerto in D, BWV 1053a; 2 
Sinfonias 

I knew these were modern reconstructions, but had assumed from the BWV numbers that 
they were taken from keyboard concerti, so they would be familiar. No, they are 
assembled from various sources — only the slow movement of the D minor and the outer 
movements of the D major are familiar. Both Sinfonias feature oboe, and seem like slow 
movements of lost Concerti.  Unfortunately, Robson has a baroque honk. (D11) 

6 Flute Sonatas; 2 Trio Sonatas; Partita in A minor 
Great set from Berlin Classics — my fear of the German vacuum cleaner whoosh was 
unfounded — beautiful playing on a modern instrument. Liner notes are quite 
informative distinguishing one piece from another — they were not written as a set. 



Music is glorious of course, though often the flute writing is predictably breathless. The 
B minor (1030) is marked as masterpiece of the lot, long and elaborate, familiar from 
Dale’s practice. The E minor (1034) and E major (1035) are in Sonata da chiesa format, 
vaguely familiar — gorgeous Siciliano in BWV 1035.  The two Trio Sonatas in G (1038, 
1039) are both familiar from my LP that included the Musical Offering Sonata plus the 
wonderful spurious C major. Sonata in E♭ (1031) is extremely familiar — the Siciliano in 
John’s gig book, the Finale from CBC; its authenticity has been questioned on stylistic 
grounds, and it does seem somewhat galante, but it is well attested.  Sonata in C (1033) 
is included in both its original form (reconstructed) without bass, and with continuo as 
supplied by C.P.E., who seems to have lost interest before finishing; I prefer the 
accompanied version.  Partita in A minor is a virtuoso piece for composer, nearly 20' of 
unaccompanied flute, played here with as much sensitivity as I’ve ever heard — 
moderate tempo, rhythmically free, shaped phrasing.  The Sonata in A (1032) I don’t 
recall having heard before.  (Ap12) Susan Hoeppner started her recital with the G minor 
Sonata. It was whoosh, and Sandra thought she wasn’t mentally present. There was 
apparent mix-up about repeats. The rest of the recital was very good. (live, Jeffery 
Concerts, Mh14)  

6 French Suites 
Bicycle tour through a masterpiece, since Dart was obliged to omit the repeats in order to 
fit the set on one LP. But the revelations that the clavichord brings more than 
compensate, not so much in rhythmic freedom, as in Froberger, but in dynamic emphasis. 
Beautiful soundworld. (Ap12) 

Organ works — Ton Koopman CD1 
The Amsterdam organ restored in the 1960s to its 1730s original condition, with A = 466, 
sounds admirably clean and clear in this recording.  I do not know the enormous E♭ 
Prelude & Fugue, BWV552:  the fugue begins in a staid 2, then takes off in 6/8.  
Chorale Partita, barely shorter, is also unfamiliar — Partite in this case meaning 
“divisions.” The G minor BWV659 is the familiar Little Fugue, complete with its 
elaborate Fantasie. Three Chorales including everyone’s favorite, “Wachet auf,” 
overlapping countermelodies, savored ornaments. The celebrated Toccata & Fugue in D 
minor BWV565 (which may not be by Bach) is done with fancy ornamentation, speedy 
roulades, distinctive articulation. I like it. (Muskoka — Jy12) 

Organ works — Ton Koopman CD2 
Program begins and ends with a Prelude & Fugue in C minor, a short unfamiliar one 
BWV549, and a famous big one, BWV546, which I don’t know.  Between are two 
Chorales, including “Am Wasserflüssen Babylon,” plus the Trio Sonata in C (at quite a 
tempo!) and the much-played A minor Concerto after Vivaldi.  I dislike the blast stop 
Koopman uses in the Chorales.  The organ sounds OK otherwise, but the detailed history 
in the liner notes raises questions whether the best feature of the instrument is its case. 
(Muskoka — Jy12) 

Organ works — Ton Koopman CD3   
Program opens with the great Dorian Toccata & Fugue, which I should know more 
readily than I do, and a great Partita on “Sei gegrüsst,” possibly the longest piece in the 
box; the tune is familiar, but I don’t recall hearing the Variations before. There a fine 
little Fantasy in G, plus the G major Trio Sonata. (Muskoka Jy12) The Chorale on the 
Lord’s Prayer has a familiar tune disguised chromatically almost out of recognition, over 



a halting stride in pedals — lots of Scotch snaps.  Chorale on Jesu Christus, BWV688m 
is incredibly spiky with extraordinary running pedal work.  Both are Bach at his most 
challenging. A minor Prelude & Fugue sounds vaguely familiar. (Jy12) 

Cantata 170: “Vergnügte Ruh” 
 Big solo Cantata for alto/countertenor which I’ve not heard before: three arias with 

intervening recits on desire for death and rest: Cantata gives organ unusual soloistic 
prominence.  Middle aria senza basso, eerily transparent (and visibly uncomfortable in 
performance for Daniel Taylor, Jeanne Lamon— clearly under-rehearsed), with lively but 
minor key final aria, odd tierce de picardie.  I’d like to hear it again.  (Stratford, live 
Ag12) Solo Cantata for alto, one of only three in the cycle – three arias connected by 
recits. The middle aria is extraordinary, with full strings in unison, no continuo, and two 
clearly differentiated lines on organ. The first is pretty conventional, the last nice with 
oboe d’amore. (Je14) 

Suite for Orchestra No 3 in D, BWV1068 
The most popular of the orchestra Suites, everything but the incredible Overture in 
Sandra’s gig book. I was amused to see the Tafelmusik purists play off the string, and use 
vibrato and crescendo in the Air. How things have changed! (Stratford, live Ag12) 

Cantata 213: Hercules auf den Scheidewege 
A rare secular Cantata on a mythological theme — a “dramma per musica” no less, 
written to flatter one of the multitude of sons of August the Strong. The arias were all 
reworked for the Christmas Oratorio, but this, oddly enough, came first. Helmut Rilling’s 
1967 performance sounds rich and Romantic à la Raymond Leppard, but the sound is 
good, and it’s a joy to hear Hertha Töpper once again. Her Echo aria is surprising from 
Bach. Hercules must choose between the road of easy pleasure and the road of virtuous 
hardship. Guess! The music is Bach at his most sumptuously melodic and appealing. I 
don’t know the Christmas Oratorio well enough for the music to be really familiar. (S12) 

Partita No 2 in D minor, violin alone 
It’s been too long since I’ve listened to this, but to hear it live, performed by the greatest 
living player of his instrument, is a once-in-a-lifetime experience. I looked round during 
the Chaconne, and every person in that packed hall was intent, silent, transfixed. (James 
Ehnes live, S12) Nikki Chiu in a fine performance technically, maybe on the precious 
side. (Jeffery Concert live, My15) 

Clavierübung III 
Monumental organ study published in Bach’s lifetime, performed on local Létourneau 
organs in St Catherine’s by James Kibbie. The larger instrument is not vast, the other a 
tiny four-stop positif, so the lines are crystal clear. Bach’s Clavierübung collections have 
confused me, but Book III contains organ music organized — according to Kibbie’s 
traditional analysis — as a German Mass.  (Paul tells me this is now disputed.) 
Whatever, the Mass order is present to a palpable degree, and the pairings of excurses on 
the same chorale are fascinating and (as intended) instructive. Bach was always a teacher. 
I wonder what it was from the Clavierübung years go that sounded so wierdly 
un-Bach-like— It’s not here. Maybe track 15, with its Scotch snaps, triplets, and 
chromaticism? A fine CD — I’m grateful to Paul for the gift. (F13) 

Cantata 161: “Komm du süsse Todesbande” 
 Cantata for male alto René Jacobs, not my favorite singer whatever his gifts as conductor, 

with a tenor aria for Nigel Rogers, who overacts the text and cannot trill. First aria is 



lovely chorale fantasy on the Passion Chorale. Recits are wonderful deathwish dramas. 
Great final chorus with double flute obligato. I don’t like Linde’s exaggerated 
performance style, but otherwise well executed. (Je14) 

Cantata 177: “Ich ruf zu dir” 
 The opening chorale-based chorus is transporting, with violin and two oboes obligato – 

very rich contrapuntally, very consoling (despite Linde’s mannered phrasing). Three arias 
follow for alto, soprano and tenor. “Ich bitt noch mehr” has simple continuo 
accompaniment. “Verleich,” for soprano and a deep oboe da caccia, asks grace to forgive. 
“Lass mich kein Lust,” for tenor, is livelier, more festive, with violin and bassoon 
obligato – gorgeous. There’s chorale to finish. The best of the three on this CD.  (Je14) 

Concerto in C after Vivaldi, RV 208 “Grosso Mogul” 
 One of Bach’s longest Vivaldi transcriptions captures string crossing figures, bird calls, 

an operatic style recit for Adagio, lots of boring sequences in Allegro plus a runaway 
cadenza. I felt the performance lacked brilliance. (Jonathan Oldengarm live, FSA Jy14) 

Organ works — Ton Koopman CD4   
Featured is the great Passacaglia in C minor, positioned at the end of the CD – a complex 
but unmistakable ground, deep pedals fortissimo, a 12’ juggernaut that leads into a huge 
fugue – ends without pedal tone prep, but on tierce de Picardy. There are big Preludes & 
Fugue, a couple of Chorales, and Pastorale in F, another 12’ piece, much more complex 
than Handel’s or any other baroque pastoral music – divided into sections, the second 
entirely on high flutes, the third a processional in 3, the fourth a lengthy fugue in 3/8. I’m  
not sure what holds the piece together. (Je14) 

Organ works — Ton Koopman CD5   
Three big works here: I remember someone playing the opening gambit of the Toccata, 
Adagio and Fugue in C (which is not repeated) and I couldn’t believe it was Bach. This 
is a big 14’ piece, one of the largest organ pieces. The Andante is pure lament, reminding 
me with its slow, steady pulse of the A minor Violin Concerto. The fugue expands on a 
rhythmically ambiguous subject – it’s in 3, I think, but it sounded at first like 4. Wow! 
The Trio Sonata in E♭ (is it No 1?) is less intense – what a gorgeous Adagio! – the 
Allegro bobs up and down agreeably. Who was it described these pieces as both gentle 
and formidable at the same time— The last Prelude & Fugue in D minor is another 12’   
piece with a great dramatic prelude and an oddly repetitive sequential fugue subject – it 
ends in triumphant major. The eight little Preludes & Fugues are short enough to let 
Koopman use various exotic stops – the E minor is wild, with a wildly chromatic fugue 
subject. (Je14) 

Organ works — Ton Koopman CD6   
The big pieces here are the Trio Sonata No 3 in D minor, and the grand finale Prelude & 
Fugue in E minor. Koopman contrasts this with a shorter E-minor Prelude and Fugue 
with a dramatic toccata, Prelude and an extraordinary echo fugue. The larger one is 
grand and unrelenting – the fugue develops a subject of expanding alternating intervals, 
very muscular, with lots of virtuosic roulades. It sounds mind-bogglingly difficult. The 
Trio Sonata features Bach the melodist, one of those ornate minor key melodies that  
have never been equaled. The Adagio provides pastoral relief. Vivace stays in minor, 
serious, not too fast at first until it launches into frenzied triplets – an exciting journey. 
Slow chorales fill out the rest. (Jy14) 

Cello Suite No 1 in G 



I’ve always had trouble grasping these pieces, at least the non-dance movements. 
Apparently Bach had little precedent – unaccompanied string music was more often 
written for gamba. All follow the same pattern: Prelude – Allemande – Courante – 
Sarabands – Danse [minuet, bouree, gavotte] – Gigue. I remember Fournier as 
surprisingly rough. Rostropovich in live BBC performance of 2, 3, and 6 also makes 
heavy weather. Viola de Hoog, trained in the Dutch early music tradition, is faster and 
lighter of touch – she understands the directions best. Some of the wayward lines, even 
though tonal, sound outright Schoenbergian. The famous Prelude is unashamed molto 
affetuoso. Courante delicate, light, half off the string. (Jy14) 

Cello Suite No 2 in D minor 
This is the darkest, most serious of the set. De Hoog here is slower than Rostropovich, 
and freer. She de-emphasizes non-harmonic notes wonderfully. Sarabande very special. 
Gigue seems light despite the instrument sounding like a bass viol. (Jy14) 

Cello Suite No 3 in C  
Bouree and Gigue are very famous. All of the players, even De Hoog, are guilty of a lot 
of resinous scratching, especially in faster tempos. Did De Hoog tune her instrument way 
down? (Jy14) 

Cello Suite No 4 in E♭  
This is said the be an awkward key – I’m not sure why (it’s not on viola). The Bourees 
are transformed at De Hoog’s quick tempi – the Gige as well. (Jy14) 

Cello Suite No 5 in D minor  
This has scordatura A string tuned to G – odd for D minor. Allemande is particularly 
graceful. Sarabande very stately. Bourees bright, vaguely familiar.(Jy14) 

Cello Suite No 6 in D  
This one is the most polyphonic in feel with greatest use of double stopping. Prelude 
begins with bouncing figure on D, culminates in virtuosic bit. Allemande has melody in 
lower line of double stops. (Jy14) 

Prelude, Fugue and Allegro in E♭, BWV 998 
 Guitar performance on BBC disc – a really substantial piece at 14’ with a very stately and 
 substantial fugue doubtless more impressive on organ. Allegro attacca in running 3. (F16) 
St. Matthew Passion: Arias for Soprano & Alto 

I looked forward to this CD but it was a let-down because of the poor sound. And the 
arias seem more than usual ripped out of context. Elly Ameling and Janet Baker  are 
consummate of course. Paul Steimitz, the conductor, was apparently a pioneer in 
“historically informed” performance of Bach in England – as late as 1972! Among other 
things, he insisted on singing in German! He still shows residue of the English Oratorio 
School, most notably in the slow tempos, but also, say, the plodding basses of “Können, 
Tränen,” or the blastissimo attack in the final chorus. A historical document. (Ap16) 

Italian Concertos for Organ 
I expected these to be familiar from the originals and so they are, mostly. Vivaldi A 
minor is the second best known in that key. Vivaldi D minor is also known but less so. 
The 1998 Dutch organ sounds full of overtones and lacks the cleanness of FSA’s tracker. 
Prince Johannes Ernst von Sachsem-Werner is unknown to me, but Bach transcribed at 
least two of his works, here a single movement in C and a Concerto in G. The Marcello D 
minor Oboe Concerto is well known and a highlight – the Finale all up in the little pipes. 
Prince Johannes does well for himself in the stately G major too. The G minor solo violin 



fugue is transposed up to a brighter D minor – O that he had written them all out! What 
an education! The Vivaldi Grosse Mogul I’ve heard but should remember better – the 
organ cadenzas are spectacular – I must dig out the original. (May16) 

Capriccio sopra la lontananza del fratello, BWV 992 
I haven’t heard this piece for many years and remember none of it. I must have thought it 
was a sentimental valediction – as it seems in the weeping chromatics of the 
Adagiossissimo. But I’ve never connected it with Kuhnau’s Biblical Sonatas, and the 
secularized Biblical programs turn the piece into an even slyer spoof than the Kaffee 
Cantata. The posthorn Aria and Fugue, with solemn intro, are particularly delicious. (Je16) 

Toccata in D, BWV 912 
Three parts, fast-slow-fast; both parts 2 and 3 are fugues. A show-off piece, in the 
virtuoso fingers at beginning and end, in the intricate double fugue in F# minor, in the 
dramatic recitativo connections, in the freedom of counterpoint modulating to remote 
keys. Wow! (Je16) 

Partita on O Gott, du frommer Gott, BWV 767 
Why would a hymn on this text be in minor? Divisions graduate from 1 to 2 to 3-part 
inventions, getting progressively more complex. (Je16) 

Suite in A minor, BWV 818a 
French Suite not included with the packaged 6. It begins with a wild virtuosic prelude, 
then settles into the familiar dance forms. Sarabande is danced in heavy wooden shoes – 
scary. Nice lute-stop Minuet. (Je16) 

Toccata in E minor, BWV 914; Toccata in G, BWV 916 
The first has unusual layout as two consecutive preludes and fugues in the same key – the 
novelty confused early editors. The second is a Wow piece – festive opening, gorgeous 
Adagio. The fast and embellished fugue subject sounds fiendish. (Je16) 

Brandenburg Concerto No 3 in G 
On CBC, performed by Argentinian group Cappella Gambetta: I liked the extended slow 
movement improvised (as if) by solo harpsichord. The Finale, however, was absurdly 
fast, over the top – why would J.S. even bother to write those thirty-second notes at that 
speed— (Jy16) 

“Dorian” Toccata & Fugue 
On Noehren’s Recital, one of the great ones. The Toccata maintains constant 
sixteenth-note motion in 4. The Fugue (less familiar than I expected) is a solemn 
Moderato, the pedal entry earth-shattering, with a sustained trill to boot. (Ag16) 

21 Organ Chorales, Rinck & Rudorff collections  
These are neither chorale preludes nor naked chorale harmonizations but chorales with 
limited embellishment. Best in small doses – beautiful but much of a sameness. (O16) 

Cantata 50: “Nun ist das Heil und die Kraft” 
 Fragment, a single orphaned five-part chorus with three trumpets and drums, very  
 pompous and wonderful. Rilling’s performance is unnecessarily Prussian. (S17)  
Cantata 29: “Wir danken dir Gott” 

I bought this CD to fill this gap: the Sinfonia, another version of the E major violin 
Prelude, and the great first chorus, eventually reworked to become the Kyrie of the B 
minor Mass. It always sends chills. The Cantata is not liturgical, but was written for 
public celebration, with trumpets and drums, a cantata of praise. The soloists carry the 
main burden – the tenor aria is a killer, the gentler soprano prays for blessing. Alto sings 



Halleluia with organ obbligato and a prosperity gospel text. The two organ obbligatos are 
a real rarity. Final chorale is relatively elaborate, familiar text but not tune. This is one of 
the great cantatas. (S17)    

Partita No 3 in E, solo violin 
 Menuhin live in 1976, aetat 60. It’s hard to believe so little is left of that amazing 
 technique. (O17)  
Sonata, clavecin, in D, BWV 963 

Early 10’ work in five movements in imitation of Kuhnau (including, I think, the 
designation “sonata”). Two prelude-like movements, fugue, short Adagio, and an unusual 
Finale “all’imitatio gallina cuccu.” Are there any other bird movements in Bach? (Ap18) 

Sonata, clavecin, in B♭, BWV 821 
 Early 10’ piece in five movements – Prelude, Allemande, Courante, Sarabande, and a  
 colorful “Echo” Finale. (Ap18)  
Sarabande con Partita in C, BWV 990 

An extraordinary set of variations, often considered spurious. On a sarabande by Lully, a 
Clavierübung of progressive difficulty lasting a full 19’. The Goldbergs are in the distant 
future, but this stands nicely on its own. (Ap18)  

3 fugues, 2 preludes 
The B♭ Fugue has a subject like a student exercise. The D minor prelude is only 
attributed. The A minor fugue is called “fine” in the liner notes, and it seems to have 
extra freedom in the episodes. The Prelude and Fugue in B minor are paired for 
convenience in the recording. The Prelude is attributed to Johann Pachelbel’s son 
Wilhelm and claimed here for Bach on the basis of its adventurous harmonies. It is also 
virtuosic in its arpeggiation. The fugue is an expansion of Albinoni’s Trio Sonata, op 1/8, 
second movement – certainly not student work. (Ap18) 

Toccata and Fugue in D, BWV 912a 
 Earlier 10’ version of better known later elaboration. I don’t see any need for  
 improvement. Fine 6/8 fugue on festive gigue subject. (Ap18) 
Ouverture in G minor 
 Ouverture followed by Aria, Gavotte, Bourée, three Minuets, and Gigue, 13’. Ouverture  
 is filled with finger-twisting trills and turns in the French manner. The Aria too. This has  
 all the charm and piquancy of the French Suites. (Ap18) 
4 fugues after Albinoni 
 Liner notes describe progression from BWV 951, slightly expanded, and BWV 946, with  
 a fourth voice added to the fugue from op 1/12, to the last, BWV 949, which stretches  
 resemblance to the original (op 1/9) to the limit. (Ap18) 
Capriccio in E, BWV 993 
 This has ambitious and difficult fugue written in honor of brother Johann Christoph Bach,  
 but lacks the picturesque effects of the more famous fraternal Capriccio. (Ap18) 
Fantasy and Fugue in A minor, BWV 561 
 Organ work of doubtful attribution because it breaks Bach’s usual patterns; OTOH as  
 Terry said, it exemplifies the stylus fantasticus in which rules are broken. The piece is not  
 in my CD collection. Lots of flourishes. Terry is a pianist turned organist, so his recital  
 was courageous, enjoyable, impressive in its way. (live at FSA, S18) 
Brandenburg Concerto No 2 in F 

With Wynton Marsalis, so rarely played because the trumpet part is so altitudinous. 



Remember that notorious Casals recording where he substituted a saxophone. Marsalis 
rock, high Fs and all. He must be playing a small trumpet, but it doesn’t sound at all 
puny. Such a glorious Adagio. All played à la Raymond Leppard. (Je19)    

Christ lag in Todesbanden [organ] 
Fine CD surveys treatments of the famous melody through the generations, the early 
succession of Scheidemann, Weckmann, and Tunder, and the three B’s, Böhm, Bruhns, 
and Buxtehude, culminating in Bach. Each composer has his own approach, though I 
cannot differentiate them by ear. In fact, I’m struck by the closeness of Scheidemann and 
Bach despite the near century that separates them. Tunder’s Fantasia is the largest piece 
included, a complex near masterpiece (though it does overdo the echoes). Bruhns’ 
Praeludium is a blast, with its pedal writing and repeated-note fugue subject. This and 
Bach’s Trio Sonata are relatively familiar (I should compare it with Dan Chorzempa’s), 
as is the extraordinary F-major Toccata and Fugue. (O19) 

 Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue in D minor 
Bach monument not otherwise in my collection, and yes, I recognize the toccata 
flourishes at once. Less blatantly chromatic than the Byrd and Sweelinck Fantasies 
preceding, the chromaticism is assimilated. Wildly dissonant cadences. The Fugue has a 
rising chromatic subject and spins on an on, endless invention. Bach gets A+. (Ag20) 

WILHELM FRIEDMANN BACH 
Pianoforte Sonata in D 

This Naxos disc might make me swear off pianoforte altogether. Professor Hill plays 
according to a theory and so destroys rhythmic coherence that the music sounds like 
Boulez. He comes with great credentials, including study with Leonhardt and ample 
scholarship — perhaps I’m wrong. But the playing seems out to make a point rather than 
to make music. Underneath, the quality of W.F.B.’s Empfindsamer Stil is barely 
detectable. I must try a different sampling. (Ag09) 

Organ Works 
Apparently complete, W.F.’s organ pieces consist entirely of fugues and chorales such as 
his father might have written. I’ve not found a good sampling of his music, though the 
disc is well performed and very listenable. (Ag10) 

HENK BADINGS 
Concerto, harp & small orchestra  

Starts with ominous rumbles, seemingly avant-gardish, then settles into aimless 
neoclassic mode, with riffles & glitters from the harp, touches of jazz near the end, final 
triad. Perfect example of inept search for a style. Does the anti-chromatic harp cause 
problems? (Au08) 

Trois chansons bretonnes 
Three choral songs with piano on poems of Théodore Botrel, fairly impressionistic, with 
complex part writing. Very beautiful. (Mh09)  

Symphony No 2 
Terse Symphony in neo-classic three-movement format, rugged sounding, abstract, very 
serious — somewhat reminiscent of Honegger. All three movements including the last, 
which begins lightly, build to heavy, fated conclusions. Better than I expected. (N11) 

Symphony No 7 “Louisville” 
Standard four-movement format, Louisville commission written for conservative 
American audience. Pandiatonic — ominous slow intro followed by passionate Allegro 



— Pesante Scherzo — Adagio with celeste, continues deep and somber — Finale lively, 
brassy, rhythmically intricate.  Nothing exceptional. (D11) 

Symphony No 12 “Symphonic Sound Figures” 
Written ten years after the Seventh, incorporates avant garde techniques including some 
limited aleatoric passages. Eight episodes plus Finale, continuous. The result would not 
be mistaken for Stockhausen, since there are decidedly tonal lines throughout. Amalgam 
work well — not a bad piece. (D11) 

Concerto, flute and winds 
One movement in three sections, 14'. Badings is a chameleon. Here he is pandiatonic, 
fairly conventional. The flute plays in impossible stretches of staccato sixteenths without 
breath. Adagio gives an underlying pattern, crescendo to accompagnato. Flute plays 
torrents of notes over top. Vivace lets flute dance over top. (Ap19)    

EDGAR BAINTON 
Viola Sonata 
 The composer of my favorite Anglican anthem – I’ve just become aware of his more 

ambitious music, and I had no idea he had disappeared into Australia as Willan did into 
Canada. Allegro drops and wanders, alas – a touch of impressionism in the harmony. 
Allegretto has a modal folksiness. Finale begins with stentorian maestoso and extended 
prologue to vigorous Allegro with flurries of downward scales. (Je13) 

Pavane, Idyll and Bacchanale 
 Slight little Suite for orchestra, almost Brit lite – pure enchantment, the Pavane pure gold. 

The Bacchanale, however, is celebrated with warm tea. (F14) 
Symphony No 2 in D minor 
 I’m curious about any music written by the composer of my favorite English cathedral 

anthem. Bainton turns out to be Australian, a pupil of Stanford. His Symphony is cast in 
one long movement full of tempo changes, first conceived as a tone poem after 
Swinburne’s “Thalassa.” My blind guess would be Bax. A grandiose British 
impressionism with tragic colors and Elgarian moments, very sophisticated orchestration. 
Wonderful ending. Very impressive. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Symphony No 3 in C minor 
 Brief slow intro, tragic throbbing brass and timps – Allegro explosive and wild – 

Bax-inspired impressionism. Pentatonic wind motif reappears in later movements, falling 
fourths. Fluttering strings, radical chromaticism, extremely complex orchestral textures. 
Allegretto grazioso picks up snaky flutterings and even more extreme chromatics – B 
section with quizzical winds. Adagio was started when the composer’s wife died – it 
seems more desolate than grief-stricken – Ôd und leer das Meer. Finale opens with 
assertive falling fourths, trick rhythms à la Walton, dissonance in brass, heavy footed – 
turns to gentle major – brass chorale on falling fourth leads to big ending. Impressive – 
loses its way sometimes (or I do). (My15) 

Sir EDWARD BAIRSTOW 
5 anthems 
 David Hill’s choir of St. John’s sounds terrific. Brief “Jesu the very thought” is nice. 

“Blessed City” has lovely moments but seems text-driven, formally unsettled. “Lord thou 
hast been our refuge” compiles Psalm snippets and turns into another formal anaconda. 
“If the Lord had not helped me” is more coherent textually and musically – effective. 
“Let all mortal flesh” does not use the wonderful French tune, but it’s still a gem. “Save 



us O Lord,” finishing the CD, is a lovely little nighttime prayer.  (Jy16) 
Evening Service in D; Evening Service in G 
 Mag and Nunc in D has the measure of the moving N.T. texts, both doxologies perfect in 

their calculated exaltation. The shorter G major moves along even better – a perfect 
crescendo in the Magnificat to the doxology. (Jy16) 

Five Poems of the Spirit 
 Five poems set for solo baritone, choir and orchestra. (Orchestration of the last three are 

by another hand.) The poets are Crashaw, Mary Sidney, Herbert (2), and Ralegh. The 
Mary Sidney bit from Psalm 139 is beautiful (solo baritone), the first Herbert surprisingly 
playful, the second Herbert and Ralegh the best. Very reminiscent of the Vaughan 
Williams Mystical Songs, but not nearly as memorable. (Jy16) 

Organ Sonata in E♭ 
 Three movements, 20’. Andante serioso begins in slow 3, treading steadily, serenely, 

with surprise Lydian raised subdominant. Second idea is agitato, recap a return to 
serenity, the agitation reduced to strangled pianissimo harmonies, quiet ending. Short 
Allegro is giocoso, a happy postlude. Maestoso begins as quiet ricercar pointing ahead to 
long crescendo. The subject is set against descending triadic countersubject, but it pulls 
back to beautiful quiet coda. (My20) 

OSVALDAS BALAKAUSKAS 
Requiem in memoriam Stasys Lozovaitis 
 My first exposure to Balakauskas, his only sacred work, wholly orthodox in its text. Style 

is Baltic minimalist. Extremely transparent, pared down, with the surprise of harpsichord 
at the beginning. Choral writing is mainly homophonic, with word-for-word treatment of 
text, modal with hints of chant and with faint hints of jazz in Dies irae. Is that a 
mandolin? Little or no sustained writing, all dry short phrases. Interesting, but I don’t like 
it much. (Ja19)    

MILY BALAKIREV 
2 Songs: The Clear Moon; Spanish Song (Gorchakova) 

Nice melodies, direct, varied strophic — the Spanish accent seems natural. (My10) 
Islamey 

Balakirev’s one big hit, in its original virtuoso piano incarnation. Paley’s technique is 
sufficient, but the recording sounds as though the mikes were under the lid — no 
ambience whatever. (My11) 

Piano Sonata No 1 in B♭ minor, op 5 
This Sonata is generally considered inferior to the other, also in B♭ minor. In three 
movements, the long Andante is a thunderous affair closer to Liszt than to Rubinstein, 
perhaps an ideological choice. Relief in the shape of a short Mazurka, heavy footed in the 
bass. Andante Finale is unexpectedly lyrical, simple, beautiful — perhaps not intended to 
be the Finale. A solid piece, but nothing distinctively Russian. (My11) 

Piano Sonatina 
Tiny three-movement bauble, less than 6', charming with a hint of Borodin. (My11) 

Fantasy on Themes from Glinka’s Life for the Tsar 
Lisztian operatic paraphrase on Glinka’s Slavic tunes, the piano pretending to be a 
balalaika, ending in a thunderous polonaise.  Terrific flavorful showpiece. (My11) 

Fantasiestück 
Romantic piece with harplike cadenza midway.  So so. (My11) 



Capriccio 
Substantial 11' eclectic virtuoso ramble, with great swirls, roulades, trills.  Horowitz 
territory — great entertainment. (My11)  

3 Nocturnes 
MB doing a Chopin impersonation — very nice but not the real thing. Major key section 
of No 2 is beautiful like an Orthodox hymn. No 3 a mournful barcarolle. (My11) 

Piano Sonata in B♭ minor 
Not a revised version of op 5 as I thought, but a new piece, generally considered superior. 
The Mazurka is kept much the same. Andantino keeps to thin textures, a wistful Slavic 
tune.  Intermezzo a lyrical improv over arpeggiated left hand. Finale works up a Russian 
dance in virtuoso manner, well varied if obsessive, with a quiet ending. A less polished 
piece than the Sonatas of either Rubinstein or Tchaikovsky, but more interesting. (My11) 

Tamara 
Substantial 25' tone poem that I’ve heard before but don’t remember. It sounds like a 
discarded movement from Rimsky’s Scheherezade (overly repetitive phrases, rapid 
reiterations, lush orchestration) with hints of Borodin (the occasional exoticism, a touch 
of Polovtsi). (My11) 

Octet for winds & strings, op 3  
One big 14’ movement, no key mentioned. Balakirev was an aspiring teen-aged 
composer when he wrote this, his only chamber work. Glinka saw it and approved. 
Dramatic opening motto, heavily worked, the piano in constant motion. Nice Slavic 
modal second subject stated by piano. It’s not really a piano concerto, but could easily be 
made into one. Exposition is (I think) repeated with differences (?). Does recap arrive 
with second subject? Bold ending. It’s involving music, better than merely competent. 
Balakirev planned additional movements but never wrote them. (Je20)    

CLAUDE-BÉNIGNE BALBASTRE 
Harpsichord works 

I can’t say more about Balbastre, the last of the French clavecinistes, than that his music 
has as much character as that of Couperin le Grand, but that is saying much. If anything, 
the individual pieces are longer and more fully developed than those of the earlier 
generations. Otherwise, I can’t hear an individual style, or detect when the music 
becomes Rameau’s in Balbastre’s arrangement.  Played on beautiful large instrument 
with a variety of colors — whether for this reason or for the quality of Balbastre, this is a 
go-to disc for harpsichord music. Ends with variations of La Marseillaise, marking the 
end of a musical era too. (Jy11) 

Tapage; Noël 
The Tapage on Chapuis’s recital sounds like the organ is shaking apart — I’ve never 
heard a sound like this. Wow! Chapuis pulls odd stops in the Noel too (and the actual 
carol is familiar). (D12) 

GRANVILLE BANTOCK  
The Cyprian Goddess — Symphony No 3 

Lush Romantic style, rather Straussian, or maybe Delius minus the added notes. A 
Symphony in one movement, sectional but hard to hear the sections or development — is 
it athematic? I doubt it. Somehow convincing in its sequence of moods. (Jy3) 

The Helena Variations 
Orchestral Variations almost exactly contemporary with Elgar’s Enigma — beautiful 



theme, nice character pieces — the relation of the pieces to the original theme is not 
obvious, not a bad thing. But the set doesn’t have the progression d’effet or big ending of 
Enigma. A strong piece nonetheless. (Jy3) 

Dante and Beatrice 
Lengthy one-movement symphonic poem — the soundworld is Strauss, but 
Tchaikovsky’s Francesca lurks in the background. There’s a bit of everything — 
stratospheric trumpets, violin solo with harp, English horn bits. Very erotically themed 
music, like all the rest on this disc — the good Sir Granville wore his pecker on his 
sleeve. (Jy3) 

Violin Sonata No 3 in C 
 Bantock was interested mainly in coloristic orchestral music, so chamber music got 

slighted. Allegro begins rhapsodically, settles into a theme in periodic phrases, then 
disrupts, fragments, disguises, extends — the nakedness of the genre reveals GB’s 
underlying structural strength — I should listen to the other work more carefully. Lento is 
titled “The Dryad,” a water portrait, chaster than Szymanowski’s but effective. Finale 
develops more conventionally — until the extraordinary postlude that evaporates in alt. 
Surprising and great Sonata. (D11) 

Viola Sonata in F “Colleen” 
 I’d forgotten about the Violin Sonata, so the structural strength of this came as a surprise. 

An expansive piece in three movements at 34’ – my first impression was the early heroic, 
oratorical Strauss, and the liner notes indeed point to Rosenkavalier. It is more Brahmsian 
in its motivic working out – a quality I don’t associate with Bantock. Maestoso has 
feeling of troubled gravitas in a recitando, arioso manner (notated apparently in 5/4 but 
no strong feeling of 5). Big emotional passage near the end. Vivace Finale an Irish jig in 
6/8, hence the nickname Colleen – and the folksy feeling extends to the lively second 
tune. Big ending. Bantock tends to carry repeated figures too long, but this is the best 
piece on the CD. I much regret Ms Bradley’s rough, unbuttered viola sound. I think her 
vibrato is a violinist’s, not a violist’s. (Je13) 

SAMUEL BARBER 
Music for a Scene from Shelley 

The scene from Prometheus Bound is excuse for romantic, atmospheric evocation of 
mountain scenery, with big climax. Fine neo-romanticism. (Au08) 

Symphony No 2 
Barber was wrong — this is a decent piece, if not the immediately overwhelming 
masterpiece that is Symphony No 1. Perhaps he was upset by the personal military 
associations, which need not affect the listener. Perhaps the third movement hasn’t 
enough lift (the final triad seems banal). But it’s well worth hearing. (Au08) 

Violin Concerto 
It improves with familiarity. Dene Olding (who gets an ignorant and  nasty review on 
Amazon) holds his own in a competitive field. (Ja09) 

10 uncollected songs 
These were published posthumously in 1994. The two earliest are simplest and best — 
the Marian lullaby and the Swinburne lyric (stunningly done by Hampson). The next 
show Barber trying to find his voice, writing angular lines, unnatural dissonances, broken 
meter — not successfully. “Beggar’s Song” is a triumph. Has he picked up some Britten 
so early? The last two Joyce settings are pretty good too. (Ja10) 



Three Songs, op 2 
These are more confident, in the well tested English pastoral mode. “The Daisies” is a 
winner with its folksong lilt. “Bessie Bobtail” tries too hard — Barber’s besetting sin. 
(Ja10) 

Three Songs, op 10 
Three settings of Joyce, from Chamber Music — possible, but they seem over the top, 
especially “I hear an army.”  Try again — maybe they take getting used to. But I think 
SB was just overawed by Joyce’s reputation and crushes the fragile lyrics. (Ja10) 

Four Songs, op 13 
Barber at his best. The Hopkins and Yeats settings are super. “Sure on This Shining 
Night” is celebrated, deservedly, and “Nocturne” (new to me) equals it. Studer is OK, but 
I’ve liked her better in opera. (Ja10) 

Dover Beach, op 3 
A true little masterpiece — a great poem set to great music, presented to perfection. (Ja10) 
Barber’s great setting. Randall Scarlata sings OK, but is recorded too closely with Yings, 
and the piece needs to breathe more deeply. I’d love to hear Barber himself sing it again. 
(My15) 

Two Songs, op 18; Nuvoletta, op 25 
“The Queen’s Face” & “Monks and Raisins” are wry, nonsensical songs that don’t work 
for me. “Nuvoletta” is better in Steber’s performance, and it’s grown on me over time, 
but it’s hard to put across.  (Ja10) 

Mélodies Passagères, op 27 
Five Rilke poems in French, very beautiful, chaste and uncluttered. French brings out the 
best in both composers — are these the same that Hindemith set?  (Ja10) 

Despite and Still, op 41 
Five superb songs on 3 Graves poems, plus Roethke’s Lizard and a bit of Ulysses. An 
integral set. Dramatic expression of old age wisdom and desperation. Barber’s settings 
are not lyrical, but they cohere in musical lines and work. Hampson at his best.  (Ja10) 

Three Songs, op 45 
Unrelated songs, all fine. Best is the Joyce translation of Keller (where is it printed?). The 
Milosz piece is witty — great if it can be put over. The Middleton is sustained-voice 
Abschied. (Ja10) 

Hermit Songs, op 29 
This cycle is as familiar and as fresh as ever. Studer’s performance is a nice change from 
Price’s benchmark and good to hear. (Ja10) So familiar. I’m only surprised to discover the 
range of dates (8th to 13th centuries) and the number of translators (Mumford Jones, 
Kenneth Jackson, Sean O’Faolain, Chester Kallman, and Auden, who did Pangur). 
Bonney is superb. Her voice is less white than younger, she has good diction, but best, a 
sense of the syntactic movement of the poetry, which all four composers attend to. Add 
an exceptional top, and she has the right stuff. (Mh20) 

The Lovers, op 43 
Wow! Barber’s last work, an erotic Cantata for baritone and choir on love poems by 
Neruda. At the end Barber threw over the Met fiasco and returned to his romantic metier 
without shame, and the result is a piece as true as Knoxville. Neruda’s sequence moves 
from erotic altitudes to love gone stale (“Love is so short, forgetting is so long”), and the 
end is wrenching. A few cavils: (1) The baritone’s first song is too declamatory; (2) the 



male point-of-view character is wholly self-involved, the female erased; (3) The text 
seems too personal for choral treatment — can I imagine standing with a gang of tenors 
and basses singing “strip off your clothes” while the females in choir garb stare at the 
audience? Still, a courageous piece in many ways, deeply moving. (Je10) 

Prayers of Kierkegaard, op 20 
Beautiful setting of magnificent texts. Best are the soprano solo and the following chorus 
— the last attempts a semplice chorale, and I’m not convinced it rises to the exaltation of 
the words. But the whole piece is a deeply spiritual experience. (Je10) 

Knoxville: Summer of 1915 
Thus to revisit. Price’s version, young, fresh, with a Mississippi twang. Don Neville says 
he’s never heard the piece. (My11) Kudos to Renée Fleming for doing it conductorless 
with Orpheus Chamber Orchestra on PBS. She sang it well enough, but it didn’t seem 
right. Ruth thought her voice thin. I thought it was swallowed, placed back, 
uncomfortably scaled down for the tiny venue. Very odd. The rest of the show was pops. 
(Ap12) 

School for Scandal Overture 
I’ve always loved this piece, but the seams are showing — a bit more disconnected than I 
remember it. And it seems written to a more serious and strenuous play than Sheridan\s. 
But nice to see programmed.  (PBS Live from NYPhil, S11)  

Andromache’s Farewell 
Gorgeous and powerful — programmed by Alan Gilbert, Voigt is in vocal decline, 
especially the middle voice. Her “Dich teure Halle” really missed the grand sweep. But 
she sang the Barber well.  (PBS Live from NYPhil, S11)  

Quartet in B minor, op 11 
Nice to hear live, the New Zealand Quartet, who performed standing. I don’t think they 
are A+ on a technical level, but they play very musically, and their sustaining power in 
the Adagio was a wonder — how extraordinarily difficult that is to do! Barber’s idea of 
repeating the Allegro for a Finale is interesting, but it seems perfunctory, too short. 
Better, maybe, to have had a developed Finale with the Allegro reappearing at the end 
(live, Parry Sound, Jy12) I like the Ying reading, firm but not rugged in opening. The 
piece is more substantial than I remember. The Adagio breathes and gets nuance, but not 
over much. I didn’t realize that they include a discarded third movement, a funny little 
bridge and then a truly fast scherzando. It gives the piece greater weight and some 
off-the-string playing, and gives the return of the first material greater point. Barber was 
so self-critical, to his disadvantage here I think. I like it, but it needs a smoother join to 
the Da Capo Finale. (Je15) 

Prelude and Fugue in B minor 
 Barber wrote this when he was 17 and serving as a church organist. The style is not yet 
 recognizable, but the neo-romantic approach is firmly established. (D13) 
Wondrous Love, op 35 

Barber chose one of the most beautiful of the Sacred Harp pentatonic hymns for his organ 
variations. I was about to say he appropriately minimizes chromaticism, when a stealthy 
chromatic slippage appeared. But no dramatics – the set ends quietly. (D13) 

Souvenirs 
Barber’s lighter vein – Waltz, Schottische, Pas de Deux, Two-Step, Galop. I remember 
this as a piano piece, but this is a duo-piano version. Did he ever orchestrate? It’s lovely 



stuff. (Ja15) 
Serenade for Strings, op 1 

I have heard this but don’t remember it – a little piece, three movements, less than 9’, full 
of sevenths and suspensions. Andante a wistful weepy sighing little thing. Finale is called 
Dance but it’s just as wistful, contained within neo-classic decorum. (My15) 

WOLDEMAR BARGIEL 
Piano Trio No 2 in E♭, op 20 

Bargiel was Clara Wieck’s half-brother, hence his soundworld. Opening theme has 
Schumannesque brusqueness without the drama — plangent second group — turbulence 
in motivic development — a liking for displaced bar lines. Andante begins with solo 
cello, transparent, builds to thick multiple stops (dubious), settles back. Scherzo in minor. 
Finale big and bold. The piece makes all the right moves, but it seems forced somehow, 
manufactured. I’m unconvinced. (Je11) 

Piano Trio No 3 in B♭, op 37 
Allegro a lovely con grazia that reaches stormier emotions — the melody flows here 
without motivic anxieties. Andante also fully melodic, nicely sustained — too sustained 
— reaches nobilmente.  Scherzo turbulent in minor key. Finale also in minor. I prefer 
this to the other Trio, but it seems over long. (Je11) 

Symphony in C, op 30 
Bargiel’s only Symphony was premiered in 1864, about forty or fifty years too late. 
Dedicated to Joachim, it has imprint of Beethoven, even to the rhythm of the Fifth 
Symphony, but takes its own way and has gift of the unexpected – development in 
dramatic minor. Andante extends a melancholy cello melody, throbbing triplets. 
Menuetto full bodied, not genteel (what was the last Symphony with a Menuetto?). 
Allegro Finale has syncops, afterbeats, an episode in minor that returns in triumphant 
major. Masterly, rewarding, despite date. (Mh17) 

Medea Overture, op 22 
Bargiel clung to the nomenclature of overture for a symphonic poem. Medea is dark with 
classical hues of Cherubini, with some odd dissonance – tempestuous, well made, not 
distinctive. (Mh17) 

Intermezzo for Orchestra, op 46 
Seems to be orchestration of movement from Piano Sonata. It would work as a 
commencement procession or concert opener – nice positive gait of purpose. (Mh17) 

Romeo and Juliet Overture, op 18 
Long brooding Intro and fine long-breathed tragic melody – long development. No love 
theme, all tragedy. Coda rises to fortissimo, dies away to major chord. (Mh17) 

HENRI BARRAUD 
Offrande à une ombre 

The shadow is that of the composer Jaubert, dead in the War. I don’t remember this from 
KUOM, but it is a puzzling style, French but not that of any identifiable source — 
delicate opening, big build-up, quiet ending. Worth another listen. (Ag10) 

PIERRE BARTHOLOMÉE 
Fin de série 

Sequence of 15 violin duets paired in arch form around a central Canon. Avant gardist, 
not easy listening but always threatening to make sense. The titles help, though it’s hard 
to discern any marching in Marche. (D13) 



Piano Variations 
Variations are built not on a theme or even a motif but on three recognizable gestures – 
an arpeggio structured for resonance, an oscillation between two chordal aggregates, and 
a free sequence of staccato notes. It’s a novel plan, apparent to the ear, with structure plus 
freedom to play around. My first thought, hearing the arpeggiated resonance, was that 
this is French music. I like it. (D13) 

Le Pointe Nocturne 
A cycle of four songs for mezzo and string quartet on poems by Georges Meurant. 
Bartholomée extracts lines and phrases out of context, so the text remains abstract, but 
the French texts are given. There’s instrumental prelude and postlude. Mostly avant 
gardish but not afraid to become rhythmical or even to pastiche popular dances. Parts of 
the second song remind me of primitivist Jolivet. (D13) 

Adieu 
Shortish piece of 8’ for clarinet and piano. Piano has Scotch snap rhythms and soft 
chords, while  clarinet executes avant garde hijinx over top, gradually losing energy. As 
an elegy for the composer’s father, it may be intended to depict stages of grief. (D13) 

Refrains 
I don’t know any other duets for violin and trombone. This one is cast in six very short 
(thank God!) movements. Solo trombone in the fifth part gets raunchy bits – does Alain 
Trudel know of this piece? (D13) 

. . . et j’ai vu l’âme sur un fil . . . elle dansait . . . 
Trio for flute, viola and harp (like Debussy’s Sonata). There are seven short, Kurtag-like 
movements, the first and third repeated. There’s some audible imitation. Interesting 
spin-off from Debussy, not too far removed. (D13) 

BELA BARTÓK 
Rhapsody for Piano and Orchestra, op 1  

Strident opening, then pure Liszt, surprisingly — Liszt of the maligned Hungarian 
Rhapsodies:  slow, csardas-like rhythms, moderately fast finish. Piano front and center, 
orchestra subservient.  (Conceived first as two solo piano pieces.) Big, not great, but 
interesting place to start. (My08) 

Suite No. 1 for Orchestra, op 3 
Why have I never warmed to this, while I love op 4? Is it just because I knew the Second 
Suite so early? This one is bigger, five movements rather than four, with bigger orchestra, 
thickly orchestrated, multiple string divisi . . . . 38 minutes compared to 26 (even with 
Dorati’s minor cuts in Adagio and Finale). Halsey Stevens claims that BB’s folklore 
studies began to take hold in op 4, while this is still “early.” This is still an engaging, 
energetic piece — if too long. Super fast scherzo. A few abrupt key changes sound like 
early Ives.  (My08)  

Suite No. 2 for Small Orchestra, op 4  
Masterpiece, still has its excitement, though last movement seems weaker than I 
remember. (Je8) 

Concerto for Violin and Orchestra No. 1 
Why would he have withdrawn this? It’s a good piece, a serene improvisation on the 
major seventh chord, followed by effective, not labored fast movement. It should be 
popular rep. (Je8)  

Two Portraits for Orchestra, op 5  



First is identical with first movement of Concerto — gorgeous. 2d is fast and abrupt: the 
Concerto movements make a better pairing (Je8)  

Fourteen Bagatelles for Piano, op 6  
Exploratory works, surprisingly earlier than Schoenberg’s op 11.  Some great 
miniatures, though not necessarily as a set.  (Je8) 

String Quartet No. 1, op 7  
As great as ever — a long, slow arch (“recovery of life after failed affair”) (Je8) 

Piano Pieces, op 8 
Good as set or selected — 2 Romanian Dances are strong (Je8)  

Two Pictures for Orchestra, op 10 
Stevens points to Debussy but this is pure Bartok at his atmospheric best, not a minor 
piece (Je8) 

Allegro barbaro 
What one would expect? The furor seems strange. Primitivism. (Je8) 

Four Pieces for Orchestra, op 12 
Unknown to me two months ago, I heard it casually with excitement and questioned 
Stevens’ critique; now I see its accuracy. A minor work, best in second piece, the rest 
draggy. (Je8) 

Sonatina for Piano, Sz 55 (1915) 
Misleading title, 3 movements of Rumanian dances in barely 4 minutes. Attractive (Je8)  

Romanian Christmas Carols for Piano, Sz 57 (1915) 
Two sets of folk pieces in sequence — very attractive. (Je8)  

The Wooden Prince, op 13 (1914/1917) 
Hour-long piece with no big moments. Best to ignore scenario and let it wash. Beautiful 
orchestra, Ravelian softness punctuated by Magyar dance episodes. Too long, heavily 
orchestrated and relatively featureless to be programmed. (Je8)  

String Quartet No. 2 op 17 (1915/17)  
As great as ever — final Adagio a constant surprise. (Je8) 

The Miraculous Mandarin, op 19  (1918,1919) 
Whooeee! BB has been studying Le Sacre and almost equals it. Popularity held back by 
sado- masochistic, seamy contemporary story (not overtly “mythic” like Bluebeard), and 
by Hungarian provenance. Worlds apart from Wooden Prince. His true Masterpiece! (But 
what about . . . ) (Je8)  

Sonata for Violin and Piano No. 1, op 21 
BB at his greatest.  Big half-hour sonata — first two movements Debussyish plus 
fragmented meditative bit (maybe not enough contrast) — rousing dance finale. Freely 
dissonant double stopping, arpeggiations etc. The unforgiving BB. Stevens notes 
influence of Schoenberg, comments on octave displacements, freedom of violin and 
piano from each other as in no other duo sonatas — enthusiastic analysis of both sonatas. 
BB preferred No 2. Dick played it in recital at Hamlin, I’m sure, but says he doesn’t 
remember. (Je8) 

Sonata for Violin and Piano No. 2 (1922) 
Two movements only, but just as expansive as No 1. Remarkable passages for violin in 
seconds.  Wild bits in last movement, but quiet ending. [Re two-part lassù and friss of 
verbunkos style Hungarian music, as in csardas.] (Je8)  

Dance Suite for Orchestra (1923)  



Relatively simpler in style than music of period, series of five dances joined by ritornello 
into single continuous work.  Good rep. (Je8) 

Sonata for Piano (1926) 
Relentlessly driving rhythm, percussive, even in middle movement, but abstract, far 
removed from Hungarian dance manner, also far removed from complex dual 
improvisatory manner of Violin Sonatas. Initially seemed more graspable, but then 
relentless. Allegro barbaro writ large. (Je8)  

Out of Doors for Piano (19268) 
Fine short group of character pieces.  The “Nightmusic” term arises from descriptive 
title of slow piece here.  Stevens claims prototype of BB’s 5-part arch form.  (Je8)  

Concerto for Piano and Orchestra No. 1 (1926) 
Continues mode of Sonata, rigorously unbeautiful, exciting.  Stevens is correct, the 
metrical shifts between 2/4, 3/4, 5/8, are almost undetectable by ear.  Middle movement, 
mainly duet for solo piano and percussion, overlong, an experiment that doesn’t come 
off.  Much better in later versions, like Sonata for Pianos & Percussion. (Je8)   

String Quartet No. 3 (1927) 
I jumped to this from No 2 — quite a jump, 1917 to 1927. Free dissonance, percussive 
strings, slow gliss, etc.  A lot happened in between. (Je8) Written in 1927, it still seems 
wild. I remember the Juilliard in a hair-raising performance – the Pendereckis have the 
measure of it but not the sharp edge. The inner instruments are noticeably weaker than 
violin and cello. The big glissandi and other effects need to be much rougher. Or am I 
remembering it wrong? Maybe a little of both. (live at Wolf Hall, Penderecki O19)    

String Quartet No. 4 (1928) 
Marvelous — more extreme than No 3, glissandi, percussiveness, folk elements.  Arch 
form, highly concentrated, 2 scherzos surrounding Nightmusic movement. Stevens calls 
it BB’s most highly organized piece — stylistically like Quartet No 3, formally like 
Quartet No 5. (Je8)  

Cantata Profana, or The Nine Enchanted Stags (1930) 
A favorite in the making — the fable is fierce declaration of personal independence. The 
choral writing is extremely difficult, yet piece has little of the brutal dissonance of 
surrounding works (singability). Tenor tessitura very high. Interesting to cx Bartok with 
Vaughan Williams for assimilation of folk music into abstract style. Secular Cantata is 
genre too idiosyncratic to be easily successful in concert, a piece for choral festivals. (Je8) 

Concerto for Piano and Orchestra No. 2  
More ingratiating than No 1, Petrushka rather than Allegro barbaro (parallel triads rather 
than ninths or clusters, more varied (rubato tempi in final movement), cadenzas for 
punctuation. Slow movement more successful with string ritornello, unexpected Presto 
interlude. Good piece. (Je8) 

Hungarian Sketches for Orchestra (1930/31)  
Attractive suite of folk pieces orchestrated from earlier piano versions for concert use. 
Did anyone attack BB for pandering, as they did Copland? Both were committed 
populists. (Je8)  

44 Duos for Two Violins (1931)   
Teaching pieces, tedious listening. (Je8)  

String Quartet No. 5 (1934)   
I love this above the others because it has more variety and unpredictability than No 3 



and No 4, though contained in just as sure a formal unit (somewhat relaxed).  It has the 
youthful vigor of BB not yet touched by war and exile. (Je8)  

Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta (1936) 
As great as ever.  Powerful, original, perfect.  (Je8)  

Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion (1937) 
Sounds much like the Strings & Celesta piece, equally constructivist, but I know it much 
less well. Odd instrumentation allowed by commission by Contemporary Music festival. 
Stevens makes great claims for it. [There is an orchestral version that I’ve never heard.] 
(Je8)  

Concerto for Violin and Orchestra No. 2 (1937,1938)  
Enormous, strenuous piece. I’ve never really warmed to it. Multiple tempo changes 
uncharacteristic, confusing: lengthy first movement has several (too many?) leading 
ideas. Middle is variations, finale also broken up. Needs more charm, passion. (Jy8)  

Contrasts for Violin, Clarinet and Piano (1938)  
Super piece more in touch with folk roots than much late Bartok (for Benny Goodman’s 
benefit), still raised to more serious level but less abstract. (Je) Yes, a great piece — the 
Osostowicz performance is wilder, dirtier. I like it. (Je8)  

Divertimento for Strings (1939) 
The only BB I’ve actually played — lightening up in midst of cataclysm (except for 
middle movement) — a great work (not as long as I thought, only 26'), with a touch of 
Ivesian cock-snooting, as in Quartet No 5, five years earlier. (Jy8) 

String Quartet No. 6 (1939)   
I remembered this as BB’s tragic piece, and the viola motto with the desolate Adagio 
finish (cf Quartet No 2) qualify it so — but the piece is much more various, even some 
humor. BB at his very greatest. (Jy8) Yes, it is Bartok at his grimmest and most tragic – 
the humor is grotesque and embittered. The Emerson Quartet were amazing – they have 
made a specialty of Bartok. As a Quartet, they seem to be the successors to Juilliard, a 
spectacularly virtuosic group, but not much beauty of tone. Hearing them play this piece, 
though, will stay with me for a long time. (F14)  

Concerto for Orchestra (1942/45) 
Masterpiece revisited.  Orchestra London performance so-so under bad acoustic. Shorter 
ending of Finale too abrupt. (My8—live) Following with score, seems like easy listening 
(except maybe slow movement. Dutoit takes longer ending — good.  (Jy8) 

Concerto for Piano and Orchestra No. 3 (1945)   
Masterpiece beloved, BB at his most appealing, moving.  Stevens thinks this weaker 
than the other concerti, but it’s just simpler, more lucid.  The slow movement is 
transcendent, serene, unique; the finale a celebration. BB wrote while dying of leukemia. 
(Jy8)  

Concerto for Viola and Orchestra (begun in 1945; completed by Tibor Serly)  
Problematic, of course, but stands up as echt BB in Serly’s hands. Finale seems less 
foreshortened than I had remembered. (Jy8) 

Sonata for Solo Violin 
The Bartok piece I’ve never heard — afraid myself of a half-hour of finger-twisting 
torture.  It evokes Bach, except that the massive Ciaccona comes first, followed by 
Fugue, Air, and Presto.  Written for Menuhin, the last piece he completed before the 
Third Piano Concerto. Extended techniques galore — arco/pizz in Ciaccona, gliss, gliss 



with trills, double-octave pizz in Fugue, double harmonics in the Adagio (with trills). The 
Presto first sounds like the ppp buzzing in the Quartets, then turns folksy. I think the 
quarter-tones are here. This may never be my favorite Bartok, but it’s less hard on the 
ears than I expected, and mightily impressive. (Je10) James Ehnes almost made it sound 
easy — but not even he could do that. I never expected to see and hear anyone play it 
live, much less play it to perfection. (James Ehnes live, S12) 

Rhapsodies Nos 1 & 2, violin & piano 
I thought I’d visited these in my Bartok survey but apparently not — and they are only 
sporadically familiar, pieces in the lassu-friss format, but rough, not the refined Romantic 
gypsy manner of, say, Monti’s Czardas or Hubay’s Hejre Kati. (Je10) 

Rumanian Folk Dances 
This familiar encore piece was drawn from early piano works at the suggestion of Szigeti. 
(Je10) James Ehnes’s Wolf Hall encore, a smash. (live, Ap14) A version for string 
orchestra. They didn’t do badly (FSA Strings, live N17) 

Violin Sonata, op posth 
Big Sonata in three movements, written by Bartok before he became Bartok, but 
impressive nonetheless: Allegro is Brahmsian, with some capricious elements thrown in.  
Andante is broadly melodic, with a gypsy B section.  Vivace Finale is pure gypsy and 
really exciting.  Accardo in live performance sounds wonderful.  This should be 
standard rep, but it’s not what people expect to hear from Bartok. (Mh11) 

2 pieces from Mikrokosmos 
Mementos in Elisabeth Klein’s Weimer piano CD. (Mh13) 

Bluebeard’s Castle, op 11 
Brilliant production, beautifully sung. I often dislike video projection on stage, but this 
version by Polish film director Mariusz Trelinski captures the expressionistic 
psychological interior and realizes the visual symbolism graphically. Beautifully sung 
and acted by mezzo Nadja Michael and basso (not baritone) Mikhail Petrenko. The opera 
itself is still powerful – the music is Debussy with bitters, declamatory, the psychology 
meaningful if rather dated and tawdry. Wonderful to see. (MetHD--F15) 

Piano Quintet in C 
A real hoot! It seemed a juvenile piece from the account, but it was written for a Paris 
competition in 1903/4, just before opus 1, and rejected as too difficult. Bartok revised it 
and when was premiered, the audience clapped louder than for his more recent pieces, so 
BB withdrew it and it was thought lost. Rediscovered and re-premiered more recently, 
the critics panned it. Yes. Poor BB just tries too too hard. It’s an endless piece in four 
movements, turgid and over the top like really bad Reger, a bit of dissonance, piano part 
absolutely wild, with Hungarian dance finale. (live, Penderecki Quartet with Alexander 
Tselyakov, Parry Sound, Jy17) 

GIOVANNI BASSANO 
Cantate Domino 
 Big 8-voice antiphonal motet on CD celebrating masters of St Mark’s. (Ag14) 
HUBERT BATH 
Cornish Rhapsody 

Often used as side B of Warsaw Concerto – a concertante piece included whole in the 
1945 film Love Story by an old hand at British Lite. It sounds familiar, but maybe it’s 
just generic. (Jy16) 



MARION BAUER 
A Lament on an African Theme, op 20a 

Bauer was Dick’s theory teacher at Juilliard. Her music covers a range of styles, mainly 
pandiatonic with Franco-American flavoring, much of it written for student performance. 
This 5’ Lament is a movement from a string quartet arranged for string orchestra by a 
friend. (S18) 

Concertino for oboe, clarinet, and strings, op 32b 
Three movements, 10’, very modal but spiced with chromaticism. The third movement is 
a mad tarantella. (S18) 

Trio Sonata No 1, flute, cello, and piano, op 40 
The title suggests neo-baroque style, but it is Franco-romantic with rippling piano and 
independent lines in both flute and cello. Andante might have been lifted directly from 
middle Fauré. Vivace is a brief 6/8 romp. Easy on the ears. (O18)    

Symphonic Suite for Strings, op 33 
Three movements, 12’. Prelude is lush and gentle. Comodo has a similar – too similar – 
sound, some unusual progressions, a ratcheting up of feeling. Fugue begins without 
preparation, restoring the cool, but it is in minor, serious in mood. (O18)    

Duo, oboe and clarinet, op 25 
Four movements, 9’. I dislike uncushioned duos like this, but Bauer’s works better. The 
two inner movements are solos for the two instruments, while the outer movements have 
room for some humorous interplay. (O18)    

American Youth Concerto 
Three movements, 16’. Piano Concerto written for talented student and student orchestra. 
First movement flavored with extract of Rachmaninoff. Andante has tinpan-alley 
harmonies and cinematic gestures, but nothing syncopated. Allegretto opend directly with 
syncopation (very mild) and prominent saxophone – a really gorgeous turn, plus 
xylophone and scraps of Rodeo. (O18)    

NOEL BAULDEWEYN 
Missa Da pacem 

Highly praised mass long attributed to Josquin but now thought to be the work of an 
obscure Flemish composer. It’s amusing to see Peter Philips assume that the more 
exceptional passages (Et incarnatus, the third Agnus Dei) might still be Josquin’s while 
the more ordinary part must automatically be Bauldeweyn’s. Texture is contrapuntal but 
it has the transparency associated with Josquin. Philips foregrounds the Et incarnatus by 
tempo and dynamics and describes extraordinary harmonic moves, but my dull ears hear 
nothing too out of the way. Nice differentiation of textures between Pleni sunt, Osanna, 
and Benedictus. Agnus Dei is glorious. Tallis Scholars in this recent recording sound less 
like organ pipes and more like voices than before. The pitch seems quite low. (Mh20) 

JOSEF BAYER 
Die Puppenfee; Sonne und Erde 

I bought this because it was a staple on KUOM fifty years ago, and I wondered if I 
remembered it.  Perhaps, but the music is so generic (as I expected) that it’s hard to tell. 
Excerpts from the second score are indistinguishable from the first.  (Ap09)  

ARNOLD BAX 
November Woods; The Happy Forest 

Now a November ritual — what a magnificent score! I’d forgotten the long quiet middle 



section. Happy Forest is shorter, considerably less imposing. (N08) I’m sure we’ve put 
this CD on in the meanwhile, but we did this year, if a few days late. November Woods is 
ever wonderful – Happy Forest is more English than I remembered, Vaughan Williams 
tunes with Bax filigree. (D13) 

Symphonic Variations in E, piano & orchestra 
Masterpiece. Luscious Romanticism and virtuoso pianism on a grandiose scale, 46'. How 
will it stick? Beautiful beginning to end, invites relistening, like Reger’s Hiller 
Variations. I’ve not been so taken by any of Bax’s Symphonies. Liner notes give too 
much information about Bax’s squalid sex life — but this is a brilliant legacy. (Je09) 

Concertante for Piano (left hand) and Orchestra 
He should have called it Concerto: at 21' it’s longer than some, but lighter in tone where 
Bax is less convincing. Movie-ish. Dream of Olwen. (Je09)  

6 Choral pieces 
Bax is not a vocal composer, and the early choral pieces with organ (Epithalamium, 
Magnificat) sound like standard cathedral music, very disappointing. “Mater ora Filium” 
is the longest at 11' and singled out in the notes — a beautiful macaronic Christmas lyric 
set a cappella in modal harmony, not excessively chromatic until the free rhapsodic 
elaboration with some extreme soprano notes, beautiful ending. But the masterpieces for 
me are “Lord thou hast told us,” a beautiful lyric in the manner of Herbert by one 
Washbourne set simply, homophonically. And “This worldes joie” — complex, 
chromatic, brilliant, terrifying.  (D10) 

Dream in Exile—Intermezzo; Burlesque; Nereid; In a Vodka Shop 
My first taste of Bax’s solo piano work.  I’m surprised at the spare texture of Exile, 
though it’s dreamy enough. Burlesque is in brisk 2, a grotesque Pomp & Circumstance — 
I’d hardly recognize Bax except for some thickened harmonies. Nereid was written for 
his beloved Harriet Cohen — subdued, watery, evaporating.  Vodka Shop is heavy 
handed, vaguely Russian in its obsessive repetitive phrase. (Jy12) 

Piano Sonata No 1 in F# minor 
Bax’s so-called Russian Sonata because the first version was written in the Ukraine in the 
midst of “romantic adventures.”  There’s nothing Russian about the music, not even 
Scriabin, but it is passionate, harmonically dense, thickly voiced. Middle section in upper 
register with morose commentary in bass — a figure becomes obsessive. (Jy12) 

Piano Sonata No 2 
No key assigned. Described as “grimmer,” it rumbles in the bass with startling 
dissonances opening into a half-hour of tumult. Folkish war tune thunders, gets quieter 
over distant rumbles, crescendos into dissonance. Extraordinary for 1919 — Ives’s 
Concord is not far distant. Everything is over the top, including the pianism. Impassioned 
mood sets in (the rumbles continuing), the folk theme returns, gets quieter, sparer 
(rumbles returning), an ostinato fading out, turning to major at the very last. Wow! 
Possible masterpiece. (Jy12) 

Nonet 
 I wonder if it was suggested by Ravel’s Harp Septet— Bax uses the same ensemble, plus 

oboe and double bass. Moderato is in Sonata form apparently, but it’s well disguised by 
the moody changes of tempo. Allegro sprightly, more orchestral, and it also changes 
tempos and textures, ending Lento. Very beautiful, but no match for Ravel’s bejeweled 
masterwork – it lacks the great melody, and it’s a thicker sound with the double bass. 



(Ap13)  
Oboe Quintet 
 In three movements, written for Goossens. First is clearly English pastoral with oboe 

recit, changing tempi, colorful tremolandi, ponticelli, pizzicato – sprightly B section 
subsides into idyllic con sordino ending. Lento has gorgeous long string passage before 
oboe enters alone – excitement, passion build slowly, subside beautifully. Finale is a 
bright Irish jig (with Scotch snaps) – middle part tremolo misterioso. Terrific piece. 
(Ap13) 

Elegiac Trio for Flute, Viola & Harp 
 The natural assumption is that Bax imitated Debussy, but the two works seem to have 

been conceived and written simultaneously in 1916. Both are about the same length, 
Bax’s in two joined movements. It’s hard to imagine anything more gorgeous than this – 
Debussy or no. Why isn’t it just as well known? (Ap13) 

Harp Quintet 
 A single 15’ movement – naturally gorgeous, and Bax keeps the harp from taking over as 

concertante soloist. Lots of prominent viola. Who could resist? (Ap13) 
Clarinet Sonata 
 In two movements, slow – fast, rhapsodic but generated out of persistent melodic motifs, 

beautiful, beautifully played – showing off the clarinet’s capacity for pianissimo in alt. 
Vivace whizzes by, a real virtuoso challenge – allargando reprises opening. Wow! This 
CD deserves its awards. (Ap13) 

Violin Sonata in F 
 Lovely piece that Bax suppressed and rewrote as his Nonet – I should compare them. In 

two movements: Moderato is idyllic, with changes of tempo and mood, a disturbed 
second section – ending dreams off beautifully. Allegro is an impressionistic marziale, 
turbulent, full of violin effects and mood shifts, somehow decisive and dreamy at the 
same time – another quiet ending. I think I prefer this version. [Where are my notes on 
the rest of the CD?] (O13) 

Violin Sonata No 1 
 Fairly early piece from 1910 that hovers between Vaughan Williams pastoral and Delius 

chromaticism, dreamy with touches of playfulness (Bax has studied Scriabin). Second 
and third movements were later discarded and replaced: Scherzando Allegro with a 
thunderous march theme and a slow, dreamy B section with lots of trills and turns, runs, a 
bit of ponticello. The revised Finale returns to serene Moderato, melodic – wonderful 
hothouse stuff. I love it. (N13) 

Violin Sonata No 3 
 Two movements: Moderato is vaguely impressionist, highly chromatic – violin plays a 

modal folktune with piano haze – big passage builds to restatement in virtuoso language 
– great ending, the texture remaining uncharacteristically thin throughout. Allegro sounds 
like a minor key Irish Washerwoman, but soon settles into slower section. All the Bax 
Sonatas are big, imaginative. (N13) 

Tintagel 
 Bax’s big hit, his English La Mer and his masterpiece. I was so lucky to play it. The BBC 

performance is a real snorter. (Ap15)  
ANTONIO BAZZINI 
Violin Sonata 



I was led to believe by the Naxos disc that Bazzini never attempted the higher genres — 
but here’s a sizable Sonata in a minor key, no ronde de lutins in evidence — early 
Romantic, maybe close to Mendelssohn. A pleasant curiosity. Performance acceptable.  
(S10) 

AMY BEACH 
Three Compositions, op 40 

No Amy Beach in all this time— Just three salon pieces for violin and piano: La Captiva, 
the best, is a lamentation sul G. Berceuse gently rocking. Mazurka melancholic. (Ap13) 

Variations on Balkan Themes, op 60 
I heard this once, but I’m surprised at the scale, nearly half an hour long. (Ah, what I 
must have heard was the shorter version she made for her publishers – this performance 
is from MS.) The theme is heavy with Slavic sorrow. Variations move gradually apart 
and introduce new moods, along with a slow waltz. A new Macedonian song introduces a 
tragic funeral march, followed by a “Cadenza,” an extended fantasy on the themes. The 
piece ends quietly. This music is novel in form, ambitious, powerful in expression – a 
major achievement. (Ja14) 

22 Songs 
Beautifully sung by Patrick Mason (who writes pretty good notes as well). Beach had 
hopeless taste in texts, but the songs are treated like serious German Lieder, so they savor 
less of the salon. Accompaniments are pianistic and ornate. The songs display 
considerable variety: some are maudlin; the Browning songs are effective (“All’s right 
with the world” at fortissimo). There’s a Scots folklike piece, Elizabethan pastiche, more 
daring harmony in later pieces. She has a sense of drama – a final line left 
unaccompanied, a sudden outburst of grief in a quiet song. She takes admirable liberties 
with text. The prize probably goes to George MacDonald’s “Baby.” (Je16) 

ROBERT BEASER 
Chorale Variations 

Another composer bred during post-war serialist dogmatism who struggled back to 
tonality. This piece toys with a well-established genre, though I missed the chorale. It’s s 
attractive, with a heavily disguised neo-baroque sacred feeling. I like it. (O18)    

The Seven Deadly Sins 
Seven songs for baritone and orchestra on Anthony Hecht’s epigrams, which are wholly 
unsuitable for setting. They don’t work. Hecht’s wit is too mental for singing. Could 
Britten have done it? He wouldn’t have tried. (O18) 

Piano Concerto 
Three movements, 35’. Beaser says he intended to conform to the traditions of the 
Romantic piano concerto outwardly and nudges with a sharp elbow toward a series of 
allusions and quotations which, however, are not intended to be post-modern irony. The 
statement wraps needless veils around a piece that should stand on its own. The 
soundworld is modern if the big gestures are not. I’d place it in the 
Gershwin-Copland-Bernstein line. It might be improved with some of the fat rendered. 
Lento begins with (I think) a Beethoven motif but never enters that inner world – it’s all 
glitter and glitz. Rondo loops the 6/8 to 3/4 pattern. Big-boned, noisy, excessive, 
impressive. (O18) 

JACK BEAVER 
Portrait of Isla 



 Pre-Addinsell faux piano concerto for film, by big name in British Lite. (Je16) 
DIETRICH BECKER 
Sonata No 26 in A 

Trio Sonata that sounds earlier than its 1674 publication date, a wonderful set of divisions 
over a ground that Monteverdi would have been proud of. (D10) 

JOHN J. BECKER 
The Abongo 

I have heard Becker’s Symphony and remember seeing this listed in the old Schwann 
catalogs but never before heard it. One of the first pieces written for percussion alone, 
1933. (Varèse’ Ionisation was 1931, and Tcherepnin scored a movement of his First 
Symphony for percussion.) Subtitle: “A Primitive Dance,” and yes, the work is part of the 
wave of musical “primitivism” from Le Sacre to Les Noces, including Ornstein, Antheil, 
Bartok – the highly “misogynistic” ballet scenario is described in the liner note. Becker’s 
percussion is both conventional and not – barrels, tin pans, a “water drum,” and vocal 
sounds. Becker corresponded with Pound about this time, and would have been aware of 
both Antheil and Cowell. [He worked with Cowell.] (Jy17) 

JOHN BECKWITH 
Keyboard Practice 

Extended collage piece for ten different (!) keyboard instruments: only four players, so 
texture never becomes too thick or chaotic. Fascinating acoustic sound mixture, stylistic 
and historical overlays.  A winning avant gardish experiment with accessible meaning 
— the period quotations help, of course.  (Je09) 

Upper Canadian Hymn Preludes 
Organ and tape — seems almost a superfluous combination, since the organ sound is so 
mechanically produced, but the tape provides a mixture of electronic noise and realistic 
sound effects (horses’ hoofs, carpentry). I’d like the hymn tunes to be more on the 
surface, but they’re discernable.  (Je09) 

Études 
Eight piano études (cf Chopin, Debussy) on specific technical problems of performance 
or composition. The sound is nearly chaotic, but the specifications help.  (Je09) 

Quartet 
I remember liking this piece very much, primarily because the final section, with its 
country fiddle pastiche, gives something to hold on to. Yes, this still works, but the tenor 
of the piece is still very rugged, even aggressive at the beginning. Would I urge it on, say, 
Jeff Nuttall? Maybe – but probably not. (Je09) 

Stacey 
Song cycle on prose texts by Margaret Laurence, imagined conversations with God. 
Text-driven of course, and tendentious, but JB gets some variety and drama. The third 
song, a goofy dance, is outstanding and could stand alone. The use of Lowell Mason’s 
“Rest” is nice. Needs a stronger ending. (Mh10) 

DENIS BÉDARD 
Three Noëls 

Paul’s noon recital. The French tradition continues: Noels on In Dulci Jubilo, Il est né, 
the Huron Carol — just as I’ve been exploring Daquin. (D10—live)  

Suite 
Bédard is a Québecois organist-composer much played by Paul. His music is 



conservative in-and-out-of-key with added note harmonies, easy to listen to but 
interesting and well made. The three-movement Suite opens with a stentorian Prélude, a 
nostalgic Lamento (nice), and a big flashy Toccata. (N14) 

Fantasie 
 Multi-sectional movement built on fragment from Buxtehude. Strong piece. (N14) 
Variations on the Old Hundredth 

The tune is liturgical. Becomes bizarre, grotesque, spacey, but the tune is never lost. Ends 
grandly. Bédard makes no cumulative gestures. (N14) 

Triptyque; Adagio 
Triptyque was written for inauguration of a new organ. Ouverture, a five-beat march, 
switches keyboards frequently. Invocation seems built on a monadic chant – some 
beautiful sounding stops. In Toccatina, the moderate tempo suddenly races ahead, 
accelerando and very flashy. The Adagio is a solid march in 4, crescendos and gets 
dissonant. (N14) 

Suite de premier ton; Andantino 
Four movements: a tribute to the French baroque, though it does not evoke Lully & Co. 
Plein jeu is stately processional; Dialogue pits two voices in counterpoint; Récit moves in 
staccato 3; Grand jeu  is fugal, stately, loud. Andantino is a simple melodie. (N14) 

Rhapsodies sur le nom LaVoie 
Pièce imposé for organ competition founded by Bédard’s teacher Charles LaVoie built on 
anagram of his name (don’t ask how). The theme gets tedious. (N14) 

Trois Esquisses for Pedal Solo 
On Terry’s FSA organ recital – a brave move since Terry is a pianist first and pedaling is 
not his strong suit. Enjoyable. (live at FSA, S18) 

Suite pour orgue 
A three-movement piece that Terry used to finish his recital, bringing back full organ 
after pedaling and musical clocks. The Toccata is a fast finger-twister in which Bédard 
seems to challenge Widor’s greatest hit, even using some of the same rhythms – a fine 
recital ender, (live at FSA, S18) 

LUDWIG van BEETHOVEN 
Septet, op 20 

Shaham and friends bring this to life with detail, resiliance, good humor, almost too much 
brilliance. Great fun. (Je08) Nice listening on CBC, driving back from Muskoka. (Jy13) 

Triple Concerto 
I’ve consistently underestimated this piece: grand in scale, Sinfonia Concertante genre, 
marmoreal C-major style. Middle movement abbreviated because outer movements are 
so long. Brilliant polacca finale. No mere potboiler. (Je08) Live on PBS with Shaham, 
Ma, Ax — a marvel to watch the intricate chamber music ensemble together with the 
soloistic need to project not only volume of sound but nuance.  Music making at 100%. 
(My11) 

Symphony No 8 in F 
I enjoyed revisiting my least favorite Beethoven Symphony, live. No conductor ever 
underscores the jokes to my satisfaction — not enough cheekiness in the second 
movement — but Bernardi made Orchestra London sound pretty good in the Chatham 
religious warehouse. (O08—live) CBC performance, last two movements sounded awful, 
scratchy original instruments & poor tempos. It turned out to be Bruno Weil and 



Tafelmusik. (Mh09) 
Symphony No 9 in D minor, “Choral” 

 What a joy to sing in the Chorus (even with miserable cold). Very good soloists (Fanning, 
McMaster, Krause, Joni Henson). I realized again what an audacious piece this is. I used 
to sniff at the Finale. What a snob I was! (Probably still am.) // Second time too, 
Centennial Hall full. Every one of Bruckner’s symphonies comes out of this piece, and a  
lot of Mahler too. (O08—live) Solti’s slow tempo for the Adagio is absolutely 
transcendent. Bernardi would need more strings to risk it. (O08) I heard it on CBC and  
listened carefully: Bramwell Tovey emphasizes the muscularity, even the awkwardness 
of the piece, and makes a strong impression. I didn’t know about speculation that   
Schiller wanted to write an Ode “An die Freiheit,” not “An die Freude,” but political 
conditions made that impossible. Bernstein, conducting to celebrate the breaking of the 
Berlin Wall (Christmas Day 1989) made the point by having his German voices sing 
“Freiheit,” and Tovey followed suit. It’s a great tradition – and it might go into my 
chapter on Ginsberg/O’Hara. (My14) 

Piano Sonata No 1 in F minor, op 2/1 
Familiar, intense within classical bounds, perfect of its kind. (Ja09 — Kuerti live) 

Piano Sonata No 16 in G, op 31/1 
Much less familiar — Kuerti’s notes play up humor, and it is remarkably good natured.  
Extended slow movement and Finale.  (Ja09 — live) 

Diabelli Variations, op 120 
Not many chances to hear these live, and played so lovingly and perfectly: a remarkable 
tour de force, just under an hour, makes even Reger seem modest. Kuerti’s on-stage 
analysis risked tedium with his audience, but proved very helpful. Incredible. I first heard 
him 40 years ago. (Ja09—live) 

Egmont — Overture and Incidental Music, op 84 
Goethe’s drama about political oppression, all instrumental except for two soprano songs 
(“Die Trommel gerühret,” “Freudvoll und leidvoll” in a lovely setting), no chorus as in 
Ruins of Athens.  Six numbers in tone of noble tragedy, with triumphant epilogue. 
Effect rather bland: Davies’ performance of Overture, lightweight and "classical” in feel, 
seems anemic. (F09) Overture while driving to Toronto: I marveled at the austere purity of 
the music, such simple materials, such a powerful effect.  (N16) 

The Ruins of Athens — Overture and Incidental Music, op 113 
Written for ephemeral pageant by Kotzebue. Even though I’ve played it, the Overture is 
hard to remember, but the music is beautiful, echt Beethoven, stronger than Egmont 
(apart from the Overture). The Turk/Greek opposition (Muslim/Christian, 
Asian/European) is politically incorrect nowadays, but the Turkish color is lightly 
handled, including the famous March. The exaltation of mother Austria seems 
uncharacteristically monarchist for Ludwig. (Mh09)   

Piano Sonata No 27 in E minor, op 90 
One of my favorite Beethovens, but either Katherine Chi’s playing was dead or I was. 
(Ap09) 

Piano Concerto No 1 in C; Piano Concerto No 2 in B♭, op 11 
It’s nice to hear these half familiar pieces through — familiar, though heard far less often 
than the last two. I love the classical Beethoven: the C major made entirely of formulas 
somehow achieves its dignified grandeur, with a vast Beethoven cadenza. The brighter 



B♭ is more familiar, except for the transcendent slow movement, which needs real 
concentration. Perahia is unbeatable. (Ap09) BBC recording with Paul Lewis in the car to 
Muskoka – perfect listening, the first two movements unhackneyed classical Beethoven. 
(Jy13) Concerto No 2: I’m surprised how fresh the exposition sounds to me, with its 
Mozartian appoggiaturas and far-afield Beethovinian modulation, and how busy the solo 
writing is for its period. Is that cadenza Beethoven’s? The glorious Adagio may be the 
earliest truly innig movement in Beethoven. The cheerful Finale, as in so many Concerti, 
is much over-played on air, but does not really get stale. John Lill is superb. (F16) 

Piano Concerto No 3 in C minor, op 37 
For some reason I decided in my youth that I “didn’t like” this piece, so I’ve never really 
heard it carefully, familiar as the tunes are. The reward of my silliness is that now I can 
“discover” an unknown masterpiece, unknown to me anyway. The slow movement is 
transcendent. The cadenzas smashing (are they Beethoven’s?). Kuerti is at his very best, 
velvety even, not the pointed articulation I associate with him — ever so subtle 
hesitations. No regrets on this choice. (Ap09) 

Piano Concero No 4 in G, op 58 
Still my favorite of the five. To my horror, I discovered the only recording in my 
collection was a BBC special on fortepiano. Kuerti and Davis do nicely. (Ap09) My 
favorite, the most gracious, so full of ideas. That outrageous slow movement! Finale too 
familiar. (Ap16) 

Egmont Overture, op 84 
Beethoven at his tersest, greatest. (live—My09) The go-to Overture whenever I’ve played 
one. (F16) 

Piano Sonata in F#, op 78 
On a program with lots of Preludes and Fugues, this two-movement Sonata fits right in. 
Nicely played by Jan Lisiecki.  (S09) 

Piano Quartet in E♭, op 16 
Had I been asked if Beethoven wrote a Piano Quartet, I’d have said no and been wrong: 
this rescoring of his Quintet for Piano & Winds is authentic; it is a rescoring however, 
and it struck me as unusually stiff and formal: nothing in it resembles true string writing. 
(Ames Quartet live—D09)  

 The string alternative version of the Quintet for piano and winds was published at the 
same time with the same opus number. It is adapted with the normal alterations, none at 
all in the piano part. I thought it might sound more familiar, so I must go back to the wind 
version, but it’s wonderful to hear unhackneyed Beethoven. The string writing seems 
fine, though the viola has to pretend (unconvincingly) to be a French horn a few times. 
Lovely. (Ap14) 

Quartet No 7 in F, op 59/1 “Razumovsky” 
The masterpece nicely played — what a gorgeous Adagio! I wish the Alcans would lay 
into the strings more: everything was light and delicate, bottom-heavy. Was it the female 
violinists and male lower instruments? (Alcan Qt live—Ja10) Calidore at Jeffrey concerts 
– beautiful, pure, and dispassionate. I liked it, but I’ve never before experienced this great 
piece as such a long, heavy exercise. Margaret Whitby disliked it but didn’t say why. 
(Jeffrey concerts, live, F18) 

Piano Trio in E♭, op 70/2 
It’s scary to get caught out not knowing a Beethoven piece.  I’m sure I’ve heard it, but it 



didn’t stick — a big 4-movement piece with slow intro, two Allegretto movements.  
Maybe it’s just routine Beethoven.  (live—Apollo Trio, F10) 

Mass in C, op 86 
I’ve always liked this piece, but never really listened to it attentively — it tends to sound 
bland on the surface, but not surprisingly, live performance reveals all sorts of surprises, 
detailing, strong moves.  What a gorgeous Kyrie, and impassioned Agnus Dei. Colin 
Davis is particularly bland.  Elora Choir with Ivars Taurens live was much more 
revealing.  Worth the drive.  (live—Jy10)  

Symphony No 2 in D 
A last-minute substitution for No 7, my two favorite Beethovens. Ivars Taurens 
substituting for Noel Edison did well (and fewer corkscrews), though the orchestra was 
surprised when he conducted the second repeat in the reprise of the Scherzo. I think I 
know every note of this piece. Good to hear.  (live—Jy10)  

Quartet No 1 in F, op 18/1 
Banff competition on CBC. The second-place Quartet from Juilliard uses too much 
flottando in Beethoven for my taste, and made a couple of slips. But good to hear. (S10) 
New Orford performance, kept small and intimate – but the slow movement is all the 
more expansive, passionate. What great music. (Jeffrey concert, live, O16) 

Bagatelles, piano, opp 33, 119, 126 et alia 
These are the master’s doodles, miscellaneous scraps collected and put together because 
there’s nothing else to do with them. All are less than four minutes long, and one is only 
12” (unfinished)! Only op 126 shows signs of internal arrangement in its structure of key 
relations by thirds. Sadly, O’Conor has included neither Für Elise or Rage over a Lost 
Penny – no explanation why. The trifles have lots of character. Very pleasant wallpaper 
music. (My11) 

Piano Sonata in C# minor, op 27/2 “Moonlight” 
On CBC: pianist Goodyear said the entire Sonata takes place in darkness, no moonlight at 
all, and makes a continuous crescendo.  He played it that way, but it makes nonsense of 
the middle movement, I think. (Ag11) Jamie Parker used it as climax and focus of a 
program of “night music” (see below), played nicely, but I thought he was having trouble 
with the Yamaha action in the fast finger bits.  Or else he hadn’t practised it (a very 
busy concert schedule).  This was the piece, I think, where I first realized the way the 
different movements of a Sonata might hold together as a single musical concept, a 
demonstration case, maybe. (live, Parry Sound — Jy12) Chorzempa is predictably 
objective, but less so than I remember. An interesting take. (Ja13) Add Schwizgebel on 
BBC to the bunch. He makes the middle movement sound bored. That may be the real 
test for a successful performance. (S14) 

Piano Sonata No 2 in C, op 2/2 
Caught it on CBC — very familiar Beethoven, and I knew it wasn’t one of the named 
Sonatas, but I placed it much too late, guessing about op 31. Amazing. (Ag11)  

Quartet No 16 in F, op 135 
Not a piece I’ve turned to often, so I was surprised at its familiarity, especially the 
wickedly syncopated Scherzo and the Muss es sein/Es muss sein Finale. The New Orford 
(with Jonathan Crow no less) made it all sound light and transparent rather than thick and 
philosophical, and I loved it.  Adagio is unusually stark. (Live — Fe12) 

Violin Concerto in D 



I don’t often listen to this hackneyed piece, and was slow to put it on. But Menuhin’s 
BBC Archive performance is transcendent. Talk about bel canto! The pianissimo passage 
in the Larghetto moved me to tears. Sound quality quite good. (Ap12) 

Meerstille und glückliche Fahrt, op 112 
Choral Lied with orchestra on Goethe’s double lyric, text painting to the fore. Nice. 
(My12) 

Piano Sonata No 6 in C minor, op 13 “Pathétique” 
Played magnificently by Martin Roscoe, fresh from the Hyperion stable and the equal of 
just about anyone before the public today.  God, what magnificent music, well deserving 
its warhorse status,  and what joy to hear it so beautifully played.  Roscoe is a wholly 
unpretentious North Briton who looks like he’s just come from tuning up my Honda. 
(live, Parry Sound — Jy12) So familiar. Dan Chorzempa plays it like Sturm und Drang 
Haydn — objectively, passionate but precise, even a little dry, nothing exaggerated.  
The sublime Allegretto, which I’d love to luxuriate in (but it is Allegretto, not Adagio), is 
a pleasant amble.  Yes, he plays like an organist, so careful with duration and release, 
virtually no pedal. (Ja13) 

An die ferne Geliebte, op 98 
Not the first song cycle, say the notes, but a through-composed piece based on six poems. 
A quibble perhaps, but Beethoven’s piano is foregrounded more than Schubert’s usually 
is — transitional bits or surprising attaccas, passages with the tune over voice parlando 
on one note. I remember it better than I expected, and Mark Dubois is certainly several 
cuts above that Genz person that Hyperion champions. The cycle is flanked nicely by the 
familiar “Adelaïde” and the less familiar “Ich l;iebe dich.” (Jy12) 

Piano Sonata No 26 in E♭, op 81a “Les Adieux” 
Very familiar music, though the notes remind me that Beethoven for once inscribed his 
programmatic intent himself — mostly joy on return after farewells.  Arrau in this live 
BBC performance uses the modern piano to the fullest, especially the pedals. (Ja13) 

Piano Sonata No 23 in F minor, op 57 “Appassionata” 
I’ve done what I too rarely do, compare performances movement by movement. 
Chorzempa’s LP was thought eccentric when it came out. Is it still? The stormy bits are 
certainly wild enough, while the rest has reminiscences of fortepiano, especially in the 
dry repeated notes, but not too much. Arpeggiations at the end of the development are 
steamy — I think he actually used the pedal. Arrau’s Intro is sueprisingly more 
restrained, and the whole piece is given a halo with the pedal: more color, less clarity, 
tempos all over the place, timing a full minute longer. In the transcendent simplicity of 
the Andante, neither approach works completely: Chorzempa sounds wooden, Arrau 
muddy (is it the recording? the piano?). The dryer sound of Chorzempa wins hands down 
in the Finale, however: he sounds even reckless in the coda. (Ja13) Kimura Parker’s 
Appassionata went for virtuoso effect, effectively hair-raising and impressive. (Wolf 
Hall, live--O13) 

Quartet No 12 in E♭, op 127 
 I know this piece, and in fact I remember working on it with John Sawyer, Baird 

Knechtel, in Toronto, but it’s been much too long since I’ve heard it. I must sit down to 
the late Beethoven cycle once again. Performance by very young ensemble, a few rough 
edges and a lot to learn – but very satisfying nonetheless. (live – Ariel Quartet, Ap13) 
New Orford Quartet in beautiful performance, though Jonathan Crow is better at First 



than Andrew Wan. The piece is less strange than the subsequent late quartets, but it still 
has its peculiarities: the smooth, almost featureless intertwining of the main theme, the 
brief outburst of jolliness in the Adagio, the running passage in the Scherzo and the 
deceptive return. The Scherzo once seems monotonously repetitive to me, by the 
feather-light touch here made it seem obsessive but not hectic. (Jeffrey concert, live, O16) 

Symphony No 3 in E♭, op “Eroica” 
 I heard the whole thing through on CBC and marveled at it once again, especially the 

Funeral March. Brilliant performance by Dudamel and his Venezuelans – the power of 
infinite rehearsal time! (Muskoka—Jy13) 

Creatures of Prometheus Overture 
 Caught on CBC – brief, brilliant, sweet and fleet. A favorite. (S13) Norrington’s version is 

fine. Did it sound out of line when it was recorded? It doesn’t now. (F16) 
Variations in F, op 34 
 One of the seldom heard piano works, yet Beethoven was proud of working out 

variations in a “new way.” He changes key and seems to lose track of the theme for 
stretches at a time. (Ja14) 

6 Variations in D, op 76 
 Beethoven having fun with his hit tune from Ruins of Athens, and Richter delighting in 

it, probably with a straight face. I don‘t remember ever hearing it before, but it rocks! 
(Ja14) 

Eroica Variations in E♭, op 35 
 This big set, 24’ long, gets overshadowed by the Diabelli. Beethoven first used the theme 

in his Prometheus music and a Country Dance before these very pianistic variations – all 
before the Finale of the Symphony. (Ja14) 

Quartet No 9 in C, op 59/3 “Razumovsky” 
 I guess I haven’t heard it for a while – I thought it was the default Beethoven for Quartet 

programs. Emerson Quartet presented a virtuoso performance (second violin taking the 
lead), and played the Presto on the edge of too fast. It was dazzling, but I’d have liked 
more accuracy. (live, F14) New Orford Quartet in brilliant performance, Jonathan Crow 
taking second violin. I’m still not overly fond of the first movement. (live, Jeffrey 
concerts, S15) 

Duo in E♭ for viola, cello, and “a pair of eyeglasses,” WoO32 
 I’ve seen references to this piece for ages and have never actually heard it. It turns out to 

be a very early, unfinished work from 1796, only two movements completed. Allegro is 
gracious, with displaced beat caused by triple-stopped upbeat. Lovely companionable 
teasing just before the recap, and a few other surprises. Minuet also has some teasing – a 
wildly remote modulation, a canon that goes chromatic. The “eyeglasses” nickname was 
Beethoven’s own joke. (Ap14) 

Quintet, strings, in C minor, op 104 
 An arrangement of Beethoven’s Piano Trio, op 1/3, which had become a favorite, so it 

sounds somewhat familiar. It was first done by another hand in 1817, then taken over and 
revised by Beethoven himself. It remains early Beethoven – fresh, ambitious, serious, but 
still grazioso. (Ap14)  

Piano Sonata No 32 in C minor, op 111 
 The finale of the recital and the high point. Pavel Kolesnikov had complete mastery of 

the dynamic arc and gradation of tension in the great C-major variations. Yes, this is a 



piece that is truly as great as its reputation. (Jeffery Concerts, live Mh15) On CBC with 
Paolo Pietropaolo, a superb Korean pianist (Jun Kim?) played all three of the last Sonatas 
in succession – a journey to the sublime like nothing else in the world. (F17) 

Quartet No 10 in E♭, op 74 “Harp” 
 One of my favorite Beethovens – the first movement is so original, with its pizzicato and 

that insane first-violin passage leading to the triumphant coda. The slow movement is 
profound but hard to recall mentally. Super Scherzo, and I always miss the attacca 
transition to the Variation Finale, just as I’m  sure Beethoven intended me to. Great 
performance by the Ying Quartet (Jeffery concert, live, Ap15). A favorite, yes, but 
somehow I can’t get my mind around the magnificent slow movement. New Orford 
Quartet is brilliant – I could listen to Jonathan Crow indefinitely. (Jeffrey concert, O16)  

Quartet in B♭, op 135 
 Second half of the New Orford Quartet concert, Jonathan Crow taking first violin in what 

must be Beethoven’s weirdest piece of music. It’s always been a favorite, but coming 
back to it, I was astonished at how strange the piece is, holding together despite starts and 
stops and a wholly alien bit in a different time signature in the middle of the first 
movement. The two short movements are astonishing. An exalted performance, with 
Grosse Fuge as Finale. (live, Jeffrey Concerts, S15) 

Grosse Fuge 
 New Orford in wonderful performance. I understand now why this piece was too much 

for the Nineteenth Century. Crazy! (live, Jeffrey Concerts, S15) 
Piano Sonata No 11 in B♭, op 22 

Too much dynamic range for car music. The Allegro struck me as triadic and routine, but 
the other two movements of this rarely programmed Sonata are true Beethoven. (O15)  

Serenade in D, flute, violin & viola, op 25 
In 6 movements, a companion to the op 8 I know so well, unlike this one. But the Intrata 
is immediately familiar. (It sounds really tricky to keep in time!) Tempo di minuetto 
gives the strings a workout in the first Trio, the flute in the second. Allegro in minor is 
short, raises the level of intensity. Variation movement is the longest, no surprises but 
lovely. Beethoven seems trying to get heavier textures than the medium allows. Scherzo 
builds on witty dotted motif. Finale has Adagio introduction, with charming but 
conventional Allegro to the finish. Fine music, if predictable. (Ja16)  

Coriolan Overture, op 43 
 It’s hard to imagine anyone else writing such music at this time. (F16)  
Leonore Overture No 3 

No surprises after all this time. The scary passage is just as scary. Norrington is 
particularly good with the dramatic pauses and off-stage trumpet. I reflect how Fidelio is 
not just a great tribute to Liberty, but to Feminist Liberty – a rescue opera in which the 
victim is not a damsel in distress but the male hero himself, while Leonore has to put on 
masculine name, clothes, courage, identity – all the conventional attributes of the male 
hero. (F16)   

Piano Concerto No 1 in C, op 15 
Ashkenazy is a rather middle of the road pianist, nothing extreme – his opening seems 
very classical, Haydnesque, but the romantic shows through. London’s mikes are too 
close. The exposition is nearly a symphonic movement in itself. I like the comment that 
Beethoven’s concerto form still retains traces of the baroque ritornello. I would not be 



able to identify the beautiful Largo – the last restatement, triple on duple. Finale is pure 
joy – a tease. Ashkenazy forgets all pretense of classicism. (Ap16) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in B♭, op 19 
I`ve always liked this Concerto and I`m surprised that it`s the least popular and the 
easiest to play. I knew it was the earliest, but its beginnings date as far back as 1787 and 
it went through exhaustive revisions. It has more Mozartean lightness than any other 
Beethoven. But no one else could have written that modulation in the first movement. 
Adagio (replacing another, now lost) approaches the sublime simplicity of some late 
Beethoven – heavenly. Rondo thoroughly familiar. Yes, I love it. (Ap16) 

Piano Concerto No 5 in E♭, op 73 “Emperor” 
I’d forgotten how dramatically it begins – wow! Grand, stately and wholly preoccupied 
with V – I. That’s why it’s so strong. There’s a lot of flat 6 as well. The surprises are 
many and well known but stunning just the same. Adagio is in the key of that flat 6, B 
major. Sublime. Heroic. Finale attacca – energy, grandeur nobility. (Ap16) 

Choral Fantasy for Piano, Chorus & Orchestra, op 80 
Three segments: solo piano, joined by orchestra for a recit-like bit followed by main 
theme on piano with wind variations and fairly lengthy alternations between piano and 
orchestra, and finally the four soloists lead in the choir. Verses are very un-Schiller, 
though the whole of course foreshadows the Ode to Joy. A workout for the piano. (Ap16)  

Quartet No 3 in D, op 18/3 
The ugly duckling of the Quartets—The earliest written and maybe the least often played. 
I listened in the car and the piece holds up well, though the slow movement may be weak 
– I couldn’t honestly tell. Great performance on BBC by Signum Quartet. (S16) After 
playing the violin part so many times, it’s nice to hear what those other instruments are 
doing. I knew it was first to be written, but Ralph’s notes made me realize just how many 
ideas are packed in here. And I never got the unusual marking of movement three, 
Intermezzo. It’s been a while. Performance very strong, despite a few missed notes. (live 
at Wolf Hall, Penderecki O19)    

Turkish March from Ruins of Athens 
 Driving home from Boston, from Les brises d’orient. (O16) 
Missa Solemnis in D, op 123 

Beethoven missed his deadline by two years working 1819 to 1823 on this grand festive 
Mass, a problem piece ever since for everyone including me. I try to demythologize, but 
this is no ordinary Mass. Nothing on this scale making such larger than life demands had 
ever before been written. 

   Kyrie – the most conventional section, with nothing unusual but misplaced bar lines. There’s  
contrast of 3/2 in Christe versus 2/2 in the rest. Grandeur and solemnity uppermost. 

   Gloria falls into three sections, Allegro in 3, Qui tollis Larghetto in 2, and Quoniam back to  
Allegro in 3 – with accelerated markings towards the end. The entire Gloria accumulates 
power from beginning to a blinding finish. The Gloria motif is strong, contrasting subito 
piano with “in terra pax” and “adoramus.” Climactic fortissimo winds down to piano at 
Larghetto. Qui tollis to Miserere nobis is expressed in halting phrases, until commanding 
maestoso reaffirms Gloria. The Amen is fugal as usual, but no ordinary fugue. The 
subject is stated with hammered accents and gets prolonged mercilessly, with wild rising 
modulations, fresh restarts for second wind, big orchestral unisons, faster tempi, and 
return of the opening Gloria motif. The final cadence teeters into the Credo. 



   Credo also falls into three sections, Et incarnatus forming a resting point between two  
Allegros. It begins in solid B♭, again with sforzandi flying and a big fugue on 
Consubstantialem with a very literal “descendit.” It’s a bumpy ride, and the key requires 
the sopranos to sit on high B♭ for bars at a time. Et incarnatus is magical, shifting into G 
minor, or an archaic modal version of it. Flute tweets on high like a bird. Crucifixus and 
Sepultus become darker, more halting, almost like hocketing. There’s a rare 6-bar 
transition into Resurrexit with the inevitable soaring figures. The Credo statement 
returns, but the exalted choir is still disconnected until Et vitam strikes up a massive 
double fugue with increasingly weird syncops and sforzandi. Tessitura remains relentless 
through the painfully slow, still halting Amen. 

   Sanctus: As usual, Adagio Sanctus and faster Pleni and Osanna – but Beethoven ends presto.  
Andante cantabile Benedictus is prefaced by long orchestral Praeludium. Sanctus breaks 
tradition in being piano and set out by the solo quartet while choir remains silent. 
Praeludium is sempre piano, full of chromatic twists. Again reversing custom, Benedictus 
in a stately 12/8 is given to choir before soloists enter. Solo violin in its highest register, 
with syncops like the last quartets. Prolonged, glorious music. Osanna is fugato but short.  

   Agnus Dei – Bass solo in B minor in very low tessitura with male chorus, the others entering,  
soprano last. There a nearly awkward modulation into major key 6/8 of Dona nobis, 
oddly restless, before another odd modulation and recits from the soloists, ängstlich, and 
a \strangely chromatic fugato, a Presto, thinly scored, before return to the stately 6/8. 
Grand Pause, timps alone. Possibly the most inconclusive conclusion |Beethoven ever 
wrote.. (Ja17) 

Sonata, piano, No 30 in E, op 109  
On CBC, a recital of Beethoven’s last three Piano Sonatas, a journey to the Sublime and 
the Unspeakable. Of the three, this I think is my favorite. (F17) 

Sonata, piano, No 31 in A♭, op 110  
 These last slow movements are music from beyond death. (F17) 
Piano Trio No 5 in B♭, op 97 "Archduke" 

Jamie Parker's intro was super, all about the friendship between Beethoven and the 
Archduke, the Trio overflowing with geniality and good company. Feelings not usually 
associated with Beethoven, but they account for this wonderful piece perfectly – 
Beethoven at his most Schubertian, except for the busy working out. Outstanding, 
difficult Scherzo. Good humored Finale with teasing, and Presto coda. Acknowledged 
masterpiece. (Gryphon Trio, Parry Sound, live, Jy18) 

Violin Sonata No 1 in D, op 12 
James Ehnes’s opening piece – I’d have called it his warm up, but it’s too great a piece 
for that. Ehnes commented that it was technically easy, but important in establishing the 
violinist and pianist as equals. I think Mozart had already done that in his last sonatas, but 
I wouldn’t argue the point. Superb on every level. (live, O18) 

Variations on Bei Männern from Die Zauberflöte, WoO46 
Opener of Fiona Robson’s recital with Raymond Truong, and effective at that – low key, 
neatly played. God young Beethoven worked hard at variation form. (live, F20) 

JACK BEHRENS 
Homages 

Each of Jack’s pieces involves a previously written keyboard work altered, manipulated 
in some way. Homage to Cage involves three of Grieg’s Lyrical pieces with all the notes 



C, A, G, and E removed (regardless of accidentals). Homage to Rachmaninoff involves a 
cut-and-paste treatment of several works — teasingly, fleetingly recognizable, like 
Kagel’s Ludwig Van. Fantastique Impromptu — a grand party piece — takes Chopin’s 
op 66 and alters accidentals to produce excruciating wrong notes. Tributes merges 
waltzes by Brahms and Chopin, both in the same key, in cut-up fashion. Aimez-vous 
Brahms— is a minimalist riff on op 119/4, rather in the manner of Jack’s hilarious Auf 
Widor-sehen. Homage to Chopin melds all of the Nocturnes into a single piece. I’d feared 
listening to this might be a duty owed to friendship, but it\s a sheer delight. (O11) 

VINCENZO BELLINI 
I Capuleti ed il Montecchi 

Piece is a lost cause dramatically — or else really poorly served by director in heavily 
stylized, abstract presentation (?) Forget Shakespeare — no nurse, no Friar Laurence 
(only mysterious Lorenzo), no Mercutio, all set in single lacrimose emotional key. But 
some gorgeous vocal writing, especially for the two women. Also some appalling 
triviality. Perfunctory story line, perfunctory key changes. John sang beautifully what he 
had to sing, big applause. But he didn’t die, and reconciliation with Romeo (!) didn’t 
make much point. (Au8—Cooperstown) 

La Sonnambula 
Beautifully sung by Dessay and Flores. Simply dreadful stage production. Is the story 
line that silly? He finds his beloved fiançée in a strange man’s bed with no explanation, 
naturally he’s upset. Perhaps a commedia dell’arte mode would save it. Or just do it 
straight, for God’s sake. Pertusi is a very good basso. (Mh9) 

Oboe Concerto in E♭ 
Very slight piece, barely a slow intro plus polacca, with little of VB’s genius. 
(Jy2—Muskoka) 

Norma 
We missed it in the fall, so we watched on PBS. Radvanovski was magnificent in her 
sustained line and her nuanced phrasing (a little less so in fioriture, but she carried it off). 
Di Donato was her usual perfection. Calleja terrific. What beautiful, what great singing 
throughout! I kept thinking about Norma as mezzo – Radvanovski’s voice is certainly 
darker than Di Donato’s very bright mezzo, and she sang the lower part through half of 
the big duet, yet she has all those high extensions. A case for textual study no doubt. The 
conductor let the singers have their way – the entire opera is Adagio. No wonder Wagner 
loved it! (Ja18) 

FRANTIŠEK [FRANZ] BENDA 
Violin Concerto in E♭ 

Pleasant but standard early classical piece. Nice minor key Affetuoso. Not overly 
formulaic or clichéd, but too many sequences. (Ap8) 

Violin Concerti in D and D minor 
This is later in style than Jiri Antonin’s baroquish piece, twice the length, with traces of 
C.P.E. Bach. More formulaic. Just OK. The second is more vigorous, some Sturm und 
Drang propulsion, especially in Finale. Both beautifully performed. (Ap8) 

JAN JIRI [JOHANN GEORG] BENDA 
Violin Concerto in G [ed Dushkin] 

Liner notes minimize Dushkin’s hand in this piece, but it sounds suspicious to me — 
arpeggiated spiccato, double stops and string crossings. Very Bachian kind of Concerto 



— great appeal — quasi-romantic arioso — rousing jig Finale. Where are the MSS? Suk 
plays it in grand style. (Ap8) 

[JIRI GEORG] ANTONÍN BENDA 
Viola Concerto in F 

Very attractive if modest piece, as good as the Telemann and better than the Stamitz, 
which is more popular. The Bendas would benefit had there been fewer of them—too 
hard to keep track. (Ap8) 

Benda’s Klagen 
Transcription of vocal piece, apparently a farewell to music. Quite touching. Formal 
strangeness probably due to missing text. (Ap8) 

6 Sinfonias 
No date given (1750s?), all in 3 movements, lasting 7' to 12', all nearly limited to one 
treble (rarely two) plus bass — horns and oboes for filler only. There’s a flute bit in No 5. 
No 6 is virtually a solo violin Concerto. Still, the music is fresh, lively, late baroque 
galante, and very appealing. (Jy3) 

JULIUS BENEDICT 
Piano Concerto No 1 in C minor, op 45 
 Allegro maestoso begins directly, tutti, with the soloist entering impetuously, developing 

into a tragic march theme – second subject in conventional major, lots of passagework. 
At the end, an odd coda leads into Andante pastorale which stabilizes with a nice solo 
horn, then wanders into an unrelated Allegro, then returns via an awkward modulation to 
Andante with that solo horn. Allegro Finale begins with minor key scurrying before 
soloist enters in major, all in a firm 4. The Concerto is very inventive formally but not 
melodically, and full of generic passagework. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in E♭, op 89 
 Chronology is deceptive: The lengthy Allegro was written and performed in 1837, before 

the First Concerto and thirty years before completion and publication as op 89. The 
Allegro is considerably more classical and less adventurous formally than the C minor 
Concerto, and the teaching of Hummel shines through, though the beautifully dreamy 
second subject reminds me of John Field. Andante begins solo like a Field Nocturne – 
recap given to violins with piano filigree. (Those high piano keys were a novelty.) Rondo 
Finale begins gently; there are forceful bits, but the emphasis is grace. A very winning 
Concerto. (Muskoka—Jy14)  

ORAZIO BENEVOLI 
Missa Dominus Angeli: Gloria 

I thought the entire Mass would be here, but I must have heard it earlier. Thick sound 
with double chorus plus continuo — theorbo is welcome continuo instrument. (Mh9) 

PAUL BEN-HAÏM 
Sonata in G minor for Solo Violin, op 44; Berceuse sfaradite; Improvisation and Dance, op 30 

Largely based on Jewish modes with lots of ornamentation, some modern dissonance.  
Difficult to gauge style from solo violin. Dance-like last movement best. Short pieces 
similar, pleasant but salonish. Haggai Shaham suitably intense. (Je08) 

Violin Concerto 
My first chance to hear a major work by this composer — his best known piece. 
Surprisingly little overt Jewish signation, bouncy, neoclassic, with an incongruous 
Mid-eastern feel in the second subject, much quartal writing.  Lyrical Adagio extends 



the eastern motif — agitato B section with Hollywood Indians out of Bloch — lovely.  
Finale opens with cadenza, breaks into a capriccio fantastique, suddenly dreams off to the 
East, returns to capriccio, struggles between the two ideas. Interesting piece. (O10)    

Symphonic Metamorphoses on a Bach Chorale 
Odd subject for the father of Israeli composition, partly an homage to Paul Frankenburger 
of Munich, who became a West Asian. The Metamorphoses, after gorgeous orchestration 
of the chorale, suggest anger, cultural transformation.  Superb music in the Hindemith 
manner, and a magnificent personal statement. (N11) 

Fanfare for Israel 
Short opener — the expected trumpet flourishes give way to a solemn hymn in strings, 
beginning almost as dirge but rises to affirmation. Interesting concept, nice piece. (N11) 

Symphony No 1 
In three movements: Energico begins robustly — long, slow, quiet section — trumpets 
bring back erratic fugato, develop . . . . Cantabile spins out monodic chant. Finale 
contrasts tragic brass with buzzing tarantella in strings — lots of dramatic drumstrokes. 
Convincing musically if not very distinctive. (N11) 

Clarinet Quintet, op 31b 
 Three movements: Moderato sets clarinet in a vaguely middle-eastern mode with some 

ostinato: Capriccio begins pizzicato vivo, the clarinet twiddling yiddishly – cello slows 
tempo and sounds a Hebrew prayer. Theme and Variations sets out elegiacally with 
simple tune that remains recognizable – one variation a whimsical scherzando, another 
begins in fast unison and turns klezmer – piece ends solemnly, beautifully. (N13) 

Piano Quartet in C minor, op 4 
 Early work written in 1921 Munich by Paul Frankenberger, as he was then known – a 

mix of styles, virtuosic piano at times, seriously expressionistic, touches of scherzando, 
bits of exalted nobility – all high post-romanticism with none of the spare textures or 
mid-eastern colors of the later Ben-Haim. Andante begins with deep, richly chorded 
piano melody followed by sustained strings, highly chromatic – moves into funeral march 
– on return the A melody soars in violin – closes with elegiac recall of march – beautiful. 
Finale opens with dissonant augmented fourths, recalls of earlier themes – then suddenly 
a perky, folksy march tune – some heavy development and a presto coda. Strong piece, 
despite signs of inexperience. (N13) 

2 Landscapes, viola & piano, op 27 
 Very different from op 4 – a touch of impressionism, viola recit over spare piano chords, 

a touch of mid-eastern pitch bending, and excited B section with cross-string arpeggios. 
The second piece in a dancy 3, again with near-eastern scales, stays sotto voce. Strong. 
(N13) 

Canzonetta, op 34/4 
 Short piano piece, a melancholy Lied in 3. (N13) 
Improvisation and Dance, violin & piano, op 30 
 Slow, stark music barely accompanied, plus a folk dance in 2/4 with a touch of virtuosity 

– surprise ending. Nice stuff. (N13) 
ARTHUR BENJAMIN 
Overture to an Italian Comedy 

Short light curtain raiser — epitome of British light music.. (Ag11) 
Symphony 



Benjamin in formal dress, writing in wartime.  Largo-Allegro is dour, dire, then 
anxiously military, whiffs of Vaughan Williams — the style hard to pin down, but not far 
from the Symphonies of Arnold, Alwyn — very long, slow to unfold.  Scherzo also 
anxious, sotto voce — rises only to mf until brassy Trio.  Adagio also very long, spun 
out solemn lines — becomes agitated near the end, then quiet ending with distant bugle 
call.  Finale opens furiously with timp, rush of strings — gradually reaches major key 
patriotism à la Coates.  Admirable, not exceptional. (Ag11) 

Cotillon: A Suite of Dance Tunes 
Suite of 9 short dances dressed up from a 1719 London collection — successor to 
Warlock’s Capriol, precursor the Arnold’s Dances.  Endearing. (Ag11) 

North American Square Dance Suite 
Suite of 9 fiddle tunes from various sources, all having clear Scots-Irish origins.  Calder 
Fair is a magical tune.  Great rep.  Did this tradition exist before Pulcinella and the 
Ancient Airs Suites?  There are three general types: (a) original work —in olden style; 
(b) plundered, or rescued, from known composers à la Pulcinella; (c) lifted from 
folktunes and anonymous works.  Vaughan Williams, Britten, Walton, Copland, Harris, 
Casella, Dallapiccola, Berio . . . .. (Ag11) 

Romantic Fantasy, violin, viola and orchestra, op 11 
I remember trying to listen to this piece on side B of my father’s Heifetz-Primrose LP 
with the bright orange cover, and not liking it. I was little, and the piece begins with a 
slowish Nocturne, not the crisp phrases of Mozart. Nocturne has virtuoso work, then 
moves into a Scherzino. Finale, simply called Sonata, contrasts spiccato motif with 
romantic theme. Style could be mistaken for Walton at his best — a terrific piece that 
deserves more play. (D11) 

From San Domingo 
Encore piece for viola does not repeat the success of Jamaican Rhumba. CD includes 
three other encore, Primrose arrangements of favorite songs by Tchaikovsky, Schubert 
and Brahms. (My14) 

RICHARD RODNEY BENNETT 
Theme and Waltz from Murder on the Orient Express 

The waltz sounds amazingly familiar. Ersatz 1930s pop written for 1974 film. (Jy16) 
Suite, 12’ from the 1974 film. Bennett turns on the big Hollywood sound. Besides the 
catchy waltz tune, there’s train music, some jazzy palm court, a tango, a sinister bass 
clarinet, and a neat finish. (D18)    

Cello Sonata 
Four movements. All four are full of tempo and meter changes, contrasting moods. The 
scherzando feel is nice and there’s even a full-blown cello cadenza. Allegretto is 
grazioso, but it keeps getting interrupted by slow thoughts. Feroce sets up a near parody 
of violence – repeated notes, staccato syncopation. Final begins slow and lyrical, full of 
hesitating breaths. Speed picks up molto vivo, pauses for another cello cadenza, and 
finishes vivo. A confusing piece formally, but there are no cheap concessions, lots of 
character. (Jy16) 

Saxophone Concerto 
One movement, 3 sections, 18’. Vivo is a strong 6/8, neo-classical, almost atonal but a bit 
like Honegger – lots of cadenza room. Andante-Intermezzo allows for some wailing. 
Allegro Finale is similar in character to the Vivo but in duple time. After a cadenza, the 



orchestra introduces a surprise Lento to finish. I don’t register many of the “subtle” Blues 
hints mentioned in the notes. The entire structure has too much stop-and start. (D18)    

Reflections on a Sixteenth-Century Tune 
Variations for string orchestra, 18’. Clearly derived from the Vaughan Williams Tallis 
Fantasy but without the thick, luxuriant sound. Variation 3 homage to Peter Warlock is 
particularly beautiful. Con brio and return of theme in the Finale don’t try too hard. Why 
do English composers get it right when they write for string orchestra— (D18)    

ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT 
Hexapoda — 5 Studies in Jitteroptera 

Popsy virtuosity written for Louis Kaufman — I thought it was for Heifetz, who loved 
them. Unpretentious fun. (O11) 

WILLIAM STERNDALE BENNETT 
Symphony in G minor, op 46 

Bennett’s only mature Symphony opens with a romantic minor-key rustling like 
Schubert, continues with echoes of Mendelssohn, a bit of Spohr recitativo, and a great 
fondness for sudden arpeggios up or down. A formally elaborate Minuetto encloses a 
Trio for brass alone. Romanza has the novelty of giving violas the tune. Bridge from the 
Minuetto introduces the minor-key Finale, a bit rum-tum. The whole sounds much earlier 
than its 1867 date, but there’s more vitality than I expected. (F11) 

Piano Sextet in F# minor, op 8 
 Big 38’ work in four movements, with double bass. According to the liner notes, Bennett 

was a brilliant talent taken up by Mendelssohn and Schumann, but he seemed to lose 
confidence and subsided into academe. His four Piano Concerti are reputedly his best 
work, and this Sextet is really a Fifth Concerto manqué. Texture is largely concertante, 
with little counterpoint or detailing in the strings. Quasi Presto is Scherzo in 
Mendelssohnian minor – Trio in major, piano all but tacet. Andante begins semplice, 
works into more complex layered texture, lovely melody in violin and cello (later solo 
viola) – beautiful movement. Allegro Finale is all piano brilliance, Mendelssohnian 
torrents of notes, holding intransigeantly to minor all the way to the end, diminuendo. 
(Ap13)  

Cello Sonata in A, op 32 
 Gorgeous Adagio intro – piano takes lead in Allegro, a rushing 6/8 figure – beautiful 

second subject – nice. Minuet caracteristique has dotted minor-key theme à la 
Mendelssohn. Finale theme soars lyrically above a flutter of notes in piano – neatly 
worked out. Strong, attractive piece. (Ap13) 

NIELS VIGGO BENTZON 
Piano Sonata No 2 
 Bentzon has been no more than a name – and I’ve confused him with the avant gardist Bo 

Nilsson. But Bentzon is grandson of J.P.E. Hartmann and strongly influenced by 
Prokofiev, Bartok and Hindemith. The Sonata is in three movements, fast-slow-fast. 
Allegro in 6/8 has brief fugato in middle – stays doggedly in the same key. Adagio is 
solemn with lots of squiggly ornament, mysterioso. Allegro Finale involves racing 
sixteenths in both hands – big ending. Needs more acid, but an impressive piece. Explore. 
(Ja14) 

Toccata, op 10 
 Neo-baroque piano piece, 8’ long. Not fast, but pure abstract pattern music. Nice. (F14) 



Partita, op 38 
 Five-movement piano Suite. It seems neo-baroque though there are no dance movements. 

The pandiatonic language is more dissonant than in the Toccata, and there’s Stravinskian 
rhythmic drive. Fanfare makes an impressive big finish. Did Bentzon write anything but 
piano music? (F14) 

Traeant, op 65 
 Woodcuts is a set of nine short piano pieces, a mix of scale gestures, bitonal bits, sweet 

triads. To me it doesn’t add up – thin textures, not unpianistic but sketchy. (F14) 
Kaleidoscop, op 86 
 Single movement Fantasy of constantly changing color and character. After the opening 

bit, which covers the keyboard, this again stays in the middle, arbitrary and sketchy. (F14) 
ALBAN BERG 
Lyric Suite, for string orchestra 

Berg only arranged three of the five movements, but the result is a fine Suite, a kind of 
sampling. This is serial music that sticks in the memory. In Boulez’ performance, the 
lines have the clarity of a quartet playing. (Mh09) 

Lulu Suite 
Five chunks of the opera arranged for concert performance, essentially a Lulusymphonie, 
with soprano in the brief Lied (Blegen small voiced but spectacular — did she sing it on 
stage?) And the final blood-curdling scream and the dying words of Geschwitz. I’ll never 
forget the agonized sound of Tatiana Troyanos’ voice at the Met. Berg’s sax part is also 
memorable. (Mh09) 

Der Wein 
How have I missed this piece for so long? It was written especially for me. Three 
Baudelaire poems about drinking done into German by Stefan George. Jesse Norman is 
superb — and that sax again. Masterpiece on the order of Wozzeck and the Violin 
Concerto. [I was sure there should be notes here on Jesse’s performance of the early 
songs too.]  (Mh09) 

3 Stücke, op 6 
These are even wilder than I remember — when they seemed the norm for modern music 
that I tried hard to understand, as I learned to love the sound of it. Now I need a 
magnifying glass to see the score where the anguish is graven. (Ag11) 

Violin Concerto 
One of my sacred pieces. Can Giedon Kremer supply the performance I desire? No. He’s 
superb, considerably more understanding than Perelman, more technique than the others, 
but no flames from hell, nothing verging on the grotesque that Ferras achieves. Still, the 
best of my four. (S11) 

Quartet, op 3 
I know this piece somewhat but I haven’t heard it in years. New Zealand four make it 
sound mainstream, though it clings to the edge of tonality, pathos and all. Sestiole upbeat. 
Mässige Viertel begins with stabbing sforzando. Poor Alban was in agony already with 
opus 3. (Fe12) 

Lyric Suite 
Berg’s chamber masterpiece in six movements, alternating fast/slow, each pair 
progressively more ecstatic/desolate, descriptive of an unhappy love affair. First pair 
relatively objective, intimate conversation, a waltz and greater intimacy.  Second pair 



begins with the rats in the attic, delirious Trio section. Adagio continues passionate 
mood, slows to evacuated ending. Third pair begins with angular rhythmic motif 
contrasted with misterioso emptiness. Final Largo marked “desolato” (with Tristan 
quote).  I know this piece pretty well, but I’m grateful for the programmatic narrative.  
New Zealand four very fine, though a few spots underdo the grotesquerie. (Fe12) 

Lulu 
Finally, a full performance magnificently staged and sung, especially by Marlis Peterson, 
who owns the part today. It’s still heavy going, but the music made more sense than ever 
before, and I got a better sense of the libretto – more grotesque realism than symbolism, 
with a more bourgeois edge than I expected from this wholly amoral world. I’m finally 
able to separate the male roles – the succession of Artist, Dr Schön, Alwa, with an 
assortment of auxiliaries (Geschwitz, Acrobat, Student, and the mysterious Schogolz. I 
admire Susan Graham for stepping out of her fach, and she did well, but no one will ever 
match the wail of Troyanos at the end. Exhausting but gratifying. (MetHD--N15)  

Wozzeck 
I listened to it through on the Saturday broadcast, in the Christoph Dohnanyi performance 
with Waechter and Silja. I was surprised how well I remember it, even the German. Such 
a perfect score! The modern recording is better than the old Mitropoulos performance, of 
course, but it favors the voices far too much. (O17) I finally got to see it (as if) on stage, 
after living with the piece for sixty years. It was like revisiting a childhood home, 
everything familiar but everything too small. The fifteen scenes flew past in a one-act 
presentation. Some are too short, most notably the last with kids. But the drama holds the 
stage, builds well to the climax. Production was effective, expressionistic and slantwise. 
The two pub scenes were especially strong. Mattei and Van Hooverden were superb. The 
BIG disappointment was the sound: for some reason, the orchestra was kept to the 
background, almost inaudible. Not only was its rich detail lost, but also the major 
leitmotifs and even much of the musical character – the marching band, for example. And 
I hated the puppet-child. It took all the poignancy out of the final scene (not to mention 
the recorded speaking voices). I shall have to wait for another performance.  (MetHD, 
Mh20)        

Sieben frühe Lieder 
There are lots of early Lieder, but these seven were singled out by Berg for orchestration. 
Popp does them with piano. “Nacht”: the Hauptmann text is transformed by Berg touched 
by Debussy. “Schilflied”: Lenau sounds like Wolf in this setting. “Die Nachtigal”: 
Theodor Storm invites a melancholic Lied, but Berg ratchets it into hysteria, gorgeous. 
“Traumgekönnt: Rilke pushes Berg into near atonality. Wow! “Im Zimmer”: Josef Schlaf 
inspires Wolf in his cutsie mode, alas. “Liebesode”: Otto Houtleben bring a return to late 
romantic norms. “Sommertage”: Paul Hohenberg is back over the top with hysterical 
emotions. I’m not sure these songs take me closer to the meaning of Jugendstil, though 
the element of hysteria is detectable. Would tenor performance make a difference? (D18)    

Vier Lieder, op 2 
So hard to find as a set. The texts I finally found scattered in Fischer-Dieskau’s Book of 
Lieder. Dem Schmerz sein Recht (Hebbel, 326): Sleep but no dreams, where I am shut 
away from life’s anxieties. Sehr langsam, barely in D minor. Der Glühende (Mombert, 
327): Asleep I am carried away to my homeland, over mountain and gorge, to my 
homeland. Sehr langsam, with accelerando . . . ritardando. This and the next are written 



on a single page. Nun ich der Riesen (Mombert, 309): I’ve defeated ogres and found my 
home on a magic white hand. The bells are heavy. I stagger with sleep. Sung in the tempo 
of the spoken words. Warm die Lüfte (Mombert, 393): Warm the breezes, the greenery 
sprouts, a nightingale flutes (high piano). I sing. In high mountain forest, cold snow 
melts, a girl in gray leans on an oak, her eyes staring. He does not come, he makes me 
wait. Die! One dies, the other lives, it is profoundly beautiful. Langsam. Dieskau seems 
to distinguish gesungen from gesprochen. (Je20)    

JEAN BERGER 
Psalm 57; Brazilian Psalm; The Eyes of All 

I took a risk with an unknown American choir from Nashville on an obscure label, but 
they’re very polished. Psalm 57 is a larger setting with organ in three movements.  
Brazilian Psalm is à cappella, no Latin flavor until the final Alleluiah. The Eyes of All 
we’ve sung at FSA — beautiful. I had no idea that Berger was born a German Jew who 
fled the Nazis and changed his name. I wonder if the French pronunciation is assumed or 
just wrong. (D11) 

3 Devotional Songs            
Real gems. Texts are Pennsylvania Dutch marginalia translated from German, and all 
three settings are winners. (D11) 

6 Madrigals 
Texts are Elizabethan, not identified but some seem familiar. Settings homophonic, less 
choral interest than the Devotional Songs. Rather dull except for the last, Harvester’s 
Song. (Ja12) 

Songs of Sadness and Gladness 
Six more, this time brilliantly effective, partly because of texts, again not identified. No 5 
is Chatterton, and No 1 sounds like Ecclesiastes but I don’t think it is. Here’s a case 
where musical interpretation deepens the simple words, especially in first and last. Two 
clever novelty songs — “Let take a cat” is great fun. Wonderful. (Ja12) 

SVERRE BERGH 
Norwegian Dance No 2 “Gamel Holin” 
 Short piano piece named for noted Norwegian folk fiddler. (Ag17) 
WILLIAM BERGSMA 
Violin Concerto 

Dramatic piece, good, varied, characteristic violin writing (well played by Stiegerwalt) – 
it should make better impression than it does. Puzzling. Is it just the melodic content 
hasn’t enough Gestalt? Perhaps the orchestra needs to soar away from the soloist on 
occasion? (O08)  

Chameleon Variations 
The 13’ piece is subdivided like a short symphony – three Allegro variations, two slow, 
two scherzando, and a Finale. The slow part gets slightly into a Copland wild-west sound, 
as does the Finale, but otherwise I don’t follow the theme easily until the end and the 
fugal gestures. Big ending. Recorded sound is primitive. (Mh16) 

Concerto for Wind Quintet 
Three movements, 14’. Allegro establishes neo-classic texture, but it changes continually 
with virtuoso riffs all round. Andante evolves a series of melodic phrases over a 
dissonant two-voice accompaniment – B section is more ensemble-like. Lovely. Final 



Allegro is cheeky – horn and bassoon go wild first, followed by the others. Bergsma 
studied with Sessions, and it shows. Terrific piece. (S18) 

LUCIANO BERIO 
Chemins II, harp & orchestra 

The Chemins series is developed out of the Sequenza series, in much the same style of 
avant-garde pointillism. Here the harp is very much foregrounded — I think there's a 
second harp in the orchestra. Live performance has a lot of extraneous sound (e.g. page 
turning), some of which is written in the score (?). (O10) 

Chemins IIb for Orchestra 
Less pointillistic, more continuous. I’m not sure how or if its related to an earlier 
Sequenza. Liner notes (not by Berio) are wholly self-indulgent and uninformative. (O10) 

Formazioni for Orchestra 
An avant garde piece that's genuinely exciting. I don't understand its formal organization, 
but I like the sound it makes — much better than the above. (O10) 

Concerto for 2 Pianos & Orchestra 
For some reason I thought this was Berio in a more accessible mode -- no, it’s extremely 
avant garde, but interesting in its handling of the soloists. The visual impact might help in 
live performance. (O10) 

Opus Number Zoo – Children’s Play for Wind Quintet 
Four very short sketches with texts by one Rhoda Levine recited by members of the 
Quintet in between musical cues. Poems are childlike but hardly aimed at children – dark, 
histrionic. Here they are spoken in German, with translations in the liner notes. (D13) 

Serenade for Flute and Fourteen Instruments 
Rather austere for a serenade – pointillistic but very active, in fact interactive in chamber 
fashion. And is that cackling? Berio is always fascinating – “serial music which smiles a 
bit,” in his own words. (My14) Berio: "Bruno Maderna’s Serenata and mine . . . seem to 
me the first examples in which serial music becomes more relaxed and shows a less 
severe aspect." I've heard this so often that it seems normative. The LP was on the far-out 
edge, back when. Was there a Serenade II? All slow tempo, more flutter-tonguing, key 
slapping than in similar pieces. (Jy20) 

Chemins XII for Bassoon 
Perfect Hallowe’en music – really SCARY! The accordion piece that follows is almost 
tonal, a bit of a let down. (O19)                                                                                                                                

LENNOX BERKELEY 
Quartet No 1, op 6 

Written near in time to Britten’s First Quartet, neo-classical, lots of dry spiccato, but 
more romantic sounding both in harmony and affect.  The Bartok comparison in the 
notes is hogwash — not a touch of the folk, nor anything extreme, all very contained, 
gracefully written, bright.  In four traditional movements ending with Variations. Three 
more cheers for the Maggini Quartet.  (Jy10) 

Quartet No 2, op 15 
In 3 movements, fast-slow-fast.  Opens in gentle 3 but moves quickly into brusque 
workout, the two modes alternating.  Lento unfolds in graceful 9/8, very nice. Allegro is 
rough, eccentric, dramatic, but contained within neo-classic decorum. No 
groundbreaking, but a good piece.  (Jy10) 

Quartet No 3, op 76 



A late work, Berkeley on the serial road, but ever the neo-classically bound Romantic — 
sounds strangely like No 2, opening in gentle 3, moving into workout, though rhythms 
get dislocated and there’s one token glissando (motivated how?). Second Allegro is brief 
scherzando in 3. Lento rather dry. Vivace is serialism made joyful and bouncy. (Jy10) 

Five Poems, op 53; 2 Auden songs 
Well made but not gripping — the vocal lines are not natural but sound constructed. Op 
53 works as a set but would probably be excerpted. “Night covers up the rigid land” is 
awkward, where Britten’s setting on the same disc is easy. “Lay your sleeping head” 
might grow on me. (Ag10) 

Trio for Flute, Oboe & Piano 
 In four short movements calling for auxiliary instruments in the slow movement, in 

Berkeley’s demi-sec neo-classicism. Is it memories of Poulenc that make me cry out for 
some wit? Or is Berkeley just too busy hiding from the conventional associations of his 
instruments? Finale academically contrapuntal. OK, not compelling. (Ap13). 

String Trio, op 12 
 Smallish piece in three movements. My first thought was French, Roussel maybe – edgy 

neo-classicism, motor rhythms, shimmering melodic line (excessively wispy – ghastly in 
fact). Adagio seems morose, rises into restrained but authentic feeling. Allegro babbles 
cheerfully – pause for recit bit before coda. Strong piece – I’d like to hear a better 
performance. (Ap13) 

Sonatina for Oboe & Piano, op 61 
 Three small movements. I have trouble with oboe-piano combination, but not piano and 

other woodwinds. First two movements seem to let oboe wander over wayward piano 
chords. More happens in sprightly Finale. But it’s all pretty dry. (Ap13) 

Oboe Quartet 
 Rather late work in 3 movements – Moderato – Presto – Andante – more abstract, more 

vinegar than the earlier pieces. Presto dissolves with a plaintive squawk. All quite dry. 
(Ap13) 

Suite for Flute, Oboe & String Trio 
 Earliest piece on the CD, written in 1930 while LB was a student with Boulanger. 

Neo-baroque, six movements. I’d hardly describe it as “scintillating,” like the optimistic 
liner notes – maybe stolid, even dour. Why all the awkward double stopping in the 
strings? Hornpipe, ripped off from Pulcinella, makes lively ending. (Ap13) 

Piano Concerto in B♭ 
 The opening is promising, even conventional, in its feeling, lots of full orchestra, piano 

writing a lot in octaves – big cadenza keeps mainly thin textures – coda quiet until timp 
stroke and lively finish. Andante has piano (in octaves) over thickly voiced lower strings 
– reflective tone. Finale more whimsical, in 2 with offbeats. Even in this style, Lennox B 
is emotionally concealed. (Mh16) 

Voices of the Night, op 86 
 Orchestral nocturne, 9’. Meandering mood piece with chimes but not much mood. (O17) 
Symphony No 2 
 Major work from 1959, 26’, the second of four. Misterioso intro, neo-classical Allegro, 

winds alternating strings in blocs, misterioso returns. Rhythmically square. Scherzo 
described as “vivacious” just seems clunky. Lento begins with quietly meandering 
strings, then brass, then effortful passionate climax. Allegro Finale is lively, with a 



modicum of rhythmic interest. But what a yawn! Berkeley just does hasn’t the presence 
of Walton or Britten, even Bliss or Lambert. (O17) 

MICHAEL BERKELEY 
Concerto for Organ and Orchestra 
 Lennox Berkeley’s son. Single movement, 20’. Large orchestra for cathedral space, the 

language is atonal and very dissonant. There’s some free, unsynchronized rhythm, very 
busy texture, very loud – eventually synchronized and rhythmic. Long unaccompanied 
unison wail for violins and violas. At end, a rising affirmation in semi-consonant 
harmony (a lie, says the composer). Trumpets meander out. Intriguing. (O17) 

Viola Concerto 
 One 16’ movement. Soloist begins with great atonal leaps, snarling brass and woodwinds. 

Viola reaches greater heights. Undistinguished. (O17) 
IRVING BERLIN 
Blue Skies: 17 Songs 

Berlin is a mystery: his style is so generic, yet he’s responsible for more memorable 
American songs than nearly anyone else. He lacks the melody of the operetta guys 
(Herbert, Romberg, Friml, Kern), his jazz syncopation is mild, he has wit but not the pure 
verbal wit of Porter or Ira Gershwin (he favors crude vowel rhyme), yet he does it all, up 
beat, sentimental ballad, comic turn. This disc has some standards (Blue Skies, I Love a 
Piano, What’ll I Do, Let’s Face the Music and Dance) and a lot of nice surprises (Russian 
Lullaby, You’d Be Surprised, Lazy, At the Devil’s Ball). A hit. Joan Morris sounds a bit 
more frazzled than elsewhere.  (My10) 

12 songs 
By various singers, including some excellent pops like Kate Smith (of course), Jo 
Stafford, Rosemary Clooney, Alice Faye, Dorothy Squires, Doris Day. There’s even a 
squib of Berlin singing himself. A few less familiar numbers, like “You keep comin’ 
back like a song,” “All Alone.” With Berlin’s limited technical resources, he still made 
melodies with more complex harmonic basis than 99% of pop songs today. See “I’ve got 
my love to keep me warm.” (Ag17) 

HECTOR BERLIOZ 
La Damnation de Faust 

Puzzling piece, like so much of Berlioz, not intended as opera, highly episodic, no 
flourished endings in either of the two parts, even the ascent to heaven. Wonderful 
passages—plus Berliozian longueurs. The horse race at the end is spectacular. The tenor 
carries the piece, and Giordani’s is  not a very attractive voice, though intelligent. 
Relyea great, but monochromatic; Graham lovely, but no low notes. Cirque de Soleil 
staging a visual feast, but overpowers the music. Mixed reviews.  (MetHD’s08) 

Waverley Overture, op 1 
Fascinating, a sinuous Berlioz sostenuto not extended enough, then a fast bit with some 
riffs that sound like Symphonie Fantastique, plus bits that sound like undeveloped 
sketches. (Ja09) I remember being unimpressed at last hearing. It’s not top-drawer 
Berlioz, but I like the drooping slow intro with cello melody, and the jittery Allegro. 
Divided strings are not quite up to Berlioz’ demands. (Je19) 

Beatrice et Benedict Overture 
So familiar, still astonishing for its intricacy and changeableness. San Diego Symphony 
sounds very good. (Ja09) 



King Lear, op 4 
He was in his twenties when he essayed Lear. It takes a long time to get off the ground, 
bass recit with timpani, the perky theme is Cordelia. Some nice bits, a few dissonant 
superimposed chords,  but too much stopping and starting. Weak Berlioz. (Ja09) 

Benvenuto Cellini Overture 
Familiar, but I couldn’t remember how it goes. One of the great ones, of course. (Ja09) 

Rob Roy Overture 
I don’t recall ever hearing this piece. Another youthful overture, dismissed by Berlioz 
himself as diffuse. It strikes me as stronger than King Lear. Uses “Scots Wha Hae” and 
the tune later used in Harold in Italy — no fireworks, but satisfying. (Ja09) 

Corsaire Overture, op 21 
Great piece — what I remember is the terrifying opening and the big gallumphing tune. 
(The writer of the booklet notes has never heard of Byron.)  (Ja09) 

Les nuits d’été 
Janice Taylor sings them beautifully, with remarkable nuance for such a fruity contralto. 
Curious to hear them with piano — they don’t satisfy, not because of the brilliance of his 
orchestration but because of the poverty of his piano writing. The chords don’t sustain. 
(Muskoka—Fe12) 

8 Songs 
Why am I surprised at the melodic beauty here? I expected something marmoreal like Les 
Troyens, which I love now, but which took some effort. La Captive, with Greenhouse on 
cello, is glorious. Every song is a winner, and the piano writing, though not prominent, is 
less naked than in the cycle. Gorgeous CD. What happened to Janice Taylor? (Fe12) 

Les Troyens 
I never thought I’d see this in my lifetime — but there it is, and I was transfixed for every 
minute of the 4+ hours of music — even the dramatic lull in Act III, for all the ballet and 
Iopas’s song that everyone complained about. The cumulative impact of the piece is 
overwhelming, if one can enter into the slow pace of the music. The singers were 
amazing, with the one exception of Deborah Voigt as Cassandra: I’m not sure if it was 
not grasping the pure legato line demanded, or not being able to do it vocally. The big 
event was Bryan Hymel in the impossible role of Énée. His “Nuit d’ivresse” with the 
exquisite Susan Graham was not only perfect but slower than I would have thought 
possible. Graham in that, her entrance scene, and the last act, was everything anyone 
could possibly ask. [“The Mt Everest of mezzo roles” she called it.] And the Met Chorus! 
I’m still floating. I’m still looking for the names of the two fine tenors who sang Iopas 
and Hylas, and the fine mezzo who sang Anna. And I mustn’t forget Julie Bouliane as 
Ascagne — our Canadian Cenerentola with John at Glimmerglass. I was not carried away 
by Zambello’s staging, but it didn’t get in the way. (Ja13) [Karen Cargill Anna; Paul 
Appleby, Hylas; Eric Cutler, Iopas.]  

Herminie 
First of Berlioz’ four Prix de Rome cantatas, the story from Ariosto’s tale of Tancredi and 
his secret lover. The opening is immediately trcognized as the idée fixe from Symphonie 
Fantastique, complete with side-slipping harmony. The first of three airs has nice 
irregular phrasing – the second agitated (she fears for Tancredi’s life) – the third begins 
triumphant and turns to a prayer to Tancredi’s Christian God. Beautiful stuff. (Ap15)  

La mort de Sardanapale 



Tantalizing fragment – attractive tenor air with chorus, followed by instrumental 
postlude. (Ap15)  

La mort d’Orphée 
Begins pastoral with chirping birds. Orphée hopes to set aside jealous fury of the 
Bacchantes, sings paean to his lyre. Discord announces arrival of Bacchantes. Orphée 
pleads innocence as to music builds to bacchanale and the women kill him. In a lovely 
epilogue, the harp is heard and Orphée’s wordless voice sounds on the clarinet. (Ap15)  

Les Francs Juges Overture, op 3  
I bought the CD for this missing Berlioz – then heard it in the car. Norrington makes the 
most of the thickened bass chords – it sounds like an interesting piece, though I didn’t 
hear any extended melodic material. Listen again. (Je15)  

Lélio, ou Le Retour à la Vie, op 14b 
Berlioz’ autobiographical sequel to the Symphonie Fantastique, a “monodrama lyrique,” 
is a weird mélange of melodrama, recital salon, and concert hall secular oratorio – 
genre-busting in the extreme. There are six disparate musical numbers weakly strung 
together on the arbitrary thread of spoken narrative. Lélio is the suffering romantic artist, 
too sensitive for the world, a victim wounded by love (and Shakespeare). (I) His tenor 
friend Horatio sings an incredibly difficult song on a French version of Goethe’s “Der 
Fischer.” (II) The orchestra sneaks in with the idée fixe, introducing a Choeur d’ombres. 
(III) He meditates at length on Shakespeare and wishes himself among a band of outlaws, 
in a rousing operatic vagabond scene. They depart to join an old hermit. (IV) Song of 
Happiness and Souvenirs makes Lélio blissful. His Inner Voice sings a hymn, transfixed, 
with orchestral intro, then tenor and harp. (V) The Aeolian Harp – instrumental. Lélio 
pines for Juliet-Ophelia. A friend would dig our grave and above it hang the Aeolian 
harp. (VI) Lélio rouses himself to action. He prepares to conduct his own Fantasy upon 
Shakespeare’s Tempest, with an Italian text. The Chorus, delicately accompanied (first 
ever use of orchestral piano) calls Miranda to embrace her destined Prince; but the 
orchestra whips up a storm, Caliban lurks, and the spirits bid Miranda farewell. There’s a 
Sunday bandstand ending. (7) Lélio dismisses the players, but an invisible orchestra 
intones the idée fixe. “Encore – et pour toujours!” This is one of the most unsuccessful 
works by a major composer that I’ve ever heard. But apparently it was better received in 
its day, when the melodrama format was more familiar. (Jy17)   

8 Scenes from Goethe’s Faust, op 1 
Berlioz wrote this sketch for La Damnation de Faust without picturing the larger work, 
soon after reading Nerval’s translation (1827) and published it in 1829. He then withdrew 
it and tried to destroy copies – but at least two numbers appear revised in the mature 
work. Faust never appears in the eight numbers. (1) An Easter hymn for double choir, 
male and female, quite beautiful. (2) Peasants under the Linden Trees – Dance and Song, 
beautifully sung by Susanne Mentzer. (3) Concert of Sylphs: Chorus with six soloists, 
beautifully complex choral writing, gossamer orchestration, but no trace of the famous 
later melody. (4) Song of the Rat – a drunken tavern song for baritone with chorus. (5) 
Song of the Flea – sung by Mephisto, a tenor, with chorus. The flea levels every class of 
humanity. (6) The King of Thule – Goethe’s familiar ballad sung by Marguerite (Susan 
Graham) – an inferior conception. (7) Romance de Marguerite: The melody of D’amour 
l’ardente flame, virtually complete, including the great climactic phrases. Wow! The 
Soldier’s Chorus enters attacca. (8) Mephisto’s Serenade: This too appears in La 



Damnation, but for basso. Ainsley gets only guitar for support – a feeble way to end the 
opus. (Jy17) 

L’Impériale, op 26 
Patriotic cantata by the mature Berlioz. The composer foolishly thought Louis Napoleon 
might be a patron and champion of French art, so he wrote this birthday cantata while 
finishing L’Enfance du Christ, three years into Napoleon’s regime. He expected 1200 
performers for the double choir and orchestra, so the style reflects outdoor massiveness. 
It resembles the grand entrance of Dido, but without the same thrill. (Jy17) 

Roman Carnival Overture, op 9 
 When did I last hear this? I still know it, every note. (Jy17) 
3 songs 

“Sur les lagunes” is Gautier’s poem from Les nuits d’été, sung in its original baritone 
manifestation. I didn’t know that Berlioz’ orchestrations were done at different times for 
different singers, hence difficulties of range. “Le chasseur danois,” op 19/6, sets a poem 
by the son of the Count Ribbing who plotted to assassinate Gustav III of Sweden. It’s a 
hunting song with a tragic end. “Plaisir d’amour is of course Padre Martini’s greatest hit, 
in Berlioz’ orchestration. (Jy17) 

La Marseillaise 
 See Claude Rouget de L’Isle. 
Hélène, op 2/2 

Ballad for men’s chorus with orchestra and four very prominent horns. Clever melodic 
writing for the hunter falling in love motif. (Jy17) 

Harold in Italy, op 16 
So familiar, yet have I listened attentively? The opening fugato is unusual for Berlioz. I 
don’t remember a performance as balletic as this on BBC – it dances away. The Pilgrim’s 
March is too fast. I love the way the viola stays apart from the orchestra and comments. 
The ponticello arpeggios really work here. The Serenade is in the very same tempo. Orgy 
begins with a bang! And carries on likewise. Drama is intense. (Je19) 

La mort de Cléopâtre 
One of Berlioz’ Prix de Rome scenas, 19’. It is later, I think, and has the Berlioz sound in 
the restless opening, the drooping horns. BBC disc has no text. Reandra Danose has a 
heavy mezzo voice, somewhat unfocussed but very listenable. (Je19) 

Roméo et Juliette – Symphonie dramatique, op 17 
Seven movements, about 87’. I listened to the original format without Gardiner’s 
mucking about. Berlioz’ genre-busting is more focussed here than in Lelio but still 
extreme, a mix of operatic scenes with instrumental movements. Text is uncomplicated 
but strangely selective from the play, requiring previous familiarity I think. (I) Intro: 
Strophes. Orchestra depicts swordplay, pomp at arrival of Duke, then choral narrative of 
the feuding clans. Catherine Robbin introduces the lovers. Thirty seconds only of 
ballroom scene, then choral narrative of balcony scene finishing with statement of the big 
love theme with flatted 6. Contralto sings of first love, mentioning Shakespeare by name. 
(II) Scherzetto: Queen Mab. Vocal version sung by tenor, chorus interjects. Romeo alone 
(instrumental) with feelings of the Grand Ball. I’m struck by the spare scoring until dance 
music sets in, a familiar tune and extended. (III) Scène d’amour. Men’s chorus offstage, 
Capulets leaving the Ball. Scene is then purely instrumental, celli in recit as it trying to 
speak. Again, very spare scoring. Long movement used to be excerpted in concert. (IV) 



Queen Mab Scherzo: Orchestral version (to liven things up). All sotto voce until big 
crash – very strange percussion. (V) Convoi funèbre de Juliette. Chorus of Capulets kept 
to monotone on tonic, all activity left to orchestra. It seems like a radical experiment to 
translate words into music. It then switches to virtual a cappella. (VI) Instrumental. Joy, 
despair, final agony and death of the lovers. Agitato, then a rising chromatic tune more 
sinister than joyful. Juliette is the clarinet. Sudden outburst of delirium, lots of isolated 
string recit, all exposed. (VII) Finale: Chorus of Montagues and Capulets together, while 
Père Laurence narrates story of the lovers’ love and marriage in arioso. Air (the first!). 
Feuding families continue in anger. Père Laurence castigates them. The families become 
ready to accept their fate. “Toute notre âme change.” It’s really not a very good piece, 
even the vaunted instrumental sections. Too draggy as a whole. But it’s a radical 
experiment, breaking the symphonic genre, making it carry abstract and verbal meaning 
(in ways the foreshadow Pound’s efforts). It’s not a dramatic narrative but a weaker 
third-person meditation on the beginning and end of the play. The love theme needs 
richer handling. The livelier parts need more. The confusion of verbal with musical as 
always weakens the music. (Je19) 

Te Deum, op 22 
Six sections, 47’. Scored for three choirs, solo tenor, orchestra and organ. First section is 
a grand fugue – a rarity in Berlioz. Second passage begins quietly with organ and high 
voices, light instruments, but with huge brass swells. The dynamic contrasts in Abbado’s 
recording are fabulous. The prayer Dignare Domine is kept soft, a marvelous full 
orchestra pianissimo. Tu Christe breaks in forte (but only forte). Tu ergo, lovely, is given 
to solo tenor. Organ breaks in with hints of archaic mode as text threatens an eternity of 
hell, before a hymn of praise that begins with rather somber tolling and rises in crescendo 
before long delayed affirmation of major key. (Mh20) 

Lord BERNERS 
L’uomo dai baffi [Man with Mustache] 

Seven short movements for piano and small ensemble, written as a ballet, or performed as 
pantomime or puppet show. I get the Berners sound and the parodic antics, but the 
modernist sound of this is still surprising. Berners is a kookier Walton from Façade, or a 
clown sprung from the comic element of Stravinsky. But not an amateur. Tremendous 
fun for a chamber group. [Textual issues abound, alas. I can’t really make out Philip 
Lane’s explanation of who arranged what.] (O19) 

Three Valses bourgeois; Polka 
The waltzes were for piano in 1919, here orchestrated by Philip Lane. Valse brillante has 
allusions to Schumann’s Carnival, while the third is named for three Strausses, Johann, 
Richard (with bits of Rosenkavalier), and Oskar. Elegant, tongue firmly planted in cheek. 
Polka was a contribution to a composite piece, then won brief fame in the soundtrack of a 
1944 Ealing film called Champagne Charlie. (O19) 

The Triumph of Neptune [complete ballet] 
19 numbers, 44’. We are fortunate that Diaghilev was inspired to commission Lord 
Berners, because this ballet is his only work of considerable length. It was performed in 
1926 as a ballet-pantomime in the spirit of Les Six and of course Satie. A world of 
superficial fantasy transformed into high art. The sketchy plot involves a Sailor and a 
Journalist who discover Faeryland in a telescope and vow to go there. Meanwhile, the 
Sailor’s wife is seduced by a Dandy. Their erotic Polka is interrupted by The Last Rose 



of Summer sung by a drunken basso profundo. Orchestration is wildly eccentric and 
brilliant. (O19) 

CHRISTOPH BERNHARDT 
Aus tiefer Not; Was betrübst du dich 

Born 40 years later than his teacher Schütz, CB’s manner is similar, perhaps more 
melodic elaboration of the arioso alternating with recit. The first, the nicer one, for 
soprano, the other for countertenor. Ahle’s short piece is similar in style.  (N09) 

LEONARD BERNSTEIN 
Halil, flute & orchestra 

Bernstein in lyrical mode, beautiful, turning to Copland-like rhythmic middle section, 
beautiful sonorous string bit, sweet ending. Nice piece: wonderfully orchestrated, great 
percussion. I don’t know occasion or meaning of title. [Halil = flute: Written in honour of 
Israeli musician who died in Suez war. I didn’t detect offstage alto flute.] Easily best of 
three pieces on disc. (Jy09) 

Seven Anniversaries 
Short piano pieces celebrating the birthdays of the dedicatees, with one In Memoriam — 
counterparts of Virgil Thomson’s portraits. Written by young Bernstein under the eyes of 
Copland.  Very slight, but pleasant. (Je10) 

Dybbuk 
Not knowing this piece, I assumed it was early, but it turns out to be a late failure, a 45' 
ballet on the Yiddish classic. It doesn’t impress as a whole — too much subordinate, 
coloristic stuff, too little concerted bits of any length, all sombre, not a trace of jazziness, 
not even much Jewish color (no klezmer). There is supposed to be opposition between 
tonality and atonality, but I hardly detect it. The master here is Prokofiev rather than 
Bernstein’s true father, Copland. But there are some good concerted bits that apparently 
are gathered in concert suites. (Je10) 

Fancy Free 
This is the early Bernstein, pure and joyful — a half-hour ballet score with little filler, 
lots of high stepping jazz, wild syncops, plus musical cohesion. If anything, it could be 
faulted for too much of a good thing.  (Je10) 

Piano Trio 
Student composition written at Harvard, in three movements, all quick — flashy piano 
writing — I might guess Martinu for cheeky, slightly dissonant neo-classicism. Middle 
Tempo di marcia is really a Scherzo, varying tempos, pizzicati, skittish, short. Finale also 
lightweight. Not great, but worth a listen. (Mh11) 

 
Violin Sonata 

Early work in two movements, written at age 21, essentially a Theme and Variations. 
Moderato spins a long-breathed, twisty melody with no particular direction or motivation, 
like the workaday stuff of many of the American generation I love. The Variations lift the 
piece — 6 variants on the Moderato, the first quite wild for 1939, as well as the fifth. 
Spare, quiet epilogue. (O11) 

One the Town: three excerpts 
Pure joyful Bernstein, like Fancy Free. Keith Lockhart used it as pure Americana on 
PBS. (Ag12) 

West Side Story – Symphonic Dances 



 On CBC – this music amazes me every time I hear it. (Jy15) 
Facsimile – Choreographic Fantasy 

A piece I’ve somehow missed – in Bernstein’s Copland mode, a 19’ abstract ballet for 
one female, two male dancers. Lenny’s threesome! Slow music quickens, then 
dramatically introduces The Man, quickens again with piano, brass, solo strings. At some 
point the second Man joins for pas de trois, and music becomes agitated. It’s tricky 
rhythmically, but one-dimensional – I’d like more cross rhythm. (Ap18) 

Prelude, Fugue, and Riffs 
Clarinet and jazz ensemble, 10’ (trumpets, trombones, saxophones, piano, percussion, 
bass). Down and dirty – wow! Terrific piece! (Ap18) 

Serenade after Plato’s Symposium 
Violin concerto in five movements, 29’. I’ve never warmed to this piece – I recall it as a 
parade of slow movements, but that’s not so, and I enjoyed it this time. The rhythms 
drawn from Greek meters point to the chief source, Stravinsky’s Apollo, which I love. I 
recall little brilliance, but the virtuosity is subtle as in Stravinsky’s Concerto. First 
movement is true Allegro, and Allegretto and Presto move along, not outstaying their 
welcome. Gorgeous passage in Adagio. The Molto tenuto (Socrates) is what I remember, 
but it eventually turns into a Vivace carnivalesque. Maybe it’s Akiko Meyer’s 
performance, but the piece is far more appealing now. (Ap18) 

Chichester Psalms 
I guess it’s been a while since I heard these as a group or sung them. I marveled again at 
the utter beauty and originality, in concept and detail. That bass drum on beat 7. That 
wildly difficult bit for men in No. 2, and its handling. The ecstatic hushed ending, 
pianississimo. What is the role of boy soprano in Jewish music? On TV, what a treat! 
(Mh19) 

ANTONIO BERTALI 
Sonate Festive 

Fifteen mid-seventeenth-century Sonate for various numbers and assortments of early 
instruments, in Monteverdian style, contrapuntal secunda practica, but with beginnings of 
instrumental style. I was surprised at the presence of brass instruments in some of the 
pieces, specified as “with trombone solenne.” The Baroque brass balance quite easily 
with the strings. He worked in Vienna, second generation after Castello, and was widely 
known as one of the first to write non-vocal music extensively (though he produced 
sacred music as well). Nice Ciaconna – another, majestic, with nice cross relations, track 
14. (Ap13) 

Lamento della Regina d’Inghilterra 
Early 15’ baroque lament based on the historical Queen Henrietta, wife to Charles I of 
England, who fled to the continent. Text by a sympathetic Archduke Leopold Wilhelm 
includes two interjections by a basso profundo narrator. Extended recitativo for soprano 
and basso, both with extended range. On Tirami Su program. (O17) 

FERDINANDO BERTONI 
Kyrie 

At St Mark’s the custom was that the apprentice write the Kyrie for the master’s Mass. 
Here Bertoni’s serves for Galuppi’s 1766 Christmas Mass – a chipper, cheerful Kyrie 
with scarcely a hint of remorse. Three soloists with choir and orchestra. Second Kyrie is 
outstanding. (O13) 



FRANZ BERWALD 
Quartet in E♭ for Piano & Winds 

After Mozart & Beethoven (minus oboe) but different sound world. Even this early 
(1819), FB’s quirkiness shines through: transparent texture, winds never used en bloc, 
fragmentary phrases, some nose thumbing — all striking after Farrenc’s polish.  
Startling passages in Andante, gentle Finale. Formally either courageously inventive or 
wholly chaotic.  (Je09) 

Piano Trio No 2 in F minor 
Three movements without break. Dramatic opening, highly motivic, development full of 
surprises. Finale closes with cyclical return to opening in coda. Sophisticated, elegant 
writing (these terms not typically applied to Berwald). (Je09) Allegro begins with 
cadenza-like gestures; development gets caught in repetitive phrases and sequences. 
Attacca into Larghetto melody treated with repetition and embellishment. Last is a 
compound movement, Scherzo (a melancholy tune in 3, no jokes here) and final Allegro. 
The piece, alas, falls short of Berwald’s best. (My13) 

Septet in B♭ 
Same instrumentation as Beethoven’s op 20, some of the same heartiness and good 
humor.  Recognizably Berwald, even before the Scherzo wrapped inside Adagio springs 
its surprise — it’s the sustained sequential passages with business over top.  (Je09) 

Piano Quintet No 1 in C minor 
Very odd formally, Scherzo enveloped inside first movement, with effect of highly 
sectioned piece, contrasting moods and motifs, seemingly chaotic, but done with 
conviction.  Fleet-fingered Finale — which halts briefly in coda for reprise of Scherzo 
tune.  FB’s most daring formal experiment, not quite successful.  (Je09) 

Duo in D for Violin and Piano 
Virtually a Sonata, like Schubert’s Duo in A, but movements played attacca — a constant 
succession of surprises — return of theme at end. FB at his best, but in lesser genre and a 
gentle mood. (Je09) 

Piano Trio No 4 in C 
Fine characteristic work: FB wrote 5 in all. It’s gratifying to know that he wrote so much 
at such a high level. If anything the chamber works are more inventive and daring than 
the symphonic works — always excepting the Singulière, of course. (Je09) 

Piano Trio No 1 in E♭ 
 Berwald wrote five Piano Trios, the first still unpublished and unnumbered. This one is in 

three movements: Slow intro, melodic Allegro, the strings in octaves against the piano 
much of the time. Attacca into Andante grazioso, a gorgeous duet for strings with piano 
comment. Finale gives piano an energetic theme – wonderful bits with piano vs pizzicato, 
syncopated violin – but the movement has momentum. Top-notch Berwald. (My13)  

Piano Trio No 3 in D minor 
 Three movements without a break: Allegro opens with motto, then a mournful melody 

shared among the instruments – continuous development, busyness and motivic play – 
complete restatement saved for end, and a tragic cadence moves deceptively into the 
Largo, an even more tragic, operatic scena – a wholly original movement. Allegro again 
shares around the two tunes, an odd one and a folksy one. The strings join in a grand 
statement, only to be challenged by striding triplets in the piano and a quiet, mournful 
end. A real journey: Berwald at his quirky best. (My13)  



Quartet No 1 in G minor 
 The First Quartet stands apart from the other two, written at age 22 a full three decades 

earlier. As such, it is accomplished, relies rather heavily on repetitions and sequences, 
and bears little imprint of Berwald’s mature personality. Poco Adagio develops a 
commonplace theme with embellishments. Scherzo (Berwald followed Beethoven in 
1818) is rugged in minor key; Trio in major has nice rippling. Allegretto Finale has curt 
spiccato theme and a few surprises. Not bad, but lacking special character. (My13) 

Quartet No 2 in A minor 
 Four movements plus slow intro played without pause. How often did this happen before 

the 1840s? Intro ventures some unconventional harmony, and strange things happen 
between the instruments in the passagework. Adagio is triggered by one of those 
unexpected chords – and there are further surprises, tremolo bits, underlining a sustained 
legato line. Scherzo begins as a sudden romp, impish (devilish to play), that soon 
transitions, with recall of the intro, into the insouciant tune of the Finale in happy major. 
Harmonics, grace note bits, ricochets, and a weirdly chorded chorale – this Quartet 
should also be called Singulière. (My13) 

Quartet No 3 in E♭ 
 Five movements without a break – or rather four, with a Scherzo sandwiched between 

two halves of the Adagio, as in the Singulière. The opening has an intro that alternates 
dramatically between slow and fast bits – the Allegro dramatizes a struggle between 
Berwald the melodist and the Sturm-und-Drang eccentric, with increasing tension in 
development. Adagio is beautiful – the placement of pizzicato is a constant delight – and 
the Scherzo is impish, sassy – real attitude. Short Finale allows the melodist to re-engage 
with the tormented eccentric and win a provisional victory. A major masterpiece of the 
repertoire – as is the Second Quartet. (My13) 

Reminiscences of the Norwegian Mountains 
 Tone poem, 10’. Begins with a gloomy introduction, then a Moderato movement in minor 

with second subject in major. There are sudden dramatic stops -- vistas? A quick coda is 
halted for a return of the original gloomy reflections and a slow finish. (S20) 

Konzertstück in B♭ for bassoon and orchestra 
 One movement, three parts, 12’. Brief concerto-like tutti, then full of ideas both lyrical 

and virtuosic. It measures up to good Weber. Middle section sounds like variant of Home 
Sweet Home. Last part reprises some of the opening motifs before a razzle-dazzle coda. 
Terrific piece. (S20) 

Wettlauf: Etude for Orchestra 
 Tone poem, “Foot Race,” 9’. Big crescendo, racing strings, loping 6/8 middle section -- 

it’s a long run -- lots of repeated figures. Predictable but enjoyable, it has a place beside 
Honegger’s Rugby, effective in the right context. (S20) 

Ernste und heitere Grillen 
 Serious and Joyful Fantasies, Fantasy for orchestra, 9’. Ernste comes first, with more of 

Berwald’s unsettled orchestral surprises. Then the joyful part, oddly in a rather anxiety 
stricken minor with irregular rhythms and lots of Berwald’s signature wind tweedles and 
dynamic contrasts. This could be an additional movement to the great Singulière. Abrupt 
ending. (S20) 

The Queen of Golconda Overture 
 This opera was virtually Berwald’s last effort to gain recognition. It failed. Very much in 



the pre-Wagnerian line of Weber, Spohr, and Marschner, the 8’ overture has slow intro 
with luscious strings and a bright Allegro. It is appealing, but lacks the immediate 
melodic hooks of, say, the greatest Weber overtures. (S20) 

Elfenspiel 
 Tone poem, 9’. Begins reflectively with odd hints of the Mendelssohnian scherzo to 

come -- muted strings, those wind twiddles everywhere as the crescendo erupts in subito 
fortissimo, with hints of dissonance. All is not benign. The string theme returns, senza 
sordino, and grows more complex, with a sinister accelerando coda and abrupt ending. 
Very strong piece. (S20) 

THOMAS BEVERIDGE 
Yizkor Requiem  
 10 movements, just under an hour long. Text in Hebrew, Latin, and English. I know 

nothing of Beveridge, who studied with Piston and Randall Thompson. His Requiem is a 
conflation of the Catholic Requiem with the Jewish Yizkor text commonly given on Yom 
Kippur. Alas, Naxos gives no text, only a damned summary. It’s not great music, a notch 
or three above Karl Jenkins, but I find it thoughtful, creative, and poignant. (1) Reader’s 
Kaddish. The music is tonal, with Cantor and large chorus. Brassy, celebratory, with 
Jewish chromatic inflections. Alberto Mizrahi is extraordinary, a cantor’s wail with a 
high C. (2) Requiem Aeternum, a 16’ section. Long string bridge led by solo double bass 
– choir sings Requiem to Jewish-sounding tune rising to Dona – touches of romantic 
sentiment, soloists enter in Hebrew with hints of klezmer. Tambourine initiates dance 
treatment of Te decet hymnus – long slow fade. (3) Psalm 23: choir sings lively tune with 
oboe-pipe and drone – shivery moment for “valley of the shadow” – return to affirmative 
tone. (4) Remember: Cantor begins with Hebrew Avot, prayer to the fathers, then the 
women join with Latin Offertorium. This is the only point where all three soloists join: 
“Remember and inscribe us in the Book of Life,” (5) Hostias: an a cappella choral motet 
that focuses on Abraham, the common founding father of both faiths (not to mention 
Islam). (6) Sanctification: Vivace setting of Sanctus/Kaddish, threefold, building to huge 
climax. (7) El Malei Rachamim: The most poignant Kaddish prayer, given in Hebrew and 
English. Cantor, choir, solo horn, and strings. Extended slow fugal development. (8) Lux 
Aeterna: Soprano solo, flute, and high winds. (9) Justorum animae: Simple call and 
response setting of passage from Wisdom of Solomon. (10) Mourner’s Kaddish and 
Lord’s Prayer: Set as parallel texts, the Cantor to the fore. Final spoken reading in 
English from the Union Prayer Book of Common Worship. Flute plays Justorum Animae 
melody to a quiet finish. (My19) 

ADOLPHE BIARENT 
Piano Quintet in B minor 

Big three-movement quintet in the Franck line: begins slowly, takes time to gather steam 
— interesting superimposed tempos — piano thoroughly dominates — finally expands to 
full power at recap — quiet ending. Scherzo in triple time, doubled notes flautando, 
overtones of Fauré. Finale is molto agitato, cyclic return of themes, of course, with many 
tempo changes, wanders, dissipates energy, fast coda to big ending.  Flawed, but worth 
hearing. How is his name pronounced?  (Jy09—Muskoka)  

Préludes moyen age 
Eight piano pieces, ripply character pieces, somewhat virtuosic, attractive. Works as an 
effective set with big ending. But I don’t know what “middle age” refers to. 



(Jy09—Muskoka)  
Poéme hèroïque 

Eleven-minute symphonic poem on grotesque-spiritual-erotic subject from Leconte de 
Lisle: Brutal warrior dying in battle persuades crow to carry his heart to his beloved. 
Violent beginning disappears quickly. Biarent is mostly interested in spiritual nobility. 
Good piece. (S11) 

Rapsodie wallon, piano & orchestra 
Concerto in 3 movements, analogous to d’Indy’s Symphonie except that the solo part, 
written for the Belgian virtuoso De Greef, is showier and tougher. Very attractive, 
enjoyable — lovely Andantino, doubled not Finale sparkles. I don’t think Biarent 
elevates or transforms the material as symphonically as d’Indy, the cyclical reprises are 
mechanical. But then, a Rhapsody is not a Symphony. Nice. (S11) 

Contes d’Orient 
Big half-hour Orientalist showpiece for orchestra: 11 short movements suggestive of 
exotic places from North Africa to Japan, lots of solos, dance rhythms, colorful effects. 
The piece is full of wonderful ideas, but there’s too much vamping, stopping and starting. 
I thought the 10' Finale would cap it off, maybe even be able to stand separately, but it 
suffers from the same problems.  Maybe some judicious cuts or reordering would help, 
but Biarent was isolated and egotistical — he needed a severe master. (S11) 

HEINRICH BIBER 
Litaniae de Sancto Josepho 

Glorious sound, glorious performance.  The text is odd, and most of valuable disc is 
given to the fine Muffat (see below) (S08) 

Requiem in F minor 
Severe liturgical Requiem: no pomp, but no pathos either. Solemn, dispassionate, choir is 
severe, soloists freer, more personal. Dies irae sequence more descriptive, affective.  
(Ja09) 

Harmonia artificioso-ariosa 
A set of seven “partitas” [sic] for a trio sonata confuguration — 2 trebles, basso & 
keyboard, but in various arrangements. The music seems heavier than the trio sonata 
tradition, less dancelike despite the dance names of the movements, even less 
contrapuntal, but there’s lots of passacaglia writing, including one on Monteverdi’s 
“Zefiro torna” bass.  Beautiful disc by Tafelmusik.  (Je09) 

Partita No 6 in D 
A Partita from the above collection, the culmination of the survey called “The Trio 
Sonata in Germany,” at 11' plus the longest work in the collection, but not settled into the 
standard slow-fast-slow-fast pattern I’m used to in the genre.  The running passages and 
general intricacy make the work too virtuosic for Hausmusik.  (D10)  

8 Violin Sonatas; Passacaglia; Sonata representativa, Sonata Pastorale 
Brilliant double CD set with Andrew Manze making the demanding Biber music sound 
easy and natural — a convincing baroque violin that’s not trying to prove any point 
except that the music is wonderful, inventive, utterly violinistic.  The favoured type of 
movement is some sort of variations.  The Sonata representativa involves theatrical 
animal mimicry (nightingale, cuckoo, frog, etc) a novelty item.  The Sonata Pastorale is 
plagiarized from Schmelzer, except that Biber arranges Schmelzer’s Trio Sonata for one 
violin with double stops.  The celebrated Passacaglia for solo violin (appended to the 



Rosary Sonatas) is given as well in its lute version — shorn of its violinistic virtuosity for 
home use. The Passacaglia itself is an impressive forebear to Bach’s Chaconne, but is 
dwarfed by it too. Continuo is varied, but I love the lute accompaniment. A CD worthy of 
its awards.  This Biber is Heinrich, not Justin.  (D11)  

Missa Salisburgensis  
Mammoth festival Mass in 53 parts, with multiple trumpets and drums, to celebrate the 
1,100th anniversary of Salzburg Cathedral.  I listened once before thinking the music 
was by Benevoli. The attribution to Biber is uncertain (it was credited to Biber’s senior, 
one Andreas Hofer) but the likelihood is great. Forces are divided into unequal groups: 
two vocal choirs (16 parts), four instrumental choirs, five organs, three trumpet 
ensembles — scattered through the cathedral.  The opening trumpet fanfare, lontano, is 
met with explosive tutti. Kyrie and much of the rest sempre fortissimo, a pomp not often 
heard in pre-Handelian baroque. The ever-present trumpets discourage modulation, so 
there is a sameness. A few treble soloists are deficient. Sanctus and Agnus Dei are high 
points. This is a McCreesh production dressed up with additional fanfares and three Biber 
Sonatas, plus an extra double choir motet, nice and loud. A blast! (Mh13) 

16 Rosary Sonatas 
 I’ve heard some of these but had no idea of the complex structure of the whole set. The 

Rosarey includes 5 Joyful Mysteries for Christ’s birth, 5 Sorrowful for his Crucifixion, 
and 5 Glorious or Mystical for his Resurrection. In each a different tuning, beginning and 
returning to normal fifths. Each has a different structure of movements. There’s no 
theological explanation for these last, or for the progress of keys. No 4 is a magnificent 
Ciaconna – possibly representing Jesus the learned young rabbi. 

      The Sorrowful group opens with minor triad of enormous gravity, but two of the 
sonatas are in major keys (scourging, crown of thorns), while two of the Joyful are in 
minor. The modes had not yet acquired their romantic conventions. I wonder why VI has 
slides while the earlier sonatas do not. In VII the scourging is dramatized both in music 
and performance. The Preludium of X must be pounding nails. 

      The Glorious Mysteries begin with cadenza on a brilliant G major triad for the 
Resurrection, plus the first chorale tune. All but one is in major, but the final great 
Passacaglia is in G minor. There’s an extended passage in octaves, fingered like stopped 
fifths because of the unique crossing of A and D strings. The Ascension gets upward 
major scales. The Pentecost Sonata in D minor is given extraordinary plucked 
tremolandos – the notes call it Balkan to suggest the gift of tongues. No XIV has 
exceptional variations on I – V – I – IV – V – I, as does No XV. 

      The final Passacaglia, sometimes performed separately, rivals Bach’s great 
Chaconne. (My15)  

JOHN BIGGS 
Symphony No 1 
 Biggs was California born and studied with an array of pandiatonicists – Harris, Foss, 

Dahl, Peeters, Stevens. His wife was Sally Terri. This Symphony is in 3 movements. 
Allegro sounds messy – performance— Orchestration— or just clutter. Adagio sounds 
Russian, with basses, solo bassoon, oboe and develops into massive stretto, but goes on 
too long. Allegro energico starts with sharp brass and string busyness – then a comic 
western theme. Full of studentish errors. The fugue was the last straw, until the final 
trombone triad. (Ap16) 



Symphony No 2 
 In one movement. This was written 27 years after the First. Solo flute leads to 

Copland-like bright motif and a pastoral oboe. After development, English horn alters the 
mood, more anxious. Bassoon leads to quiet ending. He sure learned a lot. (Ap16) 

The Ballad of William Sycamore 
 Melodrama – accompanied recitation of Stephen Vincent Bénet poem, pure Americana. 

Long Copland-like intro. Folkdance sequence is pure corn. Rhythm complications limited 
to simple syncops. The orchestra stops for much of the recitation at first. The reciter, 
Jonathan Dunn-Rankin, is excellent. Music so-so. (Ap16) 

Scherzo for Wind Quintet 
Stand-alone 5’ piece. The joke is the treatment of Row Row Row Your Boat. (S18) 

WILLIAM BILLINGS 
Anthems and Fuguing Tunes 

Sixteen pieces, all a cappella of course, ranging from less than a minute to more than nine 
minutes long. The beauty of the crude harmonies and self-taught counterpoint is 
astonishing. So are the technical difficulties – frequent tempo changes, naked section 
solos, florid passages that seem quite awkward. Great CD. (O18)    

GILES BINCHOIS 
5 Chansons 

Disc surveys music during the transition from high medieval 14th century into early 
Renaissance 15th, 1400 to 1430. Binchois is hard to come by in any quantity. Gothic 
Voices perform beautifully — an effort to create lyrical lucidity after Ars Nova 
complexity, rhythms still complex, lines melismatic, wandering, Landini formulas, 
occasional cross relations in harmony, Machaut progressions. Several have refrains in the 
formulaic love lyrics, a bit lugubrious but beautiful in a strange way. The fifth is a bit 
brighter, freer in melody. Pierre Fontaine chanson is by one of Binchois’s most gifted 
peers. Dunstable’s motet is in the new sweeter style. Other pieces reflect the holdover of 
the Ars Nova: Velut’s is extreme, crazy. Leonel Power’s Gloria movement alternates 
melody over cantus firmus with concerted passages of 6-part exceptional complexity. 
Machaut’s chanson exhibits dense, complex texture with hocketing. The two anonymous 
pieces are both stark, crude, including a 2-voice motet. Byttering’s piece is an exceptional 
3-part, 2-text motet celebrating the marriage of Charles V — virtuoso complexity in the 
new sweet style. (O09) 

Magnificat 
Three-part, through composed (not alternatim), care taken with text, some fauxbourdon, 
curious alternation of voices on a single chord. Earliest Magnificat in my library. (O09) 

Domitor Hector  
 Lyric is a fanciful comparison of Telephus of Troy, wounded by a wooden spear and 
 healed, with Adam, wounded by a tree, and healed as Christ be the cross. (S20) 
3 mass movements 
 Kyrie is strongly rhythmic in Kirkman’s performance. Sanctus is also, even more upbeat, 
 alternating between three- and two-voice texture, and clearly imitative, unlike the St 
 Abbot Mass. Agnus Dei repeats first and third intonations, sets second differently. (S20) 
Nove cantum melodie 
 This is Binchois’ only known isorhythmic motet, with a complicated overlay of very 
 complicated texts. (S20) 



ARTHUR BIRD 
Amerikanische Weisen: Rondes Americaines, op 23 

Three waltzes for two pianos, gracious, pleasant, inconsequential. Bird was a New 
Englander who emigrated to Germany, married rich, and stopped composing. (Ja15) 

Three Characteristic Marches, op 11 
Yes, lots of character – the second comes close to the American Indianists, or makes Bird 
a successor to Gottschalk, and the third is very stirring. Great little package. (Ja15) 

HARRISON BIRTWISTLE 
Tragoedia 

Chamber piece for 10 instruments (wind quintet, string quartet and harp) described by 
HB as preliminary study for Punch and Judy, and incorporated into it. (That’s the opera 
that Britten & Pears walked out on at Glyndeborne.) One of many pieces of the period 
based on reflections, symmetries, retrogrades — here based on patterns of a generic 
Greek tragic chorus. The symmetries don’t seem audible, but the opposition of groups 
may be discernible in performance. Raucous. (F11) 

The Shadow of Night 
From a CD of works with Gothic titles surrounded by Gothic artwork, a meditation on 
natural melancholia (the title is taken from George Chapman), more transparent and 
graspable than I expect from HB. Derivation from Dowland’s “In darkness let me dwell” 
leads to vaguely tonal feel.  Large orchestra used sparingly, almost in a chamber way. 
Middle section more active, almost hallucinatory, a spectral dance with halting rhythms. 
Quiet returns — do I hear cowbells? (Ja13) 

Night’s Black Bird 
Like Shadow of Night, this piece is based on Dowland (“Flow My Tears”) and thus has 
more tonal, less chaotic feel than much of HB. Again an invocation to melancholia. And I 
can actually hear the divided double basses. (Ja13) 

The Cry of Anubis 
Concertante piece, solo bass tuba representing the god Anubis. Slow intro precedes a real 
Allegro.  Again, melancholia, expressive and attractive at first hearing. A hit.  (Ja13) 

Ritual Fragment 
Single-movement 11’ piece for chamber ensemble, instrumentation unknown. Mildly 
cluttered sound field with series of solo turns – bassoon, violin, horn, clarinet, trombone, 
flute. Bass drum pops up in background rumble of bass instruments. I have no clue. (Je17)  

RAINER BISCHOF 
Cadenza for Organ, op 19/2 

Cadenza for concert piece with organ and orchestra (op 19/1) played as an independent 
solo composition.  Only Bischof’s name is known to me — he turns out to be a highly 
modernist composer at the center of the Vienna organ scene. (Ja12)  

GEORGES BIZET 
Roma Symphony 

Near masterpiece of a very great composer. Why is it so obscure? It is outshone by the 
joyous spontaneity of Bizet’s other C major symphony? This is more studied, and sounds 
it: length, fugated sections, elaborate intro,  big virtuoso Berlioz orchestration. 
Wonderful. (O08) A descriptive phrase for each movement exists but is suppressed. 
Andante has unusual beginning with shapely horn melody, interrupted by operatic agitato 
with hint of Berlioz – development sustained quietly with lots of pianissimo flitting, 



reaches climax and return of glorious horn melody. Scherzo is a flighty subject treated in 
fugato before march-like idea takes control – elegant. Andante is a gorgeous sustained 
melody, deep voiced. Semplice. Wow! Finale is tarantella à la Mendelssohn Italian, with 
greater variation plus return of Andante melody – some perilously thin, delicate bits 
before big conclusion in triumphant major. How did this masterpiece not become 
standard? (Je15) 

Carmen 
I think I know every wrinkle of this piece (except for a bit of Act III), and yet it stays 
magically fresh, I think because of Bizet’s magical Schubertian modulations. Wonderful 
performance, with Alagna a wholly believable Don José, Teddy Tahu Rhodes perfect as 
Escamillo, Frittoli a beautifully sung Micaela. Garanca superb as Carmen, but needing 
more play and color (this is her first run at the role), but a looker on stage. So satisfying. 
(Live Met HD — Jan09) I was reluctant to go yet again, but the music is perfect and 
inexhaustible. The only fault in the drama is the easy come-and-go in Act III. Richard 
Eyre’s production makes the most of the latent violence and jealous bullying in Don José, 
so that he’s not the usual dork – with nice touches like the burn scar for Zuniga in Act IV, 
and the kid quaffing the wine bottle at Lilas Pastia’s. This was a booming voiced Slavic 
performance, all the voices huge, none really pretty. Anita Rachvelishvili was much 
better than I expected, despite her size (less flesh, please), and Aleksandrs Antonenko 
perfect, gripping in the final scene. Anita Hartig, with rapid vibrato, sang beautifully, as 
did the swaggering Ildar Abdrazakov. My favorite Keith Miller was Zuniga. (Live Met 
HD – N14) After all the powerful experiences in Boston, Carmen was a let-down. Despite 
dire warnings about the l’enfant terrible of Reggietheater Calixto Bieito, the stage 
production was a pretty tame updating. Don José snapped a selfie with Micaëla, there 
were several vintage Mercedes-Benz on stage, and the nude toreador turned out to be a 
dancer on a darkened stage. (“He was wearing a thong,” she said. “You must have been 
looking really close,” he said.) The production had its moments as well as its silliness, 
that brought inappropriate laughter, but that was less a factor than the rather leaden 
performances. Carmen has a fine mezzo voice, but Carmen is a role above all that takes 
more than good singing. Jennifer Cano simply has no sex in her voice. She may develop 
in a few years, but the color is just not there. Neither was Roger Honeywell, the Canadian 
tenor, a satisfactory Don José. He too has limited color, a baritoney sound, and a very 
short top, straining after every high note – and they are not that high, nothing above B♭. 
The best singer on stage was Chelsea Basler as Micaëla, who had beautiful sound with 
some passion in it. We happened to be sitting beside her Mom and Dad, so thank God we 
liked her and could say so with a straight face. She also played the character – often the 
sappy, pious, rejected fiancée carrying messages from Don José’s mother – as a feisty 
rival to Carmen (the best directorial idea in the production). I’ve made it sound worse 
than it was – we enjoyed the very great music, and the performance was fully 
professional. But not up to the standard we’ve been enjoying. (O16) 

20 Mélodies 
Bizet was a great song writer, but the songs are scattered gems, many apparently rescued 
from unfinished opera projects — some after his death, the MSS then discarded. There is 
an operatic tinge to many, florid passages & trills. Some are exotic in mode: the great 
“Adieu de l’hôtesse arabe,” “Oeuvre ton Coeur” from an unfinished Vasco, Hugo’s 
“Guitare,” the virtuosic “Tarentelle” (a strain even for Ann Murray). Several are “en style 



ancient”: “Vieille chanson,” Ronsard’s sonnet, the beautiful “Berceuse.” The rest are 
highly varied: light hearted (the popular “Chanson d’avril,” Lamartine’s “Grillon,” 
Hugo’s “Cuccinelle”), long-breathed melodies (“Douce mer,” “Ma vie à son secret”), a 
remarkable parlando “A une fleur.” Fabulous collection. (Je10) 

Le Docteur Miracle Overture 
For an early operetta composed with Lecocq (whom the liner note confuses with 
Planquette). Nice frivolity if not pressed for signs of genius. (Je11) 

L’Arlésienne—Incidental Music 
Interesting experience: There’s no text for the choruses, no spoken words for the 
melodramas, no plot summary of the play. So it must stand as pure music, and it does. 
There are the familiar bits, of course, but they stand in a different relationship to a 
mysterious larger whole, and somehow seem larger, less like “light music,” than when 
they are paraded one after another in a disconnected Suite. What causes this, I wonder? 
(S11)   

Symphony in C 
This piece used to get so much play it grew tiresome, but I haven’t heard for a long while. 
I caught it on CBC all freshness and youth, even though Dutoit was conducting it like 
Bruckner. (Mh13) 

Variations chromatiques 
Bizet’s only significant piano work, an intriguing 15’ set of variations. The theme is 
indeed chromatic and angular. After a few ornamental variations the tone becomes loudly 
declamatory and veers away from the theme. Less commanding than Brahms, say, but 
worth knowing. (F14) 

Marche funèbre 
Prelude to a very early opera, the rest of it lost. Quite chromatic melodically, with hints 
of Berlioz in the major key idea with harp. (Je15) 

Overture in A 
 Bizet’s first orchestral score, so it must be even earlier than the Symphony – alas, very 
 conventional à la Auber. (Je15) 
Patrie Overture, op 19 

I don’t remember ever hearing this. It’s in Bizet’s crisp staccato dotted note manner, and 
quite a lesson in unexpected modulation. Is that a sax in the orchestra? And a fine bass 
drum. Beautiful marche funèbre mid way through – the rest that follows is rather generic 
before return of the opening. Worth an occasional listen. (Je15) 

Esquisse – Le quatre coins 
Independent bit of fluff, charming, subtle. Effective encore— Orchestrated from 
two-piano Jeux d’enfants. (Je15) 

Petite Suite, op 22 
Five movements from twelve movements of two-piano Jeux d’enfants, orchestrated by 
Bizet – one of those familiar pieces I can never place. Pure Bizet, like the children’s 
music in Carmen. Finale is ultra-familiar. (Je15) 

Les Pêcheurs des perles 
The Met’s first production since 1916 – it’s not great drama, but there’s wonderful music 
in it: besides the three big highlights, Leïla has a nice bit to end Act I, there’s a dramatic 
Leïla-Zurga duet (though his aria is a letdown), and the big prayer scene before the very 
end is terrific. I wonder about the ethics of setting fire to a hut village full of sleeping 



children. The production struck me as pretty awful – updated to seaside bleachers that 
constricted movement, more suitable for Porgy, poor fishermen with expensive watches, 
twist-off beer caps – and the chorus holding up photos of their leader Zurga (gawdawful!) 
– to no point whatever. But the singers were excellent, Polenzani especially. A joy to see. 
(Ja16) The great duet in Les brises d’orient, driving home from Boston. Bruno Lazaretti 
and Roberto Servile sound pretty good. (O16) 

Djamileh 
 Opera in one act based on de Musset’s Namouna. Richard Strauss ranked this work a 
 masterpiece, but I don’t think so. The 5’ overture is balletic, mildly orientalist, and shows 
 some of Bizet’s radical juxtaposition of keys. The boatmen in the opening chorus are all 
 sopranos! The action, such as it is, unfolds in separate numbers that merge seaml essly, 
 but they are reserved, nothing overpowering. It would be hard to extract -- even 
 Djamileh’s tale of commoner and Prince, or her lovely little Lament, or the Dance of the 
 Slave Girls. The big tunes and big moments aren’t enough, nor the big final duet. The 
 tenor is unconvincing. Lovely music, but no more. (S20) 
BORIS BLACHER 
Paolo and Francesca, op 42 

Dante auf deutsch for soprano & violin, the violin supplying the windstorm.  Not a fair 
text of this under-recorded composer’s manner.  (Ag10) 

Paganini Variations, op 26 
Blacher was Russian and Chinese (mainly), Siberian raised, German by education and 
residence — international in style, most unromantic, touches of Hindemithian 
counterpoint, Stravinskian staccato, Les Six irony.  Variations are a virtuoso orchestral 
showcase, tonal, with jazz and pop coloration, not grotesque or ironic but dry — great 
mock-csardas ending. Wow! (Mh11) 

Piano Concerto No 2 (in variable meters), op 42 
More modernist than the previous piece — an early effort to serialize rhythmic units.  
Nervous energy, terrorizing irregularity. Moderato relatively calm. Vivace Finale driven: 
rhythms rather telegraphic in order to make them work, with longish slower section. A 
novel sound. (Mh11) 

Concertante Music, op 10 
Ten-minute piece that made BB’s reputation in Germany just before the War.  Begins 
like double bassoon concerto, then solo strings in nervous, jerky figure — oboe 
introduces calm version — Allegro returns, gradually draws in full orchestra — great 
ending.  Neat. (Ap11) 

Divertimento for Wind Orchestra 
Despite the title, there are only two movements, Intrada and March, 6’. Intrada begins 
with pulsing repeated note fanfare figure. March has trumpet tune against three in the 
bass. Trio has tune in, is it tenor horns, again against 3 figure. Light clever writing. (Jy20) 

EASLEY BLACKWOOD 
Symphony No 1 

Strong opening, broad gestures in fast section — soundworld resembles Piston (or is that 
too predictable a thing to say?) Definite American sound but less acerbic than Sessions 
— brassy, lots of fortissimo — maybe Honegger from the French training?  Sax, 
English horn prominent.  Scherzo grotesque fugue with oom-pahs — smashing!  Finale 



is serious Andante, a touch of Bartokish nightmusic — crescendo and slow fade. Wholly 
convincing piece.  Sound quality of old Munch recording is excellent.  (Ag09) 

Symphony No 5 
Neo-romantic Symphony in three movements, well-crafted but a let-down after No 1. EB 
seems to have chosen obscurity, dividing his career between performing, professoring, 
experimenting in radical styles (e.g. microtonalism). Perhaps this creampuff is a reaction 
– but there’s too much Mendelssohn in the Finale.  (Ag09) 

Violin Sonata No 2 
In 3 movements: Moderato-Faster-Faster, each movement having slower tempo bits 
mixed through. Andante based on staccato figures. I hear patterns repeated.  Con moto 
more legato, a little wild — long slow section (unadvertised), the returns to Con moto.  
Allegro Finale angry, slows down again, then a few angry bars to finish.  I like the 
sound of it, but there’s too little differentiation of the movements.  (Ag11) 

ADOLPHE BLANC 
String Quintet No 3 in D, op 21 

Blanc was the major French composer of chamber music in the generation after Onslow. 
He wrote in many genres, but like Onslow he favored the Quintet, and these three call for 
strings with double bass. The style is a silky smooth early Romanticism, nothing in the 
harmony that Haydn or Mozart wouldn’t use—deeply conservative. But he handles the 
ensemble expertly, with plenty of variety and lightness. Three movements only. 
Beautifully played, ensemble with a wonderful lilt. (Ag16)  

Quintet No 4 in E♭, op 22 
Four movements. Allegro could easily be Mozart grazioso, with a bit of tricky 
syncopation. Andante runs a fine set of variations on another very classical theme. 
Minuet in minor is unexpectedly menacing, with Beethovenish displaced rhythms. 
Allegro Finale restores bubbly cheeriness – happy but never empty or formulaic. Pure 
delight! (Ag16) 

Quintet No 7 in E♭, op 50 
Four movements. Allegro opens with a languid two-octave skyrocket arpeggio and 
develops in phrases that suggest Mendelssohn – the joy of the E major Octet. Andante is 
a relaxed 6/8 featuring all three lower instruments solo. Scherzo Tarantelle is brief and 
brilliant in minor. Finale begins with pleading Finale in lower voices followed by a grand 
anticipatory cadenza for violin – then the violins lead the Allegro with a major-key 
variant of the Intro. Very satisfying music. (S16) 

MANUEL BLANCAFORT  
Cant d’amor 

Lovely a cappella setting of traditional Catalan lyric, on Granados disc.  (S10) 
ARTHUR BLISS 
Clarinet Quintet 

Did I listen to this before shelving? I don’t remember it. Beautiful clarinet opening — 
Brahms bent chromatically — aggressive Scherzo soon subsides — Finale more 
outgoing. Well made. Covert echoes of Brahms in opening and elsewhere. (Ja09) 

Quartet No 2 
Late work of 1950, more dissonant than expected — has he been studying Britten?  
Brusque opening, sustained dramatic writing. Admire the guts. Impressive.  (Ja09) 

Piano Concerto 



I recall not caring for this piece, but it seems much tougher now — perhaps the ferocity 
of Donohoe’s performance, great. Bids to be successor to Brahms/Tchaikovsky tradition, 
and credibly. Lovely Adagietto, “innig.” Style is basically romantic melody and 
harmony, touched up with egregious dissonance. (Ja09)  

Piano Sonata 
Bold, serious, fixated (too much) on single motif — seems too plotted, overdetermined.  
Finale is freer, more convincing. (F09)  

Concerto for Two Pianos and Orchestra 
Early piece, hints of jazz, revised and rescored — three movements in mere 12 minutes, 
but seems bigger than its size. Effective piece in the right setting.  (F09) 

A Color Symphony 
The colors are a bit of frippery — Bliss associated them with heraldry, but he may have 
been tagging onto Scriabin. Purple: Elgarian pastoral with a pinch of spice — quite 
lovely. Red: Vivace, rhythmically very tricky. Blue: Slow but not bluesy (too early for 
that), impressionistic flute & wind riffs, again very tricky. Green: Slow intro leads to 
Animato with angular fugue subject(s) — perky B section — fugue returns nobilmente.  
The source text seems to be Petrouchka. I could warm to this piece. (Mh09) 

Adam Zero 
Big ballet score — very conventional harmony, no dissonance. Good Latino dance bit in 
the middle was probably very daring when Bliss wrote it, but the score is no match for 
the great contemporary ballets of Bartok, Prokofiev. . . .  (Mh09) 

Checkmate 
Suite in six movements represents about half the full score. Scenario has sides represent 
Love and Death — the black forces of Death slaying the weakened Red King. Music is 
conservative, very lively and attractive but lacking the piquancy of Walton and Lambert 
on the CD. (Muskoka—Fe12) 

Meditations on a Theme by John Blow 
Orchestral Variations patterned after verses of the Twenty-third Psalm — thought by 
some to be Bliss’s best. Pastoral idiom of the Psalm suits the British manner, but the 
comfort is not facile, as “Thy rod and staff” demonstrates. The Lambs appear in a quick 
6/8 Irish jig. The Valley of the Shadow of Death is an exciting caravan journey. Finale 
restates Blow’s theme beautifully, builds to triumphant brass chorale and a quiet ending.  
Terrific piece. (Ja13) 

Metamorphic Variations 
A major work of AB’s old age. The redundant title conceals the balletic liveliness of the 
music, full of mood and tempo contrasts — the feel of the piece intimate, the large 
orchestra never used in tutti until the end, lots of featured solo writing. Even the grand 
Polonaise (with castanets) and Funeral Procession are transparent. Cool Interlude is not 
jazzy — features celeste and flutes. Final Affirmation arrives at tutti for ceremonious 
close. Return of opening oboe theme is haunting. Too long for its own good, yet the 40' 
went by quickly. Brilliant. (F13) 

Introduction and Allegro 
Full orchestra piece for Stokowski, 12’, so not to compete with Elgar’s string orchestra 
masterwork. It opens in a deliberate melancholy 2, but the Allegro in quick 4 with 
syncopation soon takes over. Traces of the melancholy motif linger, and a new romantic 
idea appears. The three build to a (somewhat restrained) climax. (Mh20) 



God Save the Queen 
 Bliss arrangement is fulsome and fussy. Three verses. (Mh20) 
The Beatitudes 

Oratorio in twelve continuous movements for soprano and tenor solo, choir, orchestra, 
and organ, 45’. The back story about being commissioned for the new Coventry 
Cathedral and being bumped by Britten’s War Requiem is well known. The Beatitudes 
are apt for the occasion, but as Franck’s frigid monument demonstrated, a challenge to 
set, presenting no narrative, no drama, no forward motion. Bliss focuses on additional 
texts, but these are lyric poems that add no drama and tend to swamp the Biblical lines, 
and he attempts to stir anger and violence through music alone. The Prelude, marked 
Violente, gives dissonant brass, unison strings, and the basic motif of the whole. I: Choir 
sings two verses of Henry Vaughan’s On the Mount of Olives. II: Soloists pronounce the 
First Beatitude, the choir the Second. High tessitura. III: Choir and soloists joyfully sing 
Herbert’s Easter and the comforts of heaven. IV: Then I Got Me Flowers with a snippet 
of the Gregorian Haec dies with Alleluias. V: Solo soprano pronounces the Third 
Beatitude. VI: Chorus sings a militaristic condemnation from Isaiah about humbling the 
haughty. VII: Soloists and choir pronounce the Fourth Beatitude re righteousness. VIII: 
The choir sings Herbert’s The Call. There is a violent brassy interlude like the Prelude. 
IX: Choir and soloists pronounce the Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Beatitudes. The 
last speaks of evil and persecution, building to a climactic violence. X: Choir sings two 
stanzas of Dylan Thomas’s And Death Shall Have No Dominion in a tone of defiance. 
XI: Soloists pronounce the Ninth Beatitude, the most paradoxical. In answer, the choir 
sings a rabble chorus as Voices of the Mob, ending in a yell. XII: Epilogue: Choir and 
soloists present a prayer by Jeremy Taylor, followed by a grand Amen. I find few saving 
graces in this. The Beatitudes are swamped by the poetic texts, which are hard to project 
(though not impossible, re Vaughan Williams). The very high tessituras of both choir and 
soloists cause audible strain. There’s no sustained writing to show off either soloists or 
choir – just hurry to get through the texts. The choral writing seems exceedingly difficult, 
but to little effect. No. (Mh20) 

MARC BLITZSTEIN 
Zipperfly & other songs 

I was slow getting through this disc — MB is best in smaller doses — but he is a true heir 
to Kurt Weill, brilliant lyrics and music. Skidrow songs like “Zipperfly” and “Penny 
Candy” make the strongest impact, but some of the sentimental pieces are nice too (“Bird 
upon the Tree,” “Stay in My Arms”). The four Cummings songs are a real tour de force. 
(N/D09) 

Airborne Symphony 
Big populist wartime Symphony/Cantata commissioned by the U.S. Army, for narrator, 
tenor, baritone, male chorus & orchestra.  Very text driven — music subordinated by 
message — but Sony gives no text (which is clear enough) nor author. Style is Copland, 
Broadway, a sentimental ballad, a passage of barbershop, touches of blues. Parallels to 
Rodgers’ Victory at Sea. Choral shouts of Hitler youth, army commands — the politics 
now seem right-wing militarist, far from Blitzstein’s own. A curiosity, really. 
Unsalvageable. (Jy10) 

Piano Sonata (1927) 



 No, I’ve not heard this – confusing it with the early Concerto. Sonata in one movement, 
nine sections, very much in the manner of George Antheil (and hence Stravinsky) – not 
Schoenberg, whose classes Blitzstein was attending. Great theatrical piece. (N15) 

ERNEST BLOCH 
Piano Sonata 

Strong piece, but seems less so now than in my memory of Istvan Nadas LP juxtaposed 
with Bartok and Stravinsky Sonatas.  My recollection is faint.  Good alla marcia finale.  
(Je08) 

Piano Quintet No 1 
Big big gestures, lots of variety, change, surprise, even quarter-tone coloration.  Very 
entertaining, formally bewildering. Try again.  (Jy08—Muskoka) 

Piano Quintet No 2 
EB proving a point: This is everything Quintet No 1 is not, concise, neoclassic, leaner 
textures, clearer motivic development. Touches of Bartok.  Mildly dissonant but still 
essentially romantic.  (Jy08—Muskoka) 

Symphony in E♭ 
Constructivist neoclassicism with touches of Hindemith, works over four-note motif — 
second movement fast-three Scherzo — brooding slow movement — Finale reverts to 
slower section with quiet ending. Effect is either taut and concise or short-winded. Of 
1950s, like Second Quintet. Avoids besetting sin of grandiosity, or else Bloch more 
convincing in Jewish mode. Which? (D08) 

In Memoriam 
Brief Renaissance inflected late piece — conventional but very nice. (D08) 

Macbeth—Two Interludes 
Intended as single concert work: early, grandiose Hollywoodish, straining after emotivity.  
Although II begins with Witches’ Dance, I’d never guess this was music for a Macbeth.  
(D08) 

Three Jewish Poems 
Three tone poems that could stand alone — colorful big orchestration, attractive, easy 
listening, but ends with grief of Cortège, not unduly strained.  Very fine.  Yes, Bloch 
seems more himself in the overtly Jewish mode.  (D08) 

Suite Hébraïque, violin & piano 
Having duplicate performances of this piece in both piano and orchestral versions (but 
not viola), it’s time to give it a listen. Bloch in passionate Jewish mode: three character 
pieces, Rhapsodie, Procession, Affirmation. Pleasant. Miriam Kramer sounds fine, 
perhaps needs more intensity for this music?  (F09) 

Abodah — A Yom Kippur Melody; Melody, violin & piano 
More persuasive than any of the Suite movements — sense of true pathos.  Exceptional.  
The short Melody is oddly more abstract, off-kilter tonality.  (F09) 

Violin Sonata No 1 
Ambitious virtuoso stuff, both instruments playing constantly.  Agitato a pounding 
toccata with lyric Jewish contrast, octaves, G-string, hints of dance — plenty of notes and 
excitement.  Quieto has violin behind piano veil, rises into eloquence.  Finale a 
pounding peasant dance — ends reflectively.  Liner notes compare Bartok’s First 
Sonata: this has tone of primitive and peasant, plus signs of Debussyan heritage, but less 



dissonant, more rhapsodic.  Formally free but persuasive. Kramer’s performance holds 
nothing back.  Major work.  (F09)  

Violin Sonata No 2 —Poème mystique— 
Single long movement — mostly meditative, open fifths, trills, arpeggios, rhapsodic but 
constructed motivically, not the pounding energy or the variousness of No 1. Chant 
passage in octaves, builds excitement two-thirds of the way in, high-flying eloquence.  
Szymanowski comparison in liner notes is plausible (but not the early KS Sonata). (F09) 

Israel Symphony 
Short opening, portentous brass calls. This is Bloch at his most pretentious: over the top 
in the worst way. Last movement quieter, more effective: voices a nice touch, though 
they foreground themselves more than the discreet duo in Nielsen’s Third. Recording 
sounds oddly hollow — like the music. (Mh09) 

Suite for Viola & Orchestra 
Large work despite modest title, 36' with 14' first movement. Not in Jewish mode but 
eastern (Javanese, to be exact) exoticism, bitonal touches, moments of klezmer, surfacey 
pentatonics — loads of color, well written for viola despite large orchestra. Effective, 
listenable.  (Mh09) 

Sacred Service 
Unlike Milhaud’s, Bloch’s has little to do with liturgy — it’s a concert oratorio, or 
five-movement symphony, recalling nothing so much as Vaughan Williams’ Sea 
Symphony — mixolydian modal, big orchestra and chorus, baritone and other soloists.  
Big choral endings for II & III; the piece ends a bit down. Berkman sings convincingly, 
but I want a beefier sound. This is a piece I could really warm to.  (Ap09) 

Schelomo 
I never hear this great piece without cringing at the difficulty of the first-violin part. 
Thedéen is a super cellist. (F10). Bloch’s best known piece, and I love it. Raphael 
Wallfisch plays very well, but technique and tone rate B+/A-.(Muskoka—Jy14) 

Symphony in C# minor 
Lengthy over-ripe Romantic symphony by young Bloch, firmly in the German tradition 
showing no overtly Jewish character — hyperkinetic, touches of early Mahler, climax 
completely over the top.  Glory! Andante open with horn chorale out of Siegfried — 
long slow arch to triumphant restatement and then wind-down. Vivace opens with 
Brucknerian fanfares — quiet middle section. Finale begins with angular Mahlerian 
fugue subject, brassy development, big unisons, to huge triumphal return of principal 
theme. Enormously impressive, near great, worth re-hearing.  (F10) 

Hiver — Printemps 
A dual Symphonic Poem, complementary movements intended to be done together. Very 
early Bloch, 1905. Style seems a mix of Sibelius and Debussy. Hiver is dour but not 
static. Printemps is bright, active, dancy. Had Debussy written Printemps yet? Not 
important, but very pleasant. (S11) 

Concertro Symphonique in B minor, piano & orchestra 
Bloch’s first big work after World War II, in Bloch’s heavily laden neo-romantic style, 
tragic, but no overt Jewish sound. Opening Pesante dominated by slogging marching feet, 
piano sometimes contributing, sometimes adding delicate commentary. More than a whiff 
of Hollywood dramaturgy, but lots of acid. Middle movement an unexpected Vivace, all 
tension and anxiety and military horns — B section quieter, more affirmative — return of 



A takes too much time to wind down. Deciso Finale takes its time getting started, then 
gets highjacked by Bloch’s Hollywood Indians. Condensation might help. The piece is an 
uneasy mix of sophisticated surface, crude material, and a striving for importance. (S11) 

Scherzo fantasque, piano & orchestra 
Short 10' piece, begins fast, moves into slower gothic passage (if music can be gothic) — 
creepy — exotic flavor. Companion for Liszt’s Totentanz. (S11) 

Voice in the Wilderness 
For cello and orchestra in Bloch’s Jewish mode (augmented seconds with semitones, 
open fifths, chromatic slithers), written twenty years after Schelomo but much less 
familiar. It is cast in six “meditations” with no breaks, loose thematic links. There are no 
programmatic titles. Big cadenza in meditation 5. Finale turns to major, with fanfares, 
and it’s marked Allegro but it’s not, alas. A few hints of Hollywood B films, but not 
many. Not enough up-tempo stuff. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Psalm 22 
After Romantic Korngold, Bloch sounds modernist and actually lean. It calls for solo 
baritone, singing in French, no choir. Lukewarm. (Ap15) 

Symphony for Trombone and Orchestra 
At 17’ too short for a symphony, too long for a trombone concerto. A joke. The music, 
however, is serious: The piece is cast in one movement, the trombone enters immediately 
with upward fifth motif in noble, tragic tone; tempo becomes quick, martial tone à la 
Hollywood (Bloch’s weakness), but it doesn’t negate the piece. Reflective bits display 
trombone legato, and there are touches of sliding, but most is stentorian détachée. It ends 
quietly. Recorded sound is primitive, alas. (Mh16) 

Suite Symphonique 
Generically titled in neo-baroque fashion, a grandiloquent Prelude with a stiffly marcato 
B section; followed by a Passacaglia, clearly delineated, wildly contrasted variations that 
turn into an inspiring chorale at the end, bringing in the brass and timps – very beautiful. 
But the end is left to a grotesque movement with quotation of the Dies irae motif. Bloch 
this wrote during the war years, and the feeling behind all of this, well masked, is strong. 
It’s in the style of the superb Concerti Grossi, and it may be as good. Masterpiece? 
(Mh16)    

Concerto Grosso No 1 for Strings with Piano Obbligato 
One of my favorite pieces by Bloch, a masterpiece in the neo-classic manner, or a 
semblance of it. Linda Kennedy and Bruce Richardson, not bad, though I think they left 
out a movement. Brave programming. (FSA Strings, live N17) 

KARL-BIRGER BLOMDAHL 
Symphony No 1 

Wartime apprentice Symphony, conservative, Hindemith inflected, lots of brass and 
drums, nice sequential build in Adagio, fugue in Finale. Rarely performed — probably 
not a good reflection of the more eclectic mature style.  (S09) 

Symphony No 2 
Arresting brasss appoggiature at opening — best thing in the piece. Then brisk fugal 
marciale, very nice. Tranquillo is long, dissonant melodic line rising to eloquent pitch.  
Finale again rhythmic fugato, where contrast is needed.  Well made, not outstanding. 
(S09) 

Symphony No 3 “Facetter” 



Advertised as Blomdahl’s “first masterpiece,” and it lives up to its acclaim.  One 
movement Symphony as set of variations in modified dodecaphonic mode — the series 
treated thematically, the texture neither atonal nor harsh — rising to a thumping good 
popular dance climax before returning to the slow, tentative opening. Tremendous piece. 
(S09) 

JOHN BLOW 
Songs and Keyboard Music 

Fine Hyperion sampling with John Mark Ainsley.  Songs are chronologically and 
stylistically between the brothers Lawes and Purcell, never quite a periodic tune but less 
tied to text than in Henry Lawes, falling between stools in a way, but is its own melodic 
arioso kind of thing. I like Ainsley for an English tenor, though he occasionally lapses 
into that white ah vowel, or lets the vibrato flap under pressure. “Fairest Work of Happy 
Nature” — beautiful. “Sabrina’s Charms” have a marked Scotch feel. The sacred songs 
are superb: “Oh mighty God,” extremely florid. “The Queen’s Epicedium” incredibly 
finds real emotion in the arch, artificial Restoration text, Blow closest to Purcell. The 
keyboard music is all attractive — variations on a ground were Blow’s noted specialty. 
The Suites nicely varied, played on a pleasant unjangly spinet. Super disc. (N10) 

LUIGI BOCCHERINI  
Symphonies in C, D minor, A and D 

These Symphonies are decidedly a cut above the period norm, not through melodic 
invention, or even ingenious textures, where the chamber music shines (though the 
orchestration is not wholly formulaic), but through the occasional unexpected harmonic 
twist. (Jy08) 

Quartets, op 58 
 

Wonderful music, fully mature stuff. Philip Downes is grossly unfair to Boccherini.  
Performances OK, but I hate the period gut strings, the lack of vibrato, springing bow, 
tempered intonation, color.  Give me Pina Carmirelli.  (S08) 

4 Quintets, op 28/4, op 42/2, op 42/3 & op 43/2 
The double-cello Quintet is surely Boccherini’s natural habitat as much as the Quartet is 
Haydn’s, for Boccherini is so much interested in color, texture, decoration — witness the 
wonderful Rondeau of op 28/4, or the Allegro of op 43/2. The minor key Quintet is a 
mere 11' long, in two movements, thus a “Quintettino.” This is pretty much how I like 
Boccherini to sound, only lighter, brighter, more powdery.  (S10) 

Guitar Quintet No 4 in D 
Yes, this is the one with the Fandango, which is shorter than I remember (there are 
textual variants apparently), but here rigged up with castanets and a cello gliss that I 
suspect is not in the original.  I remember how astonished I was when I first heard it. It’s 
great Boccherini — with harmonic play in the first movement too — and still surprising. 
(S11)  

Guitar Quintets Nos 9 and 7 
No 9 in C is somewhat routine until the extraordinary variation movement, “La ritirata di 
Madrid,” which keeps pouring on volume and density.  The recording is very bright, and 
I’ve never noticed a tendency for the Melos first violin (Wilhelm Melcher) to play sharp. 
The E minor is vaguely familiar from the old LP. (S11) 

Quintet in D [G339] 



 Written in absentia for the court of Frederick the Great, unusual in calling for double bass 
rather than second cello. It also features concertante parts for violin and, in Frederick’s 
honour, cello. Boccherini in top form – harmony in primary colors, brilliantly interactive 
orchestration of the ensemble. (Je13) 

Quartet in D, op 64/2 “Unfinished” [G249] 
 Boccherini’s last completed composition, an orphaned movement – which I remember 

well from Pina Carmirelli’s wonderful LP. (Je13) 
Quintet in F [G338] 
 At last, the writer of the liner notes recognizes the essence of Boccherini: He is not trying 

to be Haydn and failing, but exploring the potential of the string ensemble for color and 
texture – a truth Philip Downes stubbornly refuses to appreciate. I suppose calling him 
the Ravel of classic chamber music would not appeal to Philip either. Even so, I wonder 
if the ponticello heard here is actually marked. The fine pizzicato Adagio is, however, 
and the panache of the Finale. (Je13) 

Quintet in B♭ [G337] 
 Three movements: Highly unorthodox informal design. The first movement marked 

Andante lento [sic] is warm, richly voiced. The second begins Allegro vivo in duple time, 
then switches to a brief Minuetto, then a Grave with plaintive solo cello, returning finally 
to the original Vivo. Crazy! Last is a perky four-square Rondeau, again led by cello, 
again enclosing a rather mysterious Minuetto. Yet the whole thing seems purposeful, not 
a potpourri. (Je13) 

Cello Concerto in B♭ [arr Grützmacher] 
 This is the concoction as recorded by Jacqueline DuPré, movements from two, maybe 

even three different Concerti plus elaborate romantic cadenzas, truncated expositions, and 
spectacularly beautiful romantic playing, It’s all very familiar, especially that indelible 
Adagio! (Ap14) 

Overture (Sinfonia) in D [G521] 
 The opening of the Anner Bylsma collection: the Overture form is thoroughly section, 

interest maintained by unexpected moving from one tempo to the next. (My14) 
Cello Concerti No 3 in D and No 11 in C 
 Bylsma plays beautifully and augments the supply of Boccherini in this genre, his best 

after the Quintets. Boccherini almost never surprises but maintains a level of interest and 
craft at a level just below the highest. Invention eternal! (My14) 

Octet (Divertiment notturno) in G, op 38/4 
 An odd genre: the octet is not just strings as I thought, but mixed – I think I hear 

transverse flute, recorder, bassoon, horn, and strings with double bass – Boccherini as 
colorist, in a lovely three movement piece – in top form! (My14) 

Symphony No 25 in C minor, op 41 [G519]  
 A good Sturm und Drang workout, but without trumpets and drums. Larghetto contrasts 

with simple pastoral mood, with solo violin and winds. Minuet in minor, with striking use 
of winds, including Trio senza strings. Bustling Finale turns to minor. Brilliant. (My14) 

Cello Concerti No 7 in G and No 10 in D 
 My first reaction to the G major – O this is familiar – was followed in the Adagio by – O 

this is where Grützmacher found that glorious piece! I must compare the two version. 
Otherwise, I’m  struck by Boccherini’s extreme development of the upper extension of 



the cello range. A great Concerto. The D major too, which I don’t remember hearing, has 
particularly nice minor key Andante and a brilliant hunting horn Finale. (My14) 

Symphony No 6 in D minor, op 12/4 “La Casa di Diavolo” [G506] 
 The one Boccherini Symphony with a subtitle. It does sound possibly programmatic. It 

opens with slow intro in lower strings, and the Allegro is flaming, with nice syncopated 
figure. Andantino is sneaky sounding, tiptoe, nothing sustained. Finale begins with 
another ominous intro, then breaks into a citation of Gluck’s music for the Furies in 
Orphée – the origin of the subtitle. It develops with lots of scrubbing, downward scales, 
subito forte, dissonant outcries. Bloody good. (My14) 

Symphony in B♭, op 21/5 [G497] 
 No subtitle, just lively and thoroughly enjoyable. Andantino is not marked affettuoso but 

should be – gorgeous. Allegro Finale short and sweet 6/8, childlike. (My14) 
5 Cello Sonatas with continuo, in B♭, E♭, F, C minor, & D minor 
 As I expected, the interest in the Sonatas is less than the larger forms – basically display 

pieces for the soloist, sometimes carried to extreme treble (and a little painful, even with 
Bylsma). But the soundworld is very curious, with a second cello on the bass line, and 
what I was convinced was a guitar, but turned out to be a fortepiano. In a couple of the 
Sonatas, Bylsma elects to omit the keyboard altogether. Curious but not my favorite disc. 
(My14) 

3 Fugues for 2 Cellos 
 There’s no raison d’être given for these pieces, since there are no liner notes. 

Instructional, or for the hell of it. (My14) 
Quintet in D, op 29/1 
 The full opus in the Bylsma collection: No 1 in D minor seems a little sleepy (or is it 

me?) with its undulating triadic legato theme, prominent first cello, and deep tessitura. Is 
that violins in unison in the Minuet? Very simple Andante, fast Andante. So-so 
Boccherini. (O14) 

Quintet in C minor, op 29/2 
 First cello leads a little Sturm und Drang minor key weather, gains a touch of flamenco 

and dances to cadence in minor. Largo remains in minor, prepares for consolatory Minuet 
in major. Allegro Finale is fugue on a dramatic subject – needs more moving around, but 
strong. Super piece. (O14) 

Quintet in F, op 29/3 
 Very unusual layout in three movements, slow-fast-slow. Beautiful Adagio, ornate, 

affecting – major/minor shifts, chromaticism. Allegro bursting with energy – terrific. 
Andante Finale is all grazioso, with nice ornamental variations. Another winner. (O14) 

Qunitet in A, op 29/4 
 The ideas are trifles, but there’s great play with ensemble texture and contestation 

between first violin and first cello. Minuetto has modulating theme to balance lack in 
Allegro. Largo is brief, transitional. Presto Finale entitled “il ballo Tedesco” seems to 
involve some heavy-footed leaping about. Engaging piece. (O14) 

Quintet in E♭, op 29/5 
 Begins simply, violin gets workout. Minuetto with graceful running slurs – Trio in minor. 

Andante also in minor, lamentoso – as much as I’ve heard in Boccherini. Vivo Finale 
balances with busy activity and a couple of Haydnesque surprises. Tops. (O14) 

Quintet in G minor, op 29/6 



 Minor key pushes Boccherini to wealth of ideas and a longish movement. Dignified 
Minuetto. Slow movement is marked Preludio, I suppose a long lead to the Finale, which 
takes off with a cheeky theme in major. (O14) 

3 Cello Sonatas in C, A, and C 
 Continuo is provided by second cello and guitar, which I prefer to fortepiano. The Largo 

of the first in C is especially affecting (track 10). Adagio of the A major is senza guitar. 
Finale of the last is a romp. But yes, these Sonatas are lesser works. (O14) 

JERRY BOCK 
Fiddler on the Roof 
 Terrific performance at Stratford, Scott Wentworth surprisingly great as Tevye, 

wonderful staging and dancing (a romp of a dream sequence). Enjoyable even if I wasn’t 
into it. I kept thinking about the horrible realities behind it. A Japanese director said it 
was so Japanese – I think it’s because of the puppet-like portrayal of the grimmest events. 
Strong book, great lyrics -- Jerry Bock’s score is surprisingly the weak link, though there 
are memorable songs (Sunrise, Anatevka). The memorable music is all generic klezmer, 
so anybody could do it. The couple of songs where Bock drops the Jewishness are very 
forgettable. (Stratford live – Jy13)  

SEBASTIAN BODINUS 
6 Sonate in Quattro 
 Bodinus is something of a mystery figure, a court violinist and sometime colleague of 

Molter – he ended his years in an insane asylum. His music had and has its admirers, 
though nomenclature is very confusing: these pieces are Sonate or Quadro [Quartets—], 
with three independent lines plus basso continuo, and the term Divertissements also 
appears. Whatever the title, the genre was scarce – only Telemann’s Paris Quartets and a 
few pieces by Quantz being comparable. Instrumentation varies slightly: a constant core 
of violin, transverse flute, and continuo, plus a fourth line given to viola, horn, recorder, 
or a second transverse flute. (Book VII, no 2, is a Trio.) All are in three movements, 
fast-slow-fast – lively, pleasing music but full of sequences, not closely written. The fine 
Allegro of VI, no 1, has dudelsack episodes. Performances very fine. (Ag13) 

LEON BOËLLMANN 
Suite gotique 

Title refers to Ars Nova — appeared the same year as Widor’s Symphony Gotique (No 
10) in 1895 — music more obviously archaic in manner. Chorale, a rather heavy-footed 
Minuet — Prayer, a short-phrased song — Toccata. OK. Add to the list of pre-Pulcinella 
neoclassical Suites (with Saint-Saens, Grieg, Fauré, etc). (D08) The only piece by 
Boellmann that remains in the repertoire – known to organists. Four short movements, 
each strongly characterized, though the Prière has an odor of the salon. (N15) 

Piano Trio in G, op 19 
Boëllmann is one of those one-shot composers remembered for one piece, and an organ 
piece at that; so he’s been pigeonholed unfairly. He was shy, tubercular, and Alsatian to 
boot. This Trio is a major work, closer to Fauré than Franck. Allegro, after a tentative 
intro, surges into a 5-beat melody. Attacca into Andante, cello leading a gentle duet. 
Scherzo in minor, an ominous figure that turns major in the Trio, all over an insistently 
repeated tonic pedal. Allegro Finale begins with tempestuous rising chromatic theme in 
minor, lyrical episodes in major. Andante duet reprised in slow bit before the race to the 



end. Boëllmann’s main fault is a too square phrasing. But the Trio is strong and 
appealing. (Ap13) 

Piano Quartet in F minor, op 10 
Less serioso than misterioso at first, then gathers momentum – tremendous recap, 
tremendous finish. Scherzo has lots of sotto voce spiccato, plus a swaying figure with 
enough momentum to disguise the formal seams. Andante features cello solo, gorgeous, 
especially when the upper strings enter – later passage with complex texture of dotted 
rhythms and runs behind the sustained melody – terrific movement. Finale opens with 
energetic rhythm in piano, then unison strings – turns to sunny major – marvelous ending. 
I’ll call it a masterpiece – it’s one I have to come back to. (Ap13) 

Two Pieces for Cello and Piano, op 31 
Short works easily mistaken for Fauré: Valse lente might pass for middle period but for 
the mechanical doublets. Minuet toys with stile ancien. Lovely. (Ap13) 

Two Trio Movements from Heures mystiques 
Boëllmann’s final works were miniatures, nearly a hundred of them, published as ops. 29 
and 30. The second is one of those tunes to kill for, like Elgar’s Nimrod. Wow! (Ap13) 

ALEXANDRE BOËLY 
Quartet in A 

Like early Spohr in 6/8, a unison subject stays in minor, flips to major, weird themes, big 
cadence in minor. Andante is a simple Romanza. Scherzo is in minor, very chromatic. 
Finale has a motivic subject – development follows material. (My14) 

Quartet in G, op 29/3 
Fantasia oddly enough seems very classical in texture – return in lower strings in 
unrelated key – long sequential passage off the beat – nice play of violin spiccato over 
descending cello line. Adagio pure classical, clean, unaffected music. Scherzo begins off 
tonic/ Listen again – I’m falling asleep. (My14) 

GEORG BÖHM 
Das Himmelreich ist gleich einem Könige 

Böhm was an older friend and possible teacher of Bach, yet this delightful music seems 
closer to Telemann — fusion of German church tradition with current operatic and dance 
modes.  The rather grim parable is broken into 3 sections with a verse of “Wachet auf” 
commenting on each.  Performed with great gusto.  (Ap09) 

Ach Herr, komme hinab 
Cantata of pathos on “Out of the depths”: Sinfonia, then tenor sings recit, soprano & bass 
(deep basso!) reply with chorale tune and florid bits, finally celebrating miracle of child 
brought back to life.  Böhm layers textures more than Bach — solo, duet, ensemble, 
choir.  (My10) 

Wie lieblich sind deine Wohnungen 
Sinfonia — fugal ensemble — 4 solo verses punctuated by instrumental ritornelli — 
reprise of fugal ensemble.  Beautifully shaped and textured.  (My10) 

Mein Freund is mein und ich bin sein 
Structured exactly like “Wie lieblich,” without Sinfonia but on a larger scale.  (My10) 

Organ works 
Böhm, born 1661, was mid-way between Buxtehude and Bach, possibly Bach’s teacher.  
I was surprised to recognize the opening Prelude and Fugue in C — Paul must play it.  
GB is fond of pedal solos.  He invented the “Chorale Partita,” that is, chorale variations 



devised as a dance suite (does Bach do this in Christ lag?). The first and last works on the 
disc are exceptional works of genius. The Dutch organ seems relatively small. GB was an 
inventor, but his distinctive qualities are so absorbed into Bach that they can’t be 
recognized — rather like J.C. Bach and Mozart.  (My11)  

FRANÇOIS-ADRIEN BOIELDIEU 
Harp Concerto in C 

Happy, bouncy — solo enters with resounding tinkle of a trill, but then some mysterioso 
in minor, diminished sevenths. When did harp pedals get improved? Writing shows harp 
capable of carrying extended melodic lines — brooding Adagio — minor key Finale.  
Cadenzas with harmonics over arpeggios, bisbigliando. There’s more to this piece than I 
expected. [Liner notes say Erard, Boieldieu’s friend, improved harp pedals in 1794, and 
B wrote much for the new harp.] (My2) 

JOSEPH BODIN de BOISMORTIER 
4 Ballets de Village, et alia 

French Baroque dance suites, most resembling Rameau but sometimes rising to 
Handelian contrapuntal expressiveness — and colored through by musettes, hurdygirdies, 
recorders and transverse flutes — all played with great verve. Niquet is superb. (O09) 

WILLIAM BOLCOM 
Songs of Innocence and Experience 

I finally got to hear through this piece, which seems like a good idea hopelessly flawed. 
As a large-scale work, the absence of narrative or other raison d’être is fatal, and the 
piece seems endless; yet it needs the scale to work the stylistic collage. At first I thought 
I’d bog down in the pop singing but in the larger context it works, and some 
juxtapositions are effective. Joan has a good up-beat song on (I think) disc 2. It seems to 
be an exercise not only in mixed styles but in delivering text every conceivable way — a 
good study piece for that. But I end up liking the atonal parts best, and I don’t think the 
creative presence is strong enough.  (My09) 

Violin Concerto in D 
Opens with Fantasia — I’m tempted to hear it as variations surveying popular style with 
nice decorum, lovely. Nice violin writing. Adagio is elegy for pianist Paul Jacobs — 
beautiful, with off-stage trumpet. Finale jazz inflected in tribute to Joe Venuti — mutual 
friend of Bolcom and Sergio Luca (who plays brilliantly) — even a bit of “Heart and 
Soul.” Bolcom manages this in context of Stravinskian neo-classicism. Super piece! 
(Ag11) 

Fantasia Concertante, viola, cello & orchestra 
Commissioned by James Levine for Vienna Mozart Festival, a blend of modernism and 
Mozartean clarity. Parts sound like Mozart replayed on a stretched tape. One movement. 
Clever.  (Ag11) 

Symphony No 5 
Pensive/Active opens with atonal slow intro, moves into jaunty tonal Allegretto that gets 
dark just before the end. Scherzo Mortale parodies Wagner’s Wedding March. Then 
morphs into foxtrot Liebestod, also encompassing “Abide with Me.” Hymne à l’Amour 
seems peculiar variations on a chorale. Machine is moto perpetuo based on inflexible 
disco beat. My problem is whether to hear it as satire or straight. (Ag11) 

7 Cabaret Songs 



Measha’s entry is unforgettable. I can’t tell if Bolcom wrote the texts – the notes mention 
a collaborator, Arnold Weinstein, but leave his contribution obscure. At least they are 
printed. We heard some of these live in Stratford, but here there is chamber orchestra 
back-up. Black Max is pure Weill, already a classic, and Amor has almost reached that 
status. These songs are comic-existential-surreal, tremendously effective in concert. 
Toothbrush, Total Stranger, George. Unique masterpieces. (Muskoka—Jy13) 

PIERRE BONHOMME 
In lectulo meo 
 Double choir motet on text from Canticles, the basis of Allegri’s Mass. (O13) 
ANTONIO BONONCINI 
Messa à cinque concertata in G minor 

Perhaps it’s Alessandrini’s performance, but the music sounds to me closer to Vivaldi 
than to Bononcini’s rival Handel. [No, Handel’s rival was the better known brother 
Giovanni] The text is broken into 19 tracks (separate movements— points of imitation—) 
with different material for each of three parts of Kyrie, all of it highly contrapuntal. Very 
little choral block harmony as in Handel. Alessandrini keeps the piece moving through 
the pauses. Wonderful florid writing in the Gloria (with choral trills!). I love the twanging 
sforzato theorbo bits. Strange harmony in Laudamus. Super male trio in Domine Deus. 
This would be murder to rehearse with an amateur choir – each text has its own tempo 
and musical character, a near masterpiece, previously unrecorded. (F16) 

Stabat Mater 
This is the piece I knew from LP and thought it was too broken up. It treats the text one 
rhymed stanza at a time, until near the end, so each point of imitation makes a substantial 
chunk of music. The Aria, stanza 2, demands some textual repetition – is it Da Capo Aria 
format? Not exactly. Each movement is nicely attacca (as it was not in LP format). 
Violins provide nice hell flames in track 30. Still, the Mass text allows greater musical 
variety. Beautiful music. (F16) 

FRANCIS BORNE 
Fantaisie brillante on Bizet’s Carmen 

Grand finish to flute recital – the music wholly predictable, Hoeppner camping it up 
quasi seductively. The audience loved it. (live, Jeffery Concerts, Mh14) 

ALEXANDER BORODIN    
Quartet No 2 in D 

What a joy to hear it again, through, on a warming March day. Great car music. One 
detects a few mechanical spots in first movement and last, but otherwise solid and happy 
music. (Mh08—CBC) Live with the Tiberius Quartet from Transylvania – gorgeous 
sound, and the best balance I’ve heard in a Quartet, good strong middle voices. A 
wonderful dessert after heavy Rachmaninoff. 

 (Parry Sound, Muskoka—Jy14) 
In the Steppes of Central Asia 

I’ve always thought a short quiet piece like this hard to program, but the plaintive tune 
has made it popular. Nice to hear again. The Armenian orchestra is a bit rough. (D09) 

Quintet in F minor 
Every scrap of Borodin is worth exploring — the Piano Quintet is super. This student 
piece is nice but doesn’t have the Borodin fingerprints yet. Performance by 
German/Czech group a bit rough but good energy, quite acceptable. (D10)  



Quintet, piano & strings, in C minor 
I fell in love with this piece when I taped it onto cassette – simple, earthy, 
unapologetically emotional, Russian to the core. Three movements: a mournful modal 
Adagio – a folkdancy Scherzo – Finale extended, a little lost formally, but full of richness 
and feeling. A piano part that sounds so simple I could almost play it. No matter – it’s 
glorious music. The sound quality on this Beaux CD is exceptionally live. (Je13) 

String Trio [unfinished] 
Borodin completed only an Allegro and an Andante for two violins and cello, here played 
by standard Trio. Decidedly juvenilia, no trace of the mature Borodin sound. (Je13) 

Prince Igor 
An opera I never expected to see – the Met production is the first in almost a hundred 
years. It’s a collection of gems but really no opera – no drama, little character 
development or interaction, the great Polovtsian scene more like a staged song cycle. 
None of the pieces is improved by its setting in the opera. Possibly the traditional Rimsky 
version with its emphasis on pageantry works better than this new one that tries to make 
psychological drama. The Prologue and Act II, the Prince Galitsky scene, hold together 
fairly well. The last act lacks a big finish, a lovely but curtailed orchestral bit bringing the 
curtain. Oh well, I’m glad to have seen it. And there were four beautiful bassos, led by 
Abdrakov – what a beautiful sound! (MetHD - F14) 

Symphony No 3 in A minor 
I know this piece, more or less, especially the 5/4 Scherzo, but I was surprised at the 
length of the two movements – 20 some minutes on CBC, driving to Muskoka. Was this a 
different realization? Nice stuff. (S15) 

SERGEI BORTKIEWICZ 
Symphony No 1 in D, op 52 “From My Homeland” 

In the context of other conservative Russian Symphonies — Kabalevsky, Khachaturian, 
Knipper — this sounds more like Glazunov from at least 30 years earlier: dramatic 
opening, a touch of melancholy. Charming Tchaikovskian Scherzo. Adagio is an 
expansive Slavic Romanza — gorgeous. Finale a festive quickstep with National Anthem 
tossed in for coda. Ingratiating, undemanding. (O10) 

Symphony No 2 in E♭, op 55 
Not performed until long after SB’s death. It’s ironic that had he been able to live under 
the Soviets they would have loved him. Slow intro — gentle, slightly Slavic theme. 
Scherzo in minor, intense. Adagio highly passionate. Vivace Finale big, Slavic, 
Tchaikovskian, and a century out of date. Well crafted easy listening. (O10) 

DMITRI BORTNIANSKY 
10 Sacred Anthems 

I had imagined Bortniansky with a long white beard dressed in black religious garb, but 
no, he was a man of the Enlightenment who wrote Italian operas and had a talent for 
Orthodox church music. This particular CD collects all his works for double choir, all 
triadic, with a fascinating weave of textures antiphonal and otherwise, and a studious 
avoidance of counterpoint. Beautiful in their special way. (O14) 

WOLFGANG BOTTENBERG 
Piano Trio in D [2001] 

Retro-Romantic, pleasing tinkle, not at all involving. Jeff Smallman does this sort of 
thing. (My08) 



GIOVANNI BOTTESINI 
Quartet No 1 in E♭, op 2 

It sounds Italian, even bel canto, with its arpeggiated up-beats and chromatic accacciature 
– more sophisticated in its working out than Donizetti but less than Verdi’s great 
specimen. In conventional four movements, fully contrapuntal, very little mere filler. 
Adagio rises in interest with sensitive harmony and a passionate bit with tremolos and 
octaves in first violin. Finale flounces with great charm. Not outstanding music but 
lovely, detailed, never empty. (Ap13) 

Quartet No 2 in F# minor, op 3 
One of those Allegros with a melting second subject – all beautifully worked out, never 
loses interest. And why does it sound Italian? All the grace notes? Andantino is in 
moderate 3, sounds like a second Scherzo – rather plain. Allegro Finale sounds like a 
12/8 dance, sinister at first, then bagpipe drone. (Ap13)  

Quartet No 3 in D, op 4 
The liner notes declare categorically that this one is best: it opens off tonic with slow 
intro that moves imperceptibly into a deliberate Allegro, later returns, disguising the 
formal seams – terrific. Short Scherzo in minor. Adagio rises to nearly Beethovinian 
seriousness – freely handled, even with fugato midway. Finale dances in and out of 
minor, bubbles along. Very fine. (Ap13) 

RUTLAND BOUGHTON 
Symphony No 1 “Oliver Cromwell” 

Upward rocket motif is Cromwell – English horn has second subject – very Straussian 
textures – movement ends with triumphant Maestoso. Slow movement has scattered 
gestures, some swooning figures based on Cromwell motif – is the main motive the 
English horn tune? Violin, cello solos. Scherzo is a jolly swagger, very English march for 
Puritans. Finale is longest movement, vacillates between tempi, boisterous versus 
reflective. Baritone enters with Cromwell’s deathbed prayer (printed) – triumphant / 
tragic interlude. After final words, a reverent cadence. First movement is fine, then it falls 
off. (My15) 

LILI BOULANGER 
Clairières dans le ciel 

Francis Jammes song cycle of lost love and desolation — major work in the style of late 
Debussy,  text driven, ripply piano, non-functional harmony (none of the slippery Fauré 
cadences).  Vocal line lies very high for tenor: Martin Hill has pipsqueak voice but 
handles it well. Some strain at forte. This is his repertoire.  “Nous nous aimerons” is 
breathtaking.  A tragic souvenir.  (O09) 

5 Secular Choral Works 
Highly chromatic choral writing, prominent piano — more like Fauré than the song cycle 
(cf La Naissance de Venus).  Lovely stuff, not imposing. (N09) 

Nocturne, violin & piano 
Short, impressionistic, haunting. (Je11) 

Faust et Hélène 
Lili’s largest work, a 30’ secular cantata for three voices that won her the Prix de Rome. 
It sounds pure Tristan at first – cellos, deep brass, English horn – but eventually becomes 
more French like Massenet. Mephisto has recit, Faust an air, and Helen enters with flute, 
harp and celeste. A slow awakening scene with climactic duet and tSenor high note. 



Mephisto reminds him that she is a dream and shows him ghosts of those who died for 
her in battle. A ferocious trio follows. Faust finally renounces the phantom Helen, she 
bids farewell, and Mephisto condemns Faust. Very powerful stuff, and quite viable. 
Samuel Sakker as Faust is very good, though finally strained by the high heroic voice 
writing. (Mh20) 

NADIA BOULANGER 
Trois pièces pour cello et piano 

Rare glimpse of the great teacher’s own work. Two short pieces that could be mistaken 
for middle Fauré, plus a marvelously rambunctious third. Gorgeous. (O10) 

PIERRE BOULEZ 
Piano Sonata No 1 

Fairly short piece in two movements. Highly serial already in 1946 — exciting to hear 
executed live, though I have no way of knowing how well executed.  Rest of recital was 
average at best.  (Katherine Chi—Ap08).  The piece remains inaudible to me, even as I 
follow the music.  I can see repeated figures, expressive gestures, romantic tempo 
changes, but feel no underlying pulse or unifying landmarks. Mostly pianissimo, sforzati 
coming unmotivated. Incredible music for 1946, one year after Webern was shot. (O11) 

Rituel In Memoriam Bruno Maderna 
Here’s a PB piece that intrigues the ear, like “Le Marteau,” and makes a kind of aural 
sense — a confluence of rhythmic pulse (signifying cortège), distinctly grouped 
sonorities, tones matched at unison/octave, aggregates that sometimes suggest chords. PB 
is being kind. He even reaches recognizable closure (on a unison).  I like it.  (S09) 

Eclats 
Ten-minute piece for 15 mixed instruments with emphasis on those that do not sustain 
sound (piano, harp, various bells, percussion) foregrounded against soft sustaining 
instruments that gradually gather mass.  Study of sonorities in the moment — some nice 
effects of sympathetic resonance.  Harsher, but some of the glitter of “Le Marteau.” 
(S09) 

Pli selon pli 
Boulez’ largest work, the three Improvisations sur Mallarmé (each successively longer) 
enveloped by two large instrumental sections — the soprano entering in each with a 
single line of verse. The first section is slow, featuring coordinated gestures recalling 
Varèse, plucked instruments, unpitched percussion and high bells, nothing massive. I is 
definitely sung, angular lines following the syntax of the verses. III has more florid 
melismas, wider range, a more ominous text. The final Grab is darker, faster, thicker, 
brassier — voice held off until the last gasped “mort,” a decidedly dramatic ending. 
Halina Lukomska is superior vocally to Valerie Lamorée elsewhere. (D09) 

Livre pour cordes 
Two movements of an early quartet piece thoroughly reworked for string orchestra in 
1968.  The sound is unmistakable Webern at first, but evolves into a more aggressive, 
less precious stance.  Second movement seems no different from the first. (D09) Less 
like Webern with Boulez conducting, than Schoenberg’s Begleitmusik. There’s a lot of 
silent breaks. One doesn’t catch the break between movements at all. (Jy20) 

Eclats/Multiples 
I had listened to Eclats in September, but read that neither of these pieces stands 
separately, so I listened to them consecutively.  The progression of timbres with the 



added phalanx of solo violas is clear, but apparently the pieces don’t stand together 
either, since Multiples is labeled “unfinished,” leaving unanswered the question why a 
living composer would conduct and record an unfinished piece. (D09) 

Dialogue de l’ombre double 
A 19' piece for solo clarinet in duet with itself on pre-recorded 6-track tape.  The DGG 
recording makes a gallant attempt to simulate the spatial experience.  Restriction to 
clarinet timbre ensures consistency, as do the trills, tremolos, and multiphonics (used 
with restraint).  The ghostly pre-recorded sound introduces an element of drama.  The 
piece makes sense to the ear, and as a tour de force of performance art.  Sustained 
feedback tone at end with clarinet joining at (almost) the same pitch is eerie.  Good 
Boulez. (O11) 

Repons 
Big 43' piece for six soloists, chamber orchestra, and tape with six speakers.  The tape 
records and responds to the live performers in real time, thus liberating the conductor 
from having to synchronize.  Solo instruments are of a type: 2 pianos, vibes, xylophone, 
harp, cembalom.  The piece sounds like a set of eight variations, with intro and coda — 
audible changes of texture and timbre from one to the next, so there is auditory 
progression.  Sounds are bright, not too dense, lots of arpeggiated figures.  These 
spatial-acoustic works suggest that Boulez is accepting elements of spectralism — True? 
(O11) 

Piano Sonata No 2 
Written two years after the First, still pre-Marteau, the Second is longer but actually more 
conventional in its four-movement layout.  Lent and a short quasi-Scherzo separating 
two more complex movements.  I followed the score and it almost seems to make sense.  
Finale is highly poetic, even Debussyan. (O11) 

Piano Sonata No 3 
Pure frustration.  I brought home the gigantic score, followed the first two pages — but 
the pages are to be mixed by the performer, following a sequence of arrows.  The score 
does not match the description of the obnoxious liner notes (no spiral bindings from a 
library).  The last gasp of Boulez’ control-everything phase: bits of Debussy-Webern 
wispiness, lots of brutal pounding, some passages that sound oddly diatonic. A 
puzzlement. (N11) 

Sonatine, flute & piano 
Boulez’ earliest canonical work, pure serialism plus a wealth of extended techniques for 
Gazzeloni’s flute – lots of flutter, radical changes of texture. It’s more like a weird, 
grotesque dance in the middle, but hard to gauge the mood. Ends as a kind of wild dance. 
(My14) Boulez' earliest acknowledged work, 13', begins with an unknown dissonance and 
a lot of flutter-tonguing. The rapid passages, with peckish staccatos, anticipate Le 
Marteau; piano arpeggios and flute writing look back to Debussy. A bridge. (Jy20) 

Le marteau sans maître 
I listened to Boulez’ masterpiece this time as pure wash, no text, no score (though there’s 
a complete score on line), just that unique brilliant sound. It strikes me that the main 
difference with earlier serial works is, first, rapid tempo, and second, bizarre colorful 
orchestration. What are the instruments? I hear flute (actually alto flute), viola (standard 
Debussy), xylophone (actually xylorimba), vibraphone, drums etc, mandolin? (no, 
guitar). Add the contralto, sparely used. The treatment of percussion is masterly. Time, 



about 36’, longer than I remember. The humming and deep gongs at the end are perfectly 
mysterious. Beautiful stuff. (Jy20) 

PIERRE BOUTEILLER 
Five Motets 

Petits motets contemporary with Lully but composed in Troyes and therefore neglected 
(except by the assiduous collector Brossard).  Only 8 additional motets plus the 
Requiem comprise PB’s extant work.  Attractive, stylish performances.  (Mh2) 

Missa pro defunctis 
Performance given with tiny forces befitting a provincial Mass — solo soprano & tenor, 
theorbo, organ, 2 viols — so it has more the soundworld of consort music, even madrigal, 
than typical Requiem. Short, no Dies irae. Music is curious blend of Renaissance 
throwback (complete with ficta & cross relations), French baroque vocal style, bits of 
chant, consort music. Fascinating and offbeat.  (Mh09) 

GUILLAUME BOUZIGNAC 
Motets & Te Deum 

After reading the excellent liner notes, I was slow to listen, fearing I suppose that the 
exceptional nature of this music would escape me.  No worry.  This composer wrote 
music unlike any other of the period, not only text-sensitive to a remarkable degree, but 
dramatic in recasting text.  “Ecce Homo,” a so-called dialogue motet, is test case.  Also 
an incredibly beautiful death meditation.  Christie is masterly of course, but I don’t 
know why he uses choral glissandi at times.  (Mh09) 

YORK BOWEN 
Piano Concerto No 2 in D minor, op 17 —Concertstück— 

My first taste of a composer so despised by Pound. Concerto written at age 22 (the First 
at age 19) in three inter-connected movements. I don’t detect an individual voice amid 
the very conservative harmonies — they get sexier at the end of the Lento, which also 
features solo viola (a nod to Tertis). Lively Finale with cadenza and extravagant coda. 
Pleasant but not distinguished. (Muskoka—Fe12) 

Symphonic Fantasia, op 16 
Abstract tone poem in 6 sections without break, 35' long. More heart-on-sleeve than the 
Concerto. Agitato section could be mistaken for early to middle Strauss, or maybe 
generic Dvorak. Lovely orchestration. Final Allegro launches into spirited march, almost 
Elgarian — big sequential build up subsides to ending in resignation. Convincing, if not 
individual.  (Muskoka—Fe12) 

Piano Concerto No 3 in G minor, op 23 “Fantasia” 
Again in one subdivided movement, similar in tone and texture to the Second with 
conventional dramatic tremolos and fanfares, occasional toying with whole tones à la 
Dukas’s Sorcerer, and orientalizing parallel fourths in the Finale. Not wholly banal, but 
I’m resistant. (Muskoka—Fe12) 

Suite in D minor, violin & piano, op 28 
Four movements in the shape of a Sonata, and the Allegro falls into sonata-allegro form 
— the Suite designation intended perhaps to liberate the Berceuse and especially the 
Humoresque for separate performance. Does not shy from flashy double stopping in 
Allegro and Finale (it was written for Kreisler). It makes no demands of the listener. 
Exciting Finale. Decent piece. (Fe12) 

Violin Sonata in E minor, op 112 



By 1945 Bowen’s style had modernized infinitessimally. Allegro heroic with tranquil 
second subject, highly virtuosic. Lento tries a sort of English impressionism, emulating 
his rival Bax perhaps. Finale a relentless virtuoso 6/8. Whatever else, Bowen was a true 
showman. (Fe12) 

Cello Sonata 
Writing for the temperamental Beatrice Harrson, Bowen allows himself more fantasy 
than usual in the Allegro — hard to follow but convincing. Lento serioso also rhapsodic, 
free, very beautiful.  Finale furioso. Good piece. (Fe12) 

Viola Sonata No 2 in F 
Second of a pair of Sonatas written for Tertis in 1905-6 amid a series of Sonata recitals 
together.  Allegro genial but rises to dramatic moments. Grave deeply expressive 
without being melodramatic — faster B section seems retrospective, then gets agitated — 
return of A rises to great intensity. Allegro Finale returns to genial mood but with air of 
showpiece, fast spiccato, high flying passages (which give the violist problems). Not bad, 
not memorable. (Fe12) 

Viola Sonata No 1 in C minor 
A dark moody theme, a rising nobilmente theme, a spiccato closing figure — beautiful 
coda.  Bowen’s earliest mature Sonata is by the book but romantically expansive. Poco 
lento has homely melody followed by etherial B section. Finale a vigorous, rather 
scrubby theme, contrasting swoony melody, very free development, lots of chromatic 
sequences, presto spiccato coda. Very strong piece. (Mh12) 

Phantasy for Viola and Piano, op 54 
One-movement piece written for Tertis — no one else could cope with the technical 
challenges and high-flying passages. With freed up form, Bowen sometimes suggests 
Strauss: soupy bit in middle a tear-jerker — fast bit a danse sauvage — piano goes wild, 
viola wails. Very exciting. (Mh12) 

Piece for Viola and Piano 
 Little 2’ melody, nicely romantic but negligible. (Je13) 
Piano Sonata No 1 in B minor, op 6 

Bowen was a formidable pianist (and could handle both violin and horn), and belongs in 
the tradition of pianist-composers. Tagged the English Rachmaninoff, he sounds to me 
more like Liszt or MacDowell. Allegro forthright, risoluto. Larghetto shows the Grieg 
spice noted by contemporaries (OMG the liner notes cite MacDowell!). Minuet has no 
archaic feel, just dactylic 3 rhythm. Finale begins like bravura variation on the Minuet. 
Attractive. (F14) 

Piano Sonata No 2 in C# minor, op 9 
More ripply than the First Sonata, and yes, there’s something ersatz in the material, both 
the first and second ideas plus the treble flourish of the latter. All surface – maybe it’s the 
pat, four-square phrasing. Sostenuto presents a simple Lied with a case of wandering 
tonality. Allegro molto much like the first movement. (F14) 

Piano Sonata No 3 in D minor, op 12 
Allegro has the same sound – as does the Andante cantabile. Allegro Finale presents 
another all too obvious theme. Maybe the problem with these pieces in conservatory 
harmony is that they are too lucid, not ripply or murky enough. Stravinsky scorned 
composers who dressed up diatonic themes with side-slipping chromatics. The last three 
Sonatas are better. (F14) 



Piano Sonata No 4 in C# minor, op 25/1 “Short Sonata” 
In the long stretch since the Third Sonata, Bowen has picked up a richer harmony from 
Debussy and Delius. Andante is a simple, very appealing barcarolle. Lento is similarly 
soft grained and intimate, more old-fashioned feeling. Finale is light and fleet fairy music 
in 6/8. I like this much better than the first three Sonatas, partly because of its richer 
language, partly because the smaller scale raises fewer pretenses. (F14) 

Piano Sonata No 5 in F minor, op 72 
Moderato continues in vein of heightened chromaticism, though thematic ideas remain 
solidly triadic, the movement too drawn out. Andante, marked semplice, has thinner 
textures, but is equally chromatic. Allegro Finale hardly sounds fiery or con fuoco – it 
gets sleepy in the middle – but a strong finish. (F14) 

Piano Sonata No 6 in B♭ minor, op 160 
Bowen’s last opus. Allegro has dark to agitated theme that’s firmly in key despite 
constant modulation underneath – a more sociable second subject – lots of added note 
harmony. Intermezzo picks up figure from Allegro and expands in peaceful quasi 
improvisation – quite beautiful. Finale “alla toccata” rushes through large handfuls of 
notes moto perpetuo. Impressive. (F14) 

WILLIAM BOYCE 
15 Trio Sonatas 

Wonderful continuous melodic invention, permanently fresh. Standage performances 
superb — even though I recall his Corelli Trio Sonatas as dull. Check them again. (Jy08) 
Easy, gracious, dance as a form of urban conversation. I’m glad to read that they were as 
pleasing in Boyce’s day as they are in mine. Holman nicely alternates between chamber 
and orchestral presentations, with nice notes on the reasons. And in fact, Simon Standage 
was not involved in these CDs. (My12) 

Anthems  
In Higginbottom series, seem closer to Purcell than Handel, lengthy, from 6 to 8 minutes; 
rational, moralistic passages, sometimes compiled from various books.  Odd passage 
from Job on Wisdom, an anthem for consecration of Solomon’s Temple also on Wisdom.  
Nice, but solo bits sometimes dreary, sectional procedure seems very disjointed.  “O 
Praise the Lord” (track 5) nicely varied, “Trust in God in adversity” (track 6) nicely 
affecting, “By the Waters of Babylon” (9) beautiful.  First Voluntary is exceptional 
organ piece — does Paul know it?  (Mh08) 

12 Overtures  
Published in London 1770, ten years after the 8 Symphonies, which were already behind 
the transition of Abel and J.C. Bach to the galante taste. They range between 2 and 5 
movements, and between 6’ and 10’ minutes, and they alternate between English and 
French styles. The last in G gestures toward the galante manner. The music is actually 
drawn from Overtures to occasional birthday odes and the like. I hate Adrian Shepherd’s 
Cantilene – sharp-edged sound, phrasing by the book, without character, all on the string, 
stopped bow, without dynamics, every articulation identical. Richard Taruskin would 
make hay of it. Boyce is so under-rated. No 12 doesn’t sound too different, just repeated 
notes and no counterpoint. (Je19)    

3 Concerti Grossi in B♭, B minor, and E minor 



These pieces were left after Boyce’s death. They are of Handelian mode, but the 
presumed set of 6 was never finished. The Allegro of the B♭ Concerto is extraordinarily 
complex. These are very beautiful pieces, more substantial than the Overtures. (Je19)    

JACQUES BOYVIN 
7 organ pieces 

The only representation in my collection of a composer significant in the French organ 
repertoire. Not that I discern an individual style . . . . But I remember turning pages for 
Tim Zimmerman and having trouble reading the notation as he played, all ornamental 
squggles and notes inégal. (D12) 

3 Suites pour le Magnificat 
 These pieces are performed alternatim with choir, in the manner of Couperin’s organ 

masses. The choir omits alternate verses of text, as was customary, leaving them to the 
wordless organ. I would not guess from the music that Boyvin was a generation older 
than Couperin, but his writing is equally wonderful. In Suite No 3, the choir Magnificat is 
beautifully harmonized. (Ag14) 

EUGÈNE BOZZA 
En Forêt 
 Pièce de concours for horn – loud opening, time for hand muting, lively and surprising 

use of familiar plainsong, bumptious 6/8 tune with lip trill. Unpretentious good fun. (N17) 
EDVARD BRÆIN 
Out towards the Sea 

Brief melancholy orchestral work, not very memorable. (Jy12) 
JOLY BRAGA SANTOS 
Symphony No 1 “In Memory of Those Who Died in the Last War” 

In three movements, all modal: Slow intro and Allegro with faint snare drums. Braga 
Santos appeals to the Portuguese Renaissance, but there’s a notable absence of 
counterpoint (this voids the Vaughan Williams comparison as well).  Andante is a dead 
march over bass pizzicato.  Finale lively, syncopated – slow ending, beautifully elegiac.  
Attractive but facile.  (O10)  

Symphony No 5 “Virtus Lusitaniae” 
A different world from the First, written 20 years later after experience of Mozambique. 
Huge orchestra including 12 percussionists — dissonant, rhythmic, full of atmospheric 
effects, glissandi — I think of Revueltas.  Four movements, slow-fast-slow-fast. Finale 
lets loose all the ammunition, brooding, simmering.  Terribly banal final triad.  
Another third-world crossover.  (O10)  

Concerto for Strings in D 
A fairly substantial piece in three movements for string orchestra on the Concerto Grosso 
model — a noble enterprise updating the ancient traditions of Portugal, but ultimately 
humdrum, even the final movement in 5/8.  (I Musici de Montréal, live O12) 

String Quartet No 2 in A minor, op 27 
3 movements, 22’. Largo in search of a key flows into Moderato, a fluttery texture with 
modal themes in counterpoint. Tempo picks up, melodic, motivic fragments. The sound is 
not impressionist, but the fragmentation is. Adagio seems to revert to Largo. Andante B 
section has folk-modal air and dance rhythm. Largo returns, sections alternate. Finale 
again calls on Largo intro before folksy Vivace dance, then another with cross rhythms. 
I’m bothered by all the tempo changes, despite the formal and thematic cohesion. (N19) 



JOHANNES BRAHMS 
Clarinet Quintet; 3 Hungarian Dances, violin & piano 

Music from the sacred heights — very moving, worth the drive (though Jamie Campbell 
cacked a high note in the slow movement, played slightly sharp). Moshe Hammer 
announced three “less familiar” Hungarian Dances, and they were in fact unfamiliar. Was 
Joachim the arranger? [Yes] Constant difficult double stopping. (Jy08—live, Parry Sound) 
The Holy of Holies of chamber music. I can’t believe it’s been so long since hearing it, 
yet I know every turn, every phrase where the clarinet is put at risk. James Campbell 
played beautifully, and the New Zealand Quartet. Rumor says they’re recording it. (live, 
Parry Sound Jy15) 

Ein Deutsches Requiem 
A listen through before we start rehearsing. The difficulties will be stamina, sustained 
high tessitura. Rattle’s tempos seem off — too slow at beginning, too quick for “House.” 
Quasthoff’s voice shows wear. But God, what gorgeous music! (N08) What joy to sing 
and get to know this transcendent music from the inside. My voice lasted, apart from a 
page or so of the big fugue — another time or so and I’d learn. Howard’s performance on 
CD is not bad. (Mh09). It’s wonderful to hear this now that I know every corner and trap. 
It works OK with two pianos and timpani, but the choir is exposed mercilessly. 
Mendelssohn Choir sailed through, but Noel Edison does not like soloistic voices, so 
there’s no edge to the sections, and therefore the inner voices especially are muffled — 
altos and wimpy tenors. But what inexhaustible music! (Jy09—live, Parry Sound) 

Drei Quartette, op 31 
Brilliant box set has only German texts, alas.  These pieces on Goethe look forward to 
the Liebeslieder Waltzes with their clattering piano accompaniments, but much more 
extended.  First two treated as double duets.  Solo perfrmances are very fine.  (D08) 

Drei Quartette, op 64 
Settings of three poets, the second is Schiller. More chromatic than op 31. Third song 
another dialogue à la Liebeslieder. (D08) 

Vier Quartette, op 92 
No 1 is echt late Brahms; No 3 remarkable dissonances. Heavy piano work. (D08) 

Zwei Quartette, op 112a 
“Sehnsucht” is exceptionally chromatic — some high lying soprano & tenor lines. (D08) 

Vier ernste Gesänge, op 120 
What a pleasure to hear Kim Borg’s definitive performance once again. Listening 
critically, I hear the voice slightly smaller, less black in timbre than I remember, and the 
German perhaps given a Finnish inflection. No matter — it’s as nearly perfectly 
expressive as a performance can be — better even than Ferrier’s. (D08) Robert Höll’s 
rendition has feeling and excellent diction and appropriate vocal color. But Höll 
sacrifices line to text, and the whole seems much too lightweight, including (surprisingly) 
Graham Johnson’s fussy accompaniment. (Ag14) 

Alto Rhapsody 
Sung very nicely by Christianne Stotijn, but she is no Ferrier, nor a Forrester — a 
high-voiced mezzo, not the right sound for this music.  (Mh09)  

Three Secular Songs, op 42 
For 6-part à cappella (or à capulco) choir. Texts but no translations or authors. Favorite 
device is dividing choir into 3-part women vs men — Brahms loves the dialogue device.  



These are a cut above the next sets on the disc, which are mostly strophic. Beautiful 
simple textures.  (Mh09) 

Sieben Lieder, op 62 
Lighter, more popular mode, 4-part or 8-part à cappella, folkish, strophic, nearly 
monophonic — texts from Das Knaben Wunderhorn.  “Waldesnacht” is best known. 
Nice low bass.  Seven are a bit much for a set.  (Mh09) 

Six Songs and Romances, op 93a 
In folkish mode, à cappella, not simply strophic — more unpredictable but very 
homophonic (except for Goethe setting), rather austere.  Nice soprano solo in No 2.  
(Mh09) 

Five Songs, op 104 
Fully through-composed à cappella songs, perhaps not the gems of the last piano pieces, 
but I’m sure they gain with familiarity.  Varied enough, deep enough to make a 
satisfying group.  (Mh09)  

Three posthumous organ works, WoO 7, 8 & 10 
Written as counterpoint exchanges with Joachim — to me they carry the conviction of 
Bach at his most searching. Recording preserves prolonged reverb. WoO 10 has stormy 
Prelude.  Liner notes describe A♭ minor Fugue as most complex of 19th century 
(overlooking Beethoven?).  (Je09) 

11 Chorale Preludes, op 122 
More complex textured and chromatic than I remember — not quite Reger, but on the 
way.  Still very subdued.  I wish I could recognize the chorale tunes by ear.  (Je09) 

Piano Quartet No 3 in C minor, op 60 
Brahms I know less well than most, though it has some familiarity. Very moving in live 
performance — smashing Scherzo, gorgeous slow movement, great Finale that the 
players described as “elusive,” though they seem to have nailed it. (Sharon Wei, 
Stratford—live, Ag09). On CBC: The first movement seemed strangely unfamiliar, 
though the others I seem to know pretty well. (Jy14) 

Symphony No 4 in E minor 
I love this Symphony but was almost too tired. Pappano’s tempos were slow — Ruth 
noticed too.  My mental benchmark for this is Kubelik years ago, conducting the Finale 
with two fists. Pappano lacked that forcefulness, and I think he was maybe lightening the 
basses to clarify texture but succeeded in diminishing gravitas as well. Wonderful to hear 
it live. (Avery Fisher Hall—Ap10)  

Symphony No 1 in C minor 
Orchestra London – nice performance – they sounded as good as I’ve heard them. My 
God this piece is heavenly perfection! (live—My10). On CBC driving to Muskoka: How 
great it is when I actually listen to it. The second horn entry in the Finale brought tears, as 
I’m  sure the composer intended. Micklethwaite in Winnipeg seems a very good 
conductor. (Jy14) Sir Gilbert Levine on TV, part of his inter-faith peace program, very 
fine performance. What a treat from PBS! (Mh19) 

Symphony No 3 in F 
Bernstein’s performance with Vienna, on coming home from the Orchestra London 
concert. These pieces are so familiar but wonderful to come back to, especially after 
spending so much time listening to the transitional symphonists between Beethoven and 
Schumann (Spohr, Onslow, Kalliwoda, Farrenc, Gade, Gouvy). (My10) 



Rinaldo, op 50 
My first hearing of this very strange piece, a 40' Cantata on the Armida story on a text by 
Goethe— after seeing Rossini and listening to Gade. It’s a test for Heldentenor and large 
male chorus. James King is ideal — yet it doesn’t sound Wagnerian in the least, except 
maybe the shield music. Parts of it could be Beethoven himself. Brahms is not good at 
seductive or voluptuous music: Armida herself does not appear. He is more convincing at 
self-reproach and recuperating high moral dignity. The most exciting music is track 12, 
tenor and chorus together, full blast, and the Schlusschor. Not great Brahms, but it holds 
together and moves swiftly. Most curious.  (My10) 

21 Hungarian Dances 
My snobbism about light music kept me from listening through the entire set of dances 
by my revered Brahms, even though I’ve wondered why the same two or three always get 
played.  Wonderful of course, and 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 all ring a bell at least, and the last 
used the same Hejre Kate tune as Hubay.  If Brahms had tried opera, he would probably 
have chosen a heroic or tragic subject: but what a fine comic opera he might have done. 
(D11) 

Piano Quintet in F minor, op 34 
Welcome revisit to an old friend. I was struck by how little the piano seemed to dominate 
the performance: was it Arthur Rowe’s discreet playing, or the heavy-handedness of the 
recordings?  It sounded like 5 equal parts — wonderful. (New Orford Quartet — live 
Fe12) Hearing this immediately after the Schumann Quintet reveals JB’s 
single-mindedness in concentrating on a single dark serious mood at great length. After 
two and a half concerts of Schumann, Brahms seemed less like a culmination than a 
heavy weight. Maybe I was tired. I still love the third movement best. The performance 
was superb – Stewart Goodyear watched the string players more than his own music. The 
NZ Quartet is terrific, though I think the lower instruments outshine the violins. (Parry 
Sound live, Jy16) Listen in the car, finished at home. Great performance on BBC with 
Signum Quartet. (S16) What a treat to hear this live, not having heard it for so long. Art 
Rowe is admirable, but his playing always lacks that final edge. I want the piano to 
thunder, and he plays like an accompanist, or a too too refined chamber musician. It’s a 
Concerto, dammit! (live at Wolf Hall, Penderecki O19)    

Viola Sonata No 1 in F minor, op 120/1 
Anna Redekop and Leslie Kinton live at Bishop Cronyn. Anna played very well, but with 
a rather small sound and narrow range of feeling. But everything clean and musical and 
in tune. I haven’t heard the piece in years, but only the first movement seemed at all 
remote. (Live—Fe12) 

Cello Sonata No 1 in E minor, op 36 
I haven’t heard this piece in years, but it remains very familiar. (Muskoka—Fe12); The 
big piece in Fiona Robson’s recital with Raymond Truong, both playing their hearts out. I 
had not heard Fiona since her stint at the Paris Conservatoire, and she is now virtually 
professional solo caliber. Paul agreed that she needs “finishing,” a Dorothy DeLay to 
help her connect with the audience, but said that she had all but lost a “little girlish” 
attitude that she’d always had. She seemed more at ease, less conscious of technique here 
than she was in the rest of the recital, so I could forget about her and enjoy the music. (I 
couldn’t remember if there were three movements or four: there are three, the middle a 
wistful scherzando, the last a fugue.) (live, February20) 



Piano Quartet No 2 in A, op 26 
I sort of know this piece, or thought I did, but hearing it live is overwhelming — it is so 
long and so full of detail (not “intense” — much of it is relaxed but closely written). The 
slow movement is deeply moving. The audience gasped at the end of the Scherzo. We 
were almost as exhausted as the players at the end of the piece. I was struck by the 
relationship of the alternating adjacent note theme of the Allegro to the gipsy theme of 
the Finale. But I’m sure there are many more such niceties to be discovered. Played 
brilliantly by Martin Roscoe with the New Zealand Quartet.  (live, Parry Sound — Jy12) 

Piano Trio No 1 in B, op 8 
I know every note of this, though I haven’t heard it for years. The first movement is pure 
springtime, the last torrential. Live, the slow movement was haunting. Despite some 
rough edges — Preucil miscounted once, Rowe dropped notes. But exciting. (Rowe, 
Preucil, Kim Trio, N12) Starting a day-long Brahms marathon in Parry Sound, beautifully 
played by pianist Peter Longworth, Yegor Dyachkov, and Gil Sharon – who looked 
totally bored, but played wonderfully. I said he must have had the same teacher as Henry 
Krichker. (live Jy15) 

31 Lieder – Bernarda Fink 
 Bernarda Fink’s CD includes many favorites – Sapphisches Lied (on the fast side), 

Feldeinsamkeit, Dein blaues Auge, Stãndchen (op 106/1, the famous one), Von ewiger 
Liebe, Der Tod das ist der kűhle Nacht (transcendent), Die Mainacht (the greatest of 
them all), Vergebliches Stãndchen (I’m  tired of it), Der Jãger, Der Schmied (I’m  so 
glad to have it). Ending with Wiegenlied, the famous lullaby, text from Das Knaben 
Wunderhorn, sounding like a folksong but pure Brahms – a stunning performance. A few 
I didn’t know I knew: Die Melodien, Nachtigall, Sonntag. The first song, “Bei dir sinf 
meinen Gedanken,” could be Mendelssohn, though it’s late. “Vergangen” is a fabulous 
roiling seascape. “Alte Liebe” – echt Brahms, a tracery of lyric feeling that ought to have 
satisfied Hugo Wolf. “An die Nachtigall” – gorgeous. “Auf dem Kirchhofe” ranks with 
the greatest – how has it escaped me? “Spanisches Lied” and “Am Sonntag Morgen” – 
Brahms being coy. Liebestreu manages two voices in a small space. Der Mãdchen 
manages unusual trochaic pentameter successfully. Superb CD. (Muskoka—Jy13) 

3 Songs 
 Anita Krause sounds much darker, even plumier, than I’ve heard her before. “Ständchen” 

and “Botschaft” are good to hear, but “Die Mainacht” was gorgeous, one of the supreme 
treasures of the Lieder repertoire. (live, Wolf Hall-Ja14) 

Zwei Gesänge, op 91 
 I don’t recall ever hearing the two viola songs in concert, so it was a special pleasure, 

with Anita Krause and Sharon Wei. I didn’t know that the two were written some twenty 
years apart – how strange! (live, Wolf Hall—Ja14) 

Violin Sonata No 3 in D minor, op 108 
 Making my list of supreme masterpieces, I might overlook this one. I take it so much for 

granted. But it’s been a long time since I’ve heard it, and the music shakes me to the core. 
I would love to have played it, but the Adagio scares me – it’s simply impossible to pull 
enough sound out of one wretched fiddle. Scott St John made a valiant effort, and he 
plays with great sensitivity. The sound is a bit thin, the vibrato loses control at times – but 
this is nit-picking. (live, Wolf Hall-Ja14) James Ehnes also did the big Brahms on his 



recital. It doesn’t get any better. I think he did nearly the whole Adagio on the G string. 
(Ap14) 

Lieder, volume 4 – Robert Höll 
 The basso gets a few plums here, including (somewhat implausibly) “An die Nachtigal,” 

plus “Sapphisches Ode,” “Dein blaues Auge,” and the whole of op 94. The three 
Heimweh songs from op 63 make a fine set, though only the second is vaguely familiar. 
“Alte Liebe” is very subtle in feeling. “O kühle Wald” and “Verzogen,” pure 
heart-on-sleeve. Opus 94 is described as a kleine Winterreise, perfect for basso, and 
includes the glorious “Ode” which Hölle manages with unwonted legato. “Wie 
Melodien” turns out to be very familiar, though Hölle’s line just misses the mark. 
“Maienkätchen” is a remarkable bit of faux innocence that Fischer-Dieskau used to end 
recitals with. (Ag14) 

Scherzo from the FAE Sonata 
 Concert opener – I was surprised that it sounded so familiar. Helene Pohl from the New 

Zealand Quartet played nicely, Peter Longworth piano. (Parry Sound live Jy15) 
Cello Sonata No 2 in F, op 99 
 I know this piece so well, though I haven’t heard it in many years. I’ve always loved it, 

and was surprised to hear from Dyachkov (who talked much too long) that it was not well 
received at first. Ruth thought it unmelodic. It’s never seemed so to me, but then I’m 
more used to cello sonatas in general. The opening is so swashbuckling, the Adagio so 
heartbreaking. I love revisiting a great masterpiece. (Dyachkov & Longworth, live in 
Parry Sound Jy15) 

Quintet No 2 in G, op 111 
 Ruth and I heard some of the rehearsal with the wonderful New Zealand Quartet (with 

Ron Ephrat), and the concert performance was gorgeous. I didn’t know that this was the 
piece Brahms planned to retire with. Every movement is ultimate Brahms – no one else 
comes close. The Allegretto is almost unimaginable, yet he imagined it and wrote it 
down. (live, Parry Sound Jy15)  

6 Piano Pieces, op 118 
 Hearing them all together live is a transcendent experience. I wrote on Facebook after the 

day of Brahms masterpieces, This world no longer matters. No 2 and No 6 are the 
ultimate devastation – not tearjerkers, the word is too weak. Peter Longworth played 
beautifully. (Parry Sound Jy15) 

Violin Concerto in D, op 77 
Ida Haendel live on BBC disc, fine performance, deadly accurate, rough edges not too 
carefully smoothed, thank God. It’s been a long time since I listened to the first two 
movements. (Ja16) I’m crazy to be listening to this again – I’m bound to dream that I have 
to perform it without knowing how to play it. But I know every note except the Joachim 
cadenza. Mutter is fabulous. (O17) 

Contemplation 
Heifetz’s arrangement and elaboration of Brahms’s song “Wie melodien zieht es mir.” It 
fits nicely on Nicola Benedetti’s disc with Chausson and Szymanowski. Driving from 
Boston, (O16) 

Piano Sonata No 1 in C, op 1 
I’ve heard this only a few times yet the Beethovenish opening motif sounds instantly 
recognizable.  Brahms was not bashful making his debut at age nineteen with this claim 



of inheritance from the Master. Development alternates between lucid and obscure, but 
never obvious or juvenile, and builds to a thunderous final statement. Melnikov makes 
much of playing on a period 1875 Bösendorfer, but to me it sounds stubbornly 
non-resonant, all wood and wires. He tries to get more sound than it will give. (Has 
Harmonia Mundi added reverb?) Andante “nach einem altdeutschen Minnelied” 
maintains a folk quality through three variations and sudden shifts of tonality, closing 
with coda over tonic pedal. Scherzo, in minor key and duple meter, is ambiguously 
playful and demonic – with Trio in seraphic major. Con fuoco Finale sounds even more 
driven like Beethoven, except for the second idea, a Schumannesque fantasy, hesitant, 
fluttering. The end is huge. Not many Opus Ones can match it. (D16) 

Piano Sonata No 2 in F# minor, op 2 
Big-boned four-movenment Sonata like the First – brusque, Beethovenish motif in bare 
octaves, a palpitating, emotional theme and fiery development. Andante, like that of the 
First, is based on a traditional song, with three variations. The winter despair of the song 
rises to a passion a Brahms plays subtle chromatic tricks. Scherzo is short, with a slower, 
wistful Trio – and an almost bitonal transition back to the Scherzo. Finale, the longest 
movement, has long slow introduction before an expansive non troppo, with bursts of 
energy, lingering spots, seeming false starts, even a gipsy bit – very odd. (Ja17) 

Scherzo in E♭ minor, op 4 
Substantial 10’ piece with Mendelssohnian motif that quickly becomes two-fisted in the 
grand manner, and remains so to the end, with a couple of restful episodes. (Ja17) 

Serenade No 2 in A, op 16 
This is the one without violins, caught on CBC driving to Parry Sound. A reminder what 
a dull piece it is, such drab, unmemorable melodies, even the last movement, which 
manages to stick in the mind. (Muskoka, Jy17) 

Piano Trio No 2 in C, op 87 
I wasn’t even sure I’d recognize this Brahms. I certainly did recognize the opening, but 
the whole piece is shockingly vague. Allegro begins with a grand triadic motto, beautiful 
themes and development. Lyrical Andante. Scherzo reaches a nearly Elgarian nobilmente 
in the Trio. Allegro giocoso is simpler, more jovial, but arrives at thrilling chorale motif 
that elevates the entire movement and prepares for exciting coda. Great Brahms that I 
should know better. (Gryphon Trio, live at Wolf Hall, S19) 

29 Lieder, Volume I 
Angelika Kirchschlager beautiful in this first selection, which does not include many of 
the most famous songs: Vom ewiger Liebe builds to a rousing affirmation of eternal love. 
Trost in Tränen has a modal tinge, and Herbstgefühl is more Schubertian. Dämmerung 
senkte sich is subtle version of a lesser known Goethe lyric. Best known is the gorgeous 
Feldeinsamkeit, Brahms’s equivalent to Silent Noon. The two early op 19 songs are a 
pairing. The op 48 set, complete, is slight until the last three. The two Junge Lieder are 
rarely performed. O komme holde Sommernacht is unusually overt for Brahms. Salome, 
not the Biblical character, is a femme fatale, Therese an amusing depiction of calf love, 
and Nachtwandrer a (possibly autobiographical?) portrait of a night walker in the streets. 
Abendregen is gorgeous, with the archetypal Wanderer, staccato raindrops, and a 
rainbow. Graham Johnson has interesting comments on the sources of Brahms’s 
folksongs, some genuine, some with spurious tunes and even texts; but he makes claims 
for Brahms as an early pioneer in the late century folksong movement. (Mh20) 



Die schöne Magelone, op 33 
Cycle of 15 songs, about 57’. Fischer-Dieskau and Richter. See Maltman CD for texts 
and plot summary, which is notoriously impossible to follow from the songs alone. 
Tieck’s romance from the 1790s is adapted from an Occitan tale about a poet-knight 
named Peter in love with Magelone. They are almost united but get separated, Peter 
nearly elopes with the Muslim Sulima, but by lucky fortune reunites with Magelone. 
Tieck’s lyrics are largely incidental to the plot and rather generic in tone. Brahms himself 
did not expect them to be sung as a cycle, though that’s how they are now usually done. 
(1) A minstrel urges Peter to mount his horse and explore the world. (2) Peter bravely 
sallies forth. (3) Peter, alone, thinking: if there’s no desire, there’s no hope. He rouses 
himself to action and a faster tempo. (4) Peter declares love in letter to Magelone, with 
hope and agitation – return at end to beautiful tune. (5) Peter’s joy at her encouragement. 
(6) Peter anticipates meeting (arranged by go-between nurse) – longest song in cycle, 
rondo, time slows down. (7) Peter and Magelone alone, diffident but joyous. (8) Peter 
plans to elope with Magelone and return to his father. (9) Magelone is overcome by 
weariness on the journey. This Lullaby is much the most popular of the songs. (10) Peter 
loosens her collar and finds the pouch with three rings that he has given her. A raven 
snatches it, and Peter chases after. (11) Magelone, thinking herself abandoned, laments 
her state – so love drifts away. (12) Peter is captured by a Sultan and held. He laments his 
distant beloved. (13) In great excitement, the Sultan’s daughter Sulima designs to elope 
with Peter. (14) Peter has second thoughts and escapes alone by boat. Exultant, he regrets 
his vacillation. (15) Magelone and Peter are reunited and marry in himmlischer Lust. 
Beautiful long-breathed song. These are gorgeous songs, as fine as Brahms wrote. The 
plot doesn’t really matter, though the skeleton outline is helpful. (Je20) Brahms Songs, 
Volume 4. Maltman and Johnson begin at a trot and not a galop – and continue with 
slower tempos. Normally I don’t mind, but I find myself astonished to prefer 
Fischer-Dieskau’s performance, so much more forward moving. (Je20) 

HENRY BRANT 
Kingdom Come 

For two orchestras separated spatially. Unlike the Brant piece I heard years ago, the two 
groups are sonically and stylistically differentiated, so the dialogue/debate makes sense to 
the ear. The balcony group is a circus band with all sorts of instruments and 
non-instruments; the stage group is a standard orchestra making dark avant garde sounds. 
The organ interlude sounds eerily synthesized. I approve the comic tone — or rather, 
comedy confronts tragedy à la Ariadne auf Naxos. It works. The kids must have loved it. 
(S11) 

Machinations 
Whacky aleatoric nonsense. Parts sound like a joker releasing air from balloons. (O11) 

WALTER BRAUNFELS 
String Quintet in F# minor, op 65 

Sprawling 44’ piece. Allegro establishes strange harmonic world, tonality in a distorted 
mirror. I’d guess Zemlinsky – so much going on that it’s hard to pick out themes, only 
repeated motifs. Is it all delayed resolution non-harmonics. Adagio begins with isolated 
nearly atonal chromatic phrases – again thick agitated passages. Scherzo is expressionist 
grotesque – Trio faster, brighter – abrupt return. Finale has slow intro, folksy Rondo 
theme with bm-chk accompaniment a relief, very abrupt ending. Exceptionally 



demanding music. I love it. Performance understands nuance of every phrase and 
extraordinarily pure intonation. I’m agog. (My13) 

Piano Concerto in A, op 21 
Broad symphonic feeling with piano entering quietly, blending in, Brahmsian with that 
inner glow. Solo piano is not so much showy as grandiose. Adagio lingers, spreads out, 
with piano figuration, pedal tones all over. It builds by thickening – think Tristan. Allegro 
opens with march-like 6/8 folktune theme – it comes and goes as the music becomes 
anxious for the first time, then calms down with return from first movement. Big ending. 
I don’t know if this is a masterpiece, but I look forward to hearing it again. Wow! (Mh15)  

Ariels Gesang, op 18 
Transport in slow motion – a lot going on under the surface. Beautiful, but lacking the 
desired mysticism. (Mh15)  

Schottische Phantasie, viola and orchestra, op 47 
Full-length viola concerto in five sections, the first and last comprising most of the piece. 
The folksong “Ca’ the yowes” is the principal motif throughout. Here the harmonic 
language has become more acidic, some bitonality perhaps (?), not at all like Bruch – 
much more expressionist. Very expressive piece. (Mh15)  

TOMÁS BRETÓN 
Piano Trio in E 

What is a zarzuela composer doing writing chamber music? Like Sir Arthur Sullivan, 
Bretón had ambitions to be taken seriously. After contributing to the zarzuela revival, he 
rewrote La Dolores as a full opera with some success. This Trio is a major half-hour 
work in four movements. Allegro builds on a rhythmic motif and a lyrical phrase, rising 
to great passion and sonority, spendthrift with torrents of notes. Spanish feeling is present 
but in a subtle way – guitar-like figures in piano, certain modal turns. Gorgeous long 
spun melody in Andante. Scherzo has marvelous hemiola cross rhythms – and yes, 
Saint-Saens (at his best) is the touchstone here. Even the Finale with less inventive 
material builds to a noble allargando. And what a finish! Beautiful, exciting, unexpected 
music. (Ap13) 

Quartet in D 
It’s hard to believe this was published as late as 1910. Apart from some odd chord 
progressions it might be Haydn – ersatz Viennese. Not a drop of Spanish blood. The 
out-of-style incidentals do little to modernize. Andante turns to darker tone, some 
rhythmic instability. Scherzo adopts a sunny tone – good movement, could stand alone 
(weird coda). Finale has slow intro with cadenza-like flourishes, only to announce a very 
academic fugue. Valiant effort, but no. (Ap13) 

PIERRE de BRÉVILLE 
Viola Sonata in F 

Bréville was yet another Franck pupil in the serious line of Chausson and d’Indy, and he 
wrote this piece as an octogenarian in 1944. Highly chromatic over-ripe romanticism 
with virtually no evidence of Debussy – the middle movement has a striking theme that 
passes through faster tempi before the opening returns con sordino – Finale shifts to F 
minor and floats from one idea to the next. Bréville is another worth exploring, no doubt 
seriously under-recorded. Steven Dann must be the best violist on disc: this CD is a 
triumph. (D13)) 

FRANK BRIDGE 



Violin Sonata 
Early unfinished piece in two movements. Dramatic Straussian opening settles into 
pastoral lyricism. Second movement has lovely wistfulness, surprising fast section. No 
obvious Brahms fingerprints. Jennifer Orchard plays extremely well.  (Ja09) 

Cello Sonata 
Rhapsodic passionate opening movement (liner notes say sonata form). Wistful 
wandering Adagio. Tumultuous Finale. Harmony is oddly extended Romanticism — is it 
added note? Surprising dissonances in final cadence. Strong piece, very convincingly 
played. (Ja09) 

Phantasy Trio in C minor 
Super piece, highly romantic, rhapsodic: Brahmsian basis but pushed to more complex 
chord structures, abrupt or side-slipping modulations. Bridge at his best.  (Ja09) 

Quartet No 1 in E minor “Bologna” 
I had decided that I didn’t care for Bridge’s Quartets, but discovery of the Naxos discs, 
second hand, encourages me to try again. Maggini is superb group. The first is tonal, 
highly chromatic and turgid, charged with emotion but excessively. Scherzo then seems 
too lightweight. The Finale, however, is just right, ending in tragic Adagio and cello solo. 
(Jy09)  

Quartet No 2 
Beautifully formed Quartet: fast-faster Scherzo-fast, with Andante folded into Scherzo 
and long slow intro to Finale, return of themes from opening. Texture is highly 
chromatic, but neither quite Delius nor Reger though resembling both. With more 
immediately attractive thematic material, this would be real winner. Bridge is thoroughly 
distinct both from his teacher Stanford and his pupil Britten — this has confused me. 
(Jy09) 

Quartet No 3 
This is nearly a different world, closer to Schoenberg than Britten in its near atonality 
combined with classical structures (“Mendelssohn with wrong notes”). Three large-scale 
movements, fast-slow-fast. Tonality preserved partly by emphasis on interval of fifth. 
Cadences are telling, especially first and third movements (as much as final cadence of 
No 2 rings false). The date of stylistic change is 1926 — similar career path to Suk’s, or 
even more, Zemlinsky’s. (Jy09) 

Quartet No 4 
Ten years later (1937), similar manner, slightly less dissonant, more tonal repose. 
Spectral, nearly atonal Minuetto. Slow intro to skipping Finale. This Quartet is lighter, 
less dense in texture, simpler in structure than No 3. (Jy09) 

Phantasy Piano Quartet in F# minor 
Single sectional movement in post-Brahmsian style (Dohnanyi?), still very intense. (Jy09) 

Piano Sonata 
Big half-hour Sonata played without break — a major work in FB’s oeuvre and a key 
transition into his modern style (well described in the liner notes). Slow intro sounds 
impressionist (high octave figure), Allegro has whiff of Scriabin, with gradual, 
quasi-improvisatory unfolding to forceful climax. Elegiac Andante thins textures, 
transparent — beautiful ending. Transition to Allegro that gathers force reluctantly into 
an insistent rhythm, then subsides into deep tragic conclusion. (The octave figure from 



the beginning is here moved to bass.) Difficult music, and a real handful — maybe the 
most impressive piece of Bridge that I’ve heard.  (Je10) 

The Sea 
I thought I knew this piece from cassette, but only the opening gesture, which returns at 
the end.  Shaped like a pictorial mini-symphony in high romantic style — less 
convincing seascape than La Mer or Tintagel, or some others. Attractive, colorful music, 
but complex I think only in its orchestration. (Jy11) Yes, ditto, but nice listening. (Ap13) 

Summer 
Ten-minute tone poem depicting summertime stasis — languid, gradual crescendo of 
vitality.  Lovely but not much happens. (Jy11) 

Cherry Ripe 
Four-minute bon-bon, not pseudo-Elizabethan or based on a known tune but charming, 
with lots of trills. (Jy11) 

Enter Spring 
Substantial tone poem from Bridge’s late period has overtones of Scriabin — not 
dissonant or abstract like the later Quartets on account of the vernal topos, nor ecstatic 
either, but cheerful, with an aura of magic. Midway the air clears — bird calls and quiet. 
Rises again to near delirium — quiet — thunderous promenade to the end. Super — yes, 
this may be FB’s masterpiece. (Jy11) 

Lament 
Short piece for strings lamenting the death of a small child aboard the Lusitania. 
Restrained, dignified. (Jy11) 

Phantasm – Rhapsody for Piano & Orchestra 
Major 28’ Concerto in four sections without break, dating from 1931 after the composer’s 
modernist turn. The title suggests a psychic subject, both in the sense of mental and 
occult, Unsettled prologue gives way to more turbulent Allegro, where major theme is 
given to trollish bassoon recollections of the Scriabinish parts of Firebird – efforts at a 
grotesque waltz – extraverted fortissimo – piano transition to slithery strings in Andante – 
becomes rather eerie, builds to nice climax -- .Allegro Finale enters trombones and little 
wild things. Quiet ending. Brilliant piece, but I’d never guess Frank Bridge in a hundred 
years. (F16) 

GEORGE FREDERICK BRISTOW 
Rip Van Winkle Overture 

Bristow was one of the earliest adequately trained native-born American composers, and 
a key part of New York musical life through the middle of the century. This is an 
overture to a real opera, which had modest success in its day. Form is standard, pompous 
opening, lively main section in 12/8, vivace coda. Fine orchestration. Nothing makes 
obvious reference to Irving’s tale. (O18)    

A Winter’s Tale Overture 
Apparently a concert overture – happy music followed by a Rossinian storm followed by 
romantic pastoral (truly lovely oboe and flute over imitation bagpipe drone) followed by 
a regal procession of hunting horns with fife and drum plus happy ending. A very viable 
concert piece. (O18)   

Symphony No 2 in D minor “Jullien” 
Four movements, 44’, named for the French conductor who arrived in NYC in 1853 and 
commissioned works from Bristow, Fry, and others. Bristow ultimately completed five 



symphonies. His master here is obviously Beethoven (like Paine’s First), with abrupt 
sforzandi, timp strokes, the “wrong” chord at fortissimo, fast violin bow strokes, not to 
mention attractive lyrical themes. Development is well sustained and varied. Recap 
sneaks in without the signal sforzandi. Coda takes off into unexpected modulation. It’s 
textbook copy, but done with skill and real feeling. Allegretto in 4 is in major, neither 
Minuetto nor Scherzo but a gracious charmer with gentlest syncopation. Adagio begins 
with a horn melody in major, rather corny, turning to a turbulent minor, the two moods 
alternating. Agitato Finale in 6/8 begins in minor, second subject in major. Great violin 
runs set up return of theme. The symphony seems headed for a quiet ending, but a big 
brass chorale ushers in coda and grand finish. The Adagio is a bit weak, and there are 
formal issues in the last two movements, but Bristow deserves to be proud. (O18)    

ESTÊVÃO de BRITO 
Heu Domine 
 Motet following Magalhaes’ Requiem, a superb six-voice cry of lamentation. (S14) 
BENJAMIN BRITTEN 
Les Illuminations 

Why have I avoided this piece? The French text? It’s super of course, and Ainsley’s voice 
is beautiful and just right. (Je08) 

Rejoice in the Lamb; Te Deum in C; Jubilate Deo; Antiphon; Hymn to the Virgin; Festival Te 
Deum 

Lovely to revisit familiar Smart piece. The Te Deums are surprisingly unfamiliar, as is 
Antiphon — disc had rave reviews, but choir seems to lack body.  (O08) 

Missa brevis; Hymn to St Peter; Hymn to St Columba; Prelude and Fugue 
Missa is light, almost irreverent, fun (oddly) but written for boys. The Hymns are 
unfamiliar, St Peter more elaborate (with coy wink at Peter Pears), St Columba dark and 
apocalyptic (related to War Requiem); BB’s only organ piece is add on. (O08) The Missa 
brevis retains some familiarity — the notes say that Britten wrote it for a choirmaster 
aiming for a fuller sound than typical Brit trebles, and Britten was happy to comply. 
Agnus Dei is masterly. All the music is lively — it sounds like fun. I even prefer this 
French performance to the other on the Britten CD. (Ap13) 

Hymn to St Cecilia 
Choir sails through extreme difficulties with ease. Beautiful. (O08) This piece has a cringe 
factor — my awful undergrad presentation on Auden. Britten at his best, but tough — 
and gorgeous. Shaw’s choir is dead on — such colors! (Mh09) 

Winter Words 
Great set of Hardy songs — needs dramatic presence, irony, and thrust that Butterfield 
wholly lacks. He sang the notes OK. (Ja08 — live) 

War Requiem 
I’m glad I know this Masterpiece so well because Gerald Fagan’s representation of it left 
nothing but frustration — no dynamics or colors from the Chorus, no sense of continuity, 
balance, or ambient reverb, inaudible soloists, apart from Leslie Fagan (Daryl Edwards, 
alas, should have been ideal but was not). Amabile Angels sounded nice, but three times 
too many of them. All the notes and none of the music. Bah! (Ap08—Good Friday—live) 

Canadian Carnival Overture 
Britten lite — medleyed folktunes which I don’t recognize until Alouette at the end, in 
grand bitonal rowdiness, eh. Quiet ending. Delight. (My09) 



Lachrymae—Reflections on a Song by John Dowland, op 48 
I don’t remember ever hearing this staple of the viola repertoire. Variations, virtually a 
short concerto for viola & orchestra, very nice. (Ag10) Reflections (i.e. Variations) on a 
Song by Dowland. The peculiar bass sounds at the beginning made me think there were 
more than two instruments in this piano incarnation. Composed in 1950 for Primrose, the 
piece almost sounds influenced by Boulez & Co. But the variants become more tonal, 
finally reaching a statement of the very moving theme at the end, à la d’Indy’s Istar. 
(Je17) 

Young Apollo 
Bright, exuberant, memorable music for piano and strings. Britten withdrew it, perhaps 
less for the quality of the music than for the implications of the title. (Ag10) 

On This Island, op 11; Auden Songs 
The set is excellent: it opens with Brittenish tribute to music, complete with trills, 
melismas, but with a sad second verse. Ends with sardonic piece that could be Weill. 
Good stuff in between.  The others are good Britten — “To lie flat on your back” 
outstanding. I’m amazed at how well Auden’s intricate, hard sounding verses work with 
music. (Ag10) 

Cabaret Songs 
Delia Jones is smashing in these witty pieces — “Tell me the truth about love” is wittier 
than Cole Porter, and the setting of “Funeral Blues” rises to the feeling of the poem. 
Britten at his half dressed very best.  (Ag10) 

Cantincle I: My Beloved Is Mine 
Where did BB find the Quarles poem? It’s a perfect love offering to Peter, the challenge 
being to sustain the lengthy song across 6 strophes — triumphantly. In the Bible, 
“Canticles” are love songs.  (Jim Stark started to learn it, then set it aside in horrified 
embarrassment.)  (Ag10) 

Canticle II: Abraham and Isaac 
The notes are right, a mini-opera for 2 voices and piano. I’m sure BB would have 
preferred a boy to a mezzo. One of the most harrowing scenes of the OT, makes a 
reappearance in the War Requiem. The medieval language and rhyme, the two voices for 
God (borrowed from Schoenberg) allow formal distance — the enactment makes it 
alarmingly real.  (Ag10) 

Canticle III: Still Falls the Rain; The Heart of the Matter 
For tenor, horn and piano. The long version at 25' includes 4 additional Sitwell songs, 
horn fanfares and readings. Alas, I like the Canticle itself least, although the poem is a 
favorite.  Text-driven declamation — the climactic Sprechstimme doesn’t save it. Give 
it another try. The other songs are simpler, more appealing.  (Ag10) 

Canticle IV: The Journey of the Magi 
For countertenor, tenor, baritone and piano. Eliot’s narrative poem does not make a big 
dramatic ending, but enough to give the whole a sense of completion.  (Ag10) 

Canticle V: The Death of St Narcissus 
For tenor and harp. St Narcissus is a version of St Sebastian, icon of male beauty and 
homosexual psychology. Eliot’s suppressed poem has suggestions of masochism, 
flagellation, masturbation guilt, cross-gender identification, molestation by an elder male 
— all depicted as motive for artistic expression and devotion to God. Or am I reading too 
much into it?  (Ag10) 



A Ceremony of Carols 
The original recording, I think. I remember how amazing I thought it was that young 
boys could sing those modern harmonies! Very familiar, and fine. (D10) 

Saint Nicolas 
Robert Tear is insufferable! The disc brings back memories of singing this piece twice 
with Paul.  It’s an OK entertainment, with some humor (the storm at sea, the pickled 
boys) and some moving parts, notably the end. Not top drawer Britten, but sound. (D10) I 
groaned when Paul said we were doing this again – my third time round. But it’s a 
wonderful piece. I think it is top-drawer Britten, though the genre of semi-secular Cantata 
is problematic. I was impressed, doing it live again, at the way Britten sets 
complementary forces against each other – choir, soloist, children’s choir, congregation; 
orchestra, organ; piano. percussion. The sound! Daryl Edwards was terrific once again. 
Dinner with him and Diane afterward. (live FSA, Ap13) 

Double Concerto for Violin, Viola & Orchestra 
Early work never released by the composer, edited for publication after his death. It has 
the Britten hallmarks: brightness, clear lines, graceful writing for the soloists. First 
movement seems insubstantial. Second saws away at quarter notes, with lack of rhythmic 
interest. Finale has greater interest — nice slow, quiet ending. Worth hearing, but not as 
strong as the Violin or the Piano Concerto. I’m struck at how little the early Britten 
resembles Stravinsky. (D11) 

A Simple Symphony 
 How did I escape ever playing this one? It’s such a great staple, delightful. It should be a 

real study to see how the sophisticated mind transforms such naïve material. (live FSA 
strings, Ap13) 

Peter Grimes: 4 Sea Interludes 
 Caught on CBC, senza Passacaglia. I always marvel at the lucidity of means and texture. 

(Jy13) 
Nocturnal after John Dowland, op 70 
 Britten’s sole guitar piece, written for Julian Bream after Dowland’s “Come heavy 

sleep,” which is sung strategically beforehand. I hear clearly the deeper resonance and the 
twang of the guitar in contrast to the lute. I’m  not crazy about guitar music (the twang I 
guess) but Britten manages to sound both idiomatic and like himself. A substantial 18’ 
piece. (D13) 

Matinées musicales; Soirées musicales 
The later Suite is more complicated, but both are in the same soundworld, Britten’s 
sophisticated take on obscure Rossini. (I was surprised when a familiar tune turned up in 
the Ballet for Guillaume Tell.) No surprises in the music, since I’ve played them through 
but can’t remember performing them. The production of this music seems so natural for 
Britten that I’d guess it would be grossly undervalued – as it is. (Ap14) 

Violin Concerto in D minor, op 15 
It’s been a long time since hearing this piece, which has kept growing on me – it all 
comes back with that wonderful melody in the orchestra, solo violin repeating the timpani 
rhythm. The Vivace stays fresh, with clear tones of Shostakovich. Ending with a 
Passacaglia is daring – it begins beneath the end of the cadenza – I’m not sure if the 
build-up quite pays off. The slow coda is beautiful. I don’t remember a key being 
assigned. (Ja16) 



FRANTIŠEK BRIXI 
Missa di Gloria in D 

Substantial 45' work with four soloists, chorus and orchestra, in galante style on the verge 
of classicism, lyrical rather than rambunctious — written circa 1750. Some contrapuntal 
bits, like the second Kyrie and the Cum Sancto. Begins with gentle triplet pattern which 
recurs frequently, as in Domine Deus, a gorgeous terzetto. Very attractive piece by a 
composer who devoted himself entirely to liturgical music. (Jy12) 

Organ Concerto No 1 in D 
Brixi is best known for his five organ Concerti, somewhat more classical sounding than 
Handel’s but of the same sort. (Jy12) 

Symphony in D 
Three movements, 9’. Brixi left only one symphony, and it was probably intended for 
church performance in 1760. Brief but with classical feel. Andantino in 3, Allegro alla 
breve a staccato romp. So-so. (Je19)   

SÉBASTIEN de BROSSARD 
Canticum Eucharisticum pro pace 

This name was unknown to me, and also the conductor and the label — but I took a 
chance (seeing the names Fouchécouart and Equilbey) and hit gold. This is a vast Grand 
Motet, 40' long, set for choir, multiple soloists and orchestra. Written in 1681 for the 
reunification of Strasbourg with France, it is a work of celebration and thanksgiving. 
Performance could hardly be bettered — Christophe Coin is a name to remember. The 
music is squarely in the tradition of Lully and Delalande. Brossard is apparently known 
as a writer about music and a supremely important collector of MSS. We owe him great 
honour.  (D10) 

In convertendo 
Joyful Grand Motet — a decorous joy, neither ecstatic nor frenetic, and marked in the last 
sections with memories of captivity. A beauty.  (D10) 

Miserere 
Brossard is equally at home in the mood of pathos. I don’t know what else he wrote, but 
he excels in this genre.  (D10) 

Missa Quinti toni pro tempore nativitatis Domini 
Light, bright Christmas mass (heard during Holy Week, forgive me). The CD is really an 
organ showcase beginning with 6’ improvisation by Martin Gester, then fifteen different 
Noëls and interludes by Dandrieu, Daquin, Lebègue, and Balbastre, all festive. Brossard’s 
mass movements are all elaborated from (then) familiar carols, as are the Noëls. 
Wonderful lively CD. (Ap20) 

LEO BROUWER 
Concierto elegiaco, guitar & orchestra 

Three movements, 23'. It's time to catch up with Brouwer, whom I have always 
consigned to the lowly ranks of guitar composers. First movement has no tempo marking 
-- it begins with solo guitar before orchestra enters, strings with timps and percussion. 
Guitar laid back, strings violently agitated. Style is pandiatonic, even Bartokish. Interlude 
hints at the glorious Adagio of Mahler's Fifth, sustained strings plus plucked instrument, 
but without the overwhelming emotional power. Toccata begins with a wham and a 
regular beat, lots of picking and strumming, touches of xylophone, and a whiff of Spanish 



character. It all seems arbitrary. I am let down: I thought Brouwer would be more 
distinctive. (Ap19)    

Tres Danzas concertantes 
De facto 13’ concerto for guitar and string orchestra. Early work but highly wrought, very 
attractive. First develops two contrasting themes. Second has stylized, modernized 
transformation of Spanish idiom; marked Andantino in the score, it divides strings into 
low and high groups plus soloist on the concerto grosso principle. Toccata is a quick 
rhythm piece in 6. This is more like it, a creative abstraction from native traditions, 
attractive but not merely in modo antico. (Ap19)    

Quartet, guitar and strings 
Three movements, 17’. Even earlier, written at age 18 and revised years later. Allegro 
treats the quartet strictly as accompaniment, not in chamber fashion, with Cuban rhythms 
dominating. Unmarked middle movement sustains soloist over sleepy ostinato, with 
louder episode and return to ostinato with cadenza – beautiful. Finale in fast 6, a Cuban 
tarantella. (Ap19)    

Guitar Sonata 
Three movement, 15’. Fandangos y Boleros opens with very modernist-impressionist 
sound, lots of harmonics, non-functional chords, bass pedal – nice. Sarabande de Scriabin 
has an allusion I should be able to identify, but I hear no Scriabin. La Toccata de Pasquini 
has raucous fingernail chords, but I don’t detect anything neo-baroque. Still, it’s a strong 
piece, the best Brouwer and most abstract that I’ve heard. (Ja20)    

EARLE BROWN 
Quartet 

Single 12' movement, scripted, more or less loosely annotated, events cautiously aleatoric 
but in determined sequence.  Sounds generic.  (O09) 

Available Forms I 
Aleatoric piece from 1961, for chamber ensemble, 9’. I had thought Brown had more or 
less disappeared without making much of a mark. Wikipedia credits him with the 
invention of “open form” (Cage is not mentioned), influential on John Zorn and 
“countless” others, and teacher of Michael Daugherty (!). I don’t know. The work 
presents a sequence of events of fast-moving notes, separated by sustained single tones. 
The events, I assume, are loosely notated with imprecise rhythms, making them much 
more practical to handle for the players. The events, which might be called bulges, are 
somewhat contrasted in texture, but mainly concentrate in the high treble – flute, violin, 
high glock, etc. (Jy20)  

DAVE BRUBECK 
Tritonis 

Extended Fantasy on triads a tritone apart, E — B♭. First written for flute and guitar, and 
the piano writing sounds like it.  Serioso opening breaks into 5/4 melody, further 
rhythmic transformations, pandiatonicism with a faint jazz edge.  So-so. (Ja13) 

The Salmon Strikes; The Dawn Rising 
Two short piano pieces. First is full fisted, happy go lucky. Second a poetic study in 
seventh chords with bluesy finish. A let down — none of this music stands out like Take 
Five. (Ja13) 

Chromatic Fantasy Sonata 



Major four-movement work taking off from Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, with 
B-A-C-H motif, tone rows, jazz figures mixed together.  Description is better than the 
music — massive parallel chords are jarring, the B-A-C-H too obvious.  Chorale begins 
nicely, meanders, returns.  Fugue is apparently triple with trimmings, rhythmically 
severe — ends with huge arpeggiated chords.  Chaconne uses left-hand ostinato with 
right hand free — the jazziest and most successful movement.  It could stand alone to 
advantage. (Ja13)  

5 Two-Part Adventures 
Brief one-minute piano sketches — very pleasant. Why didn’t Salmon include more of 
them? There’s plenty of room. (Ja13) 

MAX BRUCH 
Eight Pieces for Clarinet, Viola and Piano 

Intensely Brahmsian autumnals, more than character pieces — almost rival the late piano 
Intermezzi. Or perhaps not. But the work of a master: Each piece could serve as 
movement of a major work. No 3 is inexpressibly wonderful — the last a declamatory 
unison adieu.  (F08) 

Romance for Viola and Orchestra 
Yes, very familiar — consummate Romantic unfolding melody, especially when the 
orchestra takes off, with some fiery solo figuration.  (F08) 

Concerto in E minor for Clarinet, Viola and Orchestra, op 88 
What joy to revisit again this elegant masterpiece, so little known — pure passionate 
melody. (F08)  A version of Bruch’s gentle hidden masterpiece — now more widely 
recorded — in an alternative version for violin, viola and orchestra, op 88a. Just as 
vernal, but I much prefer the clarinet. (D11) 

Gruss an die heilige Nacht 
Setting of Christmas poem for alto, choir and orchestra, much in the manner of Brahms’s 
short choral pieces. Nice, but no surprises.  (D09) 

Das Lied von der Glocke, op 45 
My curiosity was first for Schiller’s poem (antecedent to Poe’s “The Bells”?), and this 
disc serves well, with Bruch’s setting plus liner notes that address the poem directly. The 
music is what I expected: Mendelssohnian but without counterpoint, beautiful in its way 
but too much of one thing. Nice bits include the recurrent chorale motif, the alto aria and 
chorus “Heilige Ordnung” plus following trio (quoting “Stille Nacht”), the Schlusschor. 
How could he not put chimes in the ending? The politics of Schiller’s ode, with its 
exaltation of Ordnung along with Friede and its affirmation of hierarchies seems suspect. 
(Mh10) 

Scottish Fantasy, op 46 
How I love this piece! Joshua Bell played magnificently — I can’t decide between him 
and Ehnes.  Bell was broader, Ehnes more restrained but cleaner. (Does Bell always 
have music on a stand discreetly in front of him? He never looked at it.) (live—Avery 
Fisher Hall, NYC—Ap10) James Ehnes on CD, while driving Bracebridge-Blue Spruce. 
He plays every one of the damned notes spot on in tune, but Gawd what feeling he can 
put into a simple melody! (Muskoka, Jy17) 

Quartet No 1 in C minor, op 9 
We were disappointed when we played through these at Jim Whitby’s. Allegro opens 
with solemn intro, moves into turgid activity, intricate parts, but not sustained – he’s 



trying too hard, like Reger with less chromaticism. Adagio, however, is transcendent in 
its tranquility – more active B section – A returns with fussy underlay (too much) but 
ends beautifully. Scherzo works syncopated dotted figure energetically – both Trios 
slower, very sweet, Vivace Finale races in 12/8 with a couple of sustained themes riding 
the waves à la Mendelssohn – exciting. The problematic first movement is a fatal flaw, 
but there are Bruchian beauties throughout. (Ap13) 

Quartet No 2 in E, op 10 
Beautiful grand maestoso intro, works into Allegro and remains romantically in minor 
despite the bright key – a Mendelssohnian sound. Andante has expressive melody, builds 
to noble, thickly voiced chorale – beautiful movement. Vivace is Scherzo in fast 4 with 
afterbeats – slower Trio faux naïf, second Trio a courtly dance – coda reprises first Trio. 
Vivace Finale builds from twiddly legato figure and swaggering tune. Very nice. (Ap13) 

Violin Concerto No 1 in G minor, op 26 
On CBC driving to Muskoka, Zukermann live. What a magnificent tone on the G string! 
This masterpiece remains as fresh as ever. (Jy17) Tasmin Little on BBC disc very good 
technically, persuasive – but too tied to the metronome. Still, the Adagio thrills. The 
Finale too, when it gets to that second subject. (O17) 

Violin Concerto No 3 in D minor, op 58 
I heard this once before in its first recording but not since. Tutti begins with bold 
triplet-duplet motif punctuated with silences plus a Bruchian tune. Violin entry is heroic, 
virtuosic, then brings that tune back. Adagio is a solemn simple hymn, overtones of Elgar 
– it makes no move to climax, just a serene hymn. Allegro Finale is in jubilant 3, then a 
G-string theme, then a big multiple stop theme. Magnificent, especially played by Ehnes 
– excessive passagework, lacking the compactness of the other two concerti, but 
gorgeous. (O17) 

Violin Concerto No 2 in D minor, op 44 
The Adagio of the First Concerto was so successful that this one starts with a 12’ Adagio. 
Two ideas in minor, a somber, heart-tugging motif and a memorable rhythmic fanfare in 
quadruple stopping – plus one long major key melody (listen to Ehnes’s subtle shaping!). 
Allegro is called Recitativo – it echoes the Scottish Fantasy, in effect a cadenza 
accompagnato. Allegro Finale in major uses rising fifth motif and a syncopated motif 
before the principal rousing tune in 6/8 fitted with fireworks. Second idea also mildly 
syncopated, with melting thirds and sixths. Why doesn’t this get played more often? (O17) 

Moses, op 67 
Oratorio for STB soloists, large choir, orchestra & organ, about 2 hours. I approached this 
with low expectations, from my recollections of a plodding homophonic Bruch oratorio 
on CBC, plus Brahms’s negative reaction. But I gradually came around. There are four 
scenes with intermission.   

   (I) At Sinai begins with triumphant chorus, full of brass fortissimos and even a fugal chorus.  
Angel sings of the Lord’s diatonic grandeur. Moses summons the people from their tents 
to sing praise, beginning himself, harp strumming. The people join in, then Aaron. (I’m 
reminded of Tannhäuser.) Angel summons Moses to enter the darkness within which is a 
fearsome God: ascend Sinai, let Aaron look after the people. The feeling is monumental. 
Aaron promises, Moses sets out. The people sing of their fear in the darkness. 

   (II) Das goldene Kalb. The people have waited forty days: They remember the comforts of  



Egypt and feel abandoned, angry: Let us make gods! Aaron tries to restore order, but they 
silence him. He remembers the radiance of the Lord, denounces the wayward people, 
refuses to commit abomination . . . but finally yields in agony. The people rejoice, strip 
off their gold, and have a (somewhat underwhelming) bacchanale. Moses returns, furious. 
Aaron cowers at his sin. The people are confused. Moses, more gently, reminds them that 
the Lord has led them out of Egypt through the Red Sea. Huge double chorus pitting the 
despondent against the righteous. 

   (III) Return of the Scouts from Canaan. A gorgeous chorus greets Scouts and paradisal  
reports of the Promised land. Moses, in recit, still festers: the people unworthy, his 
brother turned against him. Aaron more lyrically, suffers from guilt and Moses’ 
estrangement. But the enemy army attacks, The brothers unite and lead the 
counter-attack. Angel exhorts Moses to pray for victory, and the people join in an 
overwhelming fortissimo chorus with full organ. 

   (IV) The Promised Land. Angel, magnificently, commands Moses to ascend Mount Nebo,  
where he will die (I’m reminded of Brünnhilde and Siegmund’s dream, Valhalla music in 
the aria.) Moses: I am ready, a fleeting shadow, but the law of the Lord is eternal. The 
people waken: they have reached their goal: O Kanaan! Moses passes the rod to Joshua, 
praises the Lord, and prophecies peace (!). The people narrate Moses’ death (funeral 
march, low brass). No Moses who saw God face to face shall live again: his spirit dwells 
as we cross over Jordan. 

  I was prepared to be disappointed, but Part II caught fire. I guess I caught on to  
the strange early Wagnerian language early on? I wait for passionate melody from Bruch, 
but find none in the recits nor the orchestra. Yet Sinai is massive, Part III is wonderful, 
and the largely choral finish. One only wants, say, Rysanek, Vickers, and London for the 
soloists. (Ap20) 

Septet in E♭, clarinet, horn, bassoon, violin, viola, cello & double bass 
4 movements, 25’. Early (and disappointing) student work modelled after Beethoven’s op 
20. Intro maestoso turns to gentle theme in 2 – the brio comes later. Mechanic transition 
passages, but great chamber interaction. Adagio has square four-bar phrases weakly 
repeated. Scherzo has Beethoven sharpness – Trio slower, innocuous. Finale begins with 
another slow Intro – Vivace has Beethovenish classical theme – gipsy episode and violin 
cadenza, otherwise no surprises. No diadem in Bruch’s splendid crown. (Ag20) 

ANTON BRUCKNER 
Symphony in D minor, “Die Nullte” 

True Bruckner, though early and not yet full breathed — especially in the gorgeous slow 
movement. Brucker’s greatest challenge may have been as a melodist: he certainly knew 
how to develop and combine them, but the Finale sounds like his ponderous notion of a 
comic opera. (F11) 

Overture in G minor 
Maybe the only orchestral piece by Bruckner that sounds “normal,” i.e., as if someone 
else might have written it. It’s serious, of course, but the thematic material is lighter than 
usual. But then, it’s Bruckner’s, so the soul searching arrives soon enough. (F11)  

Symphony No 3 in D minor 
This is my least favorite of the Bruckner Symphonies, and my opinion is not changed by 
the BBC disc — not the fault of the performance. But this one is stretching the 



boundaries less successfully than No 4 or the later ones: the material just isn’t as 
interesting, especially in the first movement.  This from a committed Brucknerite. (S11)  

Mass No 1 in D minor 
I’ve never listened to this, thinking it “early,” but it sounds wonderful, on Bruckner’s 
outsized scale sonically, with wide-spaced chords, though no longer than Haydn or 
Schubert. Kyrie tragic, with chromatic inflection. Gloria and Credo exalted, Credo 
building to the Resurrexit, wild and in minor. Sanctus very short, Benedictus unusually 
extended. Agnus Dei reaches a pitch of triumph mid-way and ends quietly, in tranquility. 
Soloists are used sparingly. Beautiful, not austere like the Second, or ornate like the 
Third, but solid, a rather idiosyncratic reading. (D11) 

Te Deum 
Familiar. I’ve even played it, the only Bruckner I got to do. Very grand in Matthew Best 

 performance. (D11) 
Requiem in D minor 

This is juvenile Bruckner, composed at age 25 before his period of rigorous training, so 
much on the classical model that the bass line is figured. The orchestra is strings plus 
three trombones.  Though I’d not guess it was Bruckner, it does make sense as 
Bruckner, especially the opening. Dies irae, however, lacks drama — it’s even rum-tum, 
with scurrying violins, until the very end. Domine Jesu is simple and beautiful. The 
second Quam olim Abrahae is an incredibly stiff fugue. But the pianissimo a cappella bit 
after the Agnus Dei is gorgeous. Interesting to hear. (Je12) 

Psalm 114 (116) 
Written just a few years later for double choir and three trombones, and still immature. 
Bruckner demands extreme range in both sopranos and bassi. Again, the fugal writing is 
crude. (Je12) 

Psalm 112 
This one is fully mature, with full orchestra, on the great Lobet den Herrn text — 
Bruckner in full exaltation — wonderful, even the fugal Alleluia. I wonder if there’s an 
organ reduction? (Je12) 

Symphony No 9 in D minor 
 My favorite of the Bruckner Symphonies: I bought the Simon Rattle CD because of the 

restored Finale, and then was afraid to listen – or put it off because of its length. I listened 
to the Finale first, and found it convincing and profoundly moving. The liner notes make 
a strong case for its authenticity. A few days later, I started from the beginning and 
listened for the first time in years through this miraculous score, with score in front of 
me, marveling at the sustained beauty, at Rattle and the Berliners. Te Deum laudamus. 
It’s like revisiting home. (My14) 

12 Motets 
 Performances are OK on the whole but show strain when AB’s demands are excessive. I 

listened in chronological order: (1) Libera me: SATB + 3 trombones, ordinary. (2) 
Afferentur regi virgines: SATB + 3 trombones, short, trombones giving weight, freeing 
the female voices. (3) Ave Maria [1861] SATB: Here is Bruckner pure, stratospheric 
soprano voices, dynamic terracing, fully weighted chords. (4) Pange lingua: SATB, 
syllable by syllable setting, less interesting than Ave Maria. (5) Inveni David: male 
chorus + 4 trombones, short, bass-weighted with alleluiahs, powerful. (6) Locus iste: 
SATB, one of the standards, with extreme ranges and massed chords – the choir has 



trouble. (7) Tota pulchra es: tenor solo, SATB + organ: gorgeous – tenor is cantor, 
Phrygian mode pronounced and strange. (8) Christus factus est: SATB + 3 violins, 2 
trombones: are the instruments omitted— The strain on the choir is great. (9) Os justi: 
SATB, another standard, I didn’t realize it was Lydian mode – a rare bit of counterpoint. 
(10) Virga Jesse: SATB, the choir as organ plein jeu with alleluiahs. (11) Ecce sacerdos: 
SATB + 3 trombones, organ, sounds like Aida at first with fortissimo blast – the poor top 
sopranos! (12) Vexilla regis: SATB, Phrygian mode, reflective but still hieratic and 
unmistakable Bruckner. (S15) 

Symphony in F minor [Study Symphony] 
 Four movements, 44’. A curiosity, written in 1863, precursor to the First (1869) and Die 

Nullte (1869). Thematic material is already Brucknerian, but  form, development, and 
soundworld are not. His tutor had already guided him through the score of Tannhäuser, 
but the feel is from mature Schubert or Schumann. There’s nothing bigger than life. The 
Andante is more classical, like middle Beethoven, but the beginning of the Scherzo could 
come from any point of Bruckner’s career – before falling into utterly conventional form. 
Moments of the Finale too sound quite mature – except that were they mature they would 
have expanded into giant mounting sequences, while the pupil cuts short for new 
material. The movement sustains its serioso minor key right into an impressive coda that 
looks forward to the grand hyperbolic climaxes to come. The liner notes advocate 
inclusion of this work in a cycle of 11 symphonies. A better case can be made for Die 
Nullte, but the Study Symphony reward careful hearing. (Mh19) 

Symphony No 4 in E♭ “Romantic”    
 I’ve always felt that I “know” this best of the Bruckner symphonies, so I haven’t actually 

listened to it in years. Now, in hospital, I discovered that some Youtube recordings have 
full scores synchronized, so I decided on this – actually a Bruckner MS. Yes, I do know it 
quite intimately. Total 64”. First movement expansive, gorgeous horns, clearly laid out. 
Second is the most complex, with its competing themes. Third, almost an archaic feeling, 
with the repeat in the Trio. And always those horns, with rustling strings beneath. Fourth 
probably weaker, with its grand grand theme and several quieter, with more padding. But 
yes, a true masterpiece. (Ap20)    

Symphony No 5 in E♭    
The complexity of the Fifth after the unadorned natural world of the Fourth is startling. I 
have loved it for the richness of its thematic material and complexity of textures. 
Bruckner is here more adventurous in both harmony and rhythm – that 3 on 2 in the 
Adagio, the gorgeous fragments, juxtaposed, pauses between, never fully finished until 
the glorious final chorale. Spectacular. If it doesn’t have the obvious charm of the Fourth, 
it is ultimately even more rewarding. (Ap20) 

Symphony No 8 in C minor 
 Four movements, 78’. Probably the least known to me of the major Bruckners, though I’ll 
 never forget hearing Kubelik conduct it in Cleveland years ago. Allegro very tentative. 
 The peculiar triple-dotted half-note plus sixteenth, followed by silence, is an emblem of 
 uncertainty. There’s a sighing figure in strings and a big triplet-duplet tune constantly 
 interrupted. Nothing unfolds to completion. A troubled movement. Scherzo still in C 
 minor modulates all over the map with its fragment that only repeats. The Trio in A♭ 
 finally has a full-blown theme -- with harp! Adagio is again broad, with harp -- beautiful, 
 like all Bruckner’s Adagios. Finally (which has a few passages not in my score, writes its 



 double-dotted figures as preliminary grace notes, relentlessly pounding: alternating brass 
 licks and string melodic fragments build in an endless coda. This is not my favorite 
 Bruckner: it is too fragmented and frustrating, a monument to unachieved orgasm. But it 
 lacks nothing in grandeur. (S20) 
IGNAZ BRÜLL 
Piano Concerto No 1 in F, op 10 

Brüll was one of Brahms’s inner circle — Brahms entrusted him with premieres and 
read-through duo piano versions of his symphonic works. His opera Der goldene Kreuz 
held in repertoire until the Nazis. This Concerto opens with well-defined rhythmic motto 
that recurs throughout the movement — big arpeggios spanning the keyboard. Andante 
utterly gorgeous, plaintive with an exotic tinge. Finale develops a playful theme — nice 
quiet bit — big ending. Very enjoyable. (O12) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in C, op 24 
Again opens with well defined motif, now in solo piano, swells into big tutti, sweet 
second subject — a very long movement. Andante melody hans in suspended animation. 
Allegro Finale returns motion, but very gently — low key until the final race to the finish, 
alla marcia. Again an admirable piece, though I have, perhaps, a slight preference for the 
First. (O12) 

Andante and Allegro, op 88 
Andante stately, utterly gorgeous. Allegro begins with torrential chromaticism and an 
elfin theme that can’t settle in a key. Fine piece. (N12) 

NIKOLAUS BRUHNS 
Cantata: “Ich liege und schlafe” 

Lugubrious but gorgeous. I come to prefer the pre-Bach form of cantata (Konzert). (Au08) 
Præludium in E minor 

Sectional fantasia — highly, wildly chromatic, rhythmic starts and silences, lots of 
character. (Oldengarm live—Ja08) 

Complete Organ works 
 Just six extant pieces. Bruhns died at 32 (a year older than Schubert). The music 

everywhere displays a flamboyant and striking personality – virtuoso finger action, 
chromaticism, echo effects – plus a tendency to lose track of larger structure. The great E 
minor Prelude, which I’ve heard often, storms in with wild chromaticism and various 
textures, plus lots of fingerwork. The lesser E minor opens with pedal riffs, then treble 
keyboards. Prelude in G attacks with a frenzy of notes and a fugal section. All are 
sectional verging on incoherent. The G minor is another flashy piece. The little Adagio 
very short and calm. Nun komm der heiden Heiland a fina fantasia on the familiar 
chorale. The rest of the CD is filled with Sweelinck’s amazing Fantasia Cromatica – 
wow! Then three secular pieces: a Galliarda by Schenckemann (shades of Respighi!), 
variations on a rustic folksong by Scheidt running a full 9’, and Scheidt’s Bergamasca, 
done up with drumbeats, birdcalls, and Zimbalklange. A more sober finish with 
Buxtehude in G minor. Great CD from Italian organist on an Italian organ. (Je14) 

6 deutsche Kantate 
 Bruhns’ cantatas are much less known than the organ pieces, but they are worthy a grand 

master – they remind me of Buxtehude at his best. This CD presents six of the extant 
twelve.  



(1) Die Zeit meines Abschieds: Paul’s farewell to a disciple – a single movement in four 
sections, in four parts, sung by solo quartet. (I can hardly believe the high voices are not 
male singers!) Great good cheer – little of the flamboyance of the organ pieces, unless in 
the florid writing. Gorgeous, beautifully sung. 

(2) Muss nicht der Mensch: On verses from Job – bravery amid strife. This one has a pair of 
trumpets, and more good cheer in “Furcht und Pein.” The music is so wonderful I’m 
afraid to look at the text and find that it’s one of Job’s comforters. 

(3) Wohl den der den Herrenfürchtet: Psalm 128, more somber than the first two – great 
Amen. 

(4) Ich liege und schlafe: From Psalms. Verses of comfort and confidence and rest in dying. 
Slow, full of silences and subtle dissonance, wholly gorgeous. A wonderful bright 
up-tempo bit before sleep (or death) returns at the end. 

(5) Paratum cor meum: A thanksgiving Psalm, the only Latin text on the CD. Alleluiah at 
beginning rather than end. Set for the lowest three voices with lots of florid singing in 
thirds. 

(6) Eure Tränenflut: Five stanzas, apparently anonymous, on the Passion and Resurrection. 
The final Amen is a fugue on a familiar chorale. (Ag14) 

ANTOINE BRUMEL 
Lamentations 

Much softer than Tinctoris, more comforting sound. Set without Hebrew letters (I think).  
(Jy08) 

Missa Et ecce terrae motus 
The “Earthquake Mass” — Van Nevel’s notes detail the outrageousness of the vocal parts 
— extended ranges, crossed voices. Twelve voice lines were unheard of this early, and 
not kept in any set collocations. Second Kyrie imitates earthquake. Astonishing, 
breathtaking music. (My09) The Tallis performance stresses sonorousness rather than 
polyphony — glorious sound but less satisfying as a way into this piece. (N09)  

Sequentia Dies Irae 
Van Nevel excerpt from the Requiem, first polyphonic setting, alternatim. Style is 
throwback to earlier polyphony, making the achievement of Ecce Terrae Motus all the 
more spectacular. (My09) 

Requiem 
Liner notes say early Requiem settings not given elaborate treatment (Ockeghem’s 
excepted?).  This is much more homophonic than period Mass settings — much simpler 
texture than the Earthquake Mass — hard to think them the work of the same composer. 
Dies Irae seems more approachable than Van Nevel’s version. I must compare back to 
back. (My09) 

Missa Bergerette savoyenne 
Mass on an intricate French madrigal by Josquin, also sung here. Gorgeous of course, and 
Chanticleer performs with all the polish and expressiveness of any European group. 
Brumel is hard to find on CD, and I expected overt eccentricity of some kind, but I hear 
none. (O11) 

Four motets 
Laudate Dominum is a full setting of Psalms 149 and 150, merged into one. Sicut lilium 
inter spinas, two verses from Canticles, Cogitavit from Lamentations — both sung 
slowly, with solemnity. Laudate Sion is beautiful alternatim setting. (O11) 



Mater Patris 
A 7’ motet for only three voices, quoted extensively in Josquin’s Missa Mater Pater, 
thought to be  a tribute. (Mh20) 

ALFRED BRUNEAU 
La Légende de l’Or, ballet from Messidor; music from L’Attaque du moulin, Messidor & Naïs 
Micoulin 

The mystery man of French opera — important for writing Zolaesque pieces about 
persons of no station in life — apparently displaced by Charpentier’s Louise. The music 
is very much in the Massenet/Charpentier manner, rather brassy and vulgar. (Mh10) 

Requiem 
 A complete surprise: Bruneau’s Requiem is an early work ante-dating all his operas, large 
scale with expanded orchestra, four soloists, choir, children’s choir, and organ. There’s a 
big Dies irae, and the dramatist’s sensibility shines. But there is room for some quiet 
pietistic feeling as well. Beautiful broad melodies, complex ensembles, touches of 
exoticism, passages of affecting simplicity (the children in Hostiae). Sanctus is 
victorious. No lost masterpiece, perhaps, but some very beautiful music – a fine addition 
to the canon of French sacred oeuvres. (My14) 

GAETANO BRUNETTI 
Quartet in A 
 Instantly I thought Boccherini: bubbly, chirpy with trills – and in fact Brunetti worked in 

Spain, where his patron kept jealous guard over the MSS. In three movements, ending 
with concertante variations, one per player, the last for cello (Brunetti’s young son) 
sailing to the top of the A string. This is the most engaging of the four on the CD. (Ap13) 

Quartet in G minor, op 2/1 
 In Mozart’s sacred key, but the tone is restrained. Brief Minuetto remains understated. 

Largo tune in violin fails to catch fire, despite chromaticism and ornamentation. Presto 
has verve. (Ap13) 

Quartet in B♭ 
 After Cambini, Brunetti’s superior skill at equalizing the parts is clear. Liner notes say 

this is probably the last of the Quartets and highly praise its polish – deservedly. 
Larghetto full of twiddly divisions. Minuetto alla rustic. (Ap13) 

Quartet in E♭, op 2/3 
 Allegro fairly chromatic, seems like violin duet with accompaniment. Minuet in fast 

running triplets. Larghetto a violin cantilena. Finale done with ponticello at beginning 
(presumably unmarked?), active accompaniment figures with string crossings, very fast. 
The CD shows Brunetti’s growth from the opus 2 set to the later works. (My13) 

GAVIN BRYARS 
Cello Concerto “Farewell to Philosophy” 

Soft minimalism à la Michael Nyman, all slow, occasional mild bitonalism. (Je08)  
DUDLEY BUCK 
Festival Overture on the American National Air 

Great fun — a Sunday bandshell doing up of The Star-Spangled Banner.  The old guy 
had a twinkle in his eye (and very good training).  (Ap09) 

WALTER BUCZYNSKI 
Suite for Wind Quintet, op 13 

Three movements, 11’. Rather acerbic for 1955 Toronto, or for a Ridout pupil, but not 



serial a la Weinzweig.  Liner notes (by the clarinetist) recognize the imprint of Milhaud 
on the three-fold structure and the classic outlines, but the whole piece seems heavy. 
(My18) 

JOHN BULL 
Keyboard Works 

Played on harpsichord in mean temperament (I wish he had varied the instruments). But 
the music has a familiar Elizabethan sound. The relatively plain English style (in contrast 
to the French) seems to have dancier rhythms — listening is less intense. Nice disc, 
excellent notes. (Je11)  

Salve Regina  
 Played on the organ – a set of divisions on the Gregorian tune. Bull was Catholic in flight 

to Flanders, so he wrote this Marian piece. (Jonathan Oldengarm live, FSA Jy14) 
OLE BULL 
Fantasy & Variations on a Theme of Bellini 

Typical Romantic operatic Fantasy — the liner notes don’t identify the Bellini, which 
sounds familiar but I can’t place it. The virtuosity has nearly all the tricks of Paganini, 
sans extreme harmonics. Tellefsen plays it extremely well. (N10) 

Adagio (from Concerto in E minor); Adagio Religioso 
Bull could spin a solemn melody beautifully — he must have had fine tone. Extended 
challenging harmonics in the Religioso. (N10) 

Polacca Guerriera 
Fourteen minutes of entertaining virtuoso nonsense. (N10) 

Visit to a Summer Farm; La Mélancolie 
The first is advertised as including “The Herd Girl’s Sunday,” but I’m not sure which 
section of the piece is celebrated under that title — the piece is the only folk inspired bit 
on the disc, though there’s only a whiff of hardanger fiddle. The last is short and very 
sweet. I was somehow embarrassed after buying this, but I’m glad now to have a real 
experience to affix to the name Ole Bull. (N10) 

La Mélancolie – Mélodie de Ole Bull 
Halvorsen’s arrangement of Bull’s “Lament” for string orchestra, re-harmonized from 
Bull’s  apparently pedestrian original. It’s in the Halvorsen box set, CD 1. It could serve 
as a Third Elegiac Melody. (F16) 

Concerto Fantastico 
Violin Concerto almost comparable in difficulty to Paganini (and Schumann preferred 
Bull). Three movements – the first full of runs and double stops, with fortissimo attacks 
on notes in the stratosphere. (Sally’s ears shot out). Middle movement a simple bel canto 
cavatina. Finale full of fireworks again, all with traces of Hardanger and folk music. Very 
impressive. Heard on CBC driving to Blue Spruce. There’s no recording available (Jy16) 

Mountain Solitude 
 Is this the tune that Sandra said my father played— It was his biggest hit. (Jy16) 
JOACHIM von BURCK 
Die deutsche Passion nach Johannes 

Prehistory of Bach’s Passions — choral narrative in irregular prose rhythms, 
homophonic, little counterpoint (Lutheran’s didn’tneed Council of Trent to tell them not 
to obscure text).  Expressive word settings would be —madrigalisms— if the music 



were more madrigal-like.  The whole narrative contained in 15'.  Quite unique.  
(Ap08) 

NORBERT BURGMÜLLER 
Piano Concerto in F# minor, op 1 

Large scale early Romantic concerto — I’d guess Field or Hummel — but I think it’s 
trying to be Brahms in its concentrated development and integration of the solo 
instrument with the orchestra.  Poor Burgmüller didn’t live long enough to establish a 
personal style, but he would have for sure.  Very complex piece, a super concerto, but 
undemonstrative.  (Ja09) 

Overture 
Grandiose Adagio leading to agitato. Nice, but the material doesn’t have the hooks of 
Mendelssohn or Weber.  (Ja09) 

Symphony No 2 in D, op 11 
Lovely Mendelssohnian opening, more overtly Romantic than the Concerto — opens into 
a new symphonic world — more variable than Schumann, intricately worked out, unlike 
any of the majors I can name. Andante sounds like late Schubert, elegant and truly 
moving. I don’t know if Scherzo makes a satisfying Finale — the ending is not the 
ending of a Symphony — could it be transposed with the Adagio— Trio is gorgeous. The 
torso of a masterpiece. (Ja09) 

Quartet No 2 in D minor, op 7  
Expectations are high: Allegro works an upbeat scalar motif, reaches for Romantic 
lyricism — achieved in the Andante. Nice Scherzo with cross accents. Finale motto has 
an odd twist.  Nice piece, but not outstanding. (My11) 

Quartet No 4 in A minor, op 14 
This is more like it: opens with a dramatic recit, then a passionate theme, a beautiful 
second group — I think late Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schumann — the pianissimo recap 
is magic — the vast 16' movement is a masterpiece in itself. Andante has simple seraphic 
melody, then darks, dramatic exclamations and elaboration before return. Major key 
Scherzo is lighter, but keeps veering into minor, even in the Trio — spectacular surprise 
ending. Allegretto would be lightish Finale, but it too gets diverted into minor and must 
recover. Wow! Major discovery. (My11) 

Piano Sonata in F minor, op 8 
Beautiful Allegro, warm and gracious, lots of surprise turns — the crowded hemiola at 
the closing cadence is remarkable.  Romanza a gently pulsing 6/8 — stormy B section.  
Allegro molto has commanding theme full of triplet embellishments — lyric second 
theme nicely contrasted.  Super piece. (Ja13) 

Duo for Clarinet & Piano, op 15 
Burgmüller’s only piece in regular repertoire, a little Sonatina in three shortish 
movements, attacca. Contemporary with Weber and fully his equal. Dieter Klocker’s 
intonation is dubious. (Ja13) 

13 Lieder 
Good news: the singer is Mitsuko Shirai. Bad news: German texts only. Burgmüller was 
contemporary with Schubert and Mendelssohn. “Das Schicksal” begins off tonic as if mid 
thought – “Frühlingslied” has Mendelssohnian ease, evaporates at end. The modernized 
text of “Unter den Linden” seems enterprising but it elicits no medievalism. Burgmüller 
has the knack of varying strophic songs (“Du bist wie ein’ Blume”) as well as the 



durchkomponiert (“Wie der Tag” – glorious). Imaginative choice of texts – wide range of 
tone. What a loss! (Ap13) 

CHARLES BURNEY 
Fugue in F minor 
 I’m sure the only sample of Burney in my collection, Jennifer Bate, vol 5. (Jy18) 
HARRY THACKER BURLEIGH 
Southland Sketches, violin & piano 

Black composer best known for arrangements of spirituals. Four movements, violin & 
piano, with tempo designations laid out like a short Sonata, but with no pretense of 
development. Beautifully melodic, gently syncopated, gorgeous chromatic coloring 
(Delius was charmed), shamelessly sentimental. The last has Stephen Foster 
reminiscences. Too good to be forgotten. (O11) 

ADOLF BUSCH 
String Sextet in G, op 40 

I’ve never encountered this great violinist as a composer, but forty opus numbers seems 
more than an avocation. Style neo-romantic but not highly chromatic or unstable – 
nothing modernist but some col legno and sul ponticello bits. Lush sound disguises 
formal outlines. Adagio swarms – lots of interior intricacy. Presto a short fugato on an 
irregular theme – light, lots of air and pizz, but not really elfin à la Reger. Finale 
continues elaborate contrapuntal workout – yes, Reger is the closest style, including the 
turgidity. (My13) 

Quintet, alto saxophone & strings 
No key given. Busch was an arch-Romantic composer mentored by Reger and Mahler, 
while his performing repertoire was mainly Beethoven and Schubert. Whatever possessed 
him to write for saxophone is not explained, and the work was only published 
posthumously. Vivace opens with sax squiggle and turgid texture – second idea is a very 
chromatic waltz tune – rigorous workout. Scherzo in 4 plays with another squiggle figure, 
slurred – movement ends on dominant. Andante in 3, led by saxophone solo, is serious, 
inward. Is it a Variation movement— I think so – it changes character wildly. (Mh17) 

WILLIAM BUSCH 
Piano Concerto in F minor 

One of the few works left by this British composer of German heritage. He was a pacifist 
during the World War, then died at age 43 trying impossibly to walk home during a 
winter storm in Devon in 1945. The music is odd – neo-romantic but unsentimental, 
relatively thin and transparent, contrapuntal. It seems heavily worked, not spontaneous. 
Tranquillo begins with exchange between soloist and oboe, not dissonant but modulating 
freely, again closely worked. Finale works variations on a very angular theme – yes, they 
cohere as a rising sequence and accelerate – becomes very quiet, then ominous, then race 
to coda. Well made but not attractive. (F16) 

ALAN BUSH 
Africa – Symphonic Movement for Piano & Orchestra, op 72 

Piano Concerto in five connected movements. Bush is only a name to me; he is unplayed 
largely because of his outspoken communism. The materilas of this piece are said to be 
European vs African, but I hear nothing African (or communist) – until mid-way. The 
beginning has a film-score slickness with dissonant piano doodles overlaid. Wood block 
announces Africa, with mysterioso drums and rhythmic figures, and also some ersatz 



Bloch. The music is heavily worked, contrapuntal, lean but multi-layered, tonal but very 
harsh. And very dry. (Ja17) 

Symphony No 2, op 33 “Nottingham Symphony” 
Four-movement Symphony conventionally laid out, written for the five hundredth 
anniversary of Nottingham. I’m not sure if Sherwood Forest is a reference to Robin 
Hood, the great equalizer. It was composed in 1949 soon after the Soviet condemnation 
of Shostakovich & Co as “formalists.” Bush responded with a self-consciously 
approachable and nationalistic Symphony. Sherwood Forest is a light-hearted 6/8 with 
hunting horn motifs. Clifton Grove is Brit pastoral, a scene on the River Trent with 
clarinet and cello soli, more restless than languorous. Castle Rock is the Scherzo, 
perpetuo moto in somewhat irregular rhythms. It grows dark and builds to a violent 
climax – the Duke of Newcastle voted against the 1832 Reform Act creating a bloody riot 
that culminated in the burning of his castle – a strong movement. Goose Fair is a long 
freely developed sonata form, a festive Finale named for the centuries old Nottingham 
fair. It combines a bright theme, an elegant dance, and a more lyrical idea. Bush’s 
Symphony has been praised extravagantly: it is lively enough, but very busy without 
realizing the grand affirmation it aims for. (Ja17) 

Fantasia on Soviet Themes, op 24 
Written during the war years when Stalin was an ally, an 11’ concert piece on Russian 
popular tunes – straightforward, pleasing. (Ja17) 

ANTOINE BUSNOIS 
Victimae Paschali Laudes 

Appealing ornamentation of the plainsong. Music becomes animated at the point where 
the text rises to some medieval anit-semitism before the Alleluiah.  (My09) 

Missa L’homme armé; Anima mea liquefacta est; Gaude celestis Domina 
Kirkman’s group is forthright, not etherealized, maybe recorded too closely. “Anima mea” 
similar in tone. In “Gaude” I don’t detect the stylistic difference stressed in liner notes, 
unless it’s the more archaic rhythms. (Jy09) 

Regina Coeli (2 settings) 
The first, as per liner notes, is pure serenity, limpid. The second more complex rhythms. 
(O10) 

O pulcherrima mulierum; Incomprehensibilia 
Two multi-textual motets attributed to AB with some certainty. The first is serene, lucid, 
overlaying texts from Canticles with Christ as bridegroom at the Second Coming. The 
second on the three incomprehensibles of church doctrine shows AB in his most extreme 
Ars Nova guise. (O10) 

FERRUCCIO BUSONI 
Sonatina brevis No 5 in signo Joannis Sebastiani Magni 

The disc presents Bach’s Fantasia & Fugue in D minor first in Busoni’s straight 
transcription, then in the interventionist Sonatina that takes off from it. A kind of German 
expressionist distorted reflection. Fascinating. I know so little about Busoni. (S11) Barely 
recognizable fantasia on the familiar Bach piece (which may be spurious). Seems to end 
off tonic. (Ja16) 

Sonatina No 6 super Carmen 
Of all the Carmen fantasies, this must be the most original (more than Shchedrin\s awful 
travesty).  Short 8' piece, the first half picks up the French themes, nothing Spanish until 



halfway, and that briefly, all with bitonal arabesques, weird stuff. Closes quietly, 
tragically. This is one of Busoni’s more recorded pieces. (S11) Lively opening, staccato – 
eventually gets to Habañera with lots of fireworks – the only one of the six Sonatinas 
with broad pop appeal. (Ja16) 

Sonatina No 3 ad usum infantis 
This may be within reach of young players technically, but the sophisticated harmonic 
bending and the somber introspection are likely to escape them. Polonaise is terrific, but 
hard to hear in 3. Nice but disjointed. (S11) This is considerably milder than the first two 
Sonatinas included in Hamelin’s set: it may have been written for Busoni’s Dolmetsch 
harpsichord. It’s broken into five short movements, and Nos 3 & 5 were later used for the 
Finale of Arlecchino. Hamelin’s performance doesn’t seem disjointed at all. (Ja16)    

Sonatina No 4 in diem nativitatis Christi 
The most bitonal of the lot: I’d guess Milhaud. Christmas is welcomed with solemnity, 
then with very brief restrained merriment, then returns to solemnity. None of the 
Sonatinas is flashy. (S11) Hamelin compares Hindemith, notes the bell imitations. (Ja16) 

Fantasia Contrappuntistica 
By all accounts Busoni’s masterpiece, a vast 34' expansion of Bachian chorale prelude & 
fugue, with multiple fugues of great complexity – analogous to Reger’s neo-Bach works 
but sounding nothing like them. The 2-piano version came later – I don’t know if there’s 
additional elaboration. I had it on LP but found it hard to grasp, didn’t hear it much.  
The problem I think was both that I could not hear the formal sections (which are quite 
clear now), and that the harmonic world is inconsistent (traditional harmony gives way to 
an oddly non-dissonant modernism midway at the third fugue. The mighty superfugue 
(the fourth) begins with dotted rhythms, the subject straight from Bach. Yes, a demanding 
masterpiece without a doubt. (S11) 

Piano Sonata in F minor, op 20a 
Big Romantic Sonata written age 17. The piece tells me nothing about the mature Busoni, 
but he started, I’d guess, like early Strauss, following the classical forms, filling them 
with swashbuckling Byronic heroism. Andante develops lovely tune. Finale begins quasi 
improvisationally, turns into un-Straussian fugue, finishes in heroic mode. A proud 
beginning, but Busoni (alas) came to believe the Sonata genre passé. (S11) 

Seven Elegies 
Written in accord with Busoni’s prophetic New Aesthetic of Music (1906), which 
advocates bitonality, quartal harmony, other innovations. The sound outraged critics, but 
they seem no farther out than Debussy or Scriabin – though they have their own sound. 
No 2 uses material from the Piano Concerto. No 3 is a most un-Bachian chorale prelude. 
No 4 is on Greensleeves. Here is the true Busoni, pivotal works, superb. (S11) Hamelin 
chooses these as the first and major work in his set of “late” Busoni, i.e. 1907. German 
Wendung is “turn” or “change of direction,” appropriately enough. All’Italia has nice 
bitonal arpeggiated bit and a fun dance, Meine Seele is a very bitonal Chorale Prelude – 
extraordinary. The two Turandot Elegies (Nos 4 & 5) were first written as incidental 
music for Gozzi and later incorporated into Busoni’s full opera; No 4 quotes 
“Greensleeves,” No 5 has notes like the wind. Notturno is quiet but still defiantly bitonal, 
likewise the Berceuse. Busoni’s bitonality leaves a queasy feeling, as if the piano pitch is 
not fixed. (Ja16)   

Variations and Fugue on Chopin’s Prelude in C minor, op 22 



One of Busoni’s behemoths, composed when he was only 19. Harden plays the first and 
longer version, which Busoni later condensed and chastened. There are 18 variations 
before the big fugue. I don’t sense the over-arching design as I do in Brahms’s Handel 
Variations. (S11) Hamelin plays the revised version of only nine variations, just 11’ long. 
The great theme, so familiar, remains recognizable throughout. Ends with a frantic 
tarantella. Great piece. (Ja16)    

Chaconne B J.S. Bach 
Non-interventionist transcription. Maybe it reveals the magnificence of the music better 
by removing the astonishment of the solo violin. Very moving. (O11) 

Étude en forme de variations, op 17 
Shortish set of character variations on an original theme. They take a while to break loose 
from the starting point. Very nice, if backward looking. (O11) 

Variations on “Kommt ein Vogel geflogen” 
Variations on German folksong, earlier than op 17 but bolder in its treatment of the 
subject. (O11) 

Theme and Variations in C; Inno Variations 
Negligible juvenalia. (O11) 

Sarabande and Cortège – Two Studies for Doktor Faust, op 51 
Sarabande is halting, a searching melody full of foreboding, gravitas. Cortège, oddly, is 
quick, in an off-balance 5, apparently Mephisto music, changing tone, texture. The 
beauty of strangeness. (N11)  

Berceuse élégiaque, op 42 
Masterpiece and musical landmark, overshadowed because of its undemonstrative tone 
(like Debussy’s Jeux) and overtaken by more radical developments.  Possibly Busoni’s 
most radical reach after the piano Elegies, held together by a gentle rocking rhythm. 
Breathtaking. (N11)  

Turandot Suite, op 41 
Written after reading Gozzi’s play, eight scene-change episodes, not designed for a 
specific production. It’s all quirky but rather low key, lacking the pungency of Grieg’s 
Peer Gynt or Nielsen’s Aladdin. Exotic scales in the oboe for Dance, and odd use of 
Greensleeves. I love the full-scale-tuned timps. Both play and music typify Orientalism in 
both good and bad senses. (N11) 

Quartet No 1 in C, op 19 
Amazingly neo-classic – I can’t figure Busoni out. The texture and soundworld of, say, 
early Beethoven, mostly in minor despite the key proclaimed. Andante also classically 
motivic, objective. Third movement is actually called Menuetto, minor key turning major 
in Trio. Finale alla marcia.  Very strange. (D11) 

Quartet No 2 in D minor 
Radically different from the First Quartet though written only three years later. Allegro 
passionate in broken phrases, changing directions capriciously, though classical traces 
remain in accompagnati, declamatory cadences. It reminds me of Hugo Wolf’s Quartet in 
the same key. Andante begins demurely, gets chromatic. Vivace is a demonic Scherzo. 
Finale opens with Andantino intro, then breaks into brisk fugue with a Reger-length 
subject, ends with fast coda. I’ve been looking for a “Busoni style,” but there doesn’t 
seem to be one. (D11) 

Nuit de Noël 



Strange quiet piece – pedals held, snowflakes, “O du fröhliche,” distant trumpets and 
timps. (Ja16) 

Fantasia after J.S. Bach 
Full-blown 14’ piece begins with harmonized Chorale, but variations stretch to include In 
dulce jubilo. The piece is actually a free mash-up of three separate Bach works with as 
much Busoni as Bach – all sustaining a tone of high noble sentiment. Written as an elegy 
for his father. Breathtaking. (Ja16) 

Canonic Variations and Fugue 
Busoni’s riff on Frederick’s theme for the Musical Offering. His mastery of expressive 
fuguing is complete. The great Bach revivalists of that generation, Busoni and Reger, 
remain terribly unpopular. I wonder if it’s early music snobbishness? (Ja16) 

Giga, Bolero e Variazione 
The Giga is lively but sounds so serious; the Bolero riffs a theme from the end of Nozze 
di Figaro, then combines it with the Giga. Virtuoso stuff. (Ja16) 

Sonatina No 1 
A theme and variations 12’ in length in fairly radical style of chromatic bending 
modulation. Busoni at his most extreme. He needs that theme to cling to. (Ja16) 

Sonatina No 2 
No, this is the farthest out. Busoni said it was “senza tonalità” and used neither bar lines 
nor key signature. Hamelin describes three chords near the end as the most dissonant he 
ever wrote – and he used them again in Doktor Faustus. It’s curious that Christoph 
Sischka on my other Busoni CD omits these two Sonatinas. (Ja16) 

Indianisches Tagebuch 
Prefaced by a short piece just published in 2001. Busoni’s pupil Natalie Curtis Burlin had 
turned ethnomusicologist and published her studies of American Indian music. Busoni 
immediately wrote this little Indianische Erntelied (Harvest Song). Soon after, he 
followed with his Indianische Fantasie for piano & orchestra, plus this little Suite, or 
Tagebuch, of four pieces all based on songs collected by Burlin. This places Busoni 
among the American Indianist composers, I suppose, but I can hardly discern folk origins 
– except maybe in the gorgeous Andante. The rest is cast in Busoni’s bitonalism. The 
fourth is a fine Maestoso – Busoni’s Noble Savage tribute. (Ja16) 

3 Albumblätter 
As a single piece this could be a Bach-like Fantasy-Prologue, Fugue, and Chorale Prelude 
– the last is the most elaborate. (Ja16) 

Violin Concerto in D, op 35a 
I remember listening to this years ago and thinking it was awful. The Concerto is 
relatively early, from 1897, before his bitonal turn. Violin enters immediately with long 
passagework before opening theme – and there’s more show-off stuff before the rather 
grotesque subject actually arrives, followed by brassy tutti – then disappears. Andante 
follows without pause – the tranquil ending is very beautiful. Impetuoso Finale is a kind 
of Moto perpetuo at first – middle section introduces other stuff, including grotesque 
octaves. Tempo changes to faster, and a jolly ending. No, it’s not Busoni at his best. Too 
many scales and empty stuff, no distinguished material. (I was right, back then.) Part of 
my Busoni problem is not distinguishing his earlier pre-essay from his bitonal (and more 
Debussyish) post-essay phases. This is complicated by his assimilation of earlier music, 
Bach mainly. It’s a unique mix here, and Szigeti liked it. (Ja16)   



Benedictus, violin & orchestra, after Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis 
 Gorgeous solo Romanza, though it’s hard to say how much is Busoni’s. (Ja16)   
Toccata: Preludio, Fantasia, Ciaccona 

Big 11’ three-part work: Toccata is all virtuosic, staccato, ambiguously tonal. Fantasia 
begins darkly, quietly, a lyrical idea from Doktor Faust appears, with much elaboration 
plus some rude interruptions. At some point, seamlessly, the Ciaccona takes over. Would 
I recognize this as Busoni in a blind test? I’m getting the hang of it. (Ja16)  

Prologo; 7 excerpts from Klavierübung 
I’m not sure why Hamelin bothered with the witty scrap of a Prologo, less than a minute 
long. The Klavierübung is apparently a monumental ten-volume collection – the extracts 
are very much in the format of technical exercises. Don Giovanni’s Serenade appears in 
the fourth, a singing line with two staccato lines of accompaniment. The last is partly in 
5. (Ja16)     

7 Short Pieces for the Cultivation of Polyphonic Playing 
These are also taken from the Klavierübung, but they are less like mere exercises. 
Hamelin calls the fourth, Allegro, the most impressive – demanding that the slow choral 
be heard above the torrent of notes on high. The subsequent Tranquillo is a relief. “Nach 
Mozart” uses the duet for the Armed Men from Zauberflöte, a challenge to keep the 
sustained vocal line amidst the delicate staccato accompaniment, Last is an exercise for 
the newly invented middle pedal, (Ja16)   

Perpetuum mobile; Prélude et étude en arpèges 
The first is a virtuoso showpiece from the Klavierübung. The second is a more extended 
work written for Busoni’s friend the pedagogue Isidore Philippe. It sounds devilish. 
Hamelin’s great passion is for the pianist-composers like Alkan and Godowski and 
Paderewski. But this Busoni set may stand as his supreme achievement. (Ja16)   

Violin Sonata No 1 in E minor, op 29 
Three movements, 23’.  The lesser and more conventional of Busoni’s two. Allegro 
deciso sounds like early Strauss, both in motivic development and the tumultuous piano 
part, but the liner notes point to Brahms. Sostenuto expounds a sonorous melody rising 
from the G string. Allegro Finale works a hectic, driven 6/8 motif with heroic gestures. 
This is an early piece written at age 25 before Busoni had found his mature voice. (My18) 

Bagatellen, violin & piano, op 28 
Four short pieces also from Busoni’s earliest period, playable by a gifted child (e.g. the 
seven-year-old daughter of Egon Petri). Three dances in Dreivierteltakt, plus a Dance of 
the Cossacks. (My18) 

Violin Sonata No 2 in E minor, op 36a 
Three movements, 30’. Busoni called this his first mature work, his true op 1. The three 
movements are continuous. Langsam begins with a slow winding theme that gradually 
picks up tempo and rhythmic definition. A downward octive scale becomes a repeated 
motif. The movement appears improvisatory, but there’s apparently a tight underlying 
structure. Second movement is Presto in 6/8 (here closer to Vivace). The lengthy Finale, 
18’ long, spins variations on Bach’s “Wie wohl ist mir o Freund der Seelen.” There are 
ten changes of tempo. The chorale is sublime, but Busoni does not shy from lightweight 
variations. Build-up begins at 11’ with return of the chorale tune. One variation takes off 
at Allegro. (My18) 

GEORGE S.K. BUTTERWORTH 



Six Songs from The Shropshire Lad 
Beautiful settings, not as familiar as I expected. Lemalu is OK, veddy British, not worth 
all the hype but not deserving all the contempt either. I haven’t heard his opera disc. (O08) 

Love Blows as the Wind Blows 
Three songs on Henley, not particularly attractive. But that may be Tear’s fault. (N08) 

The Banks of Green Willow 
The English Cowpat tradition – short, very beautiful riffs on folkish material, not terribly 
organized but it doesn’t matter, unusual in being so transparently scored. It’s the only one 
of these pieces I had a chance to play, alas. (Ja16) 

Two English Idylls 
The first has a Scottish touch, huge helpings of sentiment and nostalgia. I know the words 
to that tune – what is it? The second similar, even in tempo. Incredibly lovely stuff. (Ja16) 

A Shropshire Lad – Rhapsody 
The opening is alternately mawkish and straining after the sublime, alas, since this is 
Butterworth’s major orchestral work. Nice quiet ending. (Ja16) 

DIETRICH BUXTEHUDE 
Membra Jesu Nostri 

Favorite CD, transcendent sacred music in unbeatable performance – ideal for Lent. 
(Mh08) 

Trio Sonata in G 
I had not thought of Buxtehude as a composer of secular chamber music, but he 
published two sets of Trio Sonatas. This one is exceptional for him in having two treble 
instruments – most have a bass viol for the second instrument. But unusually it begins 
with an Allegro, and continues with eight changes of tempo. (D10)  

7 Trio Sonatas, op 2 
Opus 2 is apparently just a continuation of Opus 1, outwardly not conforming to what I 
know of the Trio Sonata genre: not 2 treble instruments, but violin and viola da gamba, 
not 4 players but 3, without a bass instrument doubling the harpsichord left hand. The 
music is very abstract, very contrapuntal; there are no designated dance movements, 
almost nothing that sounds vocal. Many striking things, but I like the Italianate version of 
the genre much better.  (D10) 

Organ works 
A hefty selection on two CDs.  I thought I knew the sound and general character of DB, 
but the brief liner note alerts me to the improvisational quality of stylus fantasticus, in 
which Prelude, Fugue, and Chaconne are not kept clearly separated. I had to check the 
CD tracks. Neither is “In dulci jubilo” recognizable. Nor did I know about organ tablature 
notation. What ignorance! I’m getting more comfortable with the bits-and-pieces organ 
rep, but it’s a learning curve. DB’s Te Deum, the largest work here, is a set of 
ornamentations on a cantus firmus. BuxWV 145 is a fugue with a sense of humor. 
There’s a surprising amount of virtuoso finger-work in this music. (My11) 

WILLIAM BYRD 
Keyboard Music 

Valuable disc, particularly since it shows off various instrumental realizations. One 
would wish for less clangy harpsichord, more clavichord and virginals; but the contrast is 
nice. (D08) 

The Great Service; 3 Anthems 



Now I know the prescribed Anglican service, parallel to Ordinary of the Mass: Venite, Te 
Deum, Benedictus, Creed, Mag & Nunc. A shock to hear Creed, Magnificat etc in 
English. Byrd uses double choir antiphonally, minimizes counterpoint for clarity of text. 
Gorgeous of course. The Anthems too, the second and third full of Elizabethan word 
painting. (D08) 

Infelix ego 
One of Byrd`s most elaborate motets, 13` long, on a text by the doomed Savonarola. BBC 
disc gives no text, but the great homophonic Miserere and Misericordia at the end are 
unmistakable. Six others on the same CD: O salutaris is filled with piercing cross 
relations. Timete Dominum finishes with great joy, Justorum animae with solemnity. Ad 
Dominum tribulare is another 10`major statement. It too has expressive cross relations, 
especially in the mourning second part. (My17) Considered one of Byrd’s finest, setting 
Savanarola text previously set by Lassus. Nothing said of voices – I hear five. Text fully 
foregrounded, Third part rises from “tristis ac moenens,” set chordally at first, then rising. 
Full of chromatic inflection. (Ap19) 

Fantasia mixolydian 
First in a program of keyboard fantasias, taking me back to Mark Lindberg at Minnesota. 
Byrd is contrapuntal, multi-sectional, with long periods, very modal. (Ag20) 

THEODORO VADCÁRCEL CABALLERO 
Concierto india, violin and orchestra 

Four movements, 19’. Caballero, a Peruvian, liked to exploit native pentatonic 
pre-Columbian tunes in conjunction with modal harmony picked up from Ravel. He does 
not sound like Vaughan Williams, but the parallel can be drawn, since both were 
folklorists. The piece is lively, full of tunes, not too technically demanding, very 
appealing. It’s more a Suite than a Concierto. Poor Caballero died age 46 shortly after 
writing this piece, cause of death not stated. (Ja19) 

JUAN BAUTISTA CABANILLES 
Organ works 

Here is the Spanish organ CD I’ve wanted, with the snarling reeds beloved of the Spanish 
high baroque and the brief but informative liner notes of John Butt, plus the startling 
dissonances, cross relations, and mean temperament tuning. Cabanilles also has an 
unfortunate penchant for repetitive sequences. Tiento means ricercar. The two Tientos de 
falsos are truly far out. The CD ends with canons blazing, canaries, trumpets, 
Zimbalklange, and every gadget around. A party disc. (Jy14) 

2 Tientos; Pasacalles 
 On A Batallar Estrellos, the Spanish Cathedral CD. I was hoping for more snarl, but these 
are performed by a viol consort, very nicely. Ricercar or passacaglia, I have trouble 
picking out the structure. But this is an extraordinary CD. (Mh20) 

ANTONIO de CABEZÓN 
Tientos y Glosados 

Sounds very much like an Elizabethan mixed consort, bowed & plucked, occasional 
recorder, though the period is half century earlier. Pieces do not have strongly 
differentiated character or rhythm. Occasional Spanish tinge, or familiar generic tune. 
Accentus Ensemble excellent though not as mind blowing as the Amazon reviewers say. 
Pleasant. 

GIULIO CACCINI 



Le nuove musiche [1602] 
This disc offers a well-conceived program, the 12 solo madrigals of Caccini’s 
groundbreaking collection mixed with 6 polyphonic madrigals by Monteverdi (no texts 
given), plus instrumental pieces by contemporaries. The only extensive recording of 
Caccini available. Alas, performances are studentish – acceptable but not polished, very 
instructive but not wholly enjoyable. A disappointment, despite Archiv’s “recommended” 
status. (Mh2) Twelve solo songs plus one scena by Caccini, six Monteverdi madrigals on 
the same or similr texts, and four instrumentals. The side-by-side presentation is very 
useful. The female singers are better than the male. (Ap18) 

GEORGE WAKEFIELD CADMAN 
Violin Sonata in G 

Very pleasant if simple arpeggio-plus-melody lyricism.  Conventional harmony colored 
with chromaticism and modalism.  Too long for material.  Zazofsky is persuasive 
player but shaky technically (double stopping, harmonics).  (Jy08—Muskoka) 

The Legend of the Canyon; From the Land of Sky-Blue Waters 
Pretty salon pieces.  Surprisingly, neither sounds familiar.  (Jy08—Muskoka) 

Piano Quintet in G minor 
Later, more concentrated and ambitious than the Sonata.  Effort to “modernize” is crude 
– dissonant (!) cadence of first movement, some faux impressionism, a touch of rag 
syncopation in the 3d.  Doesn’t come off. (Jy08—Muskoka)  

Piano Trio in D 
First attempt at “large” chamber work easily the best of the three works here – big 
barn-burner first movement, very impressive (poor cello gets swallowed) – lovely middle 
Cavatina with Indianist elements – super Finale with much-touted ragtime elements – a 
slam-dunk capriccioso rondo.  (Jy08—Muskoka) 

From the Land of Sky Blue Waters 
 Piano version leads off recital of American Indianists. I’m still surprised not to hear that 

old Minnesota beer ad. (Je13) 
JOHN CAGE 
String Quartet in Four Parts 

Cage’s last major work before he turned aleatoric – traditional in many respects: the 
quartet itself, the four movements, a programmatic element (seasons + Indian cycle of 
preservation, destruction, quiescence, creation), and a pleasing quasi-tonal, quasi-Asiatic 
sound produced by a highly arbitrary numerical structure, limited tonal gamut, and 
instructions to use neither vibrato nor bow pressure. Utterly idiosyncratic and nice on the 
ear. Vox gives super liner notes.  (O09) 

Atlas elipticalis 
Highly aleatoric graphic composition, Cage’s first for full orchestra. Levine keeps 
Chicago players serious, but end result is conventional avant-garde pointillist sound, 
instruments remaining recognizable as such. Texture happens, then stops, with no trace of 
ego, volition, direction, personality . . .  (Ap11) 

HPSCHD 
An un-Godly racket. The realization on CD is much more congested than I recall from 
the LP, where the underlying Mozartean formulae were more apparent. The CD is highly 
informative, however, and the noise makes excellent distraction for marking final exams, 
whether JC had that in mind or not. An important piece, but hang on to the LP. (Ap11)  



Thirty Pieces for String Quartet 
Very frustrating – the only information about this possibly important piece is buried in a 
pretentious interview with Viktor Ullman, composer of the other work on that CD. From 
him I gather that Cage stipulates 30 short fragments and 30 minutes (or so) total time, but 
allows each player freedom to choose tempos, or even to leave out sections. Players are 
instructed to rehearse separately and play for themselves alone, thus undermining the 
social cohesiveness of the string quartet institution – a nice bit of Cagean political 
anarchism. (There’s no mention of the piece in Silverman’s biography.) But why does 
Cage give them nothing but avant garde clichés to perform? Would having Cage’s own 
rationale help? A yawn. (D13) 

Variations I 
 Six minutes of piano music, souvenir of Cage’s study with Schoenberg. Extreme 
 aleatoric Cage with extraneous sounds (water) and inside-the-piano stuff. (N15) 
Solos for Voice 2 

A composition of indeterminate length. "Some of the material consists of  transparencies, 
which, by superimposing, singers (or a single singer) create a program of the desired 
time-length. The work may be performed as a solo or with one or more parts from the 
Concert for Piano and Orchestra, with Fontana Mix, Cartridge Music, or Song Books," 
13'. Here it is (they are?) done solo, I think, though there's electronics in it. One of the 
pieces mentioned? Nothing is mentioned on line. Ugly as hell. (Jy20) 

Fontana Mix -- Feed  
Pure electronic piece, I don't know whether generated sound or concrete, 11'. Cage said 
his favorite instrument was the clarinet because it reminded him of feedback. (Jy20) 

ANTONIO CALDARA 
Missa Dolorosa 

Late baroque mass with chorus and solo quartet, stylistically closer to the Italian despite 
AC’s residence in Vienna – somewhat more elaborate than Buxtehude or Vivaldi. 
Soloists sing with continuo and instrumental obbligato. Clemencic uses brass to double 
choir – possibly authentic but a sound I dislike given small forces. Nothing impressive 
either in music or performance. (D09) Caldara was contemporary with Vivaldi and 
Alessandro Scarlatti. His text is divided into seventeen short movements, 26’ including a 
final Dona nobis pacem (for a Sunday before Holy Week). There is nothing to tie 
movements together, but all are contrapuntal, and some feature solo voices and/or 
instrumental obligatos. Performance is very pleasing. Instrumental writing is lively, 
Vivaldi-like. Dona nobis is lively, sounds like a reboot of the second Kyrie. (Jy18) 

Stabat Mater 
This is a more ambitious piece than the Mass but it suffers the problem of its genre, being 
broken into numerous small bits all in one emotional mode. The performance is truly 
sub-par: village players. This CD is a big let down. (D09) 

Two Sinfonias 
Both are intros to oratorios, tiny 3-movement proto-symphonies, 4' and 5' long (1726, 
1731). (D09) 

Vaticini di pace 
Allegorical Christmas Cantata with Italian text about hope for peace on earth, the text 
resusitated by Caldara to serve at end of War of Spanish Succession, 1713. A succession 
of recits and da capo arias (some dialogue, one duet). Core Umano searches for peace, 



Pace and Amor Divino promise, but Giustizia objects. Amor Divino tells him that his 
shield will be a child not yet born. Pace sings a lullaby (outstanding), Giustizia is moved 
to pity. Core Umano praises the bella note, Pace’s aria La clemente is outstanding, Core 
Umano is reassured, Amor Divino closes with aria to peace.  Kevin Mallon’s 
performance is OK, but seems to lack the incisiveness of top groups. (D11)  

Two Sinfonias 
Overtures to two other Cantatas. (D11) 

5 Trio Sonatas from op 1; 2 Cello Sonatas; Ciacona 
Caldara apparently wrote as much music as Vivaldi, but only a tiny fraction was 
instrumental. The Trio Sonatas are early, dating from 1693; the Cello Sonatas late, from 
1735, the year before Caldara’s death. All employ the Sonata da Chiesa format. The liner 
notes do not mention Corelli, whose works were just appearing – but I may be wrong. 
The Ciacona with two violins is of course delectable. The two Cello Sonatas have two 
cello parts, and the second seems independent of the harpsichord bass – but I can’t tell for 
sure. They are done with harpsichord, the Trio Sonatas with organ. Lovely music, though 
there are generic passages and mechanical sequences. Beautifully played. (My13) 

La Passione di Gesù Cristo Signor Nostro 
An important piece, the first setting (1730) of Metastasio’s text later set by dozens of 
others, including Jommelli, Salieri, and as late as Neumann in the early 19th century. 
Caldara was older than Vivaldi, fifteen years older than Bach. (I still confuse him with 
Caccini, Cavalli and Carissimi.) The opening chords are striking, and the narrative opens 
dramatically with Peter’s remorse, then assumes a pattern of recit and arias (a few duets 
and choruses). Caldara’s arias have irregular phrases like Vivaldi. I’m  not sure about 
the Da Capo routine – there may be lots of embellishment or else cuts to fit the CD. The 
narrative is told through the point of view of the grief-stricken disciples. Focus is on the 
soloists – there’s little for the chorus to do, alas. Fabio Biondi extracts every ounce of 
expression from the music. I’m impressed. 

   Part II: This exhibits the disciples angry, despairing, and hopeful after the Crucifixion, but  
before visiting the empty tomb. There’s a whiff of Catholic anti-semitism in the anger. 
One aria uses obligato trombone. The final chorus is amazingly chromatic. (O16)   

Crucifixus à 16 
Hauntingly beautiful in performance by The Sixteen. There are softly sustained 
harmonies underneath, otherwise I’d call it a late essay in prima practica. I wish it were 
longer than 5’. (Jy18) 

6 motets for 2 voices 
Italian versions of the French petit motet. The texture is 3-part, like a trio sonata with 
voices. Lovely, though there seems little sensitivity to text or theology, most notably in 
the penitential Prayer of St Bonaventure. (Jy18) 

4 motets for 3 voices 
Similar to the above, with the added complexity. The Miserere is more nuanced – and all 
of the others. (Jy18) 

Ciaccona, op 2/12 
From the Trio Sonatas da camera, op 2 (vide supra), following Corelli, who also ended 
his trio sonata collections with a Ciaccona. (Jy18) 

ANTONIO CALEGARI 
La resurrezione di Lazzaro 



Oratorio just short of 80' by Italian contemporary of Mozart who died in 1828. Chorus 
participates in beginning and ending, and the rest alternates recit and aria -- all on the 
baroque opera seria pattern. Characters are Maddalena, Marta, and Lazzaro, an 
introduced brother Tommasso and Cristo, a soprano. Be sure it's worth it before you 
unearth it! I don't repeat that often, but the music sounds like Mozart's Musical Joke, all 
earnest tonic-dominant, intended very seriously. The Sinfonia is intolerable. The vocal 
writing, quite florid of course, is slightly more interesting but not much. An unending 
bore. The tenor is laughable. Roberta Giua as Cristo has some plangency, but more is 
needed to save this monster. (Muskoka, Jy18) 

GIOVANNI CAMBINI 
Quartet in B♭, op 1/2 

In three movements: Allegro sets the pattern – first violin does all the work, second 
occasionally enters into duet, lower strings do little more than mark bass and supply 
filler. Cello has solo in Adagio. Presto great fun. Bright easy listening. (Ap13) 

BARTOLOMEO CAMPAGNOLI 
6 Quartets 

I know nothing of this composer – twenty years older than Beethoven and died in the 
same year. The Quartets sound as if they were written in the 1750s (the notes say 
1767-69) – all are in three movements, all but the last fast-slow-fast. He was a good 
violinist, student of Tartini and Nardini, and his playing impressed the young Spohr. He 
played first in ensemble with Cambini and Boccherini. This is a glimpse into the early 
state of the genre, interest focused on first violin, inner parts moderately active, cello 
marking the bass sans clavecin, touches of simple counterpoint. This is the Italian 
tradition that shaped early Mozart – did he know these pieces? Interesting minore in the 
Finale of the E♭. No 6 begins with Variations – much the longest movement, followed by 
two Allegros. The composer seems more invested in this one. (S15) 

THOMAS CAMPION 
25 Songs 

I expected a solo recital by Michael Chance, so I was surprised by a quartet in the first 
songs. But the program is admirably varied, firmly sung. The lute as real presence, and 
the consort, unlike the Rickards counterpart on Naxos, very straight presentation, the lute 
scarcely audible. Any collection of Campion is bound to include old favorites plus a few 
discoveries. Valuable disc. (O12) Chance shares solo duties with three excellent partners, 
with part-song renditions and instrumentals. Exquisite CD. Campion is halfway to Henry 
Lawes in his irregular musical phrases responsive to verbal rhythms. I’ve been slow to 
realize it, but I’m not alone. This CD gets it right. (Ap18) 

ANDRÉ CAMPRA 
Notus in Judea Deus 

Grand Motet in opera-oratorio style, full-blown French baroque, but I could not 
distinguish from Couperin or Rameau. Liner notes praise fidelity to texts, then don’t print 
them. This is Psalm 76. Chorus does a neat earthquake. (Ag2) Festive Grand Motet on 
imperial Psalm 76, mostly boisterous. I love the choir emphatically singing “Selah” – 
marvelous tenor solo – “Tu terribilis es” for 2 basses – choir tremor on “tremuit.” 
Rousing rendition of an unpleasant psalm. (N10) 

De Profundis 



Super setting of the great Psalm 130, rising from depths of despair for sin to exaltation of 
forgiveness, then concluding in Requiem, wonderful chorus of serenity followed by florid 
triumph. Beautiful conception. (Ag2) Grand Motet begins somber but emphasis falls on 
beautiful tenor solo of consolation – the following chorus fairly dances, as does soprano 
“récit” (which apparently means something other than “recitativo”). Requiem at end is a 
surprise – the words signify peace rather than death, but the piece ends with lively 
affirmation.  (N4)   

Exaudiat te Dominus; Requiem Introit 
Psalm 20, beautiful chorus on Laetabimur, begins and ends with stirring victory music. 
(Ag2) Another imperial Psalm like “Notus in Judaea” set with full pomp, trumpets and 
drums and drums – it sounds like a Handel Coronation Anthem with lots of trills.  The 
minor key duet “Memor sit” and the subsequent “Bruit de guerre” chorus stand out, but 
the whole thing is pretty wonderful.  The Introit is a beautiful but frustrating filler – I 
want to hear the rest of it, especially since French baroque Requiems are said to be 
scarce. Gorgeous.  (N4)   

Salve Regina 
The Petits Motets are much smaller in scale, solo voice with organ and gamba, occasional 
obligato instruments, mostly recitativo accompagnato, but they break easily into songlike 
rhythms in the manner of Cavalli. Text driven.  (N4)   

Quaemodum desiderat cervus; Florete prata 
The first is one of the most beautiful psalms.  The second is musically exceptional, 
joyous in its minor key, pairs of violins and recorders, florid, high-lying tessitura – 
gorgeous, despite the absence of text.  (N4) 

Arion 
Secular Cantata for soprano with flute & continuo. The poem is a fable about the power 
of “sons harmonieux,” set as a sequence of ariettas and recits moving fluidly from one to 
the next. Jill Feldman sings with pure straight tone in perfect style. Minor music, perhaps, 
but a very interesting genre for text setting. (N4)   

La Dispute de l’Amour et de l’Hymen 
Secular Cantata for haut-contre, with violin added to the ensemble. The debate is 
resolved by Vénus, who blesses the sanctity of marriage. Yes, Dominique Visse’s singing 
has a peculiar tang, but needless to say it’s stylish. (N4) 

Les Femmes 
Secular Cantata for bass, 2 violins & continuo. The gentleman seeks refuge from the 
female kind, “heureuse l’indifférence.” The gives occasion for a storm at sea, a 
procession of satirical females, and a final jig. Gardeil sings with great agility, but could 
give more character. (N4) 

Enée et Didon 
Secular Cantata for soprano, bass, bass viol & continuo treats the refuge from the storm 
and subsequent declarations of love: duet - soprano - bass - duet. The nimble viol of 
Elisabeth Matiffa is outstanding. (N4) 

Mass for Christmas 
 I bought this as a Campra Mass not knowing it was part of a mid-seventeenth-century 

plainchamt revival (Campra, Nivers, Henri Dumont). Pérès as usual presents the entire 
service. Campra is responsible for the organ interludes as well as the alternatim chant 



lines in the Ordinary. The chant is performed according to the “usage parisien,” which 
seems to mean French baroque ornamentation and nasalized vowels. Soporific. (N14) 

CHRISTIAN CANNABICH 
Sinfonias in D and G 

No dates given, probably 1760s or early 1770s. First in 3 movements, the second in 4 
with Minuet. The D-major has winds & drums, pompous triadic Allegro, lots of unison in 
Andante. Finale features hunting horns, brass trills. Salieri-like routine dressed up in 
various instrumentations. (Jy3—Muskoka) 

Concerto in C, flute, oboe, bassoon & orchestra 
Single 9' Allegro, soloists treated as trio with very modest demands. (Jy3—Muskoka) 

Sinfonia Concertante in E♭, 2 violins & orchestra 
Texture here is rather more interesting – the soloists in thirds or answering antiphonally, 
some countermelody in accompaniment. Damn the reiterated pedal. (Jy3—Muskoka) 

THOMAS CANNING 
Fantasy on a Hymn by Justin Morgan 

Described as a ripoff of the Vaughan Williams Tallis Fantasia, this is too small a piece, 
but a perfect memento of a true one-shot composer, a wholly self indulgent little jewel. I 
have no recollection of it from hearing it in my youth. (O08) 

ANDRÉ CAPLET 
Conte fantastique, harp & strings 

Unusual tone poem for harp and string quartet inspired by Poe’s “Masque of the Red 
Death.” Clearly of the impressionist school, but showing some innovative features B 
dissonances, knocking on the harp soundboard. Caplet would be better known had he 
lived longer and worked more in the common genres. (D10) 

Septet 
Early piece, very oddly written for string quartet with three wordless female voices – the 
Graces perhaps— Rhinemaidens— Very Ravel sounding overall, very beautiful. This 
would be less odd as an orchestral piece with offstage Women’s Choir. (D10) 

Les prières 
Settings of the Lord’s Prayer, Hail Mary, and Credo, all in vernacular French, for soprano 
with harp and string quartet, as they might have been prayed by Mélisande. Utterly 
magnificent little masterpiece. (D10) 

Deux Sonnets 
Brief songs on Du Bellay and Ronsard, odd, neither melodic nor declamatory à la 
Debussy but angular, sitting on prime notes in alt for high soprano. They don’t really 
work. (D10) 

Divertissements pour harpe 
Two movements, in French style, then Spanish, impressively written for the instrument. 
(D10) The French piece begins explosively, expands on repeated figuration. The Spanish 
piece is more fragmented, explores avant garde pedal glissandi. The Spanish flavor is 
suggested, not overbearing. Lovely. (Je16) 

Messe à trois voix 
 

À cappella Missa brevis for treble voices, a tour de force for both the composer and the 
juvenile performers, nearly 20' in length, a challenge of inventive mood and texture. 
Beautiful. (Mh13) 



Le Miroir de Jésus 
 Sui generis. An hour-long setting of an eighteen-poem cycle by Henri Ghéon on the 

Nativity, Passion, and Resurrection. The setting is for mezzo, three-voice women’s choir, 
strings and harp. The sound is unique and luscious. Harmonic world fairly advanced – 
impressionist parallelism, thickened added-note chords. Part II begins with unison string 
cadenza that stretches tonality. All of it mixed with open fifths and modal inflections 
clearly derived from Pelléas. The choir sings section and poem titles, plus some church 
Latin – the mezzo sings the verses, which are largely from the B.V.M.’s perspective. 
Final apotheosis spectacular but not over the top – mélodrâme is perfect. Wow! I finally 
got to hear this gorgeous music after ordering Ghéon’s poesies via ILL. Poor Caplet, I 
wish he had written more. Ghéon wrote the verses au front août 1918. (My13) 

Épiphanie 
 Three-movement Concerto for cello and orchestra, highly impressionistic, with subtitle 

“d’apres une légend éthiopienne.” [The explanation is in a note that says the legend is an 
African version of the journey of the Magi, hence the title.] There is little to suggest an 
African or primitivist idea. There’s a cortège bit in the opening movement. Middle is an 
extended cadenza with steady drumbeat in the background. Finale is a “danse des petites 
nègres” (children— pigmies—) in 5, with lots of color and carrying on. I can’t think of 
another piece quite like it. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

CORNELIUS CARDEW 
We Sing for the Future; Thälmann Variations 

I had to satisfy my curiosity about this shadowy legend: his agitprop music, his 
renunciation of the avant garde (Stockhausen serves Imperialism!) turns out to be fairly 
innocent sounding piano music, Biedermeier one might say, with occasional eccentric 
divagations, plus some improv by Rzewski. The Variations commemorate a German 
communist who died at Buchenwald. Poor Cardew didn’t deserve to die, but his 
assassination did not deprive us of any masterpieces.  (Je3) 

MANUEL CARDOSO 
Missa Miserere mihi Domine 

Post-Palestrina à cappella Mass, with two motets interpolated, written by isolated 
Portuguese friar. Rich sound, six voices I think (notes don’t say). Density reminds me of 
Gombert. Much chromatic inflection, long pedals (because of cantus firmus 
technique—). Herreweghe likes quick tempos in Gloria and Credo. Exceptional 
dissonance in motets, especially the first.  (Mh08) 

Magnificat secundi toni 
Alternates between plainsong and polyphonic lines. (Mh08) Alternatim setting late (1613) 
but very beautiful. Odd to have duplicate recordings of this! (S11) 

Requiem 
Six-voice setting. Tallis Scholars sing it at a uniform glacial tempo and make it work; a 
more modern performance I think would vary the tempo more. Fra Cardoso’s style is 
founded on Palestrina, pure but with occasional cross-relations and intervals the master 
would have avoided. Despite his dates (d. 1650) he seems untouched by the baroque 
(though all his poly-choral works were lost in the Lisbon earthquake. Libera me is 
alternatim à 4 – seems like a different piece. (S11) 

4 motets 



Uniformly gorgeous, on lovely and unusual texts (Sitivis & Mulier). I don’t hear 
chromatic inflection or dissonance here as in Herreweghe – textual decisions— Long 
periods without cadence are striking. (S11) 

Ne recorderis; Libera me 
 Both motets are alternatim. The second, after a Requiem, is very calm. (S14) 
MANUEL GÓMEZ CARILLO 
Fiesta criolla 
 Four movement suite, four very short movements, 7’. Orchestrated by the composer from 

his piano suite, the consequence of primary folklore research in northern Argentina. Very 
appealing. (F19) 

Rapsodia santiagueña 
 Single movement, 12’, orchestrated from a piano version, really a de facto suite stitching 

together a series of dances. Zapateado has quite a complex rhythm. Fun. (F19) 
JOHN CARISI 
Saxophone Quartet No 1 

Not my usual fare, but this is avant garde with a strong jazz and swing coloring. Possibly 
written under Wolpe’s tutelage at Black Mountain (the notes are confusing). (D13) 

Counterpoise No 1 
Short 5’ piece for trumpet, baritone sax, piano and percussion. Strong beat, irregular 
divisions, stylized syncopation, improvisatory over Mondrian angularity. I like it. (D13) 

GIACOMO CARISSIMI 
Jephthah 

Text is Latin – Vulgate? Couldn’t be. English only is given. Style of ornate recitative 
flowing freely into concertante bits, very much like Cavalli’s operas. Narration done 
variously through solo voices and choir. Goat trills. (John Mark Ainsley not given tenor 
solos!) Ends with extended lament for Jephtha’s daughter, with echoes, plus 
overwhelming chorus. Like Peri, not far removed from affective world of madrigal. A 
real treasure! (My09) 

The Judgment of Solomon 
Shortest and simplest of the three at 11'. Compressed narrative leaves little room for 
drama (which prefigures the great scene in Handel’s Solomon). Finale with Mother and 
Chorus praising Solomon with flourish. I can follow most of the Latin words 
(“ululantes”). (My09) 

Jonah 
Longest, most elaborate at 20', with double chorus creating great storm (shades of 
Idomeneo!), and three men the sailors’ prayer. Big number is Jonah’s prayer from belly 
of the whale. Final solemn Chorus of converted Ninevites. (My09) 

Magnificat 
Vocal ensemble setting with continuo (theorbo on Baroque Christmas disc), very 
beautiful in mid-century Italian mode. (D09) 

Salve Regina & 2 motets 
Attached by Junghänel to the Mazzocchi Vespers – Salve Regina (2 sopranos & basso) 
may be the most beautiful setting I have heard. Surge anima mea, text from Canticles, is 
also gorgeous. (D10) 

HOAGY CARMICHAEL 
25 Songs 



 I think I understand now why Hoagy is honored as a songwriter: Skylark is in a class by 
itself, but Georgia on My Mind and Stardust are close. There are songs that I thought 
were folklore – Lazy River, Lazy Bones, Heart and Soul. And the variety is exceptional, 
from Two Sleepy People, the wit of Small Fry, the country Ole Buttermilk Sky, the early 
jazz numbers like Washboard Blues. I wish I could have expanded my horizon earlier, 
but as it is, Hoagy will do me. I think he would have liked the unintentional comedy of 
Blue Orchids. (My13) 

GARY CARPENTER 
Dadaville 

British composer born 1951 – a 7’ orchestral piece inspired by Max Ernst sculpture. Wild 
neo-classic gestures, rhythmic but tempos overlaid, sometimes thickly. Slower middle 
part. Jazzy bit led by tuba and bass clarinet goes wild. Groovy! I like it. So did the Proms 
audience. (N17) 

JOHN ALDEN CARPENTER 
Violin Sonata 

Liner notes mention Delius, but Delius on a bad day. A shock after Chadwick, but too 
pallid. (S08) 

String Quartet 
Superb piece, in the Ravel manner, a bit too close. Attractive, with a personal stamp 
especially in third movement. (S08) 

Piano Quintet 
JAC in late 1930s drops impressionist harmonic base, turns conventional with mild 
dissonance. Starts dark and serious, becomes lighter, even frivolous end to first 
movement. Some nice moments, especially in Finale, but fails to settle on tone. (S08) 

Skyscrapers 
A 1926 ballet score in (somewhat) modernist factory music mode, a real surprise, though 
mild in comparison with, say, Antheil or Prokofiev in extremis. Some jazz and pop turns, 
a banjo, touches of Gershwin and folk citations – a huge entertainment. Wow! (Mh09) 

Water Colors – Four Chinese Tone Poems 
 Short songs for baritone and small orchestra – the orchestration is fabulous. Impressionist 

sketches with undertone of orientalism. Alas, the music cannot disguise the awfulness of 
the H.A. Giles translations, and Carpenter over-emphasizes the cute – with distant echoes 
of The Mikado. (Je14) 

BENJAMIN CARR 
Federal Overture 
 A grand 10’ piece performed in New York City in 1794 by “the largest band of 

instruments heretofore assembled.” Like the others by Reinagle and Hewitt, it is a 
medley, and it includes La Marseillaise, Yankee Doodle, O dear what can the matter be, 
Irish Washerwoman, God knows what else. Charles Ives is a scarce century away. (Jy17) 

ANDREW CARTER 
Toccata on Veni Emmanuel 

Paul’s noon recital – fortuitous that I’ve been contemplating this great hymn. (D10Blive) 
ELLIOTT CARTER 
Quartet No 1 

Great middle-period Carter that I like best, just beyond grasping fully, deferred 
accessibility, all texture and cross-rhythm. Great moment of scorrevole descent from the 



stratosphere into swing motif of Finale. I have recollections of this from LP – where the 
irrational pause moment is longer, more effective. (Je2) 

Quartet No 2 
I can just follow the layout with score: the cadenzas, the four characters, even some of the 
interval assignments. Marvel at the group staying together (while being unable to keep a 
steady beat to my own satisfaction – my problem or theirs). The constants help. And 
there’s a feel of movements, tension built up, release. But it’s tough. (Je2) 

Quartet No 3 
Good God! I remember giving up on this as a student, unable to follow the score and 
being frustrated for getting lost in a string quartet score. I made it to the end this time, but 
it’s a challenge. The “double duet” makes a good deal of sense, and it’s somewhat 
audible on recording – and the multiple overlays of synchronized tempos can be detected. 
But are the rewards worth the effort? Unlike Carter, I’m unlikely to live forever. (Jy2) 

Quartet No 4 
The texture is less complex – in fact I can beat time to the score and keep with them, 
approximately. Played without break but laid out in four traditional movements. There 
are even places where two instruments play the same pitch, an eerie sensation in this kind 
of music. No gimmicks. This is a reversion to the great middle period stuff.  (Jy2) 

Quartet No 5 
Like No 4, the texture is less dense and difficult to follow. The plan is an alternation of 
character variations with quasi-improvisatory interludes, with no clear marcation 
between. I’m not sure how well this can be followed by ear, but the contrasts of character 
make some sense. Carter’s marking “giocoso” is a bit hard to take, however. (Jy2) 

Piano Sonata 
The test here is how much I remember, not having listened to this piece for many years. 
The manner has stayed with me, and the sound of the scorrevole (was it faster on the 
LP?). The similarities to Copland-Stravinsky pandiatonicism is closer than I thought, and 
I hear on the CD pedal-sustained triads that were inaudible on LP. The slow third 
movement seems too long and Copland-haunted. (Je3) It’s nearly standard rep by now, 
though when I first heard it, it was far out. Oppens makes it sound like Copland, whose 
Sonata was written just three years earlier. The recording admirably catches the 
harmonics. Oppens generates huge excitement in the fugue. (Ja13) 

Variations for Orchestra 
Carter’s masterpiece: God, what a scary piece! As in old days, I follow the score, 
surprised how much I’ve forgotten and marveling afresh at Levine’s conducting and the 
blessed clarity of the CD. I recall the final pages of course, and certain dramatic gestures, 
but I’d forgotten the incredible decelerando and accelerando variations, and the maniacal 
timps at the end. Magnificent! (Ap11) 

Clarinet Concerto 
Here’s a Carter in which the design is lucid: a Concerto in one movement divided into six 
sections, each of distinct character, lightly accompanied, separated by full tutti sections 
and finishing with everyone together. Simon Aldrich covers himself with glory just as I’d 
expect. (Ap12) 

Enchanted Preludes; Con leggerezza pensosa 
The first is a short duet for flute and cello, the second a short trio for clarinet, violin and 
cello, both highly pointillist and difficult to grasp. (Ap12)  



Oboe Concerto  
Composed for Heinz Holliger, who performs it here – a single 20' movement. Oboe 
enters about an octave higher than its normal limit, establishes an extended working 
ambit. Orchestra dark, serious, full of rumbling drums. Oboe skitters and flutters and 
changes moods capriciously, discreetly limited use of effects (fluttertongue, gliss, rasping 
reed). I get no idea of form or procedure, but there seems to be a graspable thread. (Ap12) 

Penthode 
For twenty players in five mixed quartets, each allotted a different expressive character.  
A line is said to pass from group to group, and I can occasionally hear it. If fact, this is 
late Carter that I can seem to follow – engaging, like works in the middle style. (Je12) 

A Mirror on Which to Dwell 
Cycle of 6 poems by Elizabeth Bishop for high soprano and chamber orchestra.  The 
poems are beautifully selected and arranged, beginning with sunrise, ending with the last 
breath. Carter is careful to keep the extreme and angular vocal line primarily in middle 
voice, where text can be understood, reserving the top for expressive punctuation.  
Orchestra very small – it sounds like solo strings, winds, mallets and small drums, no 
heavy brass or percussion. Bryn-Julson is utterly convincing: beautiful performance of a 
rewarding work. (Je12) 

Esprit Rude / Esprit Doux I & II 
Short duo for flute and clarinet, title and concept drawn from the aspirated (rude) and 
unaspirated (doux) vowel or r phoneme in Greek, as applied to wind instruments. It’s all 
in the attack. Simon Aldrich and colleague hold their own handsomely against the French 
pair, and besides, the recorded sound is sharper, and they include the second piece with 
added marimba. (Je12) 

Triple Duo 
Free fantasy just short of 20' for three pairs of instruments: flute/clarinet, violin/cello, 
piano/percussion. Carter’s brief note does little to clarify, and I just hear six instruments, 
no obvious pairings. At times I hear patterns of cross rhythms, but little more.  (Je12) 

Gra 
Brief piece for solo clarinet. The title means “play” in Polish (it’s dedicated to 
Lutoslawski). Simon Aldrich does himself proud. Given the single line, I hear 
recurrences of the material. (Je12) 

Riconoszenza per Goffredo Petrassi 
Short piece for solo violin: legato lines with displaced octaves, violent scrubbing bits, 
painful slow-bow double stops. (Je12) 

90+ 
Short piano piece, also dedicated to Petrassi, based on ninety staccato accented notes at a 
regular beat, with complex material over top.  Carter is always at his best writing for 
piano. (Je12) 

7 late piano miniatures 
90+ was birthday tribute to nonagenarian Petrassi: staccato vs sustained notes.  
Retrouvailles was birthday tribute to Boulez, reworking material from an earlier tribute, 
Esprit Rude/Esprit Doux. Two Diversions were contributed to an anthology of pieces for 
young players, Carter reverting to his 1940s manner, which I like a lot. Matribute is a 
third “Diversion,” written for James Levine as a tribute to his mother (“Ma”). Two 
Thoughts about the Piano: Intermittences, a study in measured silences, sounds a lot like 



Boulez. Caténaires is a remarkable moto perpetuo in a single line without chords. These 
pieces are not Webernesque and precious but real showpieces and compositional tours de 
force. (Ja13) 

Night Fantasies 
Carter’s most important piano piece. I’ve heard it several times but without grasping it.  
I didn’t know it had been commissioned by four virtuosi (the present Oppens, plus 
Jacobs, Rosen and Kalisch) whose different personalities Carter tried to portray. Is this 
keyboard piece the transition to the later style? (Ja13) 

Wind Quintet 
Two movements, 8’. Written just after the two great sonatas for piano and cello, it is 
described by Carter as a reversion to his earlier style. But the sound and Carter’s talk of 
phrases written to suit the expressive qualities of each instrument place it firmly in the 
middle period. The Allegro allows greater cohesion among the instruments, but it is still 
complex rhythmically. Great little piece. (S18) 

A Symphony of Three Orchestras 
One continuous movement, 16’. The effect of three separate instrumental bodies is 
impossible to capture on CD. I wonder how audible it is in the hall. The piece begins with 
high twittering, then a long apparently random series in solo trumpet that seems a near 
constant through the rest of the piece, though Boulez has it shaped with surprisingly 
emotive phrasing. I imagine faster and slower series are versions in diminution or 
augmentation, but I can’t be sure. The piece unfolds in a convincing sense of coherence. 
Dramatic chords and pauses near the end. And sputters out. (Jy20)    

ROBERT CARVER 
Mass “Fera pessima”   

Scottish early Renaissace, still very medieval sounding: free counterpoint , little imitation 
except particular passages. Liner notes speak of “decorative style,” uncertain modal 
center. (Ja09) 

Mass “Pater Creator omnium” 
Latin expansion of a Kyrie text I’ve never seen, plainsong recited syllabically sans 
Solemnes legato, great deal of homophonic writing for textual clarity. Has a definite 
provincial feel. (Ja09) 

Magnificat on the 7th tone 
From Carver's choirbook, but authorship is not certain. My memory is that Carver struck 
me as rough and provincial, but not here. He was contemporary with the Eton Choirbook 
composers and Josquin on the continent. This work is alternatim, but there's a great deal 
of choir singing, and a great deal of imitation, audible, along with the free writing. 
Remarkable writing (and performance). (Muskoka, Jy18) 

O bone Jesu 
"Mesmeric" is Harry Christophers' word for this extended 13' motet for nineteen voices. 
That high soprano is unearthly -- the massed sound an element to float in. The low bass 
defines the depths. A masterpiece of scholarship, performance, and composition. One of 
the most gorgeous Renaissance pieces I've ever heard. (Muskoka, Jy18) 

Missa Dum sacrum mysterium 
Just as the notes describe, intricate imitative passages alternating with massed sound of 
10-voice harmony. The Amen of the Credo is magnificent. Carver is now one of the great 
masters in my pantheon. Wow! It gets richer as it goes along. (Muskoka, Jy18) 



PAU [PABLO] CASALS 
Rosarium Beatae Virginis Mariae 

Beautiful 6-movement setting of Pater noster interspersed with Marian prayers and a 
doxology, for choir and organ. The simplicity of great humility. (S10)    

Recordare; Nigra sum 
Like the Rosarium, homophonic, modal, humble, gorgeous. Nigra sum is deservedly 
famous. (S10) 

ALFREDO CASELLA 
Sinfonia, clarinet, trumpet, cello & piano, op 53; Trio Sonata, violin, cello & piano, op 62 

The Trio Sonata is a piano trio, biggest work on disc – not a bad piece, angular, rather 
dark, even the Giga Finale, neoclassical but difficult to discern individual voice. Sinfonia, 
dominated by trumpet, is pure Pulcinella ripoff.  (S08) 

Barcarola & Scherzo, flute & piano, op 4; Sicilienne & Burlesque, flute & piano, op 23 
Two minor, attractive, very similar recital pieces for flute, the earlier sounding of AC’s 
teacher Fauré, the later somewhat spikier.  (S08) 

Scarlattiana 
Terrific piece! Written 1926, a quick response to Pulcinella but a worthy reflection. 
Casella seems to need the genius of Scarlatti and Stravinsky, but his concoction is well 
peppered, full of surprising twists, brilliant orchestration. A keeper. (S08) 

Pupazzetti 
Casella as futurist— Four-hand piano piece from piano roll, parallel chords in variety of 
rhythmic ostinato, tonal, touch of ragtime.  (D08) 

Violin Concerto 
Concerto in standard layout and proportions, played without break. Lovely opening 
gambit before neoclassical Allegro. I expected Stravinskian sound, but it’s more lyrical, 
like later Prokofiev, and not in thrall to either. Big cadenza and gorgeous passage 
connecting to nobilmente melody of Adagio, which leads to powerful ending. Rondo 
sounds like 2/4 folkdance, alternating with lyrical sections. It might be a masterpiece – 
certainly the best Casella I’ve heard.  (Je10)  

Symphony No 1 in B minor, op 5 
Substantial piece in just three large movements. First movement I would describe as 
Russian sounding, direct, Romantic but no fuzzy edges, a heart-on-sleeve obviousness 
that would not be out of place in opera. Adagio develops a Franckian melody with 
intensity but none of the murk, very dramatic. Finale begins like the first with a long 
misterioso intro (think Wagner), moves into nobilmente theme, labors incredibly, rises in 
triumph (think Mahler!), ends quietly, solo cello restating first movement theme. 
Overstatement as high art, sincere. I'd gladly hear it again. (S10) 

Concerto for Strings, Piano, Timpani and Percussion, op 69 
Casella in his more familiar neo-classical, or neo-baroque mode, as the liner notes insist, 
to distance him from Stravinsky. They compare the piece to Honegger's Second, and the 
similarity is evident.  I think too of parallels by Bartok and Martinu. Casella is in heady 
company. It's really a string orchestra piece in 3 movements, with auxiliary, not solo 
instruments. Driven motor rhythms – dark, intense Sarabande (wanders) – Allegro has 
cheery subject, trails away unexpectedly with drumbeats, diminuendo. Fine piece. (S10) 

Trois pièces pour pianola 



Casella the 1918 avant-gardist: Prèlude is heavy thumping across the keyboard, Valse is a 
polytonal oom-pah-pah spoof, Ragtime is not jazzy, rather a spoof on Yankee Doodle 
that seems to activate all 88 keys at once, lots of trills, lots of fun.  (O10) 

Symphony No 2 in C minor, op 12 
Huge Mahlerian Symphony, just under an hour long. First is exact replication of Mahler’s 
sound world, though more like the 6th or 7th than the Second, which was 
contemporaneous – chimes, trumpets in alt, melting transitions, hinted bitonalism. 
Scherzo is demonic: if there’s Russian influence as the notes say, it might be Bare 
Mountain only louder, molto pesante. Adagio is apparently the Adagio of the First 
Symphony re-orchestrated (must check), as ecstatically erotic as Wagner. Finale an 
enormous march. Extraordinary serene coda recalls the love theme of the Adagio, with 
distant chimes. Casella had the true pulse of Mahler’s grand style, without the faux naïf 
and Viennese: gripping throughout, a near masterpiece. If only he had learned to sound 
like himself and not someone else. (Ja11) 

A notte alta, piano & orchestra, op 30bis 
Orchestration of a solo piano piece, misterioso, static, deep dissonances. From 
expressionist phase after the Mahler period. Soloist mainly decorative. I’m reminded of 
Falla’s Nights. Not much happens.  (Ja11) 

Sinfonia per orchester (Symphony No 3) 
I expected Stravinskian neo-classicism. Instead, the Allegro opens with flowing legato 
line that unfolds in no-nonsense fashion, a bit reminiscent of Prokofiev, builds tension, 
then opens onto a wonderful plateau of serenity threatened with thickening dissonance. 
Andante has Brucknerian fervor, then moves into dryer climate – B section develops over 
steady rhythmic figure – A section returns, dissonance threatens as in first movement, 
ends peacefully. Scherzo has Russian grotesque feel, pesante, then lengthy diminuendo to 
elvish ending. Finale has grandiose marcato opening, develops assiduously and maintains 
drive despite episodic rondo structure. Sudden adagio motif enters (from slow 
movement?) – point of stasis – vivace coda. Masterpiece. Casella is great on the large 
symphonic canvas. (Ja11) 

Italia, op 11 
Early neo-romantic, though not Mahlerian symphonic poem on Italian themes for vast 
orchestra. Could be mistaken for Respighi. Dramatic dark opening, nice English horn 
solo, quiet section, bassoon solo folkdance, another slow bit turns into Funiculi, Funicula 
(with Denza’s consent), and then into a wild ride, Tosti and others thrown in. 
Overpowering, but not really very good. (Ja11) 

Suite in C, op 13 
Large-scale piece in three movements from Casella’s Mahlerian period, marked by horn 
fanfares from the Titan Symphony right at the beginning; shifts to an Asian shimmy. 
Orchestration sounds like redolent Respighi. Lush Sarabande, chromatic, vaguely 
archaic, dissonances in middle part. Gorgeous but overlong. Bourée is rustic dance on a 
grand scale. Strong piece. (O12) 

Pagine di guerra, op 25b 
From Casella’s brief Futurist phase, five short movements orchestrated from duo-piano 
pieces celebrating (?) the violence of World War I, German tanks in Belgium, the 
destruction of Rheims, a cossack charge, etc. Fortunately, musical celebration and elegy 
are indistinguishable. Music is a very early spinoff from Stravinsky’s Sacre, with 



anticipations of the steel-making music of the 1920s. Not Russolo, but remarkably radical 
for 1915-18. Final triad out of place. (O12) 

Concerto for Orchestra, op 61 
Written 1938 in pandiatonic neo-classicism, but rhythmically too square to sound like 
Stravinsky, a far cry from both early styles. Generically, perhaps, a neo-baroque concerto 
with no concertante instruments. Passacaglia theme set out in low strings, then 
powerfully cumulative but reaching a beautiful plateau of serenity mid-way B then a long 
(too long) winding down. Allegro Finale a crescendo juggernaut. Strong piece, but I’m 
not wholly convinced.  (O12) 

GASPAR CASSADÓ 
Piano Trio 

I remember Cassadó as a much recorded cellist on vinyl in the 1950s but never took him 
seriously as a composer. His works are few but high in quality say the notes. The Trio is 
full of Spanish color and showy writing for all three instruments, with just enough 
vinegar to keep it tasty. Guaranteed crowd pleaser without facile vulgarity – not any easy 
feat to bring off. (Fe12) 

DARIO CASTELLO 
Selected Sonatas 

As with the Marini, I wasn’t expecting so much brass in the mix, but nice, beautifully 
played. Virtuoso natural trumpet, amazing balance between brass and viols. (Ag10)  

Selected Sonatas 
As with the Ricercar disc, the Helios is dominated by brass (His Majestys Sagbutts), but 
intermixes other forces (strings, winds, harpsichord, organ) to produce great variety. Very 
informative liner notes about the elusive Castello, about whom nothing is known beyond 
his two collections of Sonatas in Venice, 1621 and 1629. He is thus a successor to 
Gabrieli and a link to his contemporary Monteverdi, who wrote only instrumental music 
and made innovations in the regular bar line, tempo indications, and prescriptions/ 
suggestions for instrumentation. His Sonatas are here interleaved with Canzone by the 
earlier Giovanni Picchi. A beautifully produced disc. (My11) 

6 Sonatas 
 Four are “á due soprano e fagotto,” two “á soprano solo.” All require continuo, and 

“soprano” seems to be Castello’s generic term for violin, though he was a wind player. 
This early instrumental music still seems mostly singable, apart from the range of the 
instrument. The Sonatas are multi-sectional, with rapid tempo changes. Those with 
bassoon (dulcian – beautifully played) have independent bass in the keyboard. Delightful 
music, though Holloway seems tame. (Ag13) 

5 Sonatas 
The Contest of Apollo and Pan, a collection of early 17th-century instrumental music 
gathered around five Sonatas by Castello, plus contemporaries Marini, Frescobaldi, 
Salomone Rossi et alia. Most are for two violins, dulcian (an early bassoon), and varied 
continuo instruments. Besides the Sonatas there are five different kinds of Divisions. I 
didn’t know that the ciaccona, with the four descending note bass, is always in minor and 
the passacaglia in major – at least before the two terms became confused. The style of 
this earliest music composed directly for instruments (apart from keyboards or lutes) 
seems to me derived from the madrigal tradition. The madrigal itself has become the 
principal focus of development in the progress narrative of music history. Early organ 



music derived mainly from sacred models, lute music from dance and solo ayres. 
Buonamente’s pieces are dances, but with rapid meter changes. Spadi da Faenza’s 
divisions point to the rise of free ornamentation. Castello in track 17 displays fine 
Monteverdian dramatics. A wonderfully illuminating CD. (O19) 

MARIO CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO 
Violin Concerto No 2 “The Prophets” 

Heifetz aside, sounds like Bloch on a bad day writing for a Hollywood B movie. (My08) 
Guitar Concerto No1, op 99 

Delightful, unpretentious, tuneful – a nice surprise. Just antedates the more popular 
Rodrigo. I recognize the first movement (not the others). Spanish feel in Finale. (O08) 

Antony and Cleopatra, op 134 
The eleven Shakespeare overtures were written out of love, apparently, but that doesn’t 
disguise the meretriciousness of the Hollywood Romantic style. Antony is the longest, 
most ambitious of the cycle, but it pales beside Barber’s opera. Western Australia SO 
plays exceptionally well. (Mh11) 

Julius Caesar, op 78 
More incisive and shorter than Antony, more adventurous in harmony, orchestral effect.  
Evokes a sword-and-sandal flick. (Mh11) 

La bisbetica domata, op 61 
Comic overture for Taming of the Shrew. Tedesco works his motifs too hard, even here. 
Where’s Chabrier when we need him? (Mh11) 

A Midsummer Night’s Dream, op 118 
A more interesting piece, I think because it sets several motifs going simultaneously and 
lets them intertwine in various textures. A sense of fairy magic (non-Mendelssohnian). 
Lovely. (Mh11) 

Coriolanus, op 135 
Back to the sword-and-sandal sound, simpler textures, pompous brass. Castelnuovo is 
decidedly more successful with lighter comedy.  (Mh11) 

Twelfth Night, op 73 
Less Hollywooden than some of the above. Begins melancholy with English horn, then 
comic moderato led in by bassoons. Light ending. Nice. (Mh11) 

ALEXIS de CASTILLON 
Quartet, piano & strings, in G minor, op 7  

Did Franck set a curse on all his pupils— Lekeu, Chausson, Duparc, and now the 
unfortunate de Chastillon, whom I’ve just discovered. Pace the liner notes, there’s more 
Franck than Schumann here – bombastic, the piano churning out notes at a frightful rate – 
a young man’s passionate music. Scherzando witty, delightful, original. Larghetto 
marked “quasi Marcia religiosa” begins with cello melody – B section gorgeous with 
rising intensity (ah, those repeated piano triplets!) – awkward return to A. Finale switches 
to a quick march. Obvious faults: strings (en masse) and piano trade off accompanying 
each other, some transitions are awkward. But there’s stirring music here too. (Je13) 

Piano Quintet in E♭, op 1 
The opening theme with the pulsing tonic pedal is transcendent – as is the entire 
composition. Development fine if uneven. Piano takes melody in glorious recap – 
beautiful turn to coda. Scherzo full of syncop and hemiola. Adagio is based on an 
ascending fifth motto with some rhapsodic solos and a magnificent concertante passage 



over piano arpeggiation – surprise bridge with measured tremolos to Finale, which has a 
touch of antique Rameau. Much of the beauty of the piece rises from the pure, relatively 
diatonic harmony – the Schumann imprint. Despite flaws, nothing this gorgeous can be 
denied the name masterpiece. (Je13) 

JUAN JOSÉ CASTRO 
Arrabal 

The 10’ first movement of Castro’s Sinfonia Argentina. There are ten tempo changes, 
episodes alternating with ritornello. Spanish, dark and serious, with a dissonant tang. 
Those repeated chords in the ritornello are off the beat. “Arrabal” is the poor district of 
Buenos Aires where the tango arose. Very sophisticated. (F19) 

ALFREDO CATALANI 
Seranatella; Il sera 

Two short pieces for string quartet. The first is a little Minuetto in the high register with 
lots of pizzicato, as transparent and light as air. The second, all tragic premonition, was 
reworked as prelude to the final act of La Wally. (Mh14) 

Quartet in A 
Happy youthful music, nothing at all like La Wally – it’s almost late classical except the 
haunting second theme in minor (so beautifully played by Vincenzo Bolognese, a pupil of 
Accardo). Adagio continues in the same balanced phrasing, but it becomes molto 
appassionato before it’s done, followed by serene afterthoughts – very beautiful. Similar 
motifs tie the two movements together. Scherzo is back to naïf innocence, and the more 
elaborate Finale develops mileage out of another happy idea. No great depth here, but it’s 
a lovely Quartet from an unexpected source. (Mh14) 

DANIEL CATÁN 
Il Postino 

I only heard the end, but it was moving – late neo-verismo, lyrical, understated, 
beautifully sung by the elderly Domingo and a young Charles Castelnovo. (N11) 

GEORGY CATOIRE 
Piano Trio in F minor, op 14 

Immediately melodic, dark, fluent, torrents of notes; the Rachmaninoff comparison seems 
apt, though there’s no trace of Russian identity. It sounds French. Middle movement is 
fantastico, minor key, with a giddy, floating modal atmospheric B section. There’s no 
slow movement. Finale is a serioso 6/8 that becomes 2/4. Strong attractive music with an 
individual voice.  (F09) 

Elegy for violin & piano in D minor, op 26 
A short reflective piece, neither here nor there.  (F09) 

Piano Quartet in A minor, op 31 
More complex in texture and structure than the Trio. harmony loosened up. Andante 
shows the whole-tone imprint of Debussy (or Scriabin maybe?) – gorgeous. Allegro 
Finale gropes for subject until it gradually comes together, though it doesn’t quite give a 
triumphant ending. I can’t think of another composer who sounds like this. How much 
did the guy write? (F09) 

Violin Sonata No 1, op 15 
Impossible to categorize, I’d never guess it to be Russian, so Germanized it is, post- 
Wagnerian with passionate gestures, well-motivated octave passages, piano moving great 
waves of sound. Early Scriabin is less flamboyant. Berceuse is quiet, but melody appears 



in snatches, wanders as if improvisatory. Finale theme recalls Fauré’s E minor Sonata 
gone wonky – rises to serene, luminous, at the end. (Je11) 

Poème (Sonata No 2), violin & piano, op 20 
In one huge 23' movement, an opened-up sonata form, improvisatory, changing moods 
and tempi.  Mid-way between Franck, say, and the Szymanowski of Mythes, ecstatic, 
virtuosic, declamatory.  Phrases repeatedly dig into G string, then rocket to great 
heights. Certainly the most grandiose work ever composed for the two instruments. Very 
impressive, but maybe I’d be more convinced in live performance. (Je11) 

Elegie, violin & piano, op 26; Romance, op 1/4 
Two short pieces, highly atmospheric. But why do the viola piece on violin? (Je11) 

Piano works 
Hamelin gives us some 28 short pieces in chronological order and makes large claims for 
Catoire as an innovator in his notes. To me he sounds conservative, though full of 
character and wonderfully pianistic. Is there change from beginning to end? Certainly not 
as there is in Scriabin. The music sounds to me more like Rachmaninoff, with some 
French gestures creeping in especially in the later pieces. I have to keep reminding 
myself that he was Russian. (Mh15)  

JEAN CATOIRE 
Requiem 

I bought this thinking it a major work by Gyorgy Catoire (relationship not clear), but Jean 
studied with everyone from Rachmaninoff to Messiaen and wrote voluminously. The 
director is responsible for combining three different liturgical works with antiphons by 
Hildegarde of Bingen, plus occasional bells and gongs. The result sounds like faux 
classical minimalism. Even the organ pieces are one-finger exercises. Given the benefit 
of a . . . no, it’s a soporific bore. (Mh13) 

FRANCESCO CAVALLI 
Missa Concertata 

The Mass is interspersed with instrumental Canzone and two Motets. The style is an 
extension of Monteverdi’s, and the Mass setting compares favorably with both of the 
master’s, rising to the level of the great Vespers. Gloria is a good sample, complex 
texture, solo voices and instruments in rhythmically intricate counterpoint, sudden change 
of tone on “Et in terra,” dramatic treatment of “Suscipe.” More evidence that Cavalli is 
the equal of his teacher. Wonderful disc. (Ap09) 

Vespro della beata Vergine 
Music suitable for Christmas Eve and the night before. As I understand the notes, Cavalli 
did not actually designate these psalms as a Vesper service, but they all appeared in a 
massive Musiche sacre (1656). The music is like Monteverdi’s (I must hear the Vespers 
again), full of madrigalistic word painting (virtually every line treated individually), 
florid writing, varied textures. Wonderful, and magnificently sung by a crew of experts 
(Harry van Kemp’s basso is exceptional). The instrumental canzone progress from 3 to 4, 
6, 8, 10 and 12 parts: it’s not clear whether this design is Cavalli’s. Wonderful CD. (D12) 

Requiem 
Cavalli seems to have written this masterpiece for himself late in life. There are two 
choirs with continuo (organ, double harp, gamba). Unutterably beautiful. Texture is 
surprisingly chromatic. The singing is enraptured, with a superb deep basso. It’s a 
Requiem set like a Monteverdi madrigal. There’s a complete Dies irae, though with little 



word painting. Sagging chromatics for Ingemisco are painful. But the objective settings 
are as emotionally gripping and intense as anything I’ve heard. The Pie Jesu, instead of 
detached jewel, assumes its position in the prayer. Sanctus is at once solemn and joyful. 
Benedictus is given two trebles, until the Osanna. Agnus Dei receives an objective double 
choir setting. Without question this ranks in quality with the greatest Requiems ever. 
Presentation also includes five short motets by Grandi that blend easily into the texture. 
Celestial music. (My20) 

MAURIZIO CAZZATI 
Hor ch’ascoso nel’onde il Dio del lume 
 Early 11’ baroque cantata for basso profondo with both great range and agility. The 

complaint of the sleepless rejected lover is in two parts – arioso punctuated by ritornellos, 
and aria. Extraordinary performance by Harry van der Kamp. 

RODRIGO de CEBALLOS 
Lamentations; Posuerunt super caput eius 
 Lamentations were introduced into Holy Week liturgy in late fifteenth century. Beautiful 

performances – transparent four-part counterpoint, dark sound. The second is more 
homophonic, with care for text. Good Friday motet follows imperceptibly. (O17)  

Missa tertii toni 
 Shortish Mass at 21’ with emphasis on Credo. Kyrie seems alternatim with bits of chant. 

I like the ornamentation. Gloria begins with motto phrase, repeated at beginning of each 
movement. Homophonic Qui tollis. Credo stays polyphonic throughout, growing more 
complex and intense. Sanctus stays with motto, lively. Four-voice Osanna, three-voice 
Benedictus. Agnus Dei straight threefold repetition. Ceballos seems content with 
liturgical function, no push beyond it. (O17) 

Salve Regina 
 Lovely setting, chant in alternatim manner. (O17)   
Vísperas del Domingo 
 It’s not clear whether this is written as a complete service or a compilation. Deus in 

adiutorium is chanted. Dixit Dominus is alternatim with homophonic treatment of 
harmonized parts. Likewise Laudate pueri, but the mode/key sounds major. Likewise the 
hymn Conditor alme siderum and the Magnificat. Efficient liturgy, but Magnificat seems 
very beautiful. (O17) 

EMMANUEL CHABRIER 
Gwendoline Overture; La Légende de Gwendoline 

How did I remember this as Wagnerian and somnolent— It’s lively, lyrical, a fine 
ten-minute piece without EC’s snoot cocking – reminiscent of Chausson’s Symphonie. 
The Aria, too, sounds like a bit of Le Roi Arthus – the singer is unidentified (or did I 
misplace the booklet?). [It’s Barbara Hendricks, here and in the next.] (My09)  

À la musique 
Nine-minutes of pretty pastoralism for women’s voices and orchestra. No text. (My09) 
[The text by Rostand is in the Complete Songs – see below.] 

Larghetto, horn & orchestra 
Early lyric piece for horn, sweet but not memorable. (My09) Begins with cadenza-warm- 
up before the pastoral melody. Interesting comments in Zuk’s notes about French love for 
natural horn, and French horn technique. Very clear in this lovely piece. (N17) 

Habañera; Trois Valses romantiques 



Habañera closer to familiar EC manner, but quite decorous, not rowdy or sensual. But the 
Valses are echt – sass to spare. Music and orchestration truly wonderful. (My09). The 
Habañera has reticent orchestration for Chabrier, apart from that timpani stroke. (Je11) 

La Sulamite 
Substantial 17-minute work for mezzo, women’s choir & orchestra, resembles a scene 
from an orientalist Massenet opera. Big dramatic ending. Unidentified singer is Susanne 
Mentzer. No text. (My09) 

9 early songs from 1862 
Uniformly light, melodious, charming – texture Schubertian, as the notes say. Is the 
“Suzon” poem also set by Gounod? All are strophic or modified, like the bittersweet 
“Couplets de Mariette,” or “Petit démon.”  (Ag10) 

“L’Invitation à Voyage,” 6 songs 
“Le pas d’armes” is a Hugo poem also set by Gounod (?) EC captures its heartlessness. 
“Ivresses” is an extraordinary waltz song – who else could have written it? The 
Baudelaire is a change of pace. EC emphasizes its seriousness by its length and the 
addition of obligato bassoon, but it’s not a patch on Duparc’s later masterpiece. 
“Sommation impetueuse,” however, is perfect. “España” is not EC’s own but an 1886 
arrangement by other hands.  (Ag10) 

Les plus jolies chansons du pays de France 
Nothing in the liner notes – apparently a collection of folksong arrangements for popular 
use. Maybe these are all that EC contributed. All are lovely, arranged simply, without 
affectation, a model of the art. “Entre la belle,” “Le Deserteur,” “Joli dragon” caught my 
attention.  (Ag10) 

3 Songs; Duo de l’auveuse de l’Opéra Comique... 
“Tes yeux bleus” is magnificent, a seriously romantic song almost like late Fauré. 
Chabrier’s songs, alas, seem successful in inverse relation to the quality of the verse. 
These later songs show some adventurous harmony. The Duo is an amusing stunt: Toby 
Spence (Laertes in the Met Hamlet) is an extreme tenor!  (Ag10) 

7 last songs 
Rostand’s zoological themes point ahead to the Apollinaire bestiaries of Poulenc and 
Durey. The gros dindons and cigales are somewhat familiar and wonderful; the canards 
and amazing cochons roses I’ve never heard. EC’s through-composed setting of the strict 
form in the pig poem is worth study. “Toutes les fleurs” is a very funny parody of the 
excessiveness of parlour song nature love, both EC and Rostand in concert. What a super 
funny and subtle set! “Ode à la Musique” (see above) is a choral song for women’s 
voices, pretty enough, but obscure raison d’être.  (Ag10) 

PIERRE CERTON 
Missa Sur le pont dÀvignon 

Certon died in 1572, placing him in the middle generations of Renaissance composers. 
There`s no description of the song the Mass is based on, but the four-part writing is 
extremely transparent, with lots of two-part writing as well. (F17) 

GEORGE WAKEFIELD CHADWICK 
Aphrodite 

Opening is straight from Tristan, appropriately, but not very convincingly. Agitato 
section pure Tchaikovsky. The rest is Dvorak. The echoes are too distracting.  (S08) 

Melpomene; Thalia 



Another Tristan opening, but the piece is much more effective, nice; Thalia less so. 
Melpomene is not darkly tragic, nor is Thalia sparkling comedy. Do the programmatic 
titles mislead? (S08) 

Euterpe; Angel of Death 
These two pieces are the best of the lot. Angel, particularly, has truly moving apotheosis. 
Euterpe more sparkling than Thalia, some of the intricacy of Meistersinger Prelude. 
GWC at his best. (S08) 

Symphony No 2 in B♭, op 21 
Four movements, 36’. I’ve heard this before but cannot remember it, though Chadwick 
seems to be the most highly valued of his forgotten generation. Intro with solo horn, 
highly emotive: Allegro fresh and untroubled, Schumannesque exhilaration, dotted 
fanfare motif, lots of horn action, nice presto Kehraus.  Scherzo a crisp little tune in 
winds, passed around the orchestra, sweeping cello melody underneath. Lento a cortège 
with solemn timps. Allegro B section in minor, heightened tragedy on return of A. 
Allegro Finale brings back Florestan, big and bold. Some wanderings in the Finale, but 
otherwise a fine piece. (O12) Andante intro begins anxiously in minor, but the Allegro 
sets out in a hunt motif in 3, with horns. Development and recap are fluid, in heroic mode 
with a striking solo trumpet that has wandered in from Sousa. The presiding genius is 
Dvorak. Scherzando in 2 features warbling woodwinds, light and airy. Largo maestoso in 
3 opens with an unusual solemn melody that catches its breath. There’s a faster episode 
bringing back those hunting horns, building to return of the solemn theme. Allegro Finale 
in 4 begins like a stirring march, with two slow-down sections. Lots of imaginative 
detailing, but the piece is firmly in the middle-European tradition, with nothing of 
Americana. (O18) 

Symphony No 3 in F 
Allegro opens immediately, exuberant, positive, with gentler second theme, darkens in 
development but not for long. Andante a nice romantic melody. B section misterioso but 
rises to affirmation before return of the romanza – beautiful.  Scherzo a superb vivace 
saltarello alternating with duple time. Trio slow, quiet.  Finale is spirited 6/8 plus 3/2 
march tune in celli, great complex rhythms. Chadwick is the perfect voice of Gilded Age 
prosperity and confidence – no romantic pining here. Exciting music. (N12) 

Sinfonietta in D 
Why didn’t I know this piece when we were playing in Sarnia? A different soundworld 
from the Symphonies, thinner orchestration, staccato material, modal figure. Chadwick 
wrote for Conservatory orchestra, limiting technical demands, letting loose on American 
brashness. Allegretto a marche miniature with a little viola solo. Scherzino a clever play 
in 3, with duple afterbeats and whole tone colors, slow Trio. Finale buzzes in minor, 
plays with tempo changes, recalls themes to cost of coherence. Still, a little gem. (N12) 

A Pastoral Prelude 
Despite the unprepossessing title, a substantial 13' piece, and no English cowpats. 
Chadwick’s energy and optimism are here, suggestions of a bustling countryside, even a 
few comments from the cattle. Nice, unpretentious. (N12) 

Cleopatra 
After Richard Strauss visited New England, Chadwick undertook a work for 
Strauss-sized orchestra in which (he said) “I could let myself go.” His inspiration, he 
said, was Plutarch. Slow, languorous intro, military motifs, love theme, battle scene 



workout, death scene diminuendo, redemptive coda. OK piece but not a touch of 
Orientalism, alas. (N12) 

Adonaïs 
Symphonic poem after Shelley: short intro uncomfortably close to Tristan (vide supra), 
but agitato Allegro is complex-textured, a mournful bit with horn, brass chorale, 
development, ending wells up and dies away. Very moving, despite echoes of Wagner, 
Brahms and Tchaikovsky. (N12) 

Serenade for Strings 
Four movements, 27’, a substantial piece though lightweight. I need to dig deeper into 
Chadwick – his individual qualities have escaped me, though this piece, early, 
unpublished, is unpolished. Allegro grazioso has an awkward start and some empty 
sawing, but the main theme presented in canon is lovely. Andantino has square phrases 
but some passion, though Tristan it is not. Multiple divisi – I wonder how many parts 
there are! Tempo di Minuetto sounds like Dvorak – pizzicato Trio. Allegro in 6/8 is 
bumptious, alternating with meno mosso idea in 2, nice Vivace coda. (Ag18)    

Symphonic Sketches 
A de facto symphony in four movements, 30’, assembled (like Ives’ Holidays) over a few 
years into its present form. Jubilee is loud, boisterous, but finds room for a romantic tune 
from Appalachia. Gorgeous. Noël has no recognizable carols – it’s full of pentatonic 
modalism, Dvorak being an honorary citizen. What an exalted chorale to finish! Chills! 
Hobgoblin is the scherzo, with un-Mendelssohnian gruffness, hunting horns, and great 
abandon. Vagrom Ballad continues with a light touch. The bass clarinet apparently 
parodies Meyerbeer, and there are suggestions of traveling vaudeville with audience 
laughter (in rondo form). Why have I not discovered this masterpiece before this— It has 
long been available. Fabulous! (O18)    

FRANCIS CHAGRIN 
Symphony No 1 

I thought I would explore another French composer, but he turns out to have been a 
Rumanian Jew naturalized as an Englishman. He was a busy film composer – over 200 
scores, including Greyfriar`s Bobbie – and he founded the BENM. He studied with 
Dukas and Boulanger in Paris, and then Seiber. The style is tonal, lean, linear, full of 
dissonant counterpoint. I might mistake it for, say, Roussel. Largo has a dramatic B 
section, beautiful return to A. Presto scherzando is no joke (and not very Presto) – 
ominous wellings up from low brass, winds to the fore – great movement. Finale seems 
more scherzando but reprises first movement theme plus upwelling bass – two major 
scary passages, the second closing the piece. Well made, not dull. (Ap16) 

Symphony No 2 
Immediately Allegro makes more dissonant soundworld than the First Symphony – 
dramatized violence, heavy pounding, occasional bugle triads. Molto lento pyramids 
some dissonant chords, repeats with episodes between. Presto has chirping high winds, 
plays with rhythmic figure. Andante Finale begins with solemn chords which recur with 
elaboration, less violent than the first movement but unrelenting. (Ap16) 

NIKOLAI CHAIKIN 
Accordion Concerto in B♭ 



Unlike Shishakov, uses a standard orchestra and stakes real claims as a display concerto. 
Best part is slow movement – that Mussorgskian Slavicism is irresistable. Nice to revisit. 
But I was right in preferring the folksier Shishakov Balalaika Concerto. (Ap08) 

CÉCILE CHAMINADE 
Piano Sonata in C minor, op 21 

Early Sonata, a rare longer work. She’s clearly staking a claim, using the Beethoven key 
of C minor and teasing with fugato immediately, with lots of flash. Andante is modest 
semplice, nice. Allegro Finale storms with a fistful of notes, then softens. No lost 
treasure, but nice, reminiscent of Grieg’s Sonata, less piquant. (My11) 

Album des enfants, opp 123 & 126 
Selections from two books, simple to play, naïf, charming. (My11) 

10 Piano pieces 
Prélude is of the type that sounds harder to play than it is. Rigaudon is en style ancien. 
Sixième Valse is modern salon elegance. Does this cover the types— I thought I might 
recognize the popular Sérénade espagnole, but no. Cortège is exceptional. I’m not 
convinced of the pianism of Peter Jacobs. (My11) 

JACQUES CHAMPION de CHAMBONNIÈRES 
Harpsichord Suites in D (2), in G (2), and in C 

Chambonnières has the credit for being first in the great line of French keyboard 
composers, older by two decades than d’Anglebert or Louis Couperin. The music has no 
sense of being “early,” or less than fully formed. I could not say which of the three 
composers wrote this music. The dominant feeling is stately, elegant, even the gigues, not 
notably dancelike, and well before the picturesque developments of Couperin le Grand. 
Beautifully played. A valuable disc.  (D10) 

MICHEL CHAPUIS 
Improvisation on Ave maris stella 

The notes tell all about the organ (and, in French, the composers), but neglect to say 
whether this improvisation is indeed spontaneous. The organ sounds majestic, beautiful 
reverb. (D12) 

GUSTAVE CHARPENTIER 
Impressions d’Italie 

I remember my father talking about this piece and hearing it as a kid, but I don’t 
remember the music itself – virtually the only bit of Massenet’s star pupil that survives, 
apart from Louise. It resembles Massenet’s orchestral suites. The big unaccompanied 
cello bit at the beginning must be scary. The tunes are simple – “A mules” is marvelously 
rustic. “Sur les cimes” has a lovely radiance. Effective, beautifully orchestrated. (Mh14) 

MARC-ANTOINE CHARPENTIER 
Salve Regina à trois choeurs 

What a beautiful massed sound! Emotional singing. Add to this complex layered echo 
effects and some Gesualdo-like extreme chromatics. The work of a major master. (O10) 

Messe à quatre choeurs 
This must be overwhelming in performance: the massed Kyrie a truly corporate plea for 
mercy; the bright treble soloists in the Gloria seem to float in from Paradise. The Credo, 
miraculously, projects the text with perfect clarity. Agnus Dei oddly sprightly, with 
Monteverdi bass and syncopations. The final blessing is unfamiliar to me.  (O10) 

O Antiphons 



These texts date to about the eighth century, associated with the Magnificat sung during 
Advent. Four are for three male voices, the sixth for solo haute contre, the other two for 
full SATB. Beautiful but, alas, performance requires specialists. Not for FSA. (O10) 

Peter’s Denial of Christ 
A Latin oratorio on the model of Carissimi, with narrative carried by solo voices with 
chorus, and worthy of its model. The Quartet is extraordinary – there were no quartets in 
opera at this time – and the extended anguish on “flevit amare.”  I like the Frenchified 
Latin. Great disc!  (O10) 

Messe pour les trépassés; Motet pour les trépassés 
Emphatically labelled an early work in the liner notes, it doesn’t seem markedly early in 
style except for using forces of a somewhat smaller scale than other Charpentier. But it is 
emphatically a penitential Mass in a minor key, with the Motet for sinners (a Miserere, 
but not the normal text) interpolated between Kyrie and Sanctus, replacing both Gloria 
and Credo. The Hosanna must be the most lugubrious ever written (more than the Grand 
Motet Miserere that follows). Very beautiful music, but an extended visit to one 
emotional range. Framed with organ pieces by Louis Couperin and one François 
Roberday.  (O10) 

Miserere des Jésuites 
A fully blown Grand Motet in 13 sections, with choir, soloists, instrumental interludes, 
etc, in the full blown style. Less pathetic, more objective than the works “pour les 
trépassés.”  (O10) 

Miserere 
This strikes me as less gripping than the others. Is it the subdued subject? The reduced 
role of the chorus? Or is it Herreweghe’s performance vis à vis Christie? The continuo 
seems plodding, and so does the piece. (N10) 

Pour la seconde fois; Pour le Saint Sacrement 
Two short motets in reverse order (reason unexplained), with soloists and choir, livelier 
than the Miserere, quite beautiful, especially the earlier and shorter. (N10) 

Motet pour l’offrande de la messe rouge [Motet pour une longue offrande] 
Grand Motet for state occasion, the opening of Parliament, and thus quite elaborate. The 
chorus about raining liquid fire and sulphur upon the wicked is downright playful. 
Startling harmonies in the Deus Justus, lovely final chorus. I listened to Christie’s version 
immediately after, and he makes Herreweghe sound both precious and lead-footed (the 
performances date from 1985 and 2006.) Dance rhythms, strong accents, sharp edges, 
greater attention to text, more excitement in voices both solo and choral, plus restored 
orchestration. It’s all the difference in the world. (N10) Unlike Judicium Salamonis, the 
text here is short and as generic as the title, though it is nearly as long. God’s retribution 
against sinners is sunny, bright, even enthusiastic – “I told you so!” (The Sun King had 
no worry!) Symphonie with delicious dissonance leads to middle section questioning why 
a just God should be angry every day. A second Symphonie is jaunty: In the end, God is 
both just and mighty. (S16) 

Judicium Salomonis 
Fascinating historically: Charpentier studied in Italy with Carissimi and brought his 
oratorio to France as a dramatized Grand Motet, an histoire sacrée, longer than 
Carissimi’s, running 45', and in Latin, but getting close to the Handelian model, strongly 
foreshadowing the scene of the disputing mothers in Solomon. Part I is rather static, using 



a Narrator; but Part II begins with an atmospheric Sinfonia-nocturne introducing 
Solomon’s dream and God’s answer (even the arioso style is reflected in some of 
Handel’s numbers), the Chorus takes one bit of straight narration, and the dispute is fully 
dramatized. Before the end, a trio of voices turns directly to the courtly audience and 
urges them to dispense justice with wisdom. Wonderful choral ending, as in Carissimi 
before and Handel after. (N10) Large-scale dramatic motet with large forces – choir plus 
several soloists – an oratorio on the pattern of Carissimi meant for the Offertoire of the 
King’s Mass. Three parts: I shows Solomon as a wise and pious King praised by the 
people – solos and choir both adopting that free-declamatory semi-lyric style. II is 
Solomon’s Dream is probably the musical high spot, prefaced by a beautiful Night 
Prélude setting a solemn, intimate tone for the exchange of God and Solomon. III 
presents the argument of the two mothers. The choir receives Solomon’s judgment with 
solemn admiration (turning to Louis’s courtiers present), then rejoicing. I don’t recall 
hearing this six years ago. (S16) 

Le Malade imaginaire 
 Charpentier in comic mode is every bit the master. Seeing the wonderful Cimolino 

production at Stratford, I have become aware of the hybrid genre of comédie-ballet, a 
strange French cousin of the Purcell semi-opera. The music is available thanks to William 
Christie and the great scholarship of H. Wiley Hitchcock, who recovered and restored the 
scattered parts. There are five segments, and there were three separate versions. The final 
segment was retained in Cimolino’s production.  

(1) Overture and Prologue. The Overture is noisy, with drums and bustling strings. The action 
is hard to follow (text is French only) but very generic, but the dance bits are well marked. 
Flore offers the play directly to King Louis – the gist of the entire Prologue. The music 
(like Purcell’s) is mostly little snippets. There’s enormous variety in rapid alternation – 
recits, duets, chorus, dances fast and slow, an Air des Zephirs with high pizzicato and 
lutes, an echo chorus. Even without visuals, color and fantasy are amazing. 

(2) First Intermède begins with an aria in Italian (in style midway between Cavalli and more 
periodic arie antiche, with French inflection), followed by a burlesk Vielle, also in Italian. 
Polchinelle speaks, distraught with grief for unhappy love – the orchestra tries to play but 
he shouts it down and gets crunching dissonance in response. He has come to serenade is 
mistress, but is driven away by the Night Watch in the form of Four Archers, who threaten 
Polichinelle with prison. They dance.   

(3) Petit Opéra Impromptu: Lengthy dialogue, part of the play proper. Cléante creates a 
pastoral narrative by which he courts Angelique under the nose of Argan and her 
undesirable Intended. He and Angelique sing “Je vous aime,” but Argan accuses the 
pastoral shepherd of impudence to the father. 

(4) Second Intermède: A pageant or little masque of four ladies who represent love in youth, 
maturity, and age, plus the denial of Love – a sustained piece of music through to the 
ballet and final canaries – beautiful enough to stand on its own. A hidden gem. 

(5) Third Intermède and Grand (farcical) Finale – very much as we saw it at Stratford (down 
to the period costumes on the CD case). There’s a substantial Overture and Ballet 
followed by a Cérèmonie burlesque in broken Latin-French. Questions: Why does opium 
cause sleep? Because it has dormitive virtues. The candidate is quizzed about three cures. 
Three times he answers clyster and purge. Bene bene respondere. The degree is conferred, 
to general acclamation. Amazing! (N16) 



ERNEST CHAUSSON 
Seven Songs, op 2 

The early op. 2 songs sound rather like middle Fauré, sensual, elusive melodically and 
harmonically. “Le colibri” is the best known, justly, but two other standouts are 
“Sérénade italien” and “Hébé.” None of Chausson’s songs has the amplitude or 
adhesiveness of all of Duparc’s, but he started in great form. (D2) 

“Le temps des lilas”; Four Songs, op 8 
Chausson’s best known song, nostalgia wrought to the pitch of tragedy, later included in 
Poème de l’amour et de la mer. The op 8 songs also set Paul Bourget, all steeped in 
Chausson’s distinctive melancholia and stifled sensuality. All are superb, but “Printemps 
triste” is outstanding for subtlety. Graham Johnson’s 80-page booklet is a major piece of 
scholarship. (D2)  

Two Duets, op 11 
Beautiful, more of extase than melancholie. The second sets a rare poem by Balzac, 
which he printed in one of his novels complete with music (by Auber). (D2) 

Four Songs, op 13; “La caravane,” op 14 
These songs are somewhat more objective: in fact “La cigale” is marked gaiement. Best 
are the Verlaine “Apaisement” – better known in settings by Fauré (La Bonne chanson) 
and Hahn (“L’heure exquise”) – and the allegorical “La caravane.” (D2) 

5 uncollected songs 
Two of these. “Chanson” and “L’âme de bois,” were published, then withdrawn, 
probably because too conventional and uncharacteristic. The Musset and Baudelaire 
settings also relatively naïf. (D2) 

Serres chaudes, op 24 
How could I have missed this all these years? A cycle called Hothouses by my favorite 
“minor” composer, one to set beside the magical “La Chanson d’Ève.” Five poems only, 
by Maeterlinck, ending with the wonderful “Oraison.” A masterpiece to treasure. (D2) 

Two Songs, op 24 
Two settings of the forgotten Richepin, the first an affirmation of immortality, the second 
a rain piece. (D2) 

Trois lieder de Camille Mauclair, op 27 
Three gorgeous songs in somewhat pared down textures (for Chausson), reminiscent of 
late Fauré. What more can I say? They work beautifully together as a set. (D2) 

Marins dévots à la vierge Marie; Two Songs, op 36 
Three songs very different from each other, each a perfect gem. “Marins” is a 
quasi-folksong assuring the sailors of their salvation in event of shipwreck. Op 36/1 is an 
evocation of Mendelssohnian sprites. Op 36/2 is a passionate love song celebrating the 
sanctity of married love, truly gorgeous and moving, the work of a great heart. (D2) 

Deux poèmes de Verlaine, op 34 
Two of Chausson’s finest, most personal songs, both gently (not pompously) moralizing. 
Chausson gravitates to the less decadent side of Verlaine. “La chanson bien douce” is 
described by Johnson as Chausson’s theme song, a baring of his essential nature. The 
Knight of Misfortune is a caution of tentative acceptance. Both are in arioso mode, with 
wonderful harmonic subtlety in the piano. More than most, these songs require and 
reward very close listening. (D2) 

Trois chansons de Shakespeare, op 28 



Inevitably, Chausson is attracted by two death songs, framing an intense setting of “Take, 
o take those lips away” as an erotic cry. All three settings miss the worldly-wise irony of 
Shakespeare, so evident to the English ear, and frame them as passionate outbursts. Thus 
Feste’s summons to Death sounds more like King Lear’s, as Johnson remarks. But forget 
Shakespeare and these are super. (D2) 

Chanson perpetuelle, op 37 
Glorious, familiar mini-masterpiece of Chausson’s convoluted style, somewhat 
simplified, enlarged by the string sound. “Love me, as long as you can.” (D2) Lott sings 
beautifully, but I like a darker voice for this, and she’s recorded too forward. (My3) 

La Legende de St Cécile, incidental music, op 22 
Gorgeous as a stand-alone piece, a cantata filled with French Catholic piety. Cécile’s 
song is outstanding. Speed of composition and needs of incidental music probably curbed 
EC’s tendency to over-elaborate. The play was a flop.  (Ja2) 

La Tempête, op 18 
It’s amazing how easily Ariel’s songs are transformed into pretty convincing symboliste 
verses and set in EC’s most decadent manner – he really knows how to do “frisson.”  
The music, using slender forces, is glorious (probably first use of celesta with harp, 
beating Tchaikovsky by four years). But it stands on its own less well than St Cécile: 
Ariel’s first two songs, the duet of Juno and Ceres (sumptuous!), plus a couple of 
instrumental interludes would work. The last of Ariel’s songs, Stephano’s and Caliban’s 
are all unaccompanied.  (Ja2) 

Quartet in C minor, op 35 
Left unfinished at Chausson’s sudden death, completed by d’Indy. In three movements: 
The first is marked Grave, but picks up tempo – then withdraws. Exposition repeated 
with intro, throws in trill – development gets heated. I’m surprised how little I remember 
this. Très calme gorgeous, builds to great intensity, beautiful ending. Gaiement evokes a 
rather troubled, wistful gaiety – surprise shift into 3 midway – changes tempo for recall 
of earlier themes – perfect example of form ruined by cyclical mania. Or maybe not. 
Beautifully played, OK sound. (My13). 

Concert in D, violin, piano & string quartet 
One of my all-time top-ten favorite pieces – the first time I’ve heard it live, with Preucil, 
Afiara Quartet, and Arthur Rowe on the fiendish fistful of a piano part. I think they put it 
together on little rehearsal – it wasn’t fully jelled, Preucil had momentary hesitations, and 
Rowe, as always, held the volume down too cautiously when he should have let fly. I was 
more struck in live performance by the episodic formal seams. Still, the piece is 
overwhelming and the performance very strong. Memorable. (Jeffery Concerts – F15)  

Symphony in B♭ 
Yes, I know it well, and it carried well enough in the car, home from Muskoka, though 
I’m not fully sure of the outer shape. Gorgeous. (S15)  

Viviane 
 Doesn’t carry well in the car, at least not until the high trumpet bit in the middle. (S15) 
Poème, op 25 

Nicola Benedetti is becoming my favorite violinist – less cool than Ehnes – and she plays 
my sacred masterpiece on the same CD with Szymanowski No 1. Heaven on earth. 
(driving from Boston, O16) 

CARLOS CHAVEZ 



Symphony No 1 “Sinfonía Antígona” 
More modernist soundworld than I expected, short, one-movement Symphony apparently 
based on Greek modes, and modernist neo-primitivism, depicting a tragic idea. Chavez 
avoids big flourishes here, understated, dependent on shifting textures.  (F09) 

Symphony No 3 
Big 4-movement Symphony with unusual layout: Intro, Allegro, Scherzo, Lento.  Intro 
is expansive, dramatic, still a primitivist feel. (One could unfairly accuse Chavez of being 
watered-down Varèse.) Allegro is dancelike, a more rugged Martinu. Scherzo plays with 
winds, notable piccolo & contra-bassoon. Final Lento sounds like variations, but tone 
remains stark. I’ve underestimated Chavez’s originality and distinctive sound. (F09) 

Symphony No 4 “Sinfonía Romántica” 
Single movement Symphony in fast-slow-fast sections, longer than Nos 1 & 2 and softer 
grained. Intense Adagio. Still angular but moving toward later neo-classicism, especially 
in rapid staccato Finale. (F09) 

Symphony No 2 “Sinfonía India” 
Short one-movement Symphony, Chavez’s most popular work. Cheerful opening takes its 
place in the pre-history of musical minimalism. Middle part is Coplandish play with 
American Western folktune. Final section a kind of ritual cortège to finish. Super. (F09) 

Symphony No 5 
The string sound is a shock after the metallic percussiveness of the earlier pieces.  This 
is a 25' minute piece in 3 movements. First has rhythmic drive, not dry Stravinsky nor 
folksy Bartok but a distinctive sound. Slow middle (is that a 3-tone passage for two cellos 
or are they out of tune?) Degenerates into a lot of harmonics, quick Finale. Chavez was 
right to try a String Symphony in order to shake habits but it doesn’t really satisfy. (F09) 

Symphony No 6 
Chavez’s longest, most ambitious Symphony in three large movements, in chastened 
style for standard orchestra. First is roomy, rhythmic non-stop, with linear melody 
subjected to elaborate development. Adagio (really more Andante) is shorter, winds with 
strings entering late. Finale is long Passacaglia, somewhat grotesque at times, thinning to 
spare textures. As in No 5, I think Chavez is out of his métier. (F09) 

Quartet No 1 
Chavez seems unlikely as composer of a Quartet, and indeed all three went unpublished 
in his lifetime. This dates from 1921, when Chavez was still lacking instruction and 
contact with live performance, working solely from study scores. Awkwardness 
everywhere – unisons, chords in artificial harmonics, clumsy counterpoint. Four 
movements with Sostenuto at end. (My13) 

Quartet No 2 
Not a String Quartet proper since it uses double bass rather than second violin, giving the 
ensemble a very distinctive sound. Bass enters as a fully melodic instrument. Alas, the 
music suffers from rhythmic monotony. Scherzo in skewed 3, jazzy pizz. Largo a 
dissonant homophonic chorale. Moderato Finale begins with violin and slap bass until 
others join. Chavez has learned a good deal since the First, but this is still amateurish and 
empty. On the other hand, dissonance is exceptional for 1932. (My13) 

Hommage à Goddard, Columbia 
 Negligible little fugue scored for string quartet with double bass. (My13) 
Invention No 2 



String Trio in three continuous sections: It sounds serial but is more likely freely atonal, 
in an aesthetic of non-repetition. Written in 1965, Chavez is clearly bidding for the 
international avant garde in a style I do not associate with him at all. Utterly irrational. 
I’m surprised. (My13) 

Quartet No 3 
Three movements: The music is adapted from a ballet score about Medea – rugged, 
rhythmic, dissonant but not really primitivist. Lento both stark and romantic – fails to go 
anywhere. Allegro is neither fast nor barbaric. A wholly unconvincing piece – it keeps 
going and I made it to the end. Chavez’ music on this CD is dreadful. (My13) 

LUIGI CHERUBINI 
Quartet No 1 in E♭ 

These quartets have always been problematic, as the superlative liner booklet (with 
musical examples) notes. Points of greatest interest are not immediately obvious. The 
first dates from 1814, before Beethoven’s last period, before Arriaga (so the Spanish 
Scherzo looks back to Boccherini). They “anticipate” Mendelssohn in stretching the 
classical form from within. The First is earnest, detailed, not “concertante,” full of ideas, 
busily contrapuntal (not fugal). (Mh09) 

Symphony in D 
Yes, I recognize it, a cheery piece with nice slow Intro and serious development section, 
accelerando coda. Nice slow movement. Minuet with displaced accents. Lively runaway 
Finale. Not innovative, but it sticks. (Mh09) 

Quartet No 2 in C 
A second stand-alone Quartet, worked from the Symphony in D (1815), but with a new, 
more dramatic slow movement. Transcription seems close, works well as Quartet. (Mh09) 

Quartet No 3 in D minor 
The last four were written 1834-37, when Cherubini was in his seventies – as if six is the 
prescribed number for quartets. Oddly fragmented statement, conventional development, 
unconventional themes, pizzicati. Cantabile Larghetto. Serious contrapuntal Scherzo 
moves directly into Finale, which wavers between major and minor keys, hesitates. 
Unexpectedly inventive formally. (Mh09) 

Quartet No 4 in E 
Liner notes make highest claims for this quartet, the most made of fairly minimal abstract  
Material: formal transgressions, unexpected turns, subtle motivic relations. Daring 
boom-chk passage in slow movement.  Daring texture in Scherzo, violin(s) dancing 
above steadily moving chords, then concerted unisons.  (Mh09)      

Quartet No 5 in F 
Lively classical quartet in first two movements, more ingratiating than Nos 3 & 4.  
Extraordinary Trio in Scherzo, high violin over ponticello. Moto perpetuo Finale 
compared in notes to Finale of Razumovsky No 3 – a stretch, but nice piece. (Mh09) 

Quartet No 6 in A minor 
Fully worked out Allegro, minor key more cantabile than intensivo. Andantino wavers 
between major and minor. Scherzo with displaced accents, Trio with moment of darkness 
before Da Capo. Finale has theme related to first movement theme, fragmented 
development leads to return of first movement, then Andantino and Scherzo – an almost 
Beethovenish recollection, a kind of hanging on, holding off the need to bring the piece 



to an end. The conventional exuberant coda is again interrupted by darkness before 
finishing. (Mh09) 

Anacreon Overture 
Yes, this is the one: short pompous intro, then cascades of Italianate melody worthy of 
Rossini at his best. Oh that grace note! (Mh09) 

Requiem in D minor 
Loving the C minor Requiem as I do, I expected this one to seem inferior. No. The master 
hand shows from the beginning, especially in the à cappella Gradual and Dies Irae. 
Sanctus is full-out opera, Pie Jesu delicate, gorgeous ending. The 3-part male chorus 
gives no feeling of limitation, except a dark, severe tone. Masterpiece. (F11) 

6 Piano Sonatas 
Cherubini as a keyboard composer— He was born in Florence, where Christofori created 
the fortepiano, and these are youthful works. All six are in two movements in major keys, 
a sonata-allegro followed by a ternary rondo – the man was methodical even as a teen. 
Tons of Alberti bass, simple textures. They sound like student pieces. Boring. (Jy12) 

String Quintet in E minor 
Quintet with two cellos is the Paris format. In slow intro, violin and viola trade a little 
figure that becomes the material – texture amazingly sparse for a Quintet, more antiphony 
than tutti. Earnest in the extreme. Andante full-voiced but nondescript until intricate B 
section, with trills and running bits in thirds – eggshell transparency. Scherzo too uses 
breathless little skitter figures surrounded by silence – a Cherubini habit in his chamber 
music but I don’t recall it elsewhere. It’s all preface to a wholly new section, a formal 
novelty! – transitions back to opening. Finale has busy opening stuff until straightforward 
main theme – movement stops and starts too much. (My13) 

5 arias 
All by a very young Cherubini, very classical. Maria Grazia Schiavo sounds like a 
pipsqueak soprano; she negotiates the fioriture adequately but no better. Her scales are 
wretched, and she scarcely pretends to trill. (Hyperion has great instrumentalists but 
where do they dig up their singers?) The concert aria written for Salieri is fiendish. “Ti 
lascio” is a ten-minute scena unattached to any opera – more convincing musically, very 
viable. Armida aria is florid over the top. (N15) 

Il Giulio Sorbino Overture 
This CD is all from the youthful Cherubini – this is a large-scale throwback to the old 
three-part Sinfonia for a 1786 opera. The orchestra has winds in pairs but the strings 
sound scrawny, unbalanced. (N15) 

Démophon Overture 
 In minor key throughout – highly praised in the notes but I am underwhelmed. (N15) 
Armida abbandonata Overture 
 Another opera seria – very fussy spiccato and quick arpeggio figures. (N15) 
Masenzio, re d’Etruria Overture 
 Yet another – pomposo fanfare, little melodic appeal. (N15) 
Mass in D minor per il Principe Esterhazy  

The scale of this 1811 Mass at 77’ is notable, longer than any similar work before 
Beethoven’s, with four soloists and expanded orchestra. Cherubini was hoping to be hired 
by Esterhazy. Kyrie is simple, Christe an elaborate quartet – second Kyrie enters 
dramatically and works into a fugue with sforzandi and dynamic contrasts, perhaps 



acquired from Beethoven. But this is a Gloria Mass, 28’ to only 17’ Credo. Spectacular 
beginning, then quartet for Gratias – then orchestra before Qui tollis, and men enter in 
shock, the women all tenderness, joining in grand chorus to stunned Miserere – then 
quartet, lively but then slow reverence for Cum sancto, before chorus takes it to usual 
exultant finish. Wow! Credo forthright – quartet for seraphic Et incarnatus – Crucifixus 
an extraordinary choral chant – a blast of trumpets announce Resurrexit – final Amen 
sounds like a double fugue. Sanctus, grand and short – Benedictus a leisurely quartet. 
Agnus Dei maintains slow tempo, alternating chorus and quartet, rising to fortissimo 
outburst, then to quiet (thank God!) Dona nobis for quartet before conventional noisy 
choral conclusion. Unquestionable masterpiece! (O17) 

PAUL CHIHARA 
Ceremony II (Incantations) 

Short chamber work for flute, 2 cellos, percussion: mainly solo flute with trimmings.  
Less interesting than other Chihara (not that I him all to be like The Tempest). (Ap11) 

Love Music: Concerto for Violin, Clarinet & Orchestra 
“My personal tribute to the Hollywood music I love,” writes Chihara, but not what you 
think. A kind of post-modern fantasy on Romantic musical gestures – tonal, recognizable, 
allusive, popsy, jazzy, but no sustained pastiche. Moderato riffs on a song from Chihara’s 
own Shogun: The Musical, which I don’t know. Finale seems like a Rondo on a 6/8 motif 
with episodes in different textures, styles, rhythms, nice sax bit, wonderful organized 
chaos of styles. Here is the composer of The Tempest at his very best. (Ap12) 

Two Images, clarinet, viola & piano 
Wisps of pop song phrases, formulas, float in and out of a modernist fantasy. Bass clarinet 
is a nice touch, but this works less well than Love Music. (Ap12) 

Embraceable Duo 
Violin-viola Duo on the Gershwin song done up in grand fashion. (Ap12) 

Two Ellington String Quartet Fantasias 
Beginnin’ to See the Light and A Train done for quartet. Sandra should get them. (Ap12) 

Duo Concertante 
Short piece in three movements for violin and viola begins like something atonal, settles 
into gentle lyric duet with exciting Allegro. Moderato a very brief quodlibet. Allegro a 
moto perpetuo with quiet ending. Terrific. (Ap12) 

String Trio 
Three movements without pause: a four-note motto, then pianissimo fluttering – motivic, 
not quite atonal – becomes very tonal briefly at end of first movement, though it’s nearly 
impossible to hear where the break lies. Second movement has artificial harmonics. Third 
begins fugato – odd tonal arpeggiated bit – Beethoven quotation near the end. Puzzling, 
intriguing mixture of styles. (My13) 

Haiku 
Two short flute duets: the first uses Asian techniques, including quarter tones, 
pentatonicism. The second is more active. (My13) 

Piano Trio 
Three short movements totaling 11’, based on a row borrowed from Webern – 
recognizably motivic  but full of pizzicato, harmonics, semitone glissandi. Finale 
aggressive – hardly “grazioso.” (My13) 

Ceremony I 



Short 7’ piece described by Chihara as a meditation on the unison. It calls for large mixed 
chamber orchestra, but instrumentation is not specified. Avant gardish, with curious wails 
and resonances that remind me of Varèse. (My13) 

Elegy 
Single movement for piano trio dedicated to Chihara’s Japanese father, who taught violin. 
It opens with a long violin solo cadenza that alludes to Fritz Kreisler. Piano enters with 
another tonal piece – violin bursts into a bar of fiddling, severely stopped – but it 
reappears in Vivace section. The piece ends solemnly. A minor masterpiece of musical 
narration that I can warm to – the kind of piece where Chihara shines. (My13) 

Golden Slumbers 
For chamber choir with viola obligato, a free fantasy on Brahms’s songs with viola, 
especially the  Wiegenlied. Beautiful. (My13) 

UNSUK CHIN 
Piano Concerto 

Four movements with numerals, 23’. South Korean composer, studied with Ligeti. I 
explodes in glitter of percussive notes, very effective, though individual lines seem 
diatonic. II is slow, misterioso, ominous, metronomic. Middle section begins with horn 
blast, repeated piano notes, bare hint of jazz. III begins with piano strokes, moments of 
glitter, haphazard gestures – big weird crescendo. IV has low piano strokes, more glitter. 
I liked the piece at first but there’s not enough variety. (Ap18) 

Cello Conerto 
Four movements, 29’. First is called Amiri, a form of Korean theater that alternates 
between narrative and singing. No consistent pattern – hard to describe. II is more 
rhythmic, fast, furious, short. III sounds like I. Last features horrible loud percussion 
sounds, eerie tone. No. (Ap18) 

Su, sheng & orchestra 
Single 22’ movement. The sheng is a form of harmonica. There are six string players 
positioned in the auditorium – I didn’t detect them in the recording. The sound seems 
almost electronic, but I don’t know if there’s any amplification. The orchestra seems to 
follow the soloist and imitate its sound – it’s extraordinary to hear such alien sounds 
coming from an orchestra – largely percussion and brass plus the exotic instrument. Only 
at 12’ does it begin to suggest rhythm and dance. Quiet ending. I sort of like it – the voice 
of Varèse. (Ap18) 

ERIK CHISHOLM 
Piano Concerto No 1 “Piobaireachd” 

Chisholm (1908-65) was principal Scottish composer before Maxwell Davies’ arrival. 
The Concerto evokes bagpipes, slow then faster in quasi-pentatonic harmony – based on 
highland lament for a favorite cow. Scherzando is a fast dance, again based on a 
traditional tune, big and exciting. Adagio is based on well-known lament for Donald Bàn 
MacCrimmon, variations framed by strokes on gong. Finish is Scottish reel. I think the 
drones and pentatonicism cast too gray a color. (O17) 

Piano Concerto No 2 “Hindustani” 
Three movements, each based on a different raga – Chisholm had studied with some care. 
(He had a close association of some kind with Sorabji.) A more radical soundworld than 
the First Concerto. Maestoso begins with strange piano entry, then orchestra like an epic 
film score – piano races away, orchestra mixes feroce with exoticism – clarinet restates 



raga. Big cadenza. Andante Variations: theme and variation structure more audible and 
western – one apparently evokes a young Hindu Adonis – beautiful. Rondo burlesca takes 
teasing motif, but never overcomes essential incongruities. Daring piece – worth 
revisiting. (O17)    

FREDERIC CHOPIN 
Preludes, op 28 

Greatest musical miniatures ever written? Before Webern, perhaps. Kissin is fine. (N08)  
Piano Sonata No 2 in B♭ minor, op 35 

The Funeral March Sonata. I don’t recall marking how perfect the B section of that 
movement is, simple triadic acceptance. Followed by fast, brief Finale. I don’t know why 
Kissin blurs it with the pedal so. But no one can say Chopin could not manage large-scale 
structures. (N08) Really exciting stuff heard live. André LaPlante has fingers of steel, 
effortless, brilliant, and very circumspect pedalling. (Jy10—Parry Sound) 

Variations on “La ci darem la mano,” op 2 
Flashy variations of the emerging virtuoso mode, with polacca the finish. Performance 
seemed routine, but audience liked it. (Katherine Chi live, Ap09) 

Andante Spianato and Grand Polonaise Brillante, Op. 22; 7 Etudes 
The highlight of Jan Lisiecki recital, the Polonaise ending Part I with a flourish, the 
Etudes ending Part II, though quietly B the fireworks of the Revolutionary Etude being 
penultimate. The 14-year-old kid lets himself loose in these as he does not in the rest of 
the program, a satisfying concert, not just “astonishing for his age.” (live, S09)  

Cello Sonata in G minor, op 65 
Strong piece but maybe not Chopin at his best. How did he learn to write so idiomatically 
for the cello? Dennis Brott was disappointing – pinched tone in higher register, crude 
phrasing. He sounded unpracticed. Jan Lisiecki (aet 15) superb, but he hasn’t the steel 
fingers of LaPlante, who played on the same program.  (Jy10—Parry Sound) 

14 Waltzes, et alia 
Lipatti’s iconic recording that I listened to very young, and still listen to, trying to make 
out the reasons for its exalted status. My ear for keyboard playing is far from expert, but 
it’s gorgeous, and the sound is not bad. Nice easy, familiar car music for city traffic. (O11) 

19 Songs 
The Polish song repertoire seems oddly sparse to say the least, compared, say, to the 
Finns or the Czechs.  Chopin’s seem almost sketches at first.  I could almost play the 
simple accompaniments – the voice begins on the first bar, like Robert Franz, though 
there are some ornamental tag ends.  Melodies charmingly folklike.  But like Schubert, 
Chopin has the gift of melodic variation and modulation, beautiful in the first song.  
Lithuanian Song has dramatic dialog and modal inflection.  My Darling (Mickiewicz) 
breaks through the proprieties.  The Warrior has fine galloping horses.  Hymn from the 
Tomb is a grand tragic patriotic statement. (Ag12) The Ring B Polonaise.  The Sad River 
B most elaborate song, intro, interludes, great pathos – probably a political allegory for 
Poland. All the last songs are elegiac. Reverie, stark, simple. The Twofold End (maiden 
grieves her fallen soldier), beautiful. Elegy is another allegory, exceptionally through- 
composed – spectral eyes look to the Promised Land they will never enter. (Ag12) 

4 Transcriptions for Violin & Piano 
 The first two are Nocturnes arranged by Saint-Saens that focus on the sustained melody; 

the Nocturne in E♭ seems more complex – as if Saint-Saens has added a part for a third 



hand. The little Waltz in E minor, op posth, immediately shows Ysayë’s more virtuosic 
approach – thrilling. But the attempt at the great G minor Ballade, though wonderful to 
hear, is outrageous: it only shows how deeply pianistic Chopin’s writing is. (My13) 

Piano Concerto No 1 in E minor 
 Exceptionally fine playing on CBC by a 16-year-old Canadian high school student, Tony 

Yang – note perfect of course and beautifully sensitive. He placed an extraordinary fifth 
in the world. Driving from Muskoka. (Jy16) Beautiful live performance on CBC by 
Charles-Robert Hamelin, exquisitely sensitive. This Concerto always amazes me when I 
listen to it closely. (Jy20) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in F minor 
 Also driving from Muskoka, Charles-Richard Hamelin, who placed second in the 

competition in a near tie for first. He seems to be unrelated to Mark André Hamelin. That 
slow movement still makes me swoon – Chopin outdoing himself. (Jy16) 

Ballade No 1 in G minor, op 23; Waltz in A♭, op 69/1 
One of my favorite Chopins, in the hands of Horowitz. The little waltz is an exquisite 
encore. (Je18) 

Fantasie-Impromptu 
“I’m Always Chasing Rainbows,” right before here, amidst the fingers of genius, not to 
mention Charles Richard Hamelin on CBC. There were four pieces under one opus 
number, too, that I didn't recognize -- a reminder that not all Chopin is hackneyed. (Jy18) 

3 Mazurkas, op 59 
Nice program spot on CBC from Charles Richard Hamelin -- the music recognizable but 
not overdone. (Jy18) 

CHOU WEN CHUNG 
Suite for Harp & Wind Quintet 

Short chamber work based on Chinese pentatonic motifs, by doyen of Asian-American 
composers whose work is hard to come by. More Chinese, less Varèse than usual. (Ap11) 

Clouds – 2 movements 
Again, what a pity the Yings don’t give us the whole Quartet – this composer is 
grievously under-recorded. Leggierezza is mostly pizz, sometimes with guitar plectrum. 
Larghetto is a more sustained melody, Chinese in character, beautiful in its way. (Jy11)  

Echoes from the Gorge 
Quartet for percussion, described in notes as Chou’s magnum opus, organized with the 
intricacy of his teacher Varèse. I can’t hear structure, nor detect the subdivisions of the 
piece, but the sound is varied and pleasing. Did I hear a lion’s roar near the end? (Ja12) 

Suite for Harp and Wind Quintet 
The earliest work on the CD from 1951, a single movement in five sections based on 
Chinese folk material. The harp works surprisingly well with winds, mainly treated 
soloistically. Nice. (Fe12) 

Yü Ko 
Short piece based on twelfth-century ch’iu composition transcribed for weird ensemble of 
Western instruments and percussion treated pointillistically. Eerie. (Fe12) 

Yün 
Substantial 13' piece for winds, piano and percussion with conceptual basis that allows 
for some mimetic natural sounds but remains mostly very abstract. (Fe12) 

Windswept Peaks 



The latest piece on the CD, written for clarinet, piano & strings during a period when 
Chou was trying to transcend the Chinese sound, but emotionally affected by the first 
Tianamin Square events of 1989. Described in Elliott Carterese as a double duo pairing 
clarinet and piano against violin and cello, and yes, the Carter spirit dominates, from the 
Second Quartet period. I can’t really follow, but it’s intriguing. (Fe12) 

JOHANES CICONIA 
Secular works 

Music from circa 1390-1410, slightly later than Machaut and Landini: textures light, as 
lyrical as Landini, florid and rhythmically complex melodies, some hocketing, lots of 
Machaut cadences. Three of the earliest madrigals in my library – “Una panthera” is 
extraordinary. A Canon is given in 3 different realizations, very interesting.  Ballata “O 
rosa bella” good example of melodic writing. Virelai “Sus une fontayne” nice for 
rhythmic complexity plus sweet sound. Three 3-voice secular motets in Latin, with 
multiple texts: the last, in praise of St Nicholas Trani is exceptional for its imitation and 
hocketing. The music is very well performed, convincing despite some confessed radical 
surgery in the instrumentals. A terrific disc.  (Jy10) 

FRANCESCO CILEA 
Cello Sonata in D 

Three movements. Youthful work, not surprising. It combines naif theme with swooning 
phrases, very gratefully written for both instruments. Romanza doloroso is a song of 
gyounf love. Animato Finale is spiccato scherzando, with nice flashy ending. This sounds 
like an attractive student piece, nothing pretentious but no embarrassment to the mature 
Cilea. (Je17) 

Canto, violin & piano 
This seems to be the slow movement of a much later Violin Concerto in D minor, issued 
separately with piano. Less brash, more secretive than the early piece. (Je17) 

Theme and Variations, violin & piano 
Another mature piece, first written with orchestra. Very low key technically. Nothing 
special. (Je17) 

Adriana Lecouvreur 
I finally got to see Cilea’s masterpiece – a word not usually attached to this over-the-top 
melodrama – and it surprised me in many ways. I’ve heard it on recording and thought I 
sort of knew it. But it’s a huge piece, big cast, twisted plot, full ballet, nearly grand opéra, 
wholly lacking in the usual concentration of verismo. Yet the plot seems squashed and 
overpowered by the main drama, as it should be. It’s a world of corruption and theatrical 
illusion in which the only truth is the truth of theater. I was thinking of Pagliacci 
throughout, but there the same elements are reversed: real life is real, the stage is shadow. 
Cilea is all l’art pour l’art. The role of the Countess is larger than I remembered, 
dominating the inner two acts. Maurizio is a more complex figure, with his 
political/erotic intrigues, military exploits, and claims to the Polish throne. Michonnet is 
on stage almost constantly. This is not music that can, like the repertoire staples, 
withstand a mediocre performance. But these singers knocked it out of the park – 
Netrebko, Beczala, Anita Rachvelishvili (who could be billed as a contralto) and the 
wonderful Ambrogio Maestri. Fabulous. (F19) 

DOMENICO CIMAROSA 
Sinfonia Concertante in C, 2 flutes & orchestra 



Pleasant, fairly predictable – good car music. (Mh09) 
Requiem in G minor 

Cimarosa was as practiced a hand at sacred music as he was at comic operas when he 
wrote this, four years before Mozart’s. Inevitable comparison makes Cimarosa seem 
clipped, objective, orchestra of mostly strings underpowered. Also scattered into 18 
numbers setting more of the text than usual. But Cimarosa is sensitive to text, and there 
are highs, especially when soloists come in. Super Recordare, and from there to end of 
Dies Irae. Not overwhelming but not dull either. (Ap12) 

17 Piano Sonatas 
The natural comparison for these tiny keyboard pieces is Domenico Scarlatti, and in fact 
they seem to have a Spanish tinge. My first impression is delight, the nimbleness of 
fingers producing notes is foregrounded, without ostentatious virtuosity. Then I wonder 
if Cimarosa comes close to Scarlatti in his imaginative handling of binary form. Then I 
note the oddity of sensing a later stage in the development of classicism, while at the 
same time closer resemblance to baroque dance forms – there’s a sicilienne and a 
sarabande. Most of the Sonatas are in 3 – are they all in 3? No, not quite. The disc is 
beautifully played by Victor Sangiorgio, and very pleasing. (My14) 

REBECCA CLARKE  
Viola Sonata 

Very nearly a one-piece composer, Clarke’s Sonata, which I’ve heard before, is a 
monument to suffocated genius. Style is late Romantic, English Brahms with French 
appurtenances, Debussy (especially in the Scherzo), maybe Delius (the motto figure is a 
favorite of his). Piano writing is as masterful as the viola writing. Three-movement 
layout, fast-faster-slow. Masterpiece. (Ja12) Anna Redekop and Leslie Kinton in recital at 
Bishop Cronyn. Interesting to hear live, the fistfuls of notes in the piano part, the 
atmospherics in the viola. She did know how to write for the bloody instrument. 
(Live—Fe12) And again, Rebecca Clarke holding her position in concert between Mozart 
and Brahms very admirably. The Ravel presence seems more obvious this time. Sharon 
Wei plays magnificently – and I had a tiny part in it. (live, Wolf Hall-Ja14) 

Prelude, Allegro and Pastorale 
I usually dislike duet pieces like this, but the clarinet-viola combination is a natural, and 
Clarke keeps shifting the textures without, somehow, breaking up the piece.  Nice 
melancholia. (Ja12) 

7 short pieces for viola & piano 
Passacaglia is a funereal piece in modo antico, based on a tune that Vaughan Williams 
attributed (erroneously) to Tallis – gorgeous. The two Lullabies are more interesting than 
their generic titles, the second especially, nicely bitonal. Morpheus is more substantial, 
lots of impressionist atmosphere as in the Sonata: gorgeous utterly. Chinese Puzzle is an 
orientalist trifle, pentatonic with pizz. “I’ll bid my heart” is a Scottish folksong 
arrangement, also pentatonic – what a harmonist she was!  Untitled Piece is another 
slow, atmospheric beauty. The music is all gorgeous, though it shows a rather narrow 
range of expression, stretched, fortunately, in the Sonata. (Fe12) 

Dumka 
Single-movement Piano Trio with violin and viola – impressionist riff on the Czech 
dance – Dvorak goes French, with reminiscence of Piazzola. If she had just written two 



more movements! (Ja12) Yes, lovely: the contrasting timbres work much better for her 
than two violins. Extraordinarily free and original formally. One of her best pieces. (Fe12) 

Three Movements for 2 Violins and Piano 
The MS includes an unfinished Finale. Prelude is passionate, not terribly convincing.  
Danse bizarre involves a lot of flitting about. Long Nocturne places most of the music in 
the piano. Not Clarke’s best writing. (Fe12) 

Violin Sonata in D 
Written as student of Stanford, described in the notes as Brahmsian but doesn’t sound it.  
Light textured, slightly modal, it is unmistakably English, with none of the impressionist 
flourishes of the Viola Sonata. Andante, which impressed Stanford, is very beautiful.  
Finale has tricky triple rhythms. Worthwhile piece but not outstanding. (Fe12) 

Comodo e amabile; Adagio 
Quartet movements, apparently for two different works, neither completed. Comodo a 
blend of English modalism and Debussyan color, not fully consistent. Adagio simple in 
texture, romantic tone. Experiment in minimal means that works effectively. (Fe12) 

Violin Sonata Movement in G 
Written before the Sonata in D, manifestly student work, modal, English. I don’t like the 
solo violin intro full of multiple stops (imitating Beethoven’s Kreisler) , but there are nice 
tunes. (Fe12) 

CLEMENS non PAPA 
Ecce quam bonum; Missa Ecce quam bonum 

Familiar high Renaissance sound world. Brabant Ensemble uses rapid tempi throughout, 
bright sound, fairly high pitch, but not quite the transcendent beauty I recall from their 
Créquillon disc. Seems simpler than Palestrina, more note against note, repeated notes, 
returning to same note, little chromaticism or extended melisma. Perhaps designed for 
ease of performance. (My09)  

4 Motets 
“Job tonso capite” more meditative, but same characteristics of style. “Veni electa mea” 
Song of Songs text, beautiful with exceptional rhythmic proportions in Amen. “Pascha 
nostrum” blossoms in Alleluiah. “Carole magnus eras,” a secular motet in praise of 
Charles V was apparently not felt as blasphemous.  (My09) 

Ego flos campi 
Gorgeous if dense (seven-part) setting of Marian text from Canticles – gives Vaet’s Mass 
its parallel sixth figure.  (O09) 

Requiem; 2 motets 
The choir sound is a shock after all those European groups. The Americans sing in tune 
but with an unfocused sound (especially the men) and a horrible acoustic. But it is 
tolerable, even sensitive at times. This is the only recording of the Requiem, relatively 
brief, some chant, some homophony, little imitation, no Dies irae, a valuable peek at the 
genre in its early state. Vaet’s “Continuo lacrimas” makes a fit epilogue. (D09) This is my 
second recording of this piece. The Brabant Ensemble is worth the investment whatever 
they sing. Rice makes a strong case for Clemens, considering both his prolific and highly 
esteemed output and his tendency to favor melody over counterpoint, in direct opposition 
to his contemporary Gombert. Truly glorious music, though it sounds oddly truncated and 
moves through text quickly. Was Clemens popular because his homophony was easier to 
sing? (S11) 



Missa Virtute magna 
 Centerpiece of reconstructed Danish Lutheran Easter liturgy from 1560. Clemens’ Mass 

is marked by the initial rising fifth throughout. Kyrie has queasy major-minor feel (to my 
ear). Bo Holten favors fast tempi and dispatches the music in a businesslike way – a pity, 
since it sounds beautifully ornate. Credo observes the Et incarnatus but not the change at 
Resurrexit. Gorgeous Mass. 

  The service itself is much like the Catholic, sung Introit in Latin, but prayers and 
scripture in vernacular Danish. Much Latin polyphony supplied by local composer 
Conrad Rein. The Easter sequence Victimae Paschali laudes is alternatim. After Credo, 
the hymn, a Danish version of Christ lag in Todesbanden, is sung unaccompanied in 
unison. Communion chanted in Latin, the Collect, Pater noster, and Sacrament all in 
Danish. Final hymn rings a bell but I can’t place it. (Ap18)  

Magnificat quarti toni; 4 motets 
Alternatim setting with nicely transparent imitation, no pictorial writing. (D09) 

7 penitential motets 
Tristitia et anxietas, 10' motet, comforting despite title. Vae tibi Babylon, analyzed by 
Rice, begins aggressively, softens into sympathy for those about to be destroyed. Erravi 
sicut ovis, extended plea for undeserved forgiveness – subtle cross relations. De 
profundis – extensive setting based on rising, later falling fifth. Wow! Vox in Rama – 
brief, that dignified, objectified grief, built on ascending minor sixth. Peccatum me 
quotidie – gorgeous setting of popular text – in hell there is no redemption. Heu mihi 
Domine – like Vox in Rama, built on minor sixth. Wonderful CD! (S11) 

Tristoa obsedit me 
Texts selected from Savanarola’s meditations, complain of personal betrayal. Clarity 
emerges from four-voice texture and the point of imitation on “Quaecumquae video.” 
Some tasty false relations. Beautiful turn to second part – touches of fauxbourdon and 
homophony underline God’s mercy. Gorgeous. (Ap19) 

MUZIO CLEMENTI 
Piano Sonata in G, op 40/1 

This is a great piece of music, in 1802 equal to Clementi’s rivals Mozart and Haydn, a 
good anticipation (?) of Beethoven, nearly half an hour, four movements, elaborate 
development, surprises in recap. Scherzo is elaborate canon. Presto too has surprises. 
There’s nothing routine or merely formulaic here.  (Ag2) 

Piano Sonata in B minor, op 40/2 
Another great one, formally inventive in two movements, elaborate Adagio plus 
full-blown sonata-allegro. Second is Largo, then Allegro, return of Largo, return of fast 
material in presto coda to end. Beautifully balanced, logical, innovative. The earlier 
Clementi Sonatas on the Horowitz disc didn’t strike me as strong – or was the fault in my 
listening and expectations? (Ag2) 

Piano Sonata in D, op 40/3 
More conventional in three movements – conventional except for beauty of subject and 
brilliance of passagework. Naïf Finale delightful, then developed.  De Maria’s pianism 
is exceptional: what else has he recorded? (Ag2) 

Piano Concerto in C 
  In the maestoso C major style, triadic and pompous, but a little cheeky as well. Nice 

development touches, pianistic flourishes. The "grande espressione" claim of the Adagio 



is perhaps exaggerated, but there is real Romantic feeling here. Finale is bright, energetic. 
Hearing this right after Salieri's C major Concerto confirms that Clementi is a far more 
accomplished composer, not to mention keyboard technician: this is a perfectly viable 
piece, no historicist apology required. (Ag2) 

Piano Sonata in A, op 50/1 
Clementi was older than Mozart but lived long enough to be influenced by Beethoven.  
The phrasing is Mozart’s but the piano sound is fattened up.  Adagio patetico: 
wonderful interplay of major and minor. Great movement.  Finale a happy romp, with 
counterpoint. (Ja13) 

Piano Sonata in D minor, op 50/3          
Starts with a smash, like Beethoven in a storm, surprise harmonic moves, but all the 
phrases have cadential trills. Clementi would have known the Appassionata by this time.  
Lento semplice and serene. Finale resumes the stormy mood and the surprises – another 
with the false recap (or is it a Rondo?) – another with teasing coda.  Great movement, 
great piece. (Ja13) 

Piano Sonata in G minor, op 50/3 “Didone abbandonata” 
There’s no thought of Tartini (the Virgilian allusion was ubiquitous) but it represents the 
classical Clementi building a piece from purely emotional contours. Great finish. Adagio 
dolente is a recitativo scena, improvisatory, wandering into poignant major, then turning 
furious. Finale is stormy, emotionally desperate. Great piece. (Ja13) 

LOUIS-NICOLAS CLÉRAMBAULT 
Orphée 
 Secular solo Cantata, the genre that Clérambault made his own, pleasing Louis XIV 

himself: The music is continuous over continuo (harpsichord and gamba?), with obligato 
instruments – recorder or violin – and the soprano merging seamlessly from recit to air. 
Sandrine Piau is perfection, of course. Highlight is the confrontation with the dread 
Monarch Pluton, senza basso. In this version, there’s a happy ending. (Muskoka—Jy16) 

Simphonie à cinq in G minor; Harpsichord Sonata prima in G “Anonima” 
 Brief independent movement, followed by a sectional Sonata for several instruments on 

the Italian model of Corelli, but much Gallicized. (Muskoka—Jy16) 
Harpsichord Suite No 2 in C minor 
 Five movements, including a Prélude non mesuré, followed by four dances. The style is 

Gallicized and predictable but very pleasing. (Muskoka—Jy16) 
Léandre et Héro 
 Secular solo Cantata, no happy ending this time, but the music is if anything more 

beautiful than Orphée – the first recit, all four airs, one utter calm followed by a florid 
tempest. The recording is quite bad, artificial shifts of focus thrusting gamba and violin 
into the foreground, the voice constantly distant. A pity, given the fine performance. 
(Muskoka—Jy16) 

HUBERT CLIFFORD 
Symphony 1940 
 Major work of an Australian composer who died prematurely in his mid-forties – best 

known for scoring Alexander Korda’s films. First impression: Walton – lots of bright 
scurrying, syncopation, very tonal with added note harmonies, in and out of key, 
tremendous impetus. Scherzo is elvish, very syncopated in 3. Lengthy Adagio brings 
some tranquil relief but quickly builds – everything off the beat – bitonal bits, brass 



interjections – a complex syncopated fugal passage – settles into cello solo, lots of 
drooping sevenths – return to beginning in tone of affirmation, peace. Allegro is in fast 
3+3+2 – works to big ending. The piece is full of joy, surprisingly untroubled for 
1939-40. I’m glad to know it. (Muskoka—Jy14)  

TRISH CLOWES 
The Fox 
 Eight-minute excerpt from The Fox, the Parakeet, and the Chestnut – whatever that is. 

There’s a jazz quintet with orchestra, both given latitude for improv. So-so. (D18)    
ERIC COATES 
Cinderella 

The most substantial piece on this disc, but sectional, little symphonic development – 
colorful easy listening grown large. The narrative comes through when the clock strikes 
midnight – effective score for ballet or film. Such music is oddly impersonal. (Je2) 

The Selfish Giant 
Jazz-inflected harmony here, but otherwise similar. A kind of showtune overture. (Je2) 

The Three Bears 
Narrative to the fore: door knocks, crashing chair. LeRoy Anderson slickness.  (Jy2) 

Miniature Suite 
Three unpretentious movements of pure Edward German charm.  (Jy2) 

London Everyday Suite 
Yes, the first movement (Covent Garden) is recognizable. Westminster is not: slow, 
unusually reflective for Coates, wistful rather than highly emotional. Knightsbridge 
March of course (I prefer Bramwell Tovey’s version with the little slide). (Jy2) 

Joyous Youth Suite; Dam Busters March 
How many composers are so good at writing happy music? Schumann is manic, even 
Mendelssohn often over the top. It takes classical objectivity, Haydn or Mozart or dance 
music. Dam Busters turns air war into a game, rising to Elgarian nobilmente. I remember 
the newsreel footage in the film.  Was it deliberate that the war piece comes right after 
“joyous youth”? (Jy2) 

Three Elizabeths Suite 
Vintage Coates, a non-occasional tribute to Elizabeth I, the Queen Mother, and the then 

Princess  
Elizabeth. No Renaissance pastiche, just bubbly jolly England in bustling four-bar 
phrases. Angus has oboe melody with Scottish flavor, lovely. Finale a stirring march with 
irresistable quickstep tune, mellow, glowing Trio. Wonderful. (D12) 

GLORIA COATES 
Symphony No 15: III What Are Stars? 

Movement on Naxos sampler is tonal – a false come on – brass chords, lots of tymps, 
string harmonic glissandi. More approachable than the massive clusters I remember from 
earlier work. (F09) 

Symphony No 14 “Symphony in Microtones” 
Exactly as advertised, the string orchestra divided in two, each tuned a quarter-tone apart. 
Timps throughout like distant bombs. Homage to Stephen Balaker uses GC’s signature 
slow glissandi. Scary. Balaker’s hymn tune shines through at the end. Jargon: Homage to 
William Billings is paid to the hymn full of dissonance that Billings is said to have 
written when people complained of too much consonance (!). Excruciating, and I don’t 



hear much Billings. The Lonesome Ones: Homage to Otto Luening involves an 
oscillating motif and more glissandi, with Luening providing no anchor. Crescendo 
possibile! (Ap16) 

Symphony No 7 
A rare work for full orchestra, nearly half an hour long, “dedicated to those who brought 
down The Wall in PEACE.” Three movements: The Whirligig of Time seems limited to 
strings and bass drum. Glass of Time sets out a snaky winding chromatic motif, with 
trimmings. Corridors of Time, longest of the three, returns to ultra-slow glissandi in 
contrary motion, a giant sonic lava lamp, crescendo, drowned out by percussion. (Ap16) 

SAMUEL COLERIDGE-TAYLOR 
Piano Quintet in G minor, op 1 

SCT was only eighteen and a student of Stanford when this piece was first heard in 1893. 
Style Brahmsian or pre-Brahmsian – some melodic turns suggest Dvorak – and incredibly 
self-assured. Larghetto opens with romantic cello, threatens to lose its way but lands on 
its feet. Scherzo in a swaying 3 is good enough that SCT later reworked it. Finale races 
out of the gate, nearly founders over viola solo – fugato midway (sans piano) – sudden 
section like a square dance – frantic coda. Flawed but impressive. (Ap13) 

Ballade for Violin and Piano in C minor, op 73 
Sizable rhapsodic piece begins in dark tragedy, remains touched with melancholy 
throughout, despite quick bits and lots of mood changes. I admire the restrained use of 
double-stopping – though there could be more flash. (Ap13) 

Clarinet Quintet in F# minor, op 10 
Allegro remarkable for variety of textures and rhythms, taking ambiguity of Brahms’s 
six-beat bar to greater lengths. Harmony has folklike modal inflection. Clarinet 
studiously integrated into the ensemble. Super ending. Dvorak spirit breathes even more 
evidently through gorgeous Larghetto – Wow! Scherzo plays with tricky syncopation. 
Finale has almost gipsy tone – marvelous play with rhythm and tonality – reprise of 
Larghetto before coda. SCT seems a bit shy of letting the clarinet show off – but it’s a 
spectacular piece of music. (Ap13) 

24 Negro Melodies 
I was so moved by Jack Behrens’ playing of Deep River that I sought out this recording. 
Curiously, it was made in Canada. I only know a few of the tunes by title, but Deep River 
is there, and Bamboula, and Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child. The composer’s 
notes are quite touching. Didn’t Lord Deliver Daniel—outstanding. Going Up is 
surprisingly bluesy, even to playing in the cracks. Wow! What a precious CD! (My13) I 
listened to part of the CD in the car, but it doesn’t work – too much banging, and the 
piano not recorded well. I thought it would be perfect. (Je15)  

Petite Suite de Concert, op 77 
Substantial four-movement Suite included in toto in the British Light Music Classics, 
volume 4, where it fits right in. Graceful, polished – I’m surprised at the big Hollywood 
sound, considering his 1912 death date. (Je13) 

MICHAEL COLGRASS 
Concertmasters – Concerto for Three Violins & Orchestra 

Like any Colgrass I’ve heard, so much more interesting in concept than execution.  Fails 
to realize potential of three soloists’ virtuosity. Tonal bits at end too little too late. The 
piece needs points of reference. (O08) 



LOYSET COMPERE 
Omnium bonorum plena 

Long and famous motet praying to BVM for blessings, then in the second part naming 
famous musicians of the day – from Ockeghem and Tinctoris to Josquin. All seem to 
belong within a circle of friendship, though there’s no way of knowing if they ever met, 
individually or as a group. (Ja14) 

RICHARD CONTE 
The Gift of the Magi 

One-act opera that Sonja did at FSA for Christmas. Everything is there but the big tune – 
nice set pieces, easy transitions in and out of recits, appealing modernized romanticism – 
and the story is tried and true. Just no tunes where they’re desperately needed. I think 
they said Conte was a student of Menotti, and he had lots of training. So he should know 
better. (D17) 

JULIUS CONUS 
Violin Concerto in E minor 

Conus, a student of Arensky and Taneyev, was a genuine one-shot composer who 
devoted the rest of his career to performance. His Concerto, championed by Kreisler and 
Heifetz and taught by Galamian to all his students, has fallen from favour and I’m 
delighted to hear it again on CD. In one movement with multiple tempo divisions, 
basically fast-slow-fast with cadenza before the Finale. As Pound remarked, there is 
simply no end to the number of people who might have written this particular Concerto. 
But it’s unpretentious (except for technical demands) and gratifying. (O11) 

FREDERICK CONVERSE 
Violin Sonata in A, op 1 

Youthful piece, a graduation exercise, in four movements, rather classical in character 
and texture for 1893, but moments of soaring. Romanze a simple four-square Lied B 
Menuetto and archaic gesture in minor B Finale a gliding 6/8. Pleasant but not equal to 
the major orchestral scores. (Mh12) 

Song of the Sea 
Tone Poem after Whitman’s “On the Beach at Night.” Taken as a Yankee La Mer, it 
seems stodgy, but it has more the tone of Bax’s Tintagel, a grave, triumphant melody 
emerging out of gloom. Opening, with thickly clustered bass chords, is impressive. 
Stirring, though it lacks the gadgets of Converse’s magnificent Flivver. (N12) 

Festival of Pan, op 9 
First of two early pieces inspired by Keats’s “Endymion” (the second is Endymion’s 
Narrative). Slow, tragic opening – grazioso woodland dance, increasing tempo – languid 
bit builds to gentle fugato. Pleasant, but not much individual character. (N12) 

American Sketches 
Four movements laid out like de facto Symphony. Written in 1929, opens with strident 
dissonance sounding like Ives – settles down, but raucousness is programmatic – machine 
music, xylophone, a tip o’ the hat to La Valse (senza eroticism), quiescent bit, what 
sounds like a pop song.  Father of Waters builds gorgeous tune with a spiritual air to 
great fortissimo, then a tune from Sandburg’s American Songbag. Chicken Reel is 
veritable hoedown. Bright Angel Trail darkly evokes the mysteries of the Grand Canyon: 
massive crescendo beginning with growling lower strings – cutoff, and magical celeste 



and English horn – a bigger crescendo (I hear an organ) – Amerind melody – big ending. 
Why is this masterpiece not played by every American orchestra? (N12) 

Piano Sonata No 1 
Written in 1935 after Converse strove to modernize his style – in a very mild way with 
impressionist or thickened chords (e.g. the second chord of the motto figure). Aubade a 
simple romantic Lied, conventional harmony becoming momentarily non-functional – B 
section arpeggiated. Finale a waltz strangely traditional and non-directional – there’s a bit 
in 4 that comes back. The last movement works in an Ivesian way, but it all sounds like a 
hapless Romantic who can’t make the leap. (Ja14) 

AARON COPLAND 
Symphony No 1 for Organ and Orchestra 

Surprising how much the organ dominates throughout Symphony. Opening hints of Le 
Sacre (grace notes, ambiguous tonality, spare solo lines). Scherzo – nightmarish cross 
rhythms, hard enough without coordinating an organ – unfortunate lull in middle. 
Maestoso Finale, brass, timpani, big ending. It nearly comes off. (O08) 

Piano Concerto 
Just about my favorite Copland: slow, serene opening, followed by extended jazzy, 
brassy movement. I think of it in relation to Gershwin’s Concerto (so much less 
interesting), and following the score I realize how stylized and modernist it is. 
Unqualified major masterpiece by a major composer. (O08) I’ve never understood why 
this beautiful jazzy Concerto is not mainstream repertoire. Still a favorite – Earl Wild’s 
1961 recording sounds great. (O16) 

Symphonic Ode 
Wow! Masterpiece in Copland’s abstract mode, virtual one-movement symphony, should 
be better known. Clarity of tone and development, rhythmic, big brass. Possibly too 
repetitive? No. (O08) 

Short Symphony (Symphony No 2) 
Perhaps the title suggests a “minor” work. It isn’t. Highly abstract, complex rhythmic 
exercise in outer movements, Copland serenity in between. A great piece – why so 
seldom heard?. Perhaps it’s too “modern” for Coplandistas? Too much rehearsal time? 
Perhaps it’s the hecklephone (audible once or twice in outer movements) (O08) Pure 
Copland at his most abstract: only a bit familiar from a few months ago. Marin Alsop 
gets utmost transparency and snap out of her British orchestra. (Je09) I checked it out: for 
all that I love Copland and enjoy this piece, it somehow doesn’t stick. What measure is 
that? (Ja11) 

Billy the Kid Suite; Danzon Cubano 
Whatever made me think I didn’t like Billy? It’s first-rate Copland in populist mode, very 
sophisticated rhythmically, melodically. Danzon Cubano is not quite as sharply etched as 
El Salon Mexico, perhaps, but it’s got lots of sass. (O 08) 

Connotations 
Copland as serialist, big, important “Variations for Orchestra” work. Serial but 
unmistakably Copland: brassy orchestration, big gestures, intricate but coherent rhythms, 
phrase structure. Piece ends where it began. Super, but not likely to be popular. (O 08) 

Dance Symphony 
Pieced together from Grogh, not a numbered Symphony. Very Stravinskian sounds in 
first two movements, but third is all Copland, wonderfully intricate rhythms, boisterous. 



Very strong piece, I don’t recall ever hearing it before. (O08) I was surprised not to 
remember this better, even though it’s Copland in top form, colorful, less severe than the 
Short Symphony, just as devilishly rhythmic. Fabulous Finale, big ending. An extremely 
valuable Naxos disc. (Je09) Hearing this after Grogh, I realized it should be called Grogh 
Suite: 17' carved out of the 30' ballet score. I still find it hard to remember, except for the 
wonderful ending. Better piece for the condensation. (Ja11) 

Appalachian Spring 
Familiar masterpiece, one of few Copland pieces I’ve actually played. I remember once 
thinking the slow parts were dull. I don’t think that any more. (O08) New Year’s Eve TV, 
from New York. The Copland seemed rather inert: the young conductor Alan Gilbert 
seems to be a technician more than a musician, at least I didn’t sense any chemistry. 
Thomas Hampson’s Songs were considerably more lively. Cole Porter after intermission. 
(D09) On CBC, driving to Muskoka. What a great and original piece of music! (S15) On 
PBS from the Shaker Village in Pleasant Hill, Kentucky – a gorgeous performance of the 
13-instrument chamber version (which was the original for pit orchestra, later cut down 
to a Suite). Very moving, including the visuals. The players included Stanley Drucker on 
clarinet (sitting next to a young kid bassoonist). (S16) 

Inscape 
The only Copland I’ve heard that doesn’t immediately sound like Copland. Probably 
serial, moves in massive dissonant aggregates, with little rhythmic intricacy or energy. 
Even the orchestration seems uncharacteristically nondescript. Inferior to Connotations. 
(O08) Late piece from 1967, 13’, begins with huge dissonant crash and plaintive winds. It 
may be serial and I hear mirror inversion, but it sounds too diatonic. This piece demands 
close listening, but it makes sense and sounds like Copland – transparent, lots of mallet 
and pizzicato, moments of rhythmic complexity. I don’t understand the title from 
Hopkins. (S18) 

Symphony No 1 
Re-orchestrated, this strikes me as a tremendous piece. Some too obvious echoes of Le 
Sacre in Finale, but otherwise pure Copland. My improved opinion could result from (a) 
added familiarity; (b) the re-orchestration (the organ gives the work a novel character but 
divides attention); or (c) Marin Alsop’s walloping performance.  (Je09) 

5 Old American Songs 
New Year’s Eve TV, from New York. Appalachian Spring rather inert. Thomas 
Hampson’s Songs were considerably more lively. Cole Porter after intermission. (D09)  

Piano Variations 
Copland at his greatest and most severe. Zimdars plays with utmost character. 
(NYCBAp09) 

The Red Pony 
When I first heard this with score I thought it was terribly over-orchestrated. But it 
sounds OK, lots of trumpet and piccolo, Copland’s wild west mode. Easy listening. 
(Ottawa trip—Je10) 

Music for Our Town & The Heiress 
Our Town sounds like The Quiet City on a smaller scale. The Heiress is similar, but with 
a lively bit. (Ottawa trip—Je10) 

Music for Movies 



Short tuneful bits in Copland’s Americana from three different films that make a pleasant 
and usable stand-alone Suite.  (Je10) 

Prairie Journal 
Written for radio in mid-thirties on commission from CBS, a 10' precursor to the film 
scores – Copland in process of taming his early musical radicalism, not wholly 
succeeding.  (Je10) 

Fanfare for the Common Man; A Lincoln Portrait 
The Fanfare cries out for live performance, but makes a natural overture to the Lincoln 
piece, which never fails to thrill me, for all its sentimentality. Or can it be called that if 
it’s true? I chose it in honor of the Fourth of July. (Jy10) I caught Keith Lockhart on PBS 
B I love to watch the trumpeters’ faces turn bright red. (Ag12) 

Canticle of Freedom 
Very strange piece, a setting of a Middle Scots text (James Barbour), kept simple for the 
university forces it was written for: the choral writing is only 2-part, but it’s anything but 
square melodically or rhythmically. How Copland can handle those brass & timps! (Jy10) 

An Outdoor Overture 
I wasn’t sure if I’d know this piece but recognized it immediately – another piece written 
for students, and echt Copland. (Jy10) 

Three Latin American Sketches 
Begins with jagged stuff, then settles into more comfortable tone – second sketch nicely 
reflective – the heavy Latin saved for third. (Ag10) 

The Tender Land 
I never thought I’d see it. Well, it’s not Peter Grimes – plot pretty rudimentary, but it 
holds the stage. The concerted numbers (Promise of Living, Stomp Your Foot) 
wonderful, but more needed. Since the final curtain is quiet, the mother’s, the Act II 
curtain should be noisy, the party ending in recriminations, ganging up on the innocent 
drifters. As in Britten there’s a gay subtext: 2 male drifters (one of them named “Top”), 
the call for sexual openness vs Grampa’s severity. Maybe the promised TV performance 
kept the lid on, or more likely Copland’s equal populist sympathies with both 
homesteaders and drifters. Beautiful love duet (weak tenor), and powerful Mother’s scene 
in final act. Lindsay Russell is a superb young soprano with some power. Mark Diamond 
a very young baritone with voice and stage presence. (Glimmerglass live, Ag10)  

In the Beginning 
I’ve never sung it and it’s a long time since I heard it last – a decent piece though not A-1 
Copland. Mezzo solo enacts Creation while choir marks off the days – becomes more 
complex, but needs more razzmatazz ending.  (O10) 

Grohg 
Copland’s first ballet, first orchestral score, never before recorded: a Stravinskian ballet 
based on the German expressionist Nosferatu. Grohg is a sorcerer who causes corpses to 
dance, until he finally joins them. The best bits were later reworked into the Dance 
Symphony. Impressive writing, not yet really identifiable as Copland, slightest touches of 
jazz, lounge music, boulevard music, wild abandon at the end (this is all I remember from 
the Symphony. Ends mysterioso, diminuendo. (Ja11) 

Hear Ye! Hear Ye! 



Major score that Copland never mined for other works – is it too tied to the intricate 
scenario? Entertaining pastiche of jazz, popular dance styles, parodies (Star-Spangled 
Banner, Wedding March), movie romance, all in the service of dance. A fun piece. (Ja11) 

Prelude for Chamber Orchestra 
Six-minute segment extracted from the First Symphony, minus organ, shaved and 
cleaned up. I recall it but would not recognize it – a nice gentle pastoral piece. (Ja11) 

Vitebsk 
I thought I knew this piece, but was confusing it with Prokofiev’s Overture on Jewish 
Themes. Stark, dissonant opening – faster passage, scorrevole – quiet ending. Vintage 
Copland. Altenberg Trio plays beautifully. (Mh11) 

Piano Variations 
Familiar, though it’s been a long time since I last heard this rarified masterpiece. (Ap11) 

Quiet City 
Copland’s nocturne, once ubiquitous, for trumpet, English horn and strings. It’s been 
years since I heard it last. Atmospheric, echt Copland. (Jy11) 

Nocturne 
One of two early violin pieces from the 1920s: sordino, night clubby, bluesy, spare, 
lovely. (O11) 

Statements 
Copland’s most elusive major work: six short movements with characteristic titles, dating 
from 1935, but even so it must have seemed abstract and remote. Now they seem tonal 
but quite dissonant etudes for orchestra. Was Webern in the air already? Tightly 
organized. Jingo stands out as a comic triumph. Prophetic, the last, promises a grand 
ending, but refuses. Problematic piece – I like it. (D12) 

Violin Sonata 
 It’s nice to revisit a piece that just misses the greatness of the Piano Sonata. I think the 

Lento is the weak spot. Has anyone thought of Copland in relation to minimalism? (Je13) 
Preamble (For a Solemn Occasion) 
 The occasion was the anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Human Rights in 

1949. The orchestral version was transcribed for organ a few years later. The solemnity is 
marked by minor key, the style unmistakable Copland. (D13) 

Nonet for Strings 
 I remember thinking this piece a failure, and hearing it again, I’m sure it’s not Copland at 

his best. I know nothing of its provenance. It begins with slow, deep, massive sounds – 
midway it starts up Copland’s characteristic leaping motifs, but surrounded with 
sustained harmony. At its peak it begins to slow – there a bit with ponticello tremolo – a 
return to the opening sounds, decrescendo. (Ja14) 

Clarinet Concerto 
 Copland at his very greatest – a young James Campbell on CBC. (Jy15) 
From Sorcery to Science 
 Music for a display about medical progress, sponsored by pharmaceutical companies at 

the 1939 World’s Fair. Outrageously Orientalist – the Chinese pentatonics are a surprise 
in Copland, the African drums less so. No genius here, colorful stuff any Disney hack 
could do. (D16) 

The City: Suite 



 Music for a documentary by Pare Lorenz about utopian future cities. No date given, but it 
must be mid-1930s, Copland’s first project for Hollywood. Orchestral colors are 
impressive – basses, sax, English horn, keyboards, police whistle – transparent, full of 
character. Could it stand on its own? It lacks forward direction and closure. (D16) 

The Cummington Story 
 Arranged by Sheffler, the conductor. Music for wartime documentary about America 

welcoming war refugees. Pure propaganda – the refugees are not identified as Jewish, 
and they are enticed to go back when the war is over. Copland used parts of the score in 
the first movement of his Clarinet Concerto for Benny Goodman. (D16) 

The North Star: Suite 
 Music for wartime propaganda film written by Lillian Hellman about Nazis ravaging a 

Russian village. Sam Goldwyn tried to lighten the tone (!) and later it was re-edited to 
erase all tolerance of Soviet communism. The choral song with Slavic tint was given 
words by Ira Gershwin. The war music borrows heavily from Shostakovich but seems 
much less vivid. (D16) 

Rodeo – Four Dance Episodes 
On New Year’s Eve concert with Alan Gilbert. The Waltz and Hoe-Down are very 
familiar, the other two sleepy movements (one of them is “Nocturne”) less so. Nice to 
hear, though the unsophisticated NY audience – they applauded inappropriately, twice – 
was flat. Eager to hear the Broadway. Joyce DiDonato sang two of the Old American 
Songs, “Simple Gifts” and “Cat.” (D16) 

12 Poems of Emily Dickinson 
I’ve never been convinced by Copland’s voice writing here, but it’s good to have all 
twelve together. The set open with a relatively conventional and beautiful nature poem, 
then pours on more acid. Copland did have a genius for finding the less familiar poems 
and capturing her quality of speech. I am catching on to the idiom, and Bonney has a lot 
to do with it: she cradles Copland’s oddest choices with an air of rightness. “Heart we 
will forgive him” has gay subtext. “I heard a funeral” meets the supreme test. (Mh20) 

GIOVANNI COPRARIO [John Cooper] 
Songs of Mourning 

Seven songs on texts by Campion mourning the death of Prince Henry, aetat 18, who 
should have been king instead of Charles I – and possibly ruled with greater sense. 
Performance with lute and gamba, singing shared between soprano and tenor. Two 
instrumental fantasies provide cushions. Campion addresses each poem to a member of 
the royal family, except the King himself. The music is dreary: I hear little distinction. 
One poem (track 8) refers to “civil broils.” Current, or prophetic? The last poem laments 
religious discord. I hadn’t thought of Campion as a political poet. (Ag18)    

The Masques of Squires 
Five numbers including three songs from Coprario’s festal masque for the wedding of 
Elizabeth, sister to the unfortunate Prince Henry. The songs are framed by lute pieces, 
rare in the extant oeuvre of Coprario, who was a celebrated lutenist. The gaiety is 
guarded, but a relief after the Songs of Mourning. The French singers use an English 
that’s either a period approximation or a bad accent, convincing as neither. (Ag18)    

Funeral Teares 
Seven songs, really duets, to anonymous texts mourning the death of Charles Blount, 
staunch Anglican husband of Penelope, who had been Stella to Sir Philip Sidney. This 



set, earlier than Songs of Mourning, is less dreary in tone – the two-voice texture is a 
great enlivener. The centerpiece is “In darkness let me dwell,” like Dowland’s chef 
d’oeuvre. The final dialog song is perfect. (Ag18)    

FRANK CORCORAN 
Symphony No 2 

Two movements of equal length maked Soli and Tutti B probably repeating same 
material, aleatoric and scored, for chamber then full orchestra? (No booklet notes.)  
Three different textures are audible, but to what purpose?  (Ja09) 

Symphony No 3 
Single movement piece, blessedly shorter. Similar in strategy with full orchestra, but 
scored parts have a bit more fun in them.  (Ja09) 

Symphony No 4 
A shortish symphony in one movement, sounds more deliberate than the previous two, 
with sections of activated timbres set in contrast. A whiff of Varèse, but really just an 
example of a type. (Ja09) 

ROQUE CORDERO 
Quintet, flute, clarinet, violin, cello, & piano 

Composer not known to me, Panamanian, a student of Krenek. The music is not serial but 
barely tonal, with recognizable motifs and a penchant for counterpoint. Four standard 
movements. Largo is a slow ricercar, builds to impressive climax. A rather earnest 
Scherzo. Finale has slow intro and brings back themes. Well made: it could be by Krenek 
(the Alspach?) in one of his modes. (Ja16) 

ARCANGELO CORELLI 
Violin Sonatas, op 5 

Continuously in print and in repertoire since 1700. I was surprised to recognize so little of 
disc 1, the Church Sonatas, but disc 2 is almost wholly familiar. Wallfisch plays with 
great beauty and authority. Dear Rich! (Jy08) 

12 Sonate da chiesa à tre, op 1 
Based on my hearing of op 5, I had expected these Sonatas to be less attractive than the 
Sonate da camera, but they are very attractive indeed. The Purcell group plays them with 
clarity, pure intonation, animation but not over-emphasis. The music solidified the 
4-movement pattern for this kind of work, through Corelli’s massive popularity. (D10)  

12 Sonate da chiesa à tre, op 3 
I thought I’d put on op 2, and reflected how similar these were to the Sonatas da chiesa – 
but the organ continuo and absence of dance movements led me to figure it out. (D10) 

12 Sonate da camera à tre, op 2 
Yes, these are recognizably different in tone and technique from the church sonatas – not 
just the harpsichord and the dance movements but the chirpy tone and occasional 
off-the-string playing – or what would be off the string. The range of mood is wider.  
The baroque Trio Sonata is if anything more soloistic than the string quartet, especially 
for the treble instruments, but even the continuo instruments are more than just 
accompaniment. Most like the romantic Piano Trio. I am surprised not to recognize any 
of this music: I’d thought that it might have registered subconsciously.  (D10) 

12 Sonate da camera à tre, op 4 
Hearing these after the Trio Sonata in Germany disc is an auditory revelation, but I’m not 
sure about putting it into words. The framework of these pieces is more predictable, 



seemingly rational; the interplay of the two upper voices is intricate, immediate, 
contrapuntal, and instrumental without being vocal, or too virtuosic for Hausmusik like 
the Biber example. The most Italianate piece on that disc was Rosenmüller, who was said 
to be derived from Legrenzi. That must be Corelli’s line too. Corelli’s Sonatas ooze with 
graciousness and melody, a mirror of charming domestic cooperation. (D10) 

Christmas Concerto 
On PBS Live from Lincoln Center – Cho Lang Lin & Ida Kavafian. Super. (D10) 

MICHEL CORETTE 
6 Symphonies de Noël 

I bought these not knowing what to expect, and they arrived just after I’d listened through 
the 12 Noëls of Daquin. Similar in genre, based on French carols no longer familiar, but 
organized into Suites and scored for string quintet (with bass viol) plus organ. Just as 
light and charming as the Daquin. A real hit! Paul loved them.  (D10)    

Carillon des morts 
I expected an organ postlude after Gilles’ Requiem, but this is for chamber ensemble, 
ringing changes on the bell motif. Nice. (Ja11) 

Les délices de la solitude 
This is the kind of “early music” making that thinks it must be good if it sounds funny. 
Corette’s set of six Sonatas for viole d’orphée, bassoon, and continuo are fairly standard 
late French baroque compositions, very pleasant. But the sound of the instruments here is 
all brushy, wispy, raspy, nothing firm or linear. And I don’t blame it on the peculiar 
souped up gamba, the featured curiosity (well researched it seems, with an extra string 
and adjusted tuning), but the disembodied bow strokes of the performers – an extreme for 
viol playing (no pun). It’s probably state of the art, but I don’t care for it. (Jy12) 

JOHN CORIGLIANO 
Symphony No 1 

Moving AIDS elegy for huge orchestra. Study in appropriation/distortion of sonic images 
– off-stage piano playing Albeniz through mist à la Kancheli – tarentella with one 
familiar tune driven mad – romantic solo cello – huge brass & percussion, endless pedals 
– a virtuoso Concerto for Composer and Orchestra. (O08)   

Voyage for Flute and String Orchestra 
Wholly unlike the Symphony, nary a dissonance within earshot: perhaps written with 
Barber’s Adagio in mind (which precedes it on this self-indulgent disc). Lovely. (O08) 

Circus Maximus (Symphony No 3) for Wind Ensemble 
Wow! The purpose of a band is to make lots of noise, and this does it: spatially arranged 
in surrounding tiers, marching band, woodwinds burbling as in Le Sacre – Ivesian chaos 
without the transcendence. Prayer is Chorale crossed bitonally. Ends with high-powered 
rifle shot. I’d love to hear this in situ.  (F09) 

Gazebo Dances 
Enjoyable Suite of rousing dances (including tarentella from First Symphony, Adagio 
grand in the Copland vein. Great repertoire: I want to hear the orchestral version. (F09) 

The Red Violin Caprices 
Corigliano got a lot of mileage out of that film score: here are virtuoso Variations for solo 
violin, done to perfection by Caroline Goulding. (Mh2)  

A Black November Turkey 
Brief chamber piece on Naxos sampler. (F09) 



Suite from The Red Violin 
Odd concert piece, moody, some fireworks, lots of introspection, and a nothing ending. 
Lara St John played convincingly, beautiful tone. (liveBMy09)  

Fern Hill 
I had thought “Fern Hill” unsettable, but now I want to hear JC’s entire Dylan Thomas 
trilogy. Super piece for choir and chamber orchestra. Echoes of Barber’s Knoxville. (O10) 

Etude Fantasy 
Piano Fantasy comprising five technical etudes, starting left hand only, building to 
enormous trilling climax in Ornaments, then ending quietly, icily, in Melody. Terrific, 
effective piece. (Ap11) 

A Dylan Thomas Trilogy 
I heard Fern Hill and desired to hear the whole piece.  So it appeared on Naxos with 
John Tessier himself as one of the soloists. Corigliano sets three major poems with 
soloists, chorus and orchestra, and he also uses parts of the Author’s Prologue, part 
spoken, part falsettoed, part sung by baritone, with choral comments. The beginning is 
pure Britten: boy soprano in Fern Hill has large helpings of Barber (the boy is not as 
good as our local Thomas Sampson-Williams). Poem in October is lighter, faster, with 
harpsichord in the mix. Poem on His Birthday returns to baritone – brass and choir go 
crazy in stanza 4, later go languid, become apocalyptically wild in stanza 8, big ending in 
penultimate stanza, and glorious finish with all three soloists. JC is attempting a larger, 
much more complex Knoxville, but text is recalcitrant: there’s far too much of it. There’s 
no narrative to justify the drama. Each part is impressive in its way, but the whole 
immensely bloated. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Violin Sonata 
Corigliano’s first major work, written with his father in mind. Had I been his teacher, I’d 
have returned it saying that it’s too difficult and can only make the violinist sound awful. 
James Ehnes in fact sounded wonderful, though he was clearly working very hard at it. 
Trememdously exciting when it’s played so well, though I don’t count on hearing it 
often. Joshua Bell has recorded it. (O18) 

PETER CORNELIUS 
Der Barbier von Bagdad Overture 

Overture to Der Barbier von Bagdad, heard twice driving home from Boston. I remember 
not thinking much of the opera, and the Overture does not stand very well as a concert 
piece – not a patch on Nicolai’s Lustige Weibe, neither the melody nor the instrumental 
color. (O16) 

Brautlieder 
Cycle of six songs on Cornelius’s own poems, from 1859. Narrative tells of betrothal and 
marriage. Style hovers between Schumann and Wolf, durchkomponiert. The climax, 
From the Song of Songs, has a big operatic high note, followed by a more reflective 
finish. An impressive set – if only the poems were better. (S17) 

WILLIAM CORNYSH 
Salve Regina 

This CD contains all of Cornysh’s extant sacred music. The Salve Regina is highly 
melismatic, ornate, with trebles in alt, dramatic entrance of lower voices on “Salve,” 
mellow sound at “Et Jesum” and fairly archaic throughout, with exceptional rhythmic 



complexity near the end. Cornysh is a generation older than Tallis but a generation later 
than Josquin. Still, he retains more than traces of the Gothic.  (Mh11) 

Ave Maria; Gaude virgo 
The first is ornate and melismatic, for men’s voices only. The second is a longer hymn, 
much of it in close canon between the men’s parts. (Mh11) 

Magnificat 
Wonderful setting, alternatim but not consistently, elaborately melismatic, with a choral 
range of three and a half octaves, according to the notes. I can only detect three, but the 
trebles are high, and the contrast of vocal groups is rich. (Mh11) 

4 English Songs 
All are slow and mournful, a foretaste of Dowland? and even more outstanding than the 
sacred works. “Ah Robin” is gorgeous, unforgettable; the second and third also beautiful. 
“Woefully arrayed” is a sacred lyric, lengthy, placed in voice of Jesus, set with complex 
polyphony but far less melismatic than the Latin texts: the words can be heard. (Mh11) 

Stabat Mater 
Wonderful setting, contrasts full choir with two voices in close canon, high vs low 
voices, simple vs extremely complex rhythms. Did I even hear some hocketing? A 
gorgeous sound! What a pity so little Cornysh survives! Was it because his style was 
already archaic? (Mh11) 

FRANCISCO CORREA de ARAUXO 
Correa de Arauxo left one of the great organ books of the Renaissance/Early Baroque: the 
Facultad Organica (1626). The music has French flourish, but less ornate. I’m 
accustomed to the strange sounds of the Spanish organ by now, though no less delighted.  
The organ uses archaic tuning. Excellent CD. (O12) 

FRANÇOIS COSSET 
Missa Super flumina Babylonis 

Six-voice Mass from the late seventeenth century in prima practica, presented as 
performed by sisters in a Paris convent, lower voices supplied by organ and a few other 
instruments. A number of motets are interspersed. Guillaume Nivers’ “Rubeum 
quevideret” is done by unison sopranos using very tricky ornamentation. Moulinié’s 
French-language cantique is done instrumentally, as are most of the others interspersed – 
Boutellier’s Requiem, and Cléranbault’s delicious Chaconne (a rival to Pachelbel?). 
Lully’s petits motets are ravishing. All of the interpolated composers seem to outshine 
poor M. Cosset. But the homophonic Dona nobis is very grand. The service ends with 
plainchant and a fine motet by one Jean-François Lalouette. This is a fine CD, well 
performed by Niquet and his Montréal group, though the unrelieved treble sound is 
wearing. (O14) 

FRANÇOIS COUPERIN 
Concert “dans le goût théatral” [arr Holman] 

Realized from two- and three-part MS into satisfying Suite for baroque orchestra in 
manner of Lully operatic suite.  (My08) 

L’Apothéose de Corelli 
Extended programmatic trio sonata (apt to Corelli), superb, nicely played. Unique 
concept. (My08) 

L’Apothéose de Lully 



Extended suite (apt to Lully), chamber textures well varied. Celebrates union of French 
and Italian styles. (My08) 

Ordres 5 and 7 
No surprises. Leonhardt plays instrument with a fine dark tone. The CD is short. (Ap09) 

Ordres 22, 23, 25 & 26 
No surprises. Often I can’t get the meaning of the title. Cuckston’s harpsichord is very 
bright and closely recorded. (My10) 

Audite omnes; Respice in me 
The first described as a meditation on the Passion, but no text is procurable, and therefore 
boring no matter how beautifully sung. I thought I had a text for the motet, but all I can 
tell is that it’s a prayer for mercy. (N10)   

Salve Regina 
Couperin’s recitativo seems more plaintive than Campra’s, more insistent. The upbeat 
arioso at “Eia ergo” is more appealing. But they are remarkably similar in approach.  
One difficulty with the French baroque is that it seems all of a piece, from composer to 
composer and chronologically from Lully & Co through Rameau and Balbastre. (N10)   

Usquequo Domine; Quid retribuam tibi Domine 
Usquequo is a gorgeous prayer to God for help, ending in superb minor key rejoicing.  
Quid retribuam, also in minor, is an unconditional offering of oneself. Both are deeply 
moving.  (N10)    

Première Leçon de Ténèbre 
Setting of the Incipit of Lamentations for soprano & organ, longer than a petit motet, 
expressive semi-melodic recitative. Piau is drop-dead gorgeous.  (D10)   

Motet de S Barthélemey [Laetentur coeli] 
Petit motet for 2 sopranos & organ. The final rejoicing duet is gorgeous.  (D10)   

Motet pour le jour de Paques 
Petit motet for 2 sopranos & organ, for Easter day in Alleluiah mode, much of it in 
duetto. What a gorgeous recording!  (D10)   

Deuxième Leçon de Ténèbre 
Further verses from Lamentations sung by Gens, also gorgeous.  (D10)   

Troisième Leçon de Ténèbre 
Further verses from Lamentations, this time for 2 sopranos: the text includes the “O vos 
omnes” verse: some of this is the most angelic singing ever recorded.  (D10)   

Magnificat 
Magnificent setting for 2 sopranos & organ, in minor key with vigorous sections in dance 
rhythms and sustained sections alternating. Fecit potentiam turn to joyous major, return to 
minor, then finish with fast, florid doxology. (D10)   

Pièces de viole: Première Suite 
Couperin’s two Suites for viola da gamba stand alone in his oeuvre: Couperin did not 
play the instrument and his writing, apparently, is awkward. This first Suite comprises a 
Prélude, five dances, plus an extended and difficult Pasacaille. The elegant Gigue is in 
3/4 and sounds un-gigue-like. (F13) 

Pièces de viole: Deuxième Suite 
This Suite has only recently been identified as Couperin’s (though it was included in the 
on-line catalog of works). After the Prélude and Fuguette come two remarkable 
programmatic movements: Pompe Funêbre and La chemise blanche (i.e. The Shroud).  



The last is surprisingly quick, suggesting fear of death, with acceptance in major? The 
performer speculates (on no evidence) that Couperin wrote in anticipation of his own 
death. (F13) 

Les Goûtes Réunies: Onzième Concert 
A novelty: Couperin gave license for the melody line in these Suites to be taken by 
another instrument, but I don’t know if he expected a “pardessus de viole,” a sort of 
sopranino gamba, one fourth higher than treble and a third higher than violin. The photo 
makes it even look painful. Check against a more conventional performance. (F13) 

Les Concerts Royeaux: Troisième Concert 
In this performance the obligato instrument, gamba, takes a specially written contrepart: 
another version to check out. I bought this CD for the gamba Suites, not knowing there 
were only two. The gamba sound is not pleasing. Is that Couperin’s fault, or Van 
Velden’s? (F13) 

7 Sonatas  
The excellent liner notes describe how even the great Couperin had to resort to a ruse to 
introduce these pieces in an Italian genre to the fussy French. Couperin’s avowed model 
was Corelli. I haven’t worked out the relation between these pieces and Les Nations. All 
are multi-instrument works. 
(1) La Sultane is the only one in the slow-fast-slow-fast Sonata da Chiesa format, and it is 
the only one with two independent bass lines – essential a Quartet Sonata. 
(2) La Pucelle was the earliest composed and the shortest, a true Trio Sonata like the 
others. 
(3) La Steinkerque is musique de guerre to celebrate a French victory in 1692, complete 
with a  “Mouvement de fanfares.” Five of eight sections have slow tempo markings, and 
it is unusual in having a slow cadential coda. 
(4) La Convalescente is the rediscovered Sonata, found among Pisendel’s papers copied 
out in his hand. It is the longest of the cycle, possibly the last to be written. One imagines 
a program of physical weakness followed by recovery and thanksgiving – but the title is 
the only clue. Grand fugue to finish. 
(5) L’Astrée is the only Sonata where the treble parts are taken by flutes – but this is 
probably a decision by Les Dominos. 
(6) La Superbe might be The Stately One from the magnificent opening – it proceeds 
with gallant dances and operatic flourishes. 
(7) La Visionnaire ends with a thrilling Chaconne – the meaning of the title is obscure, 
but the interspersal of fragments of quick dances with reflective pauses is innovative. My 
favorite. (F13) 

Messe à l’usage des Couvents 
Large organ Mass in the French baroque convention, the organ providing most of the 
music, with male voices chanting between versets. Couperin’s two masses were 
published when he was only twenty, but with the express approval of the elder De la 
Lande. Here Campra’s petit motet for tenor and organ Ubi es Deus meus is inserted at 
Communion music. Some of the organ pipes have a curious rasp, but the music is 
enjoyable. (Ag14) 

L'Art de toucher le clavecin 
I imagined this imposing title to name some grand musical edifice on the scale of Bach’s 
48, but no, it is really an important prose work – the one Pound cited so often – with a 



mere 8 Préludes used as illustrations. Fortin’s harpsichord has a deep, mellow timbre, 
nothing like the dreaded clatterbones – a beautiful sound. The Préludes are all of a genre. 
The up-tempo track 9 stands out, and track 18, where there’s little synchronization 
between left and right hand. (N19) 

Selected harpsichord works 
Fortin intersperses 19 character pieces among the abstract Préludes from L’Art de 
toucher. The first three at once illustrate the liberating effect of abandoning generic dance 
names and accepting the inspiration of character titles. La Lugubre could be any number 
of earlier sarabandes, but Les ombres errantes and La Lutine are wholly their own thing. 
In the next set Menuets Croissés is another link to earlier practice, but with a marvelous 
contrapuntal twist that Mozart would have loved. Les Tones de Passe-passe is one of the 
more famous bits (but there are no Barricades mysterieuses); instead, Les Timbres, 
fascinating, followed by a self-portrait, Le Couperin, in searching guise. Le Tic-toc Choc 
is justly famous. L’Arlequine – the clown stumbles, staccato. This is music to let roll over 
one, the interest less in form than in the ingenious intricacy of hands and the invention of 
character. The CD ends with an old-fashioned Allemande and a grand Passacaille, a fine 
construction indeed. (N19) 

La Messe des Paroisses: Gloria 
 Organs of Provence. Couperin’s Organ Mass is a fascinating display of colors and 
 textures, with all those subtle ornaments. These organs do have a delicious reediness. 
 Wonderful music. (S20) 
Ordre No 13 
 The five pieces are dominated by a larger set of variations called Les Folies françoises ou 
 les Dominos. Beaumont compares them to Corelli’s La Folio, but the Dominos or 
 character masks are pure French, as are the witty subtitles. Les Roseaux and the mournful 
 L’âme en peine are beautiful. (S20) 
Ordre No 14 
 Seven pieces opening with an ornithological theme, rossignols, lintotes, and fauvètes 
 plaintives, more characterized than directly imitated. La Juliette calls for an unspecified 
 second instrument: Beaumont chooses a second harpsichord. And there’s a Carillon, 
 though not the torrential carillon of Romantic organ music. I love the shifts of manuals 
 and the occasional mésures inégals. (S20) 
Ordre No 15 
 Eight pieces. Le Dodo sounds like Three Blind Mice. I wish for a more tinkly 
 harpsichord for L’évaporée. Musète de Choisi and Musète de Taverni use a second 
 harpsichord, giving heavy bass drama. Danse et piquant is done by registration. (S20) 
Ordre No 16 
 Seven pieces. This Ordre begins with classical figures, the Graces, L’Himen et Amour, 
 and Les Vestales. L’Himen sounds argumentative, Amour insistent. Les Vestales are 
 cool, a melody contained in a tiny ambit. The last four pieces seem reflections of these. 
 Thérèse is gracieusement. Le Drole du Corps (Beaumont speculates these are fairground 
 bodies) and Le Distraite (the Aa bsent-minded) are grotesque parodies of L’Himen and 
 Amour. La Létiville must be Vestal, and indeed it too has a narrow stepwise tune. (S20) 
Ordre No 17 



 Just five pieces, beginning with homage to Antoine Forqueray. Courante is full of 
 hemiolas that play havoc with the dance meter. The Little Windmills are full of cascading 
 scales. Les Timbres contrast two keyboards. (S20) 
Ordre No 18 
 Seven pieces. Dominated by the famous Le Tic-Toc-Choc, one of the most performed 
 sets. Called “mysterious,” it sounds to me like a mechanical music box. The opening pair 
 are the mournful La Verneüil and La Vernüilète. One study says that this allemande is 
 almost certainly a portrait of Achille Varlet, seigeur de Verneüil, a great tragic actor, and 
 his wife. Le Turbulent and the grieving L’attendrissante [endearing, touching] are another 
 contrasted pair. Le Tic-Toc is followed by Le Gaillard Boiteux [the lame galliard] in 3, 
 with heavy beats. (S20) 
Ordre No 19 
 Seven pieces. Les Calotins and Les Calotines were a faction objecting to the excessive 
 solemnities at Versailles, therefore gayement. L’ingénue, like Les Vestales, is given a 
 narrow stepwise tune. L’Artiste is said to have imitative entries, but I don’t hear them 
 [track 23]. Les Culbutes Ixcxbxnxx (the Jacobin somersaults) is called “enigmatic.” Who 
 were the Jacobins in 1730? La Muse Plantine honors a wistful poet Christophe Plantin. 
 The final piece is a straightforward L’enjouée. (S20) 
LOUIS COUPERIN 
Harpsichord Works 

I am learning to tell by ear the dances one from another, and the Preludes and the 
Tombeau from the dances. Louis writes of course before François’s development of the 
character piece. His mood is generally somber or stately. The Preludes seem to be non 
mesuré, but I’m not sure of the notation. As always, the Passacaille stands out B strange 
cross relations caught my ear. A fine disc. (Je11) 

HENRY COWELL 
Homage to Iran 

Middle-Eastern sounding monody, violin & piano with drum (memories of Antheil?). Is 
this the same piece I recall, for small orchestra, with vocalized ughs, re Cliff Brunzell? 
No. (Au08) 

Piano pieces; 2 songs; Six Casual Developments 
The piano pieces are memorable and prophetic, amazing for clusters, strummed strings, 
prepared piano effects. Cage and Harrison were pupils. The songs seem undistinguished, 
except for what the accompanist does perhaps. The clarinet pieces are dull. (Au08) 

Set of Five 
Marvelous repertoire for violin, piano & percussion. Valuable disc. (Au08) 

Symphony No 15 “Thesis” 
Very crude, or is it the Louisville performance and recording? But fascinating layout of 
movements, quasi-variations. More abstract, dissonant, than I expected. Second 
movement had been better with more contrast – sheerly lyrical, perhaps. (Au08) 

Hymn and Fuguing Tune No 3; Ongaku for Orchestra 
Hymn is, surprisingly, a fine and durable piece, Cowell in mode of Copland/Thomson 
populism. Ongaku is admirable but less convincing effort to de-Orientalize. Interesting, 
both works depend on simple scales, Dorian vs Exotic. (Au08)  

Symphony No 11 “Seven Rituals of Music” 



Another interesting variant on the symphonic movement format. The short movements 
are quite effective, with some fresh sounds from the orchestra, especially the Adagio. 
Finale doesn’t fulfill its plan of melding it all together. (Au08) 

Three Irish Legends 
Cowell`s experimental 1920s piano writing -- low bass clusters sweetened by simple 
tunes in the right hand. Is this what gave Puccini nerve for Turandot? (Ag09) 

Saturday Night at the Firehouse 
Super piece, maybe Cowell’s most finished score, in American folk mode with a 
distinctive tang. It really sticks. (Ag09) 

Polyphonica for Small Orchestra 
Short 4' exercise in dissonant counterpoint. (Ap11) 

Irish Suite, string piano & strings 
Three of Cowell’s under-the-lid piano pieces arranged with string accompaniment. “The 
Banshee” is here in a version that transforms it from a stunt into an expression of terror. 
“The Leprechaun” is all pizz, mainly reconstructed from fragments. “Fairy Bells” uses 
plucked piano string harmonics (I think). Truly extraordinary music for 1932. (Ap11) 

4 Piano Pieces 
“Deep Color” plays a folktune above deep bass forearm clusters. “Fairy Music” is an 
echo piece on the keyboard and under the lid (I’d love to see how this is done). “Fabric” 
uses an invented notation to create extraordinarily complex rhythms (I’d love to see the 
score). ATiger” is a ferocious attack on the instrument. Fun stuff. (Ap11) 

Quartet for Flute, Oboe, Cello & Harpsichord 
Written like Elliott Carter’s Quartet for Sylvia Marlowe’s group, a shortish 
four-movement piece that sounds childish at first: best taken as parody of clichés of 
baroque music, with a touch of Virgil Thomson naïf. Oddly, it’s more sophisticated and 
harder to grasp than the early cluster pieces. (Ap11) 

3 Anti-Modernist Songs 
Clever idea, but the texts aren’t witty enough and the settings too drawn out to make a 
point. (Ap11) 

Suite for Violin and Piano 
Six movements (three plus “Doubles”), a little more than 10': clusters, complex rhythms, 
the spirit of J.S. Bach presiding. (Ap11) 

Set of Five, violin, piano & percussion 
 The combo is a fine novelty – the music fairly simple and easy to take. Largo has 

sustained violin and muted gongs (face down on a scarf). Allegro has violin spiccato with 
xylophone. Andante has low tom-toms and high tinkly piano, with violin in cantabile 
middle register – piano gets a solo bit. Presto features violin-piano moto perpetuo, with 
high bright bell sounds. Vigoroso brings the percussion all together, including celeste and 
percussion effects on the piano. Not great music but great recital material from 1952, late 
in Cowell’s career. (N13) 

Hymn and Fuguing Tune No 9, cello & piano 
 In Cowell’s American folk style – the deep cello register sounds like double bass – the 

fugue would never pass for Bach, but the music is charming. (N13)  
Trio: Four Combinations for Three Instruments 
 Four tiny movements (2’14” the longest) scored for violin+cello, violin+piano, 

cello+piano, violin+cello+piano. They’re also different in style, the second and fourth 



tonal and melodic with soft clusters in piano, the first and third angular. Very odd. (N13) 
Hymn and Fuguing Tune No 14 
 The only one of the series written for organ – actually two hymns and two fuguing tunes, 

very intricate. (D13) 
Persian Set 
 This is the piece that brings to mind Philip Brunelle. Four movements for small orchestra: 

Moderato is Orientalist, scales with augmented seconds, drums, a plucked instrument 
(mandolin). Allegretto sets up a monadic melody against a kind of bolero ostinato. Lento 
is a series of meditative solos. Presto has clarinet licks like klezmer and shouts (not ughs) 
from the players. Love it. (D15) 

Hymn and Fuguing Tune [No 2], strings 
 Broad legato consonance, warmly played. The two parts have little contrast. (D15) 
American Melting Pot 
 Seven short movements for small orchestra representing American ethnicities: Teutonic, 

African, French, Oriental [sic], Slavic, Latin, Celtic [i.e. Scotch-Irish]. Nice rep. This is 
the go-to CD for Cowell – apart from his modernist work. (D15) 

Air for Violin and Strings 
 Plaintive little piece in call-and-response format. (D15) 
Old American Country Set; Adagio 
 Another Suite like American Melting Pot, less ethnic, more down-home. Infectiously 

melodic, like all those Brit pastoral collections. Love that banjo-xylophone duet! 
Euphonium solo! The Adagio is an add-on from somewhere (Ensemble for String 
Orchestra) in Cowell’s avant-garde mode, an angular, near-atonal monody. (D15) 

Quartet Romantic 
 For two flutes, viola and cello, in two movements, 17’. The music is thoroughly atonal, 

non-directional, but not terribly dissonant, written to explore Cowell’s notions about the 
“physical identity between rhythm and harmony” through the overtone series. That 
sounds like Pound’s Great Bass. Cowell wrote them before 1920 and considered them 
unplayable, explaining his ideas in a book New Musical Resources (1930); but he never 
attempted the experiment again. The sound is incredible. The second movement is quite 
slow, but it has bursts of activity. Wow! (Je17)   

7 Paragraphs 
 Seven miniatures for string trio. Four are characteristic pieces, e.g. a quick march, a 

scherzo, and three are slow and hymn-like. Harmony is neither dissonant nor directional. 
Curious, but they do not leave a strong impression. (Jy17) 

JOHN BEACH CRAGUN 
Saxophone Concerto 
 Three movements, 17’. Cragun’s 1925 piece seems to be the first American saxophone 

concerto with orchestra, though parts were almost lost, and this may even be the first 
performance. Sax part is light and charming, but string accompagnato seems inept and 
the performance weak. There’s a touch of juba. Romanza is a sleepy lullaby in the upper 
register with creole accent in the B section. Allegro giojoso Finale also has a southern lilt. 
Good display piece, no more. (D18)    

JOHN [JOHANN BAPTIST] CRAMER   
Piano Concerto No 2 in D minor, op 16 



The Cramer of the dreaded Etudes was a highly respected soloist and piano composer. 
This piece is coeval with the first two Beethoven Concertos, sounding very Mozartean in 
stern D minor. Andante has notable minor key B section. Finale also in minor, a novel 
sounding theme with a Spanish tinge. Unexceptional but enjoyable. (Jy11) 

Piano Concerto No 7 in E, op 56 
Bright, brilliant, but not ecstatic E major with quiet ending – pastoral Larghetto – 
dance-like Finale. Again, well made, unexceptional. (Jy11) 

Piano Concerto No 8 in D minor, op 70 
Liner notes give detailed account of innovative formal construction: Allegro cut short 
after piano exposition, no development or recap, ending on dominant leading to 
Larghetto. Finale bolero bears the weight of the piece, with motivic connection to the 
earlier movements. The notes mention Spohr’s Gesangscene and Weber’s Konzertstück 
as contemporary experiments. This and the unexpected flavor of the Rondo à l’Espagnola 
make this Concerto a standout. (Jy11) 

JEAN CRAS 
Quintet for Flute, Harp and Strings  

Sets up ambitions to be composition, not atmosphere or character pieces. Debussyan 
sound, suffers from Debussyan habit of duplication, but built on larger frame than the 
Sonata. Finale virtually a texture piece. Probably best I’ve heard by Cras. (F08) 

Cello Sonata 
Put politely, the earliest work of Cras’s maturity: the liner notes are condescending. Big 
piece in three movements, begins dramatically, cello in alt. I don’t follow the formal 
design, but the style is post-Franckian, lots of piano rippling, so I like it. Largo a dreamy 
melancholic chanson, rises to grand nobilmente, then wistful afterthoughts. Finale begins 
with angular theme, picks up momentum, loses it, gets it back. Again I don’t follow the 
form, but the melodic invention is weak in contrast to Franck or Fauré. (Je11) 

Piano Trio 
Four substantial movements: Modéré begins with rather severe figure – second group a 
sudden outburst of breast beating – the two ideas develop, collect others in a “fantasia” 
structure (according to the notes), free but coherent, with mood and tempo changes. Lent 
is not too slow, chorale first in piano, B section more animated but still serious. Beautiful. 
Scherzo has flexible tempos, brings themes back. Rondo ritornello has upward fifth 
motif, seems to reach quiet ending before taking off again. Nice piece. (Je11) 

Largo, cello & piano 
Expressive short piece, but lacking the simple Gestalt of, say, Fauré’s Élégie. (Je11) 

String Quartet 
Slow intro to rich Franckian texture, thickly voiced, maybe close to Chausson. Passionate 
melody hard to detach from busy background: it sounds like an octet, but the melody is 
intensely there, gorgeous. “Calme” is a welcome relief, but it too rises to fevered 
intensity. Cras has learned subtle harmonic inflection from Fauré. Vite has complex 
dotted cross rhythm marked léger with pizz, but still very rich; Trio section muted, 
develops at length. Finale begins with intense intro. sails into quick 3 (or 9/8—), a couple 
of homophonic bits. Finale doesn’t hold together well, or I’d declare this piece a 
masterpiece. I resisted, but Cras won me over: this hits me where I live. (Jy11) 

Piano Quintet 



The opening reveals immediately that Cras has thinned out his writing since the Quartet, 
a gift either of maturity or the security of the piano, but his programmatic association 
with the open sea air makes sense. Calme begins with strings alone, beautiful, even if I 
lose all sense of form, which Cras handles freely throughout. Scherzo has a folk touch, 
rises to triumph, divagates and ends quietly. Finale expresses a kind of bracing, 
enraptured freedom, with recollections of earlier movements. Wonderful music. (Jy11) 

Rubaiyat de Omar Khayyam 
 Five songs based on French version published 1924, tiny impressionist miniatures. 

Khayyam makes an excellent symbolist. Poems are more impressive than the settings, 
especially Nos 3 and 5. (S17)  

THOMAS CREQUILLON 
Missa Mort m’a privé 

One of the most beautiful Renaissance mass recordings – music is clear, fairly transparent 
despite the chapel acoustic and multiple voices per part (allowing a dynamic range). 
Voices sound human, not etherealized, but not aggressive either. The music is 
ultra-sensitive writing. Crequillon was master musician to Charles V. (Jy09) 

Chansons & Motets 
Two versions of “Mort m’a privé,” both gorgeous – phrase structure clear, difference 
between 5-voice and 4-voice texture hard to hear, but I do hear the difference of mode 
(without grasping its intent). “Cur Fernande” a gorgeous, glorious funeral motet. “Le 
monde est tel” a moralizing chanson. “Praemia pro validis” a more extended funeral 
motet, beautiful build-up in second half. After all the mourning, “Congratulamini” a 
joyful motet for resurrection. (Jy2) 

Andreas Christi famuli 
On CD with Morales’ Mass because the motet used to be attributed to him. I hear no 
imitation, a “stolid” motion (Peter Phillips’ word) with free counterpoint – it seems 
backward looking. I was surprised at Crequillon’s late birthdate, 1505. Gorgeous. (Je19)    

GWEN CRESENS 
La noche anterior; Nobody Likes an Angry Bunny 

Two pieces for bandoneon by soloist in the Piazzola Concerto. Both sound very 
improvisatory. The first is unaccompanied, the second with chamber ensemble, both “in 
the style of.” (My20) 

JULES CRESSONOIS 
L’Invitation au voyage 

This setting seems to trivialize Baudelaire’s great poem, but Cressonois knew Baudelaire 
personally and was the first to set his verse. Fascinating. (Ja11) 

PAUL CRESTON 
Symphony No 4 

It’s hard to believe what the notes say about Creston’s popularity in the 1950s, since he’s 
all but disappeared. And my recollections of the first 3 Symphonies on Naxos are not 
very positive. This Symphony starts with short intro and a twiddly theme in winds that 
summons a broad counter-melody, concert band style, with touches of Paul Whiteman. 
Pastorale is a series of solos (flute, oboe, horn) over a soft bed of strings. Quicker B 
section. Scherzo sets winds against pizzicato strings. Finale plays on saltarello rhythms 
variously syncopated, nicely carnivalesque. But the process of solo winds, then brass, 
then lush strings has become a formula, and Creston’s harmonic language hardly extends 



beyond mild added notes – no chromaticism, sharp dissonance, even bitonalism. 
Scrupulously inoffensive. (Mh11)   

Janus, op 77 
Shortish concert piece in two connected parts, intro and dance. So-so. (Mh11) 

Violin Concerto No 2, op 78 
Stylistically akin to the Barber perhaps, but without the plangent emotionalism. 
Idiomatically written for violin. Andante a Romanza – nice horn solo – spun out to major 
cadenza. Presto Finale a tarantella with rhythmic play. Gregory Fulkerson makes a strong 
case for a mediocre piece. (Mh11) 

Piano Sonata, op 9 
Pleasant sounding piece in four standard movements, pianistic, full of parallel chords.  
Presto scorrevole Finale is moto perpetuo, about 19' (no timings on disc). (Ap11) 

6 Preludes, op 38 
Short pieces, long on pianism, short on character. (Ap11) 

Symphony No 5 
Con moto begins inaudibly in unison, picks up steam, keeps impetus even under more 
relaxed horn theme – builds to big ending, gran casa and cymbals. Largo also begins with 
string unison, maintains unsettled feeling under lyric phrases à la filmscore, very 
melodramatic. Finale opens brassy, moves into broad linear theme with motor-rhythm 
underlay, builds to huge blast, embarrassing major triad. Not terrible, but I can’t hear it as 
symphonic or substantial. (Ap12) 

Toccata, op 68 
Tour de force for Szell’s Cleveland Orchestra – mini Concerto for Orchestra: flashy wind 
solos, brass ensemble intricacies. relaxed bit for lush tone. By the end every section gets a 
workout. Big ending. Maybe the short special piece is Creston’s genre. (Ap12) 

Partita, flute, violin & string orchestra, op 12 
Creston in neo-baroque guise? He was young, finding his way, and the movements 
include a Burlesk and a Tarantella plus very nice Sarabands and Air. Lovely small-scale 
piece, though it seems almost composerless. (Ap12) 

Out of the Cradle, op 5 
Early work named for Whitman’s poem. Quiet opening, bright passage, anxious bit with 
high bassoon, loud rhythmic bit with theft from Le Sacre, quiet ending, more bassoon. So 
so. (Ap12) 

Invocation and Dance, op 58 
Slow, eerie, Orientalist oboe, other winds – snaky but not sexy. Dance in moderate 4 with 
broad lines over intricate rhythms, Stravinskyish, stops short for return to opening, builds 
again to finish. Too much theft. Creston was haunted by Le Sacre. (Ap12) 

GIOVANNI CROCE 
5 motets 
 Croce was protégé of Zarlino and succeeded him as master of music at St Mark’s in 

Venice. The last two of these motets are antiphonal with brass. Croce was nearly an exact 
contemporary of Giovanni Gabrieli. He seems to favor extreme dynamic contrasts – or 
else the recording is deceptive. The choir is adequate but little more. (Ag14) 

Missa sopra la battaglia 
 The Mass is antiphonal in 8 parts, brass doubling both choirs. Movements are unusually 

short, the whole only 17’, so there’s not much room for detail. (Ag14) 



WILLIAM CROFT 
Anthems 

Delightful music. Higginbottom’s choir sounds much better than in the Wesley disc. The 
music is intimate, no Handelian grandeur, Croft was a follower of Purcell and a pupil of 
Blow. Music was justly admired by Burney and Hawkins. (S08) 

Rejoice in the Lord, O ye Righteous 
 Thanksgiving anthem with alto and bass soloists. Croft is more Purcellian than 

Handelian, with lively contrapuntal writing and some fussy embellishments, though John 
Scott`s soloists are not nearly the caliber of Robert King`s. (D16) 

Te Deum in D 
 Major work for choir, soloists, and orchestra lasting a full 47`. There`s a short Overture 

with trumpets followed by fifteen sections played without break – a patchwork sectional 
form like Purcell`s own Te Deum, which Croft directly imitated and enlarged. Text in 
both is English. The Quartet for four tenors (track 7) is truly unique. The minor-key Trio 
(track 11) about judgment and redemption is exceptionally dour, as is the following Duet. 
Two of the three final sections bring back major key with choir and trumpets, but even 
there the mood seems dominated by a somber “keep us this day without sin . . . have 
mercy.” (D16) 

The Burial Service 
 This work was published in a collection of service music, so it`s not known if it was 

written for a particular person. The solemn words are treated austerely, homophonically, 
for textual clarity. The third section, Thou Knowest Lord the Secrets of our Hearts, is by 
Purcell – Croft confessing that he could not equal the master`s very famous setting. (D16) 

Voluntary in D 
 Jennifer Bate, vol 5. Builds with extended fugue. (Jy18) 
CÉSAR CUI 
A Feast in Time of Plague 

Short opera, just over half an hour long, the last set of Pushkin’s four “little tragedies” 
(the others are Mozart and Salieri, The Stone Guest, and The Miserly Knight). Setting: 
London at the time of the Great Plague. A dinner has been called, one chair sits empty, 
and the other friends muse on the condition of mortality. Mary sings a set-piece mournful 
song at the beginning, but the piece belongs to the baritone, Chairman Walsingham, who 
first sings a livelier song and defies death. A Priest challenges him, but the Chairman 
refuses in an existential mockery of death, having lost both his mother and his wife. He 
rises to a vision, dismisses the Priest, who nonetheless blesses him. Cui does his best to 
rise to the occasion – no small ambition – but the Chairman`s heights, which a greater 
composer might have done wonders with, remains inert. (Ja16) 

Three Scherzos, op 82 
 Cui`s last work for orchestra. Sounds like a waltz medley. (Ja16) 
Scherzo No 1 in C 
 Short orchestra piece with traces of Borodin – on CBC, driving to Muskoka. (Jy17) 
Three songs with orchestra 

“Les deux menetriers”: A ballad, the white fiddlers offer to wake the dead and let them 
live if they will only love – but they refuse. Gothic opening finishes in ironic romance. 
“Fair Spring”: Why does the maid not rejoice with the coming of spring? Because Baba 
Yaga will wake from her 500-year sleep and blood will water the earth. A pagan 



apocalypse. “Budrys and His Sons”: An old Lithuanian sends his three sons to war 
warning them against Polish women. Surprise, each one returns with a Polish maid hid 
under his coat, so they have three weddings. Strange – is this possibly an ironic song that 
Cui missed? No, probably just humorous. (Ja16) 

Four Mickiewicz Sonnets, op 48 
 Songs in Polish, not much differentiated – calm in the octave with stark twist in the 
 sestet – the fault lies in the sonnet form. Last is best, a stand-alone beauty. (S17) 
GEORGE CRUMB 
Songs, Drones, and Refrains of Death  

Crumb’s electronic phase, highly dramatic, i.e. louder, more sudden violent attacks than 
usual. Major work, seems very effective, though Naxos gives no texts. I wish I knew 
more Spanish than mañana and agua. (S08) 

Quest 
OK instrumental sextet with guitar. Interesting appearances of Amazing Grace. (S08) 

Black Angels 
This piece has lost none of its intrigue, surprise, shock, despite familiarization of its 
techniques. The sounds are new, mingled with recognizable snatches (Dies irae, Tod und 
das Mädchen). Contrast Christian Wolff’s aleatoric piece that now sounds old hat. Some 
day I should follow the programmatic titles and numerology.  (O2) 

Variazioni 
Notes say this is first of only four orchestral works, written before GC had found his 
recognizable manner. Strong piece, colorful, intrasigently modernist but tonal, dramatic, 
changeable. Quiet ending. (N2) 

Echoes of Time and the River 
Alas, no visuals for the processions. Prepared piano, vocalizations and whistling, 
mandolin, bells, all those glitter sounds, Varèse-like calls from the winds. Highly 
dramatic, boldly innovative even though it has been imitated many times, many ways. 
Masterpiece of its kind. (N2) 

Gnomic Variations 
I assumed at first that this is a Cagean prepared piano piece, but no, the effects are 
produced entirely with hands, fingers, fingernails, inside the piano, with rapid switches to 
and from keyboard. Colorful, like everything by Crumb. Does it add up to a piece? 
There’s change, mystical transmigration – not much rhythmic profile. Virtuosity of a new 
kind. (O14) 

Processional 
Processional is played on the keyboard (there is an alternative version), a repeated-note 
strumming that’s punctuated by other events, and moves around. The gentleness plus the 
whole-tone harmonic cell evokes Debussy. Very attractive. (O14) 

Ancient Voices of Children 
One of Crumb’s major successes – I’ve heard it before but not recently. The solo voice 
syllabifies the five Lorca poems so they are unintelligible except on paper. Ensemble is 
reminiscent of Boulez’ Marteau, with its plucked and struck strings (mandolin, harp, 
amped piano), but tonal and folk elements plus ostinato rhythms are recognizable. The 
solo mezzo is joined by boy soprano (here an adult female) off stage until the end. Is that 
a theremin in the third song? No, a musical saw. The recording beautifully captures the 



sympathetic vibration of the piano strings. “Bist du bei mir” rises faintly from percussion. 
Beautiful performance. (O14) 

Vox Balaenae  
Voice of the Whale, for three masked players: electric flute, electric cello  (scordatura 
tuning), and amplified piano. Variations beginning with a Vocalise and timeless Sea 
Theme, spanning five geological eras, and returning to the Sea Nocturne "for the end of 
time." There are many extended techniques -- singing into the flute, cello artificial 
harmonics and harmonic glissandi, fingernail pizzicati, and alien devices in the piano, 
like a chisel, paper clips, a glass rod, and there are antique cymbals near the end. Despite 
my principles, I like it. (Jy20) 

Night of the Four Moons 
Contralto, flutes, banjo, electric cello, percussion, 18'. The four Lorca texts are from 
moon poems, but fragments rather than whole poems, here not syllabified but intelligible. 
(I have no texts at hand.) Jan De Gaetani is of course magnificent. The songs are well 
differentiated by delivery. There is clearly pre-recorded tape involved as well. (Jy20) 

Makrokosmos, Volume II 
 For amplified piano, 31'. The Sony Box disc omits the zodiac labels, so here they  are: 
 Part 1: Morning Music (Genesis II) (Cancer) 
  The Mystic Chord (Sagittarius) 
  Rain-Death Variations (Pisces) 
  Twin Suns (Doppelgänger aus der Ewigkeit) [SYMBOL] (Gemini) 
 Part 2: Ghost-Nocturne: for the Druids of Stonehenge (Night-Spell II) (Virgo) 
  Gargoyles (Taurus) 
  Tora! Tora! Tora! (Cadenza Apocalittica) (Scorpio) 
  A Prophecy of Nostradamus [SYMBOL] (Aries) 
 Part 3: Cosmic wind (Libra) 
  Voices from "Corona Borealis" (Aquarius) 
  Litany of the Galactic Bells (Leo) 
  Agnus Dei [SYMBOL] (Capricorn) 

The SYMBOL designations indicate that the music is printed as a kind of shaped  poem. 
There is pictorialism, at least in the Mystic Chord and the Rain. Ghost Nocturne evokes 
night-time sirens. The bulls in Scorpio (?) make a hell of a lot of noise, apocalyptic or 
not. Cosmic Wind, the Voices seem to be whistles, the Galactic Bells sound the changes 
on the keyboard. Agnus Dei is intoned. I'm less certain about Cancer, Gemini, Taurus, 
Aries. The vocal noises must be produced by the pianist? Crumb is always fascinating. 
But when possibilities are unlimited, there can be no surprise. (Jy20) 

Lux Aeterna 
For 5 masked musicians: soprano, bass flute, soprano recorder, sitar, and percussion, 14'. 
Closely related to Vox Balenae, both sung here by Jan De Gaetani. The texts are familiar 
Latin. The sitar gives a distinctive sound. Crumb knows how to make his electronics not 
only bearable but attractive. Gentle throughout. (Jy20) 

BERNHARD CRUSELL 
3 Clarinet Quartets 

These are fine pieces, as great as any in the repertoire: they stand the test of time and 
repeated playing. Crusell would have been major composer had he written more. (Je08) 

3 Clarinet Concertos 



Light-hearted display pieces, beautifully made. (My08) 
Divertimento in C, oboe & strings, op 9 

A little 10' piece in four movements with no pretense but lots of charm.  (N10) 
Sinfonia Concertante in B♭, clarinet, horn, bassoon & orchestra, op 3 

More highly wrought than most of the set: strings with violas, larger orchestra with 
timps. Crusell keeps the solo horn moving with the more agile instruments, trills and all, 
and the three soloists are treated independently using full range. The piece was highly 
admired, and no wonder. I wish Crusell had written as much as Spohr. (Mh12) 

CARL CZERNY 
Piano Trio No 4 in C minor, op 289 

Uneven piece, stylistically on par with early Beethoven though written early 1830s. 
Sturm und Drang unconvincing, but very nice second subject, nice gentle Scherzo. 
Superb Finale. (Ap08) 

Quartet in A minor 
Since Kuerti’s campaigning, I’ve watched for significant work by Czerny, whose output 
has not been catalogued or numbered. He was a pupil of Beethoven, known for his 
Etudes and brilliant works, but for some reason he kept his best stuff, like the Quartets, 
to himself. There may be 20, even 40 quartets, in total. Style straight out of middle 
Beethoven, with less adventurous tonality, hints of Spohr, Mendelssohn, Schubert. The 
Scherzo here is Beethoven syncops pure, plus lovely lyric Trio. Finale a Mendelssohn 
tarantella. Sheridan Ensemble delivers fine readings. (S15) 

Quartet in D minor 
Nice theme in darkly seductive minor, but phrases too square, move to F major too 
predictable, and some nonsensical passagework. Nice pizzicato, false recap, highly 
melodramatic return, coda agitato. Scherzo plays pp and ff dynamic games – Trio in 
major sotto voce. Adagio wants to be long-breathed, probing, profound, but can’t 
sustain cantilena – B section furioso over the top. Chromatic slipping bit has daring. 
Finale in 6/8 has Beethoven syncops, nice touches, viola solo, accelerando coda. The 
go-to quartet of the set? (S15) 

Quartet in D 
Only major key Quartet is marked Allegro molto vivace but only because of fast triplets. 
Material seems out of Haydn, naïve and fresh. Andantino has dotted rhythms a la 
Varsouvienne. Scherzo has non-stop running notes, slick Trio. Finale is a charmer. Very 
nice. (S15) 

Quartet in E minor 
Opens with asymmetrical phrases and builds to piled on dissonant suspensions – second 
subject jarringly carefree – perfect form but moods don’t hand together – exciting coda. 
Andante in major, serene but chromatic – B section has operatic tremolos, odd pizzicato 
– return to A ornamented. Scherzo is more militant than witty – relaxed Trio. Finale is 
another mixed bag of moods – by the book but not strongly felt – exciting accelerando 
finish. (S15) 

Introduction & Variations, op 398; La cornetta del postiglione, op 282 
Routine variations on opera themes for two pianos – the first on the soprano aria from 
Don Pasquale, the second on a theme from Sonnambula that I didn’t recall. Played on 
period pianos. Good car music. (Jy16) 

INGOLF DAHL 



Sinfonietta, wind ensemble 
Three movements, 20'.  Dahl was European born, settled in California where he met with 
the crew of European composers there. Sinfonietta is neo-classical and up-beat, but not 
breezy. Intro and Rondo take off in jolly spirit – my first thought was Piston, not 
Stravinsky (one of the California crew). Pastorale-Nocturne is understated, quiet, but with 
suggestions of dance beats on snare drum. Great ending. The Dance Variations become 
brassy and loud, sounding like Stravinsky or maybe Copland, but fall into the stop-start 
Pattern so deadly in Variation Finales. (Ap19)    

MARC-ANDRÉ DALBAVIE 
Piano Concerto 

My first exposure to Dalbavie – avant gardist, spectralist I think [Yes]. He writes 
soloisticly and characteristically for the piano: torrential scales, rushing roulades, almost 
an analytic fragmentation of the genre. Texture has feel of consonance, even tonality, 
with unpredictable eruptions from the orchestra – grand passage at the end of II – III 
returns to earlier motifs. Intriguing, makes aural sense. (S12) 

BENJAMIN DALE 
Roman 

Single movement from Dale’s Suite for Viola and Piano, op 2, a favorite of Tertis. It 
opens with some ominous gothic suggestions, then settles into a solemn tune, religioso. 
Dale ventures a few odd harmonies (augmented chords?). A lively, folksy – section 
reaches a thunderous climax. (D13) 

LUIGI DALLAPICCOLA 
Quattro Liriche di Antonio Machado 

These are difficult songs: atonal, vocally angular in the extreme. Accompaniment has 
some character but not strongly distinctive. Machado’s poems are impressive mystical 
minimalism, though the translation seems poor (“Aleluyas blancas” “white hymns”).  
(Jy09—Muskoka) 

Piccolo Concerto per Muriel Couvreux 
Muriel Couvreux was seven years old, a daughter of friends, so the Concerto is in a 
much simplified style: six short character movements, charming, tonal (though there’s 
apparently a tone row at work); it reminds me, surprisingly, of Françaix. Beautiful 
Nocturne, happy chordal Finale. Unique and very appealing. A hit! (Ja11)   

Due Pezzi 
This is more the Dallapiccola I expect: serial, fragmented, almost Webernian. In the 
slinky Sarabande I struggle to hear a three-beat base. Fanfare e Fuga is 
uncharacteristically brazen, marcato. Super piece. (Ja11)   

Sonata canonica in E♭ after a Caprice by Paganini 
Cheerful wartime piece, tonal, maybe with patriotic purpose, given the Italian 
provenance. Opens with religious sounding sostenuto, but with some canonic 
manipulation that I fail to hear. (Ja11) 

Three Episodes from the Ballet Marsyas 
Piano transcriptions from the score, the first very Debussyan, the second a demonic 
moto perpetuo, Scriabinish, the third, marked Sereno, beautiful pianistic sonorities. 
Good rep, except that all the fireworks are in the second movement. (Ja11) 

Quaderno musicale di Annalibera 



Major piano work using all-interval row, yet parts like the opening Simbolo scarcely 
sound serial at all. Other parts are radically displaced, and a couple are aggressive 
(Accenti, Ritmi), but the total effect is gentle, quite beautiful. I wonder why Glenn 
Gould never recorded it? (Ja11) 

JEAN-MICHEL DAMASE 
Symphonie 

Damase was a piano virtuoso whose recordings of Fauré won the Grand Prix du Disque. 
The Symphony, old fashioned for its time, is the earliest work on the CD, from 1952. 
Three movements, 28’, firmly tonal. Liner notes mention Fauré and Poulenc, but I hear 
bits of Honegger, Roussel. Moderato is marked by a striding pulse, I-IV-V at base, a 
beautifully unfolding melody, reaching a wonderful nobilmente before diminuendo. 
Adagio plays with a three-chord motif, tossed around, various degrees of mild 
dissonance, steady beat. Finale is marked by steady quarter notes, but it’s hard to tell the 
metre – I think it’s in 5. Grotesque material, again repetitive – I think that’s a bit of 
first-movement melody brought back triumphantly. Not profound, but enjoyable. (F17) 

Piano Concerto No 2 
Three movements in 22’. Written ten years after the Symphonie and it seemed edgier, 
momentarily, but quickly settled back into soft, consonant texture. Nearly every bar or 
phrase is repeated as a duplet – very annoying. Andantino begins piano alone, like the 
Ravel Concerto – repetitions here offset by irregular meters. Finale again begins piano 
alone, like a Fauré Nocturne, in Moderato 4, with occasional 6/4 to reset a phrase. Soft, 
easy music, all too easy. (F17) 

Flute Concerto 
Written thirty years after the Piano Concerto with no discernible change in style – the 
same soft harmony, annoying duplets, etc. Three movements. This time the liner notes 
compare Françaix. The sleepy Adagio has a couple of spiky moments – false alarms. 
Finale is staccato. Fluffy. (F17) 

Concertino for Piano & String Orchestra 
 Three movements in 18’, written contemporary with the late Flute Concerto. Allegro has 

some dissonance but cut from the same cloth. Adagio allows more variety in the duplets. 
Allegro Finale is a lightweight frolic with some odd tempo juxtapositions. I just wish 
this music were really as good as it sounds. (F17) 

DONALD DAMPSON 
Variations on The Lord’s Prayer 
 Dampson is a Baptist Minister of Music with connections to the Westminster College 

Choir. This is an exceedingly flashy (fleshy?) stylization of Malotte’s Silly Symphony 
on the Lord’s Prayer. (Je13) 

JEAN-YVES DANIEL-LESUR 
Le cantique des cantiques 

Extended à cappella setting of Song of Songs texts in dissonant but predominantly 
diatonic style. Rhythmically quite free, quasi chant rhythms, but voices (six or eight?) 
moving independently. Some stratospheric soprano lines. Exceptionally difficult for 
choir, though not as extreme as, say, Krenek’s Lamentations. Manages to be both 
sensuous and ascetic at once. Unique. (N08) I heard these and was encouraged to explore 
Daniel-Lesur further, but this is assuredly his masterpiece. Style is distinctive, a kind of 
free diatonicism often with Lydian sharpening, less radical than Messiaen or Jolivet. 



Textures vary from 4 to 8 parts plus solo lines, only occasional complex chords. Le songe 
is gorgeous. Le roi Salomon marches in procession. La Sulamite dances. Unique. (O12) 

Symphonie de Danses 
Suite in 10 movements for string orchestra, with piano and timps, like a French baroque 
dance suite. Links to Stravinskian neo-classicism are well concealeed, but peek out in 
Intermède and Contredanse. Much less adventurous than I expected for a confrere of 
Messiaen and Jolivet. Exotic scales, bitonalism. Nice rep, but a letdown. (My11)r 

Nocturne, oboe & strings 
Short 6' piece with up-tempo bits, exotic scales, bitonalism. So-so. (My11) 

Variations for piano & strings 
The statement of the theme unharmonized sets chromatic strings against diatonic piano. 
Variations are clearly demarcated and easy (too easy) to follow. Midway, a striking 
ritualistic “slow movement.” Glacial conclusion. All start and stop. (My11) 

Stele à la memoire d’une jeune fille 
Short piece for flute & strings, somber intro and finish for strings, but solo flute recalls 
life and youth. Nice. (My11)  

Serenade for Strings 
Modest 3-movement piece, some subtle cross rhythms, hints of Hovhaness (exotic 
minimalist), Milhaud (bitonal, light). Very nice, especially the last movement. (My11) 

RICHARD DANIELPOUR 
Celestial Night 

Described as a 2-movement Symphony: First is agitato, rhythmically driven.  RD is 
clearly in the school of Corigliano, Torke, Daugherty: clear tonality, free dissonance, 
bitonalism, angular rhythms, motor drive of minimalism, jazz and pop elements. The 
dissolve to movement 2, from urban to celestial, is quite magical: touches of Hovhaness, 
but not undisturbed. Strong piece. (O2) 

Toward the Splendid City 
Loud, bright, brassy celebratory 8' piece. RD says it’s a tribute to the Beatles, but I can’t 
say. It sounds like Michael Torke. (O2) 

Urban Dances 
Written for NYC Ballet: rhythmic, harmonious, RD at his most minimalist sounding à la 
John Adams: pop, Latin allusions veer towards Bernstein, though RD’s notes point 
instead to Stravinsky. Witty, attractive piece, a bit long for uncut concert use (?). (O2) 

Quartet No 2 “Shadow Dances” 
In 4 movements, basic neo-classical sound but eclectic textures, with some exaggerated 
gliss, moments of sentiment.  “The Little Dictator” contrasts sentiment and taunting; the 
Chaplin title suggests that the phrase “Shadow Dances” refers to movies, but the 
composer’s notes appeal to pop-Jungianism. “My Father’s Song” is a lengthy, plangent 
Adagio with trimmings. “The Trickster” has fast irregular rhythms, lots of gliss.  
Performance excellent. (Jy3) 

Quartet No 3 “Psalms of Sorrow” 
Written to commemorate liberation of Auschwitz: Elegy is a solemn ricercar. 
Remembrance is violent, material transformed into Bartokian agitation. (Notes mention 
Kristallnacht, but there’s no sound of glass breaking.) Benediction introduces baritone, 
who sings verses from Psalms 39 and 17, sweet lyrical music. An effective piece perhaps, 
though the middle movement seems lacking in savagery. (Jy3) 



Quartet No 4 “Apparitions” 
I’m won over: a true masterpiece. It takes itself less seriously than the previous, and the 
composer’s program notes are terrific. In 5 movements: I evokes Rodolfo’s first-act aria 
from Bohème. II is a waltz (taking after Borodin?). III is intensely moving evocation of 
Persian music. IV is a hobbling tango (without Piazzola) mainly in 3+3+2. V is a serene 
elegy with monkeyshines (e.g. Pop Goes the Weasel etc) – a heart-rending tribute on the 
death of a pet. “Tutto nel mondo è burla.” This gets it like nothing I know in music. 
Tears.  (Jy10) 

FRANZ DANZI 
3 Wind Quintets, op 67 

Wind Quintets are not my thing, but Danzi is a gifted composer and the music is gracious 
and the playing from Berlin is pure. Notes develop comparison with Danzi’s predecessor 
Reicha: more soloistic, less ensemble minded. Danzi equalizes oboe and flute for lighter, 
less cloying sound, writes better for clarinet. Better “chamber music,” published in 1824, 
with longer history before them – but these are stylistically very “late” classical. (O09) 
[Correction: I am not recalling Reicha but Krommer’s oboe-dominated Wind Octet.] 

Quintet in F for Piano & Winds, op 53 
Larger movements than in the Wind Quintets, but no deeper musically. Pleasant 

 Hausmusik. (O09) 
Sinfonia Concertante in B♭, flute, clarinet & orchestra 

Long exposition having one very nice swaggering theme with modulating cadence.  
Routine figures, sequences. Adagio a pleasant cantabile. Polacca Finale cheery. (Mh12) 

Variations on “La ci darem la mano” 
 Showpiece for cello and orchestra – good humored, no surprises. (Ap16) 
LOUIS-CLAUDE DAQUIN 
12 Noëls 

I hesitated to buy this because I expected all the pieces to sound the same, like that 
jouncy, reedy piece everybody plays. It’s No 12 of the set. But this turns out to be one of 
the most pleasing organ discs I know (with the exception of the one piece with the 
tonic/dominant drone held throughout). The music is effortless and varied, though the 
method of melody plus accompaniment plus ornamental variations remains constant. 
Super. I wonder what else he wrote? (D10) The Noël on Chapuis’s recital is not the 
famous one. (D12) 

ALEXANDER DARGOMYZHSKY 
5 Songs 

Quelle surprise! Dargomyzhsky turns out to be a gorgeous melodist, this group 
outshining the previous on the Gorkachova disc. The first has an operatic flair. “Sixteen 
Years” departs from the tragic gloom to youthful lightness. Only the last is 
through-composed arioso. Is there a substantial body of work? (My3) 

CHRISTIAN DARNTON 
Concerto in C for Piano and Strings 

Darnton was a minor composer whose career foreshadowed Cornelius Cardew – he 
started modernist, converted to communism, simplified style (as here, but not 
disastrously), gave up music, returned to it in old age. The notes describe this piece as 
Stravinskian neo-classicism, but I also hear some Prokofiev. Flashy Finale. (Mh11) 

MICHAEL DAUGHERTY 



Metropolis Symphony 
Superman celebration opens with concerto for violin and police whistles (in three pitches) 
B po-mo film score stuff, but unslick. Krypton = Darth Vader factory music with sirens. 
Mxyzptik = Scherzo for flutes & winds. Oh Lois! = a continued scherzando where I 
expected Romanza – whip, trombone section gliss. Red Cape Tango = a slinky Dies Irae, 
why I’m not certain. This music is tougher, less commercial than, say, Karl Jenkins. It’s 
not of the faux classical category, but it doesn’t add up to symphonic thinking either. A 
big loud character Suite? Or a Concerto for Orchestra? Yes, that’s it. A rousing audience 
pleaser. (Jy2—Muskoka) 

Fire and Blood – Violin Concerto 
Violin Concerto with some minimalist and pops elements but far from easy listening – or 
playing. Ida Kavafian is spectacular in live performance. Highly fragmented, shifting, 
pretty moments given then taken away, exciting moto perpetuo. Strong piece.  (O2) 

Raise the Roof 
Overture for opening of Detroit concert hall, wonderfully unhackneyed, a virtuoso solo 
for timpanist, plainsong moving into upbeat variations & cadenza (with tip of the hat to 
Bernstein).  Daugherty is possibly the most audience conscious serious composer now 
working – to his great credit. Terrific. (O2)   

Motor City Triptych 
Three lengthy movements: Motown Monday, Pedal to the Metal (in a fast machine, with 
sirens), Rosa Parks Boulevard – in sophisticated transmogrifications of pop style, one 
helluvalot of noise. It goes on a bit long, but he’s having so much fun.  (O2)  

Route 66 
Short concert opener: popsy-jazzy-minimalist, loud, brassy. MD’s answer to Adams’ 
Short Ride in a Fast Machine. Maybe there’s more Bernstein. (Ag11) 

Ghost Ranch 
Ghost Ranch was the name of Georgia O’Keefe’s home in the New Mexico desert. The 
three pieces are tributes. Ghost Ranch begins with dry clacking, grows into complex 
layering of polyrhythms, tonal, minimalist. Above Clouds features solo horns (at a 
distance but visible on stage) to create sensation of space – fine virtuoso turn, gorgeous. 
Black Rattle suggests the dangers that O’Keefe faced, camping alone in the desert to 
paint, and the menace of the paintings. Daugherty in a non-popcult mode, just as 
accessible and imaginative. Good piece, maybe a bit long. (Ag11)   

Sunset Strip 
Urban landscape piece in three movements: 7 p.m. – Nocturne – 7 a.m. Layered styles, 
layered tempi, dominated by two trumpets and percussion: jazz, Latin, night-club 
elements prominent. First two movements fairly short, last creeps in, builds slowly. I like 
that it has formal coherence, but I never know what’s coming next. (Ag11)  

Time Machine 
In 2 movements, 20'. Three orchestra groups spatially separated, each with its own 
conductor, thus difficult to capture on recording, though Daugherty assigns the groups 
differentiated material. Much of it is in fact coordinated. Serious effort, but result doesn’t 
fulfill the promise. (S11) 

Philadelphia Stories 
Tribute to the city in three movements: Sundown on South Street depicts nightclub jazz 
district, a convincing amalgam of avant garde and pop. Tell-Tale Harp, a tour de force for 



two harps, salutes Poe’s gothic mood, alternates misterioso with cross-accented 6/8.  
Bells for Stokowski commemorates the great conductor – big broad themes, full 
resonance in strings, a modernist Bach theme to be “transcribed” and figured. (N12) 

UFO – Solo Percussion & Orchestra 
Suite or Concerto in five movements written for Evelyn Glennie. Traveling Music: brief, 
weird, alien space travel. Unidentified: marked by xylophone and metal objects. Flying: 
nearly 15' of solo improv (?), tons of weird sounds: strangest of all, unidentified pitched 
wailing, with solo contrabassoon (which sounds strangely conventional by comparison).  
Objects: Glennie pitted against percussion in the balcony, strong 5/8 rhythm. Imaginative, 
effective, even without the doubtless fascinating visuals. (Ja13)  

Tales of Hemingway 
De facto cello concerto, 4 movements, 29’, based on well-known Hemingway narratives. 
Big Two-Hearted River is serene, overtly Romantic, with rumbles in the depths. For 
Whom the Bell Tolls creates a harsher soundworld, staccato dry irregular rhythmic 
punches, nothing typically Spanish. The bells (tubular chimes) burst in a flurry as if 
collapsing with the dying Robert Jordan. The Old Man and the Sea is elegiac, with 
Spanish flourishes and a solo cadenza. The Sun Also Rises takes on a Spanish festival 
sound, with cello amid full orchestra, cleverly orchestrated. Daugherty is such an 
engaging composer within the schtick he carved for himself, but he seems unwilling to 
stretch. Cellist Zuill Bailey is fine. (D18)    

American Gothic 
3-movement orchestral suite, 22’, after paintings by Grant Wood, whose work was 
“everywhere” in Cedar Rapids, where Daugherty grew up. On a Roll introduces staccato 
scale figures in tuba to suggest the stylized simplifications of Wood (while avoiding the 
sound of Philip Glass minimalism. I love the glissandi. Winter Dreams is stark, bare, with 
wandering oboe tune, clanging percussion, violin harmonics, lots of empty tonal space. 
More active B section, lovely, and A returns to austerity. Pitchfork depicts Woods’ 
famous painting with a hoedown and heaps of irony, while avoiding Rodeo pastiche. The 
finish is very funny (but much too wild for dour Calvinists). (D18)    

Once upon a Castle, organ & orchestra 
Daugherty’s springboard this time is the Hearst Castle on California’s Pacific Coast, and 
the themes are grandeur and the reification of fantasy. The Winding Road is a steady 
build-up, the organ assuming a gothic character. Neptune Pool is elegiac water music, 
ripples courtesy the flutes. Daugherty dedicates it to his friend and colleague, the 
organist-composer William Albright. Beautiful trumpet solo. It sounds like a lost 
movement from Respighi’s triptych. I’m a sucker for it. Rosebud mirrors a scene in 
Citizen Kane depicting an argument between Hearst (organ) and Marion Davies (solo 
violin), a power struggle that doesn’t really come off. Xanadu returns to Hollywood 
fantasy and orientalism – B section, reflective, first and second violins in spatial 
perspective – return to A pulls out stops. Gongs galore. I’d love to hear this live! (D18)    

RAYMOND DAVELUY 
Largo, from Organ Sonata No 2 
 A Montréal composer born 1926, not known to me, somewhat conservative – the 

cantabile is angular but not atonal, so-so. (Jonathan Oldengarm live, FSA Jy14) 
FÉLICIEN DAVID 
Le Désert 



Major historical curiosity: the starting point of French musical exoticism.  Alas, no more 
than a curiosity. I like the mixed genre with recitations, tenor solo, chorus & orchestra. 
But the musical level is very elementary – even the sandstorm has little effect. Part II is 
best, with the tenor bits, the dances, and especially the muezzin’s call. I’m glad to learn 
about this piece, which points toward Saint-Saens and Bizet, and a lot of others. (S09) 
[Robert Laudon’s book is invaluable.] 

Piano Trio No 3 in C minor 
 Large work about 40’ long in four movements – a general flowing lyricism, much of it 

with the strings in octaves over constantly rippling piano. The melodiousness, though 
lacking the imprint of Schubert, is surprisingly viable, not trite. Andante an agreeable 
quasi-minuet. Scherzo a slightly ominous minor-key dance – turning major in both Trios. 
Finale seems to return to full-scale sonata form. Sometimes I think David never learned 
how to modulate. Beautiful performance. (Ap13) 

Piano Trio No 2 in D minor 
 Smaller than the Third, in only three movements. Allegro works less engaging material, 

and works it to death. A slight Spanish flavor. Adagio too is shaped by the melodic 
phrases, lovely and facile. Last movement is labeled “Scherzo Finale,” a lilting dotted 6/8. 
So so. (Ap13) 

Quartet No 1 in F minor 
 Allegretto theme is surprisingly passionate and serious – with an inane little second 

subject in major and too much filler. Full development, lots of concertante sharing about. 
Andante also engages emotionally – nicely balanced B section. Scherzo toys with major 
but stays in minor – no Trio. Allegretto Finale has folksy theme over droning fifths. Very 
nice – surprisingly strong work. (My13) 

Quartet No 2 in A 
 David must have been a born Quartet composer – both this and the First are much 

superior to his other work that I’ve heard. This begins with catchy intro and amabile 
theme in bright A major – development generates interesting harmony and modulations. 
Andante also ingratiating, develops darker colors before an entrancing ornamental 
passage and half cadence into Allegretto, a marvelous minor key Intermezzo in 2, lots of 
character, lots of pizz. Allegro Finale a happy bouncy 6/8. Terrific piece well worth 
reviving. (My13) 

Quartet No 4 in E minor [unfinished] 
 Apparently David’s last work – the notes make no reference to a Third Quartet. A single 

Allegro movement, the material far less interesting than either of the finished Quartets on 
the disc, though a big fortissimo passage makes an impression. (My13) 

JOHANN NEPOMUK DAVID 
Fantasy and Fugue in C; Introduktion and Passacagliaon über “Wach auf, wach auf du deutsches 
Land” 
 David tries to continue the German organ tradition into the twentieth century. I   
 expected something like Reger or Hindemith, but he’s closer to, say, Schwarz-  
 Schilling: he modulates freely, less than Reger, has less dissonance and favors clear 

textures and abstract genres, all serioso. Second work opens with repeated quartal chords 
plus two imitative lines. (My14) 

FERDINAND DAVID 
Violin Concerto No 4 in E, op 23 



 Three movements, 27’. David was German, not related to Félicien, who was born   
 in the same year. He was Mendelssohn’s concertmaster at the Gewandhaus, known   

for his etudes and his editions of Fiorillo, Rode, Paganini, et al., as well as editions of 
early composers, including the unaccompanied Bach. Brief tutti presents a march-like 
theme, violin entry is brilliant, more like Spohr than Paganini, but a real  
workout in octaves, double stops, trills, natural harmonics. Adagio gives violin a  
hymn-like tune, agitato bit, pianissimo ending. Allegretto Finale builds on a quirky, 
jaunty theme, lots of fireworks and flashy passagework. (Mh20) 

Violin Concerto No 5 in D minor, op 35 
 Three movements, 24’. Allegro has tempestuous tutti, violin entry stately, serioso,   
 with more dramatic idea in major – then lots of technical stuff, some of it fearsome, 

though Haggai Shaham has no trouble. Adago: horn phrase introduces violin cantilena, 
quiet throughout. Vivace starts with prestissimo triplets that dominate the entire 
movement, tuttis to catch breath and brief recollection of Adagio before the coda. David 
is nearly as flashy as Paganini and at moments looks forward to the nobilmente of Max  

 Bruch, but he never musters the big tune. (Mh20) 
Andante and Scherzo Capriccioso, op 16 
 Ten-minute piece, a gentle grazioso melody prefaces a flashy minor key 6/8, almost a  
 model for Saint-Saens (?), even to the faint Spanish tinge. Tenths, left-hand pizzicato,  
 harmonics, fancy bowing. Wow! (Mh20) 
MARIO DAVIDOVSKY 
Electronic Study No 1 
 First of "a remarkable series for solo tape called Electronic Studies," 6'. "The first 
 dates from 1960, and the third (1965) was written as an homage to Varèse." I didn't 
 know Davidovsky was Argentinian. His early piece is pretty generic. (Jy20) 
PETER MAXWELL DAVIES 
Symphony No 1 

Radically unforgiving piece, 40 minutes of constant brass, percussion sounds, varying in 
texture and apparent tempo, but a-rhythmic, very few landmark features or handholds. A 
let down. (O08) 

Sinfonia Concertante 
Nearly as unforgiving as the Symphony, but more approachable – textures varied by 
Concertante group (wind quintet + timpani), soloistic riffs, more various kinds of gesture. 
The eighteenth-century matrix is not in evidence. (O) 

Sinfonia 
Shorter than Sinfonia Concertante, but just as opaque, although based on sections of 
Monteverdi’s Vespers. Would seeing the score clarify the relationship? It’s not apparent 
at one hearing. (O08) 

Points and Dances from Taverner 
Wonderful! This is the music I hope from PMD. Is it the small ensemble? No, it’s the 
rhythmic shape giving reference to the Elizabethan dance forms. The contrast of the two 
small organs in Part II is a great plus. Evocative stuff. (O08) 

Ojai Festival Overture 
Liner notes describe it as American in tone, it seems just a lively, short set-to. (O08) 

Mavis in Las Vegas 



Wonderful! Liner notes call it “Variations.” Whatever, a delicious ripoff of the cheesiest 
vulgar American crass. (O08) 

Carolisima: Serenade for Chamber Orchestra 
Single movement melange of Scots tunes with much of PMD’s organized chaos: a bit 
uncertain in tone but rewarding. (O08) 

A Spell for Green Corn: The MacDonald Dances 
Scottish Fantasy with solo violin, wonderful (if unintentional?) mate to the Bruch. (O08) 

An Orkney Wedding, with Sunrise 
Little masterpiece – the raison d’être for this super disc. (O08) 

Miss Donnithorne’s Maggot 
Scene (Cantata? Opera?) for soprano and chamber ensemble based on the original of 
Dickens’ Miss Havisham. Style is recognizable 1960s-70s, with extended vocal 
techniques. Predictably zany for the character, but one wants more variety. The advent of 
eclectic styles had not yet come. Some marked rhythm, change of tempo, if not snatches 
of tonality. The ending is too little too late. Text is intelligent, allusive – this could be a 
hit in live performance. (Ja11) 

Eight Songs for a Mad King 
The ultimate Mad Scene – but for baritone, or whatever voice can encompass the 
screeches, groans, inhaled syllables demanded. Uncomfortably akin to Bedlam 
sight-seeing: elicits horror and pity but little insight. There needs to be more of the 
distorted tonal music, as in Phantom Queen or the Messiah parody in Country Dance, and 
the text needs more self-reflection. Incredible sounds for the singer and 6 
instrumentalists, the piece that first brought Maxwell Davies to attention. (Ja11) 

5 Piano Pieces, op 2 
Piano pieces, not serial (I think), but they sound Schoenbergian. Written while Max was a 
student with Birtwistle, Goehr, and John Ogden. (F11) 

Frammenti di Leopardi 
Very early. Five brief snippets of Italian set melismatically for soprano, contralto, and 
eight instruments, with interludes between the singing. Very Boulez. (F11) 

Revelation and Fall 
Setting of prose text by Trakl written just before he died, for soprano and instruments. 
The voice sings, uses period Sprechstimme, screams through an amplifier. The 
instruments have selective amplification. Watch out for Track 19! Some of the wildest 
sounds I’ve ever heard. Beautiful ending, but I didn’t catch the allusion to Lehar. (Mh11) 

O magnum mysterium 
For children’s choir and instruments in 8 movements, 19’. I is unaccompanied soprano in 
angular, nearly atonal setting of Latin text. II sets English carol in quick homophonic 
chant. III Puer Natus is a deliberate instrumental variation on the soprano line. IV is 
another setting of O magnum for choir sopranos with alto line. V sets Alleluiah pro 
Vergine Maria in slower homophonic writing. VI Lux fulgebit, a second instrumental, 
calls on players to improvise to a graphic score. VII The Fader of Heven is a reflective 
carol set in dissonant chords. VIII sets the original O magnum mysterium in four-part 
harmony. Davies makes no concessions to children’s toleration for dissonance. (Jy20)    

Seven In Nomine 
17’. Three are borrowed from Taverner, Bull, and William Blitheman. The others are 
PMD in advanced mode, first pointillist, then a “double” on same. After John Bull, 



there’s an elaborate circular canon, with “the plainsong on a cross inside the circle.” After 
Blitheman, the last is a slow reflective summing up. Very effective in its interleaving of 
modern / Elizabethan, though unlike Stravinsky, Davies is a pretty clear division. (Jy20)    

Second Fantasia on John Taverner’s “In Nomine” 
For orchestra, 41’. The composer describes the piece in quasi-symphonic terms:  The 
first two sections a slow introduction to a sonata-allegro movement (tracks 17-22), then a 
Scherzo and Trio (23-25), finishing with a long slow movement (27-28). Davies stated 
aim is to keep all the material, based on three motifs heard at the beginning, in a constant 
state of flux. There is still a sense of rhythmic coherence, with the short, disjointed brass 
phrases and floating string lines and underlying timps and percussion. This is difficult 
music to be sure, but with impact in the growing agitation and climactic whirl of the first 
“movement.” A transition is marked by drum smash and silence, with harp and pizzicato. 
Two flutes increase tempo to the quick Scherzo, four bits separated by three interludes in 
low strings, contra, and solo violin doing the In Nomine cantus in augmentation. These 
interludes are omitted on return of Scherzo, though I still hear the contra grunting around. 
The slow movement is strings alone until brass for volume near the end, very slow, again 
four sections with three interludes. Short epilogue features woodwinds. Very demanding 
but worth the effort. (Jy20)    

Antechrist 
Short but major 6’ work, employing an anonymous thirteenth-century motet, Deo 
confitemi Domino and medieval techniques – rhythmic modes, canons by inversion, by 
retrograde, and a double mensural canon. Written for The Fires of  London, a group of 
seven performers, flute(s), clarinet(s), violin/viola, cello, guitar, keyboards and 
percussion. I’m thrilled to have these pieces back from one of my favorite LPs so long 
unavailable. I remember following the score and being astonished at the rhythmic 
complexity and the flawless virtuoso performance. PMD at his greatest, a wee 
masterpiece. (Jy20)    

Missa super “L’homme armé” 
Semi-dramatic work featuring Vanessa Redgrave as speaker, with ensemble and  tape, 
18’. Written after fragments of a fifteenth-century Mass. PMD completed the Mass in 
style and used it along with modernist extensions, plus two sections pre-recorded on 78 
rpm discs, including the spoken text from Luke, plus a hymn in Victorian harmony. At 
different points the needle “sticks,” the machine runs down, gets scratchy, blurry, and 
after Hoc est corpus meum, Redgrave’s voice rises into a hysterical scream. I had 
invented conspiratorial reasons for the non-appearance of this piece on CD – thinking 
Redgrave had blocked it for some reason, or PMD had renounced it as blasphemous. It 
ought to be a cult classic. But no, it was just slow. The medieval performance style, 
incidentally, is clearly modelled after David Munrow. I didn’t remember that the 
exaggerations here were inspired by the windy extrapolations in the Cyclops section of 
Joyce’s Ulysses. A major masterpiece. (Jy20)    

From Stone to Thorn 
Setting of a poem by George MacKay Brown for soprano and ensemble, 13’. No  text 
available. The poem on the seven last words of Christ seem to mark MacKay Brown's 
turn to Catholicism. The vocal line is angular in the extreme, with wide leaps. The 
English text is incomprehensible. This is the first of several collaborations with Brown, 
culminating in their opera The Martyrdom of St Magnus. (Jy20)    



Lullaby for Ilian Rainbow 
 Piece for guitar in 4 sections, 5’. Ilhan Rainbow is son of the guitarist Timothy 
 Walker. Gentle, rather unremarkable piece, with a bit of wood knocking, but 
 apparently fiercely difficult. (Jy20)    
Hymn to St Magnus 

For soprano, bells, and ensemble in four movements, 37’, based on an anonymous 
121th-century hymn from St Magnus Cathedral. Essentially an instrumental piece, the 
voice is featured only as an obligato part: She declares declares in I that St Magnus' 
memory will live forever. Silent in II, she returns in III to pray repeatedly Sancte Magne 
ora pro nobis, and in IV sings a formal eulogy. The instrumentation of each section is 
different, reminding me of Messiaen's Quatuor. Because the original material is modal, 
the overall sound is not as forbidding as it might be. I like the sound and texture, but get 
very little sense of organization or direction. The piano-xylophone-cello bit is a smash. 
The website at www.maxopus.com is recommended but of little use. Last movement has 
with tam-tam and chimes and restatement of original hymn. Needs another visit. (Jy20)    

WALFORD DAVIES 
Everyman 

Oratorio just over an hour in length based on the mystery play, premiered a few years 
after Elgar’s smash-hit Gerontius. Davies is no Elgar. He tries – sections are impressive, 
the comic bits work. What’s the difference? The operatic drama of the vocal writing 
(though Pauls Putnins is an outstanding bass), the Straussian virtuosity of the orchestra, 
the elegant extensions, the profound religious catharsis. No, it doesn’t measure up. (Ja19)    

WILLIAM LEVI DAWSON 
Negro Folk Symphony 

Dawson is best known for his superb arrangements of spirituals (“Aina That Good 
News”). His 3-movement Symphony is also based on spirituals, full of syncopation, 
Gershwin harmony, big orchestration. There’s some mechanical “working out,” almost 
inevitably, but the piece has life, a special sound, effective sudden cuts. The middle 
movement has wonderful progression d’effet in its unfolding of melody – truly gorgeous. 
Finale, alas, is too broken up when it needs drive. (Ap2) 

AUGUST De BOECK 
Symphony in G 

Four movements, 39’. Sombre Andante leads to agitato theme in Allegro with echoes of 
Franck, and an oboe theme with echoes of Rimsky or Borodin. Recap prefaced by brass 
motto from slow introduction, molto crescendo, to return to lyric Russian theme and long 
rallentando to the end. Scherzo in fast 3 sounds again vaguely Russian – Trio reworks 
theme in duple time – Return superimposes 2 on 3. Andante almost sounds like a lost 
movement of Sheherezade, beautiful bold outpourings, not shy of fortissimo. Giocoso 
Finale in 3 begins with mildly syncopated dance and a distinctive second idea extended a 
bit repetitiously. Very nice Symphony despite echoes and weaknesses in Finale. (S17)    

CLAUDE DEBUSSY 
Printemps 

Early piano work (1887) orchestrated by Büsser, but pure Debussy. I don’t recall ever 
hearing it. The orchestral piano is confusing – not meant to be soloistic. (N08) 

Fantasy for Piano & Orchestra 



An early work (1889) withdrawn in a huff during rehearsal, to the annoyance of d’Indy. I 
thought I knew this piece, but it comes back only vaguely. Better performance & sound 
than the LP. Little of the virtuoso in it, hence its unpopularity. But fine work. (N08) 

Prélude à l’après-midi d’une faune 
Perfection. It set a false expectation that all Debussy should be this langurous. (N08) 
Susan  Hoeppner oddly included this with piano in her recital, immediately after Syrinx. 
No hint as to the arranger. It was effective enough. (live, Jeffery Concerts, Mh14) 

La Mer 
Ever familiar, ever elusive and unpredictable. The Debussyan duplets are more disguised 
than in some pieces. Yes. (N08) Full on CBC while driving, a welcome revisit. (S15) 

Nocturnes 
Everything familiar, every note, every move. Dutoit’s Choir seems too closely miked. 
(N08) Nuages and Fêtes in the 2-piano version recapture the excitement of this great and 
hackneyed music. (Ja13) 

Images 
I can never figure if this is one work or three. It works either way, I suppose, but I prefer 
the parts separately. The three-part Iberia stands alone, and the smaller pieces are amply 
weighty (if that’s the word) by themselves. Debussy at his greatest, of course. (N08) 

Jeux 
At 17' a larger piece than I remembered, and I remember being thrown by this piece in 
concert. It’s still hard to grasp: fragmentation taken to Debussy’s extreme, not just slavish 
mimesis to ballet scenario. Structural unpredictability as logical consequence of 
non-functional harmony. (N08) 

La Boîte à joujoux; La plus que lent 
Charming and unfamiliar ballet suite, though I know I’ve heard it. Light and 
sophisticated, with sly allusions. Short piece is waltz parody, orchestrated by Debussy 
with cembalom!  (N08) 

Deux Danses, harp & strigs; Première Rapsodie, clarinet & orchestra 
The harp piece is a delectable concoction. The clarinet Rapsodie a little less. Gugholz 
plays painfully on the sharp side. Did Ansermet not notice? (N08) 

Khamma 
Inferior Debussy: at least nothing suggests the violence of the ballet scenario, with Le 
Sacre only a year away. Why do Debussy’s arrangers all use orchestra piano? (N08) 

Petite Suite 
So familiar and lovely. Büsser orchestrated and really got it right. (N08) In the two-piano 
version, the first movement especially gains clarity of detail. The piano writing is colorful 
enough by itself. A rich dessert. (Ja13) 

Tarantelle styrienne; Marche écossaise; Berceuse héroïque; La Cathédrale engloutie; Clair de 
lune 

Some of the liveliest Debussy, familiar I think as a radio theme, but I can’t remember 
what for. The Marche at 8' is a fairly substantial, varied and lively piece, more than I 
expected. The Berceuse with the oxymoronic title is atmospheric, retiring, not terribly 
impressive. Stokowski makes great show of “La Cathédrale engloutie,” but little is gained 
from the orchestration of “Clair de lune” (N08) 

Quartet in G minor 



Miracle of coloristic writing. St Petersburg Quartet too much soloist with three 
accompanists (second violin hard to hear). Played too fast for nuances. (D08 – live) 

Children’s Corner Suite 
Great classic that I’ve heard so seldom properly, on the piano and not cut up. Character 
pieces with real character, indelible. How many children’s sets are there? Schumann, 
Bizet, Fauré, Ravel, Villa-Lobos . . . . What have I forgotten?  (F09) 

Six Piano Pieces 
The relationship of “Hommage à Haydn” is not audible – apparently an inside joke?  
When I think Debussy, I think of atmosphere, but never of wit. A mistake.  “Le Petite 
Nègre” is charming effort at second Golliwog, affectionate like the Suite: it should be 
more popular.  “La Plus que lente” is well known in its orchestral guise.  “Berceuse 
héroique” and Élégie” are both wartime pieces, modest,  touched with tragedy: the 
Berceuse features the Belgian national anthem, but I don’t recognize it.  The “Page 
d’album” is a little waltz published posthumously.  (F09) The “Hommage à Haydn” was 
written for a French periodical in 1909 to commemorate the centenary of Haydn’s death: 
others were written by Ravel, Hahn, Widor, d’Indy and Dukas.  I wonder if anyone has 
recorded the set? Katherine Chi played three.  (Ap09 --- live)  

12 Études 
In two books, the first more overtly technical. Walter Rummel’s triumph. Bryce 
Morrison’s liner notes superb: the piece has never caught on, probably because there are 
no descriptive titles. But these pieces have just as much character as any of the rest. In 
1915 was Debussy headed for his own kind of neo-classicism (?): the Sonatas. (F09) 

L’isle joyeuse 
Pure ecstasy. Such a rare place. Unforgettable, yet so seldom visited. (Mh09) 

Estampes 
Another three-piece set, possible the best: Pagodas pentatonic; Grenada a slow habañera; 
Jardins sous la pluie. Fine full-blooded performance. What’s the title about? There’s 
nothing medieval or compellingly dancelike. (Mh09) Nos 2 and 3 transcribed for harp 
(transcriber unnamed). The notes say Debussy picked out piano pieces that would work 
on harp, but there’s no explanation why Pagodas is omitted. Jardins sous la pluie is a 
natural. (Je16)  

D’un cahier d’esquisses; Morceau de concours; Masques 
Gentle pieces, posthumous discoveries rather nondescript. Masques is strongest.  (Mh09) 

Préludes, Book I 
I have listened through these pieces any number of times, yet they are not really known, 
just visited.  What if Voiles had been titled Étude on Whole Tones? Even the quicker 
ones, like Hills of Anticapri, seem to hang in stasis, unbreathing. Footsteps, Flaxen Hair. 
Fergus-Thompson’s touch is magical. The Engulphed Cathedral of Kiev. Why is F-T not 
a superstar?  (Mh09) 

Préludes, Book II 
Begins in midst of mysteries: Fogs, Feuilles mortes, even the Spaniard is disembodied. 
General Lavine is welcome comic relief, soon gone.  God Save the King appears later, 
in Pickwick. Final two are up-tempo. The presiding genii of this music are Mnemosyne 
and Couperin. (Mh09) 

Deux Arabesques 
Very early and very familiar. The second is sprightly.  (Mh09) 



Six Early Piano Pieces 
Danse bohémienne is a minor-major dance à la Dvorak.  Ballade is Debussyan languour 
à la Fauré.  Tarantelle very familiar in its orchestral version.  Valse romantique is 
wistful Satie, tossed off.  Mazurka is modal tribute to Chopin.  Nocturne a longer 
tribute.  (Mh09) 

Trois chansons 
A major work if only because unique in Debussy’s output, notoriously difficult.  Shaw 
makes it transparent, easy, though I can hear the layerings of sound, almost concerto 
grosso effect. Debussy even tries fugato. (Mh10)  

En blanc et noire 
Begins with burst of diatonicism, white keys with black-key pentatonic flourishes, moods 
change rapidly. Lent begins in muddy depths, turns to cloistered meditation: the German 
Protestant Ein feste Burg appears (this is wartime!) followed by victory march, long 
diminuendo. Scherzando is French watery music. This piece is elusive, both to purchase 
on CD and to grasp, like Jeux. (Ja13) Yes, this is late Debussy, enigmatic – he has 
experienced Stravinsky? The Labèque sisters imply that he has. The middle movement is 
a war picture, quite realistic in the hands of the Labèques. Finale has moments that 
anticipate 1920s sassiness that Debussy did not live to see. (Ja16) 

Six Épigraphes antiques 
The music was first written in 1901 for a tableau vivant presentation of Pierre Louÿs’ 
Chansons de Bilitis. In his last years, Debussy rescued six short numbers for this 
two-piano Suite, so vaporous that it’s almost non-existent. Fine unhackneyed minimalist 
Debussy. (Ja13) 

Premiè re rapsodie, clarinet & piano 
 I’ve heard this but can’t say that I know it. Debussy wrote it as a test piece, and it   
Petite pièce, clarinet & piano 
 Another test piece, negligible but nice. (Jy13) 
Syrinx 
 I know it by heart and couldn’t believe it wasn’t in my collection. Juliette Hurel is 

ravishing. (Jy13) Susan Hoeppner began the second half of her recital off stage. She all 
those months. Nice segue into Afternoon of a Faun. (live, Jeffery Concerts, Mh14) 

Pelléas  et Mélisande Symphonie 
 Debussy refused to put his score into symphonic form during his lifetime, so several                     
Sonata for Flute, Viola & Harp 
 Beautifully played by Toronto Symphony Players, but the acoustic somehow wasn’t  
 working – there seemed to be an invisible wall. (It was better in second half.) This   
 surprises me every time I hear it – it’s such a big piece, so full of ideas, and yet so   
 concentrated. Ideally the instruments need to blend  into one sound as they didn’t   
 here (they did years ago at FSA). I pretty well know every move. TSO violist Teng  
 Li has wonderful sensitivity to tone color. (Jeffrey Concerts, Mh16) 
21 early songs [EMI collection] 
 Debussy’s songs were gorgeous and significant from the very beginning, though   
 some are as conservative as Massenet. Nearly all portray a single emotion in a   
 frozen moment of time. He seems to have practiced one note per syllable most but   
 certainly not all of the time, and as Martineau observes, he favors the 3, 6, and 7   
 degrees of the scale. Always the unexpected turn of phrase, and frequent endings   



 off tonic. Théodore de Banville was a favorite at first, with thirteen settings,  
 though only Nuit d’étoiles was ever published. The voice of a nightingale with   
 brains to match, said the critic. Nuit d’étoiles: Beautiful, with harp plucking on   
 piano, and stunning deceptive cadence in verse 3. Debussy’s first publication. Fleur  
 de blès (André Girod): Nice, wind blowing the grain in piano, whole-tone scale   
 near the end. A male song, but there’s little effort at gendering. Beau soir (Paul  
 Bourget): Very familiar and gorgeous. Mandoline (Verlaine): I remember thinking   
 how inferior this is to Fauré’s setting, and it is. But I’d not heard Souzay sing it.    
 The piano is the mandolin. La belle au bois dormant (Vincent Hyspa): Debussy wrote 

few ballads, but here is one of a knight errant and Sleeping Beauty. I don’t get the 
ending. Voici que le printemps (Bourget): Purely descriptive. Pause over “qui sont ne 
pas aime.” Paysage sentimentale (Bourget): Rather  modal. Other songs can be very 
chromatic. Zéphyr (Banville): A triolet, very erotic. Rondeau (de Musset): Lovely poem,  

 again nicely erotic. Mesplé has exceptional diction in that high altitude! Pantomime 
(Verlaine): A review of comedia dell’arte figures, with grotesque piano underlay. Clair  

 de lune (Verlaine, first version): Very different from the familiar version, relatively 
square and blunt. Inferior. Pierrot (Banville): Wonderful riff on folktune Au clair de lune 
in piano. The poem mentions by name to the actor famous for playing Pierrot. Apparition 
(Mallarmé): Debussy goes all out – passion, vocal range – for a gorgeous poem. Mesplé 
is in her element. Rondel chinois: Unpublished song, the source of the text unknown. A 
bit of post-Lakmé orientalism with vocalise. Striking. Aimons-nous et dormans 
(Banville): Conventional but beautifully erotic. Jane (Leconte de Lisle): Highly erotic –  

 he grows faint from seeing her blue eyes. Calme dans le demi-jour (Verlaine): This first  
 and inferior version of En sourdine was published posthumously. Romance (Bourget):  
 Beautiful long-breathed ending. So often Debussy ends with a downward inflection. Les  
 Cloches (Bourget) and Les Angelus (Grégoire de Roy): Two nice bell poems in a row – 

descriptive, evocative, the sound of Pelléas. Dans le jardin (Paul Gravollet): Welcome 
quick tempo. (Je20)  

23 early songs [Hyperion CD 3] 
Shared by Jennifer France and Jonathan McGovern. Most of these are (I think) not found 
on the EMI collection. Musique (Bourget): A moon poem, another era of happiness lost. 
Romance (Bourget): Musique est de silence, ineffable silence. La Romance d’Ariel 
(Bourget): Playful, teasing Miranda, with trill. These early songs were mainly written for 
Debussy’s early mistress, a high coloratura. Jennifer France has the Mesplé 
qualifications. Regret (Bourget): I remember the hours. My soul betrayed is still yours.  
Voice excited. L’Archet (Charles Cros): A hair infatuation. He carries her on his steed.  
She said make a bow of my hair for your other mistresses. He does. She dies. He dies  
too. Chanson triste (Boudroir): Debussy’s shortest song. Singing on the water, a sailor.   
He falls and drowns. Ends on unresolved seventh. Les Baisers d’amour (Boudroir): Carpe 
diem: No, kisses do not wake the dead. There is no love in the grave. Kiss me, before the 
terrible worm has crawled. Les Elfes (Leconte de Lisle): Possibly Debussy’s longest 
song (cf Le Balcon), a ballad. The elves dance (coloratura trills in refrain). A knight 
appears. They surround him: Dance with us. He spurs his horse, but it stops. A spectre 
appears, his beloved. Souhait (Banville): When death kisses us both, époux, the grave  
will be our bed. May we lie beneath twin stones. Sérénade (Banville): Columbine shuts 
the window. Harlequin goes, plucking his guitar. Rêverie (Banville): Not the tune I 



expected. The roses, lilies, vervain – but one flower withdraws from the kiss, the mimosa.  
Il dort encore (Banville): Stratospheric tessitura. Still he sleeps, the poet, l’envoyé dew  
dieux. Les Roses (Banville): Summer. The mad nymph puts a coal to her lips and makes 
the foliage tremble, and you the evil roses. Les Baisers (Banville): In your arms more 
often than there are stars in the sky, in your treachery deeper than the ocean, I owe my 
songs to you. Le Lilas (Banville): I bless you while you last. Our hearts are tired. Caprice 
(Banville): Feverish, I kiss your lips – they are cold as ice. Kneel. It is your destiny to 
love me until you die. Fête galante (Banville: A catalogue of poetic nymphs, Phyllis, 
Eglé, Chloé et al. (Je20) 

7 early songs 
Sung by baritone Maltman expertly channeling Souzay, these are all repeated from the 
EMI collection. He is capable of an easy light top, plenty of coloring. Nuit d’étoiles, 
Mandoline, the two bell songs. Rave reviews fully earned! (Je20) 

Trois Mélodies 
Poems by Debussy’s friend Verlaine. Apparently these were not published, but they are 
still performed as a group. La me rest plus belle is descriptive, as are all three. Le son du 
cor s’afflige features the sound of the horn, evocative, the sound of Pelléas. 
L’Echellonement des haies, rare quick tempo. (Je20) Repeated from the EMI collection, 
given a welcome masculine approach by Maltman. Essentially mood pieces. (Je20) 

Fêtes galantes, Receuil I 
Another Verlaine triad, and a very familiar set. En sourdine is so much improved from 
the earlier one. Unlike Fauré, Debussy’s rossignol chantera downward. Fantoches, quick 
and sly. Clair de lune, so gorgeous. (Je20) Lorna Anderson has a dark soprano, but the 
requisite top for Clair de lune. (Je20) 

Cinq Poèmes de Charles Baudelaire 
Debussy’s heaviest and I suppose most ambitious set. This is far from a familiar group, 
but Debussy at his deepest and possibly most radical. Le Balcon: Possibly Debussy’s 
longest song at about 8’. (Closest competitor is the early ballad Les Elfes.) Erotic, 
sensual, the male gaze transforms Le balcon into a metonym for his lost love. The piano 
goes its own way, but the tight structure of the poem holds it together. Harmonie du soir: 
More familiar, but the piano is similarly wandering. The poem is a pantoum, with  
only two rhymes. Le Jet d’eau: The core of the sequence, watery and gorgeous, 
reminiscent of the fountain scene in Act II of Pelléas. Debussy later orchestrated the 
song. Recueillement: A more philosophical song about pleasure and pain. Slow, 
searching, very beautiful ending. La mort des amants: A return to the erotic note. (Je20) 
Yes, Debussy’s heaviest songs. Maltman is aggressive at first in Le Balcon. Le Jet d’eau. 
This is the go-to performance. Debussy avoids the more grotesque and shocking 
Baudelaire. (Je20) 

Proses lyriques 
Four songs to Debussy’s own free verse poems, which are considerable in themselves. A 
wonderful set, less radical, I think, than the Baudelaire songs. De Rêve: Night is a 
woman’s softness, all have gone, the frail, the foolish, the old trees. Knights quest for the 
grail. My soul, you are caught in an ancient drama. De Grêve: A watery ocean song, 
quick, a handful for the pianist. De Fleurs: This song is the star of the show. The ennui of 
sorrow’s hothouse, the mischievous lure to dream, sun the friend of evil flowers.  
Voice gets hysterically dramatic but returns to l’ennui de la serre de douleur. De Soir:  



Quick tempo, return to daily life. Sundays show a great deal of activity but tail off in   
evening to sleep. (Je20) I’ve heard Lisa Milne before (Respighi?), but I remembered her as 
mezzo. Her voice is brighter than her companion’s on the CD. Martineau seems to do 
more with piano pictorialism than Dalton Baldwin, e.g. “parmi les froufrous de leur 
robe.” De Fleurs – what a superb poem! What powerful poems and songs! (Je20) 

Ariettes oubliées 
Six Verlaine poems, deservedly among the most performed of Debussy’s sets, though the 
mode tends to be very understated. C’est l’extase amoureuse: The first words say it all, 
aided by outbursts of high notes. Il pleure dans mon Coeur: Raindrops in the piano. Ce 
deuil est sans raison. Gorgeous. L’Ombre des arbres: Slow and sad. Those high phrases 
were written specifically for Von Stade. Cheveaux de bois: Unforgettable, a guaranteed 
instant crowd pleaser. Debussy in a rare rousing mood. The last stanza is glorious. Green: 
Aquarelles are watercolors. Sur votre jeune sein. Spleen: Sheer desolation. Terror  
at her (inevitable?) turning away. Monotone of beginning releases such passion at the 
end. (Je20) The end of Cheveaux de bois brings tears. Milne has an occasional breathiness  
that I don’t like. (Je20) 

Chansons de Bilitis 
Three mythological poems by Pierre Louÿs, very reserved and understated. La Flûte de 
Pan: Bilitis is the female speaker, the only one in Debussy’s songs. Half spoken recit. 
The flute is high on the keyboard. La Chevelure: Erotic fondling of the woman’s hair, 
like that scene in Pelléas (that drew laughs). Le Tombeau des Naïades: A desolate 
landscape, the mythic creatures have all died, satyrs, nymphs, naiads. This winter is so  
cold. (Je20) Yes, Anderson’s voice is distinctly dark (heavy?). La Chevelure reaches 
orgasm in the piano. (Je20) 

Fêtes galantes, Receuil II 
Three more Verlaine poems. Dedicated to Debussy’s wife Emma, though Martineau 
comments on the inappropriateness of the poems. Les Ingenu: The erotics of the young 
and naïve. A very elusive poem. Martineau comments on the plural changing to singular 
at Que notre – when the piano stops. Le Faune: The old terra cotta faune laughs. Mock 
grotesque in piano left hand, revealed at last word of the song to be tambourine. Colloque 
sentimental: The poetic and dramatic masterpiece: two spectres walk by night, in eerie 
fog. Do you remember our old ecstasy? Why should I? The dialogue continues, the 
second spectre always negative, but the two bound together as they vanish. Wow!  
(Je20) Odd, in Colloque sentimentale I had the genders turned around. Here Maltman 
gives the answering voice a real basso tone. The poem works both ways. (Je20) 

Trois Chansons de France 
A short set. The EMI collection omits the middle song, La Grotte (Tristan Lheremite) 
because it also appears in Le Promenoir des deus amants, leaving only the two rondeaux 
by Charles d’Orleans. The three poems are all descriptive of French landscape. Rondel: 
Le temps a laissié son manteaux is quick and light. Rondel: Pour ce qui Plaisance est 
morte depicts the pool where Narcisse died. I am dressed in black. (Je20) Homage to the 
French Renaissance poets. (Je20) 

Le Promenoir des deux amants 
Three poems by seventeenth-century poet Tristan l’Heremite. The first is repeated from 
Trois Chansons de France. Aupre de cette grotte sombre: Inevitably recalls the grotto 
scene of Pelléas. Piano provides slowly lapping waves. The pond where Narcisse died. 



Crois mon conseil, chère Climène: Let us sit at the edge of the fountain. Zephyr, his 
breath a perfume, mingles with your sweet breath. Je tremble en voyant ton visage: I fear 
this moment will shipwreck. Will you grant me the privilege to elevate me above all 
humanity? (Je20) I had thought Martineau’s tempos very slow, but timings are nearly 
identical. The middle song is measurably faster, however. (Je20) 

Trois Ballades de François Villon 
Larger songs, the largest after the Baudelaire settings. Martineau comments on the piano 
texture, “hardened and sharpened.” Ballade de Villon à s’ayme: Faulse beauté, cries the 
helpless lover entranced by faithless woman, better off if he’d gone elsewhere. The voice 
is excited, over-wrought. Your beauty will fade and I will laugh. Prince amoureux, is 
there no help from God for a poor creature like me. Ballade à la requeste de sa mère pour 
prier Nostre Dame: Dame du ciel, your goodness is greater than my sins. A votre Filz, 
mother and son, you forgave even one who made a  pact with the devil. Femme je suis 
(in the mother’s voice) enc e foy je veuil vivre et mourir. Ballade de femmes de Paris:  
Wonderful comic song about the best “talkers” from Paris. Others are good, some barely 
know how, but the best are from Paris. Up tempo, rambunctious, male singer requisite. 
(Je20) Maltman does the suffering lover almost as well as Vickers. Note church bells at 
the end of Dame du ciel. (Je20) 

Trois Poèmes de Stéphane Mallarmé 
The last of Debussy’s groups, performed with Ninon Vallin in 1914. Notes do not 
mention the instrumental version sung by Maureen Forrester: are they the same songs? 
Here, the second and third are bright, beautiful. Soupir: Much quasi-parlando, as in 
Chansons de Bilitis. Placet futile: Light hearted, but still sung recit: I’m just a modest 
abbé, I’ll not be naked on Sèvre. Choose us. Eventail [Fan]: Another light hearted song 
in the voice of the fan: I plunge in pure delight. Vertigo! Space trembles! (Je20) How 
spare these settings are! Lorna Anderson captures the coy abbé of Placet futile perfectly,  
and the loquacious fan of Eventail. (Je20) 

Noël des enfants qui non plus de maisons 
Poem by Debussy. Charming on the surface, and Debussy keeps his style down to earth. 
But all is text and context. Date is 1915, it’s a war song: “inspired by the rapacity of our 
enemies. It is the only way I have to fight the war.” The children no longer have houses. 
They have burned the school and the church, the teacher, the old man who couldn’t get 
away. Papa is at war, Mama is dead. What are we to do? (Je20)    

ALBERT DECAUX 
Clairs de lune 

A set of four pieces published in 1913, the only works of this composer. They conform to 
no system, harmonically foreshadowing Schoenberg’s free atonalism. Even more 
remarkably, the texture of Minuet passé evokes minimalism. I’ve just listened to 
Debussy’s Épigraphes antiques. Absolutely extraordinary music unearthed by Hamelin, 
not at all what I expected. (Ja13) 

MAURICE DELA 
Petite Suite Maritime 

Wind Quintet in four movements, 12’. Written in Quebec in 1946. Skiff depicts rocking 
waves beneath flute and oboe solos. Gulls depicts squawking gulls in shrill high 
dissonance in an otherwise lazy waltz motion. The Enchanted Island is rapid rippling like 
a fountain. Shell Works is brief closer. Unpretentious, pleasant. (Je18) 



MAURICE DELAGE 
Quatre poèmes hindous 

Inspired early Orientalism. MD wrote the songs in India, and so it sounds. The 
instruments seem almost more eastern than western, especially the gliss pizzicato cello 
(in 1914!). The cycle reminds me most of Ravel’s Scheherezade, especially 
“L’Indifférent.” I prefer Upshaw’s version, despite Lott’s superior French diction, for the 
sound of the voice and the quality of the ensemble. Lott includes other Delage songs 
(without text), apparently most of his complete oeuvre.  (O2)  

MICHEL DELALANDE 
Symphonies pour les Soupers du Roy 

Familiar sound world, though not as individual pieces. Performance based on MS study, 
the first undertaken it seems. Excellent liner notes by Reyne. The right choice to 
represent this music. (Ja09) 

Te Deum 
Delalande was Lully’s successor and I’d always associated him with the Soupers du Roi. 
The Te Deum begins with similar pomp, trumpets & drums, but the magnificent, 
sustained, reverential Sanctus really caught my breath. The soprano Tu ad liberandum 
too. Or is the young Christie still a tad romantic? Spectacular final chorus, with long 
piano to ff crescendo, emphatic staccato. Exciting stuff.  (N10) 

Super flumina Babylonis 
Grand Motet in the mood of lamentation, lower tension but exquisitely sensitive to mood.  
Ends with bloody revenge chorus.  (N10) 

Confitebor tibi Domine 
Great Psalm of praise in minor key: gorgeous opening numbers, big chorus on Memor 
erit in saeculum, wonderful setting of Sanctum et terribile, expansive doxology to end. 
Great disc. (N10) 

LEO DELIBES 
3 Songs 

Delibes apparently left some 27 mélodies, so little music in all. Départ is a turgid broken 
romance; Bonjour Suzon has a Spanish touch – Delibes was a friend of Bizet, but this 
predates Carmen; Regrets is a lyrical cavatine. Good factûre.  (Ja11) 

Le Roi s’amuse 
A seven-part Suite of incidental music “en mode ancient,” pastiche of baroque dances. 
Pavane could pass for the real thing, but not the beautiful Madrigal. Maybe it was this I 
caught on the radio and have been hunting down ever since. Precious jewels. (Je11) 

Coppélia 
Tchaikovsky was humbled by Delibes’ ballet scores, understandably. For one thing, I 
find that much of this music is unconsciously familiar. For another, Delibes has a skill in 
creating physical action, pantomime, in music, and his automaton music is as good or 
better than Offenbach’s. For another, he can write engaging and inventive music, and 
when needed dramatic music, within the conventions of a light ballet score. Anyone who 
denies genius to such work has no idea how difficult it is. (Je11) 

Sylvia 
If anything, Sylvia has even more charm and melodic invention than Coppélia: but then I 
didn’t listen to it in the car. Only the big Act III finish is a let-down. (Ag11) 

La Source [with Leon Minkus] 



I approached this piece with apprehension after my derogatory comments about Minkus 
(who cranked his formula machine for hours) and the difficulty of doing it well. Could I 
detect the difference between Minkus and Delibes? No worry. Act II begins with an odd 
phrase off tonic, a few strokes of glock establish the absurdly orientalist mise en scène 
(not a trace in Act I), there are occasional twists to disguise the obligatory four-bar 
phrasing, and the style is subtly more chromatic. Yes, Delibes was a genius in his way.  
(Ag11) 

Messe brève 
Delibes wrote so little so beautifully that odd scraps like this simple Mass for two-voice 
treble choir and organ are precious. Given its simplicity, I’d have a tough time placing it, 
but the polish sparkles. Performance by the juvenile French choir is excellent. (Mh13) 

FREDERICK DELIUS 
Brigg Fair 

Still my favorite Delius, a marvel of Variation form that blurs the formal edges.  (O08) 
Sea Drift 

Beautiful setting of great poetry. What can beat it?  (N08) 
7 Songs from the Norwegian 

I’d avoided Delius’s songs, expecting awkward phrases, angular lines, but these songs 
establish a pattern before stretching and distorting. Not easy listening, best in small doses, 
but appealing. Yvonne Kenny is gorgeous – floated high notes. She sings English: is this 
the original? (Ap09) 

4 Verlaine Songs; 3 Songs from Norwegian 
The Verlaine Songs must be measured against Fauré and Debussy. They fail to convince: 
text-driven awkward phrases, angular lines, which Delius avoids in his Germanic songs.  
The music neither stands on its own nor disappears behind the text.  The Norwegian 
Songs, which are earlier, return to squarer Germanic phrasing. (Ap09) 

9 Songs, English, German, Norwegian 
The disc saves the best for last. The two early German songs are surprising: the first 
could be Wolf, the second Schumannesque with great feeling. The English songs all 
work, including both “I-Brasil” in FD’s extremest manner, and the fleet “Love’s 
Philosophy” (better than Gounod or Quilter?). “To Daffodils” is very sensitive setting of 
difficult metrics. “Summer Nights” is a perfect Delian conclusion. Not easy listening 
indeed, but here very rewarding. (Ap09) 

String Quartet 
I like this piece better now, revisiting after years. My memory is one of anti-ensemble 
texture, absence of counterpoint or countermelody, awkward pizzicati and double 
stopping, nothing off the string – all true. Though the first movement pales beside the 
Ravel, I like the melting harmonies. Both middle movements are beautiful. Finale has 
quasi-serious intro that leads into uncharacteristically light-hearted fantasy. Not top-flight 
Delius, but better than I remembered. (F11) 

Cello Sonata 
One-movement fantasy. I recall it – beautiful realization of Delius’s endless melody with 
wonderful largamente ending. Sensitively played. (F11) 

Appalachia: Variations on an Old Slave Song 
One of Delius’s great masterpieces has finally received a modern recording. The notes 
solve a mystery: the short piece called Appalachia is an early version FD was unhappy 



with. Like Brigg Fair, it is cast as Variations, and the form channels FD’s looseness, 
while the folk theme with the Scotch snap provides a diatonic thread. Is he vying with 
Elgar’s Enigma? I love the way the chorus first appears and disappears, like an extra 
division of the orchestra. The a cappella section is brutal for intonation. Magnificent 
piece, welcome back.  (My11) 

The Song of the High Hills 
Delius neat. Antithesis of Appalachia, which is based on a diatonic tune, this is built from 
the flimsiest of thematic material, coloration spun out for nearly half an hour. Pure 
impressionism. Voices steal in midway, wordless, gradually take over, then disappear in a 
long decrescendo. Said to be inspired by the mountains of Norway (Swedenborgian?). 
I’ve never heard this piece before – it’s exclusive to afficionados. The score must be a 
sight to see. (My11) 

A Village Romeo and Juliet 
One of my beloved operas that I never thought I’d see, now in a beautiful 1987 film. The 
action is nearly all outdoors in remote English farm country, pastoral enough to catch the 
mood but realistic in detail. Like Gounod’s Romeo, the opera is a series of love duets, 
four I think, subtly differentiated, becoming more erotic as circumstances become more 
desperate. The scenes of the Dark Fiddler (a magnificent young Thomas Hampson), and 
the emergence of the chorus, which dominates the second half of the opera, enlarge the 
scene dramatically and musically. The chorus first appears in the dream-wedding 
sequence, a vision of respectability the lovers can never reach. Then the realistic 
bourgeois respectability of the county fair -- judgmental and disapproving -- and then 
Paradise Garden, figured here as an open brothel with the Dark Fiddler leading a group of 
free-loving vagabonds who live in the high hills. (How did Sali know about this place?) 
The Liebestod of lovers, naked, drifting helplessly out to sea, is almost reasonable. The 
music is heavy with Wagner -- I even caught a Tristan cadence -- but unmistakably 
Delius, with its connecting motifs deeply woven into the seeming free flow of harmony. 
This is Delius’ masterpiece, beautifully cast, with Helen Field, Arthur Davies, and of 
course Hampson, with Charles MacKerras conducting. It could hardly get better. (O20) 

NORMAN DELLO JOIO 
Variations, Chaconne, and Finale 

Based on Gregorian chant varied in style of American neo-Romanticism, certainly no 
trace of Stravinsky (who called him Jello Doio) or Hindemith (his teacher). He belongs to 
the Italo- American group including Menotti, Giannini, Flagello, as well as Piston, 
Creston and Mennin (who Anglicized their names). Pleasant with short up-tempo Finale, 
but the Chaconne underwhelms. (F12)  

Triumph of Saint Joan Symphony 
Music salvaged from an opera that the pious Dello Joio withdrew. The Saint: after 
solemn intro, builds Variations on a modal folksong called The Nightingale. The Warrior: 
militaristic, brassy, mildly dissonant, with triumphant ending. The Saint: solemn Andante 
that begins in sorrow and ends with a quiet question mark. Rather nice, a stronger piece 
that the previous. I kept wondering if its fate might have been better had Vaughan 
Williams written it. Dello Joio avoids the most obvious Hollywood clichés: his weakness 
is not the harmonic vocabulary but (I think) the handling of tonality and the square, far 
from Gregorian rhythms. (F12)  

Homage to Haydn 



Short slow intro is dissonant, free – but Allegro moves into playful neo-classicism, but 
rhythmically straightforward. Adagio preserves interval from before, but now inward, 
reflective; B section in quicker 3; slow, quiet ending. Allegro giocoso returns to comedy 
entertainment mode. It seems facile. No wonder Stravinski despised him. (Mh16) 

Capriccio on the Interval of a Second 
Given Dello Joio’s reputation, the dissonance is unexpected. The piece is quite tonal, but 
changeable and relatively wild. (O19) 

2 Nocturnes in E, F# minor 
Both are placid and slow as Nocturnes are supposed to be, but there’s little differentiation 
of character. (O19) 

Piano Sonata No 1 
3 movements, 12’. Italo-American composers of a certain generation adopted a similar 
neo-romantic style, superficially modern with mild pandiatonic dissonance, but simple 
structurally. I think of Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Creston, Flagello, Giannini, and not 
forgetting Menotti. Here, Chorale Prelude builds lots of parallel chords with whiffs of 
Debussy. Canon offers a kind of structure – I hear the canon, but also a tempo and a 
placid character that sound like the first movement repeated. Capriccio is quicker, built 
on a three-note rhythmic motif. Not a strong piece.  (O19) 

Piano Sonata No 2 
3 movements, 14’. Presto martellato is percussive, but still just a fat melody with parallel 
chords; second idea is just obvious diverging lines. Adagio is a passacaglia with some 
strong crescendos, quite effective. Vivace spirituoso is lively, with carnivalesque ideas 
dancing over left-hand rumbles. Repeated right-hand notes. Abrupt ending. Better than 
the First Sonata. (O19) 

2 Preludes 
To a Young Musician is delicate with repeated notes, suggestive of Kindermusik. To a 
Young Dancer is in slowish 3, simple two-part texture. (O19) 

2 Songs without Words 
Both are 2’ and slow. Andantino unpretentious, Satie-like. Largo nearly the same but in 
4. (O19) 

Piano Sonata No 3 
Four movements, two longer slowish movements followed by a short and fast one, 19’. 
Probably the best of the three Sonatas. Theme and Variations works from a nice theme, 
but the Variations are too obvious. Presto is a bare minute and a half but lacks the needed 
spikiness. Adagio is improvisatory. Boring. Allegro vivo is brighter than the Presto, 
finishes the piece with the needed sparkle. Stravinsky’s acid dismissal was cruelly on 
target. (O19) 

DAVID DEL TREDICI 
In Memory of a Summer Day. 

Tristan und Isolde for kids. Moods range from the artless to the over-wrought. 
Harmonically simple, but heavily orchestrated. Huge overdoses of calculated vulgarity, 
relentlessly repetitive on the scale of Steve Reich. A paean to pederasty. Poor 
Bryn-Julson’s small soprano must be closely miked. Dreadful. (O08) 

Syzygy 
Soprano and orchestra, 25'. Del Tredici still in his early avant garde phase, setting Joyce, 
Ecce Puer and Nightpiece. It was commissioned by the Koussevitzky Music Foundation, 



Library of Congress, and dedicated to the memory of the Koussevitzkys. It was written in 
1966 at the MacDowell Colony in Peterborough, NH. The first is a short, rather cryptic, 
setting of Ecce Puer. "The music has the perhaps-or-perhaps-not interesting feature of 
going exactly backwards from its midpoint (but in a reorchestrated form)." The second, 
"a much longer, very elaborate setting of Night piece, is an attempt musically to suggest 
great distances and the space between: A sort of music of the spheres, an outer space 
where pale stars wave in gloom, ghost-fires faint illume, Seraphim awaken and a tolling 
starknell soars. And what does the word "syzygy" mean? Through astronomy, zoology 
and mathematics, the word is used, and the common point of definition can perhaps be 
summed up as the strong union or opposition of elements that had hitherto been in no 
such juxtaposition. In my musical extension of the definition, I had in mind the varying 
contrasts made between the solo group (soprano, French horn and chimes) and the 
chamber orchestra." Poor Bryn-Julson. He makes her sound silly and pretentious at the 
same time. Squeak squeak! (Jy20) 

CHRISTOPH DEMANTIUS 
Passion nach dem Evangelisten Johannes 

Very similar to von Burck (which shares same text) and Herold Passions, though 
separated by more than 60 years (1568-1631).  (Ap08) 

Sterbens Jesu Christi aus dem 53.Kapitel des Propheten Esajae 
Setting of Suffering Servant prophecy clocks in at less than nine minutes.  Pocket 
Passion. (Ap08) 

Vespers for Whitsun 
Hearing this immediately after Cavalli’s Vespers raises questions. Demantius doesn’t 
give the complete cycle: is this by choice, by the accidents of survival, or by Van Nevel’s 
choice? Van Nevel uses instrumental accompaniment, quite properly, but also solo voices 
with instruments: is this specified, or Van Nevel’s decision?  Does the ordering reflect 
some liturgical practice, or something else? Demantius is quite not homophonic, but 
textures are simple enough to project text. There’s a mix of plainchant, choral singing, 
solo voice with instruments, instruments alone. Considerably less interesting music than 
Cavalli’s.  (D12) 

EDISON DENISOV 
Ode, clarinet, piano & percussion 

Short piece strongly influenced by Darmstadt (the sound but not the aesthetic) at second 
hand, smuggled into Russia. Here is a case where politically enforced isolation actually 
improved the product. Brunner, the clarinetist, claims a more overt expressiveness for 
Denisov’s music. Yes. He calls it Russian; I think of Dallapiccola. (Ag10) 

Clarinet Quintet 
Written 20 years later, texture less pointillist, more coherent, sounding a bit like Berg. In 
three successively shorter movements, Agitato-Tranquillo-Agitato, no break. Tranquillo 
has some tortured pitch bending – and was that a two-pitch multiphonic I heard? Second 
Agitato has pizz and scurrying as in Lyric Suite. I like this a lot. (Ag10) 

Clarinet Concerto 
A substantial 25' piece in two movements, Largo-Agitato, though I couldn’t detect much 
difference in tone between them: The orchestra moves in waves of sound, while to solo 
clarinet rhapsodizes. I like the sound of the piece (it ends on an added sixth chord): it has 



an emotional integrity. But I can’t help wishing for more variety: solo work from the 
orchestra, tutti passages senza clarinet, etc. Still, it’s a good piece. (Ag10) 

Piano Concerto 
More pointillist, constructivist than the music for clarinet, piano making nervous figures 
against sustained orchestra, sometimes hotly aggressive. Middle movement turns to an 
inner world.  Finale returns to reality with surprise appearance of sax, lending a jazzlike 
freedom B the piece goes wild at the end. (S10) 

Peinture 
A 10' concert piece, a play of sonorities building in slow crescendo, more in the 
expressionist mode that first attracted me. Contra & chimes at end. I like it. (S10) 

7 Bagatelles 
Tiny juvenile piano pieces resembling Bartok or even Les Six. But Denisov was 
constructivist even then. (Ja14) 

3 Préludes 
Three short pieces that represent (say the notes) the epitome of Denisov’s language – 
concentrated but firmly pandiatonic, comprehensible with close listening. (Ja14) 

Variations 1961; Pour Daniel 
Two short piano pieces. The concentrated Variations venture into serialism, a tribute to 
Schoenberg with admirable clarity and directness. The Daniel in the other is Daniel 
Barenboim, a reflective personal sketch. (Ja14) 

Signes en blanc 
A 15’ piano piece rarely rising above various levels of pianissimo, confined to the upper 
end of the keyboard. Single notes, quick ripples, the thinnest of chords. Interest shifts 
from the pitch to the sustained fadeaway. Denisov describes it as a meditation on the 
surface of a lake. Very attractive of its minimalist kind, but I couldn’t tell when it was 
over. (Ja14) 

Reflets 
Similar to Signes en blanc but centered closer to the middle keyboard. At first the two 
hands produce two lines that seem to have absolutely no rhythmic relation – then chords 
alternate with twiddles, become more insistent. “One of the great mystical works of the 
keyboard,” claim the notes. The piece offers more to hang on to than Signes, and I hear 
repetition of the first several notes in the downward lines. (Ja14) 

Variations on a Theme of Handel 
Major 21’ piano piece. The sturdy diatonic chords of Handel are shocking amid 
Denisov’s atonality, but he was a composer who liked to stretch. The Variations slowly 
introduce off notes, becoming more chromatic, veering into atonality but never losing 
touch with the tonality or outlines of the theme. Alternate universes exist simultaneously. 
The theme gradually reasserts itself toward the end. Possible masterpiece. What a great 
project for orchestration! (Ja14) 

Chamber Symphony No 1 
For twelve solo instruments, in three movements. I is built from legato phrases clearly 
imitative, the first phrase answered in inversion. It may be serial – I can’t tell. The mood 
is mainly plaintive, with moments of gothic and solo riffs for piano. II burbles scherzando 
with silences – crescendo to terror and diminuendo. III begins with brass crunch and 
piano – return to first movement textures, now loud and aggressive, sinking downward. I 
like it. (O14) 



Au plus haut des cieux 
Seven poems by Georges Bataille, separated by interludes, for soprano and chamber 
orchestra. Texts are given in French only, but it is not difficult. Vocal writing is atonal 
and agonistic with extreme registers and some wild leaps; orchestra places great emphasis 
on flutes, clarinets, string harmonics and tubular chimes. Torche éteinte is set for voice 
and oboe alone. The music reminds me of my own undergrad efforts – clusters, mystery 
texts. “Ma prison” and the preceding interlude become very intense, the final song all 
passion spent. I’d like it more were I convinced by the poems, which are gauche. (N14) 

Five Poems of Anna Akhmatova 
These are sung in Russian with a ten-piece ensemble (French translations only). These 
are separate songs, not a unified cycle, and the soundworld is very different from the 
preceding – more consonant, glimpses of tonality, even Romantic nostalgia, while the 
voice is pushed to no extremes. Denisov wrote them for his wife. (N14) 

Chamber Symphony No 2 
Begins with a buzz, tutti agitato, full of tension, anger, or impending catastrophe, 
according to the notes. Restlessness erupts unexpectedly. Big ending, nervous telegraphic 
rhythms, violence. (N14) 

HENRY DESMAREST 
Usquequo Domine 

Great psalm of alienation and complaint. Powerful opening, choir enters over bass solo – 
beautiful quartet on Quando ponam, some weird progressions – Usquequo chorus defiant 
– defiant and perilous air for Paul Agnew – weaker soprano air – consoling resolution on 
Exsultavit for soprano and choir. I would not be able to distinguish Demarest from 
Delalande or Lully, but the quality is every bit as high. A discovery. (N10) 

Lauda Jerusalem 
Psalm 147 is a song of praise which Demarest sets in a minor key: in fact the tone of 
thanksgiving is much muted and the motet has a somber sameness of tone. (N10) 

Ne in furore Jerusalem 
Grand Motet on a psalm of penitence. The soloists enter attacca, one after the other, with 
great wind color, choruses in intricate counterpoint. Quoniam is fine quartet of soloists, 
Turbatus an oddly triumphant chorus considering the text. Lively chorus to end. French 
baroque at its best. (N10) 

Te Deum de Paris 
I might not have bought this CD but that I omitted the S from Desmarest when I 
searched, but I’m glad I did. Niquet is absolute in this repertoire, and the Glossa 
presentation is sophisticated – Latin text (untranslated) with musical instructions. The 
music is continuous, beautifully integrated. Singers use French period church Latin. The 
music is sumptuous, elegant, capable of pathos, celebratory. I love the continuo, three 
theorbos plus bass viol. Track 20 is extraordinary, but it gets better in the Octuor (23) and 
final chorus, with its irregular interjections of “non,” and its ambiguous minor-major feel. 
Masterpiece. (Mh16) 

Dominum regnant 
Setting of Psalm 96, possibly in response to the King’s pardon after extended exile – 
Annunciaverunt caeli justitiam eius. Through-composed with a brilliant double chorus 
(track 3) contrasted with women’s choir and treble recorders senza basso (track 7). 
Wonderful florid closing chorus on Laetamini justi. (Mh16) 



PAUL DESSAU 
In Memoriam Bertolt Brecht 

More post-war contemporary sound than I expected. Oddly stammering march of 
defiance in middle (do I hear a harmonica?) followed by Epitaph. Percussion makes it – 
funeral drums.  (F09) 

Symphony No 2 
Concise Symphony, not so named until 3d movement homage to Bartok was added in 
1962. Wholly un-Bartokian sound world: wood blocks, sounds like Hindemith with 
attitude. Wildly dissonant counterpoint, great brass and percussion writing, fabulous 
ending. The genuine article. (F09) 

Danse et Chanson; Examen et poème de Verlaine 
Brief vocalise in popular Spanish style, PD doing Weill during Civil War. Quasi-popular 
style with extended introduction, short duet for two women.  (F09) 

Les Voix 
Serial setting of Verlaine’s “Sagesse” very like Berg, with soprano leaps into 
stratosphere. Chamber orchestra with piano. Lukic sings notes but is underpowered, 
inexpressive French. Are PD’s operas in Weill mode, or Berg?  (F09) 

Symphony in One Movement 
Begins with extended unison passage, very strange, then unfolds into variations with 
neoclassic sound (early Weill?), rises to triumphant chorale, subsides, then up-tempo 
final section. Very distinctive concept of Symphony, not well received in 1926.  (F09) 

Bach Variations 
The piece that attracted me to Dessau: actually variations on two themes, by J.S. and 
C.P.E. Stylistically grounded in Stravinskyan neoclassicism, tongue in cheek, grotesque, 
avant gardish – brilliant, accessible writing. Two Variations supplied by other composers: 
Dessau believes in collective composing. 1960s recording is very good. (Mh09) 

Meer der Stürme 
Occasional piece to commemorate 1917 Revolution and 1966 Soviet spacecraft on moon.  
Highly modernist, fragmented, lots of drums and brass, sounds more violent, angry, than 
festive. Diatonic political tune is jarring, quiet section verges on tonality, ends on 
ambiguous exposed high E, fortissimo. (Mh09) 

Orchestermusik No 4 
Begins in avant-gardish mode, a kind of atonal stride bass, settles into Bach motifs, 
abstracted and fragmented, a redoing of the Bach Variations, attractive.  (Mh09) 

Zehn Klavierstücke 
Dessau is an interesting composer, but these little pieces would say very little even in the 
hands of a more secure pianist. They take the little tykes into a world of very mild 
dissonance and bitonalism with less wit and spice than Bartok. (Mh13) 

NATHANIEL DETT 
In the Bottoms 
 Suite of five piano pieces – I fell in love with it on cassette before I knew any of the 

extraordinary facts of Dett’s life or his Canadian roots. The wonderful Juba Finale is 
justly famous. (Je13) Dett’s biggest hit, championed by Percy Grainger. Night uses 
atmospheric fifths and chromaticism, dance in fragments. My Song is four square in 
melodic minor – Honey a capricious humoresque – Barcarolle is typically rocking, with 
runs and flourishes. Juba is celebrated as Dett’s breakthrough to his Afro roots. (Je16) 



Magnolia Suite 
 Five piano pieces, Dett’s earliest, in salon manner with full two-handed climax in the title 

piece. Mammy is pure sentimentality, My Lady Love and the last piece are genteel 
dances. Disappointing in lack of Afro color – the comparison is with Gottschalk, not 
Joplin. (Je16) 

Enchantment 
 Four pieces dedicated to Grainger: Incantation is infused with Dett’s Rosicrucianism, 

more adventurous harmonically and pianistically – impressionist with Afro cadences. 
Song of the Shrine lapses into salon sentiment. Dance of Desire sounds like Afro-Grief, 
lots of flash. Beyond the Dream I expected to be impressionist but it’s salonish. (Je16) 

Nepenthe and the Muse 
 Single 5’ piece dedicated to Dett’s sometime teacher Arthur Foote. Dreamy major/minor. 

The title translates to oblivion and memory. (Je16) 
Cinnamon Grove 
 Four pieces inspired by poets. The first hardly sounds like Donne but it does sound like 

Dream. The Tagore piece sounds like a hymn – I’m a sucker for it. Longfellow’s 
trochaics elicit an antique gavotte with a surprise coda. The Spiritual disappoints my hope 
for some syncopation, but it’s not bad. The entire Suite shows a tendency to decenter 
tonal color. (Je16) 

12 Choral works 
 The texts are nicely annotated in the CD. All are a cappella and doable by FSA. Don’t Be 

Weary is overly elaborate but gorgeous. I’ll Never Turn Back is simpler and also 
gorgeous. Let Us Cheer and Hew Round the Tree are folksier, though Dett can’t resist 
some over-harmonization. Three special highlights are Baptism (fancy quasi-improv 
surrounding simple hymn with gripping words), Listen to the Lambs, and Weeping Mary 
(pure pathos) – wow! O Holy Lord is fairly muted. On That Sabbath Morn is a perfect 
Easter spiritual, a study in varied repetition with a vaguely familiar tune. Dust and Ashes 
is another resurrection anthem, less attractive. Ave Maria, lovely and gentle. Go Not Far 
– a beautiful funeral song with a moving upbeat finish. Great CD. (Jy16) 

The Chariot Jubilee 
 The longest piece on the choral CD at 13’ uses organ and solo high tenor, and builds a 

free fantasy on Swing Low. Choral work is quick and more intricate than in the shorter 
anthems. A second spiritual takes over near the end. FSA could do this. (Jy16) 

Tropic Winter 
 Suite of 7 piano pieces, later in Dett’s career and marked by added note harmony, 

especially in the bold opening Daybreak Charioteer and the desultory Bayou Gardens, as 
well as the odd mazurka Pompons. Legend of the Atoll and Closed Casement are the 
heart of the Suite, for their development of Afro material – both are languid and 
gorgeous. Noon Siesta is (aptly) drowsy. Parade of Jasmine Banners is described as a 
reversion to pop idiom, but it sounds to me more like an effort to revitalize, à la Percy 
Grainger. Wonderful! (Jy16) 

After the Cakewalk; Cave of the Winds 
 Two very early piano pieces in Scott Joplin manner. I thought the second might elicit 

some pianistic pireworks, but no.  (Jy16) 
Improvisation Waltzes 
 Another early piano piece, 6’ of non-stop waltz music. (Jy16) 



Eight Bible Vignettes 
 Dett’s last Suite, with intricate extra-musical Old Testament / New Testament structure. 

Father Abraham is based on the Hebrew hymn Leoni – Wow! Desert Interlude presents 
Hagar as matriarch of African nations, gentle, ruminative. As His Own Soul is a hymn to 
love – do I recognize the base tune? Barcarolle of Tears develops a tune in 6/8, but 
angular and tormented, the anguish of a nation; it ends in major. I Am the True Vine 
begins the N.T. half with a three-voice fugue in triple meter, honoring the Trinity. Martha 
Complained is tinged with Blues, interrupted sharply by Jesus’ rebuke and blessing. 
Other Sheep is the longest, most complex movement, developing an African chant, a 
powerful improvisatory fantasy interrupted by a quick, jaunty bit, then returning to the 
repeated notes of the chant – wow! Madrigal Divine finishes the Suite in pastoral mode 
appropriate for the 23d Psalm (the tune is not Crimond). The hymn tune is sometimes 
firm, sometimes internal, surrounded by pealing low pedals. Yes, this is great pianism 
and Dett’s masterpiece. (Jy16) 

The Ordering of Moses 
 Dett’s chef d’oeuvre, an oratorio or Biblical Folk Scene for soloists, chorus and orchestra, 

steeped in the soundworld of spirituals. At first it stays safely within basic triads and low 
voices, including a lady bass named Ronnita Miller. The Burning Bush chorus becomes a 
fantasy on “Go Down Moses.” Moses himself is a tenor – to contrast with God’s basso. 
Crossing the Red Sea falls short of Cecil B. DeMille, but works well enough, with a fine 
wordless chorus afterward (tracks 9 - 10), plus “March of the Israelites” and a campy 
Pursuit by Egyptians. The final chorus makes a rather uneasy mix of 1930s film music 
with Saint-Saens’ Philistines, but it makes a joyful noise. What fun! (O16)  

FRANÇOIS DEVIENNE 
Bassoon Concerto No 4 in C 
 CPO oddly omits key designations. Music laid out as standard classical concerto has 

minimal use of formulae and a few striking melodic ideas, and of course some intricate 
passagework. Adagio surprises with minor key. Finale an odd Minuet plus Variations. 
Devienne was better known as a flautist and flute composer, but he played bassoon and 
these Concerti fill a big gap. (D15) 

Bassoon Concerto No 2 in F 
 No key given. The First and Second Concerti have just two movements – the Third has 

no extant solo part, so it cannot be restored. This one has nice legato bits but more 
formulae – passagework ramped up with wide leaps and lots of trills. Polonaise is a nice 
staccato joy ride. (D15) 

Bassoon Concerto No 1 in C 
 Again no key given. First movement is standard fare, pleasant enough. Rondo is jaunty 

and charming. (D15) 
Bassoon Concerto [No 5] in B♭ [attributed] 
 This mysterious concerto has been attributed to Mozart, no less, but one scholar has 

apparently proven that Mozart could not have written it, and Devienne is most likely. 
Maestoso has attractive material, a truncated exposition, minimal clichés. Romance is in 
3, molto semplice, in the upper register, spinning melody with minimal repetition – 
lovely. Rondo takes a pert, strutting theme and a tad of development in the middle 
appearance. Suberb. (Ja15) 

ANTON DIABELLI 



Short 2-piano pieces 
 Curious, I discovered that Diabelli’s music is every bit as cheesy as it is reputed to be. 

Hausmusik written at the lowest common denominator of taste and skill, it makes no 
pretense to be anything else. The Scherzo is listed for guitar, but it’s just two pianos. 
Profil’s packaging is exceptionally poor. The two Walzer that end the CD are the ones 
that Beethoven expanded. (Jy17)  

Sonatine in A, guitar & piano 
 Two movements. The guitar is drowned out by the Hammerflügel, too closely miked, but 

it has very little to say. (Jy17) 
Sonatine in D minor, 2 pianos “Jugendfreuden” 
 Three movements, 7’. There’s a bit more feeling here, from the minor key, and the 

Andantino starts with an idea that screams for Mozart. Finale has a gipsy touch. (Jy17) 
3 Pieces for Guitar & Piano, op 10 
 Anything that requires dexterity is given to the piano. (Jy17) 
Sonata brillante in D minor, guitar & piano, op 102 
 3 movements, 15’ – a piece that has more pretense, even a hint of Beethoven – with a 

nice second subject. Quelle surprise! Adagio begins complacently, darkens, returns, 
stops. On a half cadence before Allegro Finale with diabolical tone. (Jy17) 

Trauermusik, guitar, for Michael Haydn, op 20 
 By his student – a 5’ guitar piece, simple but well intentioned. (Jy17) 
Guitar Sonata in C, op 29 
 Another larger work, 4 movements in 14’, standard layout with Menuett, Allegretto 

Rondo. (Jy17) 
DAVID DIAMOND 
Symphony No 1 

Compact, not too self-important piece in mode of Copland-Harris-Schuman. Middle 
movement too bland, both diatonically and rhythmically, then misjudgment to begin 
Finale with similar maestoso bit. Up-tempo portions effective enough. (Je08) 

The Enormous Room 
Overblown exercise in Copland-like fifths, sounds like elegy for the Great Plains. Hard to 
see any connection with Cummings’ sardonic wartime prison memoir. (Je08) 

Violin Concerto No 2 
Melodically appealing at first, but harmonically much too bland. (Je08) 

Symphony No 5 
Shortish 21' Symphony in 2 movements, highly concentrated. First is standard 
Introduction-Allegro: Second is broken into sections with a fugue topped by dramatic 
organ entry. Scoring also prominently features 2 sets of timps. Diamond seems to be 
shaking the blandness in his nature, but Symphony has lovely quiet ending with solo 
cello. (F09) 

Suite from the Ballet Tom 
Brilliant score: does Diamond shine more brightly here than in his Symphonies? I’d 
swear this was derivative of Copland’s Billy & Rodeo, except that Diamond came first in 
1936, very American sound, though nothing Afro, dissonant at times, but rhythmic with 
folk roots. Good comments in liner notes on collaboration with E.E. Cummings. (D10) 

Symphony No 8 



In 2 movements, unconventional layout: dark, brooding, with sudden brass punctuation, 
sound is more Harris than Copland, impressive fugal finish. Strong piece, not as soft 
grained as Diamond’s earlier work. (D10) 

This Sacred Ground 
Diamond’s answer to Copland’s Lincoln Portrait, a choral setting with solo baritone of 
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address. Inevitable portentous Americana actually atypical of 
Diamond. I can’t help thinking that Lincoln’s oratory does not sing well. Nah. (D10) 

Violin Sonata No 1 
In four movements designated by number only: Style marked by severe diatonicism, 
sharp angular rhythms but not periodic, both instruments playing continuously without 
punctuation. Second presents a simple pentatonic idea in more transparent texture. Third 
is more solemn, with steady procession of piano chords. Fourth is aggressively rhythmic, 
syncopated. The music is well propelled, but the progress seems arbitrary. (Ja12) 

Violin Sonata No 2 
In two movements designated by number only. Style different from the First: chromatic, 
angular, verging on atonality, highly constructivist. First movement frequently changes 
tempos, slow to agitato. II is acute, angular, aggressive. (Ja12) 

Vocalises for Soprano and Viola. 
Rubbishy. (Ja12)  

Symphony No 4 
God! Bernstein makes Diamond sound like a major composer. Style too consonant for 
Copland or Piston, closer to Harris, unmistakably American, great emotion, but once 
again tone and tempo of the first two movements have too little contrast. Finale quicker, 
mildly syncopated, lots of cross-tempo counterpoint. I don’t know if Bernstein is just a 
super-salesman or if this is Diamond’s best Symphony – possibly both. Dated sound not 
too bad. (F12)  

Quartet No 2 
 Three movements: Allegro almost wholly diatonic, rhythmically lively with play of 

thematic lines. Adagio mesto solemn, still diatonic, almost like reverent hymnody – 
builds with rising pitch – subsides. Allegro has lots of activity but no special purpose. So 
so. (Ag13) 

Quartet No 9 
 One movement, dedicated to Roger Sessions. Perhaps the most abstract, nearly atonal 

music I’ve heard from Diamond, but lyrical, apparently not serial. It’s obsessed with trills 
of every kind, not noticeably at first. Quick marcato passage in 5 gives way to final 
section of complex dissonant counterpoint. I like this one. (Ag13) 

Quartet No 10 
 Three movements. In his late works Diamond became lyrically atonal. This piece mixes 

sustained motifs with pizzicato and staccato – a fair bit of unison tutti – rhythmically 
square – it doesn’t sound serial and seems to have tonal reference – but the two triads at 
the end are totally out of place. Lento brief – faster B section – too much like the first 
movement. Finale has brief intro to doppio fuga – develops some rhythmic complexity 
within a basic 3 (Ag13) 

Chaconne for Violin and Piano 



 Diamond’s theme is a wide-ranging declamation with a lyrical extension. These ideas 
extend through the piece without pause or obvious seams. Big-boned, heroic, highly 
virtuosic. (D13) 

Quintet in B minor, flute, piano & strings 
 I loved this piece on cassette when I’d heard very little of Diamond. It turns out to be 

very early. In three movements: Allegro is heavily rhythmic, everyone has lots of notes 
all the time. Romanza is extended, songlike. Allegro Finale builds on 6/8 jig with a touch 
of ferocity. Terrific piece. (D13) 

Concert Piece for Horn and String Trio 
 Late work from 1978, mildly astringent with emphatic brass contrasting string lyricism 

through rapid tempo changes, quickening at the end. (Ja14) 
Partita for Oboe, Bassoon and Piano 
 Three short movements, fast-slow-fast. The ensemble evokes Les Six, and there’s dry 

detachment but little urbane wit – full of serious intent and contrapuntal imitation. (Ja14) 
Woodwind Quintet 
 Three movements: Andante is spare, dry, serious. Theme and Variations maintains this 

tone, though one variation is labeled a scherzino interlude. Allegro fugato takes a drily 
comic idea and works it very seriously indeed. (Ja14) 

Rounds for String Orchestra 
 I don’t remember this piece as long or as multi-sectional, especially that slowish bit. It’s 

still Diamond’s best piece, I think. Heard on CBC. (Jy15) 
The World of Paul Klee 

Four tone pictures within 12’: First is a waltz seen through a scrim; second is a 
disturbing, off-balance brassy bit – quite loud, sonorous; third introduces piano with lots 
of reeds; last is based of Klee’s “Twittering Machine” (RE Gunther Schuller), with 
interjections in various tempi over slow measured background. Diamond at his most 
daring – the best piece on the CD. [NB: I hadn’t yet listened to Bloch’s Suite 
Symphonique ] (Mh16) 

ALPHONS DIEPENBROCK 
Elektra: Symphonic Suite 

Arranged from incidental music for Sophokles’ play, the final work of this classical 
scholar composer. Opening highly dramatic, even dissonant, but far removed from the 
Germanic barbarism of Strauss, a more Gallic view of the Greeks. II is hieratic funeral 
dance for Orestes. III depicts futile efforts to console Elektra (I’m reminded of Satie), but 
Orestes shows up. IV depicts the bloodthirsty murders and Elektra’s victory. A de facto 
Symphony and viable concert piece. (N12) 

Die Vogels Overture 
Yes, it was for Aristophanes’ comedy, a commission during the dark days of World War 
I. Opening march motif sounds neo-baroque, and of course the winds go crazy imitating 
birdcalls, including a flute nightingale in the slower middle part. This would be treasured 
were it better known. (N12) 

Marsyas – Concert Suite 
 

Incidental music from a failed symboliste play in five movements. Prelude is uncanny 
premonition of Ravel’s Daphnis. Entr’acte continues, more active but slows again. 



Summer Night more evocative slow music, beautiful but too much. This might just work 
without the long second movement, or that movement alone. (N12) 

Hymne, violin & orchestra  
Soloist has pure cantilena, no showy display but lots of meandering. (N12)  

Hymne an die Nacht 
Setting of Novalis’s Second Hymn to Night for mezzo and orchestra: gorgeous 
post-Wagnerian stuff, or Straussian with a plummy Mahler contralto. Linda Finnie 
sounds fine, but I long for a Ferrier or a Forrester. There’s something special here. (N12) 

Die Nacht 
Setting of Hölderlin poem for mezzo and orchestra, a rapturous night scene. Do I hear a 
mandolin? Hölderlin has become a French hothouse decadent. Glorious! Diepenbrock 
should have set the French translation. The ecstasy is mainly in the orchestra. (N12) 

Hymne 
Setting of Novalis (“Wenige wissen”) for tenor and orchestra, a fusion of religious and 
erotic fantasy, consuming body and blood of the beloved. Christoph Homberger, alas, is 
not up for it. (N12) 

Im grossen Schweigen 
Setting of a remarkably beautiful bit of Nietzsche for basso and orchestra. Diepenbrock 
belongs to that post-Wagnerian, post-Franckian decadent taste that produced my sainted 
Chausson, and at his best, as here, he equals that magnificent handful of gloriously 
detailed, eccentric masterpieces. Invaluable disc. Robert Holl’s performance is excellent. 
I wonder how much was known of Nietzsche and his personal state in 1905? (N12) 

ALBERT DIETRICH 
Symphony in D minor, op 20 

Four movements. An earlier symphony was performed but the score is lost. Allegro is 
dominated by an octave drop developed nearly furioso, with timps and startling 
dissonance in brass, ingenious dialog with celli, a plangent Schumannesque second 
subject, fine agitato coda. Adagio opens with expansive horn solo in easy 6/8 – a lighter 
B section goes into 9/8, all metrically ambiguous and very beautiful. Scherzo too is built 
on a compound meter – Trio has Rhine nixies – second Trio with courtly horns. What 
great music! Wow! Allegro Finale goes into triumphal major with fugato entries and a 
motto that resembles but does not repeat the opening. Subsidiary themes develop in 
anxious minor, setting up the triumphant return to major. Dietrich keeps every bar active 
and alive. A near masterpiece. (F17) 

Violin Concerto in D minor, op 30 
Allegro begins with very brief intro and passionate entrance by soloist, followed by truly 
beautiful second subject in major up on the G string. This is main focus of extensive 
development, using first subject for rhythmic motifs. Cadenza – an innovation – is 
recitativo accompagnato with exciting slithers. Adagio spins an endless melody mainly 
on the G string – B section in octaves and tenths – back to melody woven over orchestra, 
almost improvisatory – beautiful tutti, all too short – horn in background – almost like 
Bruch at his best. Finale is a Vivace Polka full of Joachim tenths and double stopping. 
Swelling romantic theme in orchestra – big ending. Masterpiece stands tall with the great 
concertos. Elisabeth Kufferath is superb – she teaches at McGill! (Mh17) 

CHARLES DIEUPART 
6 Harpsichord Suites 



This composer, not known to me, was born in Paris about 15 years before Bach and 
Handel, but he spent most of his time in London, where he died. He made his name 
performing Corelli and is noticed by Hawkins. As a composer he produced theater music 
to order and these six suites, each in seven movements with almost no variation in the 
sequence of dances. (I spot a Passepied in Suite 2.) Jalôto’s playing seems plodding, the 
recording very close, the music more stolid than inventive. I’m not sure why the 
Allemande in each suite is notably longer than the other movements. 

Returning to CD 2, I wonder if what sounded “stolid” to me was not an appeal to 
the English taste and thus proto-Handelian? Maybe he belongs not to the French tradition, 
despite all the tweedles? The dances in Suite 2 are stately, the performance not plodding 
in the least. Maybe I am the legendary critic with a stomach ache. Jalôto uses notes 
inégals in the Allemandes, but I think inconsistently. Dieupart is far from innovative, but 
he’s not so generic that all his Allemandes and Courants sound alike. A melder of 
national traits. A rewarding CD. (O19) 

ROLLO DILWORTH 
12 anthems 

I should detest this music, but I love it. The pop turn in church music sickens me, so how 
is this different? It is rooted in its own rich tradition of spirituals, which I love. It also has 
roots in classical music – the part-writing is not slovenly, the counterpoint and layering of 
parts is informed – nothing cheap or amateurish. Performance is demanding – sloppy 
rhythm will not pass muster. The performance here is phenomenal, with razor-clean 
attacks on the syncops. All the sopranos are Leontynes. Wow! Listening is a learning 
curve. It helps that FSA has sung three of these pieces, “Good News,” “Soon and Very 
Soon,” “Walk in Jerusalem.” (Jy18) 

HUGO DISTLER 
Totentanz 

One of a kind: A liturgical pageant in which Death summons twelve, from king to child, 
with brief choral admonitions. The choral writing is difficult, notated with indefinite 
barring, pandiatonic counterpoint, more complex than I expected. The piece was written 
in the early 1930s, just after Hitler’s accession, but nearly a decade before HD’s tragic 
suicide. (F09) 

Choral-Passion, op 7 
Wholly à cappella Passion narrative, with Evangelist, Jesus, characters, choruses and 
chorales. Modelled after Schütz but even more stark, a tour de force with longueurs 
because of the recit, but astonishing in performance. English text not given, but the 
German can be followed well enough. The piece was composed in 1932, so the rabble 
choruses are unsettling. (F09) 

Die Weinachtsgeschichte, op 10 
 Composed in 1933, not quite a decade before Distler’s tragic death. Entirely à cappella. 

Brief intro is a setting of Isaiah, The people that walk in darkness. The narrative begins 
with a reharmonization of Es ist ein Rös’, which acts as a ritornello returning seven times 
in various guises. Scene I is the Annunciation to Maria, told in bare unaccompanied recit. 
Scene II is Mary’s visit to Elisabeth, including the Magnificat sung over Es ist ein Rös’. 
Scene III, the Nativity at Bethlehem, with a beautiful chorale bringing Shepherds to the 
cradle. Scene IV adds the Magi coming before Herod before turning to Bethlehem with 
their gifts (there’s no reference to Childermass). Scene V is Simeon’s Nuncdimittis. 



There is a final version of Es ist ein Rös’ followed by a motet on John 3:16. The entire 
work is infused with a reverence captured beautifully by the Leipzig choir. It is not hard 
listening, but because of its austerity and long recits, it would be a hard sell. The choral 
writing sounds fiendish. (D16) 

CARL DITTERS von DITTERSDORF 
Ovid Symphony No 4: Perseus and Andromeda 

Narrative is greatly generalized, but lovely music shows why Ditters was respected by 
Mozart. Pastorale with high-flying oboe solo. Finale suggests conflict resolved into 
Minuet. (Ap09)  

Ovid Symphony No 5: The Lycian Peasants Turned to Frogs 
Allegretto is peasant clog dance. Leto begs for water. Minor key Minuetto. Slow intro, 
hoppy Finale fugato subject, with odd static coda. The most graphic of the three 
symphonies.  (Ap09) 

Ovid Symphony No 6: The Petrification of Phineus 
Subject almost defies depiction. First movement dance dramatically interrupted by 
trumpeted Perseus carrying the Gorgon’s head. Andante is extended lament. Finale is 
pursuit, then solemn petrificaion followed by Minuet.  (Ap09) 

Ovid Symphony No 1: Four Ages of the World 
C major, of course, for the Golden Age, a gracious slow gavotte worthy of Boyce.  
Silver is fleet, Bronze an earnest, lowly Minuetto in A minor. The interesting one is Iron: 
minor key agitato, tremolos, timpani strokes – and a passage of grazioso to finish. (Ap09) 

Ovid Symphony No 2: The Fall of Phaeton 
Opening apparently is grandeur of Helios, with young son portrayed by scurrying figures, 
thumping chords. Tender Andante with bassoon solo (boy) in dialogue with lower strings 
(father), continued in Minuet (?). Catastrophe in minor key Sturm und Drang Finale – 
tremolos, timpani strokes, even trombone crescendo, with quiet coda.  (Ap09) 

Ovid Symphony No 3: The Metamorphosis of Actaeon 
Hunting motifs in 6/8 B Adagio is murmuring brook with solo flute. gentle Minuet. All 
the Sturm und Drang is in Finale. (Ap09) 

Harp Concerto in A 
Pleasant but unremarkable classical Concerto. Dittersdorf’s ingenuity perhaps hampered 
by limits of the early harp. Cx Boieldieu. (My09) A second listening, among the classical 
harp concerti in the Brilliant box. With those diminished chords, he must have had a 
pedal harp. Nice moments of slow tempo before recap. Nice hushed Adagio, with eerie 
minor key B section, quite chromatic – more searching than Dittersdorf`s norm. Finale is 
light and chirpy. (Ja16) 

6 Quartets 
I am surprised and delighted by the quality and charm of these Quartets, modelled after 
Haydn’s op 33, say the liner notes – and Dittersdorf once played quartets with Haydn, 
Mozart, and Vanhal. Quite a group! All six are in three movements, major keys, and 
strive for no great depth of feeling, just a general Gemütlichkeit; but the ideas have some 
novelty, there are modulatory surprises, and lots of character. Bravo Dittersdorf! (Ja11) 

Requiem in C minor 
The liner notes call this work restrained. It certainly wastes no time getting through the 
text with a minimum of fuss – no lengthy introductions, no vamps, a bare 30’ in length. 
Sanctus, for example, mixes tutti forte, or piano, or solo quartet, all homophonic (except 



the Kyrie), all solemn – even the Hosanna is in minor. Beautiful in a strangely 
dispassionate way. (N14) 

Offertorium zu Ehren des heiliges Johann von Nepomuk 
Nepomuk was a priest of Breslau recently canonized. This celebratory motet begins with 
a cheerful recit and aria for basso (showing off his fine low notes), plus an equally 
cheerful chorus. (N14)  

Litaniae Lauretanae 
Six movements for soloists and chorus with church orchestra plus trumpets and drums. 
Mozart set this text twice in his youth, but there’s no explanation of its liturgical 
significance, except for the fervent Marian nature of the four prayers, enveloped by Kyrie 
(altered) and Agnus Dei. The tone is festal, almost reduced to I, IV, and V, with a 
noticeable scarcity of accidentals. Even “Rosa mystica” hardly sounds mystical. (N14) 

ISSAY DOBROWEN 
Jugend-Sonate in B minor 

Dobrowen was a Russian emigré composer active in Vienna before finding a permanent 
niche in Norway as conductor and opera manager. His one-movement Piano Sonata is 
written in a rather swoony late romanticism, highly chromatic but stable as to tonality. 
Premonitions of Richard Addinsell. (Mh13) 

IGNACY DOBRZYNSKI 
Overture to Moribas 

Surprise intro for solo bass clarinet at this date – the ominous theme is taken up by solo 
horn and winds. Is it three bassoons? Imaginative orchestration, tawdry material. (Mh15)  

Piano Concerto in A♭, op 3 
Product of a 17-year-old contemporary of Chopin. It’s classic/romantic in its square 
themes, but leans after the innovations of Chopin a few times. (Mh15)  

Symphony No 2 in C minor, op 15 “Characteristic” 
There were no orchestras in Poland so there were no symphonies until late in the century. 
Dobrzynski’s are exceptional, this written after the Polish uprisings of 1830 and winning 
a competition in Vienna. The movements are all patterned after Polish dances – compare 
Goldmark’s Rustic Wedding. Slow intro is tragic, then the Allegro builds on a polonaise 
(according to the notes), alternately passionate and victorious. This is followed by 
kujawiak, mazurka, and krakowiak. Andante is marked doloroso and entitled Elegia, but 
the folklike tune has Tchaikowsky appeal. Nice. Minuetto à la Mazurka takes off with a 
blast of brass. Finale is Vivace to Presto and faster, very piquant. Super piece. (Mh15)  

ERNÖ von DOHNANYI           
Ruralia Hungarica, op 32b 

Pleasant enough, tuneful, but I think I should like it better than I do. It’s draggy. (Ja09) 
Symphonic Minutes, op 36 

Abstract Suite in six short movements, livelier than Ruralia but fluffier. (Ja09) 
Suite in F# minor, op 19 

Abstract Suite could be Symphony except first movement is set of variations. Dohnanyi’s 
most popular orchestral piece, lively, melodic, yet not memorable. Odd that a composer 
so excellent at times fails to score in this less demanding genre. (F09)   

Symphony No 1 in D minor, op 9 
Big Brahmsian Symphony, except for an extra Intermezzo inserted between Scherzo and 
Finale. Imposing and nice to hear, but it doesn’t stick. Big tune, which comes back in the 



Intermezzo, is pale reflection of the Finale of Brahms’ First. Clarinet riffs “in Hungarian 
style” in the Adagio recall the Quintet. Final fugue is again a Brahmsian strategy, though 
not in his Symphonies. This is worth a listen, but one hopes for better.  (F09) 

Piano Concerto No 1 in E minor, op 5 
Huge 45' Concerto in Brahmsian mode of high serious tragedy, written 1897-98, 
Dohnanyi at the top of his form. Spacious movements, constant invention. Andante 
unfolds over pizzicato bass. Finale is a bit like a stately folkdance – big cadenza, noble 
brass chorale at end. This is a masterpiece on the order of op 1, op 10, op 26, and the 
Violin Concerto that Ehnes plays. (Mh09)  

Piano Concerto No 2 in B minor 
In the grand manner. It could be an extra Rachmaninoff Concerto (not a bad thing), three 
movements played without break. Dohnanyi in good form. (Mh09) 

Quartet No 3 in A minor, op 33 
I thought Dohnanyi wrote only two Quartets, and here’s No 3 on Naxos. In three 
movements: Brahmsian but restless, anxious, with relaxed second subject; development 
turns decidedly to un-Brahmsian, possibly bitonal harmonies B recap sustains the 
dissonance, getting heated to near Bartokian tension. Variations build on a solemn 
religioso, first in fast episodes, then a serene viola restatement and a slow finish. Vivace 
giocoso is festive with a woozy B section (Trio?) that sounds reeling drunk, return to 
Vivace and accelerando coda. The piece is never dull, but the “new harmonic freedom” 
claimed in the notes just sounds like inconsistency. (F12)  

Sextet in C for clarinet, horn, violin, viola, cello & piano, op 37 
 A major chamber work that I just came across – here coupled with the Strauss Piano 

Quartet, and yes, Dohnanyi sounds here much more Straussian than Brahmsian. The 
handling of the ensemble seems very orchestral, doublings, lots of fidgety figures – a 
Kammersymphonie! The entire piece is fixated on an unorthodox minor-major 
progression. Four movements: a long Allegro – an Intermezzo with lots of alla Marcia 
accompaniment – an Allegro [sic] con sentiment, a nice tune introduced by clarinet turns 
scherzando – a quick, perky Allegro Finale with needed quiet contrast, a touch of 
syncope and even a parody waltz. Not unproblematic, but an engaging piece. The New 
Jersey Chamber Players are fine. (Jy13) 

Variations on a Hungarian Folksong, op 29 
 Piano variations on a beautifully plaintive tune, neither gipsy nor Bartok out-country. 

Variations straightforward, pleasing. (Jy13) 
6 Concert Etudes, op 28 
 He didn’t call them transcendental but he might have. Korevaar’s notes explain the 

particular challenge posed by each etude. As listening there’s enough interest to 
transcend the jaw-dropping guilty thrills, but that is the principle raisin d’ȇtre. The 
staccato Third is amazing. Fourth is a grand maestoso march with more notes than two 
hands can possibly play. Sixth is most popular – variations he says, but it sounds more 
like perpetuum mobile. What a beautiful sounding CD and Baldwin piano tone! (Jy13) 

Pastorale – Hungarian Christmas Song 
 Short piece – I don’t know the carol. Hardly a breather after the Concert Etudes! (Jy13) 
Ruralia Hungarica, op 32a 
 Piano version of one of Dohnanyi’s more popular orchestral pieces – one I’ve never 

warmed to. Seven Hungarian folksong arrangements, mainly from a collection by Bartok 



and Kodaly. Second is a madcap Csardas – breathtaking. Third, a long slowly building 
gipsy improve. Sixth is longest, a brooding lament with turbulent B section – it does go 
on disproportionately long. Finale a jolly 6/8 dance. I do like it better on piano. (Jy13) 

Symphony No 2 in E, op 40 
 Huge hour-long four-movement Symphony begins dramatically with a rough tritone 

motto, then a romantic second idea. Tough workout, the return and recap emphatic, with 
some Straussian echoes. Dohnanyi fled Hungary at war’s end, and this score was his 
effort to stave off the collapse of civilization. Adagio is a pastorale with English horn and 
flutes and a long-breathed violin melody in major – B section with gipsy clarinet and 
tremolo strings (more than a whiff of Brahms) – gorgeous, the end rising to languorous 
ecstasy. Scherzo, or Burla, is a mere 5’, with unexpected dissonance and grotesque, 
almost doing a Shostakovich. The 23’ Finale involves an Intro, Variations, and Fugue on 
Bach’s “Komm süsser Tod,” plus coda, solo violin bit, then chorale. First is a hesitant, 
rather acid variation; second, timpani inject a martial tone; then strings build an 
emotional meditation; then agitato; then eerie rustling. Fugue rises from silence in low 
strings, turns into a vast, twisty, chromatic structure – trumpet recalls triton motto from 
the opening, finishing with a long, wonderful, rhythmically striding coda. Magnificent. 
But I`d love to hear it with a decent orchestra. The Florida State students do themselves 
proud, but really! (Jy13) 

PETRUS de DOMARTO 
Missa Spiritus almus 

Older than Busnois but less aggressive, longer note values (especially in bass), more 
serene, greater tendency to chordal formations. Liner notes say, oddly, that Domarto is 
less appealing than Busnois to modern ears – must refer to Busnois’s busyness. Glorious 
stuff. (Jy09) 

GAETANO DONIZETTI 
Maria Stuarda 

Recording is better than I remembered, despite Stuart Burroughs (who is tolerable, I 
guess). Even the sympathetically portrayed Catholic Mary must confess her murders and 
conspiracy, in glorious music in Act III. Sills is magnificent, Farrell interesting to hear in 
bel canto. Not a favorite, either opera or performance, but nice to have. [John Holland 
tells me that the textual problems with this opera are enormous, and that much of the 
music thought to be lost, and thus replaced by patchwork, has been restored in the newest 
edition.] (My08). Seen at last on stage, brilliantly dramatic, not loaded with vocal 
fireworks but lots of pure bel canto. DiDonato reigns as Maria, a high mezzo singing 
Sills’ role without the high notes, and Polenzani, though with much less to do, is her 
equal. Elza van der Heever (!) made an impressive debut as Elisabetta. She’s enormous, 
tall that is, and headed for Nabucco and Isolde. Super production. (Met live on HD, Ja13) 

Lucia di Lammermoor 
Production that brings full drama out of tired warhorse, with two scenes restored, glass 
harmonica, real ghosts. Netrebko fine as Lucia, despite occasional inaccuracy and no trill. 
Piotr Beczala superb Edgardo, full-voiced lyric. (MetHDBF). A second time on TV and 
I’m even more impressed with Netrebko – a fine characterization of Lucia in three big 
scenes, and beautiful singing. Beczala and Kwieczen too, both made strong impressions. 
Amazing that the same stage director made such hash of La Sonnambula.  (Ap08) Yes, a 
third time, live in HD with a new cast: Dessay a wonderfully affecting Lucia if not 



entirely accurate vocally (some trouble on top), but the unaccompanied bit in the Mad 
Scene worked well. Calleja is at the top of the heap, in an age of fine tenors – wonderful 
sound, line. Tézier as Enrico and Youn as Raimondo also very strong. (Mh11) 

Gemma di Vergy 
Caballe says that Gemma is more exhausting than three Normas. She is certainly on stage 
most of the time; but her music is mostly sustained Cavatine, only a bit of florid singing, 
not much of fury or vengeance, thus a perfect fit for Caballe. (I can only imagine what 
Callas would have made of it.) Story line is twisty, especially the Tamas role, but the 
beloved wife rejected for infertility is real. Fine recording from live unstaged 
performance. Only weak link is Luis Lima, who didn’t last long I believe. (D09) 

Don Pasquale 
Poor Donizetti gets so taken for granted: he wrote beautiful music by the yard, it seems, 
and whenever it threatens to become wholly conventional he gives it a tweak. I remember 
how amazed I was, seeing it at Glimmerglass, what wonderful music could get generated 
by such a stock comedy. And Signor Ruffini even allows the old guy some sympathy. 
Netrebko took command of the stage, and Kwiecen was a match for her, both oozing 
personality across the footlights.  Polenzani a beautiful voice, but perhaps very limited 
(?) – I’m reminded of Schipa. John Del Carlo seems an ideal buffo. Beautifully staged, 
sung, acted, and such loving conducting by Levine! Memorable. (N10 – MetHD) 

Anna Bolena 
A long opera for Donizetti, highly worked up, dramatic, with five full characters – even 
Smeaton gets two arias. Best are the Anna-Seymour Scene and of course the Mad Scene 
Finale. It is a great opera, though I kept thinking it has been eclipsed by Don Carlo. My 
general reaction was that it can’t be bel canto when the singing is fortissimo all the time: 
Anna sounded like Nabucco, and the Met is becoming Bolshoi’d with all those Russians. 
Netrebko sang well, has acquired a trill and tried for some nuance; but the full power 
singing obliterated both nuance and fioritura. And she has no chest. Ekaterina Gubanova 
sounded like she was competing for Dimitrova’s roles. Tamara Mumford impressed as 
Smeaton, a low voiced mezzo role. Ildar Abdrazakov as Enrico was another Russian 
Italian. And poor Stephen Costello tried to keep up, but had neither the volume nor the 
top for the role, though his coloratura was fine. A mixed bag. (O11 – MetHD) 

L’Elisir d’Amore 
Such a bit of fluff and such uplifting joy! The music pumped out of the man. I’m  
surprised I didn’t know it better. A perfect production, perfectly acted, and all but perfect 
vocalism in the four roles. Netrebko is a deserving superstar, Polenzani in his true 
element, and a towering Ambrogio Maestri as Dulcamara, who almost stole the show. 
(Are there any larger buffo roles besides Dulcamara and Pasquale? Rossini, I suppose.) 
Kwiecen also very good at what he had to do as Belcore. We had to catch the encore, and 
I’m glad we didn’t miss it. (N12 –- MetHD) 

Quartet No 16 in B minor 
 Donizetti was raised on Haydn’s Quartets and played violin or viola, so the heritage is 

clear. This one opens with a flurry of triplets chasing triplets. Largo is innig in the 
Viennese sense, with Romantic chromatic inflections. Minuet sounds simple but has 
subtle rhythmic complication – operatic drama in the Trio. Finale has light skipping 
theme in 2, draws in triplets from the first movement – B section fugato. I invariably 
marvel at the sophistication of this apparently simple composer. (My13) 



Quartet No 17 in D 
 There are two themes in bright D major, but development keeps veering into minor – a 

super-abundance of ideas. Larghetto spins a sustained line punctuated by breathless rests. 
Scherzo has a swaggering motif – Trio conducts a two-violin duet with lower strings 
scurrying about. Finale, a complex play of motifs, also slips into earnest minor. (My13) 

Quartet No 18 in E minor 
 Allegro is a fatal destiny piece which Donizetti rewrote as Overture to Linda di 

Chamounix – it does seem too orchestral. Adagio is one of those short-breathed classical 
melodies full of rests – builds to beautifully serene return and eventual hushed cadence. 
Minuetto, marked Presto, is more a Scherzo with some tricky syncopation. Finale a 
swinging Polacca. Nice, but long for the material. (My13) 

Roberto Devereux 
 The more Donizetti I see, the more I realize how under-rated he is as a composer, the true 

forerunner to Verdi. He created the medium in which the master worked. I thought I 
knew this from the Sills recording, but the opera has four roles, not just one. 
Radvonovsky was spectacular – Sutherland quality vocally, much better dramatically. 
Polenzani is a true bel canto tenor with the line (equal to Pav’s), the shading, the 
pianissimo, the breath. Garança luxury casting as ___, and Kwiecen fine as betrayed 
husband and friend. What a gorgeous overture! (MetHD, Ap16) 

CORNELIS DOPPER 
Symphony No 3 “Rembrandt” 

Completed in 1905, no key stated. Having heard a bit of Dopper on CBC, I was expecting 
something crisply classical and surprised at the late romanticism. Long murky intro gives 
way to well defined rhythmic theme. Andante is based on processional subject, develops 
with many surprises and a fetching bassoon solo. Scherzo a jolly fugato with more 
surprises. Finale builds on a broad melody, not quite variations. I’m reminded of early 
Nielsen: melodious, accessible, modal touches, beautifully laid out and developed. A near 
masterpiece? I’m bowled over. (O12) 

Symphony No 6 “Amsterdam” 
Happy festive Symphony celebrating the native city. There’s a bm-chk-chk waltz, but 
many changes of mood and texture and tempo, even some complex cross-tempos. Adagio 
a quiet space with a strangely exotic bit (Indonesian?), finishing with a big instrumental 
anthem including organ. More exoticism in Scherzo (inspired, Dopper said, by 
Vancouver’s Chinatown), a feast of rhythm and tribal drums. Finale a free-for-all 
potpourri of pop tunes, hymns, football cheers (shades of Nielsen’s Aladdin!), and a 
rousing finish. A program Symphony, too over the top for the staid Dutch. (O12) 

JOHN DOWLAND 
Songs, Book I 

I was surprised to hear four-part singing, expecting solo songs, but Rooley’s realizations 
are thoughtfully varied – ensemble, different solo voices, even occasional instrumental. 
Only a few of the songs are familiar. Singers nice and light, not too too affected, 
excellent diction: even Kirkby is just barely tolerable in this repertoire. As with Campion 
on Naxos, I’d like more lute presence. Best in smallish doses.  (Jeo9) 

Songs, Book II 
Rooley’s group takes some getting used to: the solo and ensemble performances are 
mixed, the ensemble with bass absurdly in the cellerage. (Is Rooley’s A too low?) Kirkby 



is Kirkby. Martin Hill has the most agreeable voice, and he has most of the solo songs. I 
thought tempos were suspiciously slow until “Fine Knacks for Ladies.” Dowland was 
noted for his lacrimae. I need to compare some more modern renditions. “O sweet 
woods,” “Toss not my soul” are very nice. (S11) 

Songs 
Music in Shakespeare’s Time is a compilation on a fly-by-night label that I bought for 
Russell Oberlin’s solo songs, but the ensemble singing with Patricia Clark & Co is 
superb, better than Rooley’s group. But I’m annoyed that they didn’t even include all the 
Oberlin that’s available. So it goes. (My12) 

14 Songs 
A few seconds and I knew this would be my go-to disc for Dowland. Mark Paedmore has 
all the virtues of English tenordom – namely, clear diction – and none of the intolerable 
fey mannerisms. He sounds masculine, or at least male, and allows himself some discreet 
ornamentation and some histrionic emphasis to vary the strophes. Fine singing, with 
Elizabeth Kenny breaking the texture with a few lute solos. (D13) 

Lachrimae, or Seven Tears [1604] 
Semper Dowland semper dolens. Jordi Savall presents Dowland’s only publication 
devoted entirely to instrumental music, written for a five-part viol consort plus lute, the 
part written out in tablature. The sound is ravishing in its own way as I found Leonhardt 
when I first discovered the viol consort sound, and as expressive as the most sensitive 
Chopin. Savall captures every fleeting cross relation and discord, and allows the music to 
breathe very deeply. Much of the music is in fact familiar: The first of the Lachrimae is 
frequently updated by Britten and others, and many other numbers are consort 
arrangements of well-known songs. There are twenty-one pieces in all, seven Lachrimae, 
each followed by a shorter, lighter Galliard (though the notes observe that Dowland 
avoids the exuberance normally associated with this dance). Then there are seven 
additional pieces, ending with two relatively bright allemandes. This is a very special 
recording, all in the numbing melancholy of Tous les matins du monde. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Forlorn hope fancye 
On BBC guitar concerto disc, a hefty 9’ piece – another dose of the Dowland 
melancholia. (F16) 

Complete Lute Works, Volume 1 
My usual way of listening would be just to let the pieces roll by, but let’s do it right. The 
first two are late discoveries – the first, untitled, sounds like a motet with high voices set 
against low. Most of Dowland’s pieces survive in consort form, where counterpoint has 
free rein. The Pavana has a familiar bit of tune in it. The elegant frog galliard seems to 
have improvised divisions and ornaments – or are they written out? I don’t hear a 
difference when he exchanges guitars between tracks 7 and 8. A Dream is described as a 
major work that seems to be not improvised but worked out on paper – it’s beautiful. 
Tracks 10 – 13 are performed on an opharion, which sounds like an autoharp. Dowland’s 
celebrated melancholy shows up frequently – the Melancholy Galliard and the following, 
and the unusually chromatic Farewell. (Ag18)    

FELIX DRAESEKE 
Symphony No 1 in G, op 12 

Long slowish intro establishes Romantic tone, almost Brahmsian – Allegro reverts to 
classic triadic motto and Beethovenish textures and motivic working out. There are a 



couple of weird modulations, a passage of duple syncopation over 3-beat bass, a 
boisterous timp part. Scherzo is in duple time, too heavy footed for Mendelssohn sprites – 
sudden pauses, fortissimo interjections. No contrasting Trio section. Adagio seems to 
wander – some odd progressions – a nice passage with (I think) three themes 
simultaneously – but comes to no payoff. Finale a triumphal march with lots of working 
out. Draeseke seems a case study, a composer friendly with Liszt and Wagner who tried 
to take the Symphony from its classical origins to a next step. I might once have been 
attracted by the eccentricities, but I don’t think he succeeded. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Gudrun Overture 
Draeseke wrote seven operas with little success – Gudrun at least was performed and 
even published. Overture begins with a moody bet, then works into a happily rhapsodic 
passage, then a contrapuntal passage in heroic tone (Wagner hovers). The piece ends 
effectively with a tragic theme in stentorian brass, and a presto coda. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Symphony No 2 in F. op 25 
 The opening chords strike me as juvenile classical Strauss, especially the odd 

progressions and the big orchestra sound. Lots of brassy workout and a big coda. 
Allegretto marciale, too quick for a funeral march, rises to grandeur – B section restless 
and modulatory – march returns abruptly and rises again to great heights – quiet ending. 
Allegro is not a Scherzo in feeling – an Intermezzo or a displaced Finale. Presto Finale is 
not so fast, but bright and playful. Fugato sets in, and lots of workout – surprise final 
cadence (fake-out!), then reprise of rhapsodic first movement theme, and grandiose coda. 
Very fine and convincing Symphony. (Muskoka—Jy14)   

Serenade in D, op 49 
 Five movements on the light side, though at 28’ not really concise. Marcia is light footed 

– Ständchen has solo cello over pizzicato, in and out of minor, smiling through tears. 
Liebescene fails to deliver the promised rapture – disappointingly platonic. Polonaise is 
in very moderate 3, not much brio. Finale is anything but prestissimo leggiero as 
advertised. Is it the conductor’s doing? Poor Draeseke just didn’t have much rhythmic 
savoir faire. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Symphony No 3 in C, op 40 “Symphonia Tragica”  
 Considered the best of the four. Arresting opening chords (followed by pianissimo 

staccato) lead into extended slow intro. Symphony proceeds with subtle cyclical 
procedure, according to the liner notes, but thematic transformation is well disguised. 
Principal theme is motivic – two long notes plus turn or triplet, then a march figure – 
development, odd progressions, modulations. Grave is deeply somber, funereal but not a 
march – some inexplicable interrupting figures, more odd modulations, then a 
consolatory phrase in clarinet expanded by strings. Scherzo is a true Allegro in 3 with 
syncopations and irregular phrases – slower Trio in remote key builds to grand swagger. 
Finale is also a true Allegro, a devilish tarantella – dramatic grand pause leads back to 
opening chords of the Symphony and repetition of the slow intro in transfigured form 
with intricate counterpoint superimposed – slow, quiet ending. This is a Symphony for 
study extremely complex in its formal demands. The verdict is still out. (Muskoka—Jy14)  

Funeral March in E minor, op 79 
 A public tribute to German soldiers killed in African colonial adventures. It seems 

conventional in construction, less so in its harmony. But Draeseke is no Elgar. 
(Muskoka—Jy14) 



Symphony No 4 in E minor, WoO 38 “Symphonia Comica” 
 Written twenty-six years after the Tragica at the age of 77, when Draeseke was almost 

totally deaf. All the movements are five to six minutes, making a relatively short 
Symphony. Bewegt, feurig, is made up of rapid-fire mini-motifs with lots of grace notes, 
modulations thick and fast. Fliegenkrieg (War of the Flies) begins with a yearning 
romantic phrase, suddenly interrupted – apparently by flies (no-see-ums?) and swatting. 
Scherzo is in quick 3, again with short, breathless phrases – rustic Trio in 2, pesante. 
Lebhaft, schnell, begins with short phrases again (with grace notes), then an actual tune, 
interrupted by brass outbursts. It’s nice to know the man kept a sense of humor through 
his cruel infirmity, Teutonic though it be. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Piano Concerto in in E♭, op 36 
 I had Draeseke pegged as a symphonist seeking new forms of expression that he never 

found, but apparently he began as a Lisztian disciple of “music of the future” who turned 
conservative. The piano is written with Lisztian showiness and treble brilliance. All big 
effect, the Allegro is fortissimo start to finish. Adagio begins quietly with piano solo, 
then muted strings – then a sequence of rather silly and over-wrought variations. Vivace 
Finale returns to virtuoso brilliance in a carefree 6/8. There are a few harmonic surprises, 
but mostly it’s big and blowzy. Yes, Markus Becker is enjoying himself thoroughly – a 
hoot!  (N16) 

ALEXANDER DREYSCHOCK 
Piano Concerto in D minor, op 137 

Dreyschock was a Bohemian virtuoso, a pupil of Tomašek who challenged Liszt and 
Thalberg as a performer. Kullak thought his technique superior to Liszt’s, but he had 
more mixed reviews. The Schumanns despised both his playing and his music.  His 
Concerto is considerably more interesting than Thalberg’s, never boring or wholly 
predictable, the keyboard always bubbling. Lovely Andante. Vivace nearly as explosive 
as Mendelssohn’s. Great fun. (I was moved to check the conductor, one Niklas Willén, 
who extracts great beauty from simple string filler.)  (O12) 

JACOB DRUCKMAN 
Quartet No 2 

One-movement serial piece with complex inaudible construction, cadenzas and assigned 
personalities for each player. The description sounds like Elliott Carter and so does the 
music. (O09) Written for the Juilliard in 1966, squarely in the post-war avant garde, full of 
extended effects, violent activity vs stasis. Cast in one 19’ movement. There is evidence 
of coordination among the players, but I detect no authorial presence. (My13) 

Reflections on the Water 
For solo marimba: Six short character pieces. The instrument itself is so rare and 
attractive that the music has appeal – Druckman’s writing has an Orientalist feel. 
Performed by his son. (My13) 

Dark Reflections 
Short 6’ duo for violin and cello, one of the composer’s last works. It seems like a middle 
ground between the avant gardist extended techniques of the Second Quartet and the 
marimba Orientalism. But I can deduce too little about Druckman to say. (My13) 

Duo for Violin and Piano 



 Very early piece in three movements, slow-fast-slow. Druckman mentions Debussy and 
Prokofiev as models, but neither is obvious. Instead, I hear a nearly atonal anonymous 
pandiatonicism. I still don’t grasp a Druckman personality. (My13) 

Quartet No 3 
 Avant gardist but more lister friendly than the Second Quartet, with a number of 

graspable ideas, even a willingness to allow triadic moments. Basic idea: a sustained tone 
or fifth with a little flurry of notes – a figure worked through nine variations, the body of 
the piece. It is punctuated by a “Marcia ritornello” plus a Scherzo (you have to listen 
closely). Beautiful ending. Intriguing. (Je13) 

Prism 
 None of Druckman’s music so far has adopted this mode, and I’m a sucker for it: Prism is 

in three movements, after Charpentier, after Cavalli, and after Cherubini. Snippets of 
their work gives the basic modernism an anchor, surrounded by lots of percussion and 
bells. The last movement is more aggressive, then trails off. (Ap14) 

PIERRE-MAX DUBOIS 
Concerto No 2 for Alto Sax & Orchestra 

This composer is new to me: a Milhaud pupil and it shows, the plaintive opening motif, 
the orchestral sound, not to mention the 20 odd Symphonies! Prestissimo a moto 
perpetuo, exciting. Aria unfolds a slow suspended melody, melancholic, very nice.  
Finale a joyous tarantelle which makes a surprise turn into a slinky tango. Clever, well 
written. (Ap12) 

THÉODORE DUBOIS 
Cello Sonata in D; Four pieces 

Gentle melodious writing, pleasing and inventive without pretension or cliché.  Much 
better than I expected. Rewarding. Finale a lively folktune. TD’s sound world is that of 
Saint-Saëns, who was born only two years earlier (1835/1837). Short pieces are simple, 
unspectacular.  (Ap09) 

Violin Sonata in A 
Surprising agitato after the Cello Sonata, demanding double stops, octaves, thundering 
piano. Not wholly convincing. Too busy Andante, then more agitato. There seem to be 
too many ideas. Reprise of first movement works – exciting. Give it another try. (Ap09) 

Andante Cantabile; Méditation et Scherzetto; Cavatine 
Melodious trifles B but I would be proud to have written any of them.  There is no end 
to the number of people who might have written . . . . (Ap09) 

Piano Quartet in A minor 
Gentle melodious writing, pleasing and inventive without pretension or cliché.  My 
verdict remains the same, even though the piece is different: a French Quartet in four 
standard movements, nothing objectionable, entirely tuneful, elegant, well worked out. 
But very little in the way of surprise. Harmony is ultra-conventional, as are the 
modulations.  (Ja12) 

Quintet for oboe, strings and piano 
As a composer of pleasing, well put together, but undistinctive music, Dubois benefits 
greatly from the unconventional instrumentation of this piece, which was one of his most 
often performed. Allegro is heroic. Canzonetta a gentle Mendelssohnian staccato. Adagio 
a gentle pastorale. Finale rather relaxed for a Con fuoco, with slow bit for return of 
themes and an opulent coda. (Ja12) 



Messe solenelle de Saint Remy 
St Remy baptized King Clovis and ensured the conversion of France. Dubois’ Mass for 
choir and organ is gentle, rather generic, oddly diatonic for a protégé of Franck. Solo bits 
for soprano and baritone, with brass quartet appearing out of nowhere in the Sanctus. The 
large combined Québecois choir, alas, sings woefully flat.  (My12) 

Messe de la Déliverance 
Triumphal Mass for the end of the Great War, sung in 1919 at Orléans and thus 
celebrating the recent 1915 canonization of Joan of Arc as well. The music proceeds with 
brass fanfares and (very tinny) cymbals. Gentle and simple Kyrie with solo soprano is 
beautiful, and there are many other beautiful moments throughout. The choir still has 
problems but sounds much better in this more up-beat singing. (My12) 

The Seven Last Words of Christ 
Eight movements, Grand Chorus and Organ, 44’. Once ubiquitous cantata for Good 
Friday, now available only in an English-language version from Texas. Jesus is sung by 
either bass or tenor. (I) Intro: Soprano has simple, elegant sorrow song with operatic 
flourish at cadenza. (1) Father, forgive them. Baritone and tenor with chorus. The Crucify 
Him rabble bit, rather different from my trace memory but retaining its anti-semitism 
(was Dubois an anti-Dreyfussard?). (2) Baritone, tenor, chorus. Thou shalt be in Paradise 
today. Gorgeous. (3) Soprano, tenor, baritone with chorus. Woman, behold thy Son. (4) 
Baritone solo. God why hast thou forsaken me? Setting is not from despair but from 
stalwart questioning, a demand, very round, with angelic organ. (5) Tenor solo, I thirst, 
followed by another rabble chorus. Thou would destroy the Temple. Some power here. 
(6) Tenor with chorus, organ doing a neat harp thing. Father into thy hands. Lovely air. 
(7) Tutti, It is finished. The organ rends the veil of the Temple and supplies earthquake 
before chorus finishes with beautiful hymn. I enjoyed this more than I expected. The 
organ prelude provides a firm march-like approach. (Ap19) 

EUSTACHE Du CAURROY 
Requiem des rois de France  

Written for the funeral of assassinated Henry IV of France in 1610 and used into the 18th 
century. Du Caurroy was learned in high Renaissance style, but the layout of his 
movements accords with the French, not the Roman rite, so its surprises shed light on 
Fauré and Duruflé: the barest trace of Dies Irae, full attention to Pie Jesu and In 
Paradisum. The disc presentation does not recreate the service à la McCreesh, but only 
suggests it: Du Caurroy’s work is prefaced by two psalms of Goudimel and a striking 
anonymous pavane. The performance is expert and scholarly, but with a nasal 
idiosyncrasy for both voices and instruments. There are two segments of déclamation, 
including part of the 1610 eulogy. I don’t know if Du Caurroy was a great composer, but 
this disc fixes his niche in history with great authority. (D10) 

Les Meslanges 
 

This posthumous miscellany has something deeply medieval in its doggedness, wholly 
serious and devout. There are 4 psalm settings: De Profundis (130) versified by Marot is, 
unlike Goudimel, densely polyphonic, endless phrases without cadence. Super flumina 
Babylonis (136) is drawn out into 3 sections, almost 13' of pulseless eqisyllabics, the 
middle part given to solo treble. Du Caurroy treats the slaughtered infants with triumph. 
Psalm 25 is versified by Desportes. Psalm 5 versified by de Baïf is singular in being vers 



mesuré in the manner of Le Jeune. Of the 4 chansons, 2 are “spirituelle”: the priestly 
Cantique de la Vierge seems unduly fixated on her anatomy. Even the two secular songs 
are almost undistinguishable from the psalms, the faintest suggestion of madrigal style. 
There are reedy instruments, plus 2 Noëls, which Du Caurroy was first to treat with the 
respect of polyphony, thus establishing the genre. Highly instructive listening. (D10) 

MARCEL DUCHAMP 
The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even: Erratum Musical 

Duchamp a composer? A theoretical piece composed by pure chance procedures 
determining pitch and duration. Written down circa 1915. The pianola realization was 
made in 1977. (O10) 

GUILLAUME DUFAŸ 
Missa Sancti Jacobi 

Soundworld not far from Machaut: Landini cadences, open fifths, counterpoint in 
complex rhythms, parallel motion, even something like hocketing. Performance 
exceptionally expressive, voices rather harsh, frenchified Latin. A real treasure. (My09)  

Motets 
Both isorhythmic motets have particularly intricate textures and rhythmic complexity, 
performed with perfect spirit. The Gloria and Credo are celebrated for incorporating 
secular (and bawdy) tunes in extended Amens, wondrously joyous. Apostolo Glorioso is 
stately. Amazing disc. (My2) 

Missa Sancti Anthonii de Padua; Veni Creator Spiritus 
 An unusual plenary Mass, i.e. complete with both Ordinary and Proper extant. For 3 
 voices, thus airy, transparent, but complex rhythms, highly melismatic treatment of text. 
 Gorgeous in its archaic mode. The Veni Creator is an alternatim setting for 3 voices, one 
 repeating the chant melody exactly. Lucid, lovely. (Ag10) This sounds unlike anything 
 I’ve heard before, and it seems very archaic for Dufay, though the notes claim that if 
 authentic it is late. It is unusual as a three-voice setting, with lots of parallelism and long 
 melismas on single vowels, making text difficult. I detect little or no imitation. This is a 
 rare plenary Mass, that is setting both Ordinary and Proper. Beautiful and very strange. 
 The Amens get special treatment in Gloria and Credo. The Credo has a slightly different 
 wording, and no special account of Et incarnatus, rather on Et homo factus est. 
 Benedictus is two=part, melismatic, non-imitative. (S20) 
Missa Se la face ay pale 

Dufay’s much analyzed Mass is presented together with the Proper for the Feast of St 
Moritz as a complete service. Introit interesting for fauxbourdon in responses. Mass is 
continuous, melismatic in the extreme, no word painting of text, and oddly I hear no 
imitation. Gradual has some irrational Gothic rhythms. Canonic bits in Credo and 
Benedictus à 3. CD concludes with two motets, separated by the ballade “Se la face ay 
pale” itself.  “O très pitieux” unusual with its vernacular text grieving the fall of 
Byzantium in 1453, tenor a Latin verse from Lamentations. Moving. Ballade has short 
phrases, sounds like a madrigal. “Me nomine gentis” is political motet celebrating peace 
after hostilities between noble brothers. (Je12) 

Missa Puisque je vis [attributed]; 3 motets 
The difference between fifteenth and sixteenth century polyphony always amazes me – 
the complexity of each voice line, the intricacy of ensemble, all get smoothed out after 
Josquin, but here in their glory, with a strange sense of consonance that appears in 



occasional fauxbourdon. The attribution of this Mass to Dufay is recent and based wholly 
on style – but it’s convincing to the experts. The two anonymous motets are somewhat 
similar, but rhythmic complexities that seem to me closer to Ars Nova. (Ja14) 

PAUL DUKAS 
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice 

So familiar. Plasson’s reading isn’t special, no rallentando at the trumpet entry. (Mh11)  
Piano Sonata in E♭ minor 

The entire Modérément floats on a constant ripple with little change of mood through 
first and second subjects into the development – gets more turbulent a couple of times, 
then spare, highly chromatic before the end. Calme turns to major in upper register, spare, 
chromatic, weird clashes, in-and-out of key, meandering, form hard to follow.  B section 
(?) modulates wildly, poco agitato. A section returns with tinkly embroidery, 
extraordinary final cadence. Almost as elusive as late Fauré. Vivement returns sharply to 
minor, agitato tremolo; B section utterly calm, all passion spent.  Finale opens in grand 
solemnity, slips into Animé pathetique melody B second subject in major, a hymn of 
noble resignation, turns alla marcia. Ddevelopment assaults tonality. Recap becomes 
more tragic, second theme more paradisal with tremolos, coda in ecstatic victory. A 
difficult masterpiece. This Naxos performance was trashed in review: Do I need to 
replace it? (F13) 

Villanelle, horn and orchestra 
 Orchestration is by one Bujanowski – the original I guess used piano, possibly a pièce de 

concours. Dramatic gesture to open – lovely pastoral melody – Vivo with hand-in-bell 
effects – brief recall of melody – lip trill and virtuoso finish. All in 6’ span. Great fun for 
a show off. (N17) 

VERNON DUKE 
14 Songs 

I’m surprised that none of these is really familiar, even “April in Paris,” and I’m not 
really very impressed with the melodic gift. Maybe it’s the popsy arrangements. Or is it 
length and pretension? Most are slow, torchy, rhythmically uninteresting. (S09) 

Homage to Boston 
Suite of 7 trifles for piano. Demo of pandiatonicism as white note writing, almost. (O09) 

Piano Concerto 
Early work recovered and orchestrated posthumously. Jolly Stravinsky vein (or 
Prokofiev?), with pop but not jazz adumbrations, sentimental rubatos, brash Finale. 
Strong piece. (O09) 

Cello Concerto 
Ambitious three-movement Concerto written for Piatigorsky. Alas, Sam Magill is no 
Piatigorsky. The piece seems to wander, strive for effect, but wholly lacks feeling, as far 
as I can tell. Noble effort, but no. (O09) 

Piano Sonata “Souvenir de Venise” 
Single-movement piece. I don’t get the subtitle, just a moderately bluesy ramble. (Jy10) 

PIERRE Du MAGE 
Suite du premier ton 

Paul’s contribution to my sense of French classic organ rep, a program of two petits 
maîtres, DuMage and Guilain – a rare CD of an organ that he played on tour in France.  
Amazing sounds. The Grand duo at the end is a blast. (S12) 



HENRY Du MONT 
Les Litanies de la Vierge 

The Litanies themselves are a 14' work, the so-called Lorettan Litany interpolated into 
the Agnus Dei. The service is surrounded by 4 instrumental works by Du Mont, plus 3 
motets, plus 4 anonymous motets in the stile antico of Palestrina fitted out by Du Mont 
with the new-fangled figured bass, the “nuove musiche” which he brought to Paris from 
Flanders, thus bringing French music into the baroque century. Beautifully serene music, 
exquisitely recorded.  (D10) 

4 motets 
After a solemn prelude for viols, “Benedicam Dominum” is set for four voices with 
continuo plus two independent treble viols (or is that six voices?).  Beautiful baroque 
part writing with elaborate French squiggles.  It’s treated like a Grand Motet with 
soloists, but cast as a single movement. “Unde tibi” is nearly as long but treated as a Petit 
Motet for soprano, as is “Panis angelicus.” “Dominum salvum fac regem” is a brief 
God-Save-the-King for four voices. (Ag12) 

4 motets 
 These motets call for three voices (here, women’s voices) with organ continuo – the 

earliest use of continuo in France. Converte oculos implores the listener to sin no more, 
Domine salvam blesses the king. In lectulo meo is special, an echo hymn for two equal 
voices. (Ag14) 

THOMAS DUNHILL 
Violin Sonata No 2 in F, op 50 

The only music of Dunhill I know is his exquisite setting of “The Cloths of Heaven.” 
Allegro develops two similar themes extensively and inventively, reaching a triumphant 
coda. Adagio is marked lamentoso, a smiling-through-tears melody. B section builds to 
some bravura, with unexpected acrid harmony. Vivace has air of earnest purpose, up 
tempo, exultant coda reminiscent of Fauré. Wow! To my surprise, Dunhill has become a 
considerable composer, a much better Sonata than Stanford’s on the same disc. (D11) 

Horn Quintet in F minor, op 6 “Nito in adversum” 
 In three movements: “Struggle in adversity.” A very English smiling-through-tears 

melancholia – I find it irresistible! Lyric genius of the great songwriter is unmistakable, 
but so too is skill at development and integrating the five disparate instruments, including 
horn, into a balanced ensemble. Andantino produces another great tune – a Rondo 
structure? Finale opens with dark Adagio which bounds into a vigorous minor-key 
Allegro – somewhat meandering development with a touching theme in relative major – 
fast coda stays in minor to the end. Wow! A superb and moving piece of music. (Je13) 

Quintet in E♭ for strings, winds and piano, op 3 
 Piano Trio plus clarinet and horn – the combo specified for a competition, which Dunhill 

didn’t win. It opens with Variations, so a fully developed first movement seems lacking; 
but the semplice theme is gorgeous, and Dunhill handles the instrumentation with 
brilliance. Allegretto has echoes of Brahms, predictable from a Stanford student, but 
many of the modulations are un-Brahmsian, and the lyricism remains gorgeous, 
especially in the B section. Finale is a fast 6/8 jig – he lets it rip, then collects himself 
only to build another head of steam – but the movement is too broken up. It ends with a 
thrilling reprise of the Variation tune. Good stuff. (Je13) 

Phantasy Trio for Violin, Viola and Piano, op 36 



 Like most (if not all) Cobbett commissions, in one movement. The unusual 
instrumentation reveals that the work was composed for Sammons and Tertis, no less, 
who recorded a truncated version. Scherzo bit is a delight, followed by an Elgarian march 
tune and tranquil ending. Lovely. (Je13) 

JOHN DUNSTABLE 
Cathedral Sounds – selections 

I associate Dunstable with the English sound, fauxbourdon, domestication of thirds and 
triads which were seized upon by composers on the continent. Clemencic’s notes refine 
this: he posits a development [which may or may not have been temporal] away from the 
Gothic manner: his early lines are as melismatic, non-periodic, and non-repeating as 
Ockeghem’s, and there are patches of Gothic rhythmic intricacy. Clemencic argues that 
the triadic sound coincided with heightened attention to vertical structures in general, 
pointing the way to the “panconsonance” and careful preparation of dissonances in the 
high Renaissance. (Je12) 

Sancta Maria 
 Brief Marian motet. But for the hocketing it hardly seems archaic – very consonant. (F17)   
HENRI DUPARC 
“Chanson triste”; “L’Invitation au Voyage”; “Phidylé” 

What great songs! Tristan in little, but with all the passion, all the decadence intact. 
Butterfield best in these songs, but he sings “volupté” as if it’s something he’s read about.  
(Ja08 – live) Ainsley brings out the sweetness of his top, beautiful breath control. (Ja11) 

Léonore 
I’ve heard this piece but don’t remember it well from the old cassette: a Wagnerian 
symphonic poem that swoons with the strains of Tristan. Exciting, well put together, well 
orchestrated, a terrific piece, no mere curiosity.  What a loss Duparc was! (Mh11) 

Aux étoiles 
I never knew of this piece, a 6' orchestral nocturne, or song without words, with phrases 
that recall some of the familiar songs. Lovely. (Mh11) 

JACQUES DUPHLY 
Pièces de clavecin, Book I 

Duphly wrote at the end of the clavecin era, publishing four books between 1744 and 
1768, plus only one known song. He died, appropriately enough, on 15 July 1789. There 
are two Suites given here (the whole of Book I?) and no keys indicated. The music is 
hard to distinguish from other French masters – precise, small-gestured, more bland than 
piquant. It’s lovely, played on a sweet instrument. (Ap15) 

GABRIEL DUPONT 
Les heures dolentes 
 Dupont, a pupil of Widor, had quick success before being invalided by TB. These 

melancholy hours were composed while the composer recovered from his first attack of 
the disease. As Lemelin notes, the pieces, which range from two the seven minutes long, 
echo just about every French piano composer from Widor and Franck to Fauré and 
Debussy, with habitually thickened bass register (befitting an organist). These are 
character pieces, pure music with narratives implied through titles, not ground breaking 
but very beautiful, very pianistic. Coquettries turns into a grand Liebestod, and the last 
numbers, Children’s Games, Insomnia Hallucinations, are manic-depressive and 
overwhelming. (F15) 



La maison dans les dunes 
 A collection of ten piano pieces similar to the preceding but on the whole happier. 

There’s no reason this music should not be as solid in the French repertoire as Ravel. 
Dupont is superb, full of color, character and virtuosity, at least on this small scale. (F15) 

MARCEL DUPRÉ 
7 Organ Works 

I’ve always ignored Dupré because he was a performer and “just an organ composer,” but 
I’ve learned to take his breed far more seriously nowadays.  My God, the man studied 
with Guilmant, Vierne AND Widor, and was teacher of Messiaen, Alain and Langlais, 
and he left a pretty substantial body of work. Noehren’s recital covers two of the most 
popular, the Preludes & Fugues and the Cortège et Litanie, all very enjoyable stuff, 
though I wonder that they complain about Reger’s chromaticism. (Ap11) 

Organ Concerto in E minor, op 31 
Shortish Concerto at 21' in standard layout. Allegro builds on rhythmic motto with 
virtuoso filagree. Largo is religioso with nice horn solo, scherzando Allegretto inset. 
Becomes Vivace melée and rumbles on. So-so vehicle. (Ap11) 

Cortège et Litanie, op 19/2 
The orchestrated version of one of Dupré’s best known pieces (included in Noehren’s 
disc) ends up sounding like Ravel (not a bad thing). Great concert finisher! (My11) 

Pièce heroïque, organ, 6 brass & drum, op 33 
Patriotic commemorative piece, might work for Veteran’s Day but it drags in the middle. 
(My11) 

Symphony for Organ and Orchestra in G minor, op 25 
This sounds more like a Symphony than an organ showpiece, a late bloom of the 
post-Franckian line, with angularity borrowed perhaps from Roussel. Too many binary 
reps, mounting sequences.  Adagio rises to a pitch of feeling. Finale sets up a mechanic 
rhythm, ends by bringing back somber opening theme in major-key triumph. Impressive, 
but forced. (My11) 

Suite Bretonne, op 21 
Set of 3 secular sketches: lullaby, spinning song, Sunday procession with bells. A bit 
long-winded. La Fileuse sounds like a handful. (My11) 

3 Esquisses, op 41 
“Esquisses” are “sketches” – I never can remember. Three abstract pieces. The first was 
not published by Dupré, but included here with the two in op 41. The First gropes about 
for its key while the pedals rumble. The second sounds like a chromatically tortured 
Fileuse. The Third is described as a “diabolical Toccata,” full of octaves in hands and 
feet. (My11) 

In Memoriam, op 61 
Collection of 6 pieces written in memory of his daughter. Deeply felt in its way, though 
the Allegretto is lighter. Postlude sounds angry. Strong piece. (My11) 

Suite, op 39 
Dupré wrote this as a virtuoso exercise for his prize student. The exceptional difficulties 
are not apparent to my ear, but the music is concise, pungent, pleasing. Ends with 
bravado. (My11) 

Symphonie-Passion, op 23 



 Gigantic four-movement Organ Symphony, 34’ long but feeling shorter, based on the 
Passion narrative. Dupré’s title both evokes and neatly sidesteps the Widor Organ 
Symphony genre. Le Monde dans l’attente du Sauveur builds up rough, irregular staccato 
rhythms until finally the underlying plainchant triumphs in left hand and pedals. 
Dissonance is greater than I remember from Dupré. Nativité is called a pastorale in the 
notes, but emphasis falls at first on the mysterium – B section a march, suggesting the 
Magi – in a C section the mystery hovers over Adeste Fideles. Crucifixion is a stumbling, 
irregular march (Christ carrying the cross) in a gradual crescendo – building to silence 
plus bitter, dissonant chords diminuendo. Resurrection pits a chant melody, Adoro te 
devote, against chaotic noodling in left hand. This great work grew out of Dupré’s 
improvisations on plainchants undertaken in the U.S. at the Wanamaker organ. (N14) 

Évocations, op 37 
 Big Organ Symphony in all but name, in three movements at 26’ – first heard in 1941 at 

the inauguration of a new Cavaillé-Coll organ in Rouen. Moderato is tender and eerie at 
the same time. Adagio con tenerezza, tender, dreamy, mysterious – some of the 
registrations sound electronic, like a theremin. Allegro deciso – vigorous, rhythmic, all 
French hauteur – it accelerates to the end but finishes gently. What was Dupré’s status 
during the War? (N14) 

THOMAS SANDERS DUPUIS 
Organ Voluntary in B♭ 

Dupuis, despite his name, was English born and wrote squarely in the eighteenth-century 
English tradition. This Voluntary is in three short movements, part of Jennifer Bates’s 
survey. (N14)  

FRANCESCO DURANTE 
Magnificat 

This piece is often presented as “Pergolesi”: either way, it’s one of the high points of 
Baroque choral repertoire. I haven’t heard it how many years, yet it sounds as familiar 
and fresh as if I’d sung it yesterday. A little masterpiece. (Ap11) 

8 Concerti Grossi; Harpsichord Concerto 
These pieces had the misfortune of being listened to just after I had been exploring 
Handel’s op 6 for the first time. Would they have sounded better otherwise? They are 
very pleasant, and very nicely played. But I was struck by the generic figures, the heavy 
dependence on sequences, the lack of risk in the harmony. So so. The Concerto has a 
great Finale. (Ag11) 

Requiem in G minor 
 About 53’. Probably 1746. The opening Requiem convinces with its key shifts -- gentle, 
 sensitive, right. The text of the Graduale is new to me. The Dies irae is set in full, broken 
 into eight sections. Two horns supply the Tuba mirum, then disappear. There are nicely 
 positioned repeated bits: the string storm for Dies irae, for example. The Sequence, 
 however, pales in knowledge of what is to come. Yet I cannot think of another Requiem 
 in this late baroque style, Italian or otherwise. Offertorium contains two lines that I’ve 
 never seen (“Sed signifier sanctus Michael…”). Agnus Dei is repeated only twice -- is 
 this normal? Libera me is given strong treatment. Oddly, the final Luceat eis is repeated 
 with a final iteration of Kyrie, but there’s no note. I’m afraid there’s too much sameness, 
 too much reserve. Is it the performance? No, I think it’s the music, with too little shaping 
 on the large scale for such a lengthy work. I’d like to like it more. (S20) 



Organ Concerto in B♭ 
 Three movements, 10’. Lively Allegro with interesting passagework. Nice Grave. Allegro 
 Finale again without overly predictable patterns. Excellent. (S20) 
LOUIS DUREY 
Hommage à Erik Satie; Chansons basques 

Four short songs in a silly-dada mode, poems by Cendrars and Cocteau. Les Six stuff, 
faded. (Ap2) 

Le Bestiare 
Durey and Poulenc wrote their settings simultaneously, neither aware of the other. Durey 
set the entire sequence, miniatures with a wit that could be mistaken for Poulenc. (Ap09) 

Deux Lieder Romantiques, op 20 
French prose lyrics by Heinrich Heine – is this how he wrote them? Durey in a romantic 
mode. Is there no irony here? (Ap09) 

Epigrammes de Théocrite, op 13 
Wry, suggestive impressionistic miniatures, very charming. (Ap09) 

Trois poèmes de Pétrone, op 15 
More extended and emotive than the Theocritus set.  Two lighter love poems flank a 
more intense poem of male-male desire. (Ap09)  

Inscriptions sur un Oranger, op 16 
Two slight songs on Evariste Parny, mirror reflections of each other. (Ap09) 

Images à Crusoé, op 11 
Durey regarded this major cycle, nearly half an hour long, as his best fusion of words and 
music. It is a masterpiece, in large part due to the profundity of Saint-John Perse’s 
magnificent sequence, which imagines Crusoe in old age thinking back, fingering his 
Bible, waiting not rescue but death, “le gouffre effroyante.” Incredibly moving. (Did 
Elizabeth Bishop know this poem?) Durey’s music has the virtue of being utterly right, 
presenting but nor overpowering the text, almost a recitation but immeasurably 
heightened. “Visitation” and “Attente” are both longish songs about immobility, yet the 
half hour seems short. Wow! Durey is still an elusive personality, a slower, more 
recessive, more intellectually calculating Poulenc. (Ap09) 

Dix Inventions, harpsichord 
Ten pieces, 20’. What a treat to see Durey’s name pop up, independently of Les Six. His 
Inventions are revisions of earlier pieces, but conceived as a whole as tribute to Bach’s 
Two-Part Inventions. The harpsichord is the most abstract and unforgiving of 
instruments. These take on subtle but definite character – Lent et grave, the playful 
Animé, the weird stop on Modéré. (O19) 

SEBASTIÉN DURÓN 
Salve de ecos 

These three pieces are the central display of the extraordinary CD of Spanish Cathedral 
music A Batallar estrellas (q.v.). The Spanish title means “Salve of echoes,” an 
exceptional motet of prayer to the Virgin for salvation for double choir. The second choir 
sounds at some distance from the first echoing the final notes of each phrase. Utterly 
gorgeous. (Mh20) 

A batallar estrellas 
Battle with the stars (??). A villancio, molto vivace, fortissimo, with madrigalesque 
intricate florid singing, guitar and other instruments. Liturgical music. Wild. (Mh20) 



Lamentación premera 
No text, but the Latin can be found in my Latin notebook. This extraordinary setting, 15’, 
is different from any other I’ve heard. It is accompanied with continuo, guitar, and viol 
consort. There’s old style counterpoint on the alphabetic letters, while the text allows a 
wide range of tempi and feelings other than the usual Lento of mourning. There are fast 
and middling tempi, highly emotional with imploring or anger, expression from legato to 
staccato, wide dynamic range, even afterbeats, almost a flamenco sound. This CD has 
revised my view of Renaissance sacred music in Spain, possibly elsewhere. (Mh20) 

ZSOLT DURKÓ 
Andromeda 

Ten-minute organ piece by composer new to me, and notes give only dates. (He was 
Hungarian.) I gather the piece is based on a star-chart of the constellation, and works with 
a distance/nearness concept. I make little sense of it.  (Ja12) 

MAURICE DURUFLÉ 
Prélude, Adagio et Choral varié sur Veni Creator, op 4; Fugue sur Carillon, op 12  

Begins with a lot of doodling, the Veni Creator revealed gradually over three movements 
– builds to big climax. Short piece very powerful. (Ja09) 

Prélude sur l’Introït de l’Épiphanie, op 13; Scherzo, op 2 
Short pieces: Gregorian setting, Scherzo set off by sustained, reflective chords, quiet 
ending. (Ja09) 

Prélude et Fugue sur le nom Alain, op 7 
The Alain theme is familiar – great homage. The Duruflé doodling, constant in all his 
organ pieces, counteracts the sustaining power of the instrument, but phrases are still long 
breathed, in fact no breath at all (especially in cathedral acoustic). (Ja09) 

Méditation; Hommage à Jean Gallon 
Weird altered scale with vox humana tremolo. Simple modal tune with chords, no 
doodling. (Ja09) 

Suite, op 5 
MD’s longest organ piece with modest generic title – could have been called Prélude, 
Sicilienne and Toccata. Weighty darkening Prelude, weightless dance evolving into 
elaborate fantasy, wild flamelike figures over meandering low lines, even cadenza-like 
passages, but no big crescendo to climax like typical French showpiece.  (Ja09) 

Missa Cum jubilo, op 11 
It’s been many years since we sang this with Alan, but it comes back. I had forgotten that 
it was all in unison, and that there’s no Credo. The recording with Frederick Swann at the 
console is magnificent. (D11) Duruflé`s Missa brevis for men`s voices only. I hardly 
remember it now, except how hard it was to keep unison voices together. (F17) 

Requiem 
 Where’s my note on the Fanshawe Chorus performance? They have certainly lost 

personnel and quality since Gerald Fagan left – I don’t understand the loyalty, since he 
was no great shakes. But this leader is pretty dull as well. It was nice to hear it anyway, 
with that mesmerizing organ part. (F15) Heaven once again in the BBC version. (Je15) 

PASCAL DUSAPIN 
Watt – Concerto for Trombone and Orchestra 

Dusapin claims descent, plausibly, from Varèse and Xenakis. Berio Sequenzas may also 
figure in. The Concerto is a display of extended techniques for the instrument, against 



orchestra dominated by winds. There is expressiveness: rage at first a surprising quiet 
tonal passage, the soloist singing into his mouthpiece, some jazz dirt, dialogue with 
piccolo to finish. And yes, the title is taken from Beckett. Soloist is Alain Trudel. (Ja11) 

Galim – Concerto for Flute and Strings 
Short 9' piece, angular flute versus sustained, rumbling, jabbing strings. The overwrought 
notes compare Gluck’s Blessed Spirits: I hear more Ives’ Unanswered Question. (Ja11) 

Celo – Concerto for Cello and Orchestra 
A larger work in three movements, slow-slow-fast. Cello foregrounded throughout. First 
calls for unrosined bow and alcohol-swabbed strings to get unearthly sound, ruminative 
semitonal anguish. Second switches to normal bow, more active (and scratchier). Finale 
is more aggressive, but the cello still wails. Dusapin’s method is not serial but focuses on 
intervals in an audible way: texture avant gardish, but does not fear to sound vaguely 
tonal, even slip into tonal bits. Interesting. (Ja11) 

À Quia – Concerto for Piano and Orchestra 
 

Piano foremost throughout, playing large sections alone or lightly accompanied. In first 
movement, the tone is violent, angry, ending with percussion. Second is reflective, with 
seething anger, lots of trills. Third begins with long solo, improvisatory, tonal centered, 
not in the least virtuosic. Orchestra enters with ominous pedals, goes wild, disappears and 
leaves piano to end quietly. Despite the avant garde sound world, it is definitely tonal, 
with insistent falling minor third. (F11) 

I pesci, flute alone 
 In three short movements, but I can’t hear the breaks – all one tempo – lots of pitch 

bending and overblowing. The story about the Corsican fisherman who commissioned the 
piece is more interesting than the piece itself. (Jy13) 

JAN LADISLAUS DUSSEK 
Piano Quintet in F minor 

I’m sure I remember reading that Schumann was the first to write a Piano Quintet. 
Dussek’s from 1799 may make that claim, though it’s laid out fast-slow-fast like a 
Concerto, and sounds concerto-like but without the Tutti exposition. As for quality of 
music, think Mozart, buoyancy. Dussek is a first-rate composer. (Mh09) [NB: No, this 
Quintet uses double bass.] 

Three Piano Sonatas, op 9 
First in B♭ is 2 movements, both Allegretto and delightful. Second in C is larger, more 
formal: very busy Allegro, plangent Larghetto, jaunty Presto. This could easily be 
mistaken for late Haydn or early Beethoven, both in virtuosity and quality. Sonata in D is 
more relaxed, pastoral, then Presto, off to the races.  (N09) 

Piano Sonata in F minor, op 77 “L’Invocation” 
This is the piece that so impressed me in its fortepiano version. Nicer on a modern piano, 
beautiful material, constant formal invention, masterpiece of piano repertoire. (N09) 

Quartet in G, op 60/1 
Light spirited Quartet in three movements. The development going through minor keys 
shows the hand of this fine petit maistre – was that a false recap? Innocuous Larghetto 
has a few peculiar twists. Polacca Finale is gentle for the type, again with a few 
chromatic twists. Super. (D10) 

Quartet in B♭, op 60/2 



Full four movements, more conventional. “Pathetico” for the Adagio seems misleading, 
though development is extensive. Menuetto marked “semplice” suggests Dussek got 
criticism for being too intellectual perhaps? B Finale is gentle with modulating theme, 
technically easy. A Quartet for popular consumption.  (D10) 

Quartet in E♭, op 60/3 
Nice Allegro, nicer Adagio, Scherzo not fast but minor key misterioso, Moderato Finale 
light and sprightly, with fugato, nice ending. A gentle affetuoso Quartet. (D10) 

Fortepiano Concerto in G minor, op 49 
Had I noticed that this disc was devoted to fortepiano I might have missed some fine 
music. Staier plays his instrument with great force and conviction. The vast 16' Allegro, 
mostly in major, is more premonition of Beethoven than continuation of Mozart. Adagio, 
placid and lovely. Finale a graceful two-step. Very fine. (S11) 

Tableau de Marie Antoinette 
There are no notes on this short piece, nor is the spoken text given, though I catch enough 
of the simple French. Unusual genre: story encapsulated in brief statements, followed by 
musical rendition of the appropriate affect. Poor Reine Marie! Are there more pieces of 
this type? (S11) 

Fortepiano Concerto in B♭, op 22 
Super piece, I’ve heard it before. Classical proportions stretched in the Allegro with 
interesting digressions, dramatic, lots of minor key. Lovely faux naïf Larghetto. Gentle 
6/8 danceable Finale. (The cadenza before it is Staier’s intrusion.) Perhaps not quite 
Mozartean in quality, but nearly so and worth returning to. (S11) 

Piano Sonata No 18 in E♭, op 44 “The Farewell” 
Subtitle is not programmatic. In four movements: Solemn slow Intro: Allegro dominated 
by a little turn figure, builds great force in development. Adagio builds on slow dotted 
rhythm, some wild modulations, remarkable. Minuetto a severe serioso minor key – Trio 
in major like an ingenue. Rondo takes syncopated theme, seemingly unconcerned, 
through many bypaths. Ends quietly. (F13) 

Piano Sonata No 24 in F# minor, op 61 “Élégie sur la mort de Prince Ferdinand de Prusse.”   
Ferdinand, Dussek’s patron and friend, died in battle against Napoleon. Somber opening 
alludes to Haydn’s Seven Last Words, proceeds as deeply felt improvisation: Tempo 
agitato too is freely associative, driven forward to new ideas including a hymn with 
tempestuous left hand underneath. Tempo Vivace anxious, unsettled B turn to major, 
sempre legato, is only slightly consolatory. Expression of deep and personal grief. (F13) 

Piano Sonata No 26 in A♭, op 64 “La Retour à Paris” 
Schubertian in magnitude, ease, and sly chromatic side-stepping, plus Beethovinian 
power of development and tonality – a masterful movement. Adagio a continuous melody 
in the right hand.  Minuetto seems wistful, a noblesse oblige charm. Finale, marked 
scherzando, seems out of keeping with other movements, but bouncy jollity and musical 
pranks remain subdued. Great Sonata.  (F13) 

Piano Concerto in G, op 1/3 
In two movements, Allegretto and Rondo. My expectations of Dussek are now high. 
(Compliments to Hyperion for setting him first in the new series.) This early piece, 
contemporary with Mozart’s earliest mature concerti, is tantalizing. Allegretto begins 
perky and bright with tweaking grace notes and interesting development. There is a 
cadenza, though most of Dussek’s later concerti omit it – he was widely followed in this. 



The Rondo theme is delicate, charming. Wow! Booklet notes are outstanding. (N14) 
Piano Concerto in C, op 29 

This 1795 Concerto opens oddly with an amiable 3/8 Larghetto with afterbeat pizzicato, 
before setting forth in a more stolid but cheerful C major exposition – there are some 
extraordinary leaps to distant keys along the way. Larghetto proper wears a Mozartean 
simplicity with just a few chromatic surprises. The chipper Rondo could also be Mozart – 
a real surprise is saved for the ending. (N14) 

Piano Concerto in E♭, op 70 
Genial exposition in a warm and cosy key – Dussek at full mastery, contemporary with 
Beethoven’s Emperor, as well as Weber and Hummel. Allegro expansive, the soloist 
ornamenting the developing ideas – I can’t grasp the overall structure, which the booklet 
details. Adagio extends a warm eight-bar sequential phrase, very beautiful. Another 
charming Rondo theme. This doesn’t really challenge Beethoven, but I like it better than 
Hummel. (N14) 

HENRI DUTILLEUX 
Tout un mone lointain . . . 

Cello Concerto in five movements, written for Rostropovich. The title and headings of 
movements are all from Baudelaire. Enigme is full of skittery stuff, harmonics, glissandi, 
eerie effects – stunning. Régard is a lyric mirror piece, introspective. Houles [Swells] 
opens with cello cadenza, orchestra gradually entering, texture rather like Enigme but 
more extroverted. Mirroirs returns to tone of Régard, near stasis. Hymne lets loose with 
the orchestra B ending evaporates. Wonderfully atmospheric, unique soundworld, not 
easy listening (or performing) but colorful, appealing. (O11) 

3 Strophes sur le nom Sacher 
Three short movements for solo cello on the tones E♭-A-C-B♭-E-D [Re]. I’m not a fan of 
unaccompanied string pieces, but these are highly evocative and don’t wear out their 
welcome. (O11) 

L’Arbre des songes 
Violin Concerto in four movements with three “Interludes,” though the sections shade 
into each other, so it’s difficult to follow or describe. Notable for the opening free 
section, the Vif passage, the Lent movement with prominent oboe d’amore, and a 
quasi-tune-up bit before the Finale (for Stern’s benefit?). Impressive: takes more 
knowing. (O11) 

Sonatine for Flute & Piano 
 Youthful work, it sounds much more impressionistic than like mature Dutilleux, the 

middle part especially. Perky staccato toccata finish, with a touch of flutter-tongue, 
satisfies need for technical display – he wrote it as a Conservatory test piece. (Jy13) 

ANTONIN DVORAK 
Piano Quintet in A, op 81 

Popular work I’ve never warmed to: too many ideas, too much stop and start; but it’s nice 
to hear it live. (Arthur Rowe, St Petersburg Qt. (D08) I listened with care to beautiful 
performance with Arthur Rowe and the young Dover Quartet, and liked the piece better 
than usual, though it`s still lacking in development – more of a potpourri. But the slow 
Dumky movement is beautiful enough, and this performance highlighted the viola very 
nicely. (Dover Quartet, live, N14) 

Gypsy Songs, op 55 



Somewhat familiar and fine set of seven songs, the Gypsy tone more overt in some than 
in others. Includes “Songs My Mother Taught Me.” Bernarda Fink sings beautifully, 
without ham. Her Czech seems convincing. (Mh09) The wonderful set sung wonderfully, 
here by high voice, and complete. They do sound familiar. (My11) 

Love Songs, op 83 
Eight early Cypresses songs reworked by the mature Dvorak – simple lyrical expression, 
but melodies are unpredictable, non-strophic but motivic and natural, not afraid of 
sentiment. Phrasing seems short-breathed, either because of the poetry or the language. 
More like Tchaikovsky songs than Brahms. (Mh09) I bought the Benacková recital for the 
Biblical Songs, and discovered that she sings only 3 of the 10. Here, only 4 of the 8. No 
matter, she sings beautifully, with a high, clear sound (a bit like Victoria?), though 
hanging just on the underside of pitch. I don’t recall the songs, which all seem terribly 
unhappy. (My11) 

Songs from the Dvar Králové Manuscript, op 7 
Six Songs on texts Dvorak thought were medieval but were contemporary forgeries. No 
medieval pastiche in the settings, simple nature/love lyrics. Charming Schubertian 
simplicity and sophistication. Strange that Dvorak was first a song composer, a good one. 
Smetana seems to have written very few songs. (Mh09) 

Three Songs, op 82 
Lyrical melodic expression, brief, not a hackneyed phrase anywhere, real beauties. “At 
the Brook” has Schubertian water music. Unrelated, but nice short grouping. (Mh09) 

In Folk Tone, op 73 
Four Songs, the folksiness much transmogrified into sophisticated Lieder. No 1 is 
celebrated, apparently, but No 3 seems exceptional as well. What a valuable disc this is! 
(Mh09) I recall these dimly, beautiful as they are. Unlike the Janacek and Martinu sets, 
Dvorak’s are unmistakably art songs with folk inflection. (My11) 

Quartet No 12 in F, op 96 “American” 
On CBC, naturally, playing war horses. I’ve thought this popular because of its subtitle, 
like the New World Symphony. But also because of its directness and sparseness. Dvorak 
avoids excessive doodling in accompaniment figures, and yes, it’s great music. (Mh09) 

Symphony No 9 in E minor “New World” 
It was nice hearing this in concert. Dvorak is a master of the orchestra – beautiful bits, 
and some bits I’d forgotten. I think I dislike this piece not just because it’s a warhorse, 
but because the big themes are so obvious and so pompous/pretentious. I much prefer all 
four previous symphonies to this one. (live – My2) My feelings confirmed. I think even 
the orchestration is suspect in a couple of bits (aside from the preposterous tuba part, an 
afterthought in the slow movement, completely forgotten in the last.) There’s too much 
connective tissue deadwood. (Orchestra London live, N12) Listened through on CBC, 
driving to Muskoka. It’s hackneyed, but it is good. (Jy15) 

Four Songs, op 2 
Viola arrangements played nicely by Sharon Wei in Stratford. (Ag09)  

Serenade in D minor, op 44 
Fine entertainment music in the spirit of earlier Harmoniemusik for winds, somewhat 
modeled after Brahms’s Serenade. I don’t think I’ve ever listened to it through, though 
most of it is familiar from repetitions on radio. I was struck by the passionate slow 



movement, not familiar at all, and the magnificent final coda after the return of the 
opening.  (S09)  

Quartet in G, op 106 
One of the great Quartets, and most difficult, and not unproblematic: St Lawrence with 
Scott St John leading sailed through the difficulties and sustained an exciting 
performance. Problematic?  Dvorak’s besetting sin of fussy accompaniment figures and 
doodling, excessive use of octaves and double stopping, climaxes that sound like they 
need trombones, a stop-and-start Finale. Despite it all, the piece is wonderful, especially 
in live performance. (St Lawrence Qt, F09) The Cecilia Quartet on CBC, first prize in 
Banff competition, superb: energy, drive, and above all a sound Romantic approach, 
portandos, tempo freedom. Nice. (S10) Great to hear again relatively soon. Cecilia Quartet 
keeps all the doodlings in dynamic perspective. (live, Parry Sound, Jy11) 

Stabat Mater, op 58 
It’s hard to imagine rescuing a masterpiece by Dvorak, but that’s what Robert Shaw 
seems to have done, a gloriously beautiful recording. Stabats tend to be cut up, text 
driven, all over gloom. Dvorak’s is all penitential, apart from the truly paradisal final 
section; but the 10 sections are broad enough, repeat the text freely enough, to allow 
thorough musical development. Intensely moving. (bus return from NYC – Ap09) 

Biblical Songs, op 99 
I can’t believe how hard to find these songs from Dvorak’s richest period seem to be. I 
suppose it’s the language, perhaps the declamatory quality, though that scarcely hinders 
Janacek, who seems foreshadowed here. I also hear traces of Mussorgsky, not just the 
Slavic language but the hints of church modes. All the texts are from Psalms. 
Orchestration was begun by Dvorak, finished by other hands, and it’s very well sung by 
Cook. What great music! (My11) Benacková sings only three of the nine songs, but 
beautifully, with Firkušný at the piano. (My11) 

Symphony No 4 in D minor, op 13 
This early Symphony is almost there, at least in the first three movements. The big tune 
in the Allegro is a winner and gets the greatest attention. Andante is noble, with echoes of 
the Tannhäuser pilgrims that Dvorak had recently heard. Scherzo in full Czech national 
dress, just slightly less piquant than the great ones. Finale is, well, too repetitive of an 
obvious motive. Bringing the big tune back in triumphant major works, almost. Strong 
piece, more than just a curiosity. (My11) 

Carnival Overture 
New York Phil on PBS: great playing, fun to watch. (My11)  

Four Romantic Pieces, violin & piano, op 75  
Caught on CBC, good young fiddle named Chui (I said he must be a wookie). Nice 
character pieces, octaves and thirds but no virtuoso stuff otherwise. (Ag11)  

16 Slavonic Dances 
I listened in the car right after hearing the Brahms Hungarian sets and found Dvorak 
generally more familiar, but maybe too bangy for car music. Fun stuff. (D11) 

Quartet in A♭, op 105 
Keith Horner was right: this was Dvorak’s last Quartet, written after the G major, op 106. 
It’s my favorite. St Lawrence played beautifully, Scott St John playing first, all color and 
energy, but the transcendent slow movemnt was gorgeous enough the leave the audience 
in gaping silence at the end. The last movement perhaps has too much routine 



development. The St Lawrence (female) violist needs to be more aggressive amid all 
those male egos. Wonderful, uplifting concert. Haydn op 20/5 Fugue, sempre sotto voce, 
played as encore. (live, Ja13) Of the great Dvorak Quartets, this one gives up its secrets 
least readily, and in that way it`s the greatest of them. (S13) 

The Water Goblin, op 107 
I don’t remember ever hearing this piece, and my burned CD turned out to be defective. 
In concert, it proved effective despite faults – certain figures overworked and thematic 
metamorphosis stiff. But Dvorak’s vein of grotesque, changes of mood, and darkened 
orchestration compensate. It’s an unfamiliar piece generally: we heard the first 
performance ever by the Chicago Symphony. But what interesting programs this 
orchestra is able to mount! (Chicago, CSO live, F13) 

5 Bagatelles for Harmonium and Strings, op 47 
 A treat to have these delightful trifles on CD – written as Hausmusik for friends. The 

harmonium used is a real relic – every crude wheeze of its primitive pedal technology can 
be heard. (My13) 

The Spectre’s Bride, op 67 
 Oratorio written for the English choral societies, here performed in Czech. The three 

soloists must carry the piece, and the writing is very operatic – Urbanovà is still young 
but her power is evident, and Ludha is a match for her. First soprano aria dramatically 
laments the death of family and disappearance of lover, who then appears as the Spectre. 
He tells her to throw away her prayer books and come with him. He throws them away 
and they fly, she leaving drops of blood. He asks her again what she carries – a rosary. 
He tosses it, and they fly. They arrive where blue lights are dancing, but he notices her 
neck – a crucifix – and again he tosses it. At the climactic scene, however, she clues in 
and tricks the Spectre into leaping first – so she can flee. She finds refuge in an occupied 
tomb, while the Spectre tries to lure her. She prays to Mary for help in a magnificent aria 
and is saved as the cock crows. The piece has pathos, romance, religiosity, gothic terror, 
plus folk humor and wisdom, all captured in the music. Very beautiful. (Muskoka, Jy13) 

Quartet in B♭, op 4 
 Lengthy Quartet at 50’. Begins beautifully but then meanders, can’t develop material but 

only repeat. Largo also loses its way. Scherzo not in Czech mode. Intolerably repetitious. 
(Ireland, S13) 

Quartettsatz: Andante appassionato 
Orphaned early movement, much revised before receiving the form recorded here. 
Simple line con sordino with much noodling accompaniment – B section shifts to 6/8. 
Not bad. (Ireland, S13) 

Quartet in D 
Very early behemoth at 73’. Allegro itself is 27’, the Andante 18’. Dvorak’s early 
admiration for Wagner seems to have encouraged him to extravagant length, but his reach 
exceeded his grasp: while the first movement is full of motivic ideas, it can’t develop or 
cohere. Andantino opens beautifully – more active B section drives forward without 
cadence but also without destination. Scherzo is built on the revolutionary Hey Slovény – 
Trio a lovely gentle rocking melody, again senza cadence. Finale terribly repetitive – the 
shortest movement but it goes forever. (Ireland, S13) 

Quartet in E, op 80 (op 27) 



Another early Quartet, better proportioned than the first two, published much later than 
its composition. Allegro very restrained, not bright as the key would suggest, the 
development handled competently. Andantino simple and plaintive, ambiguously major 
and minor – lovely. Scherzando has metrical ambiguity, still pensive – Trio quicker, also 
in minor. Allegro Finale opens with viola statement, beginning for the first time to sound 
with Dvorak’s Czech voice. This is far from first rate Dvorak, but it’s listenable, viable. 
(Ireland, S13) 

Cypresses – Liebeslieder 
Twelve pieces from a cycle of eighteen early love songs which Dvorak transcribed for 
quartet but couldn’t persuade Simrock to publish. Printed posthumously, they prove to be 
rare repertoire in the short form Dvorak was always good at, ranging from pleasant to 
glorious (IV, VII, X) (Ireland, S13) 

Quartet in E minor, op 10 
Dvorak’s least known Quartet, recorded as opus 10 but apparently never published, the 
outer movements extant only in pencil draft. Three movements played without pause. 
Begins with stormy motif, alternates with lyric bit – fussy doodling in the inner parts, 
much motivic note spinning in development. Andante, however, is a movement Dvorak 
later rewrote twice, a long-breathed line in 12/8 against flowing eights, senza cadence – 
beautiful but endless. Allegro Finale again tempestuous and lyrical alternately. A bold 
design lacking skill (patience?) to bring it off. (Ireland, S13) 

Quartettsatz in F 
Orphaned movement discarded in favour of the C major Quartet. Begins beautifully, 
richly voiced – turns into typical dotted and arpeggiated motifs – lovely play of two 
violins, syncopated figure. A fine, unpretentious movement. (Ireland, S13) 

Quartet in F minor, op 9 
Moderato states serioso motif that dominates the movement, though Dvorak is better able 
to keep the repetitions sufficiently varied and interesting – too long but beautiful 
passages. Andante a violin melody plus accompaniment, later rewritten as the well 
known Romance in F minor – immediately recognizable and gorgeous. Valse is brief, 
with contrasting bit in 2/4 – the first duple meter in the piece. Finale opens with ominous 
measured tremolo, gets bogged down in Lisztian orchestral writing – the weakest 
movement. (Ireland, S13) 

Quartet in A minor, op 12 
Another case of Dvorak’s ambition exceeding his prowess: A vast, innovative scheme of 
interconnecting movements proved unsatisfying, so extensive revisions were begun and 
never completed. The version recorded here is a composite performing edition. Allegro 
builds on a rough motivic cell – Dvorak always tried to be Beethoven when he was really 
a Schubert. Poco adagio stands in for a scherzo, built on a throbbing dotted motif – B 
section has folk coloration. A second Poco adagio, a true slow movement, spins a long 
melodic line neither striking nor imaginatively harmonized. Finale is motivic, all wind-up 
and no pitch. Well behaved but dull. (Ireland, S13) 

Quartet in A, op 2 
Beautiful serene slow intro – bright, happy Allegro in 6/8 – development skilled, since 
Dvorak revised it years after writing – awkward recap – extended developmental coda 
with hint of intro theme, quiet ending. Andante has long, deeply felt melody and 
counter-melody – nearly gets lost in B section – return of A fancied up – not wholly 



satisfactory, but beautiful passages. Shorter Scherzo is legato and singing, with 
unexpected key shifts. Finale begins with stiff, decisive theme, then soaring legato, then 
half-tempo chorale – then mixes them up, with lots of doodling in accompaniment – 
ending returns to slow intro. Not perfectly polished or compact but worth hearing more 
often. (Ireland, S13) 

Terzet in C, op 74 
I thought this was familiar, but no. Was I confusing the Violin Sonatina? A wistful lyric 
theme alternates with an off-the-string bit – leads straight into flowing Larghetto in 3 – 
eventually a dotted rhythm changes its character, but legato returns. Scherzo has true 
Czech feel. Variations inhabit minor key much of the time but finish fast and affirmative. 
Nice. (Ireland, S13) 

2 Waltzes, op 54a 
Unpretentious, gorgeous – mainstays of Sandra’s gig book. I didn’t know they were 
arranged from a set of piano waltzes, op 54. (S13) 

Quartet in C, op 61 
The first work in the box that gets performances, and I do recognize it. Allegro opens 
reflectively, then bounds into action, with nice rhythmic and chromatic second subject, 
plus genuine Czech lyricism (it reminds me of “Thine is the glory”), expansive and 
uplifting. Adagio is marked molto cantabile, a glorious inward singing line. Scherzo is 
subdued, but with a Czech bounce – Trio dances over legato triplets. Vivace is not 
terribly fast, but it’s unmistakable Dvorak. Like the Fifth Symphony, this Quartet stands 
just outside the inner circle of greatest hits. (S13) 

Quartet in D minor, op 34 
I’ve known this piece a long time from LP, and it gets done occasionally, as it ought. 
Gently rolling triple-time theme with falling fifth – memorable, and sings with Czech 
voice, breaks into smiling-through-tears major in a courtly dance. Polka is an innovation, 
with elegant Trio in 3. Gorgeous Adagio is more reserved, interior. Finale has a rough, 
heavily accented theme, staccatissimo. One of my favorites. (S13) 

Quartet in A minor, op 16 
Liner notes see this piece as a watershed in Dvorak’s Quartet writing, deliberately pared 
down in texture and conscientiously lucid in form. Allegro shows the Spartan grip that 
keeps cantabile impulse in check. Andante allows itself to sing, with marcato B section – 
very nice. Scherzando has tricky ambiguous rhythm but no folk feel. Finale opens with 
dramatic chords, unfolds in good form – terrific ending. One hears the young composer 
learning without finding his voice. (S13) 

Quartet in E♭, op 51 “Slavonic” 
I don’t remember ever hearing this one, though it is later. Unusual opening of Allegro 
from harmonic matrix, develops rhythmic lilt and a characteristic theme – second subject 
a graceful bow – development wanders pleasantly. Dumka is an innovation in keeping 
with Dvorak’s recent hits the Slavonic Dances – this one slow and plaintive with perky B 
section – a beauty. Romanza is richly voiced and haunting in a slow 6. Normally I object 
to so much double stopping, but it seems to work OK, and it’s very well played. Finale 
opens with happy spiccato dance that gets side-tracked in various ways, threatening to 
become earnest or elegiac with mementos of the first movement – but it reaches a happy 
ending. Not quite formally secure, perhaps, but full of nice surprises. (S13) In concert, this 
Quartet struck me as full of good Dvorak ideas that can only repeat themselves – the 



piece is much too long, the last movement the least effective, weak ending. (Jeffery 
Concert live, Afiara Quartet D13) 

Piano Trio in E minor, op 90 “Dumky” 
Ruth said what I’ve always thought about this very popular piece: It doesn’t hold 
together. It’s lovely in sections, each section. But hearing it live in concert, there’s no 
telos, too much slow stuff, too much stop and start. Gryphon Trio plays well, but the 
strings aren’t compatible. Annie Patipatanakoon’s violin tone is so dry, it does nothing 
for me, while Roman Borys’s cello is so vibrant, so variable. (Jeffery Concert live--S13) 
Six movements, 35’. One of those universal favorites, like the Piano Quintet, that I’ve 
never warmed to. It has to do with the formal structure – it all seems arbitrary, starts and 
stops and repeats. It seems endless. (My18) 

Cello Concerto in B minor 
I haven’t heard this in years, yet I anticipate every phrase – Dvorak’s greatest work, and 
played by Rostropovich, whom I heard play it in Minneapolis. The presence of those 
pianissimo phrases I’ll never forget – he played them to my ear alone. (N13) 

Piano Concerto in G minor, op 22  
I can never remember whether I’ve actually heard this piece through – if so, it was long 
ago. It’s large, just short of 40’. Allegro begins with breast-beating tragedy – eventually a 
major key group evokes Czech feeling. Development seems routine but builds to grand 
declaration in major – recap of tragic theme is anticipated quietly before appearing full 
force. Adagio alternates between meditation and external drama. Allegro Finale has a 
decent theme, but Dvorak’s weaknesses of development and overworked transitions 
plague this important early work. (Apparently the keyboard writing is awkward, though 
it’s not noticeable here.) Recorded sound in 1950-ish. (D13) 

Rusalka 
Three and a half hours of Song to the Moon is a bit much – the fault of the opera is that 
the drama is much too long drawn out. But what glorious music! I hear a little bit of 
everything: the Water Nymphs are Rhine Maidens, the mise en scène Rhinegold; there’s 
Bartered Bride in the Czech music, a bit of Boris in the Polonaise, moments of Hansel in 
the folk-Wagner; the child animals recalled Cunning Little Vixen; premonitions of 
Pelléas in the first act, reminiscences of Tristan in the last. René was born to sing it. I 
thought the fairy tale plot would seem cool, but the symbolism is lucid and moving, 
though very much a fixture of the nineteenth century, the Prince lured by the spiritual 
love of Rusalka but seduced by the sexual love of the Foreign Princess. Beczala missed a 
high note at the end (aimed too high and corrected too late—), but otherwise the 
performance was flawless. Complete enchantment. (MetHD--F14) Again in HD in an 
unnecessary new production, but a very good one. I change nothing from my assessment 
of the opera. Brandon Jovanovich is a discovery as a tenor up for Wagner. Jamie Barton 
is almost too cute to be an evil witch – she`d be more suited to Humperdinck. And I do 
not see the excitement about Opolais, except that she looks good. Her singing is 
acceptable only – no Renée Fleming star power, yet she keeps getting lead roles. 
(MetHD—F17)     

Sonatina in G for Violin and Piano, op 100 
Beautiful performance of the entire piece on PBS from the Shaker Village in Pleasant 
Hill, Kentucky. Such music written within the confines of amateur technique! Arnaud 
Sussmann, a superb violinist, and Wu Han at the piano. (S16) 



Silhouettes, piano, op 8 
Very early pieces, twelve in 21’, untroubled by formal challenges, stylistically following 
out of Schumann rather than folk traditions. Even the passionate Florestan and the shy 
Eusebius are easily distinguished. Dvorak’s piano music is a mystery to me. I had thought 
he was not much of a pianist, but he had enough technique to perform his own chamber 
music in public, and it’s not easy. The liner notes suggest that he wrote for the market, 
with sales to amateurs in mind, and so kept his technical demands modest. (O19) 

2 Minuets, op 28; Dumka, op 33 
The Minuets together are 13’, the Dumka 9’. They seem quite generic. The Dumka 
projects some national Czech feeling and thus anticipates the popular Piano Trio. (O19) 

Theme and Variations, op 36 
A major work among the piano pieces at 15’, though relatively early. The theme is 
related to the op 33 Dumka, followed by eight variations. The booklet calls attention to 
harmonic invention in the low chordal variation and the virtuosic Finale. Impressive. 
(O19) 

Scottish Dances, op 41; 2 Furiants, op 42 
I don’t think I’d recognizes these Dances as Scottish – no snaps, no drone – but the 
Furiants are unmistakably Czech. (O19) 

8 Waltzes, op 54 
The first is familiar from Sandra’s gig book, in a quartet version. These are substantial 
pieces: plenty of invention has gone into them, with Dvorak’s characteristic harmonies 
and ornaments. I didn’t catch the other waltz from Sandra’s book. (O19) 

4 Eclogues, op 56a 
The literary title is just a carte blanche. First is “quasi-Polka.” Last is very flashy. (O19) 

Moderato in A; Albumblätter, sine op 
The Moderato exhibits an extraordinary number of changes of mood, tonality, expression 
inside a 3’ space, almost manic. The Albumblätter are more stable in character. (O19) 

6 Piano Pieces, op 52 
Dvorak published only four pieces as op 52 (I don’t know which ones), but here the two 
unpublished are restored, making a 19’ collection. Presto is impetuoso with a Czech 
twang and a calmer B section. Intermezzo is marked Larghetto, a strange melancholy 
tune over something like a ground. Very distinctive (and Kvapil has line!). Gigue is 6/8 
of course, alternating sections. Eclogue is improvisational, but its changeability seems to 
make perfect sense. Another distinctive piece. Tempo di marcia oddly enough is in 
unambiguous 3/4. (O19) 

6 Mazurkas, op 56 
At first these seemed quite generic, pallid reflections of Chopin, but the last three, 
especially op 56/4, are very special, even haunting. (O19) 

Impromptu in D minor, sine opus 
 A more mature Dvorak, despite excessive repetition. It was written in 1883 for a 
magazine. Ternary,  

with a lovely B section in major. (O19) 
Dumka and Furiant, op 12 

The opus is confusing, the 1884 pieces were given an early number that was not assigned. 
These were also published in magazines, but in England where his admirers expected 



nothing less than the best. The Dumka is gentle and melancholy, the Furiant joyful with a 
streak of sadness. Fine. (O19) 

Humoresque in F# minor, sine opus 
 No, not that one. Light and charming. (O19) 
Suite in A, op 98 

Five movements, 19’. Written in the wake of the smash hit New World Symphony in 
NYC, and soon orchestrated as the American Suite, which had far better success than the 
piano version. It sounds much more Czech than American. First a gentle dance, then a 
wild romp in minor with a reflective B section. Third has the Allegretto character of a 
humoresque, with a gorgeous plangent B section. Andante is a hold-back-the-tears piece, 
while Allegro Finale is a fast dance in minor turning major for the finish. Super. (O19) 

Two Piano Pieces, opus posthumous 
 Chips from the master’s block, a lovely Lullaby and a whimsical Capriccio. (O19) 
Humoresques, op 101 

8 pieces, 23’. The title “Humoresque” is no more specific than “Eclogue,” a carte blanche 
for any fancy. Vivace is strong in runs, alternating with a childlike tune. II is even more 
childlike. III is a mock-classical ditty with a graceful turn, parlayed into a series of 
episodes. There’s no sense of coherence as a group. Poco Andante is more mysterious, 
more broadly pianistic. Vivace is a rollicking folkdance in minor. Poco Allegretto begins 
with odd chords, mysterieuse, Dvorak mimicking Debussy (?). THE Humoresque is VII, 
Poco lento e grazioso. Kvapil plays it straight, no winks or nudges. The set finishes with 
another rather twisted idea, and oddity with weird ending. I like these best. (O19) 

Poetic Moods, op 85 
13 pieces with generally poetic titles totalling 54’. This is Dvorak’s most mature 
collection, the pieces longer than in other collections, but it is still not an integral cycle. 
The idea of Hausmusik dominates, like Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words. Night 
Journey begins slow, meditative, then a canter, the tempi alternation. Gorgeous, exciting. 
Joking offers staccato banter, calculated pauses. At the Old Castle is slow, more romantic 
than gothic. Spring Song is a simple tune with ripples. Peasant song has a touch of the 
Czech, becoming ominous, then returning to carefree dance. Some twisty harmonies. 
Reminiscence channels Chopin – gorgeous. Furiant is pure Czech dance. Goblins’ Dance 
sticks to upper keyboard, chromatic, harmonic surprises, a parlor game. Serenade has a 
tune that’s not Spanish, though there’s effort to imitate guitar. Bacchanalia, marked 
Vivacissimo in a minor key, is exciting in a polite way, with clever B section, very 
flashy. Tittle-tattle is small and gossipy, not funny but it could be. At the Tumulus, 
marked Tempo di marcia, is a kind of heroic funeral march with moments of grandeur. 
Wow! At Svatá hora is another Czech dance in grand arpeggiated chords, with lovely 
quiet ending. (N19) 

Legends, op 59 
Ten pieces, 41’. Originally written for two pianos, then orchestrated. Not intended for 
performance as a group but selectively. The pieces have no titles, only tempo indications, 
but there’s fantasy in the music – Dvorak at his most atmospheric, a strand of petite 
masterpieces in breathtaking orchestration. Rhapsodic dreamy dances full of trick 
modulations and countermelody. Sheer loveliness. (Je19)   

Te Deum, op 103 



Four continuous sections, 21’. I’ve never heard this piece. It begins with a great noise of 
solo timps, then brass and orchestra – did I hear an organ? Soprano enters for reverent 
passage, and festivity returns. Bass solo leads Tu rex gloriae, Lento, with brass fanfares. 
Aeterna fac, a communal prayer for salvation, is sung by chorus, Vivace. Soprano solo 
leads the Dignare Domine, with choral prayer for mercy that ends in Alleluia, soloists 
joining chorus with trumpets and drums. Fine piece, fine performance. The soloists seem 
outsized and ungainly, but their heft is needed at the end. (Mh20) 

Mass in D, op 86 
My other recording of this piece is the original version with organ and a shockingly weak 
English choir. This version with Dvorak’s later orchestration is a vast improvement, and 
it conveys a Catholic piety. Kyrie is a gently swaying, comforting 6/8, solo quartet taking 
the Christe. Gloria is happy, with fugato on Adoremus, but retaining the gentle tone, 
especially when soloists enter with organ in longish slower section. Happy sound returns 
with another fugato on Cum Sancto. Credo again in gentle 3 begins with alto solo 
answered by full choir. Et incarnatus is given to soloists, Crucifixus to choir. Et resurrexit 
is led by solo tenor, then soprano, then chorus to (a dull?) finish. Both Sanctus and 
Benedictus are choral, with fairly chromatic organ interlude. Agnus Dei is led by solo 
quartet, the choir in an insistent Miserere and a quiet ending. (Mh20) 

GEORGE DYSON  
Symphony in G minor 

Harmony and texture of Elgar, but none of the emotional extremes. More complex 
writing than I expected. Gentle piece on the whole, grandiose ending. (D08) 

In Honour of the City 
Choral setting of five Monk’s-Tale stanzas by Dunbar in praise of London. Lots of text 
with no rushing or stalling. Five sections: jaunty Brit “jocund,” light, more slowly 
flowing, staccato allegretto, hortatory blessing (with chimes). London (falling G to D, 
GD’s signature) the “flower of cities all.” The English do this sort of this so well. Re 
Vaughan Williams. (D08). Yes – one hears the Westminster chimes (were they there in 
1500?). Perfect for Proms. (Muskoka--Jy13) 

At the Tabard Inn 
Comic overture written 10+ years after the fact for The Canterbury Tales. Very pleasant, 
but not as much character as Chaucer. (D08) Written as overture, but with hope that it 
might also stand alone and feed from the success of the oratorio. Style wholly traditional, 
quite diatonic though capable of abrupt modulation. Less adventurous harmonically than 
Vaughan Williams at his most conservative – but a serviceable festive overture. 
(Muskoka--Jy13) 

The Canterbury Pilgrims 
 Dyson’s purpose was the humble, practical one of providing singable music for choral 

societies who couldn’t cope with Delius or Walton. The text is adapted from Chaucer’s 
General Prologue, modernized and pronounced (annoyingly) as modern English. There’s 
nothing shy about the music – the orchestra sounds huge, brassy – it reminds me of the 
Sea Symphony more than anything, less modal but just as fond of cross relations. He 
does well with Chaucerian characterization and wit – the Monk is unmistakable. But the 
text is too wordy. The Clerk offers fine excuse for a choral fugue. The Wife of Bath, alas, 
is cut discretely short, with a lovely antique pastiche, and the Parson is done with 
warmth. A truly beautiful diminuendo ending. (Muskoka--Jy13) 


